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PREFACE
The publications in this thesis are directed towards the construction of a theoretical basis
for the science of ecology. The general method is that of formalization, a technique
which belongs to the freld of formal symbolic logic. Themodw operandi is to construct
a new branch of pure mathematics using the concepts of modern logic. These require in
outline first the establishment of a semantic basis, the universe of discourse. Secondly
primitive tenns undefined in the system are laid down; these are based on biology in the
present work in contrast to the many branches of mathematics which stem from physics.
The primitive terms are then used in formal defrnitions which range across population and
community ecology, beginning with animal ecology and extending to plant ecology in the
frnal paper in this collection.
This line of research was started early in L977 after three years of preliminary work.
Prior to this I had used standard well-known mathematical methods such as stochastic
simulation modelling and difference and differential equations for problems in ecology,
breaking new ground with a stochastic simulation model of Triboliun populations
published in 'Physiological Zoology' in 1967. However my original training in pure
mathematics and physics had given me a good knowledge of the basic role played by
mathematics in theoretical physics and I was well able to contrast this with the lack of
fundamental mathematically-based theory in ecology. By 1973I was fully a\ilare that the
mathematics developed for physics was often not suitable in ecology and that a new kind
of pure mathematics was essential for a satisfactory scientific theory. The methodology I
adopted followed that given by J.H. Woodger in his 1937 book'The Axiomatic Method
in Biology'. In an article in the 'British Journal for the Philosophy of Science' in 1952
'Woodger \ilrote "In considering the relation of mathematics to biology we must
distinguish between the process of applying existing mathematics to biology and the less
familia¡ process of letting the biological statements suggest new mathematical ones".
'Woodger's first process is that of mathematical modelling; his "less familiar process" is
the one followed in this thesis; it is within the academic discipline of formalization in the
non-physical sciences. In contrast to Woodger I aimed at producing results which would
be of immediate use to field ecologists, in particular those of the Andrewartha School of
animal ecology in the University of Adelaide. Thus initially and for some years the work
was confined to animal ecology and in particulu to population ecology of single animal
species. Furthermore in order to obtain useful results I dropped the restriction to first-
order logic which is customary in a formalization. My decision to use higher order logic
and draw when necessary on techniques and symbolism from the whole of modern
mathematics was aided by useful discussions with Mr Dene Barnett in the School of
Humanities at Flinders University whose lectures on logic I attended in 1977 and 1978.
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By December 1977I had obtained the first useful although rather crude result. This was
a formal symbolic definition of the (theoretically) total environment of an animal. The
ecological ideas which I used to obtain this result came from four main sources:
(Ð Andrewartha H G (1971). Introduction to the Study of Animal Populations, 2nd
Edn. Chapman and Hall, London.
(ü) Maelzer D A (1965). A discussion of components of environment in ecology.
Journal of Theoretical Biology 8,1,41-162.
(üÐ Andrewartha H G and Browning T O (1961). An analysis of the idea of
"resources" in animal ecology. Journal of Theoretical Biology 1,83-97 .
(iv) Many discussions about animal ecology with Professors Andrewartha and
Browning and Dr Maelzer.
The new result \ryas conveyed immediately to Professor Andrewartha (and others) at a
seminar I gave in the Entomology Department, University of Adelaide, in December
L977. Professor Andrewartha made excellent use of the result in a fundamental recasting
of his book'The Ecological \ü/eb' published in 1984 jointly with Professor Charles Birch
and they added an Appendix written by myself which is included in this thesis. From my
mathematical definition And¡ewartha developed a highly stylized diagram which opened
out the complex network yielded by the definition of the environment and projected it on
to a plane. I have made extensive use of these 'envirograms' in my later work. I
published a slightly improved version of this early result in 1980 in the 'Australian
Journal of Ecology'.
A more sophisticated version together with some suggestions about niche, community
and ecosystem appeared in'Erkenntnis' in 1982 and an inference drawn from this work
in the 'Journal of Theoretical Biology' in 1983.
At this stage of the work it became clear to me that a correct def,rnition of environment
was of critical importance to the entire developing system. I therefore decided that it was
essential to do a very careful check of my mathematical definition in addition to the
previous ongoing check of several score individual examples of objects in various
animals' environments. I undertook a series of studies of the environment of each of
twenty-five species of animals, ranging across the phyla from the sponges to the non-
human primates. They were:
Five lower invertebrates: sponge, coral, sea gooseberry, tapeworrn, earthworrn.




(c) Five higher invertebrates: freshwater snail, terrestrial snail, squid, octopus,
brachiopod.
(d) Nine vertebrates: fish, frog, toad, fulmar, penguin, wallaby, dolphin, gorilla,
chimpanzee.
I chose these species deliberately within the four groups on the basis that they were well-
known either with many papers or a book easily available. Clearly the scientific journals
would have been unable to cope with the massive output of my results so I published
these as occasional papers from Griffith University. The system was that the papers
were read only by the Editor who would call on staff members to assist when necessary.
They were published immediately and advertised world-wide. I was assisted by a
Research Assistant, Mr M G Stewart under a grant from the Australian Research Grants
Scheme, during 1981 and 1982. Mr Stewart \ilas an enthusiastic assistant and I included
his name on all publications for which he had at least some input. I was also assisted by
Honours student J C Moore for a brief period.
I read a paper on the structure of the environment at the Australasian Association for
I-ogic Conference in 1983, using the three-spined stickleback as an example. An abstract
appeared in the 'Journal of Symbolic Logic' in 1984 and is included in this collection.
The twenty-five animal study gave me confidence in my mathematical definition of
environment since I could not find an object referred to in the literature as being an
element of the animal's environment which could not be classified. I also gained
knowledge of the topological structure of the (defined) environment. It became clear as
the work proceeded that an improved formulation was necessary, first in order to cope
with technical difficulties associated with my use of the conditional in first-order logic
and secondly because the relatively high level of mathematical sophistication necessary to
obtain a correct classification militated against the wide use of the method particularly by
undergraduates.
For these reasons a new formulation suited to teaching undergraduateZoology students
was developed and used immediately for updating the studies of the sponge, tapeworm,
octopus, toad and chimpanzee of the original set of animals. The resultant papers were
published in 1987 and 1988 in the 'Australian Journal of Zoology'.
I proceeded immediately to develop my ideas on animal community and published a paper
in 1988 in 'Coenoses' in which I gave a formal definition of community and showed the
connection with the algebra of categories by writing the axioms of that algebra in terms of
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my formalization. The important axiom conceming the existence of an identity morphism
was deduced from my 1983 paper. The definition uses the notion of the functionally
connected modifier chains of the environment which connect animals in the community.
It lends itself also to the classification of realJife communities and I give examples in the
paper. An interesting mathematical object is a'product', the term having the meaning
assigned to it in the algebra of categories. This turned out to be a representation of the
'food-web' of animal ecology. It is possible to derive a representation of a food-web
from that of the total environment or community but it is not possible to derive a
representation of the total environment or community from a knowledge of the food-web.
I then turned to the notion of niche for which I required a formal definition of animal
species. I used the ideas of H E H Paterson here and published a separate paper on this
point. The two publications appeared in'Rivista di Biologia' and 'Coenoses', both in
1989.
At this point I wrote a short monograph published in 1989 in which I set out the general
philosophy of the approach and gave a summary of the results, also presenting a Venn
diagram of the primitive terms of the system which shows how the concepts of
environment, species, niche and community are linked at a basic level, i.e. a linkage of
population and community ecology. The Editor of the monograph series in Griffith
University consulted three referees before accepting my monograph for publication. One
of these, W T V/illiams, wrote to me directly suggesting an extra paragraph in the
Introduction listing all the symbols which I then added.
It was then time to extend the system to plant ecology and the initial extension was
published in 'Coenoses' in 1992. Animal and plant ecology at the population and
community level a¡e now combined. The ideas on plant ecology stem largely from J L
Harper's 1977 book'Population Biology of Plants'.
Early in the work it became clear that it would be necessary to make special provision for
humans. A single example will suffice. Consider as an object a specific cigarette in a
specific human's environment. This object would be classified as a malentity under my
definition since it is inimical to the subject human (but is not a predator). However a
cigarette-smoking human does not regard a cigarette as a malentity but rather as a kind of
resource and often a social asset. Basic ecological mathematics which does not take
account of such strong human reactions and the associated cultural and sociological
milieu is bad mathematics and unlikely to further the cause of science. Unfortunately my
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early ideas on human ecology (not yet published) \vere too late for Andrewartha and
Birch (1984) and they used my definition of environment for humans also.
My work provides an integrated and precise basis for a large segment of ecological theory
which until now has been only qualitative. The developing system is stochastic in two
ways. First at a fundamental semantic level the two primitive terrns G for plants and H
for animals both contain probabilistic ideas. Either G or H is incorporated in all
defrnitions. Secondly the definition of mate for animals and co-reproducer for plants
contain a probabilistic sentence. The system is also totally interactive via the directed-
interaction primitive. It is time-dependant; provision is made for the environment of an
individual organism to change from instant to instant. All defrnitions are functional; it is
the functional relations among animals or plants which provide both the structure of the
environment and that of the community. By excluding the primitive term Hab from the
environment definition I have made the concept of environment habitat-independent.
This enables us, for example, to include the blight Endothia parasitica among the
predators of the chestnut tree even in the case that the tree in which we are particularly
interested is growing in an area far removed from the place where the observation was
made.
Both my initial papers in animal and plant ecology contain the terms 'direct environment'
and 'indirect environment' in contrast to Andrewartha and Birth (1984) who replaced
these expressions by 'centrum' and 'web'. In mathematics 'modifiers of order 0, L,
2,...' would seem more natural.
Throughout the work I have attempted to strike a sensible balance between the amount of
symbolism and explanation in ordinary English where the latter can be done without
losing too much precision.
In science classification itself is of fundamental importance. However the precise
classification of objects in an animal's environment has advantages in addition to (or
perhaps because of) the simplicity of the method. First it is easy to justify the
classification of objects by using semi-formalized sentences. Secondly ecologists are
able to see immediately where their specialized observations and experiments fit into the
overall research on the species. They can compare progress from one organism to
another, for instance it is clear from such analyses that more is known about the cane toad
than the King penguin. Furthermore the environment analysis makes it possible to
combine reports from various sources and different disciplines in a standard form which
is then accessible to all.
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The future potential of the work is difficult to assess but is certainly very big. Already it
is the case that the research has thrown light on issues which have not been direct aims.
One of these is the general and somewhat vague idea that in nature everything is
connected to everything else. The modifier chains of the present system give precision to
this vague idea. Furthermore they provide us with a modus operandi. Beginning with
any living organism in our chosen community we can write down the modifiers one by
one, repeating the process until the entire structure is evident. A second point is that
hypotheses which are set up for testing in field ecology can now be stated with precision;
only by using precise definitions can we state precise hypotheses.
Using the precise foundation presented in this thesis it should now be possible to develop
biologically-based ecological mathematics. For instance suppose we have (in theory) two
communities, contiguous in space, which are of low order, say two or three and
connected by some predator. It should be possible to combine these within an overall
habitat by writing down an equation which gives us a kind of logical sum of the two
communities. The result will certainly be a community but the order of this community
has to be determined. Depending on the circumstances the logical sum may be a'tight'
community of order three or a looser community of higher order. If it turns out that such
logical sums are subject to fixed laws then it will be possible to consffuct a calculus of
communities which will deal with small changes in a community over a short period of
time. Thus we should be able to predict the precise effect of adding a ne,w plant or animal
to an existing realJife community. Such a development is likely in the distant future after
much work to enable us to make precise predictions about real-life communities. The
analogous situation in physics is that the mathematically-based theory enables us to do the
arithmetic required to predict the future state of the system. At present it is the case that
the precise prediction of the future state of an ecological system has been possible only in
certain special cases. However given a sound mathematical basis for ecological theory
prediction in ecology should be as feasible as in physics.
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Abstract
The arricle tlescribes the frrsl slep in the formaliza-
tion of the theory of animal ecology developed by
H.G. Andrewartha, L-C. Birch, T.O. Browning,
D.A. Maelzer antl tlrcír students. The classifca-
tion of the enviro¡tntenî given by H'G'
Andrewartha in Introduction to the Study of
Animal Populations (197l,) is formalized, with
lhe exclusion of rhe cornpottent'wealher' . In addi'
tion, the notion due to D. A. Maelzer that certain
objects'only modifed tlrc value of some resource
or other component of environmenf is also for'
ntalized and extended. The class of malentities is
enlarged to include the case of an animal ealing a
poisonous anintal. This enlarged class includes
so¡ne ani¡nals formally classifed as 'aggressors"
Symbiosis is also discussed.
lntroduction
The classification of the comPonents of the envi-
ronment given by Andrewartha & Birch (1954)
has been moditied successively by Browning
(1963), Maelzer (1965) and Andrewartha
(1970). The original set of four comPonents
namely (i) weather, (ii) food, (iii) other animals
and orgahisms causing disease and (iv) a place in
which to live was eventually replaced, in the
L970 publication, by five comPonents:
resources; mates; predators, Pathogens and
aggressors; weather; malentities. The object of
the present study is to formalize this latest clas-
sification. This is the first steP in the formaliza-
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tion of the theory of animal ecology associated
with the names of the above auihors. The for-
malization is being undertaken for three main
reasons:
(i) To facilitate the development of the theory' A
formalization will aid in ensuring that all the
assumptions are explicitly laid down; in particu-
lar it will give an accurate way of saying explicitly
what assumptions are incorporated in a chain of
deductions. The rules of deduction (which are
formally laid down as Part of a formalization)
will enabte us to arrive at the consequences of
our assumptions in a systematic way: by for-
malizing, we are less likely to omit important
consequences. The use of clearcut definitions
(the subject of this article) is almost essential for
the exact communication of the theory to others'
The use of a natural language in this communica-
tion necessarily involves us in the paradoxes
which arise in a natural language.
theoretical aspect of quantum theory' In the pre-
sent case, lengthy discussion took place among
animal ecologists and myself during the course
oI the work: the symbolism given below is satis-
factory in the sense that it has clarified and simp-
lified the previous noti'on of the environment' So
far we have not found a counter-example, that is'
an example of a real-life situation in which a
certain object should, according to the intuitive
notions oi the ecologists, be included in
(excluded from) the environment ol the animal
but does not (does) accord with the formal defin-
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itions given. This is not to say that the prescnt
fornralizcd dcscription of the environlnent is
immutable.
As the work proceeded it became clear that
the component called'weather', which had been
included in all previous classifications, could not
be adequately defined in terms similar to those
used for the other four components. The device
finally adopted is to work with the direct envi-
ronment, as suggested by Maelzer (1965); this
notion requires only four components, essen-
tially similar to those of Andrewartha (1970),
but without'weather'. These are supplemented
by the so-called 'Maelzer Modifiers' (another
device suggested by Maelzer in the 1965 paper)
which are defined in terms of the four main
components.
A list of symbols used is given in the Appen-
dix.
The general approach
The general approach is that adopted by
Andrewartha & Birch (1954) in that, to begin
with, we concentrate our attention on one, and
only one, an_imal.
The animal in which we are interested is con-
ceived to be surrounded by objects, some of
which are animate. All of these objects are
assumed to be measurable. We distinguish vari-
ous classes of objects which are called R¡,
R:,...R¡ M, P and C.
In order to formulate precise definitions a
number of concepts, hitherto somewhat vaguely
expressed, are replaced by more exact state-
ments. In particular, statements about variations
in temperature and intensity oflight are replaced
in the theoretical structure by statements about
precisely measured objects consisting of known
numbers of units of energy - heat-energy or
light-energy. Throughout the study the animal is
visualized as being surrounded by objects which
admit of exact measurement, for example, 'hole'
(in a tree-trunk) as a place to live for the great tit
Parus major is replaced by the object 'tree with a
suitable hole in the trunk'. Andrewartha &
Browning (1961) classify a'hole' as a resource,
that is, they regard a hole as a concrete object. In
an interesting discussion of this point Lewis &
Lewis (1970) equate 'hole' to'hole-lining' thus
obtaining a nominalistic approach. However, for
our purposes, 'object with suitable hole'
although admittedly vague (since the suitability
dcpends on ¿r nurnber of lactors but especially on
the particular animal) would seem to suffice and
has been used in tlre example given in Table 1
below. Furthermore, exact measurements of
time are incorporated throughout: when we con-
si<Ier, say, a particular apple as a resource for a
caterpillar the object 'apple at time t¡', is
assumed to differ from the object'apple at time
tz' (t' I tz). Units of energy are handled in much
the same way as pieces of food. We recognize
that some of the food is excreted and some of the
energy is returned to the atmosphere; in this way
we may think of an animal as absorbing and
excreting units of heat- or light-energy. Another
object at first sight strange is a unit of kinetic
energy; we treat a unit of kinetic energy as a
measurable object which, at a particular time, t,
is brought into 'close physical proximity' with
the animal.
The term 'close physical proximity' is a term
incorporated in the definitions; it is not defined;
it may well continue to be an undefined notion in
future studies.
By 'l xa,' we mean that object x is brought into
close physical proximity with animal a at time t,
evoking (immediately) some physical,
physiological or behavioural response-in the
animal.
H,(a) is a real positive number equal to some
combination of:
(i) the expectation of life (at birth) of the
animal a, or the probability that a (on
entering its present stage of the life cycle)
will proceed to the next stage,
(ii) the probability that a will reproduce.
It is understood that (i) and (ii) are to be calcu-
lated under the conditions prevailing at time t.
The second term in (i) applies only to multi-
stage animals. H is not defined precisely. We
require however that an increase in either (i) or
(ii) will result in an increase in H.
We say that H increases when the value of H,
as measured when the object is present, is larger
than the value of H measured wHen the whole
class of like objects is absent. Thus we say that H
is larger when the animal eats a particular food-
object than H would be if no food-objects what-
soever were available to be eaten. Similarly H is
smaller when the animal is attacked by a pre-
dator than it would be if the entire class of pre-
dators were absent. The same considerations
apply to malentities and mates, for example,
TABLE I Examples from the animal ecological literature reclassified in light of the formalizations presented in this article












Vole, M icrota ogrestis,
originally in cage.
Weather in lhe environment of
the salmon Oncorhyncrs
tschawytscho.
Weather in the env¡ronment of
the salmon O. ¡schowytscha.
Aggressor in the environment o[
the introduced (stranger) vole,
M. ogrestis.
Classification according lo formal definition
(A) Change in physiology of salmon.
(B) (a) Expectttion of life, thus H(salmon),
incrcascd.
(b) Total no. units heat-energy unchanged.
(c) Heat-energy inanimale, thus no H involved.
From (a), (b) and (c) this particular chunk ol
enèrgy is û resource of the salmon.
(A) Change in physiology of salmon.
(B) (a) Expectation of life reduced, thus
H(salmon) reduced.
(b) Total no. units heat-energy unchanged.
(c) Heat-energy inanimate. thus no H involved.
From (a), (b) and (c) this particular chunk of
heat-energy ¡s a malent¡ty for the salnron.
(A) Change in physiology of egg.
(B) (a) Probability of harching, thus H(egg),
increased.
(b) Tota¡ no. uni¡s water decreased.
(c) Water inanimale thus no H involved.
From (o), (b) and (c) this particular'chunk' of
water is a resoufce for the egg.
(A) Change in behaviour of tit.
(B) (a) Probability of reprorjucing increased. thus
H(tit) increased.
(b) Total numbe¡ of trees with suitable holes
unchanged.
(c) Tree unaffected.
From (a), (b) and (c) the tree is a resource for
the rit.
(A) Change in physiology of introduced vole.
(B) (a) Expectation of life, thus H(stranger),
reduced.
(b) Total number of voles decreased or
unaffected.
(c) H(original vole) unaffected
From (a), (b) and (c) the original vole is a
malentity in the environment of lhc stranger.
Measured volume of water at a trVeather in env¡ronment of egg
lemperature of 27"C. ol Achela commodta
Tree with suitable hole in ir. Resource (nesting-site) for the











Andrewartha (l 970) p I 24 Measured amount of light-cncrgy
in unit volume surround¡ng the
animal, corresponding to average
daylight.
Man who buikls fence which
limits movement of sheep and
prevenrs sheep-tick from climb-
ing on sheep to feed.
Table l<o¿l
Source of Example Object
Andrewa¡tha (1970) p 83 Adula beetle, Tribolium
costoneum
Original classification
Aggressor in the environment of
the egg of ?. cßtoteum-
Weather in environment of the
cockroach, Per¡Planeto omericono
Member of other species in the
environment of sheep-tick.
Resource in the environment of
the râbbit Orvctologus cuniculus
Classification according to formal definition
(A) Change in physiology of egg.
(B) (a) Expectation of life. thus H(egg), reduced.
(b) Total number of adults unaffected.
(c) Expectation of life, thus H(adult) increased.
From (a), (b) and (c) the adult is a predator of
lhe egg.
(A) Change in behaviour of cockroach.
(B) No change in expectation of life or probabilitv
of reproduclion, thus H(cockroach) unchanged
However a food-type oblect in the vicinitv of
the cockroach ceases to be a resource in the
presence of light: the object is a Maelzer
Modifier of the first order-
(A) Change in behaviour of sheeP-tick.
(B) H(sheep-tick) not direclly affected by man so
oblect not in direct environment of sheep-lick.
tf, however, we could find a particular sheep
which is in a position such lhat, were lhe
fence removed, f he tick would cl¡mb on ¡t and
feed, then the sheeP's blood would be a
resource of the tick and the fence a Maelzer
Modifier ot the first order
The man, who may or may not Pu¡ the fence ¡n
that parr¡cular place, is a Maelzer Modifier
of second order-
(A) Change in behaviour of rabbit.
(B) H(rabbit) not directly affected, however
extremes of lempcroture and llooding in the
vicinity of the rabbit which would otherwise
be malentities in the rabbiCs environmenl are
no longer so. The burrow is a Maelzer Modificr
of the first order in rhe environmenl of
the rabbit.
Browning (1963) p.77
Andrewartha (1970) p.23 Burrow.
a
Source of Example
Andrewartha (19701 p.22 Tall rice plant
Obiect Original classification
Male sheep-tick /xodes ricinus Mate of female sheep-tick, I. ricinus
In discussion of water in rice-
fíeld as resource of mosquito
Anopheles culilacies.
Classification according to formal definition
(A) Change in bchaviour of female lick.
(B) (a) Probability of reproduclion of female tick
increased thus H(female lick) increased-
(b) Total no. of male ticks will probably
increase (in lhe future).
(c) Probability of reproduction of male tick
increased thus H(male tick) increased.
From (a), (b) and (c) the male sheep-tick is a mate
for the female sheep-tick. In this example we may
interchange animal and object and achieve the
same resul¡.
(A) Change in behaviour of mosquito.
(B) H(mosquito) not d¡rectly affecled but water
no longer a resource for mosquito.
The tall rice-plant is a Maelzer Modifier of
the first order. (The short rice-plants are
not in the environment of the mosquito.)
(A) Change in behaviour of larva.
(B) (a) Expectation of life reduced, thus
H(lawa) reduced.
(b) Total number of units of kinetic energy
available to larua unchanged.
(c) Kinetic energy ¡nanimate ¡hus no H involved.
From (a), (b) and (c) the object is a malentity
for thc larva.
Browning (t9ó3) p 56 Measured amouna of kinet¡c
energy corresponding to high
stream flow.
Weather in environment of larua
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when an aninlal copulates in the normal way the
probability of having off-sprirrg is immediately
increased, thus H is increasecl if we compare this
situation with one in which no animals of the
sanrc spccics and oppositc scx werc present. A
situation which at first sight seerns strange is one
in which an amount of heat energy correspond-
ing to a certain temperature is the object: if the
temperature is favourable to the animal's
chances of surviving or reproducing we say that
H increases. In fact we are comparing this situa-
tion with one in which the whole class of heat-
energy objects is absent.
The number H should not be confused with
'Darwinian Fitness'. H is a number which is a
function of two other numbers, one a probabil-
ity, the other,a life expectation. The estimation
of these two latter numbers does not enter into
the matter: we know that in the case of one
animal at [east (man) reasonably reliable
methods of estimation are known and in com-
mon use. The concept of 'fitness', on the other
hand, is a difficult one. Matlìer & Jinks (1971)
write:'Thus fitness may be definable in principle
as the capital element in our consideration of
evolutionary and selective changes, but it is
extremely difficult to measure and often far from
easy to define in usable terms'.
In the sections below the various components
of the environment are dealt with separately, a
list of examples drawn from previous literature
on the subject is given and, finally, the general
procedure is discussed and those objects which
form the complement of the set {objects in direct
environment U Maelzer Modifiers) are
specified.
Resources
By 'resources' we mean ' . . . material neces-
sities of life which are'used'by the animal . . .'
(Andrewartha 1970). A resource is an object
which will increase the expectation of life of the
animal (or its chance of proceeding to the next
stage of the life cycle) or the probability of
reproducing. In other words, we classify as a
resource of the animal, a, an object which will
increase H(a). We have to distinguish carefully,
by making precise measurements, the exact
range of quantities characteristíc of any particu-
lar class of objects which will result in an increase
in H(a): too much water will kill a man; if he has
too little he will also die. The class oI objects of
the type x gms water (per day, say) where x is too
high or too low for the requirements of the ani-
mal is not a class of resources. We insist that x
gms \¡iater is a different object from y gnts tvater
for x # y. When x Iies within a ccrtain rangc we
have a class of resources. The same considera-
tions apply to units of heat-energy. A particular
animal will'use' objects which are (measurable)
amounts of heat-energy corresponding to a par-
ticular range of ambient temperature. At too
high or too low a'temperature the animal will
die; the quantity H(a) decreases; the classes of
objects corresponding to very high or very low
temperatures are not resources. The situation
may seem confused because an animal may
excrete water, or give off heat which may then be
'used'again (recycled). However, the main
points are clear. The quantity H(a) should
increase and the total amount of that kind of
resource available (i.e. the number of objects in
the class) is either decreased or unaffected; it
cannot increase. If the resource is another ani-
mal b, say, which is eaten, then H(b) is reduced
since b's expectatiori of life is decreased. These
considerations [ead to the following fornral
definition of a resource.
Let Rq be the class of resources of a particular
kind for animal a and q e R¡. By R, we mean the
total number of elements in Rq. Then we write
'Res q a,' for'q is a resource of animal a at time t',
and
Res ¡a, : ¿rE riar I [{Hr(a) > H,_" (a)}
& {ñ,., s R,.,-o } & {An(q)) ,,
H,(r,) < H,-" (r,)Ìl
The number represented by 'a' is a positive
quantity chosen to suit the particular situation.
By'An(r,)' we mean that the resource r¡ is an
animal, so the last term reads 'if r, is an animal
then H,(r¡) < Hr-" (rr)'.
Mates
/
This class seems so familiar that we hardly need
to define it. We remark two important points.
First, the relation is symmetrical; if animal a is a
mate of animal b then so also is b of a. Second,
we expect offspring to result; when an adult male
Tribolium beetle commits a sexual assault on a
pupa we do not talk about'mates'. Since offspr-
ing probably result, then at some later date,
depending on the species of animal and the gen-
eral conditions, the total number of mates avail-
able will probably increase. Thus we are led to
the following definition.
By M is meant the class of objects which could
be mates of animal a; m e M; we write 'Mat ma,'
for'nr is a mate of aninral a at time t'. The class M
contains M objects.
Mat ma, :¿, t mat f [{H,(a) ) Ht-o (a)} &
{Prob (M,+,p>Mt) > Prob(M1-"*s¡lvf,-" )}
& {H,(m) > H,-"(m)}l
The positive constant p included in the probabil-
ity statement depends on tlre generatiori time of
the animal.
Predators and Parasites
A predator (or parasite) is an animal which
increases its life expectancy, or increases its
chance of reproducing at the expense of the ani-
mal a. In other words, H(predator) is increased
but H(a) is reduced. The total number of pre-
dators, (parasites) may increase.
We write 'Pred pa,' to mean 'animal p is a
predator or parasite of animal a at time t'. P is the
class of all pqssible predators and parasites of
animal a and P the total number in that class. p e
P. Then,
Pred pa. : orË pat) [{H,(a) ( Hr-o(a)} &
{P,*.,> P,} & {H,(p) > H,-¡(p)}l
The positive constant, 1, depends on the
physiology or generation time of the particular
predator (parasite): cr and ô are chosen to suit
the situation with regard to animal and predator.
Also included in this class in Andrewartha
(1970) were animals classified as 'aggressors"
However an object causing'shock disease' or
'social stress' in the animal in which we ate
interested should rather be classified as a malen-
tity (see below). An object affecting some major
component of our animal's environment (such as
another animal snatching or providing its food)
is a Maelzer Modifier of the first order (see
below).
Malentities
This term was introduced by Andrewartha
(1970) to describe those objects, both animate
and inanimate, which are inimical to the animal,
a, without themselves being affected by the
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encounter. Thus H(a) is re<.luced, trut if the
malentity is an animal, b say, H(b) will not be
affected. The idea of a malentity incorporates
the notion of an accidental occurrence. It is a
development of the conception of a 'haza¡d'
given by Browning (1963). The human being
who steps on an ant is a malentity in the envi-
ronment of the ant. The same sort of considera-
tion applies, however, to the event that an ani-
mal eats (by accident) a poisonous animal. In
this case both H(a) and H(b) are reduced, thus in
strict accordance with Andrewartha we would
not classify the poisonous animal as a malentity.
If however we allow H(b) to be either reduced or
unaffected we cover a wider class of objects,
formerly difficult to classify. Objects are
included which were formerly classified as
'aggressors' causi ng'social stress' , that is, distur-
bance of biochemical balance resulting in
reduced expectation of lite in situations of over-
crowding. The definition of 'Mal ca,', that is'c is
a malentity for animal a at time t' follows.
Let C be the class of all possible malentities for
animal, a. õ is the number of objects in C. c e C.
Then
Mal ca, :¿¡ { ca,) [{H,(a) < H,-"(a)} &
{q*" < Q} a {nn(c) :)" H,(c) < H,*¡(c)}l
The positive constant ô is chosen to suit the
particular malentity.
The Maelzer Modifie¡s
Certain objects in the vicinity of animal a'only
modified the value of some resource or other
component of environment' (Maelzer 1965). In
the terminology of the present study a main
component of the direct environment which has
been changed in some way, so that its final effect
on the animal is changed, is classified as a differ-
ent object. So a Maelzer Modifier is an object
which replaces a component of the environment
of the animal by a differént component, or by an
object which was not a component. We also
allow a particular Maelzer Modifier to replace
an object which was not a component by one
which is; for example, a certain measured quan-
tity of calcium may have no effect on an animal;
in the presence of (a measured quantity of) vit-
amin D it does have an effect; the vitamin D is a
Maelzer Modifier; the object which at time t was
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not a component of the environment be comes a
different object (which is now a resource) at time
t * e. We do not have to combine the vitamin D
with the calcium in order to create a new (com-
pound) object'vitamin D * calcium'(we may do
this, of course, if it seems convenient), our insis-
tence that the'calcium objects' are different at
time t and time t * e is sufficient; we cannot
allow vitamin D to be both applied to the animal
and not applied to the animal simultaneously.
As another example, consider a pair of ani-
mals of opposite sex copulating normally. Norv
introduce a sterility drug (or contraceptive). The
drug is a Maelzer Modifier since animal b is no
longer a mate of animal, a, in the formal sense of
the definition given above.
By 'MMda,' we mean'object d is a Maelzer
Modifier in the environment of animal a at time
t'. By'Comp xa,'we mean that objectxis a main
component of the environment of animal a at
time t, that is, x is a resource, mate, predator or
malentity. 'r¡xy,' means'object x is brought into
close physical proximity with object y at time t,
evoking some physical (including spatial),
physiological or behavioural change in y'. Then a
Maelzer Modifier of the first ordeq is defined by
MMd(') a, : o, (f x) [{("1d.', x¡ 3 Comp xal) &
(-ld" x¡) - Comp xa,))v{(r¡d("
x¡ J - Comp xa,) & (- r¡dt tr x, ) Comp xa,) )]
We define a Maelzer Modifier of the (n+1)th
order, d(n+r), in terms of a Maelzer Modifier of
the nth order (n : 1,2,3,...) thus:
MMd(+') a, :¿¡ (3d {nl) [{(r¡d 
(n+r) ¿ (n), ] MMd
(n) a,) &
(-r¡d (n+t¡ ¿ (n), ) - MMd (")
a,) ) v {(1d (n+r) d (n) r f - MMd (") at) &
(-nd (n+it ¿ (n), ) tvtVd (") at)Ì]
So in order to classify an object as a Maelzer
Modifier of the first orderd( tr, wéitust be able to
find an object x (i.e. 3 x) which, at the appropri-
ate times, is either:
(i) not a component of the environment: by
introducing dtt it will become one,
or (ii) a component: by removing d(r) this will no
longer be true,
or (iii) a component: by introducing d(r) this will
no longer be true,
or (iv) not a component: by removing d r) it will
become one,
To classify an object as a Maelzer Modifier of the
second order, d(2), we must be able to find a
Maelzer Modifier of the first order (i.e. d('))
which. at the appropriate times, is either
(i) not a Maelzer Modifier of first order: by
introducing d''zr it will become one,
or (ii) a Maelzer Modifier of first order: by
removing d(') this will no longer be true,
or (iii) a Maelzer Modifier of first order: by
introducing d(2) this will no longer be true,
or (iv) not a Maelzer Modifier of first order: by
removing d('z) it will become one.
For convenience we usually drop the supers-
cript and write MMdar.
The device allows us to have a connected
chain of Maelzer Modifiers, as in the example in
Table 1.
We also incorporate in the class of Maelzer
Modifiers of the first order those animals which,
by interfering with the resources or mates of the
animal of interest, cause a reduction in H. Shel-
ter (from predators or malentities) formerly
classified as a resource is usually a first-order
Maelzer Modifier.
Examples
The objects listed in Table I are individuals, that
is, when we write'Ixodes ricinus, the sheep-tick'
we mean one particular sheep-tick, and so on. In
order to classify an object in the vicinity of the
animal we proceed systematically by asking the
following questions:
(A) is a change evoked in the physical state,
physiology or behaviour of the animal.
(B) (a) Is H(animal) increased (decreased,
unchanged)?
(b) Is the total number of like objects
available to the animal increased
(decreased, unchanged)?
(c) If the object is an animal is H(object)
increased (decreased, unchanged)?
Discussíon
It is instructivq to consider those objects in the
vicinity of the animal which do not fall within the
direct environment of the animal. First, we have
those objects which are such that H(animal) is
not directly affected. Some of these may be
Maelzer Modifiers. Secondly, there are those
objects which are such that H(animal) is
increased and thirdly those objects such that H is
decreased. Consider these separately.
(i) H(animal) increased, the class oI elements
increased, trut H(object) reduced or inapplic-
able. I cannot think of an example of this. If the
class of objects is unchanged but H(object) is
increased that is a symbiotic relationship bet-
ween the two animals. This is something like the
relation of being a mate, but no offspring result.
However, when we examine the relation of sym-
biosis more closely we usually find that there
exists an intermediate object which is a resource
for one of the animals. Thus if a beetle is 'shel-
tered' by ants, this is because the beetle Provides
food for the ants: in turn the beetle is protected
from predators by the ants. So the beetle pro-
vides a resource in the environment of the ant
and the ant is a Maelzer Modifier of the fi¡st
order in the environment of the beetle. In the
case of a lichen the fungus obtains organic food
from the alga and the alga obtains water and
dissolved salts from the fungus, thus each organ-
ism provides a resource in the environment of
the other. (Strictly speaking we would not clas-
sify either as an animal). The provider of a
resource, if it excretes that resource, has trans-
formed some object so that it becomes a
resource and so is also a first-order Maelzer
Modifier.
(ii) H(animal) decreased. We have the case
that the total number of relevant objects is
increased but H(object) decreased or unaf-
fected: I cannot think of an example here. Also
there is the case that the total number of objects
is decreased but H(object) increased, for which
also I cannot give an examPle.
In general, the formal classification accords
well with the previous (Andrewartha 1970) clas-
sification. The major change is that the compo-
nent'weather' has disappeared.
There seems to be no doubt that this formal
classification, if satisfactory to ecologists, will
form a basis for. further mathematical develop-
ment of the theory. Certain mathematical state-
ments follow immediately from the definitions,
for example that the relation of being a mate is
symmetrical and that a Maelzer Modifier of a
Maelzer Modifier is a Maelzer Modifier.
An object may lie in more than one chain of
Maelzer Modifiers. In fact these chains form the
kind of netrvork among animals whích we
observe when we look at an ecosystem. Also the
same object may be both a main component of
the environment and a Maelzer Modifier, for
example, if a caterpillar feeds within an apple,
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the apple is both a resource (food) and, by pro-
viding shclter from some malentity, a first-ordcr
Maelzer Modifier.
It may sometimes be useful to consider time
itself to be a resource (Kitching 1977). This
accords with the formal definition only if we
accept that some unit of time constitutes an
object: we -would have to consider tlìat some
length of time, say / hours, is brought into close
physical proximity with animal a at time t and
some response is immediately evoked. As a
result of this the probability of reproduction is
increased sufficiently so as to counteract the
conconritant reduction in the expectation of life
of a, with the final effect of increasing H(a).
Similarly a certain length of time might some-
times be considered a malentity. These examples
seem somewhat artificial, as much as anything
because we cannot conceive the situation that
the object is removed from the vicinity of the
animal. We may starve an animal or remove all
its possible mates, predators or malentities, but
we cannot remove a'time-object' by reversing
the direction of the time-tlow. Another possible
class of objects is that of the time X heat-energy
compounds, measured in units of day-degrees.
We have the same difficulty here with the direc-
tion of the time-flow. We cannot remove from
the vicinity of the animal an object consisting of
a measured amount of day-degrees.
The four main components fall naturally into
two classes; (a) resources and mates; H(a)
increasing, and (b) predators and malentities;
H(a) decreasing. Further development of the
mathematical theory will certainly take advan-
tage of these similarities. For the moment, it
should be noticed that it may sometimes, in a
specific example, be quite difficult to classify
precisely, for example, just as the sheep, acting
as a first-order Maelzer Modifier, provides
blood as a resource for the sheep-tick, so'rie may
consider a mate to act similarly in providing
sperm as a resource. The confusion as to'aggres-
sors' arose because predators and malentities
are really rather simila¡.
In this study the real positive number H
includes neither the ability of an animal to dis-
perse in order to find mates or food, or escaPe
predators, nor any mention of the expectation of
life of future generations. It may be advisable to
include one or both of these. For the moment I
do not know of an example of an object which
clearly should be classified as a main comPonent
of the environment but rvhich i that neither
àf th" ,*o present constituents re affected'
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FORMALIZATION OF THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF
ANIMAL ECOLOGY
SUMMARY. Fo¡mal definitions of the following concepts ol animal ecology are given:
environment, niche, locality, local population, natural population, community, ecosystem.
Five primitive (undefined) notions are used including "animal", "offspring" and "habitat",
the latter in the sense of Charles Elton. The defining equations for the environment of one
animal are first given, then niche (in the Elton sense) is formally defrned in terms of the
environment. The filth primitve notion "habitat" is then introduced in order to defrne the
remaining concepts.
INTRODUCTION
This article contains formal definitions of certain concepts basic to the
theory of animal ecology. Initially, as a basis for the formalization, I have
used the ideas of the population ecologists H. G. Andrewartha, L. C.
Birch, T. O. Browning and D. A. Maelzer. Central to their theory is the
classifrcation of the environment of one typical animal. The original classi-
fication, given by Andrewartha and Birch [2] was developed by Browning
[4], Maelzer [0] and Andrewartha []. The classification in the latter
publication had five components. They were (i) resources; (ii) mates; (iii)
predators, pathogens, aggressors; (iv) weather; (v) malentities. An example
of (i) is an item of food. Examples of (v) are an animal which accidentally
treads on the animal of interest and crushes it, or vagaries of the physical
surroundings which accidently kill or damage the animal (e.g. a falling
rock).
The theory, as given by Andrewartha [] is then extended to encompass
the interaction of the animal with the five components and further ex-
tended to populations of animals. Included are such concepts as the
"niche" of an animal, i.e., its relations to food and enemies, and the inter-
locking of niches in an ecological complex. Aformalization of the environ-
ment of the animal was given by Niven U2]. A short account of an im-
proved version of the formalized environment is given in the Appendix to
Andrewartha and Birch [3]; a more detailed account is included in this
paper. Also in this paper are definitions of "niche", "community", "eco-
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system", "local population", "locality" and "natural population", together
with explanations of their use by ecologists.
An animal is assumed to be surrounded by objects, both animate and
inanimate, not all of which are in its environment although they may well
be in the locality or in the habitat. Measurable quantities of energy are
assumed to be objects. Animals are conceived as absorbing and exuding
energy-objects in much the same manner as they eat and excrete food. In
general, a formalization is undertaken for three main reasons:
(i) To facilitate the development of the theory. A formalization will aid
in ensuring that all the assumptions are explicitly laid down; in particular it
will give an accurate way of saying explicitly what assumptions are in-
corporated in a chain of deductions. The rules of deduction (which are
formally laid down as part of a formalization) will enable us to arrive at the
consequences of our assumptions in a systematic way: by formalizing we
are less likely to omit important consequences. The use of clearcut de-
flnitions (the subject of this article) is almost essential for the exact com-
munication of the theory to others. The use of a natural language in this
communication necessarily involves us in the paradoxes which arise in a
natural language.
(ii) To provide a basis for comparison of this theory with other theories
of ecology.
(iii) To clarify the theory itself. A formalized language for a scientific
theory provides an aid to intuition, a corrective to faulty thinking and a
systematic method of criticizing obscure ideas.
In particular, in ecological discussion the terms "environment" and "ha-
bitat" are often confused, even by ecologists. As I show below the concept
of an animal's habitat is not contained in the formal definition of the
animal's environment - the two terms are quite separate. Furthermore,
controversy has arisen between advocates of "population ecology" and
"ecosystem ecology". In this paper I show that the terms "population"
and "ecosystem" are closely related; the same four primitive terms are used
in the two definitions; an extra primitive term is required to define "ecosys-
tem". There has also been controversy as to which is the more fruitful
approach for a field ecologist, a systematic study of the environment of
certain chosen animals (as advocated by Andrewartha and Birch), ol alter-
natively, a study of the entire ecosystem ab initio. However, it may be
inferred from the results given in this paper that the study of the environ-
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ment of certain chosen animals is a natural initial move by an ecologist
who wishes to study an ecosystem; the infrastruçture of the ecosystem is a
complex network which may be built up from a knowledge of the precise
environments of the relevant set of animals within the chosen habitat; we
may start with any suitable animal and proceed step by step to the total
community and hence to the ecosystem.
Philosophers of science have by and large ignored conceptual problems
in ecological theory. This article is written with the intent of introducing
some of the problems of ecology to philosophers of science.
THE PRIMITIVE (UNDEFINED) SYMBOLS







'An(x)'is used to mean that x is an animal. We may regard living organisms
as being plants, animals or protists. Apart from a few rare occasions it is
quite clear in the field or laboratory to which of these three categories the
organism ofinterest belongs. In the theory described here the organism of
main interest is in all cases assumed to be an animal. It may have living
organisms which are not animals in its environment.
By 'x Off, y' I mean "x is an offspring of y at time / (for the flrst time).
'H,(x)'is a positive real number which is a non-decreasing function of:
(i) the expectation of life of x at birth or on entering its present stage of
the life cycle, and
(ii) the probability that x will have an offspring.
It is assumed that it is possible to estimate (i) and (ii). This has been done
for humans. Life expectation and fecundity have also been estimated for
some other animals: see for example Caughley [5] for mammals and Mertz
et al. flll and Park et al.ll4l for the Tribolium beetle.
By 't,xy' I mean that object x is brought into close physical proximity
with object/ at time l, evoking immediately in y some physical, physiological
or behavioural response or a change ofposition in space, and that no other
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object reduces or enhances this effect of x on y, i.e. fhat x affects y directly.
The sub-index "/" is replaced by "t" when the acticjn takes place during an
interval of time r. Judgement as to whether or not a (signiûcant) response
occurs is made by the ecologist, thus certain actions of the animal of interest
would normally be ignored. For example, if the animal gazes at some object,
this is a response of the animal to the presence of the ob.ject and doubtless
some sort of physiological or biochemical process is evoked; however,
normally an action of this type would be regarded by the ecologist as trivial
and ignored. Also the "closeness" of x and y will depend on the situation.
Among mammals contact is normally necessary for procreation. This is not
necessary among fishes. Nor indeed is it necessary when a farmer uses
artiûcial insemination to improve his livestock.
'x Hab y' means that x is a habitat of animal 7. Elton [6] uses the word
"habitat" to mean a place chosen by the ecologist. Roughly speaking, it is a
place in which the ecologist confidently expects to find the animals of
interest. Other ecologists, notably Odum [13] use the word "habitat" in a
different sense, however, it is essentially in Elton's sense that I use it here. In
this theory, however, I introduce also the dimension of time. So by
"habitat" I mean a four-dimensional entity, of which any three-dimen-
sional time-slice is a habitat in Elton's sense. A system of Cartesian co-
ordinates is set up by first imagining a plane orthogonal to the line joining
some point in the Elton habitat to the centre of the planet, then erecting a
vertical axis, orthogonal to the plane. We then start the ecologist's clock to
measure time. The ecologist's clock will show a series of real numbers which
are a record of times suited to the situation. For example, suppose we are
studying a wallaby living in a eucalypt forest. It may well be satisfactory to
record the activities of the animal at 6-hourly, daily or even monthly
intervals of real time. The ecologist's clock, instead of recording 7 a.m. on
Tuesday 14th July for example, simply records some number, say 6.52. It is
now possible to think of the location of the animal in a four-dimensional
interval in terms of quadruplets of numbers, rather than think of an animal
moving through a habitat over a period of time. For instance, instead of
thinking of the wallaby in motion through the forest over a period of several
years we represent the position of various parts of the animal (say the centre
olits left eye, the tip of its t"ail, ancl so on) by sets of ordered quadruplets
(a,b,c,d) in which the ûrst two numbers give the position in the horizontal
plane, the third the height and the fourth the (ecologist's) time. Thus a plot
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of the third and fourth elements on a two-dimensional graph for frxed a,b




The points occur at discrete intervals as the world-lines of the animal cut
across the point (a,b) inthe horizontal plane. A line sloping upwards occurs
when the animal leaps. on average, the points will have an upward drift
because the animal grows.
The symbols 'An', 'Ofl, 'H' and 'Ë' are used below to define the
environment of an animal. 'Hab' is used in the definition of "locality" and
hence "local population" and "natural population" and also in the
definitions of "community" and "ecosystem".
THE ENVIRONMENT OF AN ANIMAL
The environment of animal a attime ¡ is defined as the union of the centrum
of a at ¿ and the web of a at t:
Era:or(CravWra)
wherc Cra,the centrum of a attime ¡ is a set containing (k + 3) elements, as
follows:
C, a : o, {Rrr, . . .¡ Rt, MÞ Pþ Ct}.
R,, is the class of all potential resources of a of aparticular kind,
(the Èth kind), M, the class of all potential mates, P, of
predators and C, of malentities, all at time /'
Write






'm Matra' for "m is a mate of a at time t,,,
'p Pred,a' for "p is a predator of a at time /"
'c Malra' lor "c is a malentit y of a at Íime t,,.
(a,þ and y are positive constants chosen to suit the particular situation; p is
related to the gestation time of the animal).
By these definitions the animal a may not be a resource or predator or
malentity of itself. It may, however, be a mate of itself; this is the case in
parthenogenesis. The classes are now defined in terms of these elements.
Thus R,, is the class of all R, at time I and so on.
Examples of objects which are resources are:
(i) an item of food. H,(a) is increased because expectation of life is
increased. If the resource itself is an animal then ,Fr,(resource) is decreased
because this animal will be damaged or will die as a result of the action
(being eaten).
(ii) a quantity of energy. For example nnits of thermal energy are
considered to be measurable objects. A quantity of thermal energy
corresponding to a favourable temperature of the surrounding air results in
an increase in .É1, when compared with a situation in which this object is
absent. Since in this case the resource is not an animal the seconcl term in the
conjunct does not apply.
The definition of mate is similar to ordinary usage. Note that an animal
which has been sterilized cannot be a mate.
"Predator" applies also to those organisms usually described as parasites
or pathogens. fl,(animal) is decreased, since the animal becomes ill or rs
damaged or killed. ll,(predator) is increased since either its expectation of
life or its probability of reproduction is increased as a result of Lhe act of
predation.
A malentity is an object adversely affecting the animal by accident such as
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a poisonous animal which is eaten. In this case 11,(malentity) is decreased,
since the poisonous animal dies. More usually, in the case that the malentity
is an animal, f1,(malentity) is unaffected, as in the case of some larger beast
stepping on the animal.
W,a, fhe web of a at tirne ¡, is the set of modifiers (also. called Maelzer
modiûers after D. A. Maelzer), and is defined in terms of the centrum.
The modifiers are objects in E a which are linked to a only via some other
object or objects. A first-order modifier w is "nearer" a than modifiers of
higher order in the sense that only one object intervenes between w and a.
For convenience, rename objects in the centrum of the animal a
"modifiers of order zero". Then write 'w Modi a' for "w is a modifier of
order ¡¿ in the environment of a attime t". So u, Mod I a tff w e C, a. And
wModi'+1q: or (lx)[{[({,wx v t,wy): xModia] &l(-('wx v -(,v'y)
= -xModial)
v {l(-(,wx v -(,wy): x Modiø} &.[((,wx v t,wy) = Nx Modiø]]l'
n -- 0,1 ,2, ---; -y is eilher a or a modifi.er of order < (n - l).
So, in order to classify an object w as a first-order modifler we must be able
to find an object x which is, or is not, an element of the centrum, depending
on the presence or absence of w (or vice-versa). Similarly, a second-order
modifler modifìes a first-order modifier and so on. By the deflnitions every
animal is a modifler in its own environment. This is a limiting case; in
general we expect two similar animals to be modifiers in each other's
environments.
Some examples of modifiers are:
(i) A measured amount of light-energy in unit volume surrounding a
particular cockroach, of species Periplaneta americana. The cockroach will
not eat an item of food in the presence of the light. If the light is removed the
item of food will become a resource and the animal will proceed to eat it'
(ii) The burrow of a particular rabbit of species Oryctolagus cuniculus.
The burrow protects the animal from foxes and other animals which would
otherwise be predators in the environment of the rabbit, and from extremes
of temperature or from flooding, i.e. from possible malentities in the
environment of the rabbit.
(iii) A farmer who builds a fence between a particular sheep-tick and a
sheep which might otherwise provide its food is a second-order modifler in
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the environment of the tick. The fence is a fìrst-order modifier in the
environment of the tick, since its presence prevents the sheep from entering
the environment as a resource. The fence is regarded as an object which is
moveable by the farmer, thus the farmer is an object modifying a ûrst-order
modifier.
An object may be in both the centrum and the web of an animal. An
example is an apple in the environment of a particular caterpillar which uses
the apple both as food and as protection against its enemies and vagaries of
the weather.
NICHE
According to Elton [6] the niche of an animal means "its place in the biotic
environment, its relations lo food and enemies."
write N Nch a fo mean y'y' is a niche of animal a. N is defined to be a class
of ordered triplets as follows:
(i) The first member of each triplet is an animal;
(ii) One of the triplets has a as first member;
(iiÐ The second member of each triplet is either empty or an ordered
set of objects each of which is in the centrum of the first
member;
(iv) The objects in the i-th place of the second members either all
belong to the same phylum or, if inanimate, to the same well-
defined class of material objects, and are all resources, or all
mates, or all predators, or all malentities.
(v) The third member of each triplet is either empty or an ordered
set of objects in the web of the first member.
(vi) The objects in the Èth place of the third members usually all
belong to the same phylum or, if inanimate, to the same well-
defined class of material objects, and they are all modiflers of
the same order.
(vii) At least one of the second or third members is not empty.
Elton gives an example of a nichc of thc African tick-bird. These aniurals
pick the ticks offother animals for food. He lists three animals in this niche.
The corresponding ordered triplets are:
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(African tick-bird, tick, ungulate)
(Starling, tick, ungulate)
(Scarlet land-crab, tick, aquatic Iizard)
In the example, there is only one object as second member and one as third
member. The second member is a resource of the first member. The third
member is a flrst-order modifier in the environment of the first member.
COMMUNITY AND ECOSYSTEM
A community consists of "co-existing interdependent populations" of
animals (Price [ 5]). Animals are interlinked via their environments, e.g., a
predator of one animal may be a resource of another animal, or an object in
the centrum of one animal may be in the web of another. A community is a
set of animals which is found within a particular habitat. Remembering that
every animal is in its own environment, since it must necessarily be a
modifier of itself, we may build up a community by first choosing a suitable
animal, a, within habitat Y,i.e., YHab ¿. We choose also a time interval z,
equal to the duration of Y and select those objects zo which are in the
environment of a during r. We then add to a eyety animal åo located in f
which has at least one object in its environment which is a uo. We continue
by adding every animal å, located in I which has at least one object in its
environment which is also in the environment of at least one ó0. We
continue this scheme until no new animals are added. The process must
terminate since the total number of animals in Yis bounded. The final set of
animals, K, located in )', is the community of a within habitat f. Every
animal in Khas at least one object in its environment during r which belongs
also to the environment of some other animal in K.
This may be written more formally as follows. First, write 'xloc Y for "x
is located in Y',i.e., at least one of the co-ordinates of the points giving the
position in four-dimensional space-time of the object x falls in the
appropriate interval of Y. Notice thaf 'x loc )' is not equivalent to 'f Hab
x'. Write 'x e Eaa' for " x is in the environment of a lor at least some part of
the interval r". Define the set Ko as follows:
Ko : {bo: An(åo) & (åo loc Y) & (1u) f(uo e E, a) & (uo e
E,bòlj
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Now define the sets K1, K2, K. ... recursively.
K, : {b,: An(å) & (å, loc Y) & (1u,) f(u, e E" b,-r) & (b,-, e K,-r) &
(u, e E,b,)lj,
;-1)?' ')
The process is continued until that stageT such that
Ki Ki: K'
Then K is the community of animal a within habitat I.
The definition given above requires the inclusion within a community of
animals connected only by very high order modifiers. In practice it may be
useful to restrict the definition of environment to the union of the centrum
and modifiers of low order only. In the following example from Kitching [9]
only the centrum and first-order modifiers are used.
The habitat Yin this example was a water-filled tree-hole in a beech tree in
Wytham Woods, Berkshire, England, over a period of some months. Six
different species of animals were present: two mosquitoes, two midges, a
hoverfly and a small beetle, all in their larval form. The larvae were all
saprophages, i.e., they ate rotten compostJike materials present in the
water. In addition to the detritus, some of them were observed to eat algae,
fungi and bacteria. They may also occasionally feed on the decomposing
flcsh of dead earthworms and other animals accidcntly drowncd in thc
habitat.
To construct the community we may start with any one larva, say one
particular bcctlc larva. Call this a. 'Wc now focus attention on a particular
particle of detritus in X. Call this øu. Then u, is a resource in the centrum of
a. Since the two midges, both mosquitoes and the hover-fly are also detritus-
eaters, as well as all other beetles, all these animals have uo in thejr centra as
a resource until a time I when aro is eaten. The eater, if it is not a, is then
acting as an aggressor, i.e., a first-order modifier in the environment of a. So
these animals appear in each others environments as first-order modifiers
and all belong to the set Ko. The set K, contains the same animals as Ko. So
in this case we have K : Ko u Kr : Ko.
Price [5] uses the word "ecosystem" to mean "the community and its
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e.9., pathogens in the environment, we may define an ecosystem as the
union of the community of the animal a and all objects located in the habitat
of a which belong to the environment of at least one member of the
community. Formally, suppose K is the community of animal ø within
habitat I which is of duration r. Then the ecosystem is defined by:
E (a, K, Ð : o, {v : (v e E, b) &, (b e Ð e lloc I.)}
In this formulation an ecosystem consists of a set of objects, both animate
and inanimate. It is not obligatory that all objects in every time-slice of the
habitat I are included. Notice that in order to define an ecosystem we
require to choose an animal a, an inlerval of time r and a habitat I of
duration r. The primitive terms '(','An', 'H' and 'Ofl are also contained jn
the definition of ecosystem.
LOCALITY, LOCAL POPULATION, NATURAL POPULATION
Consider the set of objects X such that each element xeX is in close physical
proxìmity with animal a at some time during an interval of time z, invoking
a response, l e.,
X: {x:("xa).
Suppose I Hab a. Assume Y has duration greater than r. Lef Z' be the
minimum (four-dimensional) interval of I which includes the positions of
all xeX. Now construct the rectangular parallelepiped Z(a,r) which is
bounded by the minima and maxima of the first three co-ordinates of all
points in Z' . -lhen Z(a,r) is the locality of animal ¿l for the time-interval r.
Z(a,r) is not a set of objects. It is an interval in ordinary three-
dimensional space. The concept is used in ecology when discussing
ecological action, e.g., when animals disperse they move from one locality
to another. As an example consider the construction of the locality of a
mosquito. Focus attention on some one particular female of species
Anopheles culifocies and choose a particular time-interval, r, of duration
exactly ten minutes. During this period the animal will be flying about.
Suppose that at the beginning of the interval it is feeding on a human being.
It then flies to a neighbouring small bush, alights on a twig and remains
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there for the rest of the interval. Take as a minimum vertical co-ordinate of
Z (mosquito, t) the position of the lowest root fibre of the bush and as the
maximum vertical co-ordinate the position of the top of the person's head.
The minimum and maximum co-ordinates horizontally will be determined
by the movements of the person during r and by the position of the bush.
The local population of animals of the same species as a is a seÍ Lo,r.
Included in this set are the mates and the mates of mates of a within the
locality Z(a,r).
More formally, let S" be the set of all objects in the locality Z(a,r). seS. iff
at least part ofs occupies at least one position during t such that one ofits
three spatial co-ordinates falls within the rectangular parallelepiped which
is Z(a,r). LeL M, be the set of mates of ø and M, the mates of mates of ø all of
which are also elements of S". So, for a time ¡ in the interval t
(mreMr) ifl (m, Mat, a) & (m, e S,);
(m, e Mr) iff (1mt) l(m, Mat, a) & (m, Mat,mt)l & (mt e S")
Then
Lo,z : o, M, v M,
Thus in order to construct a local population flrst choose a suitable animal,
e.g., the female mosquito of the example above. Include all her potential
urates in the locality and all their potcntial matcs also in the locality. If it is
desired to refer to a larger population the locality may be extended by
increasing the time-interval t.
A natural population, for thc same interval t, is the union of all local





The formalization of the concepts dealt with above have been developcd in
close co-operation with a number of field ecologists. At the present time of
writing (19S0) we have not found an example of a reallife situation in which
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a certain object should, according to the intuitive notions ofthe ecologists,
be included in (excluded from) the environment of the animal but does not
(does) accord with the formal definitions. This is not to say that the present
formalized description of the environment is irnmutable.
The idea of "connectance" [8], which expresses the probability that any
paìr of species will interact, is presently being used in ecology. It is estimated
by the ratio of the number of known links between species to the number of
topologically possible links. Connectance does not include the detail of the
different pathways which may link two animals in a community, even when
they are of different species, e.g., if the habitat in the example of Section 5
(the water-filled tree-hole) is enlarged to include many such tree-holes in a
forest then beetle larvae and mosquito larvae may well be linked via their
predators, as well as by a resource. It may well prove useful to take account
of all such pathways when measuring linkage between species in a
communrty.
If we consider an ecosystem to be a set of animals and the pathways
connecting them, then an ecosystem immediately begins to look something
like a mathematical category. However, we have to take into account that
pathways between distinct pairs of animals are not always non-intersecting,
since two animals may be linked by one or more chains of modifiers in
addition to sharing an element of both centra.
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Lerren ro rHE Eolron
Two Different Animals May Not Have the Same
Environment
The symbolic definition of the environment of an animal given by Niven
(1982) has been used by Andrewartha & Birch (1983) as a basis for their
analysis of environment. In this note it is shown to be precisely true that
if, at time t, a, and b, are difterent animals then their environments
necessarily difter and the converse is also true. Formally, E,a # E,b ifr. a,l b,,
where E,s is the environment of the animal s at time r, according to the
definition of Niven (1982). Also .E ø : E,b ifr. e,: bt.
In the symbolic definition the environment of the animal s is a set of
objects. There are two subsets, called the "centrum" and the "web". The
centrum is the set of objects which aftect the animal directly; it is further
divided into four subsets, called "resources", "mates", "predators" and
"malentities". The web is the set of modifiers; it is convenient to refer to
elements of the centrum as "modifiers of order zero"-these are modified
by objects named "modifiers of first order", which in turn are modified by
"second-order modifiers" and so on.
Now consider the case that a, and å, are difterent animals. From the
definition of the web it follows immediately thaÍ a, is a modifier of all orders
greater than zero in its own environment. Furthermore, it is factually true
that b, is not a modifrer of all orders greater than zero in the environment
of a,; to see that this statement is true consider two snails of the species
Lymnaea peregra grazingnext to each other (see Niven & Stewart, 1982).
The first snail, s1 say, is a first-order modifier of food resources in the
environment of the second, s2. But s, does not occupy this place in its own
environment. Thus if a,# b, we have that E,a + Eþ.lt follows logically that
iÎ E,a: E,b then a,: bn
Now consider the case that a, and å, are the same animal. Then it is
factually true that E,a: E,b.It follows logically therefore that if the environ-
ment of ø, is not the same as the environment of å, then ø, is not the same
animal as ó,, i.e. if ø,: å, then E,ø: E,b and iÎ E,ø I E,b then a, * b,.
From the four statements above we have, formally,
and
E,al E,b iff. a,# b,
E,a: E,b ifr a,: b,.
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statements (1) and (2) should be thought of as limits to an ordered set
of sentences which amount to the (necessarily vague) notion that in a
sequence of pairs of animals such that the members of the pairs become
more and more like one another, then their environments become more
alike.
Andrewartha & Birch (1983), in discussing this phenomenon (after giving
many examples) conclude "... when two distinct species depend on the
same niche but nevertheless continue to live together in the same habi-
tat... either (1) their ecologies and adaptations can properly be said to be
the same with respect to this particular niche. That is, the closer the contest
the better the chance that the two species can live together. . . or (2) the
animals have succeeded in partitioning the niche in a way that scientific
inquiry has not yet revealed".
It should be noted that "habitat", the place where an animal lives, is
used as a primitive term by Niven (1982); it is contained in the definition
of the ecosystem, but not in the definition of the environment. The concept
of 'niche' does not contain 'habitat' as a primitive; the niche is a class of
ordered triplets and depends only on the definition of centrum and web.
An explanatory note on the niche is given by Niven (to be published).
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Appendix: The Formal Def,nition
of the Environment of an Animal
B. S. Niven
The object of this appendix is to give precise, formal definitions of the notions of
"centnrm" and "web," which are then used to deñne the "environment" of an
animal. Precision is achieved by using the ordinary symbols of modern logic,
supplemented by certain other symbols intoduced for the express purpose of
formalizing the concept of the envkonment of an animal.
The variable a designates an arbitrary animal, and E,c the environment of ø at
time t.
The animal is conceived to be surrounded by objects (things), some of which are
animate. Objects are assumed to change in time-thus, for example, a particular
apple at time t may differ from the same apple at time (t * ðt) where the change
in time, ôt, is of magnitude relevant to the ecological situation under study.
By 6,xy I mean that object x is brought into close physical proximity with object
y at time t, evoking immediately in y some physical, physiological, or behavioral
response or a change of position in space, and that no other object reduces or
enhances this effect of x on y-that is, that x affects y directly.
For an arbitrary a, Hr(a) is a positive real number that is some function of:
(Ð the expectation of life of a at birth or on entering its present stage of the life
cycle and
(ü) the probabitty that a will have an offspring.
An(x) is used to mean "x is an animal."
By x Off¡y.I mean "x is an offspring of y at time t."
By Prob {X} I mean "the probability that the event X occurs."
I distinguish certain classes of objects surrounding a at time t, which I call
Rr,, Rz, . . Rr,, M,, R, and C,. R¡, is the class of all potential resources of a of a
particular kind (the ith kind) , Mt the class of all potential mates , I of predators, and
Q of malentities, all at time t. The elements belonging to these classes are defined
below.
The envi¡onment of ¿ at time t is to be deôned as the union of the centrum of
a at t and the web of a at t:
E¡a :w (c.a U wra),
where c,c, the centrum of a at time t, is a set containing (K + 3) elements, as
follows:




r¡ Res¡4' for "r¡ is a resource 
of' a at time t"'
m Mat'¿ for "m is a mate of 
a at time t"'
p Predta for "p is a Predator of 
a at time t"'
c Maltø for "c is a malentiry of 
a at time t'" Then
ri Res,a :orË$¡a: ftH'(a) > H'-"(¿)) 
& {An(r') )''H'(r) < H'-'(r)}]'
m Mat ¿ =orf.md I Probt(Íx)(x Off'+pø 
& x Off'apm)I > 0'
p hed,a =orË¡Pa: HH'(a) < H'-"(a)Ì 
& {H'(p) > H'-'(p)}l'
c MaLa =o¡€,cct: HH,(ø) < H'-"(a)) 
g {An(c) l' H'(c) = H'-'(c)}]'
en to suit the particular situation; B 
is
'jgt th"tt defrnitions the animal4 
may
;f"tËñ-it *"Y' tto*tuer' be a mate of
called Maelzer modifiers
ltrum'
rhe modiners are obje< ;1itåH;tt*:"#ïlj|i
::å:i;';:jïil;å ä?""äii,Í*¿* Modra
Write x Cent*ø for
for ,,w is a frrst-order (Maelzer) 
modiñer in the envro.rn"nt of 
a attime t"' Then
w Modla =Dr (xx)L{t(6twx v 6'wc) I xcenqøl 
&
[(-6,wxv -€,w¿) : -xCentn¿]]
v [(-f,wx v -('wa) ) xCentna] &
1
[(f,wxv 6,w¿) : -xCenha]]l'
rhe r Íre successivelv-"turthet"3'"'TÍJå:l¿:ï'#Jt
spati ìilî|,H1,îw 
Modl¿ ror "w ts i
nin 
I
w Modl+ta =t tUxll{t(6'wx v f'wv) I x Modl¿l 
&
[(-f,wx v -É,wY) f -x tvtodl¿]]
v {[(-6,wx v -6'wY) : x Modiø] &
1
[(f,wxv 6,wY) f -x vtodlo]l'
n= 1, 2,3,.";yiseither¿oramodifrerof 
order=(n - 1) forn> 1'
Sotoclassifyanobjectwasa[lt.ordelmodifierwemustbeabletofindanobject
x that is, or is not, an element of th" 
c"nlT;:ä;;";ãhg on the prese ce 
or absence
' This is the abstract of the talk you presented at the
meetinE of the Association for Symbolic Logic. held in Perth'
e"ãÈiãii., M.t 1983. It will be print.ed iñ the Journal of
Syrnbolic iogiå as part of the summary of thaÈ meeÈing.
B- S- NMN, Tl'¡e stnrctute of the enoironmcnt-
Syrnbotic deñnirions of the environrnenrs oI an animal and a hi¡man art givcn- The dc6ning 
equations
for rhc a¡.imal casc includc [our prinitive te:Tns s ,cific to thc thcory of ccclogy- An extra prirnitive is'
addcd in the case of a human to provide for a hum
conditional state:nents in which coosideration is gi
gross struc(ure of thc cnvironfirent consists o[ two
matlcr or encrgy), callcd thc'centrurn- and the'we
objccts e.llcC'modificrs-; conside;atibn is givcn to
thc construction of envirograms and in the lormal
enviro-srams Cisplaying the srructur. oi the environñcnt arc presentecí in thc animal casc lor thc thrc:'
spincd sriclleback (Gasttosteus aculeatus) and thc wandering snail (L¡'nmaea peregra\' Thc 
interprc'
tåtion oi rh: primitive rerm'animal- is givcn as including all those animals ranging lrom thc sPonges 
to
the nonhuman primarcs which are normally studied by zoologists-Thc ñrst cnvirograrn lor a human 
is
dcscribcd-The main use ol thc work in the ovcrall formalization project is as a stra(e8)'lor dcveloping
axioms and rules of infercnce lor a ncw calculus. This calculus will be used lor prediclion of luture sial'es
of animal and human communitics and ."o.yri.rr. Thc ecos.Ystem, formaily deñncd in terms ol thc
environrnen(, is a ca(egory: an implication ol this statemc.nt is that thc axioms and thcorems oI th¿
algebra ol caregorics c3n be incorporatcd into. the new calculus. Furthermorc thc task ol developing
theorems about ecosyste:ns is now rcCuccd to tha( of dcveloping theorerts about ertsin kinds oi
categoriõs undergoing sptciñc changes in timc-
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Logical Synthesis of an Animal's Environment:
Sponges to Non-human Primates.
I. Primitive Terms and Definitions
B. S. Niven
School of Science, Griffith University, Nathan, Qld 4111
Abstract
This paper is the first in a series on the environment of the freshwater sponge' spongillø lacustris, The
rat tapeworm, Hymenolepis diminuta, the common octopus, octopus vulgaris, the cane toad, Bufo
mariius,and the chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes. A new version is given of the formal symbolic definition
of total environment, which was published by Niven (Erkenntnis, L982, 11, 30'1-20). Informal defining
equations are then presented, with examples from the environments of the five species of the study'
Introduction
The search for a precise notion of 'environment' is recorded in the ecology literature
for at least 50 years. Haskell (1940) discusses some earlier attempts and then presents a
sophisticated semiformal definition of 'environment' as a mathematical manifold. In 1954'
Andrewartha and Birch suggest a simple informal definition. The same two authors, in 1984'
give an analysis of ,environment' based on the formal symbolic definition of Niven (1982).
In this series of six papers, a new version of the 1982 definition is given, followed by
applications to the total 
'environment of five species: the freshwater sponge' Spongilla
lacustris,the rat tapeworm, Hymenolepis diminuta, the common octopus, Octopus vulgaris,
the cane toad, BuÍo marinus, and the chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes'
In this paper, the first in the series, the formal symbolic version of the new definition
is given. Informal, partly symbolic versions of the defining equations are then presented'
A iumber of examples frornthe environments of the five animals of the study show precisely
how the informal defining equations should be used to classify objects in the environment'
An improved version of the L982 definition is desirable, firstly, because of certain
philosophical difficulties associated with the use of the subjunctive conditional in the 1982
àefinitiàn and, secondly, because of practical difficulties in applying the original formal
symbolic defining .q.ruiiot r. The new version yields the same subsets of objects within the
environment; thus, the analysis of Andrewartha and Birch (1984) is still valid'
The construction of the definition follows the guidelines laid down by Church (1956)
and other modern logicians. First, the universe of discourse is specified. This is followed by
a list of the primitivJ terms and their interpretations. Finally, the formal symbolic defining
equations are presented. A glossary of symbols is available in the Appendix of this paper'
The application to a particular species of animal is greatly aided by the use of an
,envirográm'. This is a diaÈram, introduced by Andrewartha and Birch (1984), that displays
the objãcts in the environment in their correct compartments. A disadvantage of this diagram
is that it does not reflect the nonlinearity of the mathematics. Envirograms are presented
for each of the five animals in this study.
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Universe of Discourse
A universe of discourse consists of those things with which the discussion is concerned.
They are the 'individuals' of the system. In the present context, these are the substantive
objects familiar to physical scientists: chunks of matter, or chunks of energy.
The restriction to such substantive objects has the advantage of avoiding the confusion
inherent in discussions about continuous rates. For instance, the effect of ,temperature,
on an animal is dependent on which part of the temperature scale we specify; very low
temperatures may be inimical to the animal, whereas some higher range is not. It is
impossible to give a precise classification of 'temperature' within the environment of an
animal. If, instead, we fix attention on some discrete chunk of thermal energy, a ,lump
of heat energy' of a specified size, it becomes possible to classify that particular object
precisely.
Primitive Terms
In a formal theory, certain notions are taken as primitive and all further notions that
are introduced in the development of the theory are defined in terms of the primitive ones.
The primitive terms themselves are not defined. They are made intelligible by pointing to
them or explaining them informally. Such explanation, by signs or other language, is called
interpretation.
In the definition of environmcnt, four primitive tel'rns ale usecl that are special to the
system. They are 'An', 'Off', 'H' and ,f'. Their interpretations follow.
'An(x)' is used to mean that x is an animal. We may regard living organisms as being
plants, animals or protists, Apart from a few rare occasions, it is quite clear in the field or
laboratory to which of these three categories the organism of interest belongs. In the theory
described here, the organism of main interest is, in all cases, assumed to be an animal.
It may have living organisms that are not animals in its environment.
By'xOff,l', I mean x is an offspring of y at time f (for the first time).
By 'Ëð/', I mean that object x is brought into close physical proximity with object y
at time l, evoking immediately in y some physical, physiological or behavioural response
or a change of position in space, and that no other object reduces or enhances this effect
of x on y, i'e. that x affects y directly. The subindex / is replaced by r when the action
takes place during an interval of time ¡. Judgement as to whether or not a (significant)
response occurs is made by the ecologist; thus, certain actions of the animal of interest would
normally be ignored. For example, if the animal gazes at some object, this is a response of
the animal to the presence of the object and, doubtless, some sort of physiological or bio-
chemical process is evoked; however, normally, an action of this type would be regarded
by the ecologist as trivial and ignored. Also, the 'closeness' of x and y will depend on the
situation. Among mammals, contact is normally necessary for procreation. This is not
necessary among fishes, nor indeed it is necessary when a farmer uses artificial insemination
to improve his livestock.
'H,(x)' is a positive real number that is a non-decreasing function of:
(Ð the expectation of life of x at birth or on entering its present stage of the life cycle,
and
(iÐ the probability that x will have an offspring.
It is assumed that it is possible to estimate (i) and (ii). This has been done for humans.
Life expectation and f'ecundity have also been estimated for some other animals: see, for
example, caughley (1966) for mammals, and Mertz et al. (1965) and park et at. (1961) lor
the Tribolium beetle. 'H'should not be confused with'Darwinian fitness'-a different
concept, which applies to several generations. 'H'applies to the present generation only in
the particular circumstances that are of interest.
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The Conditional in the Definition
All defining equations incorporate statements of the form 'A I B', to be read 'A given
that B' where A and B are sentences. Variations in the standard form include sentences
like'-A'(the negation of ,4) and 'AV C'(either ,4 or C, where C also is a sentence).
.B is a sentence of the kind '{,(object)(animal)', where Ë is the interaction primitive referred
to above. Since the classification of the object is of interest only if we can say for certain
that 'f(object)(animal)' is possible at time l, or that such an event certainly does not occur,
a large class of sentences of this kind are irrelevant. For example, if we are dealing with
an octopus, the event 'Ë(Taj MahalXoctopus)' would be irrelevant to a discussion of the
environment of the animal.
Formal Symbolic Definifion of Total Environment
The environment of a subject animal a at time f is a structured set of objects. There are
two subsets, called the 'centrum of animal a at time t', Cra, and the 'web of animal a at
time f', W¡a. Objects in the centrum affect the subject animal directly; objects in the
web affect the subject animal indirectly, via the centrum.
The centrum is further divided into four subsets, called the resources, mates, predators
and malentities of the subject animal a, all at time /. The formal definitions are:
rRes¡a =¿, [{H¡(a) > Hr-(¿)} | l¡ral & [An(r) ) {Hr(r) ( H¡-(r)\ | l¡ral
mMat¡a :¿¡ Prob[(3-:r)(xOff¡..B4 & xOff ¡*gm\ | l¡mal > 0
pPred¡a :¿r [{Hr(¿) < H¡ (a)} & {Ht@) > fu-(Ð) I ttpal
cMal¡a =dr [{Hr(a) < Hr-(a)} l(1cal &, [An(c) ] {Hr(c) ( H¿-(c)} lf¡cøl .
The interval of time B in the definition of a mate is the gestation time. A predator must
be an animal.
The centrum is the set of objects that are resources, mates, predators or malentities.
Formally:
Cta :¿r {x: xRes¡a Y xMat¡a Y xPred¡a V xMal¡ø} .
The web consists of a structured set of objects called modifiers. Zero-order modifiers are
elements of the centrum. First-order modifiers are objects that modify zero-order modifiers;
second-order modifiers modify first-order modifiers, and so on. The modifiers of order
greater than zero are also divided into two sets called positive and negative modifiers,
depending on whether their presence or absence causes the lower-order modifier to appear
in the system. Formally:
wModÍ(r+r)a =¿1 (3x)[{xModial(l¡wxY Ëtwy)} & {-xMod'fal -GtwxY ttwy)\]
lryMod;(r+r)¿ =6¡ (3.r)[{xMod'lal -((¡wxY tNÐ\ & l-xModial(ttwxV Ètwy)\l
n : 0, l, 2 ...i¡ is either ø or a modifier of order < n; l['4od'la :or Modfnø V Mod¡nø.
The total environment of the subject animal is the union of the centrum and the web in
which the structure of the four subsets of the centrum and their attached modifier chains
is preserved.
Informal Defining Equations and Examples
Resources
Resources are objects, such as items of food, that are such that when the subject animal
interacts with the object in the sense of the interaction primitive t, the 'H' of the animal
is increased. In the case that the object is itself an animal, H(object) is decreased or
unchanged. For example, the chimpanzee is known to eat bark (Nishida 1976) and ants
(McGrew 1974). The formal defining equation for a resource is:
r Resla =¿¡ [{Hr(ø) > Hr-(ø)} | [¡ral & [An(r) : {Hr(r) ( Il¡-(r)} | l¡ra] .
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Informally, for a single, specific chimpanzee and a particular piece of bark,
(bark)Res(chimpanzee) =or H(chimpanzee) is increased lå(bark)(chimpanzee).
The second part of the definition is not used because the piece of. bark is not an animal.
We assume that the bark is nutritious so that the chimpanzee's life expectancy is increased
and thus H(chimpanzee) is increased. The subindex I is not used in the informal equation.
The following informal defining equation is for a particular ant as a resource:
(ant)Res(chimpanzee) = or H(chimpanzee) is increased and
H(ant) is decreased | €(antXchimpanzee) .
In this case, H(ant) is decreased because the ant is eaten, so its life expectancy drops
abruptly. Once again, we assume that the ant is nutritious, so the chimpanzee's life
expectancy is increased.
Since chimpanzees prefer a particular temperature range, any specific chunk of heat
energy iorresponding to a particular temperature within that range constitutes a resource.
The informal defining equation is:
(heat)Res(chimpanzee) :¿¡ H(chimpanzee) is increased | Ë(heatXchimpanzee).
In this case, H(chimpanzee) increases because both expectation of life and probability of
reproduction are increased.
A resource need not necessarily be an object that is assimilated by the subject animal.
The freshwater sponge, Spongilla lacustris, must find a suitable piece of substrate, otherwise
its expectation of life is drastically reduced. Thus, a particular piece of substrate is classified
as a resource. The informal defining equation rs:
(substrate)Res(sponge) =6¡ H(sponge) is increased | !(substrate)(sponge) .
An animal may not be a resource of itself. If the defining equation is written down for
this case, a contradiction appears; H(animal) is required simultaneously to both increase
and decrease or remain unchanged.
Mates
Mates are usually adult members of the same species as the subject animal but of opposite
sex. The definition requires that offspring are possible, so a sterile animal would not be
classified as a mate (but would, of course, appear in the environment of the subject animal
in some other way, probably as a modifier). The formal defining equation is:
mMara =¿1 Prob[(3x)(x Off ¡¡9a & xOff ¡*Bm) | tpa] > 0 .
If the subject animal is a female chimpanzee in oestrous at the time of classification,
then any one particular adult male chimpanzee (provided it is not sterile) is a mate. The
informal defining equation is:
(male chimp)Mat(subject chimp) :or an offspring of both individuals will be
produced with probability greater than zero | !(male chimp)(subject chimp).
The same female chimpanzee will not have mates (in this formal sense) in her environment
at a time when she is not in oestrous.
The defining equation allows for self-reproduction. For example, the rat tapeworm,
Hymenolepis diminuta, customarily self-reproduces (Burt 1980). For a subject animal that
is one particular tapeworm, the informal definition is:
(tapeworm)Mat(tapeworm) : or an offspring of the individual will be reproduced
with probability greater than zero | {(tapeworm)(tapeworm) .
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The interaction primitive f is used here in the sense that the subject animal is interacting
with itself.
If m ís a mate of animal a, then it follows from the symmetry of the definition that
a is a mate of m.
Predators
A predator is an animal that benefits from eating the subject animal. The formal
definition is:
pPred¡a =¿r [{H¿(a) < Hr-(a)} e {Ht@) > H¡-(p)} I Epal .
Resh (1976) gives details of predacious caddisflies of freshwater sponges, which ingest
whole particles of sponge. The informal defining equation is:
(caddisfly)Pred(sponge) :¿¡ H(sponge) is decreased and
H(caddisfly) increased | Ë(caddisflyXsponge) .
An animal may not be a predator of itself; the definition incorporates the contradiction
that H(animal) both increases and decreases simultaneously in this case.
Malentilies
A malentity is an object that is inimical to the subject animal, often by accident; in
the case that the malentity is itself an animal, it does not benefit from the encounter.
The formal defining equation is:
cMal¡a =o¡ [{H¡(a) < Hr-(¿)} ll¡cal & [An(c) f {Hr(c) ( H¡-(c)} lf¡cø].
In the Foster Gardens in Hawaii, cane toads, attracted by the movement, eat the
blossoms that fall from the strychnine trees and die of strychnine poisoning (Alexander
1964). The informal defining equation is:
(blossom)Mal(toad) :or H(toad) is decreased | !(blossomXtoad).
Snails and other crawling or browsing animals sometimes damage sponges accidentally.
In this case, the object is another animal, which acts as a malentity in the environment of
the sponge. The malentity is unaffected by the encounter. The informal definition is:
(snail)Mal(sponge) =or H(sponge) is decreased and H(snail) is
unchanged I f(snailxsponge) .
An animal may formally be a malentity of itself; in this case, H(animal) must decrease
due to some biochemical, say, interaction within the animal; in practice, this is an unlikely
event.
First-order Modifiers
A first-order modifier modifies an object in the centrum of the subject animal, i.e. it
modifies a resource, a mate, a predator or a malentity. A positive first-order modifier acts
so as to include the object within the centrum; a negative first-order modifier causes the
object to disappear from the centrum.
The formal defining equation for a positive first-order modifier is:
wMod[ta =¿1 (3x)[{xe C¡al(l¡wxV ttwy)} & {-xeC¡al -(l¡wxV ttwv)}l .
Cane toads, as noted above, are aftracted by the movement of the blossoms from the
strychnine trees. Thus, kinetic energy is a modifier of this malentity in the sense that a toad
is unlikely to strike at a blossom lying unmoving on the ground. Thus, a particular chunk
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of kinetic energy is a first-order modifier of the malentity. Thc informal definition is:
(kinetic energy)Mod+r(toad) =0, (3 blossom) such that [(blossom)Mal(toad) |
{(kinetic energy)(blossom) and - (blossom)Mal(toad) |
- f(kinetic energy)(blossom)l .
The formal definition for a negative first-order modifier is:
wMod¡ta =¿r (3x)[{xe C¡al -([¡wxv tNÐ] & {-xeC¡al(tpxy tqÐll .
The common octopus, Octopus vulgaris, when presented with a crab of species Dardanus
arrosor, will eat the crab unless it is 'protected'by the anemone Calliaclis parasitica; in
the latter case, the crab is never taken (Ross l97l). The anemone is a negative first-order
modifier of the crab, which is a resource in the environment of the octopus. The informal
defining equation is:
(anemone)Mod-r(octopus) =¿r (f crab) such that l(crab)Res(octopus) |
-f(anemone)(crab) and -(crab)Res(octopus) | {(anemone)(crab)l .
Second-order Modifiers
Second-order modifiers modify first-order modifiers. A positive second-order modifier
acts so as to incorporate a first-order modifier into the system; a negative second-order
modifier acts so as to exclude the first-order modifier from the system. The formal definition
for a positive second-order modifier is:
wModl2a:¿r (3x)[{xModlale¡wxV ENÐl & l-xMod,]al -G,*xV t4Ðll .
Szuch el al. (1978) reports that oxygen consumption by Spongitta lacustris kept in the
light is lower than that by sponges kept in the dark. This difference is probably the result
of algal photosynthesis; oxygen produced by endocellular algae reduces the demand on that
carried through the aquiferous system. Thus, for a subject sponge, a specific chunk of
oxygen is a resource that is modified (negatively) by an individual zoochlorella, which, in
turn, is positively modified by a specific chunk of light energy. In the presence of the light
energy, the zoochlorella 'interferes' with the oxygen resource; in the absence of the light
energy, it does not. The two informal defining equations for the modifiers are:
(zoochlorella)Mod-r(sponge) :¿r ( il oxygen) such thar [(oxygen)Res(sponge) |
- f(zoochlorella)(sponge) and - (oxygen)Res(sponge) | {(zoochlorellaXsponge)ì
(light energy)Mod+.2(sponge) =¿r (3 zoochlorella) such that
[(zoochlorella)Mod I (sponge) | f(light energy)(zoochlorella) and
- (zoochlorella)Modt(sponge) | - {(light energy)(zoochlorella)l .
The formal definition of a negative second-order modifier is:
wModT2a :¿r (!lx)[{xModt,al -(f¡wxY ttÐl & {-xModJalGpxV ENÐ}l .
The cane toad,, Bufo marinus, has been introduced to Guam and ponape Island, with
complex ecological consequences (Mead 196l). Among these is the following: a food resource
of the toad is young of the Giant African snail; the coconut crab also eats the snail and is
thus a negative first-order modifier of the snail in the environment of a subject toad; the
monitor lizard eats the crab and is thus a negative second-order modifier. The two informal
defining equations for the modifiers are:
(crab)Mod-l(toad) =0, (3 snail) such that [(snail)Res(road) I -{(crab)(snail)
and -(snail)Res(toad) | å(crabXsnail)l
(lizard)Mod-2(toad) :0, (3 crab) such rhat [(crab)Modl(toad) | -{(lizard)(crab)
and - (crab)Modr(toad) | f(lizard)(crab)l .
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Discussion
"The less a science has advanced, the more its terminology tends to rest on an uncritical
assumption of mutual understanding ... To be satisfactory ... a definition ... not only
must fulfill the formal requirement of unambiguous eliminability, but must also conform
to the traditional usage in question." (Quine 1967). The formal symbolic definition of
environment presented and applied in this series of papers is based on the concept of
". . . 'environment' of the individual, regarding the population as part of the environment
rather than as itself having an environment." (Andrewartha and Birch 1954). This concept,
with variations and improvements by Browning (1963), Maelzer (1965) and Andrewartha
(1971), has been widely accepted, Browning's notion of 'hazard'was renamed'malentity'
by Andrewartha, who included living organisms in this subset of the environment; the
subset was then enlarged by Niven (1980) to include animals that were themselves damaged
by the encounter with the subject (primary) animal. Maelzer's ideas about objects in the
vicinity of an animal that "only modified the value of some resource or other component
of environment" were formalised and extended by Niven to give us the definition of the
'web' in the environment of an animal. [The names 'centrum' and 'web' are due to
Andrewartha and Birch (1984).1
The range of animals for which the present definition is valid includes (i) the sponge,
tapeworm, octopus, toad and chimpanzee of the present series of papers; (ii) the earthworm,
coral, sea gooseberry, copepod, waterflea, butterfly, blowfly, mosquito, bee, freshwater
snail, terrestrial snail, squid, brachiopod, fish, frog, fulmar, penguin, wallaby, dolphin and
gorilla of Niven and Stewart (1981-1983); (iiD the spruce budworm, fruit fly, two limpets,
magpie, teal, buffalo, moose and rabbit of Andrewartha and Birch (1984). The two latter
authors also use the definition for lIomo sapiens as subject animal. However, the formal
symbolic definition of environment \ryas originally constructed for non-human animals and
'culture' was not taken into account. Although it can be argued that even a sponge may be
said to possess 'culture' in some sense, or at least an awareness of the universe around it,
particularly other sponges of the same species, the animal is not able to communicate clearly
its awareness to the human investigator. On the other hand, human culture and its interaction
with the human environment can be directly communicated to the investigator and is clearly
of great importance in human ecology. The present author, therefore, prefers to leave the
question of the human environment open until a satisfactory mathematical definition of
'culture'is constructed (work on this point is proceeding).
In the present study, a human has sometimes been classed as an animal in the sense
of the primitive term 'An' and included in the environment of some subject animal.
The definition of predator formally includes the parasites. Purely for convenience, non-
animal pathogens are currently also being included in this class of objects. No investigations
as to the'environment of a plant'have been undertaken.
Ecology may be defined as "the study of living organisms at the level of the population
and community . . ." (Southwood 1980). A connecting link between the concepts of popu-
lation and community is provided by the modifier chains in the environment of an individual
animal. The objects in the modifier chains are precisely those objects that connect animals
within a community. For example, as shown above, a monitor lizard, appears in the environ-
ment of an individual cane toad as a negative second-order modifier. The lizard is connected
to the toad (in ân ecological sense) by a crab and a snail. If now we focus attention on an
individual monitor lizard as the subject animal, we find that the toad is a malentity in the
lizard's environment, since lizards will eat the toad and die from the poison. Now, if we look
at this community of animals as a whole, the very existence of the community is dependent
precisely on these interactions; sets of animals that are not linked by such modifier chains
cannot be said to form a community. In this sense, therefore, the structure of the environ-
ment provides us with the structure of the community. A population is the set of mates
and mates of mates of our original subject animal; a formal definition of community is
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given in Niveu (1988). Iu tlte case of both population and community, we usually confine
our attention to animals within some particular habitat.
The centrum is complete in the sense that all possible changes of 'H' are taken into
account for both subject animal and object under consideration. Thus, if H(subject animal)
increases when the interaction occurs, the object is classified either as a resource or a mate;
if H(subject animal) decreases, then the object is either a predator or a malentity. In the
case that H(subject animal) is unaffected by the interaction, the object does not belong to
the centrum (it may, of course, belong to the web). The cases in which H(object) increases
are those in which the object is a mate or a predator; the object is a resource or a malentity
when H(object) is decreased or unchanged.
The use of the conditional'l'in all definitions implies that the environment of an animal,
as defined in this series of papers, is independent of the animal's habitat. In ordinary English
we would refer to 'potential resources', 'potential mates', 'potential predators', 'potential
malentities' and 'potential modifers'. This device allows classification of an object that at
that time neèd not necessarily be in the vicinity of the subject animal.
The envirogram is useful because it shows exactly what is known about the environment
of an animal and precisely where new knowledge fits in. It is simple to construct. There is
no need to acquire knowledge about the subject animal in any particular order: items are
entered in their correct place on the envirogram as they are brought to the attention of the
investigator.
In addition to being of use in the practical classification of an animal's environment, the
definition given in this paper is being used to provide the axiom asserting the existence of
an identity morphism in new ecological mathematics. A mathematical object that sends an
individual animal back to itself, just as multiplying by the unit in ordinary arithmetic sends
a number back to itself, is an essential ingredient of useful mathematics. Details are given
in Niven (1983, 1988). Also, the functional relations of 'resource', ...,'modifier'used to
define niche and community have yielded practical methods of classifying animal niches
and animal communities (Niven 1988, unpublished data).
The definition is also being used by workers in computing science, in particular, the ECO
group in the Department of Artificial Intelligence at Edinburgh University are using it as
a basis for writing software (Robertson 1986; Muetzelfeldt el al. 1987\. Also, it has been
shown by Abel and Niven (unpublished data) that the Z specification language can be used
for the environment definition and that the community classification can then be derived
automatically by computer.
Finally, the five species of animal that I have included in this series are a subset of the
25 species studied inthe2T booklets of Niven and Stewart (1981-1983). The original 25 were
chosen because they were well known, the information was easily accessible and the range
of animal phyla was well represented. Details of that choice are given in the Revised General
Introduction, No. XXVII, of the booklets. When choosing a subset for the present papers,
I first included the sponge and chimpanzee as being on the extremes of the phyla range.
The tapeworm was included because it was the only parasite. Among the'higher'invertebrates,
the octopus is much better known than the brachiopod or squid and has been of interest
for a longer period than either of the two snails, certainly back to the time of Aristotle.
I had difficulty in deciding which of the non-primate vertebrates to include: the confusion
with the taxonomy of Rona pipiens militated against the inclusion of that species; neither
penguin nor wallaby was of great ecological interest; ultimately I included the cane toad
because a special study of the animal has been made at Griffith University by a number
of workers and the information is thus very readily accessible. The five species of this series
present various problems: the question as to what exactly constitutes a sponge individual
subject animal, the peculiar life style of the tapeworm, the 'cultural' aspects of chimpanzee
life, and so on.
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Logical Synthesis of an Animal's Environment:
Sponges to Non-human Primates.
II.* The freshwater sponge, Spongilla lacustrìs
B. S. Niven and M. G. Stewart
School of Science, Griffith University, Nathan' Qld 41ll'
Abstract
The environment of the freshwater sponge S. lacustris is classified according to the defining equations
given in the first paper of this series. An envirogram displaying objects in the environment in their
iorrect place is presented. Notes on the envirogram include informal versions of the appropriate defining
equations that are used for the classification.
*Part I, Aust. J. Zool.,1987,35' 597-606 wo4-959x/ 8'l /060607$02.00
Introduction
Sponges are sessile multicellulates of only slightly differentiated form- True muscle and
nerve cells are absent. Variations in cell form (and function) are present, but no true organs
are formed (Grzimek 1974).
Spongilla lacusfris is a freshwater sponge with a world-wide distribution (Grzimek 1974);
fro*.ue., most of the information presented here was taken frorn work done in North
America. A characteristic North American annual cycle for S. lacustris is given briefly in
note 2g-sexual reproduction in the spring following the germination of overwintering
gemmules, vegetative growth until late autumn, then colonial decay and gemmulation'
i{o*ru"., there are localities where tissue production and gemmulation occur at all times
of the year.
Bergquist (1978) provides a list of cell types in sponges and deals in detail with the
physioiogical changes that occur during development. Gilbert and Simpson (1976) report on
S. lacustris development in a bog pond in the U.S.A., and Saller and Weissenfels (1985)
on early development of S. lacustris'
Thrãughout ìh. Unitr¿ States, S. lacustris occurs commonly in both lotic and lentic
habitats. Characteristically, the animal takes one of two forms: (i) the green form, the
colour being caused by symbiotic intracellular zoochlorellae, and (ii) the aposymbiont white
form. In addition, cases have been reported in which S. lscustris has formed symbiotic
'colonies'with bryozoans (see notes 7' l1' l5).
The taxonomy of S. lacustris seems to be fairly well established. Poirrier (1976) discusses
the matter in some detail.
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'What counts as a sponge inclividual?' can be tantalisingly difficult question (Grzimek
1974; Bergquist 1978). There are many reasons for the difficulty, for example:
(i) body morphology and size vary drastically;
(iÐ newly settled larvae-and the largest adults-can fuse together in the course of
vegetative growth (see note l2); is the resultant mass a new individual?
(iii) gemmulation can be viewed alternatively as an adaptive overwintering mechanism
or as a means of asexual reproduction;
(iv) age and natural death are extremely hard to determine; what might be termed a
sponge death due to old age usually has the following sequence of events: the central
part thins and holes appear, but the edges continue to live until they break away;
such edge pieces may re-establish elsewhere on the substrate;
(v) sponge cells, in many respects, maintain an almost protozoan independence; never-
theless, the entire cell mass combines to pump sufficient water to effect all essential
exchanges;
(vi) sponge cells show remarkable mobility and a general ability to differentiate and
redifferentiate to fill various functional roles;
(vii) against the last two points, which might be used to argue that a sponge individual
is a single cell, a functional sponge mechanically dislocated by being rubbed through
a sieve shows a remarkable ability to reassemble itself. If such an operation is
performed on several species mixed together, the reassemblages remain species-
specific.
There have been four major theories concerning the recognition of sponge individuals.
The first two have been abandoned as serious alternatives, and the fourth is coming
increasingly into favour (Bergquist 1978).
(Ð An individual is a single cell;
(ii) an individual is a choanocyte (collar cell);
(iii) an individual is an osculum, the exhalant cells draining to it, and the sector of the
inhalant surface and canal system that feeds the related choanocyte chambers;
(iv) an individual is all the substance bounded by a continuous pinacoderm.
Although in this paper we have adopted the fourth viewpoint, the formalised system we use
to generate an envirogram is sufficiently flexible to produce an envirogram consistent with
each of the theories. For theories (ii) and (iii), this would, fairly trivially, only involve
qualifying each entry with 'per choanocyte chamber' or 'per osculum'.
An envirogram for theory (i) would be radically different. We attempted to assemble
such an envirogram, but the available information (of a type that would usually be classed
as 'biochemistry' or 'physiology') was too sparse. However, to illustrate briefly, consider
the following:
Let us take as our individual an archaeocyte cell in the mesohyl:
(Ð it would be responsible for obtaining its own oxygen;
(ii) for food resources, choanocytes would be first-order modifiers, which would in turn
be modified by all the cells from the porocytes lining the inhalant canal openings
down to the choanocyte chamber;
(iii) similarly, excretory functions would be modified by spherulous cells and all the cells
leading from the choanocyte chamber to the osculum;
(iv) a modifier chain, in which the co-operation of other cells was required, would also
have the'skeleton' (spicules) and scleroblasts as modifiers.
The reason for the formalised system's flexibility in this respect is the primitive term 'An'
(animal). In the present series of papers, 'An' is interpreted as any animal in the range
of the phyla from sponge to non-human primate. Nevertheless, a formalised language is
inherently flexible; the language can still be useful under various interpretations of'An'and
the other primitive terms. It is possible to change the interpretation of one or more primitive
terms, while definitions, axioms, rules of inference, and theorems remain unchanged.
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The Envirogram
The envirogram for S. lacustris (Fig. l) displays objects in their correct logical place in
the environment. This type of diagram was originally developed by Andrewartha and Birch
(1984) using an early formulation of the environment definition by Niven (1982). It enables
workers on the animal to relate their own results to those of others and may be used as a
guide to further experimentation or observation.






































Fig. 1. Envirogram for Spongilla lacustris.
The subject animal for the envirogram is an individual in the sense given above. Reports
from the literature about objects in the environment of sponges of this species have been
combined; thus, the envirogram presented here is a concatenation of many individual
envirograms for large numbers of individual sponges observed in many different places at
vÍuious times. The numbers on the envirogram refer to the notes that follow. These numbers
appear in no particular order. The various parts of the envirogram were constructed in an
entirely haphazard order as the literature became available. The square brackets indicate
a set óf objects. Thus, '[food]'refers to a set of food objects, and'[insects]'to a set of
insects. The parentheses are used not only for explanatory purposes, e.g. 'kinetic energy
klÉtic on.rgy 9--;.€d MALENTITIES
psd¡clæ c¡pEblo
oolla and
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(water currents)', but also when there is some doubt about the classification, e.g. '(olfactory
emanations from subject animal)'.
A semiformal version of the appropriate defining equations (see part I of this series) is
given at the end of each note. The following symbols are used:
(i) :or:'is equal by definition to', or, more strictly, the form'x:üJ'means'xis to
be interchangeable with /'.
(ii) f : the existential operator of formal logic. Read'3 fish'as 'there exist a fish'or
'there is at least one fish', or, more informally, 'we can find a fish'. In this paper,
expressions such as'3 fish'are always followed by the words'such that'.
(iii) lt'xly'means'x occurs (will occur), assuming y'. This is the symbol used for
conditional events (and conditional probabilities). The expression 'A |.B' may be
read 'event -4 occurs, given that event B occurs'; it refers to 'event ,4 under the
condition that B', or 'event ,4 under the hypothesis that .B'. The use of the
conditional in the definitions implies that the environment of the subject animal is
independent ofits habitat. Thus, an object that is reported in Sweden, say, as being
a food object and hence classified as a resource of that particular subject sponge
is also classified as a resource of a subject sponge in Denmark; in ordinary English
it is a potentiøl resource. Similarly, mates, predators, malentities and modifiers are
all potential mates, etc.
Notes on the Envirogram
l. There are almost no hard data on sponge nutrition. Bacteria, unicellulates, zooplankton,
phytoplankton, yeasts, and colloidal organic matter are mentioned by various authors (see
note 2) (Grzimek 1974; Harrison and Cowden 1976; Bergquist 1978; Frost 1978a).
S. lacustris is not a mobile animal, so it depends largely on external factors to bring food
resources within its limited range. The principal external factor is kinetic energy (water
currents), which, in effect, provides volumes of nutrient-containing water for the sponge to
filter, and removes already filtered water. Other external factors are the movements of any
mobile animals or protists that the sponge consumes. (The above considerations can be
generalised for all classes of the centrum.)
All of the sponge's food must be suspended or dissolved in water. A current of water
is set up by the flagella of the choanocytes within the sponges, and, "in effeeL, the alrange-
ment of inhalant ostia, canals, prosopyles, choanocyte collar tentacles, and intertentaculae
mucous reticulum place a series of sieves of decreasing mesh size in the path of the water
current" (Bergquist 1978). The only selective restriction on particle intake is the passive one
afforded by ostia size (see also note 3), although individual cells are capable of distinguishing
between digestible and indigestible substances. Presumably, indigestible particles are ejected
via the outflow ostia. It is generally agreed that S. lacustris can filter particles within the
size range 0'1-50 ¡rm. The sponge uses two methods to capture particles once they have
entered the canal system: first, mobile archaeocytes phagocytose particles in the 2-5-¡rm
range directly - this helps to prevent canal occlusion (see note 3); secondly, secondary capture
occurs at the choanocyte collar, where particles within the range 0.1-1.5 pm are trapped
in the collar tentacles. Very little digestion takes places in the choanocytes, as particles are
not retained for more than 3 h before being passed on to other cells. In the diet of three
marine sponges, about 807o of the particulate material used was of a size likely to be taken
up mainly by choanocytes.
A third method of capturing particles operates at the external surface of the sponge,
where exopinacocytes phagocytose larger particles. However, reports deal only with the
uptake of non-nutritive particles under laboratory conditions, and the importance of this
method for nutrition is not known.
Strictly speaking, the formal versions of the defining equations should be written down
for every individual element of the set of food objects. We give here, for a single individual
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bacterium, an informal version, which is satisfactory for construction of an envirogram.
Notice that the second term in the conditonal is not needed for this particular case because
the interpretation of 'An' excludes bacteria. Were they counted as animals, then the clause
'and H(bacterium) is decreased' should be added'
(bacterium)Res(sponge) : o, H(sponge) is increased I f(bacterium)(sponge)
The following informal defining equation is for a specific bounded quantity of kinetic
energy contained in a current of water, abbreviated k.e., which acts as a modifier of a
bacterium food resource.
(k.e.)Mod+l(sponge) :¿r (3 bacterium) such that [(bacterium)Res(sponge) |
€(k.e.Xbacterium) and - (bacterium)Res(sponge) I - {(k.e.Xbacterium)l
(Frost 19784, 1978b, 1980o, 19800, 1981)
2. The best data with respect to sponge nutrition concerns bacteria. It is known that
the Demospongidae extract bacteria from their aquiferous system and retain them with
high efficiency-abott 96Vo. For exainple, in the laboratory, Frost (19'78a) showed that
S. Iacustris efficiently filtered Rhodotorula glutinis (average diameter 3'9 p,m)' Chlamy-
domonas reinhardti (6'6 pm) and Escheríchia coli (2 by | ¡rm) from tanks.
The uptake of bacteria by the marginal cells of the basal pinacoderm, using a method
of filopodial extension and subsequent phagocytosis, has been reported for the freshwater
sponge Corvomeyenia carolinensis and also a marine species. If S. lacustris used this method,
it could be added to the three methods of nutritional uptake mentioned in note l.
For some sponges living in organically rich estuaries, it has been shown that the uptake
of bacteria could satisfy their entire nutritional requirements'
It is possible that S. lacustris supports a population of bacteria within the matrix of the
sponge. The effect of the bacteria, if any, is not known.
An informal version of the defining equation for a bacterium as a resource is given at
the end of note 1. The provision of bacteria by the substrate implies that the substrate
may act as a positive first-order modifier:
(substrate)Mod+l(sponge) =dr (3 bacterium) such that [(bacterium)Res(sponge) |
{(substrate)(bacterium) and - (bacterium)Res(sponge) | - É(substrate)(bacterium)l .
(Frost 1916a, 1976b)
3. Large particles (i.e. greater than 50 pm, see note l) in suspension are a danger to all
sponges because they can block the delicate filter system for long periods-as also can very
high concentrations of smaller particles. Such blockages affect the sponge in at least the
following three ways:
(Ð direct damage: for this reason, we classify particles as malentities;
(iÐ by causing a reduction of water flow, particles will cause a proportional reduction
in nutrient uptake; thus, particles are second-order modifiers of food (they modify
water flow);
(iiÐ similarly, water flow is prerequisite for the provision of oxygen and the removal of
carbon dioxide; thus, particles are also second-order modifiers of oxygen (see also
note 16).
For economy of space, we have placed only (i) on the envirogram; all subsequent
modifiers also apply to (ii) and (iii), thus extending the envirogram to modifiers of the
fourth order.
Any source of particles is potentially dangerous-pieces of the substrate, detritus, living
organisms, etc. We group these together as 'sediment', a first-order modifier. Almost
invariably, 'sediment' will be disturbed and carried by 'kinetic energy (water currents)', a
second-order modifier.
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Clearly, it is to thc subject animal's advantage to maintain its external srlrface as free of
particles as possible. Note I gives details of the phagocytosis of particles; in this way, the
subject animal acts as a first-order modifier. A second mechanism may contribute to the
maintenance of a clear aquiferous system. Frost (1976ó) reports a significantly smaller
build-up of aufwuchs (see also note 4) on the surface of S. lacustrls as opposed to the
surface of nearby macrophytes. It is known that some marine sponges have an antibiotic
effect on organisms; this explanation is suggested, though not proved, for S. lacustris,
Thus, we have tentatively classified 'subject animal (antibiotic)' as a first-order modifier of
particles as malentities.
Since a particle is not an animal, the second term in the conditional is excluded from the
defining equation for a malentity. The informal defining equation for an individual particle
with diameter greater than 50 ¡rm is:
(particle)Mal(sponge) : o, H(sponge) is decreased | {(particle)(sponge) .
The sponge is a negative first-order modifier of itself by phagocytosis. The informal
defining equation is:
(sponge)Mod-l(sponge) :0, (3 particle) such that [(particle)Mal(sponge) |
- Ë(spongeXparticle) and - (particle)Mal(sponge) | ÉGpongeXparricle)l .
(Frost 1976ö; Storr 1976)
4. Most freshwater sponges, including S, lacustris, have a relatively aufwuchs-free epi-
tlteliunr. The phagocytic ability of pinacocytes is almost certainly responsible, possibly aided
by an antibiotic effect of the sponge on organisms (see note 3).
The phagocytosis of aufwuchs will contribute to sponge nutrition. In general, aufwuchs
will include diatoms, fungi and filamentous algae. Frost (1976b) reports the following
filamentous algal forms collected from S, lacustris: Mougeotia sp. and Spirogyro sp. were
most common; Bulbochoeta sp., Oedogonium sp. and, Zygnemø sp. were also observed.
The informal defining equation for an individual diatom as a resource is:
(diatom)Res(sponge) =ot H(sponge) is increased | {(diatom)(sponge) .
Since a diatom is not interpreted here as being an animal, the second term in the conditional
does not apply.
5. Given that all sponge food resources must be in suspension, in a given locality the
quantity of food that becomes available to a sponge will depend on the quantity of water
passing through the animal, Many authors have attempted to calculate water transport rates
îor S. lacustris; methods and conclusions vary greatly. Frost (1976a) regards 0.0118 ml s-l
ml-l as a good estimate.
Several factors can affect water transport rates. It is generally agreed that water flow
through a sponge is augmented by external current flow across the osculum; however, authors
disagree on the magnitude of the effect. This is apparently why most sponges in a moving
environment are tubular and upright, or, if not upright, are oriented perpendicular to the
prevailing water current.
The subject animal is capable of regulating water flow, as evidenced by its response to
certain stimuli. On mechanical or electrical stimulation, or with thermal (note l8) or light
stimuli, the whole body, or at least a portion of it, is contracted, the osculum and pores
first and the canal system last. The mechanism of the response is not known.
The informal defining equation for a particular bounded quantity of water acting as a
positive first-order modifier on a specified individual diatom that is a food resource is:
(water)Mod+l(sponge) =dr (:¡ diatom) such that [(diatom)Res(sponge) |
{(water)(diatom) and - (diatom)Res(sponge) | - f(water)(diatom)l .
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The informal defining equation for the sponge acting as a positive second-order modifier
in its own environment by regulating whether or not that particular bounded quantity of
water passes through the sPonge is:
(sponge)Mod+2(sponge) =¿r (3 water) such that [(water)Modr(sponge) |
f(sponge)(water) and -(water)Modr(sponge) | - {(sponge)(water)l .
The sponge may also be thought of as a negative second-order modifier in its own
environment as follows:
(sponge)Mod-2(sponge) =dr (3 water) such that [(water)Modl(sponge) |
- ¡lsponge)(water) and -(water)Modr(sponge) | Ë(spongeXwater)l .
(Frost 19764; Reiswig 1976; Storr 1976)
6. It is not uncommon for S. locustrls to live in close association with macrophytes. The
water plants provide a good surface for aufwuchs and are thus likely to contribute to the
maintenance of nutritionally rich water.
In addition, S. lacustris, not infrequently, uses macrophytes as a substrate (see note 2l).
Frost (1976ö) reports the sponge living close to or on the following macrophytes: Nymphaea
odorata, Nuphor adveno and four species of Utricularia.
The informal defining equation for Nymphoea as a positive first-order modifier of a food
object, abbreviated f.o., is:
(Nymphaeo)Mod+r(sponge¡ =dr (3 f.o.) such that [(f'o')Res(sponge) |
t(Ny mphoea)(f . o.) and - (f . o.)Res(sponge) | - t(Nvmp haeo)(f 'o.)l'
1. S. lacustris (and many other freshwater sponges) may contain intracellular algae
(zoochlorellae) as symbionts. Those sponges containing algae will usually be green' whereas
those without are usually white. The presence of algae depends largely on the light conditions
in which.the sponge lives-i.e. if in dark conditions, under rocks, etc', the sponge is less
likely to ðontain algal symbionts. Algae may be present in a sponge from the beginning if
it derives from the gemmulation of an algae-containing parent. Otherwise, suitable algae
can be filtered and phagocytosed, but not digested.
The exact relationship between the symbionts is not known. However, studies on
S. lacustris have indicated that algal photosynthate is transferred from the alga to the
host sponge, thus potentially benefitting the sponge by augmenting its nutrition. This result
is in keeping with results from other freshwater invertebrates containing unicellular algal
symbiontì; in general, both growth rates and survival under starvation conditions are
significantly improved.
S. lacustris with algal symbionts is an active, efficient photosynthetic system, with a
calculated efficiency of 5.4Vo. Suitable light conditions are required. Gross primary
productivity is linearly related to water temperature. It is suggested that the presence of
algae, with the effects mentioned above, will reduce the need for active feeding and food
uptake by the sponge (see also notes 15, 16 and 24).
The informal defining equations for photosynthate, abbreviated p.s.ate, as a resource'
a zoochlorella as a positive first-order modifier of the photosynthate, and light energy as
a positive modifier of the zoochlorella (and thus a positive second-order modifier of the
sponge), follow:
(p.s.ate)Res(sponge) :o, H(sponge) is increased | €(p's'ateXsponge) '
The second term in the conditional is not used because the photosynthate is not an animal.
(zoochlorella)Mod+l(sponge) =¿r (3 p.s.ate) such that [(p.s.ate)Res(sponge) |
{(zoochlorella)(sponge) and -(p.s'ate)Res(sponge) | -å(zoochlorella)(sponge)l
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(light energy)Mod+2(sponge) :¿r (3 zoochlorella) such that
[(zoochlorella)Modr(sponge) | f(light energy)(zoochlorella) and
- (zoochlorella)Modr(sponge) | - {(light energy)(zoochlorella)l
(Szuch e/ al. 1978; williamson and williamson 1979; Frost and williamson 1980)
8. S. Iacustris is exclusively a freshwater species. Attempts to introduce the sponge to
brackish water in both field and laboratory have failed. There is some evidence to suggest
that the species can withstand brief exposure to salinities well above those in which it is
capable of long-term survival.
We have therefore classified salt (i.e. dissolved in water) as a malentity. The informal
defining equation is:
(salt)Mal(sponge) :or H(sponge) is decreased | {(salt)(sponge).
The second term in the conditional is not used, because salt is not an animal.
(Poirrier 1976)
9. S. lacustris, characteristically, has an abundance of commensals, both on its surface
and in its tissue and canal systems. There has been speculation that sponges have evolved
defensive mechanisms (difficulties of spicule digestion, antibiotic effects, metabolic poisons,
etc.), enabling them to be free of predators; this hypothesis is false.
The ability to feed on freshwater sponge is exhibited by certain species in single families
of three insect orders: the Tlichoptera (see note l0), the Neuroptera and the Diptera (both
in note l1). Benthic invertebrates relate to freshwater sponges in two ways other than the
predator-prey relation. First, the sponge can serve as a substrate for many aquatic insects;
secondly many organisms, including protozoans, nematodes, oligochaetes and water mites,
use the vascular system and irregular surfaces of the sponge as suitable permanent habitats.
The organisms forming these last two associations will occur as modifiers of food resources
in the sponge's environment.
From available information, it appears that there is Iittle host specificity among insect
sponge predators. Thus, the presence of other sponges (first-order modifiers) will modify
insect predators in two ways: first, the proximity of other sponges will increase the probability
of predators finding the subject sponge; however, secondly, this effect may be offset by the
predatory load being spread over more sponges.
In addition, it seems likely that olfactory emanations (first-order modifiers) from sponges
may provide the mechanism by which insect predators locate sponge hosts; this is not
definitely established.
(insect)Pred(sponge) :¿¡ [H(sponge) is decreased and H(insect) is increased] 
|
f(insect)(sponge)
(other sponge)Mod-r(sponge) :or (3 insect) such that [(insecr)pred(sponge) |
- {(other sponge)(insect) and - (insect)pred(sponge) | Ë(other sponge)(insecr)l
(Resh 1976a, 1976b; Williamson and Williamson 1979)
10. Listed in Table I are the predacious caddisflies of freshwater sponges, given by Resh
(1976a). All are from the genus Ceraclea (Order: Trichoptera, Family: Heptoceridae).
Resh also comments that atypical occurrences of caddisflies of the families Polycentropodidae
and Lirnnephilitlae have been reported in freshwater sponges.
All members of the fulva group (see Table l) are obligatory sponge feeders and have
corresponding morphological adaptations. The senilis group appears to have both facultative
and obligate species of sponge feeders and have less pronounced morphological adaptations.
The single member of the nigronervosa group appears to be an obligate sponge feeder, but
has little in the way of morphological adaptation.
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There are two basic life-history patterns exhibited by caddisflies that ingest sponges.
C. resurgens is typical of the first: it has a univoltine pattern (i.e. one generation per annual
cycle). Adults emerge, mate and oviposit during a brief period in the spring. Eggs released
on the water surface sink and adhere to submerged stones. After hatching, the larva locates
a sponge host; water currents increase the search area and possibly also bear olfactory
stimuli from the sponge. Following development, the larva overwinters as a prepupa and
emerges the following spring. C. transyersa, which is typical of the second life-history
pattein, has two periods of emergence, mating and so on. The first cohort is similar to
C. resurgens. The second cohort emerges in mid-summer through autumn. Larvae must
overwinter as active detritus feeders after colonial sponges have deteriorated in late autumn
to overwinter as gemmules (see note 24).
Table L. Predacious caddisflies of freshwater sponges
Species Distribution
Fulva group:


























Ceroclea ni g ro nervosa (Retzuis) Transcontinental Palearctic Region, North America
The swarming behaviour of C. nigronervosa is described by Solem (1978), and a detailed
study of this species was undertaken by Solem and Resh (1981). They report as follows:
"The life cycle of C. nigronervosd is closely linked to the phenology of the freshwater
sponge. All larval instars collected (second through fifth instars) feed on the sponge during
its summer proliferation stage. Larvae form non-feeding pre-pupae when the sponge under-
goes gemmulation in autumn." They also report that it seems likely that C. nigronervosa
is an obligate sponge feeder, because the presence or absence of the green alga Chlorella
sp. in the sponge does not appear to affect the abundance or distribution of Ceroclea
nigronervoso.
The informal defining equations for an individual C. resurgens larva as a predator, a
stone as a positive first-order modifer, and a negative second-order modifier, which is kinetic
energy in a water current conceived as removing the larva so that it cannot adhere to the
stone, are given below. By kinetic energy, abbreviated k.e., is meant a specific bounded
quantity of kinetic energy.
(larva)Pred(sponge) : ¿¡ H(sponge) is decreased and H(larva) increased I
{(larva)(sponge)
(stone)Mod+r(sponge) :ar (3 larva) such that [(larva)Pred(sponge) |
Ë(stoneXlarva) and -(larva)Pred(sponge) | -Ë(stone)(larva)l
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(k.e.)Mod-2(sponge) :a¡ (3 stone) such thar [(stone)Modl(sponge) |
- f(k.e.)(larva) and - (stone)Mo tr(sponge) | f(k.e.)(larva)l
(Resh 1976a, 19760; Resh et al. 1976; Solem and Resh 1981)
ll. Spongillaflies of the family Sisyridae (order: Neuroptera) are commonly found in
association with freshwater sponges. The genera Sisyra and Climacia are known predators.
Unlike the sponge-feeding caddisflies (note l0), sysirid larvae do not ingest whole particles
of sponge; rather, they suck fluids from the sponge through their tubular mouthparts (Resh
1976b). Besides feeding on sponge, spongillaflies also suck fluids from bryozoans and algae,
which are thus first-order modifiers.
Two genera, xenochironomus and Demeijerea, of the sponge-feeding midges (Diptera :
chironomidae), are also known to feed on freshwater sponges. In the study by Solem and
Resh (1981), over three times as many chironomid larvae were found in a sponge with algae
visibly present as in a Chlorella-free sponge.
The situation does not seem to be altogether clear; however, informal defining equations
are given below for a larva as predator and an individual alga as a negative first-order
modifier, in the sense that if the alga is attacked, this ,protects' the sponge.
(larva)Pred(sponge) :df H(sponge) is decreased and H(larva) is increased 
I
f(larva)(sponge)
(alga)Mod-r(sponge) :¿r ( il larva) such that [(larva)pred(sponge) |
- {(alga)(larva) and - (larva)pred(sponge) | f(alga)(larva)l
12. Body size within the sponges, including S. Iacustris, is much less restricted than in any
other animal group. Individual sponges growing next to each other can grow together to
form a new organism. Sponges are known to produce diffusible surface-active molecules
that operate to promote or prevent cell-to-cell adhesion, Such factors, which are strain- or
species-specific, provide a simple system of self-recognition, which can lead to fusion or
non-fusion,
S. Iacustris requires a stable substrate. Other sponges will compete for such space, but
fusion with other appropriately 'recognised' S. lacustris is one way of protecting the colonised
area (see note 2l).
The informal defining equations for a particular bounded piece of substrate as a resource,
and another sponge (of the same species) as a negative first-order modifier, are given below.
On the envirogram, the parentheses surrounding 'other sponges of the same species'indicate
that this classification is tentative.
(substrate)Res(sponge) :6¡ H(sponge) is increased I f(substrate)(sponge)
The second term in the conditional is not used, because the piece of substrate is not an
animal.
(other sponge)Mod-l(sponge) :¿r (3 substrate) such that
[(substrate)Res(sponge) | -å(other sponge)(substrate) and
-(substrate)Res(sponge) | {(other sponge)(subsrrate)l
(Bergquist 1978)
13. In North America, Williamson (1979) reports the predation of freshwater sponges,
including S. lacustris, by a freshwater crayfish Orconectes sp. Both sexes of the crayfish
readily consumed both adult and gemmulated S. lacustris.
The crayfish also ingests the sponge Eunapius fragills, which is thus classified as a negative
first-order modifier.
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The informal defining equations for a crayfish as predator, and a sponge E. lragilis,
which, by being eaten instead of the subject animal, acts as a 'protector' of the subject
animal, are:
(crayfish)Pred(sponge) : o, H(sponge) is decreased and H(crayfish) is
increased | å(crayfishXsponge)
(8. frasilis)Mod-r(sponge) =or (3 crayfish) such that [(crayfish)Pred(sponge) |
- E(E. lrasilis)(crayfish) and - (crayfish)Pred(sponCe) I Ë(E'. /røSilÐ(crayfish)l .
14. Several authors report that strong water currents can damage and break pieces off
sponges, particularly branched forms. The substrate and the strength and morphology of the
sponge provide the only resistance. The latter, in turn, is influenced by the typical current
flow of a locality, e.g. branched forms of S. lacuslris usually occur only in areas with very
slow currents.
In addition, water current and turbidity can affect the choice of substrate during the initial
settling stage. S. Iacustris is not found in areas with very rapid currents. Vy'illiamson and
Williamson (1979) report congregations of S. lacustris on a rock-water interface where the
current was well below 0.01 m s-1. However, Harrison (1977) found S. lacustris common
in a current of 0.342 ft s-l (approximately 0'l m s-l).
The informal defining equations for a particular bounded amount of kinetic energy,
abbreviated k.e., as a malentity, and a particular bounded piece of substrate as a negative
first-order modifier, are given below. The substrate is a modifier in the sense that, were it
not present, the energy object (water current) would damage the subject sponge.
(k.e.)Mal(sponge) :¿r H(sponge) is decreased I Ë(k.e.Xsponge)
Since kinetic energy is not an animal, the second term in the conditional is not used.
(substrate)Mod-r(sponge) :dr (3 k.e.) such that [(k.e.)Mal(sponge) |
- t(substrate)(sponge) and - (k.e.)Mal(sponge) | f(substrate)(sponge)l
(Bergquist 1978; V/illiamson and Williamson 1979)
15. Note 7 gives some details of the provision of photosynthate by symbiont zoochlorellae
to host sponges. The algae will live and reproduce within the host cells, provided light
conditions are sufficient. If, for somë reason, a sponge with algal symbionts is kept in
darkness for a few weeks, it is likely that the algae will be digested; these zoochlorellae
appear on the envirogram as food resources.
Possible advantages to the algal symbiont from the association include protection, carbon
dioxide, and other inorganic nutrients. In addition to nutrients, the sponge may derive oxygen
(note 16) and an automatic removal of waste products.
The informal defining equations below are for a specific individual zoochlorella as a food
resource modified by a specific bounded amount of light energy, abbreviated 1.e., in such
a way that, in the presence of the light energy, the zoochlorella is not a resource, but, in
the absence of the light energy, it is a resource.
(zoochlorella)Res(sponge) :or H(sponge) is increased | {(zoochlorella)(sponge)
(I.e.)Mod-l(sponge) =0, (3 zoochlorella) such that [(zoochlorella)Res(sponge) |
- €(1.e.)(sponge) and - (zoochlorella)Res(sponge) | Ë(1.e.)Gponee)l
(Williamson 1977; Williamson and Williamson 1979; Frost 1983)
16. S. lacustris has no special respiratory organs. A continual stream of water is required
to transport oxygen into the organism and to remove carbon dioxide. Respiration is by
diffusion to individual cells-along the intake canals, at the body surface, and at the collar
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tentacles of choanocytes. Every individual needs to be self-sufficient in this respect. Because
it is a sedentary animal, oxygen consumption is low, and no more than 2OVo of the available
oxygen is withdrawn from the water flowing through the aquiferous system. Kharchenko and
Lyashenko (1986) report that oxygen consumption depends on dry weight.
Szuch el ol. (1978) report that oxygen consumption by S. lacustns kept in the light is
lower than that for individuals kept in thc dark. This difference is probably the result
of algal photosynthesis-oxygen produced by endocellular algae reducing the demand on
that carried through the aquiferous system. In normal summer conditions, there exists the
potential for the symbiotic system to produce its entire oxygen requirements.
The informal defining equations that follow are for a specific bounded amount of oxygen
as a resource modified by an individual zoochlorella, in turn modified by a specific bounded
quantity of light energy, abbreviated Le. In the presence of the zoochlorella, the oxygen
is no longer required. In the presence of the light energy, the zoochlorella 'interferes' with
the oxygen resource; in the absence of the light energy, it does not.
(oxygen)Res(sponge) :or H(sponge) is increased | {(oxygen)(sponge)
The second term in the conditional is not used, because oxygen is not an animal.
(zoochlorella)Mod-l(sponge) :¿¡ (3 oxygen) such that [(oxygen)Res(sponge) |
- Ë(zoochlorella)(sponge) and - (oxygen)Res(sponge) | f(zoochlorella)(sponge)l
(1.e.)Mod+2(sponge) :¿¡ (3 zoochlorella) such that [(zoochlorella)Modt(sponge) |
f(I.e.)(zoochlorella) and -(zoochlorella)Modr(sponge) | -{(1.e.)(zoochlorella)l
Table 2. Filtering rates of Spongillø lacustris
Date and temperature ('C)
Sponge volume (ml)







17. Any organism that feeds by tìltering water will compete lbr iood resources with the
subject animal. We have placed 'other sponges' on the envirogram as a first-order modifier
of food resources to cover this class. The class includes sponges such as: Corvomyenia
carolinensis, Heteromeyenia baileyi, Anheteromeyenia ryderi, Trochospongilla pennsylvanico
and Eunapius fragilis (all present in North America), and many other organisms (see
note l9).
The informal defining equation for another (particular) sponge as a first-order modifier
of a particular item of food is:
(other sponge)Mod-l(sponBe) =¿r (3 food) such that[(food)Res(sponge) |
- f(other sponge)(food) and - (food)Res(sponge) | Ë(other sponge)(food)l .
(Harrison 1977)
18. Water temperature is known to affect water transport rates in S. lacustris. Table 2
is taken from Frost (1976a).
Thermal energy is entered on the envirogram as a modifier of the subject animal, which,
in turn, is a second-order modifier in its own environment. The informal defining equation
for thermal energy as a positive third-order modifier is given below; for the lower-order
modifiers, see note 5.
(thermal energy)Mod+3(sponge) :¿r (f sponge) such that
[(sponge)Mod2(sponge) | f(thermal energy)(sponge) and
- (sponge)Mod2(sponge) | - {(thermal energy)(sponge)l
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19. Many filter feeders, other than sponges, will compete with S. lacustris for food
resources. The following are just a few examples: the mollusc (Dreissenia polymorpha), the
waterfleas (Bosmina longirostrus and Daphnia spp.), the copepod (Diaplomus oregonensis).
The informal defining equation for a mollusc that modifies a food resource of the
sponge is:
(mollusc)Mod-r(sponge) :¿r (3 food) such that [(food)Res(sponge) |
- {(mollusc)(food) and - (food)Res(sponge) | å(molluscXfood)l .
20. Throughout most of North America, S. lacustr¡s exhibits the following annual cycle:
the change from the overwiùtering gemmule stage to the definite colonial form of the sponge
begins in the spring, with peak abundance and size of the colonies occurring in late summer
and early autumn; lower water temperatures in autumn cause deterioration of the colonial
sponge until only gemmules remain. Clearly, there is a range of thermal energies that are
harmful to the sponge; we classify these as malentities.
Thermal energy also affects reproduction by gemmulation; it is known that gemmules will
remain dormant when water temperature is below 4'C (see n'olte 24)'
The informal defining equations below are, firstly, for a specific bounded amount of
thermal energy (t.e.) as a malentity, and, secondly, for a (different) specific bounded amount
of thermal energy as a modifier of the sponge, classified as a mate of itself.
(t.e.)Mal(sponge) :ar H(sponge) is decreased | €(t'e.Xsponge)
The second term in the conditional is not used, because thermal energy is not an animal'
(t.e.)Mod-r(sponge) =¿r (3 sponge) such that [(sponge)Mat(sponge) |
- Ë(t.e.Xsponge) and - (sponge)Mat(sponge) | {(t'e.(sponge)l
(Ostrom and Simpson 1978)
21. As individuals, all sponges, including S. lacustris, must find attachment space. On the
species level, there must be sufficient space to allow development of a sufficient number of
individuals, of large enough body size, to sustain reproduction in the population at a viable
level. In aquatic habitats, this substrate resource is more frequently limiting than food.
Once the resource has been gained, it has to be protected from encroachment by other
species (see note 12 re. fusion). S. Iacustris does not require a hard substratum: it may
grow as upright branches from the pond bottom or attached to aquatic macrophytes. Settling
larvae of S. lacustris prefer a surface that has been precoated with bacterial or algal film.
Rock or macrophyte substrates (see note 6) are preferred; nevertheless' the orientation of
the particular surface to the prevailing currents is at least as important.
The informal defining equation for a bounded specific piece of substrate as a resource
is:
(substrate)Res(sponge) :0, H(sponge) is increased I f(substrate)(sponge) '
The second term in the conditional is not used, because substrate is not an animal.
(Bergquist 1978; Frost et al. 1982)
22. Cases have been reported in which ice scour has removed a sponge species from a
location. We classify ice as both a malentity and a modifier of the resource 'substrate'.
The two informal defining equations follow:
(ice)Mal(sponge) = ¿r H(sponge) is increased | Ë(iceXsponge) .
The second term in the conditional is not used, because ice is not an animal.
(ice)Mod-l(sponge) :or (3 substrate) such that l(substrate)Res(sponge) |
-€(iceXsubstrate) and -(substrate)Res(sponge) | Ë(ice)(substrate)l
(Bergquist 1978)
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23. S. lacu,slri,s,like all other sponges, can reproduce sexually. Again, like other sponges,
S. Iacuslris is hermaphroditic, though in a unique way that ensures that, in any one breeding
season, each individual will be either female or male, but not both (see note 25).
During the annual cycle, outlined in note 20, oocyte and sperm production commences
shortly after the gemmules are released from dormancy in the early spring. Williamson and
Williamson (1979) report a case in which sperm production lasted about 6 weeks. It seems
likely that both sperm and oocytes are produced by the redifferentiation of choanocyte cells.
Sperm are released into the exhalant stream, and water currents are necessary to carry
the sperm to a position where they will be sucked into the inhalant stream of a female.
The sperm are trapped by choanocytes and transferred to eggs in the mesohyl.
Embryos develop into larvae and, when ready for release, move to an exhalant canal.
At this stage, we regard the parents as havi4g reproduced successfully.
The informal defining equations below are for a sponge of opposite sex, abbreviated
sponge opp. sex, as a mate, and a specific bounded quantity of kinetic energy (within a
water current), abbreviated k.e.
(sponge opp. sex)Mat(sponge) :0, an offspring of both individuals will be
produced with probability greater than zero I f(sponge opp. sex)(sponge)
(k.e.)Mod+l(sponge) :¿¡ (3 sponge opp. sex) such that [(sponge opp.
sex)Mat(sponge) | €(k.e.)Gponge) and -(sponge opp. sex)Mat(sponge) |
- f(k.e.)(sponge)l
(Williamson and Williamson 1979)
24. Some authors refer to gemmulation directly as a method of asexual reproduction,
whereas others write in a way that seems to imply that this is merely an adaptive stage in
the life of an individual. Once again, we encounter difficulty with what is to count as an
individual sponge (see Introduction).
Gemmules are complex, armoured structures, coated in a thick layer of spongin, embedded
with microscleres. These small spherical structures are produced at the onset of winter (when
the colonial sponge dies back) and are capable of withstanding freezing and desiccation.
When environmental conditions are again favourable, the gemmule hatches and grows
quickly. Thus, thermal energy acts as a positive first-order modifier.
With respect to algal symbionts, S. lacustris has two forms: the characteristically green
symbiotic form, containing intracellular zoochlorellae, and the white aposymbiotic form.
The two forms show slight but significant differences in the gemmulation process. The white
form gemmulates a fe'"v weeks before the green (in late autumn) and produces significantly
smaller gemmules; for the white form, the former point confers the disadvantage of a shorter
growing season, which "could potentially decrease their ability to reproduce vegetatively and
procure food for winter dormancy" (Williamson and Williamson 1979). Both forms hatch
at the same time in the spring. It is cautiously suggested that the larger green gemmules are
"more viable in natute" (Williamson and Williamson 1979)-i.e. the hatching rate is higher.
Light (photoperiod), both in combination with intracellular zoochlorellae and without,
is also suggested as an important triggering mechanism for gemmulation in S. Iacustris.
S. lacustris gemmules will remain dormant indefinitely if kept at temperatures below
4"c.
The informal defining equation for the sponge as a mate of itself follows. In this
definition, the primitive term {, followed twice by the subject animal, should be interpreted
as the sponge affecting itsclf in such a way that a physiological change is itrtlucecl ancl the
gemmule is produced asexually. There is no logical contradiction in using the definition in
this way.
(sponge)Mat(sponge) :dr âtr offspring from the single parent sponge will result
with probability greater than zero I f(sponge)(sponge)
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Thermal energy (t.e.) is a positive first-order modifier:
(t.e.)Mod+r(sponge) :¿¡ (3 sponge) such that [(sponge)Mat(sponge) |
f(t.e.)(sponge) and -(sponge)Mat(sponge) I - Ë(t.e.Gponge)l'
The following informal defining equations are for a zoochlorella as a first-order modifier
of the subject animal as a mate of itself, and light energy, abbreviated l.e.' as a modifier
of a specific individual zoochlorella.
(zoochlorella)Mod+l(sponge) :¿r (f sponge) such that [(sponge)Mat(sponge) |
f(zoochlorella)(sponge) and -(sponge)Mat(sponge) | -€(zoochlorella)(sponge)l
It should be remembered that, in the formal version of this defining equation, the instant
of time I is all important. The definition is correct in the sense that, at time /, '3 sponge',
or, less formally, 'it is possible to find a sponge', such that, if the zoochlorella is present,
the sponge will produce a gemmule asexually, and without the zoochlorella, it will not.
The same sponge may well reproduce asexually without the presence of the zoochlorella at
some other time.
(I.e.)Mod+2(sponge) :0, (3 zoochlorella) such that [(zoochlorella)Modl(sponge) |
f(1.e.)(zoochlorella) and -(zoochlorella)Modr(sponCe) I -{(1.e.)(zoochlorella)l
(Ostrom and Simpson 1978; Williamson and Williamson 1979; Harrison et al. l98l; Frost
et al. 1982)
25. S. lacustris is hermaphroditic, but in a rather unusual way. It has been shown that, in
any given reproductive season, an individual sponge will be strictly either male or female.
However, of five indviduals, tagged so that they could be reliably identified after their
period of winter dormancy, three had changed sex by the following reproductive season,
one male becoming a female and two females beco¡hing male; the sex of the other two was
unchanged.
,'While it is only theorizing to guess at the significance of this behaviour it is possible to
see advantages for a sessile organism which disperses by free larvae. An isolated larva can
produce an individual which will produce gemmules. Next spring when those gemmules
germinate some may change sex. This enables successful fertilization and ensures the spread
of the species." (Bergquist 1978).
In their work on white and green forms of S. locustris, Williamson and Williamson (1979)
observed male sexual elements in twice as many white sponges as in green; one explanation
involves the possibility of antibiosis in zoochlorellae.
The relevant informal defining equation is given at the end of note 23'
26. All freshwater sponges, including S. lacustris, are characterised by silica (silicon dioxide)
skeleton needles or spicules. Spicules are formed by a cell type called the scleroblast, which
deposits silica on an organic'axial thread'. Such spicules consist of about 92Vo silicon dioxide,
7Vo water, and traces of magnesium, potassium and sodium. Because of the contribution
of the skeleton to sponge growth, all of these materials will be resources. To obtain silica,
S. lacustris can only use dissolved silicic acid and not solid quartz.
Several authors suggest that the sharpness of the spicules and their difficulty of digestion
afford the sponge protection from some potential predators.
The informal defining equation for silica as a resource is:
(silica)Res(sponge) : ¿r H(sponge) is increased | Ë(silicaXsponge) .
The second term in the conditional is not used, because silica is not an animal. 'Silica'should
be interpreted as a specific bounded quantity of silicic acid.
(Simpson et ol. 1979)
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27. Calcium and divalent cations can play a significant role in the gemmulation process
for S. Iacustr¡s and other freshwater sponges. If kept in pure water, gemmules will hatch,
demonstrating that all essential factors, including any essential ions, are contained within
the gemmule. Results establish that calcium at concentrations of 5 mrr¿ and higher foster
germination; however, the presence of sufficient amounts of strontium, barium, zinc or
manganese results in an inhibition of germination. Nevertheless, in the latter case, if a
sufficient concentration of calcium is also present, any inhibition will be overcome (Ostrom
and Simpson 1978).
Informal defining equations for a specific bounded quantity of zinc as a first-order
modifier of the subject animal as a mate of itself, and calcium (similarly specific and
bounded) as a modifier of zinc, are given below:
(zinc)Mod-r(sponge) :dr (f sponge) such that [(sponge)Mat(sponge) |
- l(zinc)(sponge) and - (sponge)Mat(sponge) | {(zinc)(sponge)l
(calcium)Mod-2(sponge) :0, (3 zinc) such that [(zinc)Modl(sponge) |
- f(calcium)(zinc) and - (zinc)Mod1(sponge) | {(calcium)(zinc)l .
28. Pieces of freshwater sponge have occasionally been found in the stomachs of fish;
whether the fish were directly predatory is not known, but doubtful. The sharp, indigestible
silica skeleton and noxious chemicals have been given as reasons for the sponge's relative
freedom from larger predators. Thus, we tentatively classify fish as predators modified by
subject animal (skeleton and poisons).
Informal defining equations for one particular fish as a predator, and the subject sponge
as a modifier, follow:
(fish)Pred(sponge) : or H(sponge) is decreased and H(fish) is increased I
t(fish)(sponge)
(sponge)Mod-r(sponge) =or (3 fish) such that [(fish)Pred(sponge) |
- Ë(spongeXfish) and -(fish)Pred(sponge) | {(sponge)(fish)l .
29. Snails and other crawling or browsing animals have been reported as occasionally
damaging sponges as an accidental adjunct of their normal activities. Presumably, the same
sort of damage can be done by wading animals. We group these animals together and classify
them as malentities.
In the informal defining equation below, 'larger benthic or wading animal'is abbreviated
'animal'. This is a case in which the malentity is unaffected by the encounter; thus, H(animal)
remains unchanged.
(animal)Mal(sponge) =or H(sponge) is decreased and H(animal) is unchanged I
{(animal)(sponge)
30. In note 9, a few of the many animals frequently associated with freshwater sponges,
including S. lacustris, were mentioned. In the absence of better information, it was suggested
that many of this group would function in the sponge's environment as at least some
modifier of food. Still, without hard data, some authors suggest a parasite-host relationship.
Thus, we tentatively group the animals mentioned below as paraSites on the envirogram:
(Ð larvae from eggs of water mites, including Unionicula crassipes, which frequently
oviposit on freshwater sponges;
(iÐ annelids (roundworms) of the genera Aelosoma, Naü and Chaetogaster;
(iiD certain predatory ciliates;
(iv) freshwater gammarids (sand fleas) of the family Leucothoidae.
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The informal defining equation for a larva acting as a predator in the formal sense is
(larva)Pred(sponge) :¿¡ H(sponge) is decreased and H(larva) is increased I
f(larva)(sponge) .
(Kahl and Konopacka l98l)
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Logical Synthesis of an Animal's Environment: 
Sponges to Non-human Primates. 
111." The Rat Tapeworm, Hymenolepis diminuta 
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Abstract 
The environment of the rat tapeworm, H. diminuta, is classified according to the defining equations 
given in the first paper of this series. Two envirograms are presented: they display the objects within 
the environments of larva and adult in their correct places. Notes on the envirograms include informal 
versions of the appropriate defining equations that are used for the classification. 
Introduction 
Hymenolepis diminuta, the rat tapeworm, is widely dispersed over the whole world. 
Its way of life differs markedly from the other animals' of this series in that much of its 
life is spent within the body of another animal. Unlike the sponge of the previous paper, 
the life cycle of H. diminuta divides clearly into two stages, larva and adult; it is convenient, 
therefore, to construct two separate envirograms for the animal. 
The early larval stage, known as the oncosphere, is taken in this paper to mean a whole 
unit consisting of a hexacanth larva surrounded by two embryonic envelopes and possessing 
six hooks and penetration glands (see note 7). Pappas and Leiby (1986) found the length of 
the oncosphere to vary from 36.5 pm to 41 ym. The early embryology of H. diminuta, 
from the primary oocyte to the formation of the first mesomere, has been followed by 
means of scanning electron microscopy, histochemistry and light microscopy by Coil (1986). 
Survival of eggs (as measured by their infectivity to the intermediate host) was found to be 
age-dependent with an expected value of 11 days when the eggs were retained within the 
host's faecal pellet (Keymer 1982). 
The oncosphere is ingested by an intermediate host. There is steady growth and gradual 
differentiation from hexacanth larva to mature cysticercoid; the animal remains in the latter 
stage until it is ingested by the definitive host. The cysticercoid possesses a 'tail' or cercomer, 
and a protoscolex. Details of the development of the cysticercoid are given by Richards 
and Arme (1983, 1984). Intermediate hosts of H. diminuta are Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, 
Orthoptera, Siphonaptera, and other arthropods. Burt (1980) lists 66 species, of which 
29 are beetles. Keymer (1982) found that older beetles are less susceptible to infection by 
the tapeworm. 
The definitive hosts are many and varied. Burt (1980) lists 99 species that act as definitive 
hosts, ranging through Canidae, Insectivora, Primates and, in particular, the Rodentia. 
In the last, he includes five species of Microtus, six species of Apodemus, 10 species of 
Mus, and nine species of Rattus. R. norvegicus and R. rattus seem to be the most common 
definitive hosts. Infections of Homo sapiens are considered to be accidental and no serious 
health hazard. 
*Part 11, Aust. J. Zool., 1987, 35, 607-24. 0004-959X/88/010001$03.00 
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The top end, or 'head', of the adult tapeworm is called the scolex. It is followed by a
long chain of proglottides (segments), which differentiate in the 'neck'region (germitive are-a)
of the animal. Thus, as each proglottis ages, it is found further down the length of the
tapeworm; it becomes engorged with fertilised eggs, which develop into oncospheres; these
rupture, finally break off, and are eliminated by the host. The adult worm thus maintains
a more or less constant length of about 70 cm. However, the size varies with the species
of definitive host and the number of worms present. Pappas and Leiby (1986) observed
l5l-435 proglottides per tapeworm. Details of the development of the adult tapeworm are
given by Pappas et al. (1983).
"Following ingestion by the rat, the scolex of the cysticercoid evaginates through the
surrounding layers, via the evagination canal, and adheres to the lining of the intestine.
These surrounding layers and the cercomer are lost at this stage and the neck region starts
to produce young proglottides. The cercomer .. . is now understood to be the larval organ
primarily responsible for development and metabolism within the cysticercoid, and which
has a tegument which differs, ultrastructurally, from the tegument of the scolex and neck
region" (M. D. B. Burt, personal communication).
Roberts (1980) writes that the growth rate after infection of the rat (i.e. at the mature
cysticercoid stage) is "explosive"-it must "rival or surpass that of any other metazoar,
tissue, including embryonic and neoplastic. Within 15 days after infection of the rat, a
normal H. diminuta will have produced tp to 2200 proglottides, and will have increased its
length by up to 3400 times and its weight by up to I'8 million times".
The adult tapeworm usually occupies a site in the small intestine of the rat host.
There is evidence that it occupies different regions of the intestine at different times.
These migrations appear to be a response to the host's feeding habits (Kennedy 1976).
There is also evidence that the migration may be correlated with the host's circadian variation
of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) (Cho and Mettrick 1982). The presence of the tapeworm has
a marked effect on the gastro-intestinal physiology of the laboratory rat (Arme 1976).
Under natural conditions, the life-span of adult H. diminuta is probably as long as the
host that harbours it. By artificial passage to successive hosts, an adult tapeworm has been
kept alive for 14 years-and may well live longer (Burt 1980). The oncospheres can remain
viable for about 6 months after having been passed in the faeces of the definitive host.
The way of life of this remarkable animal is described in the article by Lumsden and
Specian (1980), quoting Professor Horace W. Stunkard, as follows: ". . . As archaic as
the Palaeozoic, they (tapeworms) are as modern as tomorrow. They have attained the ideal
welfare state with all its beneficence; absolute security with an abundance of predigested
food, and with a minimum of effort or exertion . . . digestive, respiratory and circulatory
organs have been discarded as superfluous, (since) every essential is provided in abundance
with no concern for cost or other responsibility. With no need to expend energy for food
or shelter, the cestode can get down seriously to the business of reproduction ..."
The Envirograms
The subject animals for the two envirograms are an adult (Fig. l) and a larva (Fig. 2).
Envirograms for oncosphere and cysticercoid have been combined in the latter case; thus,
note 6 in Fig. 2 refers to the oncosphere, and note 7 to the cysticercoid. Reports from
the literature about objects in the environment of many individuals have been combined,
so the envirograms of Figs I and 2 are concatenations of many individual envirograms for
large numbers of individual tapeworms observed in different places and at different times.
The numbers on the envirograms refer to the notes that follow. These numbers appear in
no particular order. The various parts of the envirograms were constructed in an entirely
haphazard order as the literature became available. The square brackets indicate a set of
objects; thus, '[host's food]' in Fig. I refers to a set of food objects of the host. The
parentheses are used not only for explanatory purposes, e.g. 'negative ions (pH)', but also
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in the case that there is some doubt about the classification, e.g. '(oxygen)'. The symbol S
on the larva envirogram represents the empty set; larvae do not reproduce. It was distressing
to put 'none known' on both envirograms under the heading 'PREDATORS'. Although the
maìerial presented in this paper by no means constitutes a complete review, a special effort


















Fig. 1. Envirogram for adult tape\4,orm.
However, apart from some tentative suggestion that the nematode Nippostrongy.lus brasiliensis
may be a predator (see note l8), no such reports were found'
A semiformal version of the appropriate defining equations (see part I of this series) is
given at the end of each note. The following symbols are used:
(Ð -6¡l 'is equal by definition to', or more strictly, the form 'x =dr],'means'x is
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(iÐ !l: the existential quantifier of formal logic. Read '3 fish' as 'there exist a fish' or
'there is at least one fish', or, more informally, 'we can find a fish'. In this paper,
expressions such as'f fish'are always followed by the words ,such that'.
(iiÐ lr'xly'means ? occurs (will occur), assuming y'. This is the symbol used for
conditional events (and conditional probabilities). The expression .1 | B' may be
read 'event z4 occurs, given that event .B occurs'; it refers to 'event á under the
condition that B' or 'event ,4 under the hypothesis that .8,. The use of the con-
ditional in the definitions implies that the environment of the subject animal is
independent of its habitat. Thus, an object that is reported as a resource for the
ANU population (in Australia), for example would also be classified as a resource
for the OSU population (in the United States).* In ordinary English it is a potential
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Fig. 2. Envirogram for tapeworm larva.
Notes on the Envirograms
l. Following ingestion by the definitive host, the animal is protected from stomach acids
by the outer layers of the cysticercoid during its passage through the host's stomach.
If already encysted worms are introduced into the stomach of the definitive host, they will
be destroyed, but they can establish themselves if introduced directly into the small intestine
(Burt 1980).
According to Mettrick (1980), pH is known to affect the migrations of ,1.i. diminuto,
and the region of the intestine with the lowest pH usually has the highest biomass of
the tapeworm. The cestode is, however, capable of inhabiting any part of the intestine.
Uglem and Just (1983) found that the animal releases proteins that inhibit trypsin activity;
*ANU and OSU populations refer to the work of pappas and Leiby (19g6).
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furthermore H. diminuta is able to change the pH in order to protect itself. The principal
determinants of the pH of the contents of the host's gut are the type of food and the time
of ingestion.
Informal versions of the defining equations given below are for an adult tapeworm as
the subject animal. The object is a particular drop of liquid in the intestine of the host,
which has a relatively high pH. The animal itself acts as a modifier of the malentity by
migrating or altering the pH. Since a drop of liquid is not an animal' the second term in
the definition is excluded from the defining equation for a malentity.
(hieh pH drop)Mal(tapeworm) :¿¡ H(tapeworm) is
decreased | å(high pH drop)(tapeworm)
(tapeworm)Mod-l(tapeworm) :dr (f high pH drop) such that
thieh pH drop)Mal(tapeworm) | - Ë(tape*orm)(tapeworm) and
-(high pH drop)Mal(tapeworm) | t(tapeworm)(tapeworm)l
See also Cho (1984, 1985).
Z. Activation and excystment of the larva in the definitive host requires the presence of bile
salts. Experiments in which a host rat was made bileless showed thal H. diminuta either
failed to establish itself in the gut or was severely stunted'
Egg production and carbohydrate absorption by the adult tapeworm from bileless hosts
are also greatly reduced. Thus, bile salts will be a resource for the larva, and both a
modifier of mates and a modifier of carbohydrate (glucose etc.) food resources for the adult'
Nevertheless, it is possible that the effect of the absence of bile salts may be indirect-i.e.
via an effect on the digestion of the host.
The informal defining equation for a specific bounded quantity of bile salts as a resource
of the subject larva in the late cysticercoid stage is:
(bile salts)Res(larva) = o, H(larva) is increased I Ë@ile saltsXlarva)
The informal defining equation for bile salts as a positive first-order modifier of a specific
bounded quantity of glucose in the environment of a subject adult tapeworm follows:
(bile salts)Mod+l(tapeworm) =¿r (=l glucose) such that
[(glucose)Res(tapeworm) | f(bile salts)(glucose) and
- (glucose)Res(tapeworm) | - Ë(bile saltsXglucose)l
3. H. diminuta is hermaphroditic; each proglottis contains both female and male repro-
ductive organs. Like other tapeworms, self-reproduction seems to be the norm. However'
cross-fertilisation is not ruled out. Lumsden and Specian (1980) report that, during copulation,
a male protusile organ is inserted into a genital chamber of an "appropriate" proglottis
of the same or another tapeworm, Self-insemination within the same proglottis is "not
uncommon". The proportion of cross-fertilisations is unknown. In any case, reproduction
can take place only within the definitive host, which is therefore a modifier of mates'
The informal defining equations below are for an adult tapeworm as a mate of itself, and
a particular definitive host as a positive first-order modifier.
(tapeworm)Mat(tapeworm) : df an offspring of the tapeworm will be produced
with probability greater than zero | Ë(tapeworm)(tapeworm)
(def. host)Mod+l(tapeworm) =¿r (3 tapeworm) such that
[(tapeworm)Mat(tapeworm) | {(def. hostXtapeworm) and
-(tapeworm)Mat(tapeworm) I - Ë(def. hostXtapeworm)l
4. Tapeworms have no mouths or digestive tracts. Under normal circumstances, in both
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definitive and intermediate hosts, they do not feecl on the host itself, but soak up nutriments,
competing with the host for food that has already been processed. This is genãrally true oi
both protein and carbohydrate in H. dininuta's diet. However, Mettrick (1980j reports
that depriving the host of protein has little effect because the small amount of protein
secreted in the digestive juices of the host will still be sufficient for the cestode's growth.
Hall (1983) studied weaning rats fed on low-protein diets and infested with tapeworms, and
concluded that the effect of low protein on the tapeworms was not significant. The amount
of protein contained in the worm burdens was less than 1.51o of the average total intake
of the protein-malnourished rats.
Lumsden and specian (1980) write that, roughly speaking, the body plan of H. diminuta
may be conceived as "a gut turned inside out . . . While the skin of most organisms serves
as insulation from the environment, that of H. diminuta . . , promotes nearly all forms
of chemical interchange between the environment and the internal tissues, especially the
absorption of nutriments". The success of 11. diminuta in competing with the host mucosa
for available nutriments is explained by the fact that, per unit weight, the effective surface
area of the tapeworm is greater than that of the intestine by a factor of three or four.
The food eaten by the host is processed and made acidic in the host's stomach; the acid
chyme entering the duodenum is a mixture of semi-emulsified fat, protein, polypeptides,
carbohydrates including non-hydrolised starch, and water. Enzymes, water, and various
secretions from the host's pancreas, Iiver and intestinal walls are mixed with the chyme, the
composition of which varies greatly from time to time, the host contributing the appropriate
secretion to facilitate the digestive process. These enzymes (and other secretions) thus act
as modifiers of the tapeworm's food; without the presence of the enzytres etc, the class
of objects '[host's food]' would not enter the environment of the tapeworm as resources.
Note that 'host' occurs as a first-order modifier of the tapeworm's resource ,host's food',
because it both provides the food and is a competitor for it.
The following informal defining equations are for a particular object belonging to the
class 'host's food' as a resource, and the two ways in which a host modifies that object.
(host's food)Res(tapeworm) =¿¡ H(tapeworm) is increased 
I
{(host's food)(tapeworm)
The second term in the definition is not used because 'host's food' is not an animal. The
informal defining equation for a host as a modifier in the sense that it provides ,host's
food'for the tapeworm is:
(host)Mod+l(tapeworm) =0, (3 host's food) such that
[(host's food)Res(tapeworm) | {(host)(host's food) and
- (host's food)Res(rapeworm) | - {(host)(host's food)l
The informal defining equation for a host as a modifier in the sense that it ,competes' with
the tapeworm for 'host's food' (not the same object as above) is:
(host)Mod-l(tapeworm) =0, (3 host's food) such that
[(host's food)Res(tapeworm) | - É(hostXhost's food) and
- (host's food)Res(tapeworm) | Ë(hostxhost's food)l
5. H. diminuta does not use all carbohydrates. Di- and polysaccharides are not absorbed.
The most useful of the carbohydrates is glucose. Galactose is used to a limited extent, but
"H' diminuta could not be supported on a galactose diet and sucrose; dextrin and maltose
were all inferior to glucosc in promoting worm growth" (Mettrick 1980). Arme (1976) reports
that the taPeworm is impervious to fructose. Younger worms can take up glucose against
steeper concentration gradients than older worms.
The rate of development and maturation within the definitive host depends particularly
on the carbohydrate (and especially glucose) contents of the host's diet. The presehce of
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other individuals of ,FL diminuta is also known to affect these rates. It is certain that these
co-parasites will compete with the subject animal for available carbohydrate (i.e. they
will be first-order modifiers). In addition, there may be an 'overcrowding' effect, which,
irrespective of mechanism, allows them to be classified as malentities (see note l9).
Roberts (1980) reports that the presence of the acanthocephalan Moniliþrmis dubius has
an'overcrowding'effect similar to the effect observed when additional tapeworms are present
(see also note l9). Roberts reports also that, while the 'overcrowding' effect is not well
understood, competition for host dietary carbohydrates probably plays some role, and that
foods other than carbohydrates are probably also involved.
The following informal definitions are for glucose as a resource and a first-order modifier
of mates, the latter in the sense that a tapeworm deprived of glucose is inhibited in its
growth and therefore in its reproduction. The object here is a specific measured quantity
of glucose.
(glucose)Res(tapeworm) :dr H(tapeworm) is increased l{(glucose)(tapeworm)
(glucose)Mod*l(tapeworm) :or (3 tapeworm) such that
[(tapeworm)Mat(tapeworm) | {(glucose)(tapeworm) and
- (tapeworm)Mat(tapeworm) | - {(glucose)(tapeworm)l
See also Lee and Ip (1986).
6. The oncosphere (early larval stage) has a stiff outer shell, which protects it from damage
when it is passed in the faeces of the definitive host. Anything crushing the oncosphere by,
say, accidentally chewing it, will be a malentity; I have tentatively classified large animals
as malentities, since I think this kind of accident must be not uncommon, even though not
reported. 'Large'should be interpreted as relative to the oncosphere.
Unless damaged, an oncosphere can remain viable for about 6 months after having been
eliminated from the host.
The informal defining equation for a large animal as a malentity is:
(large animal)Mal(tapeworm) : ¿r H(tapeworm) is decreased and
H(large animal) is unchanged I f(large animal)(tapeworm)
7. The intermediate host, an arthropod, mechanically ruptures (with its mouthparts) the
outer capsule of the oncosphere, thus acting as a resource for the early larval stage of the
tapeworm. The oncosphere hooks, in conjunction with the penetration glands, enable the
larva to pass through the gut wall of the arthropod and to establish itself.
For some intermediate hosts, the cysticercoids develop more rapidly in females. The
reason for this is not clear but Hurd and Arme (1984) suggest that H. diminuta may interact
with the endocrine system of its beetle host. The age of the intermediate host is also
important; Ubelaker (1980) reports that older female intermediate hosts are less frequently
infected than young or middle-aged females, while, among males, those of middle age were
infected most often.
The informal defining equation for an arthropod as a resource is:
(arthropod)Res(larva) = o, H(larva) is increased and H(arthropod) is
unchanged | {(arthropod)(larva)
The precise response of the arthropod to the presence of If. diminulø has not been
studied for many of the intermediate hosts. Ubelaker (1980) mentions other workers' results
for some beetles: a higher respiratory rate in one case, a higher mortality in others. There is
at least the possibility that, in some cases, the host is unaffected. Mettrick and Rahman
(1984) found that the strain of parasite, species of intermediate host and the presence of
5-HT were significant. Maema (1986) reported that fecundity of some hosts is affected and
,|
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Keymer (1980) found that increasing parasite burden resulted in decreasing fecundity of
Tribolium confusum hosts. [see also Keymer (1981) and Keymer and Anderson (1979).]
8. The development of the larva is dependent on temperature: within limits, the higher the
temperature, the quicker the development, ubelaker (1980) reports that 30'C is the most
favourable temperature for the development of the larva, mature cysticercoids being produced
in 8 days. At20"C, the time increased to 23 days. While temperatures above 30'C result in
more rapid development, Ubelaker reports that they also result in a higher incidence of
abnormalities; thus, the range of heat energies corresponding to temperatures above 30'C
constitutes malentities. Abnormalities due to heat stress can be reduced by changing the diet
of the intermediate host (in this case, a beetle) to pure sugar instead of whole wheat flour.
Thus, 'food of intermediate host' is a modifier of the malentity ,heat energy'.
The population of larval H. diminuta in beetles is increased at higher temperatures, the
suggestion being that:
(Ð the activity of certain enzymes in the oncospheres is increased, enabling them to
increase their penetration and success; thus, heat energy acts here as a resource.
(iÐ the beetles eat more at higher temperatures and therefore ingest more oncospheres.
Here, heat energy is a modifier of the host, which, in turn, is a modifier of the
class of resource '[host's food]' (partially digested, see note 4).
The informal defining equation for a specific bounded amount of heat energy as a
modifier of the intermediate host is:
(heat)Mod+r(larva) :0, (3 host) such that [(host)Res(larva) | f(heat)(host) and
-(host)Res(larva) | -(heat)(host)l
9. Ubelaker (1980) reports that mebendazole at a concentration of 0'l g per l0 g flour
(the medium in which the beetles are kept) retards the development of the cysticercoids
within their hosts, while "one gràm or higher concentration were lethal to some, but not all,
cysticercoids". Triethylene-thiophoramide kills some cysticercoids if the beetle host walks on
blotting paper that has been soaked in it for 3 h.
The informal defining equation for a specific bounded quantity of flour containing
0'l g mebendazole per l0 g flour, abbreviated mebendazole, as a malentity, is:
(mebendazole)Mal(larva) = o, H(larva) is decreased I t(mebendazole)(larva)
Since the object is not an animal, the second term in the definition is not used.
10. Whereas the skin of the most organisms insulates them from the environment, that of
H, diminuta promotes nearly all forms of chemical interchange between the environment and
the internal tissues. In addition to protein and carbohydrate absorption, the tapeworm has
a sodium transport system, and calcium is required for the activation of muscle tissue
(Lumsden and Specian 1980). Presumably, other elements are also required.
The informal defining equation for a specific bounded quantity of calcium as a resource
is:
(calcium)Res(tapeworm) :or H(tapeworm) is increased | {(calcium)(tapeworm)
The second term in the definition is not used because calcium is not an animal.
ll, The peristaltic contractions of the definitive host's intestine aÍe a constant threat to
the tapeworm, which resists explusion by maintaining continuous moderate contraction
(tonus) of its muscles. The animal attaches itself to the host by using the two pairs of
suckers on its scolex. Also, the topography of the tapeworm is such that it tends to move
back up the host's intestine during peristalsis [M. D. B. Burt, personal communication;
for a scanning electron micrograph of the terminal proglottides, which illustrates this point,
see Lumsden and Specian (1980)1.
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The informal defining equations that follow are first for a specific bounded quantity of
kinetic energy, abbreviated k.e., as a malentity, and, secondly, for the subject tapeworm
itself acting as a modifier by resisting the peristaltic contractions of its host.
(k.e.)Mal(tapeworm) = dr H(tapeworm) is decreased I f (k'e.)(tapeworm)
The second term in the definition is not used because kinetic energy is not an animal'
(tapeworm)Mod-l(tapeworm) =dr (f k.e.) such that [(k.e.)Mal(tapeworm) |
- !(tapewormXk.e.) and - (k.e.)Mal(tapeworm) | €(tapewormXk.e.)l
12. It is necessary for the tapeworm to protect itself against the digestive action of the
enzymes of its host; the mechanism for doing this is frequently discussed in the literature;
I have entered 'host enzymes'as malentities modified by 'subject animal', on the envirogram,
since the potential danger to the tapeworm is so apparent. Christensen el ø/. (1986) found
that fresh rat serum severely affected H. diminuta. Alghali and Grencis (1986) and Fagbemi
and Christensen (1984) studied the effect of interactions in mice between H. diminuto and
other infective agents. As mentioned in note l, Uglem and Just (1983) found that the animal
releases proteins that inhibit the host's trypsin activity'
The informal defining equations for an enzyme as a malentity, and the subject tapeworm
as a modifier, are:
(enzyme)Mal(tapeworm) : dr H(tapeworm) is decreased | {(enzyme)(tapeworm)
The second term in the definition is not used because an enzyme is not an animal.
(tapeworm)Mod-l(tapeworm) :¿r (3 enzyme) such that
[(enzyme)Mal(tapeworm) | - Ê(tapeworm)(tapeworm) and
- (enzyme)Mal(tapeworm) | {(tapeworm)(tapeworm)l
13. H. diminuta absorbs fatty acids, modifies and stores them. At least some are used
in egg production. Rat intestines infected with fl. diminuta have been shown to contain
approximately 307o less lipids than uninfested intestines (however, the lipid gradient down
the intestine is generally the same) (Mettrick 1980).
The following informal defining equation is for a specific bounded quantity of lipid as
a resource:
(lipid)Res(tapeworm) : dr H(tapeworm) is increased | €(lipidXtapeworm)
The second term in the definition is not used because a lipid is not an animal.
14. Although H. diminuto in a rat host can survive until the host itself dies, the tapeworm
is rejected within 9-14 days by a mouse host. The mechanism for this difference is not
completely understood (Hopkins 1980). Formally, there are two alternatives:
(Ð the mouse can be classified as a predator or malentity; or
(iÐ from a biochemical perspective, the host immunoglobulins can be classified as
malentities.
In both cases, an immune response of the mouse is involved.
(Ð I tentatively classify the mouse as a malentity, since there is only some evidence
that the ejection of the tapeworm causes an increase in H(mouse) [and, certainly,
there is a decrease in H(tapeworm)1. An increase in H(mouse) might perhaps occur'
for example, because the mouse will no longer lose the protein secreled dving
digestion (see note 4); note that the loss of ingested protein is insufficient grounds
for classifying the mouse as a malentity because, in this case, the tapeworm is acting
as a first-order modifier of the mouse's food, i.e. it is causing only indirect harm,
and, therefore, the elimination of the tapeworm does not directly cause an increase
in H(mouse). Of course, the mouse will be a malentity only if it becomes a host of
9
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H. diminuta-i.e. after eating an infected intermediate host. The latter is thus a 
first-order modifier. 
(ii) Mouse immunoglobulins have been observed bound to the outer tegument of the 
tapeworm; it is possible that the tegumental surface is damaged when this occurs and 
facilitates ejection. From this point of view, mouse immunoglobulins can be classified 
as malentities. The mouse will be a first-order modifier (see McCaigue and Halton 
1987). 
The informal defining equations for a particular mouse as a malentity, and a particular 
infected intermediate host, abbreviated int. host, as a first-order modifier, are: 
(mouse)Mal(tapeworm) = df H(tapeworm) is decreased and H(mouse) is 
decreased I ~(mouse)(tapeworm) 
(int. host)Mod+ '(tapeworm) = df (3 mouse) such that [(mouse)Mal(tapeworm) I 
{(int. host)(mouse) and - (mouse)Mal(tapeworm) I - E(int. host)(mouse)] 
The informal defining equations for some one particular mouse immunoglobulin, 
abbreviated img., as a malentity, and the mouse as a first-order modifier, are: 
(img.)Mal(tapeworm) = df H(tapeworm) is decreased I ((img.)(tapeworm) 
The second term in the definition is not used because img. is not an animal. 
(mouse)Mod+'(tapeworm) = df (3 img.) such that [(img.)Mal(tapeworm) 1 
E(mouse)(img.) and - (img.)Mal(tapeworm) I - E(mouse)(img.)] 
For studies of mouse immunisation against H. diminuta, see Elowni (1983) and 
Choromanski (1983). Wakelin (1976) discusses host responses in general. 
15. Both the definitive and intermediate hosts provide protection to the tapeworm against 
a large class of malentities. However, the sword is double-edged, as the tapeworm will 
almost certainlydie if its host is killed (see note 20). 
The informal defining equations for some object x as a malentity, and some one specific 
host as a first-order modifier, are: 
(x)Mal(tapeworm) = d f  H(tapeworm) is decreased and, if x is an animal, then 
H(x) is either decreased or unchanged ( E(x)(tapeworm) 
(host)Mod - '(tapeworm) = df ( 3 X) such that [(x)Mal(tapeworm) I - €(host)(x) 
and - (x)Mal(tapeworm) I E(host)(x)] 
16. Because the tapeworm is unable to reproduce unless it is living in a definitive host, the 
definitive host is a resource [because that part of H(tapeworm) dealing with the probability 
of reproducing is directly increased]. One might also argue that the definitive host aids 
reproduction in the tapeworm only because of the food and protection that it provides, and 
that a laboratory artefact might be sufficient for the purpose. For the present, however, it 
seems sensible to classify the definitive host as a resource rather than only a modifier; it 
appears as such on both envirograms (see also note 2). The informal defining equations for 
the definitive host as a resource, the intermediate host as a first-order modifier (because it 
is eaten), and the definitive host as a second-order modifier (because it eats the intermediate 
host), are given below. In order to make them more specific, the intermediate host is taken 
to be a specific beetle, and the definitive host, a specific rat. Notice that the times (or hosts) 
cannot be identical in all the defining equations. The subject animal 'tapeworm' here refers 
to an individual in either the adult or the cysticercoid stage. 
(rat)Res(tapeworm) = df H(tapeworm) is increased and H(rat) is either decreased 
or unchanged I E(rat)(tapeworm) 
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(beet1e)Mod + '(tapeworm) = df ( 3 rat) such that [(rat)Res(tapeworm) I 
[(beetle)(rat) and - (rat)Res(tapeworm) ( - $(beetle)(rat)] 
(rat)Mod "(tapeworm) = df ( 3  beetle) such that [(beetle)Modl(tapeworm) I 
$(rat)(beetle) and - (beetle)Modl(tapeworm) I - $(rat)(beetle)] 
Although the rat is included twice in this modifier chain, it serves a different function 
in the two places in the environment of the tapeworm: resource and second-order modifier. 
The chain 'rat-beetle-rat-beetle . . .' could be repeated, formally speaking, but serves no 
useful scientific purpose. 
17. Establishment and growth of H. diminuta are severely inhibited when the host rat is 
fed a diet deficient in all B vitamins, providing the host is prevented by the experimenter 
from eating its own faeces. If the rat is allowed to do this (as it is its normal behaviour), 
the lack of B vitamins in the diet has no effect on the cestode (Roberts 1980). "The worms 
obtain a sufficient supply of B vitamins (especially vitamin B6) for normal development, the 
B vitamins having been produced by the bacterial flora in the large intestine" (L. S. Roberts, 
personal communication). 
When the host rat is fed a diet lacking riboflavine, the tapeworm grows larger, whether 
or not the host is allowed to eat its faeces. Roberts (1980) suggests that this may be because 
more glucose is available to the cestode, since the host's glucose absorption is reduced when 
it is fed on a riboflavine-deficient diet. Riboflavine is thus a modifier of the host rat, which 
is, in turn, a modifier of glucose as a resource in the tapeworm's environment. 
The informal defining equations for the chain 'riboflavine-host rat-glucose' follow: 
(glucose)Res(tapeworm) = df H(tapeworm) is increased I [(glucose)(tapeworm) 
(rat)Mod+ '(tapeworm) = df ( 3 glucose) such that [(glucose)Res(tapeworm) I 
$(rat)(glucose) and - (glucose)Res(tapeworm) ( - E(rat)(glucose)] 
(riboflavine)~od+~(ta~eworm) =df  ( 3  rat) such that [(rat)Modl(tapeworm) ( 
l(riboflavine)(glucose) and - (rat)Modl(tapeworm) ( - [(riboflavine)(glucose)] 
18. The presence of the nematode Nippostrongylus brasiliensis adversely affects H. 
diminuta. I have tentatively classified the nematode as a malentity, since "it would appear 
that the effects are" either "inhospitable conditions induced by the pathogenic effects of 
the nematode", or "stimulation by the nematode of the immune response of the host, or 
both" (Roberts 1980). If the first of these alternatives is correct, then the nematode can be 
tentatively classified as a malentity because, while H(tapeworm) is decreased, there is no 
clear evidence that H(nematode) is increased. If there were clear evidence for the latter, the 
nematode would be classified as a predator. The situation with the second alternative is more 
complicated (similar to the mouse-mouse immunoglobulin case of note 14). Because of the 
stimulated immune response, the nematode can be classified as a first-order modifier either 
of the host as resource, or of host immunoglobulins as malentities. I have put all of the 
above alternatives on the envirogram; all are in parentheses to indicate tentativeness. 
The informal defining equations for a specific host immunoglobulin as a malentity, and 
a specific nematode as a first-order modifier, follow: 
(host img.)Mal(tapeworm) = df H(tapeworm) is decreased I 
$(host img.)(tapeworm) 
The second term in the definition is not used because an immunoglobulin is not an animal. 
(nematode)~od+~(ta~eworm) = d f  ( 3  host img.) such that 
[(host img.)Mal(tapeworm) / l(nematode)(host irng.) and - (host img.)Mal(tapeworm) I - Knematode)(host irng.)] 
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19. Other tapeworms may sometimes act as malentities in the environment of the subject
animal; the mechanism causing the so-called 'crowding' effect (Roberts 1980) is unknown;
Roberts writes, "The important developmental implication of the crowding effect is that
worms in the host's intestine are, by whatever means, influencing growth, cell division,
DNA synthesis, and numerous other physiological parameters of other worms". Insler and
Roberts (1980) report some evidence to the effect that the animals may secrete substances
that inhibit the growth of neighbouring individuals of 1L diminuta, although they remark
that "demonstration of inhibition has not been completely consistent". However, in a later
series of experiments, Roberts and Insler (1982) produced supporting evidence for such a
mechanism, including the finding that the properties of certain secretions differed according
to the population density.
The informal defining equation for a specific individual tapeworm, other than the subject
animal, as a malentity is:
(other tapeworm)Mal(tapeworm) :¿¡ [H(tapeworm) is decreased and
H(other tapeworm) is either decreased or unaffectedl 
I
{(other tapeworm)(tapeworm)
See also Keymer et al. (1983), Zavras and Roberts (1984, 1985).
20. Under natural conditions, the life-span of adult H. diminuta is probably as long as the
host that harbours it. Thus, any object, animate or inaminate, that leads to the demise of
the host will also kill the subject animal unless, of course, it is possible for the tapeworm
to survive the ingestion of one definitive host by another. Burt (1980) reports that, by
artificial passage to successive hosts, an adult tapeworm has been kept alive for 14 years-
and may well live longer.
It is also possible that an object lethal to an intermediate host may kill the cysticercoid.
Nevertheless, there would seem to be a real possibility of the cysticercoid surviving and the
dead intermediate host being eaten by a definitive host.
The informal defining equation for one particular member of the class of lethal objects
as a modifier of the host is:
(lethal object)Mod-r(tapeworm) =0, (3 host) such that [(host)Res(tapeworm) |
- {(lethal object)(host) and - (host)Res(tapeworm) | Ë(lethal objectXhost)l
21. H. diminuta's energy metabolism is usually anaerobic; this involves the breakdown of
glucose and the fixation of CO2. Nevertheless, aerobic energy metabolism is not precluded
(Fioravanti and Saz 1980). Carbon dioxide is the gas most abundant in the intestinal lumen,
reaching partial pressures as high as 680 mm Hg. Reports on the oxygen content of the
rat gut differ, but, according to Mettrick (1980), it is probably about 40-50 mm Hg in
places. the partial pressures of both gases are higher in parasitised than in unparasitised
guts.
The informal defining equation for carbon dioxide as a resource is:
(CO2)Res(tapeworm) =dr H(tapeworm) is increased | {(CO2)(tapeworm)
The second term in the definition is not used because carbon dioxide is not an animal.
[See also Ovington and Bryant (1981).]
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Logical Synthesis of an Animalrs Environment:
Sponges to Non-human Primates.
IV.* The Common Octopus, Octopus vulgaris
B. S. Niven
School of Science, Griffith University, Nathan, Qld 4lll
Abslruct
The environment of the octopus, O. vulgarß, is classified according to the defining equations given
in the first paper of this series. An envirogram displaying the objects within the environment in their
correct place is presented. Notes on the envirogram include informal versions of the appropriate defining
equations that are used for the classification.
Introduction
Unlike the sponge and tapeworm of parts II and III in this seies, Octopus vulgaris
has long been known to interact with humans, particularly in Mediterranean lands. Aristotle
(1965) refers to it in some detail and pottery from Minoan and Mycenean civilisations is
often decorated with naturalistic and stylised representations of the octopus (Cotterell 1979).
The environment definition is unsuitable for the huma.n environment (see part I), neverthe-
less it is convenient to classify people in the environment of an octopus by treating them
like other animals in that the primitive term H applies; this has been done in the present
study, so that'fisherman'and'pearl diver'appear on the envirogram in their appropriate
places, thus pointing the way to future use of the classification in applied problem-solving.
The ability of the octopus to squeeze through extremely small spaces and its tendency to
lurk in crannies is well known to Mediterranean fishermen (see notes 23 arrd 24).
All cephalopods are active, fast-moving molluscs. They are marine and die quickly in
fresh water. They have tentacles with suction discs, which are used for seizing prey.
They have two gills, two kidneys and three hearts, two to pump de-oxygenated blood
through the gills and the third to pump oxygenated blood through the body. The blood is
blue; the colour is from the copper-containing compound that holds the oxygen. An adult
octopus will sometimes deliberately leave the water, but not for long, nor does it travel great
distances. ÉIowever, it has been seen seizing a crab on rocks out of the water, and if kept
cool can live up to 48 h out of water.
O. vulgaris lives mainly in tropical and subtropical waters. Details of the distribution of
the animal are given in a review by Mangold (1983á) who provides a world map showing
distribution. More recently, extra details of distribution off Brazil and Spain are given by
Haimovici and Andriquetto (1986) and Sanchez (1986). The animal is a coastal species, living
between the surface and a depth of 100-150 m (Mangold 1983Ö). The larvae may travel
considerable distances while in the planktonic stage. Mileikovsky (1971) writes "Pelagic
larvae of Octopus vulgaris drifted over distances ranging from 40-70 to 200-250 miles
across the English Channel from North-rWestern France to South England".
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octopus eggs are between I and 3 mm long. Immcdiatcly upon hatching (after 4-5
weeks), the young octopus, now 2-3 mm in length, enters the planktonic stage. This stage
lasts a maximum of 3 months, after which the animal will settle out of the planktonic stage
at a length of about I cm. The growth of newly settled animals is rapid; on average, in
40 days at 25oC in the laboratory, they will increase their size by a factor of 10. After
2 years, the animal will weigh about 5 kg and apparently usually dies at this weight (see
note 7). However, occasionally, individuals weighing 25 kg have been found (Wells 1978).
The life span for o. vulgaris is given by Mangold (1983a) as 15-18 months. The largest
specimens span l0 ft, with bodies 9 inches across. They are generally found in deeper water
than are the smaller individuals. The maximum (reliable) depth record for O. vulgaris is
about a quarter of a mile. Mangold (1983ø) reports that animals of the same size in the
laboratory and in the sea may be of different ages. Thus, determination of age in natural
populations is difficult. For details of age estimates, see the review by Mangold (19830).
Adult individuals of o. vulgaris swim backwards, but a young animal, up to a week after
hatching, will swim backwards or forwards with equal facility. An octopus can also swim
by contracting the weblike basal membranes. They characteristically 'glide-crawl' in their
usual habitat. An individual with a 2-ft span has been reported as moving at g mph.
During migration, O. vulgaris travels quite significant distances at 4 mph. Each expelled
jet drives the octopus 6-8 ft.
Among cephalopods, the common octopus has a particularly virulent poison (see note 3).
The animal captures its prey by seizing it with suckered arms or enveloping the prey in
its web.
O. vulgaris is colour-blind (Messenger 1977). There is no evidence that the animal can
respond to sound (Young l97I).
The Envirogram
Three envirograms have been superimposed (Fig. l); the subject animals are an adult
individual of o. vulgarls, a planktonic larva, indicated bv {...} on the diagram, and
an egg, indicated uv {{. ..}}. This superimposition has been done to save space. Since
nearly all available information is from studies of adults, the two envirograms for larva
and egg are extremely sparse. The envirogram for an adult is, in turn, a concatenation of
many individual envirograms for many adutt individuals of O. vulgaris observed by various
workers at different times and places.
Numbers on the envirogram refer to the notes that follow. They appear in no particular
order. The various parts of the envirogram were constructed in an entirely haphazard order
as the literature became available. The square brackets indicate a set of objects; thus '[foocl]'
refers to a set of food objects, and '[macroscopic predators including larger octopodes]'to
a set of such predators. The parentheses are used to indicate that there is some doubt about
the classification, e.g. '(starfish)'classified as a predator seems to be a rather unusual case
(see note l5).
Semiformal versions of the appropriate defining equations are given in the notes. The
following symbols are used:
(Ð :or: 'is equal by definition to', or, more strictly, the form ,x:d,t/, means ,x is
to be interchangeable with y'.
(iÐ 3: the existential quantifier of formal logic. Read'f fish'as'there exists a fish'
or 'there is at least one fish', or, more informally, 'we can find a fish'. In this
paper, expressions such as 'f fish' are always followed by the words 'such that'.
(iii) l:'xly'means ? occurs (will occur), assuming y'. This is the symbol used for
conditional events (and conditional probabilities). The expression'A I B' may read
'event -4 occurs, given that event,B occurs'; it refers to'event,4 under the conditions
that B', or 'event -4 under the hypothesis that ,B'. Thus, an object that is reported
as a resource for o, vulgar¡s in the Mediterranean, for example, would also be
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classified as a resource for O. vulgarls off the coast of Brazil. In ordinary English
it is a polential resource. Similarly mates, predators, malentities and modifiers are



























Fig. L. Envirogram for the octopus
Notes on the Envirogram
l. V/ells (1978) reports the octopus feeding on fish killed by an explosion at sea. In this
case, the explosive material acts as a modifier of a food resource and the human acts as a
modifier of the explosive, and is thus a second-order modifier in the environment of the
subject octopus. The informal versions of the defining equations are:
(dead fish)Res(octopus) :dr H(octopus) is increased | {(dead fish)(octopus)
Since a dead fish is an inanimate object, the second part of the definition is not used.
(explosive)Mod + r(octopus) = or (3 dead fish) such that l(dead fish)Res(octopus) |
Ë(explosiveXdead fish) and -(dead fish)Res(octopus) | Ë(explosive)(dead fish)l
(human)Mod+2(octopus) :¿r (f explosive) such that [(explosive)Modl(octopus) |
Ë(humanXexplosive) and -(explosive)Modr(octopus) | - t@uman)(explosive)l
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2. According to Wells (1978), the animal nearly always attacks live prey, and motionless
potential food is usually ignored unless touched. Visually detected movement in prey may
be an important factor in triggering a response in the animal. Neve¡theless, blind specimens
feeding and behaving normally have been reported in aquaria. Also, many prey that are
eaten, even in the laboratory, do not move (e.g, bivalves) (R. F. Ambrose, personal com-
munication) (see note 3 for more details of food).
Kinetic energy, abbreviated k.e., is tentatively classified as a modifier of the class [food].
The informal defining equation for some particular food object is:
(k.e.)Mod+l(octopus) =or (f food) such thar [(food)Res(ocropus) | {(k.e.)(food)
and - (food)Res(octopus) | -t(k.e.)(food)l
3. In the laboratory, an octopus will eat crabs (see also notes 16, 2O), lobsters, bivalves,
gastropods, and fish if it can corner them. It will also eat other members of the same
species if not well matched in size or pre-occupied with mating. Shells and exoskeletons
scattered around known lairs indicate that the octopus'diet in the wild is similar. However,
O, vulgaris has been observed to ignore live fish in the sea, presumably because they cannot
be cornered. Crabs appear to be the favourite food, especially in the Channel Islands.
R. F. Ambrose (personal communication) remarks, "Crabs seem to be the favourite food
everywhere. Octopuses often hunt 'speculatively'by feeling under rocks and in cracks; all
the hunting I have observed in the field has been of this sort". Mangold (1983ø) writes,
"Given the choice of live crustaceans (mainly crabs), shelled molluscs or fish, O. vulgaris
.. . from the Banyuls area invariably take the crabs and ignore other food items at all
growth stages. If no crabs are offered, . . . (the octopus) . . . will accept molluscs andl
or fish, but only after several days or weeks of starvation. Bivalves are preferred over
gastropods". Mangold then quotes similar observations by other authors workinþ in the
Catalonian Sea, the northern coast of the western Mediterranean, and the north-west African
coast. Nixon and Budelman (1984) report that the polychaete scaleworm (Hermione hystrþ
is sometimes eaten by O. vulgaris. In a l-year study in the Catalonian Mediterranean,
Guerra (1978) found that 80Vo of the food intake was crustacea, l2Vo fish, and BVo
cephlopods. Further details are provided by Mangold (1983ä).
The adult O. vulgaris is probably an opportunistic feeder, but is most likely to forage
away from its lair between dusk and dawn. It seems likely that at least some of the prey
captured in these often quite lengthy excursions may be eaten away from the lair.
In captivity, the normal food-gathering method is a visually directed, jet-propelled pounce.
Observations of the octopus feeding in the wild are rare and almost always involve an
unknown interference effect by the observer. Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that
gathering behaviour is similar in the wild.
The octopus will hold the prey, live, in its web, retreat to its lair, then poison the prey
by secretions from its salivary glands. There is circumstantial evidence that the animal
uses some form of external digestion before internal digestion. rWells (1978) records that
O. vulgaris saliva contains many pharmacologically active substances, including dopamine,
tyramine, octopamine, 5-hydroxytryptamine, histamine, acetylcholine and taurine. 'Cephalo-
toxin' appears to be a glycoprotein. Ghiretti (1960) describes a detailed analysis of O.
vulgarissaliva:"Thesaliva...(injectedintoacrab)...producedfirstaphaseofover-
excitability followed by a quiet phase and then paralysis".
If there is any disturbance in the vicinity, the octopus will raise its head from the lair;
sometimes, the animal alternately raises and lowers its head, suggesting that it may determine
distance by parallax.
On seeing prey, the octopus characteristically changes colour to reddish brown. Where
several prey are available, the animal will go on collecting, for example crabs-even if this
results in earlier captures escaping from its web. Finally, the octopus will poison all of the
crabs before settling down to eat them singly.
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In preying upon gastropods, the octopus is repo he Caribbean
to bore a hole in the shãll, in¡ect toxin, then p ffected snail'
O. vulgaris has a typical *á[rrr.ut radula and a Þrotein' It is
widely reported as using the radula to bore holes in shellfish, after which substances from
the sáüvaìy gland are used to kill the shellfish and loosen muscle attachments' However'
wodinsky reports that a brooding female will not bore a hole in a gâstropod shell, but
instead "expend a gteat amount of .n.tgy pulling the living snail out by force-she then
scarcely eats the snail". The feeding behaviour of brooding, reproducing females 
undergoes
other substantial changes; intake decreases by:
(i) 704o of normal intake Per meal,
(ir) 651o oT normal number of meals'
According to Hamada (lg':,4), in Japan, the octopus never bores holes in a molluscan shell'
It shows lreater appetite for bivalves than snails. "some gastropods, that have a calcareous
ãp...utuÃ or thaì withdraw too deeply into their topus'
mouth, were not eaten, although they wère seized by nest"'
The scars left on the shells clearly indicate that the easily
accessible for biting. Any prey that was too large to be bitten by the octopus' beak was
never eaten. No nudibranches or echinoderms were eaten. Pilson and Taylor 
(1961)' working
in the laboratory, report observations of octopus bimaculides and o. bimaculatus drilling
holes in the shells of molluscan prey. Arnold and Arnold (1969), also working in the
laboratory, found that O. vulgaris, when offered the conch Strombus roninus, 
quickly
grasped it with one or more arms' checked f
aperture, and passed the shell under the web
with the radula, repositioned, and rasped
maximal rate of 1'25 mm h-1. There was
bore in a particular sector of the spire'
The informal defining equation ior a particular conch as a food resource of the subject
octopus is:
(conch)Res(octopus)=orH(octopus)isincreasedlË(conch)(octopus)
4. Kayes (1974) reports that, around Malta, the perch Serranus scriba often follows the
o.toprr. on its foraging expeditions. The fish is conspicuous where the octopus is 
not' thus
can then seek shelter) and to
nal communication below), the
following an octoPus Probably
benefits by feeding on small organisms th as the octopus moves along'
õ.,opu, pr.y org*ir-s probably do not have sufficiently acute vision to be warned by
Serranus,,. If these statemìnts ur. tru., then the octopus is acting as a first-order modifier
of food resources in the environment of the perch. The perch, however, is acting 
mainly as
a modifier of predators of the octopus'
The informal defining equation for the perch as a positive first-order modifier of some
particular predator of the subject octopus is:
(perch)Mod+l(octopus)=¿r(fpredator)suchthat[(predator)Pred(octopus)|
(perch)(octopus) and -(predator)Pred(octopus) | -tþerch)(octopus)l
5. The predatory gastropod ocenatra sp. eats the mussels Mytilus spp., also food for
o. vuQaìis. Both the gaìtropod and the octopus drill through the shells of the mussels
with their raduli (Simpson et al. 1957).
The informal defining equations are:
(mussel)Res(octopus) :dr H(octopus) is increased I f(mussel)(octopus)
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(gastropod)Mod-l(octopus) :ar (f mussel) such that [(mussel)Res(octopus) |- f(gastropod)(mussel) and -(mussel)Res(octopus) | f(gastropoá)(mussel)l
6. In Naples harbour, a natural habitat, the water temperature varies from 25"C in summer
(July, August) to l5"C or less in mid-winter. All individuals of o. vulgaris eat less in winter
and some even lose weight. Starvation causes emaciation but not debiliiation; the animal will
remain alert after losing 407o of its body weight.
Wells (1978) suggests that time for digestion seems to depend only on temperature.
Data are far from conclusive, but the suggestion is consistent with information from other
poikilotherms. The size of the meal is not important, but Wells (1978) remarks that the
animal is evidently sensitive to the presence of food in the crop. Aiter feeding, there is an
increase in the tendency to attack objects seen, which rises to å maximum after about half
an hour and then declines progressively. The rise and fall correlate with the weight of the
crop over the same period.
The informal defining equation for some particular measured quantity of heat energy
acting as a positive first-order modifier of a particular food objeci is:
(heat)Mod+r(octopus) =¿¡ (3 food) such that [(food)Res(octopus) 
|
f(heat)(octopus) and -(food)Res(ocropus) | _{(heat)(octopus)l
7 ' Although not reflected in the catch, it is believed that the sex ratio for O. vulgaris isI : 1 (Wells 1978; Mangold 1983¿).
Sperm are packed into spermatophores and are ejected after copulation into the mantle
cavity of the female. Mating often occurs when the females are immature. only females
ready to Iay eggs consistently fend off the males. There is little evidence for specifically
sexual display, but it is likely that either subtle visual or chemotactile cues are used in
recognising the opposite sex. Packard (1961) reports sucker display in encounters between
the sexes. [See also Mangold (1983ö).]
Females lay eggs in strings and attach them to the roofs of their lairs; if there is no roof,
as in an aquarium, they attach them to the sides. They lay up to 500000 eggs in strings
of many hundreds; this may take a week or more. Average .gg ,ìr. is l-3 mm. The female
then broods the eggs for 4-6 weeks (at 22-23"C). During ttris time, she continually directsjets of water over the eggs. She rarely leaves them, seldom feeds, and becomes emaciated
(see note 3). Respiration increases during this period, and intruding rubbish and animals
(including those normally eaten) are pushed away to arms' length.
Shortly after the eggs hatch, the female dies. This seems to be universal for the animals;
males grow at the same rate as females, and it appears that most males also die by the
end of their second year. Mangold (19g30) reports that a female is unlikely to spawn a
second time.
Hatanaka (1979) reports that, off the north-west coast of Africa, males larger than
50 cm in total length carry spermatophores in all seasons. Most females larger than 70 cm
in total length are mature in the spawning seasons, while those less than 50 cm are usually
immature. "Several parameters are thought to influence the process of sexual maturation in
cephalopods, namely light, temperature and food availabitity at different stages of the life
cycle" (Mangold 1983a, 1983ö).
Informal defining equations are given for a mate in the case that the subject octopus is
female, and for a particular quantity of light energy acting as a modifier of the mate:
(male octopus)Mat(subject femate) = ¿¡ an offspring of both individuals will be
produced with probability greater than zero I f(mare octopus)(subject female)
(light)Mod+l(subject female) =¿¡ (3 male octopus) such that
[(male octopus)Mat(subject female) | {(light)(subject female) and
- (male octopus)Mat(subject female) | _ {(lightxsubject female)l
Full details of mating behaviour are given by Mangold (19g30) and Guerra (1975).
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8. In the laboratory, when a ne'w octopus is introduced, a resident male will immediately
flush 'dark' and act aggressively. If the intruder is a male, a fight will ensue and the smaller
will generally be killed and eaten. If the intruder is a female, she will generally submit and
copulation (see note 7) will follow (Wells 1978; Mangold 1983å). It is not known what
occurs when two females are thrust together.
In the informal defining equations below, a large male intruder is assumed to act as a
predator of a smaller resident male; the latter, which is taken to be the subject animal, acts
as a negative modifier in its own environment by flushing 'dark' and acting aggressively.
(intruder)Pred(octopus) :dr H(octopus) is decreased and
H(intruder) is increased | Ë(intruderXoctopus)
(octopus)Mod-r(octopus) =or (3 intruder) such that [(intruder)Pred(octopus) |
- {(octopus)(octopus) and - (intruder)Pred(octopus) | f(octopus)(octopus)l
9. The development of the eggs takes about 28 days at 22'C (Wells 1978). The planktonic
stage may last up to 3 months in the cold waters of the English Channel (i.e. at the northern
limit of the range of O. vulgans), but is usually much shorter. Wells reports Japanese
work in which the larvae were raised at 25'C in the laboratory and settled 33-40 days after
hatching.
The informal defining equation is for a specific quantity of heat energy corresponding
to a temperature of 25oC acting as a resource for the subject larva.
(heat)Res(larva) :¿r H(larva) is increased | {(heat)(larva)
10. During the'planktonic stage'-after hatching but before settling on the substrate as an
adult-the young octopus feeds on plankton. In the laboratory, larvae have been raised on
live shrimp larvae, Polaemon serrifer, fragments of crab meat and, finally, as the larvae
settle to the bottom, whole small crabs.
The informal defining equation is for a particular shrimp larva as a food resource for
the subject larva.
(shrimp)Res(larva) :¿¡ [H(larva) is increased and H(shrimp) is decreased] |
{(shrimp)(larva)
ll. Large eels, including the common moray, Gymnothorax mordax, the giant moray,
Enchelynassa spp., and conger eels, Conger spp., are the most important predators of
O. vulgoris.
Whereas both the sight of a common moray and its 'smell' will alert an octopus, alarm
can only be engendered by a combination of both stimuli. The ejection of ink, generally
black, is the only means of defence. If necessary, several successive ejections can be made-
up to six have been observed. Moray eels have poor eyesight, and a trace of octopus ink
in the water is sufficient to send them into a hunting frenzy. However, high concentrations
of ink will paralyse the olfactory sense of the eels; this has been observed in aquaria
but whether it occurs even partially in a natural habitat is unknown. Although high con-
centrations of ink in enclosed \ryaters are reported by Lane (1960) to be fatal to some
species of octopus, there seems to be some doubt about this (R. F. Ambrose, personal
communication).
Eels will swallow a small octopus whole. A larger octopus will often fasten its legs around
the eel's head, but, by gymnastic contortions, the eel usualiy succeeds in eating the octopus.
A very large octopus is often eaten arm by arm-the eel grasping and twisting them off
successively. During the short pauses while each arm is consumed, the octopus may escape
(see note 21).
The lair of the octopus enhances its chance of surviving in two ways. Firstly, the
possibility of detection is reduced. Secondly, the lair affords a certain amount of protection
and some possibility, therefore, of escape from an attacking eel. Lairs are usually well
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seFarated. The octopus sometimes moves medium-sized rocks into an.extcnsion'of the
lair if the natural terrain does not provide enough protection. However, Bierens De Haan
(1929) shows that the octopus will as readily collect transparent as opaque objects to fashion
a lair. The octopus also shows no preference between the'hide'give by two parallel sheets
of glass and two similarly placed pieces of slat. He concludes that, in building a lair, the
octopus is not seeking to hide itself. [Nevertheless, Richard Aronson has found that
o. briareus does not like transparent homes as much as opaque ones (R. F. Ambrose,
personal communication).1
The informal defining equations for a particular eel as a predator, and the lair of the
subject animal as a negative first-order modifier are:
(eel)Pred(octopus) =dr [H(octopus) is decreased and
H(eel) is increasedl | !(eel)(octopus)
(lair)Mod-r(octopus) :¿r ( j eel) such that [(eel)pred(ocropus) |
-{(lair)(octopus) and -(eel)pred(octopus) | €(lairXoctopus)l
12. In addition to its anaesthetising uses (see note ll), octopus ink has other defensive
effects. Firstly, the ink can provide a screen behind which the octopus will change colour
and dart swiftly away. Secondly, the ink can produce the effect of decoy; particularly with
a small octopus, the ink may remain in a concentrated blob about the size of the animal's
body while it changes colour and escapes.
The informal defining equation for the subject animal's ink as a negative first-order
modifier of a particular eel as a predator is:
(ink)Mod-r(octopus) :¿r (3 eel) such that [(eel)pred(octopus) |
- {(ink)(octopus) and - (eel)pred(ocropus) | {(ink)(ocropus)l
13' In northern Australia, an octopus has been observed with one arm caught in a giant
clam, probably Tridacna sp. The octopus was later seen swimming away with only seven
arms (see note 2l) (Lane 1960).
The clam, since it does not benefit from the encounter, is classified as a malentity and
the subject octopus as a modifier, since its action in losing an arm modifies the effect of
the clam's assault. The informal defining equations are:
(clam)Mal(octopus) = o, H(octopus) is decreased and
H(clam) is unchanged I f(clam)(octopus)
(octopus)Mod-r(octopus) :¿¡ (3 clam) such rhat [(clam)Mal(octopus) |
-{(octopus)(octopus) and -(clam)Mal(octopus) | {(octopus)(octopus)l
14- Lane (1960) records, from northern Australia, a reported encounter in a collecting
bucket between a cone shell, conus textile, and o. vulgaris. The gastropod, which is
poisonous, injects its venom through a radula tooth, which is modified to form a hypo-
dermic needle. The octopus put an arm into the shell, but withdrew it after 20 s, became
violently agitated and shed the arm, which was broken off near the body. The octopus died
the following night. It was suggested that similar encounters would be frequent in the natural
habitat. Conus textile is classified tentatively as a predator, not a malentity, because it
characteristically hunts its prey this way.
The informal defining equation fot Conus as a predator is:
(conus)Pred(octopus) :or [H(octoÞus) is decreasedand,H(conus) is increased] 
|
{(Cozas)(octopus)
15. Many echinoderms have dietary overlap with the octopus, particularly the starfish
(Asteroidae), which consume many shellfish.
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Lane (1960) reports two unusual cases in which an octopus was paralysed by starfish.
In the case in which the brittle star, Ophicocoma echinata, was involved, the octopus died.
The effect seemed to be well known to local fishermen.
I have tentatively classified starfish as a predator, since the octopus would probably be
consumed if it were paralysed after an attack in the wild. However, in its natural habitat,
it seems likely that an octopus would be able to avoid debilitating contacts.
Ambrose (personal communication) suggests that "In one of Lane's cases, there was
probably no toxin involved . . . In the case of the brittle star, the brittle star may not
have been capable of eating the octopus (most of the species of which I am aware could
not). I consider starfish to be extremely unlikely predators of octopuses, based on my
experiences in the Mediterranean, Caribbean and Northern Pacific".
The informal defining equation for a starfish as a negative first-order modifier of some
specific object of food (a resource) is:
(starfish)Mod-r(octopus) =or (3 food) such that [(food)Res(octopus) |
-{(starfish)(food) and -(food)Res(octopus) | {(starfish)(food)l
16. Grzimek (1974) describes the relationship between the pagurid Eupagurus prideauxi
and the anemone Adamsia palliata, in which the anemone provides protection for the crab
from predation, in particular by a fish or octopus. Ross and von Boletzky (1979) report an
association between the pagurid Dardanus arrosor and the anemone Cqlliactis parositicø;
they comment that, after a long confinement in an aquarium not containing an octopus, the
crab "loses its activity towards its symbiotic actinium C. parasitica". However, in the presence
of O. vulgans (and other cephalopods), the activity is restored. Although visual cues arç
insufficient, effluent from a tank containing an octopus will revive the activity. Ross (1971)
reports that, when single crabs of species D. arrosor or D. callidus with and without their
commensal anemone C. parasitica were exposed to O. vulgaris, "In every case, the oçtopus
attacked, usually at once. All Dardanus without Calliqctis were eventually ingested. None
of those witln Callioctis were even taken". Similar trials with Pagurus prideauxi al;'d Adamsi
palliata showed that this pagurid was not protected by its anemone.
The informal defining equations for a particular specimen of Dardanus as food, and a
particular specimen of Calliactis as a negative first-order modifier are:
(Dardanus)Res(octopus) :or [H(octopus) is increased and
H(Dardonus) is decreasedl I l(D ardanus)(octopus)
(Caltiactis)Mod-r(octopus) : ¿¡ (a Dardazus) such that
l(Dardanus)Res(octopus) | - Ë(Calliactis)(Dardø nus) and
- (Dardanus)Res(octopus) | {(C a llioct is)(Dardanus)l
17. The octopus is able to change its colour to match its surroundings, thus assisting it
to escape the attention of predators. Packard and Sanders (1969) give a general account,
with good photographs, of the various body patterns of the animal in the Bay of Naples.
The same authors (1971) also provide a more detailed account of colour changes, \ryith
sketches and photographs describing defensive and attack modes.
The informal defining equation for the subject animal acting as a negative first-order
modifier in its own environment by changing its colour pattern in the presence of an eel
(classified as a predator) is:
(octopus)Mod-r(octopus) :¿r (3 eel) such that [(eel)Pred(octopus) |
- {(octopus)(octopus) and - (eel)Pred(octopus)l !(octopus)(octopus)l
18. Kayes (1974) made hourly inspections, day and night, for ll days and found that
O. vulgaris hunts virtually throughout the night, with only brief excursions away from its
lair during the day.
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The informal defining equation for a specific measured quantity of light cncrgy,
abbreviated 1.e., acting as a negative first-order modifier on a particular c¡ab classified
as a resource is:
(I.e.)Mod-r(octopus) :¿r (l crab) such that [(crab)Res(octopus) |
- {(1.e.)(octopus) and - (crab)Res(octopus) | f(t.e.)(octopus)l
19. Hochberg (1983) reviews the literature on the parasites of cephalopods. For O. vulgaris,
the following are recorded:
(D an iridovirus has been associated with lesions on the arms and mantle;
(ii) filamentous fungal thalli, possibly Aspergillus, penetrate throughout the renal
appendages and cause considerable damage to the host tissue (rare);
(iiÐ two species of the sporozoan Aggregata have been identified;
(iv) the vermiform ciliate Chromidina coronatd attaches to the appendages within the
renal or renal-pancreatic coela;
(v) O. vulgaris possibly functions merely as a paratenic host to the trypanorhynchs
(cestodes) Nybel ina lingualß, Tetrabothrior hy nchus octopod iae and, Tetrarhynchus
megobothrium;
(vi) the copepod octopicola superbus has been found in o. vulgaris, but no damage to
the octopus has been reported.
The informal defining equation for an iridovirus as a predator is:
(iridovirus)Pred(octopus) :dr lH(octopus) is decreased and
H(iridovirus) is increasedl | {(iridovirus)(octopus)
20. Crabs are able to shed their claws and sometimes escape this way, thus acting as first-
order modifiers of themselves regarded as a resource for the octopus.
Lobsters (Homarus spp., Weber 1975) and fiddler crabs (Portunidae) both resist (fight
back) attempted octopus predation. This is atypical, most crabs being strangely quiescent.
Crabs that are eaten include Carcinus spp. The octopus also eats abalone (Haliotis spp.),
clam (Chione spp.), scallop (Pecten circuluris requisulcatus), and the little-neck clam
(Protothaca j edoensis).
During the winter of 1899, a plague of O. vulgaris occurred in the English Channel and
along the French coast. Many fishcrmen were forced to find other work as oysters, abalone
and many varieties of fish became very scarce, undoubtedly due to predation by the octopus.
Estimates were that there was an lSVo fall in the number of lobsters arrd, a 32Vo fall in the
number of crabs compared with the previous year: 1922 and 1950-51 were also plague years,
but not to the same extent (Lane 1960).
According to Ambrose and Nelson (1983), from studies in the Mediterranean off the
coast of France, O, vulgaris consumes at least 22 molluscan and several crab species.
Molluscs comprised an estimated 80lo of the animals'diet. The most frequently encountered
species in the field, the bivalves Venus verrocosa and, Pitaria chione, and the abalone
Haliotis tuberculata, were also estimated to be most frequent in the diet of O. vulgoris.
The dist¡ibution of octopus drill holes on the two bivalve species was non-random; in the
abalone, the distribution was indistinguishable from random (see also note 3).
The informal defining equation for a particular crab as a resource is:
(crab)Res(octopus) =0, [H(octopus) is increased and H(crab) is decreased] 
|
f(crab)(octopus)
21. O. vulgaris can apparently shed a limb at will, and can suffer severe injuries and
mutilation and yet survive. Regeneration of many parts is possible. In one instance, one-
third of an arm was broken off and was observed to be fully regenerated and functional,
although thinner, after 6 weeks (Lane 1960).
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The informal defining equation for the subject octopus acting as a negative first-order
modifer, in its own environment, of an eel as a predator by shedding a limb is:
(octopus)Mod-r(octopus) :¿r (f eel) such that [(eel)Pred(octopus) |
- f(octopus)(octopus) and -(eel)Pred(octopus) | Ë(octopusXoctopus)l
22. Lane (1960) reports having seen a film of an individual O. vulgoris holding a stone as
a shield against the attacks of a moray eel. The stone, modified by the subject animal, has
been tentatively included on the envirogram. The classification is tentative, since other
workers have expressed doubts that O. vulgaris would, in fact, behave in such a way.
The informal defining equations are:
(eel)Pred(octoPus) : ¿r [H(octopus) is decreased and
H(eel) is increased I Ë(eel)(octopus)
(stone)Mod-l(octopus) =ar (f eel) such that [(eel)Pred(octopus) |
- {(stone)(octopus) and - (eel)Pred(octopus) | É(stoneXoctopus)l
(octopus)Mod+2(octopus) :¿r (f stone) such that [(stone)Modr(octopus) |
€(octopusXstone) and -(stone)Modr(octopus) | - É(octopus)(stone)l
23. The habit of the octopus of lurking in crannies often leads to capture by fishermen
using kegs, pots, etc, or to death from exposure to the air, since the animal tends not to
abandon the pot even when it is being raised. In this case, the fisherman (or a measured
quantity of air) kills the animal accidentally and is thus classified as a malentity (see also
note 24).
The informal defining equation for a specific measured quantity of air is:
(air)Mal(octopus) :¿r H(octopus) is decreased | €(airXoctopus)
24. The animals are often killed by pearl divers because they open pearl oysters. Pearl
divers are classified in two ways in the environment of the octopus.
(i) The diver is a first-order modifier of the resource 'pearl oyster'.
(iÐ Tentatively, the pearl diver is either a malentity or a predator of the octopus. It may
be argued that many pearl divers do, in fact, eat the animal after killing it in the
course of their duties. In this case, it would seem natural to classify the human as
a predator.
The informal defining equation for the diver as a first-order modifier of the resource
'pearl oyster'is:
(diver)Mod-l(octopus) =u, (3 pearl oyster) such that
l(pearl oyster)Res(octopus) | - t(diverXpearl oyster) and
- (pearl oyster)Res(octopus) | {(diver)(pearl oyster)l
25. Experiments on oxygen uptake at l5oC showed that the ventilation rate is increased by
lackof oxygenorbyexcesscarbondioxide:51 timesperminute at2'5kg 02pressureand
12 times per minute at 8 kg 02 pressure. Oxygen consumption increases with temperature
(rWells 1978). Details of metabolic costs in O. vulgoris are given in Mangold (1983ø): "The
capture, ingestion, digestion and assimilation of a prey (crab) causes an increase in oxygen
uptake that lasts about 6 hours and peaks during the lst to 3rd hour after capture .. .
There is also a long-term effect of feeding. Feeding a starved octopus in the 300 to 500 g
size range a20 g crab each day results in a progressive rise in oxygen consumption over the
first 2 to 4 days following the first meal. Small animals do treble their oxygen uptake, larger
ones double it . . . The size of the meal greatly affects oxygen consumption."
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The informal defining equations for a particular measured quantity of oxygen as a
resource, which is modified by a particular measured quantity of heat energy, are:
(oxygen)Res(octopus) :¿¡ H(octopus) is increased | Ë(oxygenXoctopus)
(heat)Mod+l(octopus) :¿¡ (3 oxygen) such that [(octopus)Res(octopus) |
{(heat)(octopus) and -(oxygen)Res(octopus) | -{(heat)(octopus)l
[See also Wells el ø/. (1983).]
26. Eggs are always attached to a substrate. "On sandy or muddy bottom, eggs are laid
in empty mollusc shells or in man-made objects such as cans, tins, bottles, tyres, boots and
amphorae. In the aquarium, the egg strings are stuck to the wall of the tank if no suitable
home is provided" (Mangold 1983b). Thus, a substrate is a necessity for an increase in
H(egg) and therefore is classified as a resource:
(substrate)Res(egg) :¿r H(ege) is increased | {(substrate)(egg)
See also note 7.
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Logical Synthesis of an Animal's Environment: 
Sponges to Non-human Primates. 
V.* The Cane Toad, Bufo marinus 
B. S. Niven 
School of Science, Griffith University, Nathan, Qld 4111. 
Abstract 
The environment of the cane toad Bufo marinus is classified according to the defining equations given 
in the first paper of this series. Envirograms are presented, displaying objects in the environment of 
adult, tadpole and egg in their correct places. Notes on the envirograms include informal versions of 
the appropriate defining equations that are used for the classification. 
Introduction 
Of the five animal species of this series, the cane toad, Bufo marinus, has the biggest 
impact on human society. Toad pollution of water sources, dissemination of eggs of human 
parasites, and attacks on bees, domestic pets, food animals and animals of religious signi- 
ficance (such as goannas among some human groups in Australia) are all matters for concern 
(Freeland 1984). In a substantial report covering many aspects of the animal's ecology, van 
Beurden (1980b) found that human-aided spread is common. 
The toad's natural range is in South and Central America. However, it has been 
introduced to many countries, usually in an attempt to control pests of the sugaicane 
industry. The dates of introduction to various countries are given in Easteal (1981). Details 
of the introduction and spread in Australia from 1935 to 1979 are given in Boughton and 
Sabath (1980). The attempt at biological control has not always been successful and the 
animal itself has sometimes become a pest. The toad shows a marked ability to thrive in 
a wide variety of habitats. Covacevich and Archer (1975) cite the following range in 
Queensland alone: frontal dunes of ocean beaches; inland border of coastal mangroves; 
highly acidic areas of coastal wallum; Melaleuca swamps; open grassland; open sclerophyll 
forest; highland closed forest; dry, sparse, open plains; wet and dry creek beds; and coastal 
towns and cities. Harding and Catterall (1983) give details of the movement patterns of the 
animal in SE. Queensland. The toad is usually a lowland animal, found below 1000 m, 
according to Zug and Zug (1979), the maximum height for population survival probably 
being determined by thermal tolerance limits. Zug and Zug also remark that they suspect 
that forests are marginal areas. Van Beurden and Grigg (1980) report a spread of B. marinus 
along the coast of New South Wales and inland at rates which are sometimes as high as 
3 km per year. However, capture-mark-release-recapture data from van Beurden (1978) in 
Queensland indicate that the resident adult toad moves little from day to day or month 
to month. 
The animal is large, the females commonly having a snout-vent length of 120 mm. 
Individuals of over 200 mm have been reported (Zug and Zug 1979; M. J. Tyler, pers. 
comm.). Life tables are not available. However, Pemberton (1949) reports a captive toad 
living 15 years, during which time it ate an estimated 72000 cockroaches. 
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The main purpose of these papers is to demonstrate that the mathematical definition
of an animal's environment given in the first paper (Niven 1987) applies widely, specifically
to the five species of the series: sponge, tapeworm, octopus, toad and chimpanzee, and
by extension to all species within the animal phyla from the sponges to the non-human
primates. For this reason all objects named in the literature as relating to the subject
animal's environment have been classified, including in the present paper such bizarreobjects
as ping-pong balls, lighted cigarette ends and strychnine flowers (see notes 7 and 8). It is
not the intention ofthese papers to choose'important'objects in the environment, but rather
to show that the mathematical defînition yields a classification which applies universally.






















Fig. 1, Envirogram for Bufo marinus tadpole and egg
The situation is similar in animal taxonomy; we classify Brachionus angularis as a rotifer
and' Bufo marinus as a vertebrate without regard to their 'importance' in the scheme of
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in the zoological literature to B. marinus. Similarly a zoologist may choose to work with
only those items in the environment of particular interest at the time.
The Envirograms
Three envirograms are presented in this paper, for an adult toad, a tadpole, and an egg.
The tadpole and egg envirograms have been superimposed in order to save space. The subject
animal may be specifically a female or male toad, or a large or small tadpole; the particular
case is specified in the relevant note. Since many reports on the animal have been combined,
each envirogram is a concatenation of many envirograms for different individuals in different
places at different times.
The numbers on the envirograms refer to the notes which follow. These numbers appear
in no particular order. The various parts of the envirograms were constructed in an entirely
haphazard order as the literature became available. The square brackets indicate a set of
objects. Thus, '[many vertebrates, e,g. cat]'refers to the cats, dogs, pigs, rats and so on
mentioned in note l. Tentative classification is indicated by round brackets, for instance
'(student)'implies that a student is only tentatively classified as a malentity; details are given
in note 20.
A semi-formal version of the appropriate defining equations (see Niven 1987) is given at
the end of each note. The following symbols are used.
(i) -¿¡: 'is equal by definition to'
(iÐ f : the existential operator of formal logic. Read'3 cockroach'as'there exists a
cockroach'or 'there is at least one cockroach', or, more informally, 'we can find
a cockroach'. In this paper, expressions such as 'f cockroach' are always followed
by the words 'such that'.
(iii) l:'xly'means'x'occurs (will occur), assuming '¡'. This is the symbol used for
conditional events (and conditional probabilities). The expression 7 lB' may be
read 'Event.4 occurs, given that event B occurs'; it refers to 'event,4 under the
conditions that B', or'eventz4 under the hypothesis that B'. Thus an object which
is reported as a resource for B. marinus in Fiji would also be classified as a resource
fo¡ B. marinus in Australia. In ordinary English it is a potential resource. Similarly
mates, predators, malentities and modifiers and all polential mates, etc.
Notes on lhe Envlrograms
l. Humans and many other vertebrates have been known to mouth or ingest B, marinus
and either die or become ill. Licht (1967) reports the death of some members of a Peruvian
family after eating soup containing eggs of the toad. At least the following cases of death
among animals have been recorded: domestic cats and dogs; pigs; rat (Rottus ral/rs), western
native cat (Dasyurus geoffroii); land mullet (Egernio bungona); goannas (Varanus spp.); slaty
grey snake (Stegonatus cucullatus):, brown tree snake (Boigo irregularis); red-billed black
snake (Pseudechis porphyriocus); death adder (Acanthophis øntsrcticus); brown snake
(Pseudonaja textilis); tiger snake (Nolechis scutatus); crows (Corvøs spp.); kookaburra
(Dacelo grþøs); Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrissi); and turtle (Kinosternon sp.).
In addition to references given below, see also Lever (1937, 1945), Buzacott (1939),
La Rivers (1948), Watson (1960), Mead (1961), Allen and Neill (1956), Adams (1967),
Licht and Low (1968), Frauca (1974), Pippet (1975), and Tyler (1975, 1976).
In all cases, the animals listed above suffered from the effects of the poisonous milky
secretions from the toad's parotoid glands. Knowles and Levin (1964) give Marino bufagin,
bufotoxin and bufotenine as the active constituents. The mixture has a digitalis-like action:
according to M. J. Tyler (pers. comm.), the secretions also include adrenaline and nor-
adrenaline, but the predominant component is 5HT (5-hydrox¡ryptamine), otherwise called
seiôtonin. Blair (1947) reports that, on occasions, the toad is capable of squirting its poison
up to 15 inches (c. 0'48 m). Chen and Chen (1933) report that the regeneration by the toad
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of its poisonous secretion after expression is apparently quite slow. One toad weighing
254 g gave 0.71 e fresh secretion at the first expression and only 0'48 g at the second
expression 76 days later.
Abel and Macht (1912) report that B. marinus is resistant, but not totally so, to its own
poison. Under its influence, the toad becomes sluggish.
Clearly, any animal species which is poisoned through contact with B. marinus is iî
considerable danger, unless it learns to avoid toads. In all areas into which the toad has
been introduced, there have been reports of native species being affected, e.g. Covacevich
and Archer (1975) suggest that Dosyuru.r spp. (the marsupial 'cats' of Australia) are retreating
to areas not populated by the toad. Alcala (1957) reports, however, that domestic cats in
the Philippines have learned to avoid the toads.
Zug and Ztte G979) observe that young toads are distasteful but not toxic and thus the
likelihood of death by predation is greater during this stage than it is for the adults, both
because of smaller body size and lack of toxicity. Pearse (1980ø, ó) has shown that, at least
with respect to some fish, i.e. the purple-spotted gudgeon (Hypseleotris galli), the tadpole
is toxic. The mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis), a native of Mexico like B. marinas, did not
relish the tadpoles, but recovered from minor effects.
Since the animal that eats the toad does not thrive but is adversely affected, it is classified
as a malentity. The informal defining equation for a cat as a malentity is:
(cat)Mal(toad¡ :or H(toad) is decreased and H(cat) is decreased I t(catXtoad).
?. Baldwin et sl. (1952) report from Hawaii that, in l1 days, five mongooses ate 20 adult
B. marinus with apparent relish and no ill effects. Also, Simmonds (1957) in Fiji records
the mongoose as a predator. The informal defining equation is:
(mongoose)Pred(toad) = or H(toad) is decreased and H(mongoose) is increased I
Ë(mongooseXtoad).
3. B. marinus is primarily, though not exclusively, nocturnal. During the day, the species
characteristically seeks cover (shelter) in thick growths of vegetation beneath rotting organic
matter, within clods in ploughed fields, in holes, and under houses. Alcala (1957) comments
Íhat B. marinus tends not to penetrate primary forest. He adds that the toad is most
abundant in savannah country, grasslands, cultivated areas, and near human habitation
(see note 5). On Barbados, Mungomery (1936a) observes that the elimination of available
daytime shelter resulted in a decrease in the toad population. Tyler (1975) reports that the
toad is having difficulty in maintaining its population partly because of the clearing of
suitable day and dry-period shelter. Ztg andZug Q979) suggest that toads reduce water loss
by retreating to sheltered areas during the day and at other times of low humidity. They
suggest also that subadults and adults compete for sheltered retreats. The latter point is
made more strongly by Straughan (1966), who suggests that juveniles are forced to migrate
because of occupation by adults of suitable sheltering sites; this leads to the dispersal of
the animal.
If the suggestion given by Zlg and Zug is correct, then 'shelter', which in a particular
case is some particular object, modifies moist air and thermal energy, which in turn modify
water as a resource (see note 34). An object which provides shelter is thus a second-order
modifier. 'shelter' is also a negative first-order modifier of 'heat energy' as a malentity.
In this latter sense, the informal defining equation is:
(shelter)Mod - r(toad¡ = u, ( 3 heat) such that tfteat)Ma1(toad) | - å(shelterXtoad)
and - (heat)Mal(toad) | Ë(shelterXtoad)1.
Here, 'heat' should be understood to mean a particular 'chunk' of heat energy.
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4. B. marinus is an opportunistic breeder, requiring only appropriate bodies of water into
which the female, who nearly always carries mature eggs, lays. Almost any body of water,
whether standing or running, fresh or brackish, will probably be satisfactory. The Queensland
Museum has a photograph of eggs laid in salt water (in the wild), but it is not known if
they survived and developed. Also, water in which the toad is found, even on a beach,
may be fresh; M. J. Tyler (pers. comm.) writes, 'covacevich and Archer (1975) talk about
B. marinus on Rainbow Beach etc. On Rainbow Beach this may not be salt water. I found
tadpoles and babies there in water flowing towards the sea from banks. I took water samples
and found the chloride level so low as to indicate that this was a freshwater source'. Never-
theless, Ely (19a4) conducted laboratory experiments which showed eggs could survive and
develop normally in solutions containing tp to 201o seawater. A solution containing 15%
seawater (about 0'57o salt) seemed to be the most favourable medium, since the eggs
developed more quickly than in either a l0% seawater solution (see note 25 on rapid
development) or in tap water. Takano and Iijima (1937) report that NaCl is fatal at a density
above O.7lo, but development proceeds naturally below 0'67o.
The only direct observation of the animal breeding in salty water in the wild which we
have come across is that of Waite (1901) in Bermuda, who reports the toad, referred to as
'Bufo agua', breeding in brackish water and marshes. straughan (1966), in eueensland,
writes that preferred breeding sites are in the shallows and that the presence of aquatic
vegetation, grasses or weeds, or whether the bottom is clear or covered with rocks, sand or
vegetation has no effect on choice of breeding site.
Water, which is essential for breeding, may be removed from the toad's habitat, in several
ways; e.g. on Barbados, many hundreds of estate ponds and low-lying areas where water
may accumulate have been filled or drained for either aesthetic reasons or for mosquito
control (Mungomery 1936a; Tucker 1940). Also, water may simply evaporate (requiring heat
energy), or seep away through the soil. In the Barbados, Tucker (1940) reports that the
animal is having difficulty in maintaining its populations, in part because of lack of suitable
breeding water and oiling of water for mosquito control; thus, farmers are being encouraged
to build artificial breeding ponds.
B. marinus may breed twice a year, laying between 10000 and 21 000 eggs each time,
according to Tyler (1976) but Straughan (1966) observed 8000-35 000 eggs being laid.
Buzacott (1936) has recorded one female laying a clutch of 16 000 eggs and, on another
occasion, nine females laying 125 000. When temperatures are sufficiently high and rainfall
adequate, the toad will reproduce all year, but in marginal habitats, the breeding season
usually coincides with the warmest and wettest times of the year (Oliver 1949). Wilhoft
(19ó5) mentions that there are always some unfertilized eggs, and Tucker (1940) counted the
number of toadlets surviving from an initial egg lay as ranging from 75 to 300, probably
an underestimate, he reports, due to the difficulties of observation. Van Beurden (19800)
reports that at least in some populations females do not breed every year, but in tropical
populations they will breed every year, sometimes more than once.
Ztg and ZW 0979) report that eggs will hatch in 36 h-4 days. R. B. Floyd (personal
communication 1981) finds that the development time of the eggs falls from 155 h at l8"C
to about 1 day at 35'C.
Breeding success is aided by the animal's short development period - a larval (tadpole) life
of between 25 days and 2 months, depending on water temperature (Tyler 1976; see also
note 25). Rates of spermatogenetic activity in the adult male are correlated with the seasons,
according to Saxena and Lal (1981), who ascribe the slow rate of spermatogenetic activity
and the regressed condition of Leydig cells to declining daylength and ambient temperature
during the winter.
Tyler (1975) remarks that some members of both sexes are found in breeding condition
throughout the year, waiting for the right climate for breeding. Zug et al. (1975), in papua
New Guinea, report that there, in every month, at least some of the females have eggs ready
for deposition. They suggest that the number of such females is partly dependent on the
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rainfall, since it appeared that heavy rain preceding the sampling date reduced the number
of gravid females because they had bred during that rainy period. The year-round availability
of eggs indicates that B. msrinus is an opportunistic breeder. Wilhoft (1965) also found an
inverse relationship between the observed number of gravid females and the amount of rain.
Straughan (1966), in Queensland, writes that the breeding season starts with the first summer
storms in September. Oviposition may occur throughout the day as well as night, although
it was never observed to commence during the day. Floyd and Benbow (1984) found that
breeding tends to occur when the water level rises above a certain level. They conclude that
control measures are most efficient on Ìvet nights.
In Australia, toads often attain adult length in their second summer (van Beurden 1978).
Zlug and Ztg Q979) record that, in New Guinea, females reach sexual maturity at a snout-
vent length of 70-80 mm; in the Canal Zone, Panama, the length is 90-100 mm and males
mature at 85-95 mm. Zug et al. (1975), in Papua New Guinea, report no size difference
between the (adult) sexes.
'Salt', by which is meant a specific quantity or 'chunk' of salt, considered as a particular
object in one particular case, is entered on the egg envirogram as both resource and
malentity; they must be different 'chunks'in the two cases. It is also a malentity of tadpoles.
On the adult envirogram, heat, water and light (tentatively) appear as modifiers of mates.
Salt, rain and heat, in turn, modify water. The informal defining equations for the chain
ending in salt for a female adult follow.
(male)Mat(subject female) :dr An offspring of both individuals will be produced
with probability greater than zero | {(male)(subject female).
By 'water' is meant a body of water, e.g. a lake or a pond.
(water)Mod+l(subject female) :¿r (f male) such that
[(male)Mat(subject female) | {(water)(subject female) and
-(male)Mat(subject female) | - Ë(waterXsubject female)1.
The following defining equation refers to Ely's (1944) results on the most favourable
medium. 'Salt' is, as usual, a particular 'chunk' of salt; it is not to be interpreted as salt in
general. Attention is focussed on precisely that 'chunk' of salt which, when added to the
water (0.5% salt) causes the water to be suitable for breeding.
(salt)Mod+2(subject female) =¿r (f water) such that
[(water)Modl(subject female) | Ë(saltXwater) and - (water)Modl(subject female) |
- Ê(saltXwater)].
5. Many writers have noted the close association of B. marinus with humans. The following
reasons have been suggested:
(Ð lights (which attract insects);





(Ð Brattstrom (1962b), in studying homing, observed that, of 15 transported toads,
ll returned, all to the same light; he strongly suggests that the insects around the
light were the main attraction. Dexter (1932) and many other concur. Oliver (1949)
remarks that the animals characteristically return to good feeding sites.
(iÐ Alexander (1964) observed toads eating (diurnally) canned dog-food remains and
the following household refuse: raw lettuce, avocado, broccoli and carrot, cooked
corn, rutabagas, black-eyed peas, and rice. No insects, which'might have attracted
the toads, were seen close by.
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(iii) R. B. Floyd (1981, pers. comm.) suggests that the greater warmth of urban areas
and (see note 12) and the greater availability of water for breeding (see note 4) afiract
(iv) toads.
(v) Several writers, including Krakauer (1968) and Alcala (1957), suggest that B. mørinus
prefers disturbed areas - around buildings, on farms, along canals, and in secondary
growth. The continued expansion of Miami seems to be destroying the habitat of
B. terrestris, while creating more disturbed areas for B. marinus. Such areas provide
nooks and crannieS for day shelter.
The informal defining equation for some human acting as a modifier by providing an
object of food for a subject adult toad is:
(human)Mod+ l(toad¡ = o, ( f food) such that [(food)Res(toad) | !(human)(food)
and -(food)Res(toad) | -f(human(food)1.
6. Adult toads are astonishingly catholic eaters (see envirogram).
In addition to insects etc., Krakauer (1968) found five toads in Florida with stomachs full
of undigested grass (see also Zug et al. 1975 for New Guinea).
Mungomery (1938) reports that B. marinus can survive long periods without food.
He kept several pairs of toads without food for one month and they showed no ill effects;
one pair bred immediately upon release.
Oliver (1949) notes that if an abundant supply of insects is available, the toad will only
stop eating when gorged to the point of distending its body.
Zug et ql, (1975) find that forest-dwelling toads are better fed and bigger, with more
animals in the diet. The greater abundance of plants found in the stomachs of savannah-
dwelling toads shows deliberate rather than accidental ingestion by these toads, presumably
to supplement meagre insect resources. Within its original range in Brazil, Strüssmann et al.
(1984) found that medium-sized 8. marinus eat most prey in proportion to their abundance,
except spiders, which are eaten less and termites and ants which are eaten more than would
be expected from their availability. Larger toads tend to eat more termites and less ants than
medium-sized toads.
Once the mouth is formed, tadpoles eat the foam they were laid in. When this is finished,
they eat organic matter in the water. B. marinus tadpoles show no preference in feeding
from surface, midwater or substrate, in contrast to other species of toads. However, this
may be because the high clutch numbers force this wide range in feeding behaviour (Tyler
1976). Zug and Zlg (1979) remark that the ideal time for metamorphosis would seem to be
at the beginning of the wet season (about May in the toad's native environment) when
insects are abundant,
The informal defining equation for a specific'chunk'of foam as a food resource for a
subject tadpole is:
(foam)Res(tadpole) =6¡ H(tadpole) is increased | {(foam)(tadpole).
Since 'foam' is not an animal, the second part of the defining equation is not used.
'Foam' is assumed to be nutritious, thus increasing H(tadpole).
7. Many writers agree that the toads are carnivorous and feed only on moving organisms.
However, see notes 5(ii) and 8. Also, King (1969) comments that ,8. marinus can detect
prey by smell alone. Clearly, movement is often a factor in arousing feeding responses,
e.g. a toad has been recorded as pursuing and attempting to eat a ping-pong ball, and Grant
(1948) reports a toad consuming a lighted cigarette butt. Movement is suggested as the
operative factor in toads eating strychnine flowers (see note 8). F. A. Bianchi, in a personal
communication to S. Easteal, mentions that when B. mqrinus was first introduced into
Hawaii, it would eat nothing but flying or moving insects, although the descendents will
eat solid and liquid food. Ingle and McKinley (1978) found that two moving objecfs close
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together elicited more strikes than a single moving object. Fife (1973) comments that
B. marinus never misses when it strikes, although frogs have error rates of 2-71o. Dean
(1980ø, ö) has done a detailed study of the strike, in which the times taken to complete the
movements'start of lunge','start of tongue protrusion', ..., 'end swallow'and'toad still'
were recorded. Dean observed that, in contrast to B. americanus, B. marinus strikes willingly
when a second bombardier beetle is offered, even if the toad's behaviour on a previous
occasion has shown discomfort. Camhi (1980) describes a similar study in which toads struck
at cockroaches; in 55% of the strikes the cockroach escaped, apparently gaining prior
information of the strike from the small but sharp puff of air made by the toad's lunge.
Most prey for large toads is in the 5'l-10 mm range (in length). The toads ignore
anything less than 2 mm long (Ztg and Z\e 1979).
The informal defining equation for a particular 'chunk' of kinetic energy as a first-order
modifier of a food object is:
(kinetic energy)Mod+l(toad :0, (!l food) such that [(food)Res(toad) |
f(kinetic energy) (food) and -(food)Res(toad) | -{(kinetic energy)(food)1.
8. In the Foster Gardens in Hawaii, a seasonally fatal epidemic occurs when blossoms fall
from the strychnine trees. Toads, attracted by the movement, eat the blossoms and die of
strychnine poisoning. Petals of the flowers contain l'023%o pure strychnine (Alexander
1964).
The informal defining equations for a particular strychnine blossom as a malentity and
a specific 'chunk' of kinetic energy as a modifier are:
(blossom)Mal(toad) =ot H(toad) is decreased | å(blossomXtoad)
(kinetic energy)Mod+l(toad) :¿r (f blossom) such that [(blossom)Mat(toad) |
{(Kinetic energy)(blossom) and - (blossom)Mal(toad) |
- {(kinetic energy)(blossom)1.
9. Several authors, notably Boice and Boice (1971) have suggested that there is an
hierarchical feeding order among toads which correlates positively with size. Sometimes,
individuals will push others away from food in an extremely aggressive manner. Fellows
(1969a) observed a number of toads sitting in a perfect circle around a straw-sized hole
from which female termites were emerging. The toads struck at the emerging insects in a
definite ordei and no two toads ever struck at the same time.
A toad which takes food which might otherwise have been food for the subject toad is
modifying a resource. The informal defining equation is:
(other toad)Mod-1(subject toad) =¿¡ (3 food) such that
[(food)Res(subject toad) | -{(other toadXfood) and -(food)Res(subject toad) |
{(other toadXfood)I.
10. The mosquito Mimomya elegans (Taylor) was reported by van Beurden (19804) to
be feeding on the toad in Queensland. There is evidence to suggest that other species of
mosquito are also predators. The informal defining equation is:
(mosquito)Pred(toad) :or H(toad) is decreased and H(mosquito) is increased I
f(mosquito)(toad).
ll. Cannibalism has been observed by Hinckley (1962), Bailey (1976) and Tyler (1976).
The latter records that a newly metamorphosed toad is abou1.-8 mm in length and at constant
risk of being eaten by larger toads. This risk diminishes with size.
The envirogram shows the case that the subject animal is an older toad and the young
toad is a resource. The informal defining equation is:
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(young toad)Res(subject toad) :or H(subject toad) is increased and
H(young toad) is decreased | Ë(young toad)(subject toad).
12. There is a range of heat energy that can be considered beneficial or at least not
harmful-this range will be a set of resources. Outside the beneficial range, both above and
below, the animal will be increasingly disadvantaged to a point at which it will die-this
range will be a set of malentities.
Brattstrom (1963) reports that, in South America, the average body temperature of the
animal in the wild, calculated from all sources until 1963, was 25.2oC. Johnson (1912), in
Australia, gives 2l ' 3 + 2'4'C as the body temperature. Van Beurden (1981), also in Australia,
reports that when B. marinus is exposed to temperatures of 3oC, it takes from l-2 h for
the animal's deep body temperature to fall from 20 to 3'C. The raising of the deep body
temperature occurs more quickly. He also found that toads from southerly (i.e. colder) areas
recovered more quickly from exposure to very low temperatures of 0-2oC. Survival times
ofjuveniles and tadpoles exposed to very low temperatures were short. However, all tadpoles
survived at 8"C for 24 h.
Fifty per cent of newly metamorphosed toadlets die within 4 h when exposed to
temp€ratures of either 4'5 or 40"C. 'On dry sunny days the activity of these toadlets is
restricted to l0 m from the water edge-regular excusions are made every 15-20 min to the
water for water uptake, Deprived of their "drink" and remaining exposed to the sun they
died within 40 min. Similarly deprived but not exposed to the sun they died in 50 min.'
(van Beurden 1978). A l2-h exposure of adults to 30o and 40"C was not lethal, but exposure
for 28 and 48 h was. All adults survived at least 96 h at temperatures above 4oC. In an
outdoor experiment with 52 adults in an enclosure, nine toads died during the first frost of
the season (the temperature fell to - l'C for just over an hour). On the following day,
l0 toads died (the temperature fell below loC for over 8 h). The position of the animals in
the enclosure was thought to be important in this experiment, since the temperature beneath
litter was about 2oC higher (van Beurden 1979). Warburg (1965) noted that B. marinus at
a temperature of 37.5'C and very low humidity of 0-5% had a mean survival time of
4-6h(maximumSh).
Krakauer (19ó8) argues that Miami (Florida), which experiences subzero temperatures
about once every five years, is a marginal habitat for B. morinus. He comrnents that any
nearby water will moderate the microclimate and that the most favourable habitat for
B. marinus is the East Coast Rock Ridge, where the climate is mitigated by the Atlantic
Ocean. He also indicates that nocturnal temperature inversions will cause ground frosts
more frequently in open areas than in urban areas and hence that toads are attracted towards
urban areas. Zrg and Zug (1979) note that the limit of the range of B. morinus in Texas
corresponds to the l5'C isopleth. Stuart (1951) found Guatemalan toads only below 1500 m,
which is the isopleth for the 15oC mean minimum temperature.
It seems almost certain that all anurans use evaporation from the skin as a cooling device,
both in stress situations and for normal thermoregulation. Other factors affecting body
temperature will be the temperature of the surrounding air in the microenvironment and the
temperature of the substrate; both of these involve conduction. A modifier of the substrate
will be the amount of air it holds.
Duellman (1965) hypothesises that the low density of B. morinus in well-shaded forests
might be because the thermal requirements of embryos are unsuited by shaded pools.
He notes that the animals are abundant in nearby clear areas.
Oviposition can be interrupted by a fall in temperature. Delays of up to three days were
observed by Straughan (1966) when the water temperature dropped below 72'F (22.2"C).
Oviposition continued once the temperature returned to 78'F (25.6"C).
The informal defining equations for a particular 'chunk' of heat energy as a malentity
modified by the subject animal itself (using evaporation) are:
(heat)Mal(subject toad) =or H(subject toad) is decreased | Ë(heatXsubject toad)
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(subject toad)Mod-l(subject toad) =¿¡ (3 heat) such that
l(heat)Mal(subject toad) | -{(subject toad)(subject toad) and
- (heat)Mal(subject toad) | Ë(subject toad)(subject toad)].
In the latter definition, the interaction primitive { is used for the subject animal interacting
with itself.
13. The frog, Kaloula conjuncta (Peters) of the family Microhylidae, shares the same
breeding ponds as B. marinus in parts of the Philippines. B. mqrinus lays a much larger
clutch of eggs, so that we might expect it to consume most available organic matter,
particularly in adverse conditions. However, food is so abundant that the competition has
little noticeable effect (Alcala 1957). Rabor (1952), also in the Philippines, observed K.
conjuncta as a possible competitor.
The frog is entered on the tadpole envirogram as a first-order modifier of a class of food
resources. For a particular food object, the informal defining equation is:
(Kaloula)Mod- r(tadpole) = ¿r ( f food) such that [(food)Res(tadpole) |
- Ë(Kaloula)(food) and - (food)Res(tadpole) | f(Kaloula)(food)1.
14. Alcala (1957) reports that some fish eat B. morinus larvae, but does not specify which
ones (see note l).
.In 
this case, the fish is classified as a predator, it being understood that the larva, tadpole
say, is nutritious and not poisonous to the fish.
(fish)Pred(tadpole) = ¿¡ H(tadpole) is decreased and H(fish) is increased I
Ê(fishXtadpole)
15. Buzacott (1939) showed that domestic fowls could eat young toads (13/8-7/16" i.e.
1.20-1. ll cm long) with impunity. He also records that the toad feeds on the cockroach
which is an intermediate host for the fowl parasite, the eyeworm.
In this interesting modifier chain, a particular domestic fowl is classified as a predator
of the subject toad; a particular eyeworm is a negative first-order modifier of the fowl,
assuming here that the bird becomes ineffectual as a predator of toads when parasitised; a
particular cockroach is a positive second-order modifier; any toad (it could be the subject
animal) is a negative third-order modifier. The informal defining equations are:
(fowl)Pred(toad) : ¿r H(toad) is decreased and H(fowl) is increased I
€(fowlXtoad)
(eyeworm)Mod-l(toad) =¿r (f fowl) such that l(fowl)Pred(toad) |
- {(eyeworm)(fowl) and - (fowl)Pred(toad) | t(eyeworm)(fowl)l
(cockroach)Mod+2(toad¡ :¿r (ll eyeworm) such that [(eyeworm)Modr(toad) |
Ë(cockroachXeyeworm) and - (eyeworm)Mod l(toad) | - Ë(cockroach)(eyeworm)l
(any toad)Mod-3(toad) :¿r (f cockroach) such that [(cockroach)Mod2(toad) |
- Ë(any toad)(cockroach) and - (cockroach)Mod2(toad) |
{(any toad)(cockroach)1.
16. In Puerto Rico, the ground lizard Ameiva exsul (Wolcott 1937) was useful in controlling
the cane pests Phyllophaga portoricencis (the June beetle) and Cnemarachis vandinei.
The lizard was practically exterminated by the introduced mongoose, and B. marinus
was then introduced to control the cane pests. Any surviving lizards are competitors of
B. marinus and their effectiveness is governed by the size of the mongoose population
(Mettrick and Dunkley 1968).
Smyth (1917) also records the lizard as feeding on the beetles. He lists the following
Phyllophago spp. on Puerto Rico: P. vandinei, P. portoricensis, P. guanicana and P. citri,
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also Phytalus insularis. All thcsc arc catcn by thc toad. Thc grubs arc catcn by thc Puerto
Rican blackbird, Holoquiscalus brachypterus, the barelegged owl, 'mucaro' Gymnasio
nudipes nudipes, the little blue heron, 'garza axttl' Glorida cqeruleq cserulescens, and the
mângrove cuckoo Coccyzus minor nesiotes. On St Kitts, Phyllophaga patruel is a resource
of B. marinus and, at St Vincent, P. patens. Wasps of the family Scoliidae and the click
beetle family, Elateridae, also attack the grubs, while flies on the family Tachinidae attack
the adult beetles. The grubs are also susceptible to the fungus Metarrhizium and the
bacterium Micrococcus nigrofaciens Nov. At the time of writing, humans were also a
significant modifier of this resource; during seven months in 1914, 22550[,0 beetles were
collected by paid workers on the sugarcane plantations. Other modifiers of the Phyllophago
spp. are mites, the humidity and texture of the soil, heat energy, and various fruits and
plants (see note 43). Many authors have suggested that insects are seasonally abundant in
B. marinus' environment; many species of insect emerge only when favourable conditions
such as seasonal rains and appropriate temperatures occur. In some areas (ZuE and Zug
1979; see note 34), this seasonal abundance results in greatly increasing activity among
the toads.
The informal defining equations for a particular beetle as a resource, a particular lizard
as a competitor of the subject toad for that resource and thus a negative first-order modifier,
and a mongoose as a second-order modifier are:
(beetle)Res(toad) :or H(toad) is increased and H(beetle) is decreased 
I
Ë(beetleXtoad)
(lizard)Mod-r(toad) :ar ( 3 beetle) such that l(beetle)Res(toad) |
-å(lizardXbeetle) and -(beetle)Res(toad) | {(lizardXbeetle)l
(mongoose)Mod-2(toad) :¿r (3 lizard) such that l(lizard)Modr(toad) |
- {(mongooseXlizard) and - (lizard)Modr(toad) | f(mongoose)(lizard)1.
17. The common keelback (a snake, Amphiesma moirii) thrives in captivity on a diet of
B. marinus and is the only Australian species of animal known to utilise the toad regularly
for food (Covacevich and Archer 1975).
The informal defining equation for a keelback as a predator is:
(keelback)Pred(toad) = u, H(toad) is decreased and H(keelback) is inoeased I
Ë(keelbackXtoad).
18. Both Tyler (1976) and Brattstrom (1962b) note that flash floods in drainage ditches and
other confined waterways are dangerous to tadpoles, although Breder (1946) remarks that
tadpoles can stem a considerable current.
In this case, a 'chunk' of kinetic energy acts as a malentity. The informal defining
equation is:
(kinetic energy)Mal(tadpole) :¿1 H(tadpole) is decreased I
{(kinetic energy)(tadpole).
19. At metamorphosis, young toads are at high risk of death by drowning if they are
unable to climb from the water (Tyler 1976).
An object which is a particular 'chunk' of water is classified as a malentity of the young
toad, which is the subject animal in this case; the water is modified by a steep-sided ditch.
The informal defining equations are:
(water)Mal(young toad) =¿¡ H(young toad) is decreased I f(water)(young toad)
(ditch)Mod+r(young toad) =0, ( 3 water) such that [(water)Mal(young toad) |
{(ditch)(water) and - (water)Mal(young toad) | - Ë(ditchXwater)].
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20. Tyler (1976) notes that the principal benefit of B. marinu.t'presence in Australia has
been as an experimental animal for use in secondary schools, universities' and in medical
research institutions, to the extent of 100 000 animals per year. These students and researchers
as classed tentatively as malentities, with the understanding that 'student'is, for the purpose
of this article only, classified as an animal and that 'H(student)' has some suitable inter-
pretation. In North Queensland, the Innisfail Apex Club has made enough money from the
sale of cane toads to build an old people's home, known locally as 'Toad Hall'.
The informal defining equation for a student as a malentity is:
(student)Mal(toad) : df H(toad) is decreased and H(student) is unchanged I
Ë(studentxtoad).
21. Small tadpoles are 'eaten' by the aquatic insectivorous bladderwort plant Utricularia
spp. The tadpoles are in danger particularly when water levels are low (Tyler 1976).
Since a bladderwort is not an animal, it is classified as a malentity. The informal defining
equation is:
@ladderworr)Mal(tadpole) =or H(tadpole) is decreased | å(bladderwort)(tadpole).
ZZ. Mead (1961) gives the following complex interaction on Guam and Ponape Island
between B. marinus and several other introduced and native species. The giant African snail
(Achøtina Íulica) was accidentally introduced on boats with produce etc., and B. marinus,
which was introduced effectively to control the black garden slug Veronicella leydigi, also
predated the young of the snail. In addition, the toad consumed the native snails Opea,t spp.
Èurthermore, examination of the toad's stomach contents revealed flesh and shell fragments
from much larger snails, usually in the presence of dead fly maggots. Apparently, the toads
were attracted'by the movement of fly maggots to dead snails which had been crushed by
cars. Cockroaches had thrived because of the large numbers of dead snails-and B. marinus
thrives on cockroaches. Early traders had accidentally introduced rats; to control them, the
monitor lizard (Varanas spp.) was brought in. Unfortunately, the lizard is diurnal and the
rats nocturnal, so the lizard became a pest by consuming eggs and chickens. The monitor
lizard also ate B. marinus, which poisoned it (see note l). Cats and dogs were the best ratters
on the Islands. However, they ate B. marinus and died. A beneficial consequence of the
introduction of the monitor lizard was the predation of coconut pests: the coconut crab
(Birgus latro) andgrubs of the rhinoceros beetle; and the general agricultural pest, the giant
African 3nail. The coconut crab also feeds on this snail.
Thus, the introduction of B. marinus:
(Ð reduced the black slug population;
(ii) reduced the monitor lizard population;
(iiÐ reduced the cat and dog population;
(iv) aggravated the rat problem (by killine lizards, cats and dogs);
(v) reduced the natural control of coconut pests;
(vÐ had some effect on the giant African snail population;
(vii) ameliorated the fly and cockroach problem (caused by the abundance of dead
giant African snails).
Bailey (1976) and Tyler (1976) both comment on the extremely poor condition of many
toads in New Britain (New Guinea). At that time, the toads had apparently eaten out almost
the entire population of ground-dwelling insects. In consequence, they began eating the
introduced giant African snail (Achatina fulica). This snail has a large and probably
indigestible shell which has been known to puncture car tyres (see note 24). Insects are
classified as first-order modifiers because, in their presence, the snail is less likely (unlikely)
to be eaten but, in their absence, the probability of the snail being eaten increases markedly.
Since other toads or other insectivores in general will eat insects, 'other toads, other
insectivores' are second-order modifiers. Matsumoto et al. (1984) found that B. marinus
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eats A. fulica in the Bonin Islands, as well as ants, pill-bugs, Diptera larvae an¿ other
insect larvae.
The informal defining equations for the modifier chain ending with insectivore are:
(snail)Res(toad) =¿r H(toad) is increased and H(snail) is decreased | {(snail)(toad)
(insect)Mod - r(toad) : ¿r ( f snail) such that [(snail)Res(toad) | - {(insect)(toad)
and -(snail)Res(toad) | Ê(insectXtoad)l
(insectivore)Mod-2(toad) :¿r (f insect) such that [(insect)Mod1(toad) |
-f(insectivore)(insect) and -(insect)Modr(toad) | f(insectivore)(insect)1.
23' When faced with an enemy, B. marinus has a behaviour pattern which is apparently
an attempt to convince the would-be predator that the toad is too Iarge to eat. The toad
drops the side of its body nearest the enemy and raises the other side, thus displaying the
greatest possible surface area (Tyler 1976). The toad is thus acting as a modifier in its own
environment. The informal defining equation is:
(toad)Mod-l(toad) =0, (3 enemy) such that [(enemy)pred(toad) |
-{(toad)(toad) and -(enemy)pred(road) | {(toad)(toad)1.
The interaction primitive 'f is used here for the case that the subject animal interacts
with itself.
24- the Frenchi beetle Lepidiota frenchi feeds by preference on Moreton Bay ash, blood-
wood and guava. Both the elimination of these trees, and soil fumigation using carbon
bisulfide and paradichlorobenzene, were employed by farmers to help control this cane pest
(in Queensland).
In 1941, it was apparent that B. marínus was playing only a minor role in controlling
the grey-black and Frenchi beetles in eueensland (van Beurden l97g).
Fellows (1969b) reports that B. morinus will not eat large, hard-cased adult cane beetles,
although they will readily eat softer, younger cane beetles. Preslmably, the beetle in question
is either the grey-backed beetle Dermolepida albohirtum oi ìhe Frenchi beetle Làpidiotø
frenchi (see note 22).
The informal defining equations for the chain 'subject toad, beetle, chemical human,are:
, (beetle)Res(toad) =0, H(toad) is increased and H(beetle) is decreased 
I
{(beetle)(toad)
(chemical)Mod-r(toad) =¿r (f beerle) such thar [(beetle)Res(road) |
- {(chemical)(beetle) and - (beetle)Res(toad) | {(chemical)(beetle)l
(human)Mod+2(toad) =¿r (3 chemical) such thar [(chemical)Modt(toad) |
{(human)(chemical) and -(chemical rModr(toad) | - f(human)(chemical)1.
25. The tadpoles are very dark; this aids them in absorbing and maintaining high body
temperature. It is to B. marinus' advantage to maximise growth and development rates to
increase the probability of eggs surviving through the tadpole stage to metamorphosis before
the pond dries up or flash floods sweep them away (Heatwole et al. 1968) (see also notes
12 and l8).
Tadpoles aggregate. Brattstrom (1962a) has done experiments which show that aggregated
tadpoles absorb heat more readily than when dispersed and convey heat to the surrounding
water, thus raising the temperature of their immediate surroundings.
Both R. B. Floyd (pers. comm.) and Mares (1972) rcmark that the tadpoles, often
aggregaled, vary their location in the pond in order to remain within their preferred
temperature range.
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Oliver (1949) lists the following as affecting tadpole development:
(i) water temperature;
(ii) amount and type of food;
(iiÐ amount of light;
(iv) number of tadpoles present.
R. B. Floyd (pers. comm.; 1983, 1984¿, ä) reports that egg survival rises from an average
of 60% at lSoC to over 90% at 27"C, ttren falls to about 62Vo at 34"C. Outside these
temperatures, survival is negligible. He believes that eggs are less tolerant than tadpoles of
temperature extremes. At l4oc, eggs hatch after 155 h; the hatching time decreases approx-
imately exponentially to about 25 h af 34'C. Floyd determined the temperature preference
of larvae at six stages of development; he found that preferred temperature generally
increased as larval development progressed, However, there was no significant correlation
between temperature tolerance and temperature preference. Different acçlimation temperatures
at a median developmental stage had no effect on temperature preference. Critical thermal
maxima and minima were studied for various acclimation temperatures for the tadpoles at
ten stages of development.
Informal defining equations for a specific 'chunk' of heat energy as a resource of the
subject tadpole and for another tadpole as a modifier are:
(heat)Res(tadpole) =ur H(tadpole) is increased | {(heat)(tadpole)'
(other tadpole)Mod+r(tadpole) =or (f heat) such that l(heat)Res(tadpole) |
{(other tadpole)(tadpole) and - (heat)Res(tadpole) |
- {(other tadpoleXtadpole)].
26. Hinckley (1962), working in Fiji, reports that the animal eats dung beetles of the genera
Copris arrd Aphodius. Cattle are included as second-order modifiers; almost any animal
passing faeces could be included here.
The informal defining equations for a beetle as a resource, a particular dropping of
dung as a modifier of that resource, and a particular cow as the provider of the dung and
therefore a positive second-order modifier, are:
(beetle)Res(toad) :¿r H(toad) is increased and H(beetle) is decreased I
É(beetleXtoad)
(dung)Mod+1(toad) =a¡ (f beetle) such that [(beetle)Res(toad) l{(dungXbeetle)
and -(beetle)Res(toad) | -{(dung)(beetle)l
(cow)Mod + 2(toad) : o, ( 3 dung) such that [(dung)Modl(toad) | - Ë(cowXdung)
and -(dung)Modr(toad) | É(cowXdung)I.
27. Hinckley (1962), in Fiji, reports that adult toads occasionally choked to death when
trying to swallow young mynahs and chickens.
A class of malentities '[oversized food]' is shown on the envirogram. The informal defining
equation for a particular mynah as a malentity is:
(mynah)Mal(toad) = or H(toad) is decreased and H(mynah) is decreased I
Ë(mynahXtoad).
28. Hutchinson and Kohl (1971) measured metabolic rate in terms of oxygen consumption
and found that changes in metabolic rate were governed by the photoperiod (i.e. no internal
rhythm was observed). Under various regimes of photoperiod, a pronounced decrease ion
metabolic rate occurred in the two to three hours after onset of the photophase and a peak
in metabolic rate in the corresponding two to three hours after darkness.
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The informal defining equations for a particular'chunk'of oxygen as a resource and a
specific 'chunk' of light energy as a modifier are:
(oxygen)Res(toad) =¿¡ H(toad) is increased I f(oxygenxtoad)
(lighQMod-l(toad) :¿¡ (3 oxygen) such that [(oxygen)Res(road) |
- {(lightxtoad) and -(oxygen)Res(toad) | {(light)(toad)1.
29. Illingworth (1941) reports that the ants Pheidole megacephala are eaten only on rainy
nights, apparently giving away their position by throwing up mounds of soil. The informal
defining equations are:
(ant)Res(toad) : ¿¡ H(toad) is increased and H(ant) is decreased | {(ant)(toad)
(rain)Mod+r(toad) :a¡ (f ant) such that [(ant)Res(road) | {(rain)(anr) and
- (ant)Res(toad) | - f(rain)(ant)1.
30. Jakowska (1972), in the Dominican Republic, reports the tick Amlyomma dissimile as
producing lesions on B. marinus. Female ticks will feed for five or six days on the toad,
breed, then fall off. The young ticks may infest other toads so that infested toads, or the
other known host, the iguana Cyclura cornutø, are first-order modifiers. The same tick was
reported in Trinidad by Lever (1938).
The informal defining equations are:
(tick)Pred(toad) :¿c H(toad) is decreased and H(rick) is increased | Ë(tickxroad)
(iguana)Mod-r(toad¡ =0, (3 tick) such that [(tick)Pred(toad) | -{(iguanaXtick)
and -(tick)Pred(toad) | Ë(iguanaxtick)1.
31. Johnson (1976) gives the following TL5s(50Vo tolerance limit) concentrations in ppm
Qie/ml) for tadpoles:
TL56 values fo¡ herbicides with anurans in
bioassays conducted aa 2l-22:C





chemical compositions of these toxicants may be found in Johnson's article.
These herbicides may enter the locality in at least two ways: by direct spraying and
through run-off from spraying of the littoral area.
B. marinus tadpoles were more resistant than other anurans tested.
The informal defining equations for a particular 'chunk' of a particular herbicide as a
malentity, for 'run-off' (an object consisting of a particular 'chunk' of water moving in the
right direction) as a first-order modifier, and for a human (who puts the herbicide into the
system) as a second-order modifier, are:
(herbicide)Mal(tadpole) = ¿¡ H(tadpole) is decreased I f(herbicide)(tadpole)
(run-off)Mod + r(tadpole) = o, (3 herbicide) such rhat [(herbicide)Mal(tadpole) |
{(run-off)(herbicide) and -(herbicide)Mal(tadpole) | -{(run-off)(herbicide)l
(human)Mod+2(tadpole) =¿r (f run-off) such that [(run-off)Modr(tadpole) |
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32. Kloss (1974) reports the following four nematodes (Rhabditoidae) infesting B. marinus:
Rhobdias sphaerocephalø Goodey 1924; R. fuelleborni Travassos 1927¡, R elegans Gutierrez
1945; R. hermaphrodita Kloss 1971. All species have a complex two-generation life cycle:
a freeliving generation in the excrement of the host which will penetrate the skin of almost
any animal; and an hermaphroditic generation within the host, usually in the lungs.
The informal defining equation is:
(nematode)Pred(toad) = or H(toad) is decreased and H(nematode) is increased I
f(nematode)(toad).
33. Except for a few instances of diurnal feeding (e.g. see note 5; Alexander 1964), the
usual adult cycle is one of nocturnal activity and diurnal disappearance. ZugandZue0979)
found that not all individuals are active in feeding, even during optimum conditions and
abundance, which suggests that toads feed maximally when active and then retire for several
days to assimilate their food. In the wet season in Papua, at least 3l%o of the population
were active on any one night, with a maximum of 507o on one particular night. Most toads
reached a peak of activity about two hours after dusk.
A detailed study by Jaeger and Hailman (1981), in which they made illumination measures,
showed that the toad is active at night in bright, open places such as mud flats or grassy
lawns and is usually inactive during the day. Feeding appeared to be confined to dim
illumination at night; they never observed foraging during the day. Two individuals became
active shortly before dark when general illumination was 20 and 60 lux, while the others
waited until the illumination was less than 0'01 lux.
The informal defining equation for a 'chunk' of light energy as a first-order modifier of
some specific food object is:
(light)Mod-r(toad) =¿¡ (!l food) such that l(food)Res(toad) | -f(lightXfood)
and -(food)Res(toad) | €(liehtXfood)].
34. It is not known whether B. marinus drinks. However, M. J. Tyler (pers. comm.)
writes, 'To the best of my knowledge there is no record of any species of frog drinking'.
Like all amphibians, water is absorbed through the skin. Krakauer (1970) reports that
B. marinus survived 140 d (i.e. to termination of experiment) immersed in distilled water.
Heatwole and Newby (1972) determined that activity greatly influences evaporative water
loss. In plotting activity against hydrated weight, they found that B. marinus was most
active between 50 and 59% of its fully hydrated weight and that it still remained active when
its percentage weight was as low as 30-391o. They concluded that the animal was well
adapted to relatively dry conditions.
Krakauer (1970) tested the toad's dehydration tolerance. The following figures are from













'Body water'is the difference between wet weight (empty bladder) and oven-dried weight
as a percentage of body weight. 'Tolerance' is the lethal limit of desiccation, i.e. the
difference between wet weight and weight at death as a percentage of (wet weight-dry
weight). 'Essential water' is the difference between weight at death and dry weight as a
percentage of weight at death.
Machin (1969), in laboratory experiments, showed that low humidity and high air flow
over the toad are important factors in evaporative water loss. He comments that toad skin
acts as a diffusion barrier and that it becomes less permeable as the humidity drops.
For tadpoles, heat energy can be a malentity in another way; Gomoll (1968) in Guam, and
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others comment that occasionally B, mqrinus lays eggs in small puddles that are in danger
of drying up.
Ztg and Zug (1979) suggest that the ideal time for metamorphosis would be the beginning
of the wet season when high humidity permits rapid and distant dispersal. Takana and Iijima
(1939) find that toadlets die quickly if the relative humidity is below 70-80%.
Ofseveral species oftadpole tested, Valerio (1971) reports B. marinus as being the second
least resistant to being removed from water (he used tadpoles which had reached a late
stage). Of ten B. marintrs tadpoles, all survived up to seven hours and all were dead by
ten hours.
In Papua, Ztg and Ztg (1979) noticed greatly reduced activity among the toads in the
dry season. As the number of consecutive dry days increases, the activity of the population
decreases. They suggest two causes of this decrease: 1 during the dry season, there are less
prey available, arlid 2 there is a high water loss from the animal. They suggest that the toad
uses a crouched posture to lessen the skin area through which water can evaporate (see also
note 3). They report also that hydration occurs faster in water than in saturated soil.
The rate of water loss is size-dependent. Large toads lose more Ìyater at a faster rate but,
because they have much more water to lose, they survive better.
We have assumed above that we are discussing healthy animals. However, in the case
reported in note 22, near-stawing toads that ranged too far from cover in search of food
during the night died of dehydration in the morning sun, being too weak to return (Bailey
1976; Tyler 1976).
The informal defining equations for a'chunk' of water as a resource and the subject toad
itself as a modifier of that resource (by reducing its activity) are:
(water)Res(subject toad) : or H(subject toad) is increased I f(waterXsubject toad)
(subject toad)Mod+l(subject toad) =0, (3 water) such that
[(water)Res(subject toad) | Ë(subject toad)(subject toad) and
- (water)Res(subject toad) | - f(subject road)(subject toad)].
35. Krakauer (1970) reports that toads placed in seawater (157o NaCl)'thrashed around'
immediately and all died within hours. At l0% NaCl, there was 100% survival after 96 h.
Curiously, Wingate (1965), in Bermuda, writes,'adults occasionally swim across salt waters
to the smaller islets and I once intercepted a large adult specimen swimming ashore on
Nonsuch Island from the mainland 1500 ft (457-2 m) distant'.
Here it is assumed that salt is a malentity. The informal defining equation is:
(salt)Mal(toad) =dr H(toad) is decreased | {(salt)(toad).
36. Mares (1972) comments that in experiments with tadpoles, crowding inhibits growth.
This has not been observed in the wild. We have tentatively classified 'other tadpoles' as
malentities because inhibited growth may reduce 'H'. The informal defining equation for
another tadpole as a malentity is:
(other tadpole)Mal(tadpole) =¿¡ H(tadpole) is decreased and H(other tadpole)
is decreased I f(other tadpolextadpole).
37. Mares (1972) reports a tadpole captured by a dragonfly larva (Odonata) but released
after a struggle. The informal defining equation for a dragonfly as a predator is:
(dragonfly)Pred(tadpole) =or H(tadpole) is decreased and H(dragonfly) is
increased I t(dragonfly)(tadpole).
38. There is an unknown but significant predator of B. mørinus in northern Australia.
This predator disembowels the toad and consumes the viscera. Cassels (1970) reports a koel
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(Eudynamys scolopacea) killing and eating two toads in this way. Several ecologists support
the theory that the predator is the white-tailed water raf (Hydromys chrysogaster). Frauca
(1974) often observed the Australian crow (Corvus orru) eating dead toads from the road
in similar fashion.
The informal defining equation for a koel as a predator is:
(koel)Pred(toad) : ¿r H(toad) is decreased and H(koel) is increased I
Ë(koelXtoad).
39. B. mqrinus in Hawaii eats the adults of the oriental beefle Ardoretus sinicus Burm.,
which feed at night on many plants including rose, grape, cycad, okra, bean, soya bean,
pigeon pea, sweet potato, asparagus, taro, banana, cotton, canna, acalypha, Mexican creeper.
Many larvae and pupae of the beetle are killed by the green muscadine fungus Metanhizium
anisopliae. Larvae are also parasitised by the Scolia wasp Campsomeris marginella modesta
Smith and the rolling wasp Tiphia segregato Crawf. Lights discourage the beetle (contrast
with note 5). Arsenate of lead is effectively used by gardeners (Fullaway and Krauss 1945).
In Queensland, Mungomery (1936ø) reports that the scarabaeid beetle population emerges
in full force only during the wetter period of the year.
The informal defining equations for the beetle as a resource, a specific 'chunk' of light
as a first-order modifier, and a particular human who acts as a second-order modifier by
providing a light, are:
(beetle)Res(toad) = ¿r H(toad) is increased and H(beetle) is decreased I
Ë(beetleXtoad)
(lighÐMod-t(toad) :¿¡ (3 beetle) such that [(beetle)Res(toad) | -å(light)(beetle)
and - (beetle)Res(toad) | å(liehtxbeetle)l
(human)Mod+2(toad) :¿r (3 light) such that [0ight)Mod1(toad) | Ë(humanxlieht)
and -(lieht)Modl(toad) | - Ë(humanXlieht)].
40. B. marinus eats the adults of this beetle (Pantomorus sp.) which feeds on at least
the following: geranium, hibiscus, bean, alfalfa, citrus, boa (Acacia koa), ti (Cordyline
terminalis), sugarcane. Larvae are eaten by the click beetle (Monocrepidus exszl) and adults
are also eaten by mynah birds and mongooses. This beetle, like the scarab, is also controlled
by arsenate of lead (Fullaway and Krauss 1945).
The informal defining equations for the beetle as a resource and a mynah bird as a first-
order modifier are:
(beetle)Res(toad) = dr H(toad) is increased and H(beetle) is decreased I
Ë(beetleXtoad)
(mynah)Mod-r(toad) =¿r (3 beetlç) such that l(beetle)Res(toad) |
- Ë(mynahXbeetle) and - (beetle)Res(toad) | É(mynahXbeetle)].
41. B. marinus is known to eat domestic bees. Goodacre (1947) reports finding 300 bees
in the stomach contents of one toad. Apiarists have adopted the practice of raising their
hives on stakes two feet in height to prevent this predation. The toads seem to suffer no ill
effects from being stung.
The informal defining equations for a bee as a resource, a raised hive as a modifier, and
a human as a second-order modifier, are:
(bee)Res(toad¡ : or H(toad) is increased and H(bee) is decreased | {(beeXtoad)
(hive)Mod-1(toad) =¿¡ (f bee) such that [(bee)Res(toad) | -Ë(hiveXbee) and
- (bee)Res(toad) | É(hiveXbee)I
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(human)Mod+2(toad) =ar (3 hive) such that [(hive)Modr(toad) l{(human)(hive)
and -(hive)Modl(toad) | - {(human)(hive)1.
42. Ztg and Z,¡e Q979) observed an instance of B. marinus following the calls of male
frogs of the species Physalaemus pustulosus to their pool and later eating two of them.
other observations suggest that B, marinus recognises the various sounds made by prey.
However, vision appears to be the toad's primary sense (see also note 54 on cricket song).
The informal defining equations for a frog as a resource and a'chunk'of'sound energy'
(strictly, kinetic energy) as a modifier is:
(frog)Res(toad) =ot H(toad) is increased and H(frog) is decreased l{(frog)(toad)
(sound)Mod+r(toad) =¿r (3 frog) such that [(frog)Res(toad) | {(sound)(toad)
and -(frog)Res(toad) | -f(sound)(toad)1.
43. The Phylophaga spp. listed in note 16, often called the ,May' or ,June' beetles are
attracted by at least the following fruit trees (Dexter 1932): banana (Musa sp.); casuarina
(Casuørina equisetíþlia); flamboyant (Delonix regia); almendro (Terminalia cøtøppa); guava
(Ingø laurina); coconut (Cocos nucifera); breadfruit (Artocarpus communis); trumpet
(Cecropia peltata').
Smyth (1917) lists many other plants 'greatly relished' by Phyllophago, including: salcilla
(schrankia portoricensis), quenepa (Melia azedaracå), tamarind (Tamarindus indícus), jobo
(Spondias lutea), ceuopia(Cecropiø palmata), pigweed, or bledo (Amoranthus spp.), mallow
(Malachra rolunddoliu), and, Petiveria alliacea. He also mentions that adult Phylophaga
vondinei are strongly attracted to light.
Diaspore dispersal can be categorised by the operative energy source(s). The major division
is between parent plant energy and external energy sources. The latter will include various
agencies such as humans, animals, wind, water etc. (M. J. Liddle and A. Bulow-Olson,
pers. comm.), all of which appear in the environment of the toad as second-order modifiers.
Some of these modifiers may work in combination, modifying each other and thus entering
the environment as third-order modifiers in the formal sense.
The informal defining equations for a particular plant as a first-order modifier and a
particular human as a second-order modifier are:
(plant)Mod+r(toad) =ur (3 beetle) such that [(beetle)Res(road) | f(plant)(beetle)
and -(beetle)Res(toad) | -{(plant)(beetle)l
(human)Mod+2(toad) :¿¡ (f plant) such that [(plant)Modr(toad) |
{(human)(plant) and -þlant)Modr(toad¡ | - {(human)þlant)1.
44. Ztg and Zttg (1979) suggest, from a study of fat body weight, that in some areas the
females require a period of intense feeding to replenish their lipid stores before vitellogenesis
can begin. In this sense, therefore, an item of food modifies the female mate of a male adult
subject toad. The informal defining equation for a specific item of food is:
(food)Mod+r(toad) =or (f female toad) such that [(female toad)Mar(toad) |
å(foodXfemale toad) and -(female toad)Mat(toad) | -{(food)(female road)].
45. Mungomery (1936b) observes that male toads can change their sex, although the
conditions (if any) which induce such a change are not known. The mechanism is as follows:
a rudimentary ovary, the Bidders organ, is present in all young toads. Subsequently, it
degenerates in females but persists in males. Internal secretions may bring about a slow
change from male to female, with the Bidders organ functioning as an ovary. Eggs are
normal but markedly fewer.
Zug and Zug (1979) report that in field data on B. marinus, there is a marked tendency
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towards one sex only being observed-either male or female-and that there is no known
explanation of this. However, R.'B. Floyd (pers. comm., l98l) suggests that collection time,
site and method of collection, all have a big influence on which sex is actually collected.
Van Beurden (1978), in Queensland, reports a l:1 sex ratio.
Lucas (1969) reports that, at Stuttgart zoo, a toad hybrid, B. blombergixB. marinus,
was raised.
If Mungomery is correct in the observation that a male toad can change its sex, there is
presumably a time after which such an animal is available as a mate, in the formal sense,
of a subject male. In this case, at that particular time, one might argue that the new female
has interacted with itself in order to enter the environment of the subject male; the mutated
toad is thus a modifier of itself. This has not been entered on the envirogram, since the
whole argument is tenuous. However, the informal defining equation is given here:
(mutated toad)Mod+r(toad) =¿¡ (3 mutated toad) such that
[(mutated toad)Mat(toad) | {(mutated toad)(mutated toad) and
- (mutated toad)Mat(toad) | - Ë(mutated toad)(mutated toad)l
46. Takano and Iijima (1937) find that the presence of calcium chloride (CaCl) is essential
for tadpole development. The informal defining equation is:
(CaCl)Res(tadpole) =ur H(tadpole) is increased I t(CaCl2)(tadpole).
47. Takano and Iijima (1939) note that, in crowded conditions, large tadpoles eat smaller
ones. The informal defining equation is:
(larger tadpole)Pred(tadpole) :0, H(tadpole) is decreased and H(larger tadpole)
is increased | €(larger tadpole)(tadpole).
48. The giant water beetles (Dytiscidae) Hydrophilus ater arrd Megadytes giganteus are
reported by Tucker (1940) as attacking B. marinus tadpoles in Barbados. The informal
defining equation is:
(water beetle)Pred(tadpole) : dr H(tadpole) is decreased and H(water beetle)
increased | {(water beetle) (tadpole).
49. Young tadpoles use their gills to obtain oxygen. Older tadpoles have lungs and can
rise to the surface to breathe. This is an advantage in warm waters which have a lower
oxygen content. Even with lungs, tadpoles can still use their gills (Tyler 1975; M. J. Tyler,
pers. comm.).
The informal defining equation for a specific 'chunk' of oxygen as a resource is:
(oxygen)Res(tadpole) =ur H(tadpole) is increased | å(oxygenXtadpole).
50. Tyler (1975) reports that (in Australia) the fork-tailed kite and ibis and (in Bermuda)
herons eat both juvenile and adult toads (see also note 38).
The informal defining equation for a heron as a predator is:
(heron)Pred(toad) = ¿¡ H(toad) is decreased and H(heron) is increased I
{(heronXtoad).
51. Van Beurden (1978) showed that there was high dietary overlap of Lymnodynøstes
terraereginae and other frogs with L marinus at Lake Ainsworth in Queensland. He remarks
that the observed declining populations of the toad may be due to this competition.
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A particular frog which competes with the subject toad for a particular item of food is
a modifier of that particular resource. The informal defining equation is:
(frog)Mod-r(toad) =0, (3 food) such thar [(food)Res(toad) I -Ê(frogXfood)
and -(food)Res(toad) | {(frog)(food)1.
52. Takano and Iijima (1937) observe that tadpoles will develop in pH range 4-9. If they
mean by this that the tadpole will not develop outside this range, then pH, Iike heat energy
(see note 12), will have a range that constitutes resources and another that constitutes
malentities.
The informal defining equation for a 'chunk' of water with too low a pH for the tadpole
to develop follows. In order to make it clear, the object is referred to as'hydrogen ions'on
the envirogram.
(acid)Mal(tadÞole) =0, H(tadpole) is decreased | {(acid)(tadpole).
53. Breder (1946) reports tadpoles of Rana palmipes eating B. marinus eggs. The informal
defining equation for an R. palmipes tadpole as a predator of a subject egg is:
(tadpole)Pred(egg) = ¿r H(eeg) is decreased and H(tadpole) is increased I
!(tadpolexegg).
54. Cade and Rice (1960) show that the field cricket Teleogryllus oceanicus (Le Guillou)
is eaten by the toad in Hawaii. In their observations of 116 toad droppings, 68 contained
cricket remains. 'All atempts to lure,B. marinus to taped, T. oceanicus sorrg were unsuccessful.
Even when song was broadcast close to the toads, they showed no apparent response.
When crickets were placed in front of the toads, however, they were often eaten.' (see
note 7 on moving organisms and note 42 onZlg and Zug's observation on calls of frogs).
The informal defining equation for a cricket as a resource is:
(cricket)Res(toad) :¿¡ H(toad) is increased and H(cricket) is decreased 
I
{(cricket)(toad).
55. Hutchings (1979) reports that the crayfish Cherox will eat B. marinus tadpoles with no
ill effects, also that three species of Euastacus, a freshwater crayfish, will prey on adult
toads, tear them apart and eat the lirnbs and the viscera.
The informal defining equation for a crayfish as a predator of a subject tadpole is:
(crayfish)Pred(tadpole) :or H(tadpole) is deueased and H(crayfish) is
increased | !(crayfish)(tadpole).
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Logical Synthesis of an Animal's Environment:
Sponges to Non-human Primates.
VI.* The Chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes
B. S. Niven
School of Science, Griffith University, Nathan, Qld 4ll1
Abstract
The environment of the chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes, is classified according to the defining equations
in the first paper of this series. An envirogram displaying objects in the environment in their correct
place is presented. Notes on the envirogram include informal versions of the appropriate defining
equations which are used for the classification.
Introduction
Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)'. . . are found in a wide belt that extends across equatorial
Africa from the west coast to within a few hundred kilometres of the east coast . . . living
in habitats that range from rain and montane forests to dry woodlands, and sometimes even
savanna with widely scattered trees' (Goodall 198ó). Early observations of wild chimpanzees
were carried out in the Gombe National Park in Tanzania from 1960 by Goodall and many
others. More recently studies have been done in Senegal (Tutin e/ ø1. 1983), Kasoge (McGrew
and Tutin 1978; Nishida and Uehara 1980), Liberia (Anderson et al. 1983) and Mahale
(Takasaki 1983; Takahata et ql. 1984). The diversity of habitats has enabled cross-cultural
studies to be done, such as differences in the use of twigs for capturing termites (McGrew
et al. 1979; McGrew and Collins 1985) and differences in social behaviour, for instance
according to McGrew and Tutin (1978), the aspect of social grooming referred to as the
'grooming-hand-clasp'occurs among animals in Kasoge but not at Gombe. (Both areas are
in Tanzania.) Such studies across a range of habitats has led to the suggestion that we are
observing the beginning of speciation; however, the evidence for speciation in the sense of
Paterson (1985) is still rather nebulous. A useful bibliography of early literature on the
chimpanzee is that of Baldwin and Teleki (1973).
I aimed to show that the mathematical definition of environment given in paper I of the
series (Niven 1987) may be used to classify the environment of a wild chimpanzee. Of the
five species dealt with in the series the chimpanzee is by far the most similar to our own,
not only anatomically, biochemically and physiologically, but also in its social relationships.
Much work done on captive chimpanzees relates to observations in the wild and is referred
to where appropriate in the notes on the envirogram given below.
Female chimpanzees have menstrual cycles similar to humans (see note 9). The young
animal reaches puberty at the age of 7 years and a male enters the adult male hierarchy
when it is about t3-15. Details of developmental stages are given by van Lawick-Goodall
(1971), Goodall (1986) and others. Life expectancy in the wild is unknown, but is probably
40-50 years (Riss and Goodall 1977). Graham (1979) reported on a captive female of 48
years and de Waal (1982) reports a maximum age of 50. A captive chimpanzee may weigh
as much as 60 lbs (27 kg) at ll (Smith et al. 1975).
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Bccausc of the many similarities between the chimpanzee and our own species,
behavioural and medical studies of the animal are many and seem to be increasing. Thus,
'the chimpanzee has an adrenarche like that of man (whereas macaques and baboons do not
. . . the chimpanzee is the only known model of membranous dysmenorrhea . . .'; also the
sex steroid and chorionic gonadotropin profiles are almost identical (Graham and Hodgen
1979). These authors also urge the expansion of captive breeding as 'the only certain method
of preserving the chimpanzee'. They estimate that, at the time, 'upwards of 1000 chimpanzees'
were held captive in the USA. Doering et al. (1980) worked on the effect of gonadotropin-
releasing hormone (GnRH) on male chimpanzees in the Stanford Outdoor Primate Facility
as a parallel to clinical trials conducted with GnRH as a possible therapeutic agent in human
sexual impotence. (They found that the effect was not statistically significant.)
Among the many studies relating chimpanzee behaviour to human psychology Gaillard
et al. (19'19) compared sleep stages in humans with chimpanzees, baboons and Rhesus
monkeys. They found'remarkable similarities'. de Waal (1982) remarked of the chimpanzees
in a large breeding colony at the Arnhem Zoo in Holland 'Their interest in power is not
greater than that of humanity; it is just more obvious.'
While well aware of the dangers of drawing inferences both about wild chimpanzees
and humans from observations o¡r captive chimpanzees, behaviourists and others continue
with detailed and suggestive studies. King ef ø/. (1980) make a plea for 'the ideal captive
enclosure (which) would provide opportunities for the expression of. . . behaviors and their
preservation and propagation in future generations of chimpanzees'. They point out that
'the importance of behavioral studies of primates.born in captivity is steadily increasing as
the natural populations of many species continue to dwinclle' (because of the interaction with
humans). King and her colleagues studied'grooming', 'play'and other behaviour, as did
Merrick (1977) and others. van Wulfften Palthe and van Hooff (1975) record the successful
adoption by a female of a five-week-old infant which had been reared by humans from the
day of its birth (successful adoption is not known among wild chimpanzees). Buirski el a/.
(1978) have rated wild chimpanzees at Gombe for 'personality' using methods applied
previously to humans, baboons and dolphins. Other workers have concentrated on'aggression'
among wild or captive chimpanzees (e.g. de Waal and Hoekstra 1980). The work of
rWoodruff and Premack (1981) seems to suggest that captive adult chimpanzees have at least
some concept of simple proportions and numbers. Many workers (e.g. Asano et al. 1982)
have trained captive animals to rccognisc symbols or solve problems (Premack and Woodruff
1978). The studies of Premack (1983), also on captive chimpanzees, may relate to the use
of language as a tool for problem-solving by humans (however, see comments following
his paper). Reynolds (1980) draws inferences about human behaviour on the basis of
observations by himself and others on chimpanzees. Goodall (1986) gives a summary of
various attempts to teach captive chimpanzees to communicate by using the sign language
of deaf-and-dumb people. Goodall remarks that chimpanzees probably perceive objects in
much the same way as a human child; they are capable of learning and have some sense
of time. In Australia, Green (1987) has initiated a ten-year study into chimpanzee play
behaviour among free-range chimpanzees at Taronga Zoo in Sydney.
Many and detailed studies of chimpanzee society do not at present foster much hope that
enlightenment regarding the structure of human society will follow. For instance Goodall
(1986) writes 'In chimpanzee society some individuals meet on a fairly regular basis, others
but seldom. There is always uncertainty; it is never possible for a chimpanzee, upon wakening
in the morning, to be quite sure whom he will encounter during the day.' So in this sense
chimpanzee society differs markedly from both village and industrialised society among
humans. Also workers among wild chimpanzees are encountering major difficulties in
interpreting chimpanzee behaviour, for example Tutin e/ a/. (1983) believe that social
organisation seems unlikely to be related to the availability of food in any simple way, but
rather that there are complex adaptations of whole groups of the animals to threats from
predators, or the patchy distribution of food and nesting sites.
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The mathematical definition of environment which is used in this series of papers
is a 'complete' definition in the sense that all permutations of H(subject animal) and










Interactions during which H(subject animal) is unchanged do not give us a class belonging
to the centrum. The definition of mate is stochastic and uses part of 'H' only. For certain
social interactions among chimpanzees (and humans) 'H' is irrelevant. For instance 'social
grooming' which apparently gives pleasure (de Waal 1982; Goodall 1986) cannot be
represented by the definition. Grooming for salt, dry skin particles or fleas is totally
different; in this case the subject animal is relieved of a malentity or a predator by the
groomer, so the groomer is a first-order modifier in the environment of the subject animal'
So while many behavioural aspects of the chimpanzee, such as its use of twigs to collect
termites (see note l), are catered for by the mathematical definition, other aspects, such as
'grooming' and 'play' are not. There seems to be a good case for treating the ecology of
the chimpanzee, at least partially, in a fashion similar to the ecology of humans, which
necessarily includes a cultural component (Stewart 1983). There are phenomena in a
chimpanzee's environment which seem likely to be relevant not so much to the individual
but rather to the social group, as is clearly the case with humans. Unfortunately the science
of human ecology has not yet reached the stage at which we may make a precise comparison
with chimpanzee ecology (Stewart 1982). A mathematical definition of the human environ-
ment is presently under construction by myself and F. J. Willett, using as a basis studies
of small group interactions among humans, e.g. Patterson and Willett (1951). It will be of
great interest to reclassify the chimpanzee environment with reference to the new human
environment definition. When this is done, social grooming will come into its own.
The Envirogram
The envirogram for the chimpanzee displays objects in their correct logical place in the
environrnent. This type of diagram enables workers on the animal to relate their own results
to those of others and may be used as a guide to further experimentation or observation.
The subject animal for the envirogram is either a female or male adult or an infant;
the notes make it clçar in each case. Many reports on chimpanzees have been combined.
Thus, the envirogram presented here is a concatenation of many individual envirograms for
animals observed in different places at different times. The numbers on the envirogram refer
to the notes which follow. They appear in no particular order. The various parts of the
envirogram were constructed in an entirely haphazard order as the literature became available.
The square brackets indicate a set of objects. Thus '[food]'refers to a set of food objects.
The parentheses are used for explanatory purposes, e.g. 'kinetic energy (gravitation)'and also
for doubtful or very rare cases, e.g. '(other female in same group)' (see note 5, case ii).
A semiformal version of the appropriate defining equations (see Niven 1987) is given at
the end of each note. The following symbols are used:
(i) - ¿¡: 'is equal by definition to', or, more strictly, the form 'x = dn !' means 'r'
is to be interchangeable with 'Y"
(iÐ J : the existential operator of formal logic. Read 'f bushbuck' as 'there exists a
bushbuck' or 'there is at least one bushbuck' or, more informally, 'we can find a
bushbuck'. In this paper, expressions such as'f bushbuck'are always followed by
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Fig. 1. Envirogram for chimpanzee.
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(iii) l:'xll'means'x'occurs (will occur), assuming'y'. This is the symbol used for
conditional events (and conditional probabilities). The expression .á | B' may be
read 'Event,4 occurs, given that event B occurs'; it refers to 'event,4 under the
condition thaf B ', or 'event .4 under the hypothesis that B'. The use of the
conditional in the definitions implies that the environment of the subject animal
is independent of its habitat. Thus an object which is reported in Gombe, say, as
being a food object and hence classified as a resource of that particular subject
chimpanzee is also classified as a resource of a subject chimpanzee at Mahale; in
ordinary English it is a potent¡al resource. Similarly mates, predators, malentities
and modifiers are all potential mates, etc.
Notes on the Envirogram
l. Termites are eaten from October to January. The soldier termites are readily available
after rain, when they are near the surface. The female adult chimpanzee will choose a grass
stem or a twig of a suitable shape from one of a number of different species of tree, vine
or bush. She strips the leaves from it, thus acting as a modifier of the tool which she then
pokes into the hole to collect the termies, which are then eaten. They may be given to her
infant to eat. The infant cannot use the tool, but her adolescent offspring may make use
of it, although unable to manufacture it (van Lawick-Goodall l97l).
A detailed study of ant-gathering behaviour was undertaken by Nishida (1972), who
observed three kinds of tools used, the most common being the 'poking rod'; Nishida divides
the last type into five categories which differentiate between the materials used and the way
and the degree to which these materials are modified. Further studies are described in
Nishida and Uehara (1980, 1983), Nishida and Hiraiwa (1982) and McGrew (1974). Uehara
(1982) observed a group of wild chimpanzees employing several techniques to feed on one
particular species of termite, apparently according to phenological changes in the prey's
activities. Jones and Sabater-Pi (1969) and Sabater-Pi (1974) have also studied the use of
twigs for collecting termites, and Buirski et al. (1978) record driver ants being eaten using
the same methods of collection. McGrew et al. (1979) compare termite-collecting among
chimpanzees in western, central and eastern Africa; they found that differences exist and
suggest that some of these may be cultural. McBeath and McGrew (1982) working at Mt
Assirak in Senegal concluded that the habitat relates strongly to tool use; there is a strong
preference for Grewia as the raw material. Some groups of chimpanzees at Kasoge do not
seem to use tools at all but destroy the termite mound, or scrape the rotten bark with their
hands (Nishida and Uehara 1980).
In the case that the subject chimpanzee is an adult female, a particular termite is a
resource modified by a twig, which is in turn modified by the subject female. If an
adolescent offspring received the twig from its mother, then the mother (the subject female)
can no longer act as a modifier in her own environment by poking the twig into the hole
to collect the termites; the adolescent is thus a third-order modifier of the subject female.
The subject female's infant is acting as a first-order modifier when it 'competes' for the
termite. The informal defining equations follow.
(termite)Res(female):¿¡H(female) is increased and H(termite) is decreasedl
f(termite)(female)
(twig)Mod+r(female) =¿r (f termite) such that [(termite)Res(female) |
å(twigXtermite) and -(termite)Res(female) | €(twigXtermite)l
(female)Mod+2(female) =¿r (3 twig) such that l(twig)Modr(female) |
Ë(femaleXtwig) and - (twig)Modl(female) | - {(female)(twig)l
(adolescent)Mod-3(female) =¿r (f female) such that [(female)Mod2(female) |
- Ë(adolescent)(female) and - (female)Mod2(female) | {(adolescent)(female)l
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(infant)Mod-r(female) :¿r (il termite) such that [(termite)Res(female) |
- {(infant)(termite) and - (termite)Res(female) | f(infant)(termite).
2. Rain acts as a modifier for all food resources, since chimpanzees very rarely eat when
it is raining. Males sometimes perform a'ritual dance'in the rain (van Lawick-Goodall l97l).
Nishida (19804) reports that heavy rain inhibits all chimpanzee activities. Uehara and Nishida
(1987) note that body weights tend to decrease in the later part of the wet season presumably
because of food shortage in the middle of the wet season.
The informal defining equation for a specific amount of rain acting as a modifier of a
particular item of food is:
(rain)Mod-r(chimpanzee) =¿r (3 food) such that [(food)Res(chimpanzee) |
- Ë(rainXchimpanzee) and - (food)Res(chimpanzee) | {(rain)(chimpanzee)1.
3. Bark is eaten when fruit is least abundant (Nishida 1976). The nutritious part is the
phloem. The animal pulls off strips of bark, holds them in both hands, and scrapes the inner
surface with its incisors. The informal defining equations are:
(bark)Res(chimpanzee) = or H(chimpanzee) is increased | {(bark)(chimpanzee)
(fruit)Mod-r(chimpanzee) =¿r (f bark) such that l(bark)Res(Chimpanzee) |
-{(fruit)(chimpanzee) and -(bark)Res(chimpanzee) | f(fruit)(chimpanzee)1.
4. A wad of leaves is always seen to be eaten with eggs. However, it is not known whether
a chimpanzee would sometimes eat an egg without leaves. Leaves are also sometimes eaten
with meat. In both cases, these need not be the kind of leaves normally eaten for food
(van Lawick-Goodall 1971). The informal defining equations are:
(egg)Res(chimpanzee) : ot H(chimpanzee) is increased and H(egg) is decreased I
{(egg)(chimpanzee)
(wad)Mod+r(chimpanzee) =¿r (f egg) such that [(egg)Res(chimpanzee) |
t(wadxeeg) and -(egg)Res(chimpanzee) | -Ë(wadXegg)].
5. The hunting of bushbuck and other animals tends to occur in cycles; the chimpanzee,
mainly the male, will hunt for two months, say, and then not at all for the following
month. Hunts are usually more successful when the chimpanzees cooperate. All chimpanzees,
adolescent or adult, female or male, occasionally beg meat from successful hunters. There
is one recorcied case of a chimpanzee buiiciing a tree-nest anci eating his meat in it.
Teleki (1973a) observed interactions and attacks among chimpänzees, baboons, serval
cats, domestic cats, and genets.
Nishida et al. (1979) remark that, although in the Gombe National Park, baboons are
often attacked, this does not occur in the Mahale Mountains 40 miles (6a km) away; they
suggest that the artificial feeding at Gombe brings chimpanzees into contact with baboons
more often. In the Mahale area, much less meat is eaten and hunting is invariably oppor-
tunistic rather than cooperative. Takahata et al. (1984) working in the Mahale area, recorded
54 episodes of predatory behaviour, involving juvenile blue duiker, bushbuck, bushpig,
warthog, red colobus, savanna monkey, red-tailed monkey, francolin and crowned hawk
eagle. Chimpanzees may not be able to kill larger animals; they were not observed to attack
adult bushpigs or bushbucks. In Mahale females hunt more frequently than in Gombe.
Females tend to hunt juvenile adults by seizure while males tend to hunt monkeys by
chasing.
There are two varieties of cannibalism:
(Ð Intergroup. When a mother with an infant is attacked, the mother often escapes,
but the infant is captured and eaten, often with accompanying ritual. The suggestion
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has been made that such infant killings are related to tensions arising because of
overlapping ranges. A female who has lost her infant changes her status within the
group from 'mother'to 'female' and may be expected to go into oestrus within two
months. One female who lost her infant was groomed for a long period by three
males without, however, reciprocating.
(iD Intragroup. A higher ranking female will (very seldom) steal and eat another
female's infant. Also, males have been observed to kill and eat infants of immigrant
females (Goodall 1977; Nishida 1980ö). Human infants have also been eaten
(Goodall 1986).
The informal defining equation for some particular item, a bird, say, as a resource is:
(bird)Res(chimpanzee) = ot H(chimpanzee) is increased and H(bird) is decreased I
å(birdXchimpanzee).
6. Chimpanzees often steal meat from a baboon; in this case, the baboon 'supplies' the
resource and so is acting as a first-order modifier. The chimpanzee acts as a second-order
modifier in its own environment by catching the baboon (see note 5).
Morris and Goodall (1977) record five instances when chimpanzees took meat from
baboons, and five further instances when this probably occurred. Nevertheless, baboons and
chimpanzees often feed peacefully together on vegetable foods.
The informal defining equations for a baboon as a first-order modifier and the subject
chimpanzee as a second-order modifier follow. A particular item of meat is envisaged as
the resource.
(baboon)Mod+rlchimpanzee) :¿r (3 meat) such that [(meat)Res(chimpanzee) |
Ë(baboonXchimpanzee) and -(meat)Res(chimpanzee) | -€(baboon)(chimpanzee)l
(chimpanzee)Mod+2(chimpanzee) :dr (3 baboon) such that
[(baboon)Mod1(chimpanzee) | Ë(chimpanzee)(baboon) and
- (baboon)Modr(chimpanzee) | - {(chimpanzee)(baboon)1.
7. Van Lawick-Goodall (1971) records the animal eating soil from the floor of fishing huts,
presumably in order to obtain salt. The informal defining equations are:
(salt)Res(chimpanzee) =or H(chimpanzee) is increased | {(salt)(chimpanzee)
(hut)Mod+l(chimpanzee) =¿r (3 salt) such that l(salt)Res(chimpanzee) |
€(hutXchimpanzee) and -(salt)Res(chimpanzee) | -t(hutXchimpanzee)l
(fisherman)Mod+2(chimpanzee) =u, (f hut) such that [(hut)Modt(chimpanzee) |
Ë(fishermanXhut) and -(hut)Modl(chimpanzee) | - {(fishermanXhut)1.
8. Chimpanzees in the Gombe National Park may obtain their water directly from nearby
streams or lakes pausing to drink when they cross a stream (Goodall 1986). However, they
have also been observed drinking from water-filled tree- or rock-holes. The envirogram
shows the case in which the rock-hole is out of lip-reach. The chimpanzee chews a wad of
leaves into a'sponge'; the sponge is then used to sop up water. Thus, the animal acts as a
fifth-order modifier in its own environment (not shown on envirogram) (van Lawick-Goodall
l97l). The informal defining equations are:
(water)Res(chimpanzee) = or H(chimpanzee) is increased | {(water(chimpanzee)
(hollow rock)Mod+r(chimpanzee) =or (f water) such that
[(water)Res(chimpanzee) | {(hollow rock)(water) and - (water)Res(chimpanzee) |
- Ë(hollow rock)(water)l
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(rain)Mod+2(chimpanzee) =¿r (3 hollow rock) such that
[(hollow rock)Modr(chimpanzee) | !(rain)(hollow rock) and
- (hollow rock)Modr(chimpanzee) | - {(rain)(hollow rock)l
(leaf sponge)Mod+3(chimpanzee) =dr (3 rain) such that
[(rain)Mod2(chimpanzee) | !(leaf sponge)(rain) and - (rain)Mod2(chimpanzee) |
- Ë(leaf spongeXrain)l
(leaves)Mod+alchimpanzee) :¿r (3 leaf sponge) such that
[(leaf sponge)Mod3(chimpanzee) | {(leaves)(chimpanzee) and
- (leaf sponge)Mod3 (chimpanzee) | - {(leaves)(chimpanzee)1.
Animals in the Mahale Mountains, Tanzania have been observed to drink water from
streams and from Lake Tanganyika by Nishida (1980a). The use of a sponge was not
observed here.
9. A female will copulate \ryith almost all mature males, but copulation between siblings
is rare, and mother-son true copulation is very rare (Goodall 1986). In any one period of
sexual activity, the males present will copulate in sequence according to their social rank.
Occasionally, a female will have a consort (a male who accompanies her; these associations
are relatively brief, never more than six months). The consort is not preferred for copulation,
but simply because of his proximity, he is likely to copulate with her more often than other
males. Thus, the so-called 'cr-male' and the consort are most likely to sire any offspring.
In the course of the usual social training, she will also 'copulate' (in a non-adult sense)
with juveniles and infants, including her own if sufficiently young. Females are receptive to
copulation at all times, although most often during maximum tumescence. The pale pink
swelling of the sex skin of the female's genital area is larger and more attractive to males
in some females than others (van Lawick-Goodall l97l; Riss and Busse 1977; Lemmon and
Allen 1978). Allen (1981), reporting on a group of captive chimpanzees, suggests that male
chimpanzees sometimes form an individual mating preference regardless of the hormonal
status of his available partners.
The normal sexual cycle of a mature female is 37 d, with a range of 29-42 d. Menstrual
bleeding occurs between oestrous phases (Tutin and McGrew 1973). Graham (1979) found
no equivalence to human menopause; animals aged 35-48 y continued to menstruate,
The informal defining equation for an adult male as a mate of an adult subject female
in oestrous is:
(maie)Mat(femaie) : ¿¡ An oäspring oi both inciiviciuais wiii be prociuced wiih
probability greater than zero | Ë(male)(female).
10. Food eaten by the wild chimpanzee includes fruit, seeds, leaves, flowers, pith, termites,
ants, larvae of moths, beetles, wasps, gallflies etc., bee larvae and honey, fledglings, birds'
eggs, monkeys, rats, mongooses, suni, baboon, bush pig, squirrel and buck. Lists of food
are given by many authors, including van Lawick-Goodall (1971), Silk (1978), Nishida ef ø/.
(1979), Sabater-Pi (1979). Riss and Busse (1977) looked at the time spent on feeding by a
free-ranging male, as well as type of food; they found that the time was very variable,
depending on the difficulty of access. Sabater-Pi reported on relative importance of plants
and also on feeding behaviour. Nishida and Uehara (1983) noted that the wild chimpanzees
of Kasoge in the Mahale Mountains between 1965 and l98l utilised 328 food items from
198 species of plant and also consumed 12 species of mammals, 5 species of birds or their
eggs, and more than 15 genera of insects, including at least 25 species. Females at Gombe
are more insectivorous than males (Goodall 1986). \ryild chimpanzees seem to be conservative
in their dietary habits; at Kosoge in the Mahale Mountains, Takasaki (1983) reported on
mangoes being eaten, apparently for the first time and remarked that other cultivated foods
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were not yet eaten. Some evidence that chimpanzees in Sapo, Liberia use stones as'hammers'
to break open nuts is given by Anderson et al. (1983). This behaviour seems to be rare and
has not been entered on the envirogram.
The informal defining equation for a particular item of food as a resource is:
(food)Res(chimpanzee) :0, H(chimpanzee) is increased | Ë(foodXchimpanzee).
If the item of food is a live animal, then the phrase 'and H(food) is decreased' should
be inserted immediately after the word 'increased'.
ll. Some African people consider that chimpanzee flesh is a delicacy. The young animals
are captured, fattened and slaughtered (van Lawick-Goodall l97l). The informal defining
equation is:
(human)Pred(chimpanzee) =0, H(chimpanzee) is decreased and H(human) is
increased | !(human)(chimpanzee).
12. Cole et ø1. (1970) found several species of the bacteritm Mycoplasma in captive
chimpanzees. They remark that considerable controversy exists concerning the role of
mycoplasma in various diseases of humans, and suggest the experimental use of chimpanzees
and other non-human primates in this regard. Gastric enteritis, chronic diarrhoea and other
gastrointestinal disorders have been observed (Goodall 1986).
In the informal defining equation below, the bacterium is assumed to induce a disease
in the subject animal. The bacterium is treated as an animal.
(bacterium)Pred(chimpanzee) : or H(chimpanzee) is decreased and H(bacterium)
is increased | {(bacterium)(chimpanzee).
13. This refers to the case of infant cannibalism (see note 5 case ii). A male in the same
group, or other offspring of the mother may act as protector (Goodall 1977). The subject
animal here is an infant chimpanzee. The informal defining equations are:
(other female)Pred(infant) = or H(infant) is decreased and H(other female) is
increased | É(other female)(infant)
(rhale)Mod-l(infanÐ =¿r (3 other female) such that [(other female)Pred(infant) |
- å(maleXinfant) and -(other female)Pred(infant) | f(male)(infant)1.
14. Fifteen chimpanzees were affected and six of them died at Gombe in one epidemic
which followed an outbreak of poliomyelitis in neighbouring villages. The suggestion has
been made that many diseases of humans also affect chimpanzees (van Lawick-Goodall l97l;
Walsh e/ al. l98l). For convenience, the poliomyelitis virus is classified here as a predator,
although it is usually thought of as a protist rather than an animal. The informal defining
equations are:
(virus)Pred(chimpanzee) : ot H(chimpanzee) is decreased and H(virus) is
increased | {(virus)(chimpanzee)
(human)Mod+llchimpanzee) =¿r (3 virus) such that [(virus)Pred(chimpanzee) |
(humanXchimpanzee) and -(virus)Pred(chimpanzee) | -f(human)(chimpanzee)1.
It was decided in 1967 to adminster oral polio vaccine in bananas to the Gombe
chimpanzees (Goodall 1983).
15. Every rainy season, at least some chimpanzees catch cold (van Lawick-Goodall l97l).
For convenience, a virus is classified here as a predator, although it is usually thought of
as a protist rather than an animal. The informal defining equations are:
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(virus)Pred(chimpanzee) :or H(chimpanzee) is decreased and H(virus) is
increased | {(virus)(chimpanzee)
(rain)Mod+1(chimpanzee) =¿r ( 3 virus) such that [(virus)Pred(chimpanzee) |
Ë(rainXchimpanzee) and - (virus)Pred(chimpanzee) I - Ë(rainXchimpanzee)1.
16. File (1976) and File et al. (1976) give details of intestinal parasitic infections detected
in wild chimpanzees. Lists of parasites are given by Myers and Kuntz (1972) and Myers
et al. (1973). Included are protozoa, aganthocephala, cestodes, nematodes, platyhelminths
and arthropods. Some malaria parasites have been observed in chimpanzee blood in the first
stage of their development cycle (Goodall 1983).
The informal defining equation for a particular nematode as a predator is:
(nematode)Pred(chimpanzee) = ¿¡ H(chimpanzee) is decreased and H(nematode)
is increased | {(nematode)(chimpanzee).
17. Chimpanzees, like all the Pongidae beyond infancy, build nests in the wild for sleeping
af night and occasionally for sleeping during the day. Variation in the building technique
seems to depend on local conditions. Nevertheless, a cultural element in the behaviour cannot
be completely ruled out. It is nearly always the case that a new night-nest is constructed each
night. The nests are usually in trees, in which case they help to prevent falls. Ground-nests
are also constructed sometimes. Chimpanzees occasionally fall or are pushed out of trees
without damage. However, in one recorded instance, the animal fell partially on to a rock,
broke his neck and died. The nest is made by weaving branches together, some of which
are broken off in the process. Several different species of tree are used. Day-nests are often
built during rain (van Lawick-Goodall l97l; Teleki 1973ö; Baldwin el al. l98l). Goodall
(1983, 1986) lists several observations of falls which resulted in injury.
A particular chunk of kinetic energy is classified as a malentity which is modified by the
nest of the subject animal, which in turn modifies its own environment by constructing the
nest. The informal defining equations are:
(kinetic energy)Mal(chimpanzee) : or H(chimpanzee) is decreased I
Ë(kinetic energy)(chimpanzee)
(nest)Mod-l(chimpanzee) =¿r (3 kinetic energy) such that
[(kinetic energy)Mal(chimpanzee) | - t(nestXchimpanzee) and
- (kinetic energy)Mai(chimpanzee) i É(nest)(chimpanzee)l
(chimpanzee)Mod*2lchimpanzee) :dr (3 nest) such that
[(nest)Modr(chimpanzee) | f(chimpanzee)(nest) and -(nest)Modr(chimpanzee) |
- {(chimpanzee)(nest)1.
18. Hasegawa et al. (1983) have evidence of chimpanzees in the Mahale Mountains eating
small antelopes (bushbuck and duiker) that have been killed by leopards or other predators
or have died of disease. The authors saw several chimpanzees one morning searching for and
then eating a dead bushbuck which had been killed and left in a tree by a leopard the night
before. The authors believe that this behaviour lends support to the theory that our hominid
ancestors in Africa also ate animals that they had not killed.
The informal defining equations for a bushbuck as a resource (after its death) and a
leopard as a first-order modifier are:
(bushbuck)Res(chimpanzee¡ :or H(chimpanzee) is increased 
I
{(bushbuck)(chimpanzee)
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(leopard)Mod+rlchimpanzee) =¿r (f bushbuck) such that
l(bushbuck)Res(chimpanzee) | Ë(leopard)(bushbuck) and
- (bushbuck)Res(chimpanzee) | - t(eopardXbushbuck)].
19. According to Riss and Busse (1977), á dominant male with relatively great copulatory
success occupies its position in the hierarchy because of age, size, physical fitness, dominance
status of its mother, personality, and the formation of cooperating coalitions with others.
Van Lawick-Goodall (1971) records occasional violence among the animals; handfuls of hair
may be pulled out, blows may result in wounding or an animal being dislodged from a tree.
An attacking male would be classified as a predator if the subject male is harmed by the
encounter, and the attacker increases its status and thus its H, via an increased probability
of reproduction. If the subject male is damaged and the H of the other chimpanzee is
decreased by a reduction in status, then the other animal is classified as a malentity.
The informal defining equation in the latter case is:
(other chimp)Mal(subject male) =or H(subject male) is decreased and
H(other chimp) is decreased | É(other chimp)(subject chimp).
Other aggressive acts among chimpanzees may be directed towards strange chimpanzees,
or local chimpanzees who act in an abnormal manner (because of disease or accident, for
instance). An entire community was exterminated in 1975 (Goodall 1986).
20. Nishida and Uehara (1983) list the following insects: ten genera of Hymenoptera,
including the honeybee Apis mellifera and several species of ant; two genera of Isoptera;
one genus of Hemiptera; one of Coleoptera; one of Orthoptera; and one of Lepidoptera.
Chimpanzees eat soldier and worker ants and termites, eggs, pupae, larvae, and workers of
bees, also the honey and mainly the larvae of the other insects.
The informal defining equation for a particular bee as a resource is:
(bee)Res(chimpanzee) :ot H(chimpanzee) is increased and H(bee) is decreased I
f(bee)(chimpanzee).
21. Wild chimpanzees request food from one another by vocalisations and gestures (Savage-
Rumbaugh et al.1918).
An animal which provides a specific item of food for the subject animal is acting as a
positive first-order modifer. The informal defining equation is:
(other chimp)Mod+r(subject chimp) =¿r (f food) such that
[(food)Res(subject chimp) | {(other chimp)(food) and
-(food)Res(subject chimp) | -{(other chimpXfood)].
In the case that the subject animal is an infant chimpanzee, the mother provides food
(Silk 1978). Silk also observed adolescents soliciting food from their mothers, and gives
percentages of success of such solicitation and of the mothers' resistance, from weaning
until the age of four years.
22. Tutin e/ al. (1983), working at Mt Assirik, in Senegal, consider that four species of
Carnivora 'can be considered as potential predators of chimpanzees, namely lion (Panthera
/eo); leopard (Panthero pardus); wild dog (Lycaon pictus); and spotted hyaena (Crocuta
crocuta)', However, no examples of actual attacks are given, so I have not included any of
these carnivores on the envirogram,
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THE ECOSYSTEM AS AN ALGEBRAIC CATEGORY:
A MATHEMATICAL BASIS FOR THEORY OF COMMUNITY
AND ECOSYSTEM IN ANIMAL ECOLOGY
B.S. Niven, School of Science, Griffith University, Nathan, Brisbane, Austrâlia, 4111
Keywords: Ecosystem, Community, Algebra, Theory, Animal, Treehole
Abstract: A formal definition of 'ecosystem' is shown to obey the axioms of category theory. The defini-
tion makes use of a previously published symbolic definition of an animal's environment and includes also
the formalized notion of an animal community. A product of the category is a food web in the ecosystem.
Methods of classification and comparison of real-life communities and ecosystems result from the defini-
tions. Non-overlapping communities within the same habitat may be differentiated precisely. Illustrative
examples of communities and ecosystems are given using the ecology of the Common Octopus (Octopus
vulgaris). An analysis of R.L. Kitching's water-filled treehole communities is also given.
Introduction
Rosen (1958) showed how the algebra of categories
might be useful in general in theoretical biology. In the
present paper it is shown that the 'ecosystem' of ani-
mal ecology obeys the three axioms of category theory
(see for example Manes 1976). The ecosystem will be
defined by using a formal symbolic definition of the en-
vironment of an animal which has been found useful
in field ecology. The definition of ecosystem given he-
re incorporates a definition of community. Both defi-
nitions lend themselves to simple classifications of
observed communities and ecosystems which accord
well with present practices of field ecologists. A pro-
duct in the category is a food web in the ecosystem.
An animalts environment
A symbolic definition of an animal's environment
was published by Niven (1980). This was used by An-
drewartha and Birch (1984) as a basis for their own ap-
proach to animal ecology. These authors also used the
definition to classify the environments of a number of
animal species including limpets, insects, a moose and
a buffalo. They introduce a diagram called an 'enviro-
gram' which displays objects in the environment in their
correct place according to the formal definition. The
environment is defined as a structured set of objects.
There are two subsets, called the 'centrum' and the
'web'.
T}:.e centrum includes those objects which affect the
subject animal directly; it is subdivided into four sub-
sets called'Resources','Mates','Predators' and'Malen-
tities'. Resources are objects such as items of food,
packages of energy (heat, Iight etc.) and places such as
suitably-placed rocky shelves for breeding purposes.
The definition of 'Mate' requires that an offspring will
probably result from the union, thus a sterile animal
of the opposite sex would not be classified as a mate.
Self-matings are allowed. The subset 'Predators' inclu-
des also the parasites of the subject animal; these ob-
jects benefit from the encounter with the subject
animal. A 'Malentity' is an object which adversely af-
fects the subject animal without itself benefitting by
the encounter. A typical malentity is the person who
steps on an ant; the human probably does not even no-
tice the encounter whereas the subject animal (the ant)
is damaged or destroyed.
The web includes those objects which affect the sub-
ject animal indirectly. It is subdivided into various or-
ders of 'modifiers'. First-order modifiers are objects
which modify elements of the centrum. Thus a person
acting as a malentity in the environment of an ant may
be 'modified' by being stung by a wasp and hence re-
moved from the scene so that the ant does not encoun-
ter the person at all; the wasp is classified as a
first-order modifier in the environment of the ant.
Second-order modifiers modify first-order modifiers,
and so on. The web is formally defined as an infinite
set of modifiers. In practice animal ecologists rarely use
modifiers of order greater than two, nevertheless the-
se do sometimes form part of an ecological study, for
example Andrewartha and Birch (1984) give some third-
order modifiers for the limpet Cellana tramoserica and
Kitching (1983) gives an envirogram for the aquatic snail
Lymnaea peregra which includes some third-order mo-
difiers. It is often convenient in theoretical work to re-
fer to objects in the centtum as 'zero-order modifiers'.
The definition of environment incorporates four pri-
mitive terms special to the theory of animal ecology.
The interpretation of one of these includes stochastic
variables. In addition the definition of a mate is a pro-
babilistic sentence. Thus the proposed mathematical ba-
sis is probabilistic in two different ways both of which
are at a foundational level. Since the definitions of com-

product may be extended to more than two sets. It may
also be defined in terms of 'resource' instead of 'pre-
dator'. This mathematical object is the analogue of an
interesting object in field ecology called a'food web'.
Food webs are well explained by Cohen (1978), who gi-
ves an example in which a species of snake eats a cer-
tain species of frog which in turn eats two species of
insect. If we refer to the four sets of these animals in
the habitat as S, F, I 1 and I 2 then the two products
âre:
g Pred p Pred I I
andSP."dF"."OI,
Cohen also includes three species of the willow, Sa-
lix, in his example; for the purposes of this paper, ho-
wever, we omit the sets of plants.
Illustrative examples of communities
and ecosystems
The Common Octopus, Octopus vulgaris, is particu-
larly well-known in the Mediterranean. Its food con-
sists mainly of crabs, lobsters, bivalves and gastropods
(Mangold 1983; Ambrose and Nelson 1983). R.F. Am-
brose (pers. comm. 1984) remarks "Crabs seem to be
the favourite food everywhere. Octopuses often hunt
'speculatively' by feeling under rocks and in cracks; all
the hunting I have observed in the field has been of this
sort." However if the anemone Calliactis parasitica is
present on the crab Dardanus aftoser, the octopus will
not eat that crab (Ross 1971; Ross and von Boletzky
1979). Thus a crab of this species is a resource of a sub-
ject octopus and an anemone of the right species is a
first-order modifier. An octopus constructs a lair which
affords a certain amount of protection from its preda-
tors, the most important of which are large eels, in par-
ticular the Common Moray, Gymnothorax mordax
(Grzimek l974,Lane 1960). Thus the lair is a first-order
modifier of an eel of this species in the environment
of a subject octopus.
As an illustrative example consider a small habitat
in the Mediterranean containing an octopus lair. The
animals present are:
L Octopus vulgaris;
2 crabs (Dardanus arroser) of opposite sex;
1 anemone (Calliactis parasitica);
I eel (Gymnothorax mordaf;
2 passing fish.
We have the following morphisms:
Pred: octopus - crab 1
Res: crabt + octopus
Pred: octopus - crab 2
Res: crab2 I octopus
Mat: crab 1 - crab 2
Mat: crab 2 + crab 1
AII these morphisms are zero-order modifiers, so a
zero-order community C s in the habitat is the set Ioc-
topus, crab ¡, crab zl.
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If now we add the eel to C6 we may write down the
following morphisms:
Pred: eel ì octopus
Res: octopus + eel
Mod 1: crabt + s.1
Mod 1: eel - crabl
Mod l: crab, - ssl
Mod 1: eel - crab2
The crabs are resources of a resource of the eel and
âre thus first-order modifiers in the environment of the
eel. The eel is a predator of a predator of the crabs and
is thus a first-order modifier in the environments of both
crabs. Thus the set [octopus, crab 1, crab2, eel] is a
first-order community C 1 in the habitat.
If now to the zero-order community of foctopus,
crab r, crab 2l we add the anemone, we may add the
following morphisms:
Mod 1: anemone + octopus
Mod 2: octopus + anemone
Mod 1: anemone - crabt
Mod r: crabt + anemone
Mod r: anemone - crab,
Mod 1: crab, + u.,"*o.ã
As explained above the anemone is a first-order mo-
difier in the environment of the octopus. When we con-
sider the anemone as the subject animal we find that
a crab enters its environment as a first-order modifier
by conveying the anemone to its food; we can find an
item of food which is such that it does not become a
resource of the anemone without the intervention of
the crab. Thus the octopus, as a predator of the crab,
is a second-order modifier in the environment of the
anemone. Notice that the crab is not a resource, mate,
predator or malentity of the anemone, i.e. it is not a
zero-order modifier in the anemone's environment. So
there is a basic asymmetry in the morphisms between
anemone and octopus. When we examine the functio-
nal relations between crab and anemone, however, we
find symmetry; a crab is a first-order modifier of the
anemone and the anemone is a first-order modifier of
the crab. These arguments lead, then, to the conclu-
sion that the set [octopus, crab 1, ctab 2, anemone) is
a second-order community, C z, in the habitat.
Now consider the set foctopus, crâb 1r crab 2, eel,
anemone). The morphisms to be added are:
Mod 3: eel - anemone
Mod 2: anemone - eel.
The first of these comes about because in the envi-
ronment of the anemone the octopus is a second-order
modifier so the eel acts as a third-order modifier if it
eats the octopus. The second morphism is true becau-
se the octopus is classified as a resource in the eel's en-
vironment; the crab is a resource of the octopus and
the anemone a modifier of that resource. Thus the gi-
ven set is C3, a third-order community in the habitat.
The two passing (anonymous) fish may possibly enter

humans has been completed. Only with a complete axio-
matic system will it be possible to derive theorems
which relate directly to ecology and enable us to do the
necessary arithmetic to manipulate and predict ecolo-
gical systems in much the same way as we manipulate
and predict physical systems.
,{cknowtedgement. Thanks are due to R.F. Ambrose and R.L.
Kitching for their comments on the octopus environment and
water-filled treehole communities respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
J. H. wooDGER (1952) wrote
In considering the relation logy we must distinguish between
the process of applying s to biology and the less familiar
pro"ã., of letting biologic new mathematical ones'
In the present article I shall use the 'less familiar' method of formaliza-
tion to show that the recognition concept of species (PATERS9N, I9B5)
is closely linked uiø the primitive terms used in the mathematical defi-
nitions with both the Andrewartha and Birch idea of an animals envi-
* School of Science, Grif6th University, Nathan, Qld 4rrr, Australia'
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ronment (ennnnwenrua and BrRcH, r9B4) and the notion of an animal
community as a set of animals which are connected by their functional
relations (nrvou, tg9Tb). The general approach taken by wooocnn
GSST ; 1939) was derived directly from wrurBnn¡o and RUSSELL (tgzS)
in that woodger used their notation and followed their methods of trans-
lating natural language sentences into formalized sentences written in a
rigorously circumscribed symbolic language. woodger's work was clif-
ficult for biologists to read and understand ; its inaccessibility has resulted
in its being less widely known than one might expect. A formalized
system for evolutionary theory was constructed by wTLLTAMS (rgzo)
following woodger's ideas but using more modern notation which is
much easier to read ; even so, williams' work has had little impact on
the day-to-day work of biologists. In my present work on formalized
theory of ecology of which this paper forms a part I have complied with
the following conditions : (i) close contact is kept with field workers,
that the formalization is readily accessible to ecologists who are able
to make use of the results in practice, for example the mathematical
definition of 'environment' to classify objects within the environment
of an animal (eunnnwlRruA and nrRcn, rg84).
The formahzation method should be contrasted with the method of
mathematical modelling also used by ecologists. Models are often poor
predictors at least partly because the mathematics we use has foundations
derivecl from physical not biological science. Thus the theory of differen-
tial equations used in animal population dynamics (e.g. uay, te74) was
developed initially to deal with Newtonian physics and the n-dimensional
Euclidean geometry used by HUTcHTNSoN (tgsù as a mod.el for the concept
of 'niche' has at the foundational level primitive terms like 'point,
which is derived from ideas about physical space.
In this paper first I present an interpretation of the four primitive terms
'An', 'Ofi', 'Hab' and '['. I shall then repeat the clefinition of .mate,
given in NrvEN (tg97a) and use it to define 'species', illustrating both
definitions with examples. Finally I shall comment on some aspects of
the 'species' definition and discuss the foundational connections with
other concepts of animal ecology. A list of symbols is given in an Appendix.
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2. .]HD PRIMITIVE TERMS AN, OFF' HAB AND E
In any formalized system such as a branch of mathematics it is necessary








of 'species' there is a nftn within my system' called 'H' and known as
,the survival and reproduction primiiive'. This is used in the definition
of 'environment' ftituu*, r9soi, 'animal community' (nrvnn' ryB7b)
and ,niche, (to be'f,rbiiri,edi uí¿ *itt not be referred to again in this
article except briefly in the áistu'sion' However it should be noted that
the inclusion of 
,H, ímplies that the overall formalized system is stochastic
at a foundamental level'
.An,standsfor.animal,,meaningindivid'ualsoftheKingclomAnimalia
of uencutrs and scsw lLírz 6g}zi' By 'An(ø)' I mean lhaf x is an animal'
'Off' stands to, 'off.p,i"g'' înl p'itttltit'" term is sometimes sub-indexed
by.t,or.8t,whichl,'¿i.'t",thetimeofbirthorthetimeintervalduring







cified to be an animal i.e. in(a). B may be a specific pond, paddock,
field, forest, continent, ocean or small region of ocean a1d so 
on' It may
even be an entire plánet' When t"""t'á'y a region of the atmosphere
is included, o, " "",i"i" 
depth of soil' In this paper B is always a specific
place, not a class of Places'
;E' i. th" interaction primitive of t
interaction occurs between x and Y
sical, physiological or behavioural I
no other object (other than ø) redu
í.e.xaffectsydirectly.Judgementastowhethertheresponselsslgnl-
ficant is to tre made by ih" J.otogist. For instance if an animal'y' 
gazes
at some object '*:, ^ """ 
say, tÀis is a response of 'y'to the tree and
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doubtless some sort of physiological process is evoked. A response of thistype would often be regarded by the ecologist as trivial, and ignored.Like 'off' and 'Hab' the interaction primiti,r" -"y be sub-lndexed by't'or'8t'.
The inclusion of ( as a primitive term and the time-dependence of ,off,,'Hab' and '{' impry that the system is interacti,r" urã ãyrra*ic at ufoundational level.
3. THE FORMAL DEFINITION OF MATE
By a 'mate' in the environment of a subject animal I mean much thesame as the ordinary English phrase 'potential mate'. The definition isappropriate for all animals including those which are hermaphroditic orself-mating. It is necessary that offspring are possibre, so a sterìle animalof opposite sex cannot be a mate even if copulation occurs.
Finally, in view of- mod.ern deveropments in genetic engineering thepossibility is allowed that the defined 'mate' is "not 
"rr", ,r"."..ar'y ananimal, but may be an artefact.
ecified ; this is easily seen when we
chimpanzees are receptive to copula
to mate during maximum tumescen
rare and mother-son true copulatio
and err,Bn, rgTB; TUTrN and ucGnBw, rg75; vAN LAwrcK_cooDALL,
rgTr). Thus if we fix our attention orì a particular female chimpanzeeas subject animal we observe that a.t certain tirnes it is not possibÌefor the subject animar to conceive offspring. During such periods an adurtmale, even in the crose vicinity, is exclu¿éa i.o-ieirrg å ;-.te, by theformalization given here.
These considerations read to the foriowing definitio' of an object ,m, tobe a mate of subject animal ,a, at time .t, :
prob l(Jø) (x Ofr¡¡ea & ø Off¡1.pm) JE, mal > 0
i'e' the probability is greater than zero that there is at least one object'ø'which at time tfB is an offspring of both ,a,and ._;, gi.r.n that a
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significant interaction in the sense of f occurs at time t' p is the gestation
time. Neither 'x' rror 'm' are necessarily animals'
In the case of chimpanzees, with the subject animal a female chimpanzee
in oestrous at time t, 'Íi' would be a suitable adult male chimpaîzee'
The use of the conditional'l' (given that) implies that we would classify
a suitable male chimpanzee as a mate even in the case that the male is
a long way remov"d irom the subject female ; in ordinary English words
*"","definingapotentialmate.Inthecaseofanhermaphrodite,Iike
the earthw orm Lumbricus terrestris for instance (nowenos and lo¡'rv,
ry72) tlne mate 'm' would simply be another fertile adult' 
The deûnition
uí.o frot¿. good for self-mating animals such as the rat tapeworm Hyme'
nol,eþsis dilninutø (nunr, rgao¡' If we replace 'm' in the definition by
the subject animal 'a' we obtain :
Prob [(3ø) (ø Off¡apal[aa] > 0
Here we interpret ',^',as that the interaction occurs within the subject
animal 'a' ; the animal interacts with itself'
4. ^1:HE FORMAL DEFTNITTON oF sPtrcrES
Paterson's recognition concept of species is described in a number of
articles (rarnnsoN, rg8o ; rg8r ; rg}4 r9B5 ; PATERSoN and uecN¡MARA'
r9B4 ; "ì*utot 
and perBnsoN, 1985)' He arrived at his (non-mathema-
tá"i¡'definition aiø a careful consideration of evolutionary concepts'
Hisspeciflc-mate-recognitionnotionisdependentontheideathatthe
,""ognitiott response oi a potential mating partner is of .supreme impor-
tancã ; withoui such a ,"iporr" the probability of mating is negligibly
small. The use of a specific habitat is a necessary feature of the recognition
response and this il catered for in the mathematical definition by the
use of the conditional'l'(given that). Thus we have, for subject animal
'a', that the species S" is the set of animals'x'of which'a'is an element
such that:
ø Mat a or x Mat Mat " I B }j'ab (x and 
a)'
i.e. animal 'ø' is either a (potential) mate of 'a' or a mate of a mate of
,a,given that'B'is a habilat of both 'x' arrd 'a'. More formally we define
an animal species S" at time 't' as follows :
B. s. NrvEN - Formalization of Paterson specles
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Sa: Dr {x:x: aYxMat& Vø MattMat¡alAn(a) & An(x) & B Hab¡(ø & 
")}
For hermaphroditic animals the term'xMat¿Matta'is redundant. The
sub-index 't' may be replaced by 'àt' if, for example, we wish to incrudejuvenile animals which will become (potential) mates of ,a, during the
interval of time 8t.
5. COMMENTS ON THE FORMAL DEFINITION
r) It does not follow from the formal definition that either the parents
or offspring of the animal'a'are erements of the set S". Thus mutations
resulting in some cha'ge of mate recognition in at least one pair of off-
spring may well result in a different species.
z) Paterson deals with animals in the *ild .t"t". If the biologist should
so desire the habitat 'B' in the mathematical deûnition could be some
artificial place, such as a cage in a zoo, thus leading to the classiûcation
of animals such as lions and tigers, dogs and jackars, or malrard and pin-tail ducks, being defined as being of the same species. However these
are very pecuriar cases and, although they are l0gically varid, they seem
unlikely to be of any practical use.
3) Another peculiar and artificial case is that of artificial insemination.
The mathematical definition can be'forced'to cover this case by making
both the habitat 'R' an. the time interval 'òt' rarge enough to incrude
both parents.
4) In the case of a perpetually self-mating animal the definìtion reduces
to just- the animal'a'which is in habitat .B'; thus the definition is not
suitable for animals which reproduce parthenogeneticaly. In the case
of an animal which has onry daughters fo, seveår g"n"r"tion., forlowed
by normal bisexual reproduction for one or two generations the mathe-
matical definition covers only the latter case.
5) In the overall formalized system human beings are excluded because
of cultural and psychological factors (NrvnN, ryB7a). However both the
mate and species definitions given in this paper are valid for humans.
6) The inclusion of the probabilistic sentence used. to detne .mate, implies
that the defrnition of 'species' given in this paper is stochastic.
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6. orscussroN
An advantage of the formali zatíon method is that the relations among
concepts are clarified. The definition of species involves four primitive
terms ; the definition of environment as used by eNonnw¡.nrse and
BrRCH (rq8+) involves an overlapping set of four primitive terms. The























Species An Off ( rrat
All five primitive terms ale used in the mathematical definition of 'animal
community, (NrvnN, rg87b). The use of Elton',s notion of habitat as a
particular place where an animal lives links the present deûnition of
species to Elton's ideas also.
Thus the formalization method provides a rational basis for an integrated
theory of ecology; concepts which apparently are quite independent of
one another such as 'resource of an animal', 'predator', 'species' and
'animal community' are found to be linked together at the foundational
level.
The mathematical definitions of 'environment' and 'community' have
resulted in practical classifications of objects in an animal's environment
and for kinds of community. In particular, ANDREWARTHA and srnCn
(rg8+) have developed a useful diagram, called an 'envirogram' on which
the objects in the environment are displayed in their logically correct
ord.er. The mathematical definition of environment refers to the environ-
ment of an individual animal (NrvnN, rg8o) ; the derived envirogram
is for many animals oveï a stretch of time. In contrast the mathematical
definition of 'species' does not yield a practical method of classification.
However it will be shown in a future publication that a mathematical
B. s. NrvEN - Formalization of Paterson species tg1
deûnition of 'niche' which includes that of 'species' yields a practical
method of classifying niches. Thus while the primary aim of formaliza-
tion is to construct theorems which will aid in prediction the definitions
themselves are of some practical use to ecologists.
In any mathematically-based scientific theory primitive terms which
remain undefined in the system are essential. It is simply not possible
to do without them. Nevertheless people may find it unsatisfactory in
particular that the habitat referred to in the species definition is depen-
dent on choice and not laid down in some objective manner. The onus
is on scientists who feel strongly about this to suggest an alternative,
stating speciûcally what the new primitive terms are. certainly there
must be many alternatives. I do not know if the number of possible
formalizations of theory of ecology is infinite but it must be very large.
Now that it has been shown to be possible to construct one such system
it should not be too difñcult to construct alternatives and I invite in-
terested theoreticians to do so.
Achnowled'gew'¡ent. I have pleasure in thanking H. E. H. paterson for
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Is the same object as.
The set of ø's such tha"t.{x}
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Abstract. A formalized functional definition of niche is given using an extension of the standard defini-
tion of a mathematical relation. The niche is conceived as a relation between species and environment;
previously published mathematical definitions of both these concepts are incorporated and described brie-
fly, together with examples. The new definition of niche may be used to classify animal niches. It is unlike-
ly, because of the lack of an associated identity operator, to be of use in further mathematical development,
however, because of its simple form it lends itself to use by field ecologists.
Introduction
In a thoughtful and interesting article Alley (1982)
discusses the concept of niche in ecology and stresses
the necessity for a functional definition. The concept
of an 'empty' niche is severely criticised. Alley suggests
that a variety of levels of analysis are necessary, ran-
ging from "Elton's goal of partitioning organisms into
'professional' classes (such as scavengers and parasites)
- to - a detailed examination of ecological relations -".
In the present article I give a formalized functional
definition of the concept of niche in animal ecology,
using the formalization technique introduced by Wood-
ger (1937, 1939, 1952) who wrote "In considering the
relation of mathematics to biology we must distinguish
between the process of applying existing mathematics
to biology and the less familiar process of letting biolo-
gical statements suggest new mathematical ones".
Woodger's work was difficult for biologists to read and
understand; its inaccessibility has resulted in the me-
thod being less widely known among biologists and bio-
mathematicians than one might expect. An exception
is a formalized system for evolutionary theory which
was constructed by Williams (1970) following Woodger's
ideas but using more modern notation. In my work on
formalized theory of ecology of which this paper forms
a part I have complied with the following: (i) close con-
tact is kept with field workers, (ii) the difficult and cum-
bersome notation of Whitehead and Russell (1926)
which was used by Woodger is replaced by more mo-
dern notation interspersed with enough natural langua-
ge to convey meaning without losing too much rigour,
(iii) intermediate theoretical results are checked imme-
diately against data from a wide range of appropriate
biological organisms.
The modus opørand'i for the total study is to con-
struct a new branch of pure mathematics specifically
for ecology. Thus mathematics is conceived to be a for-
malized language, containing sentences. Russell (1953)
wrote "Pure mathematics consists entirely of assertions
to the effect that, if such and such a proposition is true
of o,nything, then such and such another proposition
is true of that thing". The techniques for the construc-
tion are derived from standard works in mathematical
logic such as Church (1956). In this article the niche is
treated as a relation between an animal species and the
objects in the environment of the members of that spe-
cies. The niche definition uses an extension of the
Wiener-Kuratowski definition of relation (Kuratowski
and Mostowski, 1976). The mathematical definitions of
environment and species are dealt with in Niven (1987a,
f 988e). The niche definition was foreshadowed in Ni-
ven (1982).
The formalization method in biomathematics should
be contrasted with the method of mathematical model-
ling familiar to many ecologists. Models are often poor
predictors, at least partly because the mathematics we
use has foundations derived from the physical, not bio-
logical, sciences. Thus the theory of differential equa-
tions used in animal population dynamics by for
example May (1974) was developed initially to deal with
Newtonian physics and the n-dimensional Euclidean
geometry used by Hutchinson (1957) as a model for the
concept of niche has at the foundational level primiti-
ve terms like 'point' which is derived from ideas about
physical space.
In this paper first I present an interpretation of the
five primitive (undefined) terms 'An', 'Off', 'Hab', 'H'
and '{', all of which are derived from ideas within the
biological sciences. I shall then briefly repeat the ma-
thematical definitions of environment and species gi-
ven in full elsewhere and use them to define the animal
niche, illustrating all three definitions with examples.
I shall show how the niche definition may be used for
the classification of a niche in some practical cases. I
then comment on some consequences of using the de-
finition, in particular its relevance to the principle of
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The interval of time 'B' in the definition of a mate is
the gestation time. A predator must be an animal.
The centrum is the set of objects which are resour-
ces, mates, predators or malentities. Formally:
Ct a :ar {x: x Res¡ a V x Mat¡ a V x Pred¡ a V x Mal¡ a}
In the web the modifiers of order greater than zero are
divided into two sets called 'positive' and 'negative' mo-
difiers, depending on whether their presence or absence
causes the lower order modifier to appear in the system.
Formally:
w Mod¡* ('*1)a:¿r (¡x) t {x Modf a I (Ét wx V Ët wy)ì &
[ -x Modla l(åt wx V Ët wV)ì]
\M Mod¡(n+ l)a : ¿¡ (rx) t { x Modia I - (tt wx V Ët wy) ì &
[ -x Mod la l(Ët wx V {t wY)}
n : 0, 1, 2...; y is either 'a' or a modifier of order <n;
Mod fa: ¿¡ Mod ¡+'a V Mod f'a.
The total environment of the subject animal is the
union of the centrum and the web in which the struc-
ture of the four subsets of the centrum and their atta-
ched modifier chains is preserved.
The following examples from the ecology of the
Atlantic fulmar (Futmanß glttniøIis) are taken from Fi-
sher (1952). Large numbers of these fulmars used to at-
tend whale flensing, in the days when whales were
hunted. They disregarded the men and gorged whale
blubber and oil. Thus blubber is classified as a resour-
ce of a subject adult fulmar:
H (fulmar) is increased lÊ (blubber) (fulmar)
Fulmars are attracted to glacier run-off streams in or-
der to feed on planktonic creatures. Occasionally, Fi-
sher records, some are killed by ice-falls. We classify
a particular (loose) block of ice as a malentity:
H (fulmar) is decreased lË (ice) (fulmar).
A different kind of resource is observed when we
consider the breeding habits of the bird. A female ful-
mar prospects for and chooses a nesting site, usually
a ledge on a high cliff, when still a non-breeding juve-
nile. The bird may occupy the site for over four years
before laying eggs there. A suitable ledge is clearly a
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necessity for a subject female fulmar to breed and thus
a resource:
H (fulmar) is increased | Ê (ledge) (fulmar).
An adult male fulmar is classified as a mate of the sub-
ject female:
An offspring of both individuals will be produced with
probability greater than zero | Ê (male fulmar)
(subject female).
The ledge, as a nesting site, is also a positive first-order
modifier:
(r male fulmar) such that
(male fulmar) Mat (subject female) | t (nesting site)
(subject female)
and
- (male fulmar) Mat (subject female) l- | (nesting site)
(subject female),
that is, unless the ledge is available, the female will not
lay her eggs and so the male cannot be a mate.
When threatened a fulmar will vomit or spit foul-
smelling stomach-oil, not directly at the intruder but
simply in the direction in which it is looking at the ti-
me. A baby fulmar not yet out of its shell has been ob-
served to vomit through a small chink when disturbed
by the observer. The glaucous gr}ù (In/rus hypørboreus)
will readily eat fulmar eggs and fledglings if the parents
are arÃ¡ay from the nest. The gull is classified as a pre-
dator in the environment of a subject fledgling fulmar:
H (fledgling) is decreased and H (gull) is increased | Ë
(gull) (fledgling).
The fledgling, in turn, is classified as a resource in the
environment of a subject gull:
H (gull) is increased and H (fledgling) is decreased | {
(fiedeling) (guu).
Notice that in this case the term 'H (fiedgling) is decrea-
sed' is included in the defining sentence, in contrast to
the two previous examples of resources in which the
resource was not an animal.
The stomach-oil emitted by a subject fledgling ful-
mar when disturbed by a gull is a negative first-order
modifier:
(3 Cu[) such that (gull) Pred (fledgling) l- Ë (stomach-oil)
(gull) and
- (gull) Pred (fledgling) lË (stomach-oil) (gull).
The fledgling is modifying its own environment by pro-

cies) to the environment of individuals of the species'
Rougþty speaking, the niche gives us some idea of the
place of the species in the biotic milieu; it provides in-
formation about the status of the species in the com-
munity. It is sometimes useful to think of the niche as
the 'profession' of the species (Elton 1927, Andrewar-
tha and Birch 1984). So the niche is to do with the ani-
mal's functional relations with some of the objects in
the environment.
When we observe a particular species of animal we
usually find that all members of the species eat much
the same kind of food, have more-or-less the same ene-
mies and so on. In fact we expect all the adults of the
same sex to have the same (potential) resources' ma-
tes, predators and malentities and apart from modifying
one another's environments as competitors or preda-
tors, the same modifiers. In practical ecology it is not
feasible to examine all possible objects in an animal's
environment and some intuitive selection has to be ma-
de by the ecologist of those objects which seem to be
the most important (Dennison and Hodkinson 1984).
A relation is formally defined in mathematics as a
class of ordered pairs (Kuratowski and Mostowski 1976).
Rather than speak of modifiers of order zero and grea-
ter ecolo$sts prefer the term$ 'çentrum' and 'weþ' (An-
drewartha and Birch 1984) so it is convenient to specify
the niche as a class oftriplets instead ofpairs. Thus the
niche of animal species S is defined as a class of one
or more ordered triplets as follows:
(v)
The first member of a triplet is an animal species.
One of the triplets has S as first member.
The se'cond member of each túplet is either emp-
ty or an ordered set of objects in the centrum of
the animals belonging to the first element.
Objects in the i-th place of the second member
are all of the same kind i.e. they belong to the
same well-defined class of objects; furthermore
they are all resources or all mates or all preda-
tors or all malentities.
The third member of each triplet is either emp-
ty or an ordered set of objects in the web of the
animals belonging to the first element.
Objects in the i-th place of the third member are
all of the same kind i.e. they belong to the same
well-defined class of objects; furthermore they
are all of the same modifier order.
At least one of the second or third elements is
not empty.
A zero-order niche is one in which all third ele-
ments are empty.
An n-th-order niche contains n-th order modifiers
in the third element of each triplet and does not
contain modifiers of order greater than n.
A simple niche contains only one modifier in the
third element of each triplet; multiple niches






Examples of animal niches
1. The first example is taken from Elton (1927). Con-
sider the arctic fox which subsists on eggs of guillemots
but in winter relies partly on remains of seals killed by
polar bears. The eggs and remains of dead seals are re-
sources. The guillemots and polar bears, as providers
of resources, are first-order modifiers. The associated
ordered triplet is:
<arctic fox; guillemot eggs, seal remains; guillemots,
polar bears>.
Now consider the African spotted hyaena which eats
ostrich eggs and also the remains of zebras killed by
lions. The eggs and zebra remains are resources and the
ostriches and lions first-order modifiers. The triplet is:
<spotted hyaena; ostrich eggs, zebra remains; ostri-
ches, lions > .
Elton clearþ considers the two species to belong to the
same niche and indeed we may write the two triplets
with objects occupying the same places in the second
and third elements being: (a) eggs, (b) carcasses, (c) birds
and (d) large predators. Thus we have a niche contai-
ning two ordered triplets:
<arctic; guillemot, seal; guillemots, polar bears>
fox eggs remains
<spotted; ostrich, zebra; ostriches, lions>
hyaena eggs remains
Since the modifiers are all of first order and there are
two of them in each triplet the niche is a first-order dou-
ble niche. Notice that there are two distinct habitats.
We may refer to this niche as either 'the niche of the
arctic fox' or 'the niche of the spotted hyaena'.
2. Now consider a second example from the same
source. This is the niche of animals which eat ticks off
other animals. Three species are included by Elton: (i)
The African oxpecker, which sits on the back of wild
African ungulates, picks off the ticks and eats them,
(ii) the English starling which eats ticks off sheep and
(iii) the scarlet land crab which takes ticks from the




The second elements in the ordered triplets are all ticks
which are resources of animals in the first elements and
the third elements are all vertebrates which are first-








Elton contrasts this niche with that of the African cat-
tle egret which follows buffalo or other ungulates in or-
der to catch and eat grasshoppers. The modifier chain
for a subject egret is:
buffalo - kinetic energy - grasshopper + cgrct
since without the buffalo that particular energy pac-
kage does not come into existence and without the mo-
vement the grasshopper is not a resource. The
corresponding niche triplet is:
<egret; grasshoppers; kinetic energy, buffalos>
Since a second-order modifier appears in the third ele-
ment and there are two modifiers named the niche is
a second-order double niche. It contrasts sharply with
the previous case by including the energy component
which shifts the buffalo into a higher order of modifiers.
3. We now turn to a study of Wolf spiders by Vogel
(1972). The two species Pard,osøføIci,fera and, P. ster-
twli,s are often found in the same place, however p.
falcifera is very much more dependent on cover such
as fallen leaves which serve to protect the spiders from
predators, like birds. In Cochise County, Arizona, a mar-
ked change in conditions at Lake Cienaga from a lush
green marsh in 1963 to a nearly dry overgrazed pastu-
re in 1970 showed how dependent P. Jalci,ferø is on co-
ver. In 1963 one collection of the spiders contained
twenty-three times as many P. JalciJera as P. sterr¿a,-
l¿s. In contrast a collection made in the same place in
1970 contained thirty-six times as many P. sterrm,li,s as
P. føIciførø. The exact mechanism is unknown; it was
observed, however, that these spiders have a 'territo-
ry sphere' surrounding them, into which they do not
allow another spider to enter. We shall assume here that
both species are subject to predation by the same pre-
datory birds, that both would use cover readily availa-
bie in the habitat, but that P. JaLci|era is able to drive
P. sterr¿alis away from cover, where as P. følci,føra by
its own actions is able to use the cover to protect itself
against the predators. Thus for both species the cover
is a first-order modifier of predators. P. falciJera is a
second-order modifier of cover in its own environment
and also a second-order modifier of cover in the envi-
ronment of P. sternøI¿s. The two ordered triplets are:
<P. falcifera; predatory birds; cover, P. JøIciferø>
<P. sterrnlis; predatory birds; cover, P. falcifera>
Since there are t\üo modifiers in each third element and
the second of these is of second order the niche is a
second-order double niche. In contrast to Elton's exam-
ples the two species are found in the same habitat.
4. The predatory bark beetles Oktphratn pi.ceu.m and,
La,throbium Antnnipeshave both been found in a wood
near Liverpool, England, according to Dennision and
Hodkinson (1983). O. piceum feeds on Collembola and
L. bntnnipes on mites. The two triplets are:
10. piceum; Collembola; ->
<L. brunnipes; mites; ->
Both second elements contain resources which are arth-
ropods and both third elements are empty. The niche
is therefore of zero order. The habitat is the same for
both species.
5. The marine copepods Calatrus and Eucalanus we-
re observed by Boyd and Smith (1980) at a station in
the Peruvian upwelling system. Eucalanuswere some-
times found in water below the surface layers which
had very low oxygen concentration. These layers we-
re avoided by Caløtrus. The copepods are detritus fee-
ders; Calatru.s fed both day and night in a fairly even
pattern but Eucalanus rnoved near the surl'ace at night
and reduced its feeding intensity. Clearly water with
low oxygen concentration (WLO) is a malentity and de-
tritus a resource for both species. Both species modify
their food by moving to suit the feeding requirements;
they are thus first-order modifiers of resources in their
own environment. If we work over a period of time long
enough to accommodate the migrations, say twenty-
four hours, then the two triplets are:
<Eucalo,nus; WLO, detritus; Eucalanus>
<Calanus; WLO, dctritus; Calanus>
The niche is a first-order simple niche.
If we wish to show up the difference in the night-time
position then we reduce the time period to, say, the
twelve hours of darkness and introduce the objects 'wa-
ter with low detritus concentration' (WLD) and 'water
with high detritus concentration' (WHD). These objects,
which provide resources at the required levels, are then
first-orcl-er modifiers. Th.e anir..als are first-order nì.o-
difiers in their own environments, since they locate
themselves in the preferred places. For convenience we
leave out the malentities WLO. Then the two triplets
are:
< Eucalanus; detritus; WLD, Eucala,nus>
lCalanus; detritus; WHD, Calanus>
We have now written down a second-order double ni-
che for the same species in the same habitat, but using
a different time interval. This example clarifies two
points (i) the environment classification and therefore
the niche classification are both critically dependent on
the time chosen by the observer and (ii) the observer's
choice of object (high or low detritus layers) and the
accuracy and completeness of the natural history (e.g.
night-time behaviour of Eucalanu,s) are also critically
important when classifying a niche.
6. The waterfleas Daphnianla'gnÍI, D. pu\eu and D.
longispina were found together in a freshwater rock
pool in an archipelago near the Gulf of Finland by Ranta
(1979). The animals are filter feeders and unable to se-
lect food particles so the size of the ingested particles
is controlled by the density of the filtering combs and
the width of the carapace crevice. These measurements
relate to the body length. The maximum body lengths
of the three species observed were:
D. magrw,5.O mm; D. puler 3.5 mm;
D. Iottgispinø 2.5 mm.
If we classify particles as large, medium or small then
the three sorts of particles will be resources for the
three species, the animals themselves acting as first-
order modifiers of these resources. The corresponding
niche triplets are:
<D. magrua; large particles; D. magno,>
<D. puler; medium particles; D. pu\er>
<D. Iongi.spirm; small particles; D. Iongi'spinø>
The niche is a first-order simple niche
The principle of competitive exclusion
In the context of this paper the Principle of Compe-
titive Exclusion is that the second and third elements
of any one triplet are unique to the species. It would
seem to be very likely that if a large number of objects
are named in the triplet then the principle would be
true. One has only to imagine two n-th order triplets
for which the second and third elements were identi-
cal but the species of the first elements different; for
n large enough it seems highly likely that we could find
a pair of (n+ 1) th-order modifiers which differ from one
another.
However the Principle clearly does not hold for zero-
order niches. Consider as a counter-example No. 3 abo-
ve on Wolf spiders. A zero-order niche would be:
<P. fctlciferø; predatory birds; ->
<P. sterr¿alis; predatory birds; ->
Thus when invoking the Principle we should be care-
ful to state precisely what order of niche is being stu-
died. Between the limiting cases of zero-order and n-th
order for n large there is a grey area in which the Prin-
ciple may or may not hold.
Discussion
The untutored peasant, gazing bucolically at a frog
and a bird, may dismiss as fanciful and unnecessary the
Latin nomenclature of modern animal taxonomy. In
contrast the trained zoologist is well aware of the ne-
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cessity for such classification. In science in general and
ecology in particular classification is essential. The main
practical use of the mathematical definition of niche
given in this paper is that a method of classifying ni-
ches is provided which is both well-defined and simple
to write down.
On the theoretical side defining the niche as a func-
tional relation between animals and their environment
matches Elton's original concept and answers Alley's
severe criticism. However we may well ask whether the
niche concept is likely to lead to further development
of a mathematical basis for ecology and here the an-
swer is at present an unqualified negative for the fol-
lowing reason. In any useful branch of pure
mathematics an axiom asserting the existence of ari
identity operator is essential. An example of an identi-
ty operator is the multiplication by the unit in ordina-
ry arithmetic. This operation on any number yields that
same number as the answer; the identity operator sends
a number back to itself. The identity operator for new
ecological mathematics is readily available; it is the ma-
thematical object 'E lE' *h"." by 'E-18' we mean the
animal whose (formalized) environment is B and by 'Ea'
we mean the environment of the animal 'a'. The uni-
queness of an animal's environment (Niven 1983) leads
naturalfy to the axiom. In ordinary English'we may say
"The animal whose environment is the environment of
animal 'a' is in fact that same animal 'a' ". This axiom
applies immediately when we construct new mathema-
tics for animal communities and, by extension, for eco-
systems, the latter assuming that an equivalent to
'environment of an animal' will be found for plants and
modules when the formalization of plant and module
ecology is undertaken (Niven 1988e). Unfortunately we
cannot extend the uniqueness of the environment of
an individual animal to a set of animals such as a spe-
cies. Consider as an example three frogs of the same
species F l, F2, and F3 sitting next to each other. F2
and F3 appear in F1's environment as first-order mo-
difiers of food and other objects. Similarly F1 and F3
are in F2's environment and F1 and F2 in F3's environ-
ment. In order to obtain a set of objects, a pseudo-
environment, say, which is unique to the set IFt, Fz,
F3 | we need to exclude certain objects. Including the
frog Fa further complicates the situation. So the con-
struction of a biologically meaningful mathematical ob-
ject which will send the set of frogs back to itself is
certainly very difficult and may well be impossible.'Wi-
thout an axiom asserting the existence of an identity
operator we are left with the prospect of handling eco-
logical mathematics in which a unique inverse does not
exist. Such branches of pure mathematics are difficult
to handle in practice and are unlikely to be useful in
scientific work.
Nevertheless the concept of niche may well conti-
nue to be useful in field ecology. As Mclntosh (1982)
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writes "(the question now is) how similar can (species)
be and still coexist?" In the cases in which suitable me-
trics exist, such as the particle sizes of example 6 abo-
ve on Daphnio spp., well-tried methods of statistical
univariate and multivariate analysis may be used to
ascertain the separation of the triplets. Such methods
of niche separation are already in wide use (Mclntosh
1982, 1985; Whittaker and Levin, 19?5). However it
should be noted that not all field workers agree that
the niche is a useful concept. For example Johnson
(1984) wútes "One of the problems facing a niche ana-
lyst is that niche differences can nearly always be
found, provided that enough niche parameters are exa-
mined". Johnson investigated the coexistence of two
flycatchers in the Nigerian rain forest, between which,
in spite of their close proximity, competition appeared
to be absent. He writes "If niches are at least partially
genetically... determined, then the occasional high ni
che overlap is an unremarkable certainty".
The niche is a dynamic concept. In the present for-
malization the time-dependence of the environment is
provided by the primitive terms. This time-dependence
is, therefore, incorporated in the definition of niche.
Similarly the defined niche is stochastic at a founda-
tional level.
The mathematical definition of species used in the
niche definition is habitat-dependent. (In practice we
usually work with the museum concept of species which
is not). However the mathematical definition of envi-
ronment is independent of habitat. In ordinary English
we refer to potøntial resources, potøntinl mates, Wtøn-
tiøl predators, potentiøI malentities and, potnntial mo
difiers. Thus it is strictly correct to specify a triplet in
which the first element (the species) is restricted to a
particular habitat, but the objects of the second and
third elements are not restricted to the same habitat.
The original concept of niche as described by Elton
included animals only; this is clearly an unnecessary re-
striction. Elton's concept, however, also enabled us to
compare species in several quite different habitats and
this flexibility has been incorporated into the formali-
zation since it may well prove suggestive to write down
several triplets which refer to a variety of habitats. The
exercise could point the way to further study on im-
portant objects which have been observed in one pla-
ce but missed in another.
It should be noted that according to the definition
it is not possible to have an empty niche. The question
as to how many niches might exist does not seem to be
profitable. Presumably a clever genetic engineer could
tailor a new species to almost any given subset of the
objects in a habitat and so the number of possible ni-
ches within a given habitat, although not infinite, is cer-
tainly very large.
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less than or equal to
x at time t
x just before time t
A given that B
negation
element of
The subjunctive conditional; read 'x f y' ' 'if x then y' ' .
Definition; read 'x :df y' "x is interchangeable with
y" or "x is equal by definition to y".
Cor{unction; read 'A & B' "A and 8".
Disjunction; read 'A V B' "A or B" (or both).
The existential quantifier; read 'lx' "there is at least
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This short' monograph started as a brief review of my work on
fornalized theory of animal ecology. I had published over forty
articles in a wide variety of journaLs, ranging from 'Erkenntnis' (a
j ournal of analytic philosophy) to the 'Äustralian Journal of
Eco1ogy,. I felt the need both to explain the central theme çhich
guided my vork and to bring the results in all these scattered
articles together. I have written for biologists. üathematicians
will find such things as my explanation of the difference between a
formalization and a model- building exercise boring, naive and
unnecessaly. The diagram of section X (repeated on the front cover)
has not been published elseçhere.
ìly overall approach is encapsulated in the quotation from Bertrand
Russell's "Principles of lathematicsil on the title page' I do not
know whether this statement is true. I have found it useful' It has
been the guiding light for all my studies described here' Far from
restricting mysetf to first-order ì-ogic as is usual in a formalization
I have not hesitated to draw on any branch of existing mathematics
which seemed useful, so at various stages of the work I have used
ideas and symbolism from engì-neering mathenatics, probability theory,
modern algebra, set theory and symbolic logic. Àt an early stage I
became convinced that a basis of mereology (the axiomatic theory of
¿L ^ -^-+ ,,r. ^r ¡ -ol o4 i n¡ \ r¡f hpr +.h:n set theorv vAS the mOretJIIE Pd'L lJ- lltl\J-Lg Ivrourv¡r/
appropriate for ecological nathematics. I made myself ful1y familiar
with the 198 theorems of Stanislaw Lesnie¡ski, to the extent that even
his notorious Theorem CIY "If P is the class of objects a and Q is the
class of objects not a, then (P is the class of objects or Q is the
class of objects)" becane intuiti.vely obvious to me. [owever ny
attempt to give the foundational mathenatics of ecology a mereological
basis Has a failure. Furthernore until the relation between mereology
and such modern mathematics as probabíIity theory and the algebra of
categories becomes clear I do not think it feasible to proceed along
i11
these lines. For the record, I am convinced that a mereological basis
for ecological mathematics riould be preferable and I hope some other
mathematician will succeed çhere I have failed.
üany people have encouraged and supported me in the r+ork and to them I
am grateful. They include: the logicians I D Barnett, I C
flinckfuss, Richard Sylvan(Routley) and Ryszard Voj cicki; the
mathematical biologist rJ T Villiams; the computer scientist D E ÄbeI;
the animal ecologists f, G Àndrer+artha, T 0 Browning, I C Birch, R L
Kitching, Y J Lawson, D Ä laelzer, H E f, Paterson and Georg Ribi; the
plant ecologists J L Harper and il J tiddle; the zoologist-biochemist
clyde üanwe1l; the argricultural scientist c il Änn Baker; the social
anthropologist and business management expert F J Villett ' In
addition many experts on the various species included in my series
,The Precise Environment of Some Vell-Knovn Änimals'went out of their
Hay to assist the understanding of an alien mathematician; in
particular I am grateful to : the parasitologists il'D'B' Burt and
Larry S. Roberts, the octopus expert R F Ämbrose, the ilonarch
butterfly expert Myron P. Zalucki and that great Lustralian 'rfroggy
b10ke" ilichael J. Tyler. Vithout the expert assistance of the
Griffith University Àcademic librarian V J la¡¿son I think I might have
given up under the weight of the biology literature'
Finally I r+ish to record ny thanks also to my Griffith University
colleague R J [enry, who kept insisting that he understood neither
mathematics nor biology, but nevertheless supported me constantly with
1egal and other advice.
B S Niven




Äny statenent which can be written in English can be written in a
formalized language and half a century ago J H Voodger (1937) urged that
a formali zation of biology would yield a worthwhile contribution to the
progress of research in the biological sciences. Ile should not expect
that only one formalized language would convey the richness of English
or any other natural language. Rather it is necessaly to choose a
relatively small subset of sentences in the natural language to be
translated into a formalized language which is constructed for just that
restricted purpose. For instance if we wish to talk about points, lines
and triangles we use geometry; for talking about integers I{e use number
theory; for arrays of numbers matrix algebra. The richness of natural
language is lost, but we gain precision, conciSeness and exactness of
communication. Faulty thinking is more noticeable and more easily
corrected within a formalized language and obscure ideas are necessarily
clarified by the requirement to write definitions at least partly in
symbols and accordíng to strict rules, (Quine' 1967)' Voodger's work
towards formalization in the biological sciences lras difficult for
biologists to read and understand; its inaccessibility, combined with
the increasingly multipartite nature of modern universities which have
separated pure mathematics and logic from biology, has resulted in the
method being less widely known even among biomathematicians than one
might expect. an exception is a formalized system for evolutionary
theory constructed by villiams (1970). The villiams system has become
well-known among logician-philOsophers, perhaps somewhat less so among
biomathematicians. However it seems to have had negligible impact among
evolutionists.
The techniques for the construction of a formalized language, in
particular for a nel{ branch of mathematics, are readily available in any
modern text on foundational mathematics or logic, €.8. the text bY
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Church (1gb6). There is a foundational semantic basis, the universe of
discourse, which consists of the individuals of the system, the things
He talk about. Thus in Euclidean geometry we talk about the points,
lines and shapes of rrflatrr space; Squales in two dimensions, cubes in
three dinensions, tesseracts and hypercubes in four or ¡nore dimensions.
Ät the basis of the fornal systen ve have prinitive terns; these are
terns which are not fornally defíned and çhich He explain by drawing
pictures, indicating type objects or sinply talking about then; 'point'
is a primitive term in Euclidean geonetry. The formal definitions of
the system include the primitive terns. The axions of the system are
sentences which contain prinitive terms and definitions; they ale
assertions for çhich there is usually sone evidence from the senses or
from experiment. Thus in Euclidean geometry a straight line j-s defined
in terms of tso points and it is asserted that such a line çill not
cross itself. Irom axions He proceed to theorens, which are sentences
derived by the rules of inference which also belong to the systen. In
sciences such as astronomy the theorems of various fornalized languages
are useful for explanation and prediction, for instance the
Russell-Yogt theoren (see below).





the existential quantifier 3, So 'f crab'means "there is at
least one crab,rl
the negation - ' meaning 'rit is not the 
case thatrt , so ! ' (:
crab), means rrit is not the case that there is at least one
crab'r and
the subjunctive conditional l; 'octopus ink ) octopus' means
rrif there is octopus ink then there is an octopus'
I also use the symbols > and I fron ordinary arithnetic and as a
subindex t-; 'event,' neans "the event just before ttr' The 'hard'
conditional '|', meaning I'given that" is also used' This is the
3
conditional used by statisticians for conditional events and conditional
probabilities (Feller, 1959). By 'octopus witt eat crabloctopus can
find crab' we mean "the octopus will eat the crab given that the octopus
can find the crab.'r There are five primitive terms in the system
derived from biology. They are:
(i) '0f f ' meaning r'0f f springrr
(ii) 'Än'meaningrranimal"
(iii) 'Hab' meaning rrhabitat"
(iu) the survival and reproduction primitive '[', which is a number
and,
(u) The directed interaction primitive '( ' which ensures that the
system is totally interactive.
Explications of all primitives are given below.
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II TÀTIETATICAL T(IDETS CI|NTBÄSTED VITI TÅTHDIÀTICÄI FÍ]RTÀTIZÄTION.
ilathematical modelling in ecology consists of using a known branch of
pure mathematics to write sentences about ecology. Än example is the
model for niche proposed by [utchinson (1957). This model is an
n-dinensional Euclidean space, in ¡+hich the number of dimensions n is
usually at least four. Ecological statistics such as neasurement of
Iength of animal or height above the ground of egg depository are
plotted along the axes. The model r+as seen as simplifying a complex
situation and has stimulated a great deal of field work. [o¡+ever there
are a number of difficulties inherent in such a model. Perhaps the most
important of these is the difficulty of visualizing a shape in four or
more dimensions. Even the simple tesseract, the four- dimensional
extension of the cube, is very difficult to visualize. [)ne can attempt
to do it by imagining eight ordinary three-dimensional cubes each of
which form a 'side' of the four-dimensional figure. Thus, suppose rle
refer to the four axes as the wrxry and z axes. Then thère are sixteen
'corners'of the tesseract where alI possible combinations of the two
values of w,x,y and z meet. i,lso the 'sides' occur at lor+er and upper
values of Hrxry and z, so there are eight'sides'altogether, each of
which is a cube. It is possible to construct a three-dimensional graph
which will give us some idea of the appearance of a tesseract ín much
the same t+ay as t+e can represent a cube on a flat surface, but it is not
¡nccih'la f n ronrocont ¡ f irrp-d'i mpnsìnnrl hvncrclhc- r¡ith ìts th irtv-two
l/Vuurvrv uv r vyt ----- -/
'corners'and ten'sides'each Of r+hich is a tesseract. Now the cube
and its extensions are very simple shapes, far simpler than the complex
tangled snarl which l+e have in ecology. The model is thus inadequate in
this conceptual sense and indeed rre nay easily be deceived into
misrepresenting the 'space' of the observed niche by inadequately chosen
cross-sections or projections on to more easily visualized two-or three-
dímensional spaces
Another disadvantage of the Hutchinson model for niche is that it does
5
not represent in a natural way the functional relations among the
organisns. Ve may attempt to do this by, say grouping aI1 the
statistics to do r+ith predation along one subset of the axes and the
statistics of nutriment along anothe¡ subset; the result is
unsatisfactory since a change in the angle of perception irunediately
returns us to a confusion between the two classes.
These criticisms of the model arise from the fact that Euclidean
geonetry r+as originally devised to deal r¡ith concepts of physical space
in three dimensions. There r+as no intention to uSe the language of
geometry for living organisms and so reference to biology was not built
in at the foundational level. These remarks apply to some extent at
least to al1 mathematical rnodelling. Population dynamics in aninal
ecology makes use of the differential and integral calcul-us and the
theory of differential equations, all of which were developed for the
physical sciences. The use of matrix algebra has led to confusion
because the standard theory allows the use of negative numbers as
elements of a matrix; so some of the theorems do not apply because we
cannot have negative numbers of animals in a population.
This is not an argument for ceasing to use mathematical models. The
Hutchinson model has resulted in much good field work being undertaken.
In population dynamics it was shown twenty-five years ago that a systems
analysis (difference equations) for Iri,boLiun populations correctly
predicted the outcome of a two- species interaction (Niven , L967, 1969).
Furthermore just the effort required to write down a symbolic nodel
often helps to clarify the situation; models are usefuL for sorting out
the mess; until ¡+e have something better they should continue to be used
in ecology.
In contrast mathematical formalization in ecology consists of the
construction of a ne1+ branch of pure mathematics specifically for
ecology. The universe of discourse contains objects belonging to
biology and the prirnitive terms and definitions refer directly to the
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biological scíences. Ä.s Quine (1967) ç¡rote rrThe less a science has
advanced, the more its terminology tends to rest on an uncritical
assumption of mutual understanding To be satisfactory a
definition not only nust fulfill the formal requirement of
unambiguous elirninability, but nust also conforn to the traditional
usage in question." l,xioms and theorems should be sentences ¡+hich
assert things about ecology. Voodger (1952) wrote, when contrasting the
tr+o approaches, rtln considering the relation of mathematics to biology
He must distinguish betr+een the process of applying existing rnathematics
to biology, and the less faniliar process of letting the biological
statements suggest new mathematical ones.rl
It has been stated often that there is something'natural'and tobvious'
about the devetopment of an appropriate mathernatical basis for physics,
in particular astronomy, and that by contrast biology in general and
ecology in particular are not suited to the developnent of appropriate
mathematics, that the best He can do is nake shift vith models taken
from the physical sciences. It is not the case that early geometry
arose naturally and easily. Early Polynesians were great
astronavigators, the ilayas developed a magnificent solar-based calender,
the Chinese were superb visual astronomers. But it Has left to the
Greek Scholars to make the deliberate intellectual attempt to develop
geometry; this did not happen by chance, noI could it have been easy. Ä
comparison of Äristotle's works, written two thousand years â80, both
about living organisms and about astronomy, makes the point that r¿e have
fail-ed to develop appropriate nathematics for the biological sciences.
0n that octopus which we norr call 0ctopus uulgøris,,A'ristotle (Peck,
1965) wrote'rThe octopus discharges its eggs into its lurking - place,
or into some old pot or other hollow object; they resemble the twisted
inflorescence of a grape-vine, or the fruit of the white poplar... 0nce
the parent has taid them, they cling on a1I round the receptacle.'r Tr+o
thousand years later, ilangold (1933) wrote rr...most eggs are probably
laid in shallon water... They are always attached to a substrate..' 0n
sandy or muddy bottom, eggs ¿re laid in empty mollusc shells or in
7
man- made obj ects, such as cans, tins, bottles ' tyres ' boots and
amphorae... In the aquarium, the eg8 strings are stuck to the wall of
the tank if no suitable home in provided... the chorion is drawn out
into a stalk by which the eggs are interwoven to forn a string'rr The
modern article contains more detail, the animals are given latin namest
even some sirnple nathematical models aIe presented, but a contempolaly
of Äristotle would have little difficulty in understanding ilangold's
article. Contrast this with the situation in astronomy' Äristotle
(stocks, 1930) wrote at length to convince his readers thatrrit is clear
that the earth does not nove- ãnd does not 1ie elsewhere than at the
centrer, (of the universe) . The complex nathematical calculations, using
the modern formalized languages of dynanics and calculus, which Here
necessary for the Yoyager spacecraft explorations of the solar system
would have been incomprehensible t}Io thousand years ago. 0nce again
modern dynamics, calculus and coutputer science did not arise easily and
naturally; they required the whole-hearted full-time attention of some
of our very greatest thinkers. Ve can only ask the question: 
r'I/hy have
ecologists failed to develop a nathematically based science?" The
ansHer may be simply that it is so much easier to study another plant,
or another animal, than develop hard theory. It is not so easy to study
another star, or another galaxy, without developing a mathematical
basis.
Final1y, on this theme, it should be stated that in contrast to most
mathematical models a mathematical formalization is realistic' precise
ønd general (levins, 1968).
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III A SIÄtt BEGINNING: TIE NOTION 0F Ä BTS0UBCE
The first concept of ecology to be formalized was the notion of a
resource based on a non-mathematical analysis of the idea of a resource
in animal ecology which h,as published by Ändre¡+artha and Browning
(1961). The authors presented the point of view that resources are
objects which are rrmaterial necessities of life." Ä resource r+as deemed
to be an object vhich would increase the expectation of life of the
animal or the probability of reproducing. In other words, a resource is
an object which, on interacting with the animal, results in an increase
in the chance that the animal will survive and reproduce. Examples of
resources are given by Andrewartha and Birch (1954,1984) and others.
They may be food, water, a place to oviposit, oxygen, light energy,
thermal energy... In each of these cases the interaction with the
animal results in an increased chance of survival and reproduction.
0nce this notion of a resource is accepted we are in a position to
formalize. let us choose a universe of discourse which is the set of
all substantive objects, including units of energy. Then the object 'r'
is defined to be a resource of the subject animal'a'in the case that:
ur(a)>ur_ (a) I d1'a & [anr(r)r{rr(r)f rt_ (.)} I (rral .
This string of symbols is a (mathematical) sentence which reads: The
survrvai or reproductive abiiity of the subject animai at a particuiar
tine t is greater than its survival or reproductive ability just before
t given that at time t the object acts significantly on the animal;
furthermore if it is the case that the object is itself an animal then
the survival or reproductive ability of the object at the tirne t is less
than or equal to its survival and reproductive ability just before t
given that at time t the object acts significantly on the animal. The
mathematical sentence includes three primitive terms derived from the




The survival-and-reproduction prirnitive nr(a) is a positive
real nunber ¡+hich is a non-decreasing function of:
(") the expectation of life of the individual' aninal 'à' at
birth or on entering its present stage of the life
cycle, and
(b) the probability that 'a' will have offspring.
The directed interaction prinitive 4t*y means that an
interaction occurs betveen the object 'x' and the object 'y'
which evokes inmediately in 'y' some physical, physiological
or behavioural Iesponse or a change of position and no other
object (other than tx') reduces or enhances this effect of'x'
on'y'i.e. 'x'affects'yt directly. The objects txt and'y'
must be elements of the universe of discourse; in particular
they may be animals, including the aninal 'a'. Judgement as
to whether the lesponse is significant is to be made by the
ecologist.
(iii) Änt (t) is used to mean that the object 'r'is an animal. Ile
may regard living organisms as being plants, animals or
protists. Äpart from a fe1r rare occasions, it is quite clear
in the field or laboratory to vhich of these three categories
the organism of interest belongs.
If it is convenient to work in an interval of time '6t' instead of an
instant of time 't' then the subindex 't' should be replaced by '61'.
The inclusion of I as a prinitive tern inplies that this definition,
other definitions of the direct environnent (see below) and hence the
entire systen, aIe all stochastic at a foundational level' The
inclusion of the directed interaction {, çhich is incorporated in all
definitions of the systen, ensules that the systen is totally
interactive at the foundational level; The time-dependence of the
prinitives implies that the systen is dynamic. The use of the
conditional | (given that) neans that an object classified as a resource
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is, in ordinary English, a potential Iesource. So if a chimpanzee is
observed to eat a particular species of ant in the Gombe National Park
then that same species of ant is classified as a resource for a
chimpanzee J.iving in the ilahale area. In the formal sense, therefore,
the mathematical definition of a resource is independent of the animal's
habitat. Thus in one line of symbols r+e have expressed a complex idea
r+hich applies widely to all animals and a very large set of objects.
There is no need to be quite so formally symbolic when r'le use the
mathematical definition in practice. For example, the chimpanzee is
known to eat bark. The semi-formal sentence:
[(chimp. ) is increased | ((bark) (chimp. )
justifies the classification of bark as a resource. (Niven, 1988d)
Chimpanzees also eat ants - another animal. A semi-formal sentence is:
ant) (chimp. )
In the latter case [(ant) is decreased because when the ant is eaten its
life expectancy drops abruptly. Ve assume in both cases that the
resource (bark or ant) is nutritious, so H(chimp.) is increased via
either the chimpanzee's life expectancy or its ability to reproduce.
Since chimpanzees prefer a particular temperature range, ânY specific
unit of thermal energy corresponding to that particular temperature
range constitutes a resource. Ve have:
tr/nhinn \ .is incrprsed I /lhea.tl lchimn. )
I > \-----l \ - f t
In this case [(chimp. ) increases because either the animal's life
expectation or its chance of reproduction is increased. A different
unit of thermal energy corresponding to higher or lower temperatures
would not be a resource, but a malentity (see below). Notice that,
following the practice of modern physics, units of heat belong to the




chimp. ) is increased and [(ant) is decreased¡
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A resource need not necessarily be on object which is assimilated by the
subject animal. The freshwater sponge SpongiLLa Lacusúris must find a
suitable piece of substrate, otherwise its expectation of life is
drastically reduced, thus a particular piece of substrate is classified
as a resource:
[(sponge) is increased | ((substrate) (sponge). (Niven & Stewart,
1e87) .
'Shelter'could be seen superficially to be classifiable also as a
resource. flowever it is a modifier of other objects in the environment
of the subject animal. The animal thrives because it is protected from
predators or malentities, so the shelter is a first-order modifier as
explained below.
Poisoned food may seem to present a difficulty. Confusion here is
avoided if the constituents are treated separately, the proteinr say, as
a resource, the poison as a mal-entity.
Än animal may not be a resource of itself. If the mathematical
definition given above is rewritten, but replacing the symbol'r'by
'a', a" contradiction appears; H(a) is required simultaneously to
increase and to decrease or remain unchanged.
72-
IY tlTIEB KINDS tlF OBJECTS V[IC[ DIBECTI,Y AFFECT ÄN ÀNITÅT
Things which have the potential to affect the animal directly lrere
called the 'direct environment' by Niven (1980) and the 'Centrum' by
Ändrewartha and Birch (1984). Vhen developing the mathematics of the
system it is convenient to refer to this set of objects as 'modifiers of
order zero.' There are four subsets of the centrum: resources (deaIt
with above); predators, for which the H of the subject animal is
decreased and the H of the predator increased given that a significant
interaction occurs, i.e. given that {(object) (animal); malentities, for
which the H of the subject animal is decreased and the H of the object
decreases or remains unchanged given that a significant interaction
occurs; final1y, mates, which are objects such that an interactj-on with
the subject animal has the chance of resulting in offspring. It is
convenient to use'offspring'as another primitive term for this
definition, its explication being the ordinary English semantic
definition of the word. 0f the four definitions for resources, mates,
predators and malentities that for mates is the only one which is
explicitly probabilistic. The other three definitions are implicitly
probabilistic since they all include the primitive term H.
Something should be said about symbionts here, since they appear to have
been left out of the direct environment. fn practice, however, it seems
4Lro4 onorT f -n- ,-rhon mrtinû ^r./r1r7'q r.¡hpn fun rn'imrl s intpreet ìn slleh aU¡loU t @l/al u rIv[r n¡rv¡
rray that both the I values increase the interaction is not direct but
aia other objects. Typically one animal secretes a resource for the
second animal, which supplies protection from predators in return. So
the animals are interacting indirectly through resources or predators of
each other; they are first-order modifiers in each others environment
(see below).




resource, it greatly assists correctness of
the semiformal versions of the mathematical
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definitions (Niven, 1gg7). Thus if the subj'ect animal is an adult
female chimpanzee in oestrous at the time of classification then any one
particular adult male chinpanzee, providing it is not sterile, is a
(potential) urate. Ve naY write:
Än offspring of both individuals vill be produced with
prob.>0|((male chimp.) (subject chiurp') '
The sane female chimpanzee will not have nates in its environnent in
this formal sense when is is not in oestrous'
The rat tapeworn ([ynenoLepis dininatø) customarily self-reproduces, so
for a subject tapeworm r,'e nay write:
Än offspring of the subject tapeworn will be produced with
prob >0 | {(taPevorm) (taPeworn) '
The interaction priuritive { is used here in the sense that the subject
animal i-s interacting with itself (Niven, 1988a) '
Predacious caddis flies are formally
freshwater sponge (SpongiLLa Locustris) '
(potential) Predators of the
Ve have:
[(sponge) is decreased and [(caddis fly) is increased
I ( (caddis flY) (sPonge)
(Niven & Stewart' 1987).
Snai1s and other crawling or browsing aninals sometines damage sponges
accidently, so a snail, say, is a nalentity in the environment of a
subject sponge:
[(sponge)isdecreasedand[(snail)isunchangedl{(snail)(sponge)
(Niven & Stewart, 1987) .
If ,n, is a nate of aninral 'a' then' it follor¡s fron the synnetry of the
definition that 'a,'is a nate of'n" provided that'n'is indeed an
aninal. (Îhe nrathematical definition allors ',n' to be an artefact') Äs
- t4-
noted above an aninal may be a mate of itself, however it may not be a
predator of itself; as in the case of a resource a contradiction appears
in the nathematics in this case. An animal may formally be a nalentity
of itself; in this case [(subject animal) must decrease due perhaps to
some biochenical interaction r¡ithin the animal. In practice this is an
unlikely event.
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Y OBJECTS V[IC[ ÄFFDCT ÄN ÄNITÅT INDIBECTTY
Things which we call tmodifiers', oI 'ilaelzer modifierst after D A
ilaelzer who introduced the idea into the literature (MaeIzer, 1965)
affect the subject animal uia the direct environnent (centrurn) or other
modifiers. The set of modifiers l+as called the tindirect environment'
by Niven (1980) and the 'web' by Àndrewartha and Birch (1984). À
first-order modifier modifies an object in the centrum of the subject
animal i.e. it modifies a resource, a mate, a predator or a malentity.
Ä positive first-order modifier acts so as to include the object within
the centrum; a negative first- order modifier causes the obj ect to
disappear from the centrum. Än example of a negative first-order
modifier is as follows:
The common octopus (0ctopus aulgaris) when presented r+ith a crab of
species Dard,anus arroser, will eat the crab unless it is 'protected'
by the anemone Calliactis parasitica; in the latter case, the crab is
never taken (Niven, 1988b). The anemone is a negative first-order
modifier of the crab, ¡+hich is a resource in the environment of the
octopus.
Ve may write:
(3 crab) [(crab)Res(octopus) l'{(anemone)(crab) & .(crab)Res(octopus)
| {(anemone) (crab)l .
The symbol '3' is the existential quantifier of modern formal logic.
The sentence reads:
There is at least one crab such that the crab is a resource of the
octopus given that (at time t) it is not the case that the anemone
acts significantly on the crab and it is not the case that the crab is
- 16-
a resource of the octopus given that the anemone acts significantly on
the crab. Notice that the square brackets enclose the entire sentence
outside the first round brackets '(l crab)' indicating that the
existence of that crab applies to the entire phrase.
0xygen consumption by the freshwater sponge (SpongiLLa Lacustris) kept
in the light is lower than that for sponges kept in the dark. This
difference is probably the result of a1gal photosynthesis; oxygen
produced by endocellular algae reduces the demand on that carried
through the aquiferous system. Thus, for a subject sponge, a specific
unit of oxygen is a resource vhich is modified (negatively) by an
individual zoochlorella, which in turn is positively modified by a
specific unit of light energy (kinetic energy in the form of light). fn
the presence of the light energy, the zoochlorella'interferes'with the
oxygen resoulce; in the absence of the light energy it does not. Ve may
write first that the zoochlorella is a negative first-order modifier in
the environment of the subject sponge:







Ieast one unit of oxygen such that this oxygen is a
the sponge given that it is not the case that the
zoochioreiia acis signiÍiean'uJ.y orr 'r,he Sponge and it is not +"he case
that the unit of oxygen is a resource of the sponge given that the
zoochlorella does act significantly on the sponge. Furthermole the
light energy is a positive second-order modifier in the environment of
the sponge:
(3 zoo.) [(zoo.)uo¿r (sponge) I {(1.e.) (zoo.) ft ' (zoo.)ilodt (sponge)
| , { (1.e. ) (zoo. )l .
-L7-
The sentence reads:
There is at least one zoochlorella such that the zoochlorella is a
first- order modifier in the environment of the sponge given that the
particular unit of light energy acts significantly on the zoochlorella
and it is not the case that the zoochlorella is a first-order modifier
of the sponge given that it is not the case that the light energy acts
significantly on the zoochlorella. (Niven & stewart, 1987).
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YI THE TÍ]TÅT ENYIBIIN}MNT
The environnent of an individual animal has thus been defined as a
structured set of material objects, which has the subsets'centrum'or
direct environment and 'web' or indirect environment. The centrum
contains four subsets:
resources, mates, predators and malentities.
The r+eb is the set of modif iers:
first-order, second-order, third-order and so on.
An nth-order modifier is separated from the subject animal by n objects;
the modifiers suggest the idea of an'ecological distance'from subject
animal to object. À connected set of modifiers, in order, form a
modifier chain. In a practical case ¡+e choose which value of n to use
(see analysis of 25- animal stucly below) . The nodifier chains may
continue indefinitely or loop back on thenselves; they are cross-linked,
since an object may lie in two or more modifier chains attached to the
same subject animal. Since in the centrum all cases of increasing or
decreasing values of H are included for both subject animal and object
the definition is 'complete' in this sense. The symbolie definition
-.^1,^^.:+ ^1^^- 4l.n* r'ô ho.,o mnf 
'lof+ rn\¡ nhìpcfs nttt. The modifierlltcl,I\çÞ -L u ulçor ulr@u trv ¡r@v w ¡uv u *..J
chains link animals together, possibly passing through plants or
inanimate things en route; they thus provide the Iinking structure of
animal communities and of ecosystems (Niven, 1988e). In order to define
an aninal community it is convenient to refer to elements of the centrum
aS 'zeÍo- order modifiers' ; the total environment of an individual
subject aninal is thus the structured set of all modifiers, with n
taking the values 0, 1, 2, 3,
- 19-
Än example of the complex cross- linkages which occur in the environment
is illustrated by the occurrence of the flatworm SchistocephøLus soLid,us
in the environment of the three- spined stickleback easterosteus
o,culeatus (Niven & Stewart, 1981-1933).
(i) The Horm is in the centrum (is a zero-order modifier) as a
predator, since the stickleback will become ill or die from an
infestation:
[(stickleback) is decreased and H(worm) increased
| {(worm) (stickleback).
( ii) Ä predator of the stickleback is a fish-eating bird. The
stickleback which is infested by the worm swims higher in the
r¡ater than otherwise and so is easier prey. Thus the worm is
a positive first-order modifier:
(lbird) [(bird)ilodlrti.t tuback) | (
(stickleback) l '11
(iii)
(3oxygen) [(oxygen)il0d" ( stickteback) |
(oxygen)ilod (stickleback) |
ft .(bird)ilod
The r+orm is a parasitic burden on the sticklebackts oxygen
consumption, oxygen being a resource of the stickleback. So
















The worm is also a parasitic burden on the stickleback's food
consumption, a particular (extra) item of food being a
resource of the stickleback; this is like the case above,
oxygen being replaced by food.
The worm ¡nay affect the production of nest glue by the male
stickleback. [ere, the rrorm is acting as a negative
¡;
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third- order modifier, the chain being subj ect male
stickleback- adult fenale as mate - nest - kidney glue - r¡orm.
The informal classifying sentences are:
(r) the fenale is a mate (a zero- order modifier):
Än offspring of both individuals rrill be produced with
prob.>0 | {(female) (nale stickleback).
(b)
(lf
À nest is a positive first-order modifier:
emale) [(female)tod (m. stick. ) | {(nest) (female)
ft .(female)Uoa (n. stick.) I -((nest) (female)l
Kidney glue is a.positive second-order modif ier:(.)
(3 nest) [(nest) ilod1 (m. stick. ) | {(glue) (nest)
¿ .(nest) ilodr (m. stick.) l.{(glue) (nest)l .
The worm is a negative third-order modifier:





.((worm)(n.stick.) & - (g1ue)ilod
) (*. stick. )l
Notice that in (d) He use the form of the modifier definition r+hich
enables us to pass over the next lowest item in the chain to write
'{(worm) (male stickleback)' .
(ui) Finally, the Horm is a negative third-order ¡nodifier since
with a severe infestation the female may break up the nest,
çhile spavning, because of her increased bulk. In the absence
^¡ +L^ .^-a -ì.^- loñÐdô mr\r ^r'ôrr"' hrli, rìpvestatinn isUI trllç W\,rllrt ùV¡tlg uI¡lv¡ uaurqÓv ¡nsJ
unlikely:
Äs in (u) the female is a mate and the nest is a positive first- order
modifier. Furthermore an enlarged adult fenale is a negative
second- order modif ier :
(3 nest) [(nest)ilod'(*.stick.) I "{(enlarged female) (nest)
ft . (nest)tod' (m. stick. ) | {(enlarged femafe) (nest)l .
- 2t-
The nest, in fact, disappears from the environment of the male
stickleback. The worn, then, is a negative third-order modifier:
I
(3 female) [(fenale)il0d2 (m. stick.) I "1(worm) (female)
ft -(female) Uod2 (m. stick. ) | {(worm) (female)] .
This complex inter-linkage of nodifier chains is shown in figure 1.











Fig 1. À particular individual parasitic vorm schistocepholus solidus
has the potential (at some particular tine) to interact sith
the subject nale stickleback fron at least six different





The realization of the mathematical definition of an animal's
environment is caIled an 'envirogram'. These diagrams were developed by
Ändrewartha and Birch (1984) using early formulations of the
mathematical definition (Niven 1980,1932). Each envirogram is drawn up
for a specific life- stage of a particular animal species. The
mathematics defines the environment of an individual animal, however the
envirogram concatenates field and laboratory results of many animals.
The diagram displays the four subsets of the centrum in a vertical
column. The subject animal is named on the extreme right, with arrovrs
linking it to elements of the centrum. First- order modifiers are in a
vertical column to the Ieft of the centrum, fol1or+ed by second- order
modifiers left of first- order and so on. The modifier chains are shown
by connectÍng the elements from the highest order modifier on the
diagram through to the subject animal. Unfortunately an envirogram does
not easily display the complex cross- linkages implicit in the
mathematical definition. Nevertheless it is a useful diagram and has
been used to display the environments of the twenty-five species listed
in Äppendix I and the nine species of Äppendix II. Än example for
Tctopus uulgaris is given in Figure 2. The separate envirograms for egg
and larva, which are sparse, have been superimposed on the adult
envirogram. A ful1 account of the environment of this animal is
- .1-l a - /tri i^ôoL\ ¡-J-^--^-.L^ ^-,1 D:-^L t^..-l ¿L^+ ll.,L^- 4L^AVAIIADfg (lìLvelt fVöOU/. AltUItrHAl UIri1 ai,lru DIILII Luur¡.u tJll'clu ìrrlclt t/rrs
theory in respect to any particular species. . . . . is presented
graphically in the form of an envirogram, the problems in the ecology of
that species seem to be illuminated and to stand out clearly".
Ä1I envirograms nentioned in this paper Here drawn by hand. f,owever
work is presently in progress to produce a computer package for drar+ing
envirograms, which will also ' be used as a teaching tool for
undergraduate courses in ecology. The package will allow for successive
































Iig 2. Än envirogran for lctopas uu|garis' The nunbers refer to the
notes on the envirograrr given in Niven (198Sb). Notice the
rnodifier chain anemone - crab - adult octopus çhich is









YIII TIE TVENTY-FIYE ANITÅT STIIDY.
Ä careful check of the environment definition vas undertaken by choosing
twenty-five well-known species of animal, searching the literature and
classifying all objects deened by the authors to be part of the animal's
envj.ronment. In no case was an object recorded in the literature which
could not be classified. according to the mathematical definition. The
formulation used for this exercise was the one published in 1982; this
was found to be rather difficult to use in practice and even experienced
logicians made the occasional mistake. For this reason a ner+
fornulation Has developed during the later stages of the twenty-five
animal study and five of them have been updated (Niven 1987, Niven þ,
Stewart 1987, Niven 1988a,b,c,d).
The list of the twenty-five species is given in Äppendix I. There are
five lower invertebrates: sponge, coral, sea gooseberry, tapeworm,
earthworm; six arthropods:; copepod, waterflea, mosquito, honeybee,
blowfly, butterfly; five higher invertebrates: freshwater snail,
terrestrial snail, squid, octopus, brachiopod; nine vertebrates: fish,
frog, toad, fulmar, penguin, wallaby, dolphin, gorilla, chimpanzee.
These species were chosen because they r¡ere veIl-known, the information
rras easily accessible, the range of animal phyla rlas çe11-represented
and colleagues in the biological sciences Here at hand to provide
^nnocìn.ol avnarf olrrino Qa.ra-q'l en-^q-oh'la noì¡o rrorô'i.nlrrÄa.{ fn-vvvQsrvrrar v^yvr U @qrlvv¡ vvtv^@¡ vv¡rrlJaravlv yo¿ru nv^v Irrvluuvu
future comparative studies, €.8. squid and octopus. Ät least one
envirogram rras constructed for each species. In the case of the insects
separate envirograms were constructed for eBB, 1arva, pupa and adult,
except the honeybee for which there are envirograms for worker, queen,
drone and larva. Two or three envirograrns Here constructed for some of
the other species.
Änong the five lower invertebrates the envirograms for the coral
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(pocilLopora d,anicornis) and the sea gooseberry (PLeurobrachia pileas)
¡¡ere both sparse, pointing to a lack of research on these animals
although they are relatively well known within their phyla. The coral
envirogram lacked modifiers of food resources. There lras very littIe
reported on the reproductive system.
Envirograms for the tapeworm ([ynenolepis dininuta) and the earthworm
(l,unbricus terrestris) displayed greater range of research interest.
There was an obvious gap in the tvo tapeworm envirograms for adult and
larva; in both cases the class 'predators' had to be marked 'none
known'. This is to say that it is not known r+hether this animal is
attacked by diseases or parasites or eaten by larger animals. There is
a" lack of predator modifiers on the earthworm envirogram' Än
interesting modifier chain for the tapeworm is 'riboflavine - host rat -
glucose - subject adult tapeworm.' This refers to the observation that
when the host rat is fed a diet lacking riboflavine the tapeworm grows
larger. This seems to be because more glucose is available to the
tapeworm, since the host's ability to absorb glucose is reduced when it
is fed a riboflavine-deficient diet. Riboflavine is thus a modifier of
the host rat which in turn is a modifier of glucose as a resource in the
tapeworm,s environment. Ä modifier chain for the freshwater sponge
(spongiLLa Lacustris) is 'kinetic energy (water currents) - sediment -
particles capable of blocking ostia and porocytes - subject sponge''
The particles act as malentities of the subject animal. They ale
modified by (provided by) the sediment, or any other source of large
particles; the sediment is stirred up and carried by water currents.
The envirograms for the six arthropods were extensive, reflecting
greater interest in this phylum. Relatively little rras known about the
ecology of the larva and egg of the marine copepod (calanus
finnarchicus). À modifier chain for the adult copepod is 'iceberg
kinetic energy (upwelling) - diatoms - subject copepod'. The copepod
eats diatoms which are nodified by upwelling currents induced by an
iceberg. the literature on the ecology of the waterflea (Daphnia nagna)
_26_
mentioned no modifiers of predators. Ä very well-known modifier chain
for the yeltow fever mosquito QLaes aegypti) is 'human - smal1
container - standing water - adult male - subject adult female. The male
is a mate of the female and is modified by the presence of standing
water in a small container provided by the human. Notice that the male
as well as the female does not have offspring unless water is available
for breeding. This modifier chain forms the basis for public health
measures in places where the mosquito is found; householders are
required to control and check bird baths, vases etc. The honeybee (Åpis
nellifera) is probably the best known insect (ecologically speaking).
The worker envirogram in particular is relatively large. Ä nice
modifier chain is 'wasp - Hax moth - wax comb - honey - worker'. The
honey is a food resource of the subject worker bee. Honey is stored in
the wax comb of the hive, this is attacked and often destroyed by the
Greater Vax iloth $aIIeria nellonella) which is in turn attacked by the
r+asp Åpanteles galLeriae. The envirograms for the üonarch butterfly
(Danaus pLerippus) and the sheep blowfly (truciLia cuprina) are also
large. À modifier chain from the latter is 'other animal - pasture -
helminth - faeces - bacteria - odour - sheep - subject adult female
blowfly'. The female lays eggs on the sheep, which is thus a resource.
The blowfly is attracted to the sheep by the ammoniacal odour produced
by anmonia-producing bacteria living in the faeces. The presence of
helminths tends to promote breech soiling with soft wet faeces. The
pasture affects the helminths and is in turn modified by other animals.
Among the five higher invertebrates the envirograms for the squid
(LoLigo opalescens) and the brachiopod (tringula anatina) were relatively
Sparse. The latter r+as surprising, since the animal is a standard
reference in undergraduate zoology texts because of its fossil record
which dates back to pre- Cambrian tines. It is astonishing that the
ecology of such an important animal, which one would expect to be of
significance also to evolutionary studies, has been so grossly
neglected. It is readily available, vith world-wide distribution in
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very shallow sea water. The envirogram of a subject brachiopod lacks
first- order modifiers of both food and predators and there does not even
seem to be a definitive food list. Both snails have been well studied.
Än example of a modifier chain from the environment of the Vandering
snail (l,ynnaea peregra) is 'herbicides - decaying vegetation - bacteria
- oxygen in water - subject adult snailt. The oxygen is a resource, for
which the bacteria are competitors; the decaying vegetation is a
resource for the bacteria (and hence a modifier for the subject snail);
it is in turn modif ied by herbicides. For the Giant .A.f rican snail
(,lcttatina fu|ica) a modifier chain is 'legislation --- market gardener
soil removed by erosion plant material subject snailt.
flere, in order to comply with the restriction of the universe of
discourse, the object tlegislation'has to be interpreted as the'marks
on paper' of the nominalist. Chinese market gardeners in Sarawak are
required to keep their plotS so clean all the year round that excessive
soil erosion results, thus reducing feed for the snail. The conmon
octopus (0ctopus aulgaris) has been studied extensively for a very long
time. .[ristotle (1965) devotes severa]- paragraphs to the aninal.
Predators, the moray eel and others, are well known. The envirogram
includes the interesting modifier chain'anemone - crab - subject adult
octopus, given above. (See also the envirogram in the previous
section. )
Ä11 nine vertebrates have been well studied. The three- spined
stickleback Qasterosteus aculeatus) has been used in numerous
laboratory experiments by animal behaviourists in addition to being
studied in the wild. The leopard frog (fl'ana pipiens) presented
taxonomic difficulties; these Here overcome by restricting the
envirogram to observations made in the northeast United States. Än
interesting double classification of the subject adult frog in its olln
environment occurs when we consider the behaviour of the animal during
lh. r,inter, when it hibernates in an ice- covered pond. The frog
excavates a pit in the mud at the bottom of the pond. From time to time
it moves slightly. The action flushes the Pit, renewing the
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oxygen supply and Iemoving silt from the sides of the body to allow
easier breathing. The same action attracts predators such as the
Rainbow trout (Salno gairdneri). So the animal is nodifying, by its one
action, both a resource and a predator. The envirogram for the Cane
Toad (Bufo nørinus) is considerably larger than the frog envirogram. Ä
modifier chain is tchicken - nonitor lizard - coconut crab - Giant
,A.frican snail - subject adult toad'. This chain refers to a situation
on Guam. The snail is eaten by the toad. The coconut crab also feeds
on the snail; the crab is in turn eaten by monitor lizards which also
attack chickens. The Ltlantic fulmar (Fulnarus gLaciaLis) and the
penguin Áptenodytes patagonica aIe the two birds of the study; the
fulmar seems to be the better known. À modifier chain from the
fledgling fulmar envirogram is 'subj ect animal - vomit - gulJ. - subj ect
fledgling. This refers to the predation of fledgling fulmars by the
Çreat Blackback gul1 (Lørus narinus); the fledglin$, when threatened,
will vomit a foul-smelling stomach-oil in defence, thus acting as a
positive second-order modifier in its orln environment. The Rottnest
quokka (Setonir brachyurus) is the best known wallaby and the envirogram
is relatively large. The Bottlenose dolphin (Iursiops truncatus) has
been well studied both in captivity and in the wild. Ä modifier chain is
'subject animal - sound energy - fish - subject adult dolphin'. The
fish are resources; the subject dolphin is able to locate them by
producing ultrasonic signals for ecolocation. Both the mountain gorilla
(eoriLIa goriLLa beringei) and the chimpanzee (Pan trogLodytes) have
been extensively studied. The envirograms refer mainly to observations
in the wiiri. ,{ modifier chain from ihe chimpanzee s'uurly is 'leopard -
dead antelope - chimpanzee'which refers to observations of a chimpanzee
searching for and then eating dead bushbuck which had been killed and
left in a tree by a leopard the previous night. It is noteworthy that
the mathematical definition accommodates well to observed chimpanzee
behavíour, &il exception being 'social grooming' , which, if not
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undertaken for fleas, salt or small pieces of skin, but soleIy for the
sake of increasing the I of both aninals for some 'psycho- social'
reason, is not covered by the definition. For this reason it may be
necessary to use the formalized theory of human ecology (see below) for
these animals, however hard evidence for the existence of purely
'social' grooming should first be obtained.
The structure of the observed nodifier chains is of theoretical interest
for the future mathematical development of ecology theory. There seem
to be four main types:
( i)
(ii)
The chain continues indefinitively.
ft ends in the sun (it seems pointless to continue beyond this
point).
After passing through a number of other objects the chain
loops back to the subj ect animal.
The chain loops back to the subject animal immediately because




IX FB0I (lNE ÄNIXÄL T0 [ÀliY: C0IIIINITY; SPECIES; NICIE.
The nodifier chains of the formalized environment tie animals together
into a functional network. Consider as an example the chain'anemone -
crab - octopus' given above. [ere we have three animals vhich are
functionally related; furthermore He can write down precise mathematical
expressions for those relations. The conditional form of those
expressions implies that He are not limited to a particular habitat, so
that a crab of the correct species is classified as a (potential)
resource of the octopus even if one animal is in the Mediterranean and
the other in the Pacific. flowever when we study an animal corununity we
usually restrict our concept to a particular habitat; it is convenient,
therefore, to introduce at this point a fifth biologically- based
primitive term. Elton's notion of habitat is a useful one: 'r...4 place
that rnight be habitable for the animal whose ecology is being studied.
The boundaries of the habitat and the qualities that determine the
boundaries are fixed arbitrarily by the ecologist" (Elton, 1949). This
is the 'habitat'used by,{ndrewartha and Birch (1984). So the primitive
term'Hab' is used in the formalized system to mean a specific place,
not a class of places. The lfay is now clear to define an animal
community (Niven, 1988e). À11 we have to do is change our perspective;
instead of animals like the anemone and crab modifying the environment
of a subject octopus r+e view the three individual animals as interacting
--.:¿L ^^^L ^+L^- T-ñ+^^,1 ^+ o^',i-- !+lra n-oh ic 'in +ho dirp¡tlll- urr çóLIr u ulrçr . rllù usGu ul ùaJ r¡ró u¡tw
environment of the octopust or 'the crab is a zero-order modifier of the
octopus'we can say'the two animals, which are zero-order modifiers of
each other, form a, zero- order corununity'.
Consider for example a small habitat in the ilediterranean containing an
octopus lair. The animals present are: 1 |ctopus uulgaris, 2 Dardanus
arroser of. opposite sex, t CaLLiactis parasitica, I Cynnothorar nordas
(the moray ee1) and 2 passing anonymous fish.
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It is convenient to use the language of modern algebra; instead of
writing'(octopus) Pred (crabr)' (the octopus is a predator of crabr) we












crabz + cl'âbr I
where 'ReS' means resource and 'ilat' means mate. i11 these morphisms
are derived from zelo-order modifiers, so 1¿e call the set
{octopus, crâ,b1, crab2}
a zero- order community in the habitat. similarly the set
{octoPus, crab1, crab2, eel}
is a first-order community in the habitat, and the set
{octopus, crab1, crab2, anemone}
is a second- order community in the habitat since in the environment of
the anemone the crabs are first-order modifiers by conveying the anemone
to its food so the octopus is a second-order modifier in the environment
of the anemone. There is an asymmetry here; the anemone is only a
first-order nodifier in the environment of the octopus, but when l¡e
define a corununity we should look at the relation of anemone to octopus
as well as the relation of octopus to anemone. Finally, the set
{octopus, crab1, crab2, eel, anemone}
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i-s a third-order community in the habitat. The trlo passing fish nay
possibly enter into the scheme if high-o¡der morphisms a,re considered,
or tf the fish happen to be suitable octopus prey. [orlever two large
fish are unlikely to be elenrents of an aninal connunity of lorl order in
this habitat. They uray forn a separate low-order comnunity of their
o¡¡n. the octopus lair should be includeil when ne consíder the
ec0Eysten.
An interesting nathenatical object within a.n animal comnunity is the
product XPttdl where I and Y are Eets of animals of the same Epecies and
for every individual animal x and y in I and Y we have that Pred:x ¡ Y.
This product is very like the Cartesian product of the algebra of real
numbers. In ecology it is called a tfood webt and we often extend to
¡nore than two sets.
For further comments on animal communities Eee liiven (1988e)
I'e may consider the niche to be the relation of an animal species to its
environment (Niven, 1989b). So çhen defining the niche re require a
¡nathematical definition of species as well as environment. lhe ideas of
Paterson (1985) fit very well into the scheme being developed; we nay
use the five biologicalty-based primítive terms given in this paper to
construct a ¡rathematical definition (Niven, 1989a). this definition
reads, in words, that the aniural species X is a set such that every
eleurent of X is an animal and is either a nrate or the mate of a ¡nate of
a, subject animal'at, given that the animals are all in a specific
habitat. the specific-nate- recognition notion of Paterson is dependent
on the idea that the recognition response of a potential nating partner
is of suprene importance; without such a response the probability of
nating is negligibly small. The use of a specific habitat is a
necessary feature of the recognition response and this is catered for in
the ¡rathenatical definition by the use of 'l' (given that). The
mathematical definition given by Niven (1989a) coYers the case of
hermaphrodites. It also caters for mutations which result in
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some change of mate recognition in at least one pair of offspring in the
same habitat r+hich then lead to the establishment of a different
species. The mathematical definition is not suitable for aninals which
are perpetually self-mating. In the case of an animal r+hich has only
daughters for several generations, followed by normal- bisexual
reproduction for one or two generations, the mathematical definition
covers the latter case and can be 'forced' by making the time interval
attached to the interaction primitive large enough. The definition is
suitable for humans, unlike those for environment niche and comnunity
(see below).
0nce species is mathematically defined l+e may proceed to the formal
definition of niche by simply using the standard mathematical definition
of a relation as a class of ordered pairs (Kuratowski & Mostowski,
19Z6). Ät the time of r+riting it seems very doubtful as to whether the
concept of niche r+ill, in the long run, be retained within ecology (see
Niven 1989b and final section in this paper). Neve¡theless many
present-day field ecologists find the notion useful so the mathematical
def inition r.ras constructed as part of the system. It is convenient to
separate direct and indirect environments, so lle extend the normal
definition of relation to be a class of one or more ordered triplets.
Àn an example we give a niche mentioned by Elton (t927) of the Äfrican
spotted hyaena which eats ostrich eggs and also the remains of zebras
killed by lions. The eggs and zebra remains are resources of the hyaena
and the ostriches and lions first-order modifiers. The triplet is:
<spotted hyaena; ostrich eggs, zebra remains; ostriches, lions>
Elton considers as part of the same niche the arctic fox r+hich subsists
on eggs of guillemots but in ¡rinter relies partly on remains of seals
killed by polar bears. So the niche is the class of ordered triplets:
< spotted hyaena; ostrich e88s, zebra remains; ostriches, lions >
< arctic fox ; guillernot eggs,seal remains ; guillemots, po}. brs >
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Since the nodifiers are all of first order and there are two of then in
each triplet the niche is a first-order double niche. Notice that there
are two distinct habitats. Ve uray refer to this niche as either'the
niche of the spotted hyaena' or tthe niche of the arctic foxt. [ore
triplets may be added if required. For a more nodern example we turn to
a study of the waterflea Døphnia by Ranta (1979). Three species are
involved I. nagna, D, palea, and D longispino. lhe animals are filter
feeders and the size of the ingested particles is controlled by the
density of the filtering combs and the vidth of the carapace crevice.
The animals thus act as first-order modifiers in their own environment.
The niche is:
The niche is a first-order simple niche.
the habitat is the same throughout ' a










Notice that in this examPle
freshwater rock pool in an
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I TIE IIRTAIIZED CoNCEPTS 0F ENYIB0NffiNT, C0XII]NITY, NICtrE ÀN] SPECIES
ÀBE IINXXD ÀT TtrE T()IINDÄTIIINÄI IEYEI.
vithin the developing formalized theory of ecology the
biologically-based prirnitive terms are at the foundational leve1' 
So by
looking at whiCh of these five primitive terns are used for the various
definitions He can see how important concepts which Iie at the heart of
ecology are Iinked together. Four of these prinitive terms are used 
to
define environnent. Ä different set of four is used to define species'
Àllfiveareusedtodefinecomnrunityandniche.








Iig.3. linkage of 'environnent', tconnunity" 
tnichet and 'species''
À1I the primitive terms used to define a concept are enclosed within 
the
appropriate boundarY.
So population ecology and community ecology are seen as closely
integrated. at least some field ecologists are ve1l aïare 
of the
necessity for both points of view çhen vorking in the field' 
For
instance Kítching (1986), on pley-predator interactions' 
writes """ He
should find the explanations for community structure and dynarnics 
in
processes operating at the level of the population'rl
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XI T(lllÄRDS TIE0BEXS F0B TIE EC0SYSTEü: ÄfI[ÄtS, PLÄNTS ÄND ï0DIILES.
let us return for the noment to the octopus example of communities of
various orders. In the community h'e include only the animals named.
Nevertheless it would be easy to include the octopus lair in some
extension to the animal corununity since it is linked to the subject
octopus as a modifier of predators; it is a first-order modifier in the
environment of the octopus. Similarly other inanimate obj ects and
plants may be linked to the animals of the community. fn general, when
we consider the plant r+orld, it is conceivable that a series of
formalized definitions could be developed for plant ecology, containing
primitive terms which would be something like those used for the animal
system. I{e may speculate that perhaps it would be appropriate to
replace the primitive term'aninal' by'plant', and'H' and'offspring'
by some pl-ant-related equivalents. The directed interaction primitive {
could presumably remain nuch the same, r+ith some changes in the
explication. Finally 'habitat' for plants r¡ould have the same meaning
as for animals.
It is often the case that aninals eat only specific parts of plants,
also insects which lay their eggs on plants usually choose a particular
p1ace, which is species-dependent. For this kind of reason it seems
clear that when we develop nerl mathematics for the ecosystem we should
think in terms of first a set oi primary objects which are aninais,
plants or nodules (nodule in the sense of Harper, 1981). Secondly He
have modifier chains which act as linkages among the primary objects and
nay contain inanimate things (including energy) "t well as animals,plants or nodules. Sone suggestions about a formalized definition of
the ecosystem have been put forward (Niven, 1988e). However the present
position is that no further work is planned along these lines due to a
lack of funding.
DN- ùf
XII TIE IIIIÀN I.NITI,T
It was realised at an early stage that hurnans, because of the importance
of social and psychological factors and technology in their environment,
cannot be adequately catered for by the scheme outlined above. \lork on
the formalized theory of human ecology is presently under way along the
following lines:
Än enlarged universe of discourse contains not just the substantive
objects of the nineteenth-century physicist but aLL perceived objects.
So the Taj ilahal, as an example, is a J-arge set of perceived objects,
since people will have slightly different perceptions of the edifice and
some people will have nore than one perception. The enlarged universe
of discourse is thus an enormous, but still finite, set. It includes
the universe of discourse for the animal system as a sna1l subset. Thus
the problem of perception is shifted from the observer to the subject.
À basic definition withi.n the developing formalized theory is for a
'social entity' which is defined mathematically as a set of humans
('human' is used as a primitive term) which share a set of perceptions
(i.e.a subset of the universe of discourse). Every human of the social
entity is itself a subset of the set of perceptions of the social
entity. Use is being made of P.E. Lauer's brilliant formalization of
C.I. Lewis' value theory (Lauer, 1980). The work is difficult (and
totally unfunded) and is not expected to lead to a publication for
several years.
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XIII IS TIE FI|RTATIZÀTII|N IETIÍID IISEFIIT IN ECtlItlGY?
The proponents of the formalization method clain that it is useful in
particular for clarification of ideas and for the correction of faulty
notions. The first results along these lines in the formalization
research outlined above concerned mistakes in the semantic definition of
environnent as developed by the Ändrewartha school prior to 1984. In
particular '¡+eather' was originally included as a" component of
environment (Àndrewartha 1971, Ändrewartha & Birch 1954, Browning 1963).
Än attempt to formalize this notion led to nonsense, which showed up
clearly as nonsense in the symbolized sentences. Then the use of Venn
diagrans demanded, for the sake of completeness, the extension of the
notion of 'malentity'. This part of the research guaranteed the
completeness of the direct environment (centrum) in the sense that all
changes in the relevant values of the prinitive term I were included.
The original description of malentities (Ändrewartha 1971) included only
those objects for which [(object) did not change. [owever as soon as
this notion r+as synbolized it became obvious that the set of objects for
which H(object) decreased when the interaction occurred was missing from
the system. It did not take long for an example of such an object to be
proposed; a poisonous animal which is eaten by the subject animal is
just such a case. Then the (initially very difficutt) formalization of
llaelzer's ideas that certain objects "on1y modified the value of some
resource or other component of environmeni'! (iíaeizerr i965) enabieci i;he
completion of the mathematical definition of environment by combining,
symbolically, direct and indirect environments. The mathematical
definition (Niven 1980, 1982) r+as used immediately by Àndrewartha and
Birch (1984) r+ho based a nerr analysis of environment on the nathematics
and proceeded to classify objects according to the definition. It is
unfortunate that these first two formulations of the mathematical
definition r+ere difficult for biologists to use. The third attempt
(Niven 1g8Z) is far easier to use for classification work (and was, in
fact, constructed for teaching an undergraduate coulse in ecology) '
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Ä difficulty which has been expressed about the mathematical definition
of environment is that the maxirnum order of modifiers is not fixed. The
indirect environment may be extended to suit the convenience of the
ecologist. The point that the 'environment' described in a loose
semantic lray as I'everythingrtis unacceptable in a formal system, for
good mathematical reasons, Has.explained by [askelf (1940) in his great
classical article on mathematical systematization of some basic
ecological notions. The method used in the present system is an attempt
to bypass this fundamental objection. The difficulty that the modifier
chains may be extended indefinitely is not harder to deal with in
practice than the analogous practical difficulty in that other great
observational science, astronomy. Every time we develop new
astronomical telescopes, either by extending their visual range or by
extending to non-visual radiation, the number of objects in the known
universe is increased. NevertheLess this does not prevent astronomers
from classifying stars. The [ertzsprung- Russell diagram, which
classifies stars according to their light rnagnitudes and spectral types,
conceptually simple though it is, constitutes a major research tooI.
(Àn excellent elementary account is given by iladdison 1988)
fn the past confusion has sometimes arisen in ecology when considering
the effect of thermal energy on living organisms. Because temperature
is easy to measure on an apparently continuous scale, one tends to
forget that at a particular time only one particular energy package is
interacting with the subject aninal. The formalization has forced this
understanding by the requirement that the object under consideration
must necessarily be an element of the universe of discourse;
'temperature', in fact, is not a substantive object. The result of
these considerations is the achievement of a precise classification of
thermal energy in the environment. Äs remarked in the section on
resources r+e cannot work with units of tcold'and are forced into the
nodern physicists' attitude towards thermal energy.
Ä formalization is expected to facilitate the development of theory.
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In science classification is of fundamental importance. The
formalization research in animal ecology has produced methods of
classifying environment, community and niche. It is clear that this
could be done also for plants and norlules, finally yielding a
classification of ecosystems which will have a biological basis, which
can be checked theoretically for completeness and which wiIl enabLe
precise comparisons among ecosystems.
The research which led to the nathematical definition of niche has
thrown up a serious mathematical difficulty which militates against the
future use of this concept in theoretical ecology. This is to do with
the existence of an inverse within the developing system.
ilathematically speaking !¡e may deal with confidence with a branch of
pure mathematics centred on the animal community, since there is a
simple morphism which will send an animal back to itself, much as
multiplication by the unit will send a number back to itself in ordinary
arithmetic (Niven, 1988e). Ät the time of writing it does not seem
possible to provide this feature for the niche, where the definition
necessarily includes a set of animals (the species) instead of an
individual animal (Niven, 1989b). Ecologists should therefore consider
carefully whether the niche concept should continue to be used in future
work, or discarded as yet another dead end. Speculation about the
development of theorems which ¡+i11 be used for deeper understanding and
prediction of ecosystems must remain vague until the basic fornalization
of plant and module ecology is completed. Nevertheless it notl seems
certain that such an exercise is /eøs ible; strong doubts Here expresseri
about the feasibility of the research during the three- year planning
stage, during tg74-6, by a nunber of the world's leading logicians'
Time has shown that useful results may be obtained providing that the
following rules are applied:
close contact is kept vith field workers,
the difficult and cumbersome notation of Vhitehead and Russell
(1925) which Has used by voodger (1937) is replaced by nore




convey meaning without Iosing too much rigour,
(iii) intermediate results are checked irunediately against data from
a ¡+ide range of appropriate biological organisms.
Vhether such research is useful in ecology depends on vhether ecologists
are willing to take the plunge into developing a precise
mathematically- based science or would prefer to continue along
Ä.ristotelian lines in the sense that, as remarked above, Äristotle and
his contemporaries would have 1íttle difficulty in understanding a
nodern ecology article. The great theoretical article of Haskell (1940)
is, of course, an exception (however its message Seems to have been
ignored). The formalized mathematically-based science of astrophysics
has required much dedication and extremely hard intellectual effort.
Consider as just one example, the Russell-Yogt theorem ¡¡hich asserts
that the structure of a star is uniquely determined by its mass and
chemical composition (Chiu, 1968). The theorem involves the solution,
under special conditions pertaining to stars, Of four ordinary
differential equations. Parameters are notions basic to physics:
temperature, density, mass, opacity, electron preSSure...The theorem is
important in interpreting the [ertzsprung-Russell diagram, on which
stars of the same composition lie along a smooth curve. It has direct
consequences for our knowledge of the sun, its age and the time it will
take on its path to red-gianthood and self-destruction. In fact, these
four equations are intricately bound up with the physics of stars, at a
fundamental level, in sharp contrast to the rray sirnilar ordinary
differential equations are used in modelling as a superficial
description of ecological phenomena, with no deep reference ¡+hatsoever
to the basic biology of the organisms.
Finally, it should be stated vith reference to the present system that
definitions of animal niche and aninal community and the proposed
definition of ecosystem all depend largely on the definition of
environment. The present mathematical definition of environment (Niven
1g8Z) is stated in such a r+ay that future inprovements and even drastic
change will be relatively easy, should future developments require it.
The seb can be joined to a totally different centrum, for instance,
which might contain a completely different set of primitive terms.
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The Chimpa\zee (Pan trogLodytes)
The ilountain Gorilla QoriLIa gorilla
b ering ei)
The three- spined Stickleback Qasterosteus
aculeatus leiurus)
The King Penguin (Åptenodytes patagonica)
The Bottlenose Dolphin (Iursiops truncatus)
The Cane Toad (Bufo narinus)
The Vandering SnaiI (l'ynnaea peregra)
The Giant Äfrican Snail ('lchatina fulica)
The leopard Frog (Xanø pipiens)
The Common 0ctopus (0ctopus aulgaris)
The Rottnest quokka (Setonix brach,yurus)
The Sheep Blowfly (I'ucilia cuprina)
The fresh-water Sponge (Spongitlo Lacustris)


















































The f,arthworm (.tørnbricus terrestris)
The Vaterflea (Dapltnia nagna)
The ilarine Copepod (Calanus finnarchicus)
The ilonarch Butterfly (Ianaus pLetippus)
The Yellow-fever ilosquito (Åedes aegypti,)
The Pacific Coast Squid (I'oLigo opalescens)
The Ätlantic Fulmar (Fulnarus gLaciaLis
gI aci aL i s)
The Reef Coral (Pocillopora danicornis)
The Rat Tapeworm ([ynenolepis d,ininuta)
The Common f,oneybee (Åpis nelLifera)
The Brachiopod (l'ingula anatina)
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ÄPPINDIX 2
The environnents of the following nine species r+ere anal-ysed by
Ändrewartha and Birch (1984) using early versions of the nathematical










Choristoneura funi f erana
Dacus tryoni
CeILana tranoserica









Animals are necessarily incorporated in the system.
The analyses for animals are available in a series of
published papers (see Niven, 1989).
2. Symbols and primitive terms
The following symbols from symbolic logic are used
in this paper:
(i) The existential quantifier 3. '3 leaf means nthere is
at least one leaf".
(ii) The negation -. '- (3 leaf)' means nit is not the
case that there is at least one leaf"
(iii) The subjunctive conditional ). 'A)B' means 'if A
then 8".
(iv) The conjunction &. 'A&B' means nA and Bn.
(v) The disjunction V. 'AVB' means nA or Bn (or
both).
The symbols >, < and s are from ordinary arith-
metic and mean ngreater thann, nless than" and "less
than or equal ton respectively.
The 'hard' conditional I is the conditional used by
statisticians and probabilists for conditional events and
conditional probabilities (Feller 1959). 'A I B' means
"A (occurs) given that B (occurs)'.
The symbol - is from modern algèbra. A:B-C
means that the morphism A sends B to c.
The symbol t_ used as a subindex comes from en-
gineering mathematics. [t means'just before tn. So'the
event Ar_' means nthe event A occurs at a time just
before time tn.
The brackets <...> are used for ordered pairs, so
the pair (â,b) is not the same as (b,â) unless a is the
same object as b.
Therc are seven nrimitive frrndefinedl lerms from-, --- ---- -- ----
biology used in the definitions. They are:
(i)'Pl'standing for plant or plant module.
(ii) 'Off standing for offspring.
(iii) 'An'standing for animal or animal module.
(iv)'Hab' standing for habitat.
(v) The well-being primitive for plants, G, which is a
number.
(vii) The survival and reproduction primitive for
animals, H, which is a number.
(viii) The directed-interaction primitive f, which en-
sures that the system is totally interactive.
Explications of all primitives are given in the follow-
ing section.
3. The explication of the primitive terurs Plr OE An'
Hab, G, Hand I
In any formalized system such as a branch of math-
ematics it is necessary to include certain undetined
words or phrases called 'primitive terms'. It is not pos-
sible to construct a branch of mathematics in which all
terms are defined within the system. The primitive
terms are then used in definitions, which are incor-
porated into the axioms from which the rules of in-
ference of the system enable us to prove theorems.
Choice of primitive terms which involve notions from
the biological sciences results in a formalized system
which has a foundation of biology, not Physics, as is the
case for most modern mathematics.
3.1 Plt(p) means that the object 'p'is, at time t, a plant
or modular organism which is part of a plant. 'Plant' is
a blanket word in this context which is used in this
paper to mean the Plantae, Fungi, Protoctista and
Monera of Margulis and Schwartz (1982). A module is
a 'a repeated unit of multicellular structure, normally
arranged in a brancb system" (Harper 1981). Modules
which are not arranged in a branch system are also
used in this paper.
3.2 q Offrp means that the object 'q' becomes an off-
spring of object 'p' at time t, for the f¡rst time, i.e. q is
'born', becoming a separate object from p at t¡me t.
3.3 Anr(a) means that the object 'a' is, at time t, an
animal or modular organism which is part of an animal.
'Animal' is used in this paper to mean the Animalia of
Margulis and Schwartz (1982).'Module' is used as ex-
plained in 3.1.
3.4 B Hab b means that the object 'b' occupies the
region of physical space 'B' at time t. 'B' is called "the
hab¡tat of b". It is a specific place, not a class of places.
nThe boundaries of the habitat and the qualities that
determine the boundaries are fixed arbitrarily by the
ecologist" (Elton 1949). The object b must be either a
plant or an animal, in the sense used in this paper, i.e.
either Pll(b) or An(b).
1 ( TIra ruall-lrainir ¡rimitiwp l? ic a n¡rmher which ev-
presses the general well-being of the subject plant or
module. Following Harper (L977) such things as the
rate of increase of dry weight, the amount of wilt and
the amounl of leaf-blackening are included in G. Also
included in G is the probabil¡ty of reproduction. The
number G¡(p) refers to G at time t of object p and it is
obligatory that Plt(p). Since G includes a probability it
is itself probabilistic.
3.6 The survival and reproduction primitive H is a
number which is a function of:
(a) The expectation of life at birth.
(b) The probability of reproduction, sexual or asexual.
Since H includes a probability it is itself probabilistic.
The number H¡(a) refers to H at time t of object 'a'
and it is obligatory that Anr(a). H is non-decreasing
with respect ro (a) and (b).
3.7 The directed interaction primitive 6ttry means that
an interaction occurs between tbe object'x'and the ob-
ject 'y' which evokes immediately in 'y' some physical,
physiological or behavioural response or a change of
position and no other object (other than 'x') reduces or
enhances this effect of 'x' on 'y' ie'x' affects 'y'directly.
The objects Ï'and ly' must be elements of the universe
of discourse; in particular they may be plants or
animals. Judgement as to $¡hether the response is sig-
nificant is to be made by the ecologist.
In all cases the subindex 't' may be replaced by ôt'
imptying that the observation or action takes place
during an interval of time instead of at an instant.
4. The direc't environment
The direct environment of a plant is the set of ob-
jects u'hich affect the subject directly. There are five
subsets called resources, associates, co-reproducers,
predators and malent¡ties.
4.l Resources
A resource of an individual subject plant is an ob-
jecr $'hich is such that when it interacts tryith the subject
in the sense of the directed interaction primitive, the G
of the subject is increased. In the case that the object is
itself a plant or an animal, its G or H is decreased or
unchanged. The formal definition for object 'r' to be a
resource of a subject plant (or module) 'm' is:
{G(m)>G.1m)} I É,rm&[Pl(r):r {G(r)sG,-(r)} | É,rm]
&[An(r)> {H49 sHç(r)} I 6rrml
This string of symbols is a (mathematical) sentence
which reads, approximately: The general well-being of
the subject plant (or module) at a particular t¡me t ¡s
greater thaD its well-being just before t given that at
time t the object acts significantly on the plant; further-
more if it is the case that the object is itself a plant then
the general well-being of the object at time t is less
than or equal to its well-being just before t given that
at time t the object plant acts significantly on the sub-
ject plant; further to this if it is the case that the obiecr
is an animal then its survival and reproductive ability is
less than or equal to its survival and reproductive
ability just before t given rhar ar time t the object
animal acts significantly on the subject plant.
Objects such as a package of light energy or ther-
mal energy, an amount of $,ater (some specific quantity
of water), an amount of orygen, carbon dioxide or
mineral nutrient are all resources. Semi-formally, when
dealing u'ith water, say, $,e may write, for a subject
plant, say a maize plant:
G(maize) is increased I f (water)(maize).
Since water is neither plant nor animal the second
part of the definition is not applicable. The semi-formal
sentence is a useful device which belps to check the ac-
curacy of the classification. It is implied that:
(i) The time constraint is to be understood.
(ii) The maize referred to is a specific individual plant.
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(iii) The water referred to is a specific quantity; it is a
particular individual lcc (say) of water, not the set of alt
possible lcc amounts of water or a subset of lhat set.
Now as the subject consider a module of the brown
rot fungus Monilinia fructicola and as the object
another module which is one parlicular cberry (Weier
et al. 1982). Then the cherry is a resource of the fun-
gus, since we may write:
G(tungus) is increased and G(cherry) is decreased I f lctrer-
ryXtungus).
Now consider a case in which ¡he resource is an
animal. Suppose the subject is an individual Venus fly
îap, Dionaea muscípula and tbe object some suitably-
sized insect (lVeier et al. 1982). Then we may write:
G(Venus f. t.) is increased and H(ins€ct) is decreased J f
(ins€cl)(Venus f. t.).
A plant may not be a resource of itself, since a con-
tradiction appears ¡n the definition if 'r' is replaced by
'm'; \re have that G(m) is both increased and decreased
at time t.
4.2Associaus
An associate of an individual subject plant is an in-
dividual plant or aoimal which is such that when it in-
teracts wi¡b the subject in the sense of the directed
interactioD primitive the G of the subject is increased.
In the case that the object is a plant its G is also in-
creased. In the case that the object is an animal its H is
increased. The formal definition for object 'a'to be an
associate of a subject plant (or module) 'm' is:
{G(m) > G¡(m)} | Ëtam&[Pl(a)r {G(a)> Gr_(a)} | 6am
&[An(a)r{H(a)>H¡(a)} | fam]
In English, this reads, approximately: The general
well-being of the subject plant at a particular time t is
grearer than just before t given that at time t the object
acts significantly on the plant; furthermore if it is the
case that the object is itself a plant then its general
well-being at time t is also greater than just before t
given that at time t the object plant acts significantly on
the subject plant; further to this ifit is the case that lhe
object is an animal then its survival and reproductive
ability at time t is greater than just before t given that
at time t the object animal acts significantly on the sub-
ject plant. --
An example of an associate is given by Harper
(1977). This is the fungus Epichloe typhina, described
as an "intriguing... exception...' (to the normal interac-
tion bet$'een pathogen and host). The fungus nsteril-
izes its grass hosts by preventing the emergence of an
inflorescence. Such eunuch plants have high vegetative
persistence in pastures and apparently greater vegeta-
tive-vigour. It may be tbat some of the resources
diverted from flowering are available for the more
rapid production of lillers...n The fungus is an associate
of the subject grass since:
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C(grass) is increased and G(frrngus) is increased | å (n o-
gus)(grass).
An example of a case in which the associate is an
animal is not known, but has been allowed for in the
mathematic¿l de¡rnition.
Formally speaking, a plant may be an associate of it-
self, since no contradiction appears in the definition if
'a' is replaced by 'm' for the case of a plant as object.
This does not, at present, seem to be a useful in-
ference.
4.j Co-reprúucen
A co-reproducer of an individual subject plant is an
object which is such that when the interaction in the
sense of x occurs the probability is greater than zero
that a ne$, individual will come into existence. The for-
mal definition for an object 'o' to be a co-reproducer of
a plant 'm' is:
Prob[(llx)(xOfft*pm & xOff,*po) 6,om] >o.
Examples of dioecious plants are asparagus, date
palms and some mosses (Weier et al. 1982). Thus, for
instance for a subject male asparagus and an individual
female asparagus as object we may write, semi-formal-
ly:
The probability is greater than zero that an offspring of
both male asparagus and female asparagus will appear
after a time p I f(female asparagus)(male asparagus).
If 'o' is replaced by 'm' in fhe mathematical defini-
tion we have the case that a plant is a co-reproducer qf
itself. This applies to monoecious plants such as wal-
nut, squash and some mosses (Weier et al., 1982). lr.
also applies to a subject tiller of the infected grass of
section 4.2 since we have:
The probability is greater than zero that the tiller will
produce an 'offspring' tiller after a time
p | Ë(riller)(riller).
The expression å(tillerxtiller) means rhat rhe sub-
ject tiller interacts with itself. The time B is the
'gestation' period i.e. the time from the start of the in-
teraction to the time when a new individual appears,
say a seed which is separate from the parent, or a new
tiller or other module. B may be very short, perhaps
only a few minutes, or very long, perhap many months.
The object 'o' is normally a plant, however the defin¡-
tion allows for'o' to be an artefact.
4.4 hedatorc
A predator of an individual subject plant is an in-
dividual plant or animal which is such that when the ob-
ject interacts with it in lhe sense of f the G of the
subject is decreased. If the object is a planr its G is in-
creased; if it ¡s an animal its H is increased. Predators
of plants include gazing animals and humans. The for-
mal defTnition for object 'p' to be a predator of a sub-
ject plant (or module) 'm'is:
G(m)<Gr (m) I 6rpma[Pl(p)> {G.(p)> c,_(p)} I É,pml
&[An(p)r{H(p)>H,_(p)} I Ë,pr¡
The blight Endothiø parasitica attacks chestnut
treos in North America (Harper 1977). This parasite ie
formally a predator in the environment of a subject
chestnut tree since we may write:
G(chestnut) is decreased and G(blighÐ is increased
I flolignglctrestnut¡.
Notice that once again in the sem¡-formal sentence
the time constraint is to be understood and the blight is
either a whole individual or a module. An example of
an animal predator is the caterpillar of the olethreutid
motb Ecdytolopha sp. which feeds on the Red man-
grove (Rhizophora mangle), (Strong et al, 1984). The
semiformal sentence is:
G(mangrove) is decreased and H(caterpillar) is increased
I f (caterpillar)(mangrwe).
A plant may not be a predator of itself, since if we
substitute 'm' for'p' in the mathematical definition a
contradiction appears, i.e. G(m) is required to increase
and decrease, both at time t
4.5 Malentities
A malentity of an individual subject plant is an ob-
ject which is such that rflhen it interacts with the subject
in tbe sense of É, the G of the subject is decreased. [n
the case that the object is itself a plant its G is
decreased or remains unchanged. In the case that the
object is an animal its H is decreased or remains un-
changed. The formal definition for object 'c' to be a
malentity in the environment of a subject plant (or
module)'m'is:
[ {G(m)<Gt-(m)} I 6,cml¿tPl(c)> {Gr(c) sc,-(c)} I 6,cm
&[An(c)r{H(c)<H¡ (c)} l 6cm¡.
Inanimate objects such as a falling rock, a violent
uin¡l /tl¡a l¡i¡pti¡ êñê?ñr i. tha ^h¡ê^f\ a hailclnna a/rt s ¡¿s'rÙrv¡¡vt e
blast of lighting (electrical energy), fire (thermal ener-
gy) are all malentities. The semi-formal sentence for a
subject plant and lightning as the malentity is:
G(plant) is decreased I f lligtrgning)(plant).
A banyan which destroyed some small plant by forc-
ing its roots through that plant is acting as a malentity;
the small plant is destroyed, the banyan is unaffected:
G(small plant) is decrcased an<l G(banyan) is unchanged
I f (small plant)(banpn).
An example of a human ac¡ing as a malentity is
given by Liddle and Thyer (198ó). Ramets of the grass
Entoldsia stricto werc significantly harmed by human
trampling. The semi-formal sen¡ence for a subject
ramet is:
G(ramet) is decreased and H(human) is unchanged I f
(human)(rameQ.
The definition allows for both subject and malentity
to be adversely affected by the encounter. An example
would be a human trampler whose foot was pierced by
the trampled plant (bearing thorns for instance).
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(3 merabolite)l(merabotite)Res (tungus) | 6(plant
rootxmerabolite) &
-(metabolire)Res(ñrngus) | -flptant roorxmdabotile)].
Similarly, for a subject plant:
@ metabolire)[(metabolite)Res(ptane I f(fun,
gus)(merabolite) &
-(metabolite)Res(planQ | -f(tungusxmerabot¡re)].
The rules of construction of the semi-formal sen-
tences allow, in the term starting with f, for the second
individual to be either the subject or an object in the
direct environment of the subject.
5.2 Second- and Third-order Modifæn
Second-order modifiers are objects in the environ-
ment of the subject which modify firstorder modifiers.
Third-order modifiers modify secondorder modifiers.
To continue with the example of the previous section
from Grime (1979) suppose the dominanr is shading
the subject small plant and thereby interfering with the
thermal enersr or light energy that it requires. Some
one particular package of thermal energy correspond-
ing to a suitable temperature is a resource since:
G(small plant) is increasect I f(rhermat energr)(smalt ptant).
The dominant is a negative first-order modifier, since:
(3 thermal energ/)l(therm. en.)Res(smafl
plant) | -f(dominantxrherm. en.) &
-(therm. en.)Res(small planÐ I f(<tominant)(them. en.)1.
The maleic hydrazide is a positive second-order
modifier, since:
@ <tominant)[(rlominant)Modr(smail
phnt) | f(mal.hycl.)(<lom¡nant) &
-(dominant)Modr(smalt ptant) | -f(mat.hyd.)(rtominant)l
tf --.^ ----- 
:-^-- J-- -- ^L - Ltl wç tt(rw tr¡tfuqucg tnc numan wno treals tne
vegetation with maleic hydrazide we find that the
human is a third-order modifier in the environment of
the small plant, since:
(3 mal. h¡¡dlt(mal. hyrl.)Mod2(smalt ptant) | f(human)(mat.
hyd.)&
-(mal. tryrl.)Modþma[ plant) | -f(human)(mat. hyct.)].
In this latter case the interaction primir¡ve is inter-
preted as meaning that the response is a change of
pos¡tion of the maleic hydrazide. Notice that the nota-
tion Modl and Mod2 is being used here for first and
second-order modifiers.
Harper (1977) writes that rhe jay Gamtlus glan-
darius carúes acorn$ of Quercus spp. up to a distance
of one kilometre for burial. They search for them
during the autumn and winter and eåt them, but a
number of seedlings survive. The burial may be vital
for the viability of the acorn. The thermal energy as-
sociated with above-ground temperatures is a malen-
tity, since:
G(amm) is decreased I fltnerm. en.Xacorn).
The rcil which covers the acoro is a negative first-order
modifier:
@ therm.en.)[(therm.en.)Ma(acorn) | -f(soit)(ttrerm en.)&
-(therm.en.)Mal(acorn) | flsoil¡tnerm.en.¡.
ln this case a physical change is induced on the thermal
energy by the soil.
The jay which buries the acorn is a positive second-
order modifier:
(3 soil)[(soi)Modr(acorn) | f(ay)(aoorn) &
-(soil)Mo<l¡(acom) I -f(ay)(acorn)1.
5.3 Mdifierc of all Orders
The formal definirion of the set of modifiers (which
is potentially infinite) is given here. First, we shall refer
to objects in the direct environment of a subject plant
m as 'modiliers of order zero'. A modifier is an object
w. Thus for a resource, an associate, a co-reproducer, a
predator or a malentity referred to as \r, we have
wModo¡m. Then:
wModr+(n + r)m =¿(ilx) [ {xModrom I (6tu/x v 6rwy) } &
{ -xModtnm I -{å,*" v 6*¡¡¡
wMad¡D+r)m=a(3x)[{xMoctfu I -(6,.o V åtw})}&
{ -xModtnm I (6,ro V,"O¡¡¡
o=0,1,2r...;
y is either m or a modifier of order s n
Modtnm=¿rModt*nm V Modttm
A set of objects connected by the modifier defini-
tions, taken in order, is called a 'modifier chain'.
Nolice that we have the choice of either fwx or frvy
when writing down the justirying sentence for a
modifier. Thus in second example of section 5.2 above
the f¡rst-order modifier definition includes f(soil)
(therm. en.) i.e. frvy where y is a modiñer of order
zero. For lhe second-order modifier semi-formal sen-
tence u/e use f(jay)(acorn) ie. fwm.
6. the ûotel envirunment
The total environment of a plant or module m is the
structured set which is the union of direct and indirect
environment of m in which the structure of the five
subsets of the direct environment and their attached
modifier chaios is preserved. The environment is total
in the sense that all possible increases or decreases of
G(subject) and G(object) (or H(objecr)) are inctuded
in the direct environment. If G(subject) does nor
change the object being considered does not belong to
the direct environment. If it exists (i.e. belongs to the
universe of discoúrse) then it must necessarily be, in
this case, a modifier.
The 'environment', as mathematically defined in
this paper, is an extremely complex network, since any
one object may occupy many logical positions in the en-
vironment of a subject plant, all at the same instant.
This occurs because of the use of the conditional I
(given that) in the definitions. [n ordinary English ob-
jects in the environment would be referred to as
'potenlial resources','potential associates','potential
co-reproducers', 'potential, predators', 'potential
malentities' and'potential modifiers'. The situation is
similar to that in the related formalized theory of
animal ecology and an example is given by Niven
(1989) from a study of the environment of the three-
spined stickleback (Gaslerosteus aculeatus) in which a
parasitic worm Schistocephalus solidus appears in six
logical positions in the known environment --- once as a
predator, three times as a first-order modifier and once
as a third-order modifier. This conceptual difficulty is
significantly resolved by the use of a brilliantly simple
diagram called an 'envirogram', which $,as ¡nvented by
H G Andrewartha, using the mathematical definition of
the total environment of an animal given by Niven
(1980). The diagram was introduced into the animal
ecology literature by Kitching (1983) and used exten-
sively by Andrewartha and Birch (1984). The en-
virogram opens out the complex network of the
environment and projects ¡t on to a flat surface, making
it very easy to scan. Envirograms are now being con-
structed for plants, using the definitions in this paper.
Until recently drawn by hand, these diagrams may now
be computer-constructed (Abel et ø/. 1989).
7. Communities
The modifier chains which formalize the functional
relations between plant and plant, or plant and animal
will now be lreated as the functional linkages which
knit together a plant or plant-and-animal community. I
now introduce a change of notation; instead of saying
"plant 'q' or animal 'a' is a kth-order modifier in the en-
vironment of plant 'p'n I shall say
'Modh sends plant 'q' or animal 'a' to ptant 'p'n and
write this symbolically as:
Modl q-p, or
Modh: a-p.
The idea of modifiers in the environment of a subject
plant is thus transformed into the mathematical notion
of a morphism.
We can now define an nth-order community Cn
within a habitat as a structured set of plants, animals
and modules a,b,c,........ such that for every ordered
pair <a,b> we have Modl:a-b, k=0,1,2,...,n, where k
is the maximum of the smallest integer for every pair.
The time constraint holds as for environment, i.e. we
allow for a change within a community from instant to
instant. Thus we start with a specific habitat B, sy,
which is such that for every plant, animal and module,
p, to b€ considered, B Hab p. We consider each pair in
turn. Each pair is considered twice, taking the ordering
into account. For the first pair, 1â1,ã2) say, we write
down the modifier connection. lVe repeat this for
1â2,â1>.- If n is small then Co will be a set of plants
1æ
(modules, animals) which is closely knit together.
Several such communities (non-overlapping) may occur
in a large habitat. If n is large then M¡les' (1979) idea
of patch is satisfied. In some cases the functional rela-
t¡on between two plants in a patch will be very tenuous
indeed; this is catered for in the def¡nition since there
will be at least one modifier chain, which may contain
scores of objects, which connect the two.
For the definition to be helpful certain universal
modifiers must be excluded. O:rygen and thermal ener-
gy are examples of universal modifiers, which will knit
together, since they are resources for all, even extreme
'logical outliers' in a Miles 'patch'.
7.1 A zero-order community
Consider the example of a predator from Harper
(1977) in Section 4.4. The bligtrt Endothia parasiticø
attacks chestnut trees and is formally classified as a
predator of a subject chestnut tree. rrVe rewrite this as:
Modo:blight + tree. ('Mod zero sends blight to tree.')
Now take an individual blight as the subject. Tben:
G(blight) is increased anct G(tree) is decreased I f
(tree)(blight).
We rewrite this as:
Modo: tree - blight.
The two individuals, chestnut tree and blight, con-
stitute a zero-order community. [f now we add another
chestnut tree, then this second tree is a first-order
modifier in the environment of the first tree; it ncom-
petes' for blight (or nutrient) and we write, semi-for-
mally:
(3blight)[(blight)Pred(ñrst tree) | -É(btightxs€cond tree)&
- (blight)Prect(ñrst tree) | f lutignqlsecond tree)1.
In other words:
Modl: second tree * first tree.
Thus we no longer have a zero-order community.
A zero-order community, then, ¡s one in which the
plants (modules, animals) are linked together by being
in one another's direct environments; they are usually
very small, w¡th only two or three individuals. The con-
cept is a useful one when classifying communities, but
is not usually appropriate to real-life communities in
the wild.
7. 2 H igher- order commu ni t ie s
Consider the example of section 5.2 taken ftom
Grime (1978), in which a dominant, which normally
shades a small plant, is adversely affected by maleic
hydrazide sprayed by a human. We have:
Mod3: human- small plant.
It is not clear from the example what the converse
relation is. The dominant is a (negative) first-order
modifier of the small plant, thus:
Modli dominant - small plant.
ll0
The converse relation is not clear, but it may well
be that the small plant 'shares' nutrient with the
dominant, in which case:
Modl small plant + dominant.
The human who sprays the maleic hydrazide on the
dominant is also a first-order modifier in the environ-
ment of the dominant, so
Mod\ human * dominanr.
Finally, for this rather artificial community contain-
ing one small plant, one dominant and one human in
some definite fixed habitat B we have:
Mod3: human + small plant.
Mod\ dominant - small plant.
Mod\ small plant - dominant.
Modl human - dominant.
The community, therefore, is classified as a third-
order community within the habitat B, as far as our
knowledge extends. 'We lack the information about the
tu,o missing morphisms small plant+human and
dominant-human.
7.3 Example of an ObservedCommunity.
Boyd (1988) studied a Searocker communiry as fol-
lovrs:
"Two species of searockets (Cakile maritima and C.
edentula ssp. edentula vat. edentula) have been sequen-
tially establishecl on tl¡e lvest Coast of North America
since the 1880's. In California, C. maritim¿ has re-
placed C. edentulø in the southern 10ü) km of their
former sympatric distributions. This research tested the
hypothesis that differential herbivory contributed to
the ascendance of C. maritima. Choice experiments
were conducted with three herbivores (two inseets _and
a rodent) which consume Cøkile at Point Reyes Nation-
al Seashore, California, where only C. maritima now oc-
curs. I:rvae of the moth Platyprepiø vírginalis (Atc-
tii<lae) displayed a signifrcanr preference for foliage of
C. maritima in a laboratory test. No evidence of any
foliage preference was found for a short-horned gras-
shopper Microtes occidentalis (Acrididae) in laboratory
and field €xper¡meDts. Ficld experiments s,ith deer
mice (Peromyscus maniculaøs) demonstrated a sig-
nificant preference for C- edentulø seedlings and fruits.
Degree of preference by mice for seedlings was af-
fected by the d¡stance from the experimental locetion
to patches of introduced beachgrass (Ammophila are-
naria), which mice use for nesting sites and cover, but
this distancedependence did not occur for fruit preda-
tion. Herbivory by the two insect species was not a fac-
tor in this case of species replacemena. Peromyscr¿.r pre-
ference for seedlings and fruits of C. edentulø would
have affected the rapidiry of local species replacement
at Point Reyes, but this preference does not explain the
current d¡stribution of Cakile on the Pacific Coast. I
concluded that differential predation by mice was not
the ultimate cause of Cakile species replacement in
California."
We start the mathematical analysis by choosing the
habitat, say a bounded area in the same region as that
used by Boyd, but still containing both species of
Cakile- Now consider two individual C. maritima a¡d C.
edenlula. Since they compete for nutrients they are




Now consider other plants of the same species in





Now introduce the moth laÍvae,lr, 12... say. For any









The same argument appties to the grasshoppers
gtrgz*- and todents r1,r2,..
We now add plants of the beachgfâss, b¡,b2,... which
serve as protection for the rodents (from unknown
---l-.^-- ^- --r--.:.:--\ 
æ---p¡çuals¡ù ut t¡tatç¡¡lruçJr. ¡I¡us ruf any m or o:
Modlb- m.
It follows from this that the beachgrass is a second-
order modifier in the environment of a Searocket:
Mod2:b- m, and
Mod2:b- e.
We now have to consider the Searockets as objects
in the environment of lhe beachgrass, similarly moth
larvae and grasshoppers. If the beachgrass and
Searockets use the seme nutrients, which seems a




Since larvae and grasshoppers attack first-order
modifiers of the beachgrass they are both, therefore,
second-order modifiers in the environment of a subject
beachgrass, thus, for any larva and grasshopper:
Ygd2;¡- b, and
Mod2:g- 5.
Altogether there are three species of plants and
three species of animals mentioned in this example. It
is advisable when doing the analysis to consider two in-
dividuals of each species, to ensure that the analysis is
complete. Thus we consider all possible ordered pairs
of 12 individuals, d.e- 132 pairs, from which we can sub-
tract 12 intraspecific pairs, since in this case <a,b> is
equivalent to <b,a>. Thus altogether we should con-
sider 120 ordered pairs. The work is reduced if we
realise that in this particular case all 3 animal species
act in much the same way. Clearly, hourever, the com-
plete analysis of a complex community will require
computer assistance. Work towards this goal is already
under way, with a study of the use of the specification
Ianguage Object Z lot animal communities, following
on the use of Z 1o¡ animal environment (Abel ancl
Niven 1989). The f¡nal result for Boyd's example is that
the community is a second-order one, in the habitat
specified.
7.4 Seco¡td Example of anObservedCommuníty
Strong et al. (1984) describe a community consist-
ing ol. Spørtina øhernifiora, a common grass of saltmar-
shes, and its associated insects. They list 3 leaf-feeders,
5 stem-borers and 4 saprovores. Lawae of 9 parasitoids
attack the leaf-feeders, larval parasitoids of l0 spp,. at-
tack the stem-borers and larval parasitoids of 2 spp. at-
tack the saprovores.
We start the mathematical analysis by choosing the
habitat. Let the habitat B bc a bounded (fenced, say)
saltmarsh on the Gulf coast of North America. B ex-
tends upwards for a height of, say, lOm and down into
the marsh to a depth of, say, 3 m. The plants, animals
and modules, p sây, in the community to be analysed
are all such that B Hab p. Let us choose as our time
constraint some particular interval of time, say one day
during a period when all plants and animals under
study are active.
Now consider an individual tiller of, S. alterniflora as
the subject. The 3 leaf-feeders, 5 stem-borers and 4
saprovores are all predators, or first-order modifiers
(competitors) of predators. Now if we choose an in-
dividual animal from. this set as the subject then the
tiller is a resource and the other animals are all frrst-
order modifiers. To make this clear we write down the
semi-formal sentences for the tiller, an individual leaf-
feeder and one other animal, which is a leaf-feeder, a
stem-borer or a saprovore. First, the leaf-feeder is a
predator of the tiller:
G(tiller) is decreased and H(leaf-feeder) is increased I É
(ieaf-fee<ler)(tiller).
The other animal is a negative first-order modifier in
the environment of the tiller:
@ leaf-feeder)[(leaf-feeder)Prect(tilter) | -f (other
animal)(tiller) &
-(leaf-feeder)Pred(tiller) I f(other animal)(tiller)1.
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Now take the leaf-feeder as the subject. Then the
tiller is a resource, since:
H(leaf-feeder) is increased and G(tiller) is decreased
| Ë(únerxleaf-feeder)-
The other animal is a negative firstorder modifier,
since:
(3 tiller)[(tiller)Res(leaf-feede4 | -f(other animalxtilþr) &
-(tiller)Res(leaf-feeder) | f(other animal)(tiller)1.
Thus we have:
Modo: lea f-feeder+ tiller,
Modl:other animal*tiller,





rJy'e have written down all 6 of the morphisms which
occur when we consider 3 individuals.
A parasitoid acts as a second-order modifier in the
environment of a subject tiller. Now consider as subject
a larval parasitoid of a saprovore. The saprovore is a
resource in the environment of the parasito¡d- The
tiller, a resource of a resource, is a first-order modifier.
A stem-borer, which is a predator of a resource of a
resource, is a second-order modifier and finally a
parasitoid which attacks the stem-borer is a predator of
a predator of a resource of a resource of the subject
larval parasitoid; it is a third-order modifier. Thus:
Mod3:stem-borer parasitoid-saprovore parasitoid.
Another stem-borer parasitoid modifies the acaion
of the firsl stem-borer; it is a fourth-order modifrer in
the environment of the subject sapr(Nore parasitoid.
Thus:
Modl:o¡her stem-borer parasitoid+saprovore parasitcicl.
Clearly the listing of all possible functional relat¡ons
between the ordered pairs of the 34 species in this ex-
ample is a task for a computer analysis. There are
68x67-34=4522 ordered pairs which should be con-
sidered to complete the analysis and classify the com-
munity. From the analysis given above this is a
fouth-order community in the designated habitat. A
complete analysis awaits the advent of computer
software.
8. Discussion
Southwood (1980) in his article entitled 'Ecology - a
mixture of pattern and probabilism' wrote that ecology
may be defrned as nthe study of living organisms at the
level of the population and community*. In this paper I
have presented a probabilistic pattern extending from
individual plant to plant community which is intended
to serve as a mathematical basis for plant ecolog¡1. The
system I have developed is stochastic ¡n t$,o ways. First,
tt2
at a fundamental semantic level, the two primitive
terms G, for plants, and H, for animals, both contain
probabilistic ideas. G (or H) is incorporared in all
definitions, explicitly in the five definitions of the direcr
environment and implicitly in the infinite set of defini-
tions of the ind¡rect environment. It is also the case
that the definition of co-reproducer ('mate' in the
animal equivalent) contains a probabilistic sentence.
The system is also totally interactive, via the directed-
interact¡on primitive. It is time-dependent; provision is
made for the environment of an individual plant, or a
community of plants, to change from instant to instant.
All definitions are functional; it is the functional rela-
tions among plants (or animals) whictr provide both the
structure of the environment and the structure of a
community. By excluding the primitive term Hab (for
habitat) from the definition of environment I have
made the concept of environment habitat-indepenent.
This enables us, for example, to include the blight Er¡-
dothia parøsitica among the predators of a chestnut
tree, even in the case that the tree is growing in an area
far removed from the place in which the observation
was made.
In the first paper on the corresponding environ-
ment definition for animals (Niven 1980) the terms
'direct environment' and 'indirect environment' were
used, as in this paper. However, Andrewartha and
Birch (1984) preferred to rename these tu¡o sets of ob-
jects the'Centrum'and the 'Web' respectively. It is for
experienced plant biologists to decide whether the
termS 'Centrum' aDd 'Vy'eb' should be used for the
plant system. (To a mathematician, modifiers of order
0,1,2,3,--- would seem more natural). All animal studies
published by Niven and colleagues since 1984 have in-
corporated the names centrum and web.
I'he explication of G has been deliberately left
rather vague. It is a number which expresses the
general well-being of the subjecr plant. In this conDec-
tion Harper (1977) writes nA large part of the study of
mechanisms of plant interaction bas concentrated on
gross measurements such as life or death, or weight.
The more successful attempts to understand inter-
ference have involved studying symptoms. Often the ef-
fects of a toxin or a nutrient deficiency are very
specific leaf tip blackening in Grevíllea, potassium
deficiency symptoms in Desmodiun, sudden wilt...
change in leaf area¡lveight ratio...r The mathematical
definitions containing G are not dependent on the
precise explication of G; should the explicarion be
changed slightly, as experience in using the system is
acquired, the formal definitions should remain un-
changed.
In this paper I have atrempted to strike a sensible
balance between the amount of symbolism and ex-
planation in ordinary English, rryhere this can be done
without losing too much precision. For example the no-
tions that resources, co-reproducers and malentities
may be both non-plant and non-animal, whereas it is
obligatory that predators and associates be either plant
or animal could be symbolized and added to tbe sym-
bolic definitions. This seems to me to be unnecessary
and I have been content to use natural language only.
The existence of the set I have called 'associates'
came as a surprise to me, since the animal gquivalent
does not seem to exist in real life, although of course it
is easy enough to write down the corresponding defini-
tion (in which the H of both subject and object animal
íncreases). The example given by Harper (1977) is one
ofa fungus associate ofa grass in the case that the fun-
gus prevents seed formation, the result being a 'forced'
vegetas¡ve growth by the plant. Liddle (1975) reports
that trampling by humans may have the same effect
and Liddle (pers. comm.) adds that the destruction of a
plant's reproductive mechanism in order to stimulate
its vegetative growth is not uncommon in horticulture.
In these cases the human would be classified as a
resource since:
G(plant) is increased and H(human) is unchanged I f
(human)(plant).
The choice of habitat, an essential item for tbe clas-
sification of a community, is of critical importance.
Harper (t977) writes "Tbe diversity of microsites
with¡n the habitat may permit different species to oc-
cupy specialized microenvironments witbin the com-
munity. Often this underlying heterogeneity is difficult
to define..." Harper continues with a detailed example
then "A statement about the floristic richness of such a
pasture as a whole has no real meaning in relation to
the chances of interspecific encounter.n If when under-
taking a mathematical analysis we find that a number
of, say, non-overlapp¡ng fourth-order communit¡es ap-
pear to exist in the same habitat. this would seem a
pointer towards splitting the original habitar into
several subunits.
The explication of the primitive term 'Off (offspr-
ing) says nothing at all about whether the new separate
individual is the same species as the parent, or parents.
The assumption in the general system of formalized
ecology, of which this paper gives a part, is that the
idea ofPaterson (1985) of the recognition concept of a
species, is relevant. Paterson's semantic definition of
species bas been formalized in Niven (1989), for
animals. It is confidently expected that the result will
also apply to dioec¡ous plants.
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Note: Roman numbers in the text refer" to the animal stud'ies;
see Append'ix.
1. THE REASONS FOR FORMALIZATION
This study of the precìse env'inonment of twenty-five well-known
animals is part of a larger project the aim of wh'ich js to formalize
the theory of ecoìogy. For convenience the total project is split
i nto four areas : pl ant ecol ogy, prot'ist ecol ogy, anìmal eco'ìogy,
human eco'logy. A formal'izatjon includes specification of the 'indivjduals
of the system, prim'itìve terms, axioms, definitions, rules of
inference, theorems. This part of the project emp'loys that subset of
the defin'itions that expì'icate the environment of an anìmal , in order
to províde a basis for the establìshment of the axioms and associated
mäthematical detail.
i have used as a starting po'int the theory associated with the
names of H.G. Andrewartha, L.C. Birch, T.0. Browning, D.A. Maelzer and
the'ir students. Central to their theory is the c'lassificatìon of the
environment of one typica'l animal . The origina'l cl assif ication, given
by Andrewartha and Birch (1954) was developed by Browning (i963),
Maelzer (1965) and Andrewartha (1971). The classifjcation 'in.the
'ìatter pubìication had five components. They were: (i) resources,
('i'i) mates, (iii) predators, pathogens and aggressors, (iv) weather,
(v) malentities. An examp'le of (i ) ìs an 'item of food. Examp'les of
(v) are (a) an animal which accidentally treads on the animal of
interest and crushes it; (b) vagaries of the weather which
accidenta'ìly k'i1'l or damage the animal . The theory, âs given by
Andrewartha (1971) is then extended to encompass the interactjon of
the an'imal w'ith the five components and further extended to popu'latjons
of animals. Included are such concepts as the "niche" of an animal, i.e.
its relatjons to food and enemjes, and the interlockìng of niches in
an ecological compìex.
The end product of the formalization wìll be a new symboìic
language, that is, a calculus, which will have its own symbols and rules
of manìpu1at'ion, tailored precisely to the theory. There are three main
reasons for undertaking the proiect:
To facil'itate the development of ecology theory.
A formal'izat jon wil I aìd in ensuring that a'ì1 the
assumptions are exp'lìc'itly laid down; in particular
it will give an accurate way of saying explic'itly what
(i )
2
assumptìons are ìncorporated 'in a chain of deductions.
The rules of deduction w'ill enable us to arrive at the
consequences of our assumptìons in a systematic way:
by forma'lìzing we are less l'ikeìy to omit important
consequences. The use of clearcut defin'itions is almost
essent'ial for the exact communication of the theory to
others.
(ii) To provide a basis for comparison of the theory with
oiher theories of ecoìogy.
(jii) To cl ari fy the theory r'tsel f . A forma'l i zed I anguage
for a scientific theory provides an aid to intuition,
a corrective to faulty thinkjng and a systematic method
of criticjsing obscure jdeas. 0n the latter point,
consider the advantages of the symboìizat'ion gìven
below; in a few 'lines I give an expl icit account of
what constitutes the environment of an animal. Even
jf this is deemed to be'incorrect its assumptions;
prìmitive terms and the relationshìps ìt posits are
absolute'ly clear and anyone who dìsagrees can easily
see the precise po'int(s) of contention. An expì'icit
change can then be made"
The project has already had some ìmpact among eco'logists -
witnessed b,u the fol I owi ng two ex.amp'les. Per haps more important'l¡r,
however, these two results, obtaìned immediate'ly upon symbol'ization,
will also serve to illustrate the values of formalization. First,
the concept "weather" (('iv) above) had grouped together as one object
a cluster ofmtitìes that had widely dìffering influences on the
animal; difficulties with symboìization made 'ii clear that this
vague and unsatisfactory concept had to be resolved 'into dìscrete
parcels of energy, water, etc. Secondly, I use a primitive term, 'H'
to capture the notjon of "an animal's chance to survjve and reproduce"
in defining the effect of an obiect on the subiect animal (see 510.3
below). The changes 'in 'H' will fall 'into three classes: increased,
unchanged, decreased. Furthermore, in one subset of cases the
affectjng object will be another animal which will also have "a chance
to survive and reproCuce",'i.e. an'H'of its own. By considering the
permu^uat'ions of the values of 'H', it was real ized (see N'iven 1980)
J
that Andrewartha's definition of "malentity" was jncompìete ìn that it
did not'include the case in which the affeçtìng animaì is also
harmed (H decreased). when the d'iscoveiy was made, pure'ly by
symbolic manìpulatìon, that this category had to be ìncluded to
comp'lete the formal ization an example within this apparent'ly empty
subclass was quìck1y found. Consider the case of an animal eating
a poisonous fìsh, where both animal and f ish suffer; c'learly this
accords wjth Andrewartha's orjgìnal notion of malentity.
In addition to the above clarificátions, the formaiìzation has
provìded a synthesis of the ideas of Andrewartha and his colleagues
wjth the extended notion of Maelzer's "modifiersl', capturìng the
important 'idea that there are obiects whìch on]y jnfluence the
ani mal i nd'i rec tl v.
Later work in the program has seen the defìnition of 'env'ironment'
incorporated in definitions of 'cQmmunìty' and'ecosystem' (N'iven'
1982). Qnly one new prim'itive term, 'habitat', ìs requ'ired. it is
clear that a natural injtial move by an ecologist who wìshes to study
an ecosystem is the detaj'led study of the environment of certain chosen
animals. The jnfrastructure of the ecosystem, as defined, ìs a complex
network bui'ìt up from a knowledge of the relevant set of animals
within the chosen habitat. hle may start with any su'itable anima'ì and
proceed step by step to the total community and hence to the ecosystem.
These later definitions thus show precise'ly how populatìon eco'logy
and community ecology are f inked.
2. THE INDIVIDUALS OF THE SYSTEM
In thìs study'objects'are the familiar measurable obiects of the
phys ì cal sc'iences. They are materi al thi ngs and spec'if i c measured
amounts of energy. An obiect is a lump of matter or a lump of energy.
'Temperature' 'is not an obiect. A specific measured amount of
heat energy js. Examples of other obiects are sticks, stones, pìants,
viruses, animal s, humans, ì ight energy, kinetic energy. St¡ict]y,
the energy obiects should a'lways be refemed to as ejther potential
or kjnetic energy; jn thjs study'it seems more jnformative to refer
to ''l ìght energy', 'Sound energy', 'gravitational energy' and So on.
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Sometimes the use of the formal definitions leads to the
consideration of objects which disappear from the system, or even
objects which do not ex'ist. Thus ìn the absence of kidney glue a
stjckleback nest cannot be made; it is not in the system, or it
falls to pieces and ceases to be a proper nest. Informal'ly, the
definition of kidney gìue as a second-order modifier (see 513 below
and IV 'in the series) may be wrìtten:
(l nest)t(E Slue nest ,= nest Mod stick'ìeback) & F E glue nest =-
nest l'lod sti ckl eback ) l
Sjnce onìy the classif icat'ion of an animal's env'ironment is
deait with 'in this study objects which seem to be of I itt'le importance
in the ecoìogy of the animal are given the same we'ight as objects of
obviously great importance" The field ecolog'ist usìng an envirogram
as a tool may we'll wish to attach numbers to some of these objects.
Thus the cane toad (VII) seldom str"ikes at, and eats, such objects
as strychnine flowers or ping-pong balls, but often eats insects;
numbers attached to the names of these objects on the env'irogram may
be of value here; there is nothing to miìjtate against the use of
the envirogram in this way. Nevertheless there is noth'ing in the
classification itself to te'll us that an insect is 'more important'
to the toad than a ping-pong ball, just as, in the Linnaean taxonomic
system there is nothing to indicate that a beetle Ís 'more important'
than a frog.
3. THE FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
The defjnition given in thìs sect'ion is that of Niven (1982),
with two mjnor amendments. It is an'improved version of the Niven
(1980) definition.
Note that the condjtional ',p'should be read as given jn 54
bel ow
The environment of animal a at time t, Era is as fo'llows:
Centrum, Clo
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H.,(a)<H.-o (a)) {Hr(n) > ttr-r(n)}
trrResra = g¡E¿ria ' H,(a)>Ha-*(a) ) & {An(.i ) 'Hr(rt )sHr-r(rt )
m Matra = p¡Eima ,prob{(lx) (x 0ffr*Ua & x Off,*Um)}
i t
¡ 0,
p Predra = p¡6¿ pa' &
t,








w Mod o = o¡ (lx) [(ErwxvEr*y )= x Modfal & [(^6rwxV-Erwr)'oxModfal]
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List of Symbol s
Logical, set theoretic and mathematical:
Greater than.
Less than.
Less than or equal to.
Definition. Read '* = Df y' as "x is interchangeable
w'ith y" or "x is equa'l by defìnition to y,'.
Negation. Read '-A' as "not A" or "A does not occur".
Union. 'A u B' ìs the set of all objects belonging to
either A or B (or both).
Conjunctìon. Read 'A & B' as "A and B".
Disjunct'ion. Read 'A V B' as "either A or B (or both)',.
The conditional . Read 'A ¡ B' as ',If A then 8".
The ex'istential quant'ifier. Read '(]x)' as ',There
exists an x (such that) ...", or "There js at least
one x (such that) ..."
4, THE CONDITIONAL IN THE DEFINING EQUATIONS
The use of the conditional 'If E object anima] then ---,in
the definitions of centrum and web obviates the use of a probab.ility
statement. A malentity, for exampìe, could be defined in terms of
condjt'ional probabilities as follows:
c Mal ta = Dr Probf (Hr(a) > Hr-o(a))lercalat(H,(c)sHr-o(.))lEt.oll¿r,l
where 0 s k s 1. AIB should be read 'event A occurs g'iven that event
B occurs'. However, it is usually the case that k cannot be est'imated;
even if it could there would be difficulty in assigning a sensible
numerical value to this probability. The case k = 1 is perhaps the
obvious one to choose; thus immediate'ly the statement becomes
determjnistic. It seems pneferab'le, for the moment anyway, to use








The symbol 'r' is used with the understandìng that the sentence
is true and that the scientifica'lìy vacuous case of antecedent false
and consequent true is disregarded (much as pure ìmaginary terms are
disregarded when complex number theory is used jn an application).
A possible alternative here is to use the r>r of Daniels and Freeman
(1980). These authors introduce the notion of tacit assumptions
made by a speaker uttering a cond'itional; the coniunction of all
such assumpt'ions ìs represented by 'R'. Then '(RP)tQ' is read
'If it were the case that P, then jt would be the case that Q'.
The ideas of Daniels and Freeman seem to be relevant to the case
that the speakeris an animal ecologjst. If the subject animal is,
say, a part'icular bottlenose dolphin, then'R''is the coniunctjon of
both a'large set of propos'it'ions concerning the habitat, physio'logy'
anatomy, biochemistry and so on of that partjcular dolphin and a large
set of proposjtions concerning background ìnformation about the
part'icular fish, say, which we ask should be classified as a resource.
A1'l these propositions need not concern the ecologist in a direct
sense, but are borne jn mind by the environmental taxonomist in
prec'ise1y the sense used by these authors. In the scientjfic
'literature about the dolphin, for ìnstance, jt is often not even
mentioned that the animal swims in the sea; after a'l'l , we al'l
know this.
5. SYMMETRY. REFLEXIVITY, TRANSITIVITY AND CONNECTIVITY
5.1 Symmetric relations among the animal s of the system
A relation is said to be symmetric if it holds in both
dìrections. Thus 'Mate' ìs symmetric because, accord'ing to the
formal definition gìven in 53 above if animal 'a' ìs a mate of
animal 'b' then it follows that an'imal 'b' is a mate of 'a'.
The rel at'ions 'Resource' , 'Predator' and 'Mal entity' are
non-symmetric; if 'a' is a resource of 'b' then 'b' cannot
be a resource of'a'because Ht(b) cannot be both (greater than
Ht-c,¿(b)) and (less than or equaì to Hr-o(b)). This would be
a'log'ical contradiction whìch wou'ìd occur also for 'Predator'
and 'Ma'lenti ty ' .
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The relation 'centrum' js often factual'ly symmetrìc in a
partì cu I ar case . For examp'l e , the honeybee appears 'i n the
centrum of the cane toad as a resource (VII, n. 41), so the
cane toad is in the centrum of the honeybee as a predator.
Thìs situation is common. However, it is not logical'ly
necessary that 'centrum' be symmetric. tor instance, feral
goats are in the centrum of the Giant African snail as
malentities (IX, n. 33), however the snail would not appear
in the centrum of a feral goat, since the encounter is
essentjally an accidental hazard and the goat 'is norma'lly
unaffected. Nevertheless, the snail is probably a modifier
in the goat's environment; the relation'environment'is
almost certa'in'ly a'lways factual ìy symmetric if high order
mociifiers are taken into account.
5.2 Reflexive relations among the animals of the system
Among certa'in animals self-mating is possible or may be
the norm as for the Wandering snaij (VIII) or the tapeworm
(XXIV) or may be obl igatory, as for the New Mex'ico wh'ipta'il
I i zard (cnemidophov,us neomeæieanus) (not i nc'i uded i n th i s
study) which has exclusively femaìes (M'ittwoch, 1978). No
contradiction occurs when 'm' is rep'laced by 'a' in the
symbolic definition of 'Mate' given in 53 above; the relation
is reflexive. Relations 'Resource', 'Predator' and 'Malentity'
are not ref'lex'ive; an animal may not (logìcaì1y) be a resource,
predaton or malentity of itself. However in a vacuous sense
an animal is always a mod'ifier in its own env'ironment; there
is no'logical contradiction here.
5.3 Trans i ti ve rel at'ions amonq the animals of the system
The relation 'modifier' is transitive because if animal
'a' is a modifier of animal 'b'and 'b'of an'imal 'c'then 'a'
is a modifier of 'c'" The relat'ion 'Predator' is often
factually transitive, but ii is not logìca'l'ly so. 'Mate' is
non-transitive. In rare cases 'Malent'ity' may be factually
transitive. '0entrum'js not logically transjt'ive but
'envjronment''is almost certainly factual'ly so, providing high
order modifiers are used.
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5.4 Connected rel at'ions amonq the ob.iects of the svstem
A relation is connected if any two elements are comparabl,e.
I,le may say that a high order modifjer is 'further from'the
subject animal than a low order modifjer. In this sense the
two objects are connected.
6. THE TRIATMENT OF TIME
The real envjronment of an animal changes from instant to
i,nstant. This is represented in the formal definition by the use
of the sub-index 't'; the environment'is defined to be a function
of time. Thus obiects may appear or d'isappear from the formalìzed
environment, depending on the numerical value of t. For instance,
if the envirograms for a female ch'impanzee are drawn up at regular
'interval s adul t mal e ch'impanzees wi I I suddenly appear on the
env'irogram when the subiect animal moves into oestrous; they wil'l
as suddenly dìsappear from the env'irogram as she moves out of
oestrous. Simi'lar'ly, in later developments of the theory, changes
in time occur in the niche, community and ecosystem; all of these
are dynamic since all their theoretical bases are the notion of the
formal'i zed env'i ronment.
K'itching (1977 ) discusses time as a resource (XIII, n. 7).
There are good reasons for doing this, however a more complex
logical basis would be required to handle time 'in Kitching's
sense.
7. ANIMALS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY
Twenty-five animals are included in this study.
I ist is gìven 'in the Appendix to this l^lorking Paper.
The compl ete
There are:
Five lower invertebrates: sponge, coral, sea gooseberry,
tapeworm, earthworm.
S j x arthropods: waterf 'lea , copepod, butterf 'ly, mosqui to ,
blowfly, honeybee.
Fi ve h'igher i nvertebrates : aquati c snai I , terrestri al snai'l ,
octopus, squid, brachioPod.
10.
Nine vertebrates: Two anurans: frog, toad.
Fi sh: st'ickl eback.
Two bjrds: Fulmar, penguìn.
Aquatìc mammal : bottlenose dolphìn.
Marsupial: quokka.
Two primates: chimpanzee, gorilla"
An'imals were chosen not on'ly because they were we'l'l known
but because the documentation was easily available. A number of
pairs were jncluded for comparative purposes later in the work -
two snails etc. Stienuous efforts were made to include a rotifer
ih the study, thus filling the gap in the phyla from Platyhe'lminth
to Annel id. Unfortunately the I j terature on wel l -known roti fers was
no'u read'i'ìy avaìlable so the gap remains. A'ltogether, the I iterature
on 58 well-known animals was examìned; 33 were rejected for various
ìeasons, often on the advice of colleagues in Australia and overseas.
8. THE PLACE OF HUMANS IN THE SYSTEM
it was difficult to classify humans in many of the animal studies.
This was because the interpretation of the primit'ive term'H' is
Iimited to expectation of Iife and probab'if ity of reproduction (see
S10.3 below). To ignore the sense of well-being that a human
collector of animals may experience when the desired animal is caught
does not seem to be very satisfactory; but should such humans be
classified as predators - or maientjtjes? Furthermore, jf one is
using a human as subjecÈ animai, the subjeci's perception of the
objects 'in the neighbourhood js (unlike other animals) easily
communicated; should one 'ignore this perception? While it may be
true that a chjmpanzee, or a sponge, perceives the universe, we do
not know exactly what the non-human animal thinks about things, or
even if they can be said to 'think'. One may argue that animal
behaviour can be ìnterpreted and that this interpretation can, and
should, be used in the classification of that animal's environment.
Flowever, in the human case we know of gross errors of ìnterpretation
by anthropologists of the social interactìons of primitìve peop'les -
if we can make such mistakes with members of our own specìes are we
not likely to make massive blunders in our interpretation of animal
behaviour?
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For these reasons it was decided to exclude humans from this
part'icular study. An extensjon to the bas'ic'logical system has been
made for humans as the 'subiect animals' of further study. Briefly,
an extra primit'ive term has been added to take account of our specìes'
perceptìon of the world. Th'is has resulted in a large'increase in the
size of the centrum. The definition of the web has, to date, been
used unchanged.
9. AN ANIMAL'S HABITAT
, The habi tat of an an jmal i s the p'ìace where the anima'l I'ives.
The word 'Habitat' is used as a primjt'ive term in'later developments
of the formalìzed theory of ecology. It does not appear in the
definition of the environment.
ldhen drarrying envirograms in this study, 'it was sometimes
convenient to'limit the obiects to those observed in a relatively
small area. For jnstance, the discussjon of the st'ickleback
envi ronment i s ì argely 'l im'ited to the Wirral Pen j nsu'la (IV) .
Nevertheless, the condit'ional form of the def in jt'ions enables use
to be made of the entire pìanet as a hab'itat. Thus,'if an adult
stickleback is in the correct juxtaposition'in any habitat or place
whatsoever to a waterflea (Oaphnia magna) the waterflea is 'lìkely to
be eaten; D. m7gna is defined as a resource no matter where in the
real world the observations are made.
10. THT PRIM]TIVE TERMS
Four pr.imitjve terms specìaì to the theory of ecology appear






10.1 The primitive term 'An'.
'An(x)'is used to mean that x is an animal jn a more
l'imited sense than is usual among zoo'logists. x may be]ong to
any of the animal phy'la rangìng from the porifera to the
Vertebrates, but excluding humans.
Humans are specifically excluded because of difficurties
experienced in thìs study ($8 auove). Apart from a few rare
occasions it is quìte clear in the fieid or laboratory what
prec'ise'ly is meant by 'the animal ' of the study. Two examples
in whjch it may not be'immediately cìear are the sponge (XIV)
and coral (xxlII). However, when the literature.is examined
jt soon becomes apparent that the whole mass of sponge and the
entire colony of coral are the objects of jnterest to zoolog.ists
working 'in these fields¡ their preferences are followed in the
relevant working Papers. In the case of the sponge some detajl
is given in the Introductory Note regarding a possible choice
of a choanocyte (collar cell ) as the 'animal'". However, in
both cases the necessary literature is not available for
providing sufficient information to draw up envirograms for
choanocyte or coral poìyp.
In this series of Working Papers the organism of main
interest is in ali cases assumed to be an anima]. All life
stages of an animaj are useci; thus 'egg,or'larva'may be
the subject anjmal of the envirogram and 'second-'instar rarva'
would have been used in a case for which the relevant
information was available.
I0 "2 The primi ti ve term 'Off' "
By 'x Offry' is meant "x is an offspring of y at time t
(for the first tìme)". 'Off' may be interpreted as an egg
(e.g.'in the case of the Fulmar, XXII), pouch young (as for the
quokka, XII) or larval or pupa'l forms, as well as offspring
jn the sense of everyday Eng'ì'ish.
tJ.
The young of an anjmal do not appear as a separate class
in the centrum. Young animals may compete with their parents
for food, thus acting as first-order modifiers of resources. A
young mammal taking mjlk from its mother does not appear in the
centrum of the mother; the mother is a first-order modifier
in the environment of the suck'lìng; the milk is a resource.
10.3 The primit'ive term 'H'.
'Hr(x)' is a positive real number which is a non-decreasing
function of:
(i ) the expectat'ion of I ife of x at birth or on entering
its oresent stage of the'l'ife cyc'le, and
(li¡ the probability that x will have an offspring.
It is assumed that it is possible to estimate (i) and
(ji). This has been done for humans. Lìfe expgctation and
fecundity have also been estimated for some other anjmals:
see for examp'le Caugh'ley (1966) for mammals and Mertz et aL
(1965) and Park et aL (1961) for the rriboLítnt beetle.
'H'should not be confused w'ith "Darwinian fitness" -
a totally dìfferent concept. However 'Darwinian fitness' is
ìnterpreted, it certainly involves a notion of more than one
generat'ion. The primitive term 'H', however, refers to one
generat'ion only and may welj be limited quìte severely to a
local population on'ly. For instance H(st'ickleback) (lV) in
the habitat of the l,lirral Peninsu'la differs markedly from
H(st'ickìeback) in many other regìons. 0n the Wirral Peninsula,
in the Birket River, the stickleback can l'ive up to four years
and it does not breed untjl into its second year; in other
regions the life span is shorter and the age of maturity is
less.
Humans who are collectors for zoos may weìl perceive
their work as gìving them p'ìeasure and therefore increasìng
thei r 'H' - but see $8 above.
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In the case of disease-causing organisms 'it is often
convenient to use a loose ìnterpretat'ion of'H'. This has
been done in a number of these studies; it is assumed that
H(organism) 'increases if the organism benefits from the encounter
and uiee De!.sa. Thus 'non-anima'ls' in the sense of StO"L are
often c'lassjfied as falling withjn the centrum of an animal
(see also 51i.3 beìow).
10. 4 The prim'iti ve term ' r
By'tr*r'ure mean that object x is brought into close
phys'ica1 proximity with object y at time t, evoking immediately
in y some physica'ì, physiological or behavioural response or a
change of position Ín space, and that no other object reduces
or enhances this effect of x on y, i.e. that x affects y
d'irect'ly. The sub-index "t" ìs repl aced by "r" when the action
takes place duning an interval of tjme r. Judgement as to
whether or not a (signifìcant) response occurs is made by the
ecologist, thus certain actions of the animal of interest would
normally be ignored. For example, if the animal gazes at some
object, th'is'is a response of the animal to the presence of the
object and doubt'l ess some sort of phys'io1 og'ical or biochemi cal
process is evoked; however, normally an action of this type would
be regarded-by the ecologìst as trivial and ignored. Also the
"eloseness" of x and y will depend on the situation. Among
mammajs contact Ís normall,r necessâl^,v ¡0. pr"ocreat'!on. This is
not necessary among fishes. Nor indeed is it necessary when a
farmer uses artificial insemination to improve hjs livestock.
The requirement that the response be immediate is
sometimes'important e.g. when dealing with sex change in the
male cane toad (VII, n. 45). A ma]e toad which wi]'l at some
future time change'its sex cannot be classjfied as a mate of
a male subject animal; it can be so classl'fied on'ly at that
t'ime in the future when the change is completed. S'im'iìarly
a food object might be nutritious immediate'ly but poìsonous
'in the 'long run; however the most satisfactory way of
handl'ing this diff iculiy 'is to refer to the po'isonous component
as a sepanate object.
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11. THE CENTRUM
The centrum is the set of objects whìch,'if placed'in the correct





- The 'inverse of a predator is usual'ly a resource i.e. jf obiect
'a' is a predator of obiect'b'then 'b' is a resource of 'a'.
However a vertebrate'a'which eats a cane toad'b'is likely to dje'
or at least fall ill (VII, n. 1); in this case'b'is a malent'ity
of'a'. In the case of certain spìders (not dealt with'in this
series) tfre female 'a' is simultaneously a predator and a mate of
the male 'b'; 'b' is simultaneously both resource and mate of 'a'.
11.1 Resources
A resource is an obiect in the environment of the
subject an'imal which' as a result of a direct interaction,
is of benefit to the animal (in the exact sense of 510.3)
but is itself either unaffected or adversely affected.
There are two main classes of resources: food and energy.
0ther obiects wh'ich may be resources are gases (oxygen
be'ing the most imporrtant one) water and other ì iquids.
Sometimes the place in which the animal lives should clearly
be classified as a resource e.g. in the case of the Fulmar
'su'itable nesting site' has been so classified (XXII, n. 4)
since on'ly certain restricted places are Suitable otherwise
the bird will not breed, thus H(Fulmar) will not be increased.
A less usua'l kind of resource is the intermediate host of the
tapeworm (XXIV, n. 7)', the arthropod mechani cal'ly ruptures
the outer capsuie of the tapeworm larva thus increasing
H(1arva) whi'le H(arthropod) is, as far as we know, unchanged.
The 'intermedjate host has not been classjfied as a 'place-to-
l'ive'kind of resource; furthelinformat'ion on th'is poìnt
wou'ld be useful.
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Confusion often arises when considerìng 'heat energy,
'in the environment. Because temperature is easy to measure!
apparently on a continuous scale, one tends to forget that at
a part'icul ar time only one particul ar ''lump' of heat energy
is interactìng wìth the subject animal. This one particular
object may damage or kill the animal, in which case it is
class'ified as a malentity, or it may increase H(animal) in
which case it 'is classified as a resource. It seems possible
that there may be a third case; for the sheep blowfly
(XIII, n. 13) it seems that there is a range of temperature
in which the animal does not breed but is not distressed -
if this is so then such a part'icular'lump'of heat energy
is neither a resource nor a malentity - it is not'in the
centrum" Since energy is inanjmate the second part of the
defjnition need not be considered; an energy object does
not have an 'H'.
Another object which may seem difficult to classify 'is
a lump of poisoned food. Confusion is avoided if the constituents
are treated separate'ly - the protel'n (say) as a resource, the
poi son as a mal ent'ity (see al so $ 10.4 above ) .
Shelter is nearly always a mod'ifier of some eJement of the
centrum. An animal may thrive when in shelter; this is
invariably not a dìrect effect but the result of being
sheltered from predators or malentities.
LL.2 Mates
The definition of a mate is that it is an object which is
such that the interaction with the subject animal will result
in an offspring of subject animal and mate appearing in the
system with probability greater than zero. Thus a mate is
usual1y either an adul i anima'l of the same spec'ies but
opposite sex, oF, in the case of hermaphrodites (see eanthworm,
XVI) simpìy another adult. In rarer cases the anima'l may be
hab'itually se'lf-matìng (see tapeworm, XXIV) 'in which case the
mate is the subject anima'l ìtself (0S.2 above).
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In all cases dealt with in this study, the mate has been
an animal. Nevertheless the definition is such that an esoteric
gamete-produc'ing machine would also be classed as a mate.
In the case of artificially produced parthenogenesis
the instrument used to activate the ovum 'is a first-order
modifìer of the subject animal, wh'ich is then a mate of
ì tsel f.
11.3 Predators
According to the forma'l definition a predator of an
anjmal js necessarily itself an anjmal. Thus on the one hand
humans and on the other such organisms as bacteria, rickettsia
and fungi are e'liminated from thjs class. However it is often
convenient to include humans on the envirogram when they eat
the an'imal e.g. in the case of the bott'lenose do]phìn (XI,
n. 14). H(human) should be jnterpreted precìse]y as H(an'imal )
i.e. a function of expectation of lìfe and probab'ility of
reproduction. But in the case that do'lphin leather is used
(to make harness ) tfri s 'i nterpretation of H (human ) 'i s
unsatisfactory (see 08 above) and H should be replaced by
the'well-be'ing prim'itive, l^l' appropr"iate for humans (Niven,
1984). Thu-s, speaking formaì1y, in the latter case the obiect
'human' 'i s a 'percei ved predator' and not a 'predator' . The
cases of prot'ista and p'lants are much more d'ifficult. It has
seemed sensible e.g. on the envirogram for the honebee (XXV)
to list the disease-causing organìsms as predators, even
though a precise interpretation of 'H' is not available.
In these cases, one is forced to use the rather vague notion
that H(organìsm) increases if the organ'ism is benefited by
the interaction and decreases if the organism is adversely
affected. Clarification of this point awaits further work
on the formal'ization of theories of plant and protist
eco'logy
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Modifier chains are often chains of predators. For
exampl e the l eech GLossiphonia is a predator of the l,landering
Snail (VIiI); in turn mallard ducks are predators of the
leech (and humans predators of the ducks, if we are wilìing
to use H(human) here).
11..4 Malentities
The word 'ma'l enti ty' was ì ntroduced 'i nto the ecol ogy
literature by H.G. Andrewartha in 1971. The origìnaì notion
of an object in the environment which harmed the subject animal
more-or-less by accident was suggested by Browning (1963)
who called such an object a'hazard'. However Browning's
hazards were inan'imate; Andrewartha's malentities were not
necessarily so. Andrewartha insisted, at that t'ime, that the
malentity was itself undamaged by the encounter with the subject
animal, however an early result of the symboìization revea'led
a gap in the conceptua'l environment (see $1 above), which led
to the present extension of the notion of a malentity to
include po'isonous organisms which may be accidentalìy eaten
by the subject animal (see cane toad, VII).
In many of the twenty-five anìmal studies 'collectors
for zoos' ar"e classified as malentities, because of the initial
shock to the anima'l . However capt'ive animals often I ive
rather well; it could be argued thai a col'lector acts as a
first-orrder modifier of resources and mates (see also 58,
s11.3).
Just as disease-causing organisms have been added to
the envirograms as predators by using a loose interpretation
of'H', so this has sometimes been done for malentities e.g.
the insectivorous bladderwort which accidentìy 'eats' cane
toad tadpoles; the tadpole dies but is not of any benefìt
to the bladderwort, which either is unaffected by the
encounter or suffers (the literature is not clear on this
point) (see cane toad, VII, n. 21 on the tadpo'le env'irogram)"
The case of heat energy 'is discussed in 511"1.
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12. THE WEB
The web is the set of modifiers defined by the infinite set
of defining equatjons in $3 above. Maelzer (1965) observed that
certain objects in the vicinity of an animal 'on'ly modified the value
of some resource or other component of env'ironment'. Thtrs, a member
of the centrum may be changed jn some way or its ava'ilability to the
subject animal may be 'inf I uenced by another object. For examp'l e,
a certain quantity of calcium may have no effect on an an'imal unless
it (the calcium) is in the presence of (a centa'in quantity of) vitamin
D -'in this case the vitamin D wi]l be a 'Maelzer Mod'ifier' and the
calcium wi'll only become a component of the observed envjronment
if the vitamin D is present. In turn a modifier of th'is first order
may'itself be mod'ifjed (changed or made avai'lable) and so on.
The two disjuncts in the definition of the (n+1)th-order
modifier may be termed 'positive' and 'negative' modifiers. A positjve
modifier appears in the observed (real) environment if the event
symbo'lized by 'ç: takes place; it is absent from the environment
if the event does not occur. Thus honey becomes a resource in the
environment of the queen bee if a worker prov'ides her wjth the honey
but if the worker does not provide honey then it is no longer availab'le
as a food-resource (see honeybee, XXV). A negative modifier appears
in the observed environment if the event symbolized by'g'does not
take p1ace, and uiee uersa. Thus if an anima'l is under shelter a
malentity or predator may d'isappear from the observed environment.
A'lthough modif iers are def j ned using on'ly one equation we
should indicate that they have a variable character. Some modifiers
contribute to the animal's welfare while others detract from it. In
addition, some modifiers will be necessary e.g. the vitamin D example
referred to above, while others will be merely contingent e.g. in
the envirogram for an adult male stickleback (III, n. 26) the parasite
SchistoeephaLus soLidus increases the probabi'lity that the stickleback
will be taken by a fish-eating b'ird, but in the absence of the parasite
the bird still appears as a predator. These characteristics of
mod'ifiers can apply at any stage during a chain e.g. on the same
env'irogram the mate,'adult-female-distended-by-parasite' will appean
only'if the paras'ite appears as a modifier of the next highest order;
this is another case of a necessary modifier.
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In future work it may become necessary to incorporate the
possib'il ity of repl acing an individual object wh'ich ìs a modif ier
by a set of objects. For instance'in the study of 'uhe tapeworm
(XXIV) a rat-has been classified as a fjrst-order nrodifier of a
mouse-predator, the argument be'ing (ìnformally):
(l mouse) [(-e,rat tapeworm r mouse ìs predator) & (Errat tapeworm ]
mou se 'i s not predator ) ] .
It would seem more sensible to replace 'rat' by a set of definit'ive
hosts; one possibì'l'ity is that the modifier w (rat above) should be
t'he set {w:w is a definitive host other than a rat}.
Some objects appear to act as first-order modifiers of a very
large set of objects in the centrum. For exampìe, ìt ìs established
that rain jncreases the activ'ity of the frog Rana pipiens (X). Thus,
extra food'resources become available to the animal; jt is more l'ikely
to meet a mate; it is more 'likeìy to encounter certa'in predators and
mal entitìes.
According to the formal definition we may classìfy objects as
modjfiers of order as h'igh as we pìease. In practice field ecologists
do not usually work with modifiers of order higher than 5 and'in
many ìnstances second- or even first-order modifiers are sufficient.
In the case of lesser known animals, such as the Sea Gooseberry
(XV) even work on fjrst-order modifiers (and objects'in the centrum)
is spaise.
The structure of the modifier chains is of theoretical
interest for the future mathematical development of ecology theory.
There seem" to be four main types:
(i ) The chain continues indefinitely"
(ii) It ends in the sun. One could doubtless proceed to list
modifiers of the sun, but this seems poìntless at the
present time.
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('iii ) After passìng through several obiects the chain 'loops back
to the subiect anjmal e.g. in the cane toad study (VII) there
js a chain'toad-fowl-eyeworm-cockroach-toad'.
(iv) The chain loops back to the subiect animal almost'immedjately
in that the anima] itse'lf is a first-order mod'ifìer in its
own environment. An interesting example is the twin loop
in the frog study (X) jn which the anima'l , by mak'ing precìse1y
the same movement, modifies both a resource (oxygen) and 'its
predators (fish).
An interesting pattern appeared in a modifier chain for the
butter"fly (XtX) . : 'a-b-a-b' where 'a' v,ras the subiect animal and
'b'a mate. In the case that the subiect animal 'is an adult fema'le
which has oestrous periods, e.g. the chimpanzee (I) the mod'ifjer
chajns attached to the mates appear and disappear from the environment
as the subject an'imal goes into, and out of, oestrous.
An obiect which adverse'ly affects a possible mate of the
subject animal by, say, upsett'ing its breed'ing abil ity is classified
as a first-order modifier of the mate; such an obiect ìs likeìy
to be also a ma'lentjty of the subiect an'imal . Similarly an obiect
which contributes to the mating ability of a suitable mate is like'ly
a'l so to be a resoûrce of the subiect animal . An obiect such as
a quantity of iuvenile hormone which prevents an animal from
maturjng is acting as a fjrst-order modifier of a (potentjal) mate.
Symbionts are usually first-order modifiers in each others
environments; ssrnetimes one animal provìdes shelter and 'is thus
a second-order modifier of predators and malentities¡ the other
anjmal provides food and ìs thus a fjrst-order modifier of a resource.
13. THE ENVIROGRAM
The realization of the formal definition of the environment
is called an'envirogram', a term due to H.G. Andrewartha, who drew
up the fìrst of these d'iagrams (for a rabbit) in 1978, using the
definìtìon publ ished by Nìven (i980). Each envirogram contains:
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(i) A Centrum (of four parts - correspondìng to the formal
def i ni tions of Resources , Mates o Predators and Mal enti ties ) ,
being those objects that directly affect the subject an'imaì;
(ii) A Web of 'Modifiers' of successively h'igher orders (again,
corresponding to the definition).
The connectjons between objects beìonging to the centrum and
success'ively higher order modifiers ane marked on the envirogram
by amows aì1 pointing ìn the direction of the subject animal .
A series of objects wh'ich are connected in this way is called a
'chain'or a 'modifier chain'. It is convenient to think of a
modifier chain as'acting on'the subject animal¡ one may use the
term 'ecologicaì actjon' here, not necessarily implying passage
through time (a'lthough of course the system js a dynamic one)
but rather some sort of influence aimed at the subject anjmal.
Success'ive obiects in a chain are not necessarìly linked by causation
jn an obvious sense; they are s"imp'ly placed there by vir'uue of the
definitions of 53.
hlhile the definitjons provide a framework for an absolutely
precise real'ization, the data avajlable on any one animal is never
complete. However the envìrogram shows at a glance where extra
work need be done. Although the definitions are written for a
specific animal, in pract'!ce each envirogram is a concatenation
af m:nrr n:nf irl na:1iz:linne Àlarrantha'lace nnthinn nna¡'lr¡rlac ihavt llrullJ fsr 9¡sr lusl l¿sulv¡lJ. ltsYgl 9l19 lçJJt ¡tVLlllllY ylgVlVVSJ 9l¡g
drawing up of a specìfic envjro gram ín the course of field work.
Apart from 'its more theoreijcal uses an envirogram is useful
in itse'lf, more so than a rev'iew, e.g. (j) it can be easi'ly projected
as a teachìng ar'd and (ii ) the techn'ique lends itself to convenient
comparison of the envjronment of two or more species.
Each time an animal appears jn an envirogram the whole env'irogram
for th'is new animal is generated, with the centrum of the new an'imal
appearing as a modifier of the next highest order and so on. In
practice we do not usually do this, but it is sometimes convenient
to show a part of the new env'irogram e.g. on the envirogram for a
stickleback egg (lII, see the upper chajn on predators).
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Any particular obiect may appear in more than one way'in the
environment of an animal . A sìmple examp'ìe 'is an apple in the
environment of a caterpillar liv'ing in and feeding on the apple.
The apple provides food and is thus classified as a resource
'in the envjronment of the animal; 'it also protects the caterpiì1ar
from various malentit'ies and predators, thus being classifjed
a'lso as a first order mod'ifier. An extreme examp'le of this kind
of multiple classification is the case of the flatworm
SchistocephaLus soLidus jn the environment of the three-spined
stickleback Gasterosteus aeuLeatus lejurus. The paras'ite appears
s,ix times ìn the envirogram (see a-f be'low), once in the centrum,
three times as a first-order modifier and tw'ice as a th'ind-order
mod'ifier (see also III).
The occurrence of s. soL idus 'in the envirosram of the stick'leback
Resources oxygen S- soLidus(c)
[al I food] s. soLídus(d)
Mates adult femalê-rìÊst
Fi rst-order Second-order Th'ird-order
* adult male




Adult female s. soLidus(f)
enl arged (by
paras i te )
Predators s. soLitus(a)
fish-eating b'ird+. soLidus(b)
These six occurrences ane formally justified in the followìng
manner:
(a) In the environment of an adult stickleback, d, S. soLidus,
p, is a predator, s'ince the stickleback w'ill become sjck or
die directly from the infestatjon (strìctly we need many
animals to achieve death). Thus, the definjtjon holds:
1pl'Hr-r(n)]]
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(b) In this case the predator of a is a fish-eat'ing bìrd x.
A stickleback, a, 'infected by s. soLidus, w, will swim
higher in the water than it would otherw'ise and thus becomes
eas'ier prey for x. So x js in the centrum; for convenjence,
a modifier of degree zero. The first part of the definition
of a first-order modifier holds here:
w uoal ø = o, (lx)
(c) In this case the resource of the adult stickleback'is a quantity
of oxygen which is extra to its normal consumption. Thus if
the stick'leback, a, 'is infected by s. soLidus, w, w's oxygen
consumpt'ion, x,'is a parasit'ic burden on a at time t. So,
formally, w is acting as a first-order modifier for a jn
precisely the same sense as in (b) - though modifying a resource,
not a predator:
[{rr*-* luod! a) & (-frwa.-, Noa!'l]
()wo Moal ø = or (lx) [ter*-x Nodfla) & (-trwæ-x Nod! l
(d) This case is exactly ana'logous to (c). Only the affected resource
changes, with the parasitic burden, x, placed on food rather than
0xygen.
(e) According t9 Wootton (1976) it is possible that S. soLidus
affects the production of nest g"lue by the male stickleback.
Here we have assumed that this effect is well establ'ished.
In this case the parasìte, w,, is a third-order modifier in the
environment of a, v'Jhere d now is an adult male stickleback.
The adult female, wo, 'is a mate of a:
wo Matra = DfEtwoo,prob{(Jx) (x Offrn'ø & x0ffa+gwo)}>0,
where time t+ß wili be any time after fertilization - that is
after wo and a have been in the appropriate physical circumstances.
The nest, wl, is a first-order modjfier of a, sjnce without a
nest a will not attract a mate. if we write 'x' for the female
adult wo, then:





to hold the nest, ir together. The definition here, writìng
'x ' for the nest wt , 'i s :
w, Modlo = of (lx) [{er*r*'x 
Modla) & (-Erwrx'-* moalol '
Inthjscase,jntheseconditemofthedef.iniens,thenest
d'isappears not only from the environment of the adult 
male
stickleback,buttotally;'itceasestoexistasanobject'
Wìthout glue there cannot be a nest' only a iumble of
vegetat'ion. The presence of S' soLidt'ts' w3' prevents the




'x' for the k'idneY g1ue, w. then:
w, Modla = e¡ (lx) [t-rr*ro=n 
uodfa) & (6rwra'-x Modl')]'
NoticethattheadultmaleappearsjntheenvjronmentalSoaSa
th.ird-order modifier in his own env'ironment (see 
* on the dìagram
above), since he manufactures the k'idney glue'
Finally, S. soLídus, *j, js also a th'ird-order modifier in the
envìronment of the aduit male a. hJith a severe infestation 
the
femal e, wZ, lnâY break up the nest' "t'*hlìe 
spawnìng (because




uñl i f .ly. Thus the def i ni t'ions are:
(i) Adult female' wo; a mate as in (e).
(ii) Nest, w1l a f irst-order modifìer as 'in (e) '
(iii) Adult female (djstended by parasìte)' wt; a second-order
then:modjfier; 'if we wrjte 'x' for the nest wt
*)voa?rr= Dr (lxl[t-er*r*'x Modlo) 
& (6.wrx'-x Modl')l '
(iv)
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S. soLi.dus, w3, is responsible for the enlargement of
the female. If w, is not present then the object 'Adult
female (distended by parasjte), w. will also not appear
'in the envirogram of a. Thus if we write ,x, for the
distended female w, the definition is:
wrx'x Mod 21") u (-Erwrn-* Noalr)]w, Modla = DrG*l[(st
Animal behaviouris shown on the envirograms by the objects
involved e.g. the mating behaviour of the butterf'ly (XIX) is
represented on the adu'lt envirogram by objects like 'other adult
ma]e' and 'subsequent mate' which are first-order modjfiers of
mates and on the chimpanzee envìrogram a chajn acting on 'termites,
(a food resource) js:
hol e-l eaf 'l ess twi g-femal e adul t-tree
which represents the training of offspring to use a twig as a tool
for handl ìng term'ites.
þlhen drawing an envirogram 'it is usual]y necessary to corate
information obtained over a considerable period of time and about
different subject animals. An envirogram can be split, conceptualìy,
into a large number of separate envirograms, each arising from the
formal defjnitìon app'l 'ied at an instant of time.
Envirograms are best constructed as the relevant information
becomes available. In the paper on the wandering Snail (VIII), the
literature on calcium was the first to hand, so on the first rough
sketch made for this an'imal's envìrogram calcium (a resource) was
the first entry and was the subject of the fjrst note. As it
happened note 1 for the cane toad (VII) is about the poìsonous
effect of the toad when eaten, so the first entry on this preliminary
sketch was made under the heading 'malentit'ies'. This method of
draw'ing envirograms ensures that it'is simpie to en'large (indefinitely)
to accommodate new results.
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If an envirogram is very sparse it has been superimposed on
another envirogram to save space e.9. for the copepod (XVIII) the
envirograms for larva and egg (they are both qujte different) are
superimposed on the adu'lt envirogram by using {---} for obiects
on the larva envirogram and {i---}} for obiects on the egg
envi rogram.
The notation [---] has been used to ìndjcate a class of
objects e.g. [food], ìmp'lying all or some food, or [jnsects],
inrplyi ng a'l I or several i nsects . obiects whi ch have been
prov.isiona]'ly classifjed have been bracketed thus (obiect);
this js done when the information available is uncertain,
sparse or unclear.
On'ly references which have actuaì]y been used for the
classificatjon are given; very often these are a subset of the
I iterature consul ted.
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APPENDI X
The followìng hlorking papers are avai'lable (private circulation) from Schoo'l of
Austra'ìian Environmental studìes, Griffjth university, Nathan, Queensìand, 4111'
Austral i a.
The Precise Enviro nment of Some tJe 'll -Known Animal s
by B.s. Niven and M.G. Stewart (ioined by J.c. Moore in Nos. x and xII;




The Ch'impanzee (Pøt trogLodytes)
Themountaingorilla(GoriLLagoz'íLLabeningei)
The three-spined stickleback (Gasterosþeus aculeatus leiurus)
The King Pengui n (Aptenodytes patagoniea)
The bottlenose dolphin (lwsiops tnnteatus)
The Cane foaò (aufo marinus)
The lrlandering Snail (LArrnaea peregya)
The Giant African Snail (l'chatína fuLiea)
The LeoPard Frog (nøna PíPiens)
The Cornnon 0ctopus (1etoptts ouLgarLs)
The Rottnest quokka (Setoni's braehyun'ts)
The Shêep Blowfly (LueíLía autprina)
The fresh-water sponge (SpongiLLa Laa'ætrLs)
The Sea Gooseberry (PLeurobraehia píLeus)
The earthworn (Ltntbrians terrestris )
The waterflea (ÐaPhnía magna)
The marine copepod (CaLartus firvnatehicoæ)
The Monarch butterfly (Danau's pLeæípry*s)
The Ye'l'low-fever mosquito (Aëdes aegypti)
The Pacific Coast Squid (LoLigo opaLeseens)
TheAtlanticFulmar(îuLmamtsgT^a'eíaLí^sg1^a'einLis)
The Reef Coral @oeiLLopora dønieornis)
The Rat Tapeworm (HynenoLepis diwinuta)
The Conmon Honeybee (Apís neLLifera)
The brachioood (L¿rlguLa øtatírta)
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ABSTRACT
The precise environment of the Fresh-water sponge (SpongiLLa Laeustris)
ìs given, us'ing as a basis for the classification the defìning equations
of N'iven (nrkenntnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha¡
called an'envirogram', is used for displaying the objects in the
env'ironment. Details of the environment not included in the envirogram
are listed separately.
* * * * * * *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
env'ironment of the various anima]s'is available as AES l,lorking Paper 9/8L.
This paper contai ns (a) tfre def ining equations for the prec'ise env'ironment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefjned) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a deta'iled discussjon of the method of usinq
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spìned stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work is being used'in
the formalization and development of the mathematical theory of animal
ecol ogy.
This paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
which is set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/8L; an improved and














Sponges are sessìle multi-cellulates of on'ly sl ight'ly dìfferentiated form.
True muscle and nerve cells are absent. Variations in cell form (and
function) are present but no true organs are formed.
SpongiLla Laeustz.is is a fresh-water sponge with a world-wìde
djstri.bution; however, most of the 'information presented ìn this Working
Paper was taken from work done'in North America. A characterìstic North
American annual cycle for S. Laeusttis is given briefly in note 20 - sexual
reproduction in the spring following the gernrination of over-w'intering
gemmules, vegetative growth untìl late autumn, then colonial decay and
gemmulation. Howevern there are localities where tissue production and
gemmuìation occur at al'l times of the year.
Throughout the United States 5. Laeustz'is occurs commonly in both
lotic and lentic habitats. Characteristicalìy, the animal takes one of
two forms: (i) tfre 'green' form, the colour being caused by symbiotic
intra-cellular zoochlorellae and (iì) the aposymbiont 'white'form. In
addition, cases have been reported in which S. Laanstris has formed syttbìot'ic
"col onies" with bryozoans.
"What counts as a sponge individual?" is, to the naive natural
historian unaquainted w'ith the formalized languages of scientjfic endeavour,
a tantalizingìy diffìcuìt question. There are many reasons for the
difficu'l ty, for example:
( i ) body morphol ogy and si ze vary drast'ical ly;
(ii) newly-settled larvae - and the largest adults - can fuse together
in the course of vegetatjve growth (see n. I2); is the resultant mass
a nev', individual?
(iìi) gemmulation can be viewed alternat'ively as an adaptive over-wintering
mechanism or as a means of asexual reproductìon;
(iv) age and natural death 'is extremely hard to determ'ine; what m'ight
be termed a sponge'death due to old age'usually has the fol'ìowìng
sequence of events: the central part thins and hoìes appear but the
edges continue to live until they break away; such edge pieces may
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re-establ'ish elsewhere on the substrate;
(v) sponge cells 'in many respects maintain an almost protozoan independence;
nevertheless the ent;i're cell mass combines to pump sufficient water to
effect all essential exchanges;
(v'i) sponge cells show remarkable mobility and a general abil'ity to
differentiate and re-differentiate to fill varÍous functional
rol es;
(vii ) against the last two pojnts, which m'ight be used to argue that a
sponge indìv'idual is a singl e ce'l'l : a functional sponge mechan jcaì ly
d'islocated by rubbing through a sieve shows a remarkable abiìity to
re-assemble itself. If such an operation is performed on several
spec'ies mixed together^ the re-assemblages remaìn species specific.
There have been four major theories concerning the recognition of
sponge ind'ividuals. The first two have been abandoned as serious alternatives
whi I e the fourth i s comi ng i ncreasi ng'ly i nto favour :
(a) An individual 'is a single cel I ;
(b) An individual is a choanocyte (collar cell);
(c) An individual is - {an oscu'lum, the exhalent cells draining to it,
and the sector of the inhalent surface and canal system which feeds
#ha nal l+^¡ ^L^1na¡.,*a ^t.'^-k^-^ì .Lf rc r srqLEu uilvçriluleyl-E uilqiltuEr )J,
(d) An individual is all the substance bounded by a continuous
pi nacoderm.
While in this paper we have adopted the fourth viewpoint the
formalized system we use (see Niven, 1982) to generate an envirogram ìs
sufficientìy flexible to produce an envirogram consistent with each of the
theories. For cases (b) and (c) thìs would, fairìy triv'ially, on'ly involve
qualìfying each entry with - per cohanyte chamber or per osculum.
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An envirogram for theory 1 would be radicaìly different. We attempted
to assemble such an envirogram but the available'information (of a type
whìch would usually be classed as biochemistry or physio'logy) was too
sparse. However, to illustrate briefìy, consider the followìng:
Let us take as our individual an archaeocyte ce'|l in the mesohyì:
(i) It would be responsible for obtaining its own oxygen;
(il¡ For food resources choanocytes would be first-order modifiers which
w,ould in turn be modified by a1l the cells from the porocytes lining
the inhalent canal openings down to the choanocyte chamber.
(iii) Similarly excretory funct1ons would be modified by spherulous cells
and all the cells leading from thechoanocytechamber to the osculum.
(iv) A modifier chain in which the co-operation of other cells was
required would also have the "skeleton" (spicules) and scleroblasts
as modifiers.
The reason for the formalized system's flexibiìity in this respect is
the prim'itive term "An" (animal). For further discussion see the General




C. NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
s. Lacustris'is not a mobile an'imal so it depends largely on external
factors to bring food resources within 'its limited range. The
prìncipal external factor is 'kinetic energy (water currents)'
which in effect provìdes volumes of nutrient-contain'ing water for
the sponge to filter and removes already filtered water. Other
external factors are the movements of any mob'ile animals or protists
which the sponge consumes. (The above considerations can be
generalized for all classes of the centrum).
All of the sponge's food must be suspended or dissolved in water.
A current of water is set up by the flageìla of the choanocytes
within the sponge and "in effect, the arrangement of inhalent ostia,
canals, prosopyles, choanocyte collar tentacles and ìnter-tentaculae
mucous reticulum pìaces a series of sieves of decreasing mesh size
in the path of the water current". (Bergquist, 1978). The only
selective restriction on part'icle ìntake'is the passive one afforded
by ostia size (see also n. 3) although individual cells are capable
of distinguishing between digestible and indigestible substances.
Presumably'indigest'ib'le particles are ejected via the outflow ost'ia.
It is generally agreed that s. Lacusttis can filter particles wìthin
the size range 0.1 um to 50 ym. The sponge uses two methods to
capture particles once they have entered the canal system: fìrst,
mobile archaeocytes phagocytose part'icles in the 2 to 5 um range,
dìrect'ly; this heì ps to prevent canal occlusion (see n. 3) ; secondly,
secondary capture occurs at the choanocyte collar where particles
within the range 0.1 to 1.5 pm are trapped in the collar tentacles.
Very ìittle digestion takes place in the choanocytes as particles
are not retained for more than 3 hours before being passed on to
other cells. In the dìet of three marine sponges it was found that
about 80% of the part'iculate materjal utilized was of a size likely
to be taken up ma'in1y by the choanocytes.
A third method of capturing particles operates at the external surface
of the sponge where exopinacocytes phagocytose larger partic'les.
However, reports dea'l onìy wi th the upta ke of non-nutri t'ive parti cl es
under laboratory conditions and the ìmportance of this method for
nutrition is not known.
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There are almost no 'hard' data on sponge nutrition. Bacteria,
unicellulates, zoopìankton, phytoplankton, yeasts and collo'idar
organic matter are mentioned by various authors (see n. Z).
(Bergquì st, 1978; Frost , I978; Hamison and Cowden , I9l6;
Grz'imek , I974) .
The best data w'ith respect to sponge nutrition concerns bacteria.
It ìs known that the Demospongiae extract bacrteria from their
aquÍ,ferous system and retain them with high effic'iency - about 96%.
For examp'ìe, in the ìaboratory, Frost (1978) showed that
,5. Laeusttis efficientìy f iltered Rhodotoz,uLa gltLtinis (average
diameter 3.9 um) , ChLarnydomonqs y,einhatdt¿ (6.6 pm) and
Escherichia coLí (2 x 1 um) from tanks.
The uptake of bacteria by the marginal cells of the basal
pinacoderm us'ing a method of fiìopodial extension and subsequent
phagocytosìs has been reported for the freshwater sponge
Conuomeyenia eayolinenses and also a marine species. If
S. Lacustr.is uses this method it could be added to the three
methods of nutritional uptake mentioned in n.1.
For some sponges, living in organicalìy rich estuarìes, it has
been shown that the uptake to bacteria could sat'isfy their entire
nutrit'i onal requ'i rements.
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Large particles ('i.e. greater than 50 pm, see n. 1) in suspension
are a danger to al'l sponges since they can block the delicate
filter system for long periods - as also can very high concentrations
of smal 1er part'icl es.
Such blockages affect the sponge jn at least the followìng three
ways:





(ii) By causing a reduction of water-flow 'particles' will cause
a proportional reductìon in nutrient uptake, thus 'partìcles'
are second-order modifiers of food (they modify water-flow);
(iii) Similarly, water-flow is prerequisite for the provision of
oxygen and the removal of carbon dioxide; thus 'particles'
are also second-order modifiers of 'oxygen' (see also n. 16).
For economy of space we have p'laced only (i) on the envirogram;
all subsequent modifiers aìso apply to (ii) and (iij), thus
extending the envirogram to modifiers of the fourth order.
Any source of'partìcles' ìs potentiaì'ly dangerous - pieces of the
substrate, detritus, 1ìvìng organisms etc. hle group these
together as 'sediment', a first-order modifier. Almost invariably
'sediment' will be disturbed and carried by 'kinetic energy (water
currents), a second-order modifier.
Clearlyit is to the subject animal's advantage to maintain its
external surface as free of 'particles' as possibìe. Note 1 gìves
details of the phagocytosis of part'icles; in this way, the 'subject
animal' acts as a first-order modifier. A second mechanism may
contribute to the maintenance of a clear aquiferous system. Frost
(19i6) reports a signifìcantly smaller build-up of aufwuchs (see also
n. 4) on the surface of S. Laeustris as opposed to the surface of
nearby macrophytes. It is known that some marine sponges have an
antibiotic effect on organisms; this explanation ìs suggested
though not proved for s. Lacustris. Thus we have tentativeìy cìassifjed
'subject animal (antibiotic)' as a first-order modifier of 'particles'
as mal enti ties.
Most fresh-water sponges, including 5. Laeustr.i.s, have a relativeìy
aufwuchs-free ep'ithelium. The phagocytìc ability of pinacocytes is
almost certainly respons'ibl e, possibly aided by an antibiot'ic effect
of the sponge on organìsms (see n. 3).
The phagocytosis of aufwuchs will contribute to sponge nutrit'ion.
In general aufwuchs w'ill include diatoms, füngì and fìlamentous
algae. Frost (1976) reports the following filamentous algal





Bulboehaeta sp., Oedogonium sp. and e1gnema sp.
5 Given that alì sponge food resources must be in suspens.ion, in a
given locality the quantity of food that becomes available to a sponge
will depend on the quantity of water passing through the animal. Many
authors have attempted to calculate water transport rates for
,S. Laeustz.is; methods and conclusions vary greailry. Frost, .in
Harrison and cowden (1976), regards 0.0118 ml /sec/nl as a good
estimate.
several factors can affect water transport rates. It is genera'l ly
agreed that water flow through a sponge is augmented by external
current flow across the osculum; however authors disagree on the
magnitude of the effect. This is apparenily why most sponges ìn a
moving environment are tubular and upright, oF, ìf not uprìght, are
oriented perpendicular to the prevailing water current.
The subject animal is capab'le of regu'lating water flow, as ev.idenced
by 'its response to certajn stimuli. 0n mechanical or electrical
stimulation or with thermal (n. 18) or light stimuli the whole body
or at least a portìon of it is contracted, the osculum and pores
fjrst and the canal system last. The mechanism of the response'is
not known.
It is not uncommon for ^9. Lacustv,is to live in close association with
macrophytes. The water-plants provide a qood surface for aufwuchs
and are thus like'ly to contribute to the maintenance of nutritionaììy
rich water.
In addjtìon, s. Lacustz,is not infrequently uses macrophytes as a
substrate (see n.2I). Frost (1976) reports the sponge liv.ing
close to or on the following macrophytes:
Nynrphea odorata, Nuphan aduena and four specìes of IltticuLaria.
,9. Laeusty,is (and many other fresh-water sponges) may contain
intracel lular aìgae (zoochlorellae) as symbionts. Those sponges
containing aìgae wì11 usually be green while those without are
usually white. The presence of algae depends 'largeìy on the ìight





under rocks etc., the sponge 'is less likely to contain a'lgaì
symbionts. Aìgae may be present in a sponge from the beginning
if it derives from the gemmulation of an algae-containing parent.
Otherwise suitable aìgae can be filtered and phagocytosed but not
d'i gested .
The exact relationship between the symbionts is not known. However,
studies on ,S. Lacustz,is have indicated that a'lgaì photosynthate is
transferred from the alga to the host sponge, thus potentialìy
benefitting the sponge by augmentìng its nutrition. This result
i s in keep'i ng wi th resu l ts f rom other f reshwaterinvertebrates
containing unicellular algaì symbionts; in general both growth rates
and surfival under starvation conditions are significantly improved.
S. Laeustrís with aìgaì symbionts is an act'ive, efficient'
photosynthetic system w'ith a calculated eff iciency of 5.4%. Suitable
lìght conditions are required. Gross primary productìvity is linear'ly
related to water temperature. it is suggested that the presence of
algae, with the effects mentioned above, will reduce the need for
act'ive feed'ing and food uptake on the part of the sponge.
(see a'lso notes 15, 16, 24).
s. Laeustv,Ls 'is exclusively a freshwater species. Attempts to
introduce the sponge to brackish water jn both field and laboratory
have failed. There is some ev'idence to suggest that the species
can withstand brief exposure to sal'in'ities wel I above those in which
jt is capab'le of long term survival .
We have therefore classified 'salt' (i.e. dissolved in water) as
a mal entì ty.
S. Laeusttis, characteristicalìy, has an abundance of commensals both
on its surface and in its tissue and canal systems. There has been
specuìation that sponges have evolved defensive mechanisms (difficultires
at sp'icule digestion, antiobiotic effects, metabolic poisons etc.)




The ability to feed on fresh-water sponge is exhjbited by certain
specìes in single famjlies of three 'insect orders: the Trichoptera
(see n. 10), the Neuroptera and the D'iptera (both in n. 11). Benthic
invertebrates relate to fresh-water sponges in two ways other than
the predator-prey relation. First, the sponge can serve as a
substrate for many aquatic insects; secondly, many organisms,
including protozoans, nematodes, oligochaetes and water mites,
ut'il ize the vascular system and irregu'lar surfaces of the sponge
as suitable permanent habitats. The organisms forming these 'last
two associations will occur as modifiers of food resources in the
sponge's environment.
From available 'information, it appears that there is litile host
specificìty among insect sponge predators. Thus the presence of
'other sponges' (rirst-order modifiers) will mod.ify .insect predators
in two ways: first, the proximity of other sponges wiìì increase
the probability of predators finding the subject sponge; however,
secondìy, this effect may be offset by the predatory load being
spread over more sponges.
In addition, it seems likely that 'olfactory emanations' (first-
order modifiers) from sponges may provide the mechanism by which
jnsect predators locate sponge hosts; this js not definite]y
establ i shed.
Resh, jn Harriscn and cowden (rg7o), gives the foilowing ìist of
hh^,{1^i 
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genus Cez.aeLea (0rder: Trichoptera, Fam'ily: Heptocerìdae) :
Speci es Distribution
Fulva Group:
Cez,aeLea biuaensis ( Tsuda
and Kuwayama)
C, alees (Ross)
























C, nigz,oneroosa ( Retzu i s )




He also comments that atyp'ica'l occurrences of caddis fl'ies of the
families Polycentropodidae and Limnephibidae have been reported ìn
fresh-water sponges.
All members of the Fulva Group (see table above) are oblìoatory
sponge feeders and have correspondìng morphoìog'ical adaptations.
The Senjlis Group appears to have both facultative and obl'igate
species of sponge feeders and have less pronounced morpholog'icaì
adaptat'ions. The single member of the Nigronervosa Group appears to
be an obligate sponge feeder but has l'ittle in the way of
morphol ogi ca1 adaptati on.
There are two basi c l'ife-h'istory patterns exhi b'ited by caddi s f l i es
which predate sponges. C. yesur¿gens is typìcaì of the first; it has
a univol t'ine pattern (i . e. one generat'ion per annual cycl e) . Adul ts
emerge, mate and ovipos'it during a brief period in the spring. Eggs
released on the water surface sink and adhere to submerged stones.
After hatching the larva locates a sponge host; water currents
increase the search area and poss'ible also bear olfactory stimulj
from the sponge. Follow'ing deveìopment the larva over-w'inters as
a prepupa and emerges the following spring.
C. ty.ansDez,sa, which is typical of the second life-history pattern'
has two periods of emergence, mating and so on. The first cohort'is
similar to C. resurgens. The second cohort emerges in mid-summer
through autumn. Larvae must over-winter as active detritus feeders
after the colonial sponges have deteriorated in late autumn to over-





spongillaflies of the family S'isyridae (0rder: Neuroptera) are
commonìy found in association with fresh-water sponges. The genera
Sisgra and CLimacia à?ê known predators.
unlike the sponge-feeding caddis flies (n. 10), sysirid larvae do not
ingest whole part'icles of sponge, rather they suck fluids from the
sponge through their tubular mouthparts. Besides feeding on sponge,
spongillaflies also suck fluids from Bryozoans and algae, which are
thus first-order modifiers.
Two genera, xenoehiz,onom,¿s andnemeijev,ea of the sponge-feeding
midges (Diptera: chironomjdae) are also known to feed on fresrh-
water sponges.
Body size within the sponges , incì uding s. Laeustz,is, .is much 'less
restricted than in any other animal group. Ind.ividual sponges
growing next to each other can grow together to form a new organism,
sponges are known to produce diffusible surface-active molecules
which operate to promote or prevent cell-to-cell adhesion. Such
factors, which are strain- or species-specific, provide a simple
system of "self"-recognition which can lead to fusion or non-fusion.
s. Laeustz'is requ'ires a stable substrate. Other sponges wiì1 compete
for such space but fusion with other appropriätely,,recognised"
s. Lacustv"Ls is one way of protecting the colonized area (see n. zr).
In North America, t^lílliamson (lglg) repoi"ts the pi edation of
fresh-water sponges, including ,9. Laa,tstz,is, by a fresh-water
crayfìsh orconectes sp. Both sexes of the crayfish read.ily
consumed both adult an{ gemmulated s. Laeustris.
The crayfish also predated the sponge Eurnpius fragiLis which is
thus classified as a first-order modifier.
Several authors report that strong water currents can damage, and
break pieces off, sponges, particuìar'ly branched forms. The
substrate and the strength and morphology of the sponge provide the
only resistance. The latter in turn 'is influenced by the typicaì
current flow of a locality e.g. branched forms of s. Laeustris





In addìtjon water current and turbidìty can affect the choìce of
substrate during the initial settling stage. ^9. Lacustris is not
found in areas w'ith very rap'id currents. hlillìamson and hlilliamson
(1979) report congregations of s. Lacusttis on a rock-water interface
where the current was well below 0.01 m/sec. However, Harrison (1977)
found ,s. Laeusttis common in a current of 0.342 ft/sec (approximateìy
0.1 m/sec).
Note 7 g'ives some details of the provision of photosynthate by
symbìont zoochlorellae to host sponges. The algae will I'ive and
reproduce within the host cells provided light conditions are
suf f i ci ent. If for some reason a sponge w'ith al ga'l symbionts i s
kept in darkness for a few weeks it is ììkely that the algae wiìl
be digested; thìs 'zoochlorellae' appear on the envìrogram as
food resources.
Poss'ible advantages to the algal symbiont from the association include:
protect'ion, carbon d'ioxide and other inorganic nutrients. In add'ition
to nutrients the sponge may derìve oxygen (n. 16) and an automatic
removal of waste products.
^9. Lacustris has no spec'ial respiratory organs. A continual stream
of wateris required to transport oxygen ìnto the organìsm and to
removel carbon dioxide. Respiration is by diffusion to indiv'idual
cells - along the intake canaìs, at the body surface and at the collar
tentacles of choanocytes. Every individual needs to be self-sufficient
in this respect. Because it is a sedentary animal oxygen consumpt'ion
is low and no more than 20% of the available oxygen is withdrawn
from the water f lowing through the aqu'iferous system.
Szuch (1978) reports that oxygen consumpt'ion by s. LacustrLs kept
in the light is lower than that for ind'ividuals kept in the dark.
This difference is probably the result of algaì photosynthes'is -
oxygen produced by endocellular a'lgae reducing the demand on that
carried through the aqu'iferous system. In normal summer conditions
there exists the potentiaì for the symbiotic system to produce





Any organism which feeds by fìltering water wiìl compete for food
resources with the subject animal . t¡Je have pìaced 'other sponges'
on the envirogram as a first-order modifier of food resources to
cover this class.
The class includes sponges such as: cov,uomyenia canoLinensis,
H et eromey enia b aileg i, Anheteromeg eni a ry dez"L, Tro chos pongiLLa
pennsyLuanica ànd Eunøpius fz,agiLis (a11 present in Nonth America)
and many other organisms (see n. 19).
water temperature is known to affect water transport rates in
,9. Lacusty,is. Frost, in Harrison and Cowden, 1976 gives the
following table:



















Many filter feeders other than sponges wiìl compete with
,s. Laeustz,is for food resources. The following are just a few
exmaples: the mollusc (Dreissenia poLymonpLd, the waterfleas
(Bosmina Longíz,ostz,us and Daphnia spp.), the copepod (Diaptomls
oz.egonensis ) ,
Throughout most of North America,S. L,acustris exhjbits the followìng
annual cyc'le. The change from the over-wintering gemmule stage to
the defjnite colonial form of the sponge beg'ins in the spring, w'ith
peak abundance and size of the colonies occurring in late summer
and early autumn. Lower water temperatures in autumn cause






Clearly, there is a range of heat energìes which are harmful to
the sponge; we cl ass'i fy these as mal ent'i ti es .
Heat energy also affects reproduction by gemmulat'ion; it is known
that gemmules will remain dormant when water temperature ìs below
U
4 C.
As individua'ls, al1 sponges, including s. Lacustrís, must find
attachment space. 0n the species level there must be sufficìent
space to allow development of a sufficient number of indivìduals,
of large enough body size, to sustain reproduct'ion'in the populatìon
at a viable level. In aquat'ic habitats thìs resource is more
frequently limiting than food. Once the resource has been ga'ined
it has to be protected from encroachment by other species (see n. 12
re fusion).
Settlìng ìarvae of,S. Lqcustr|s prefer a surface which has been
pre-coated with bacteria'l or a1gal film. Rock or macrophyte
substrates (see n. 6) are also preferred, nevertheless the orientat'ion
of the particular surface to the preva'iling currents is at least
as important.
Cases have been reported in which ice Scour has removed a sponge
species from a location. We class'ify 'ice' as both a malentity
and a modifier of the resource 'substrate'.
S. Laanstv"Ls, lìke all other sponges, can reproduce sexually.
Aga'in, f ike other sponges, s. T,acustris 'is hermaphroditìc though
in a un'ique vvay wh'ich ensures that'in any one breeding season
each'individual w'ill be either female or male but not both
(see n . 25).
During the annual cycìe outlìned in n. 20, oocyte and sperm
productìon commences shortly after the gemmules are released from
dormancy in the early spring. Ìllilliamson and Wìlliamson (1979)
report a case in which Sperm production lasted about 6 weeks. It
seems ì'ike'ly that both sperm and oocytes are produced by the
re-differentiation of choanocyte cel ls.
24.
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sperm arereleased into the exhalent stream and water currents are
necessary to carry the sperm of a position where they wiì'l be
sucked jnto the inhalent stream of a fe¡nale. The sperm are trapped
by choanocytes and transferred to eggs in the mesohy'I.
Embryos develop into larvae and when ready for release move to an
exhalent canal. At this stage we regard the parents as hav.ing
reproduced successful ìy.
some authors refer to gemmuìation directly as a method of asexual
reproductìon, while others write in a way which seems to imply that
this 'is merely an adapt'ive stage in the life of an ind'ividual. Once
again, we encounter difficuìty with what is to count as an 'individual
sponge (see Introductory Note).
Gemmules are compìex armoured structures coated in a thick ìayer of
spongin embedded with microscleres. These smalì spherica'l structures
are produced at the onset of winter (when the colonial sponge dies
back) and are capable of withstanding freezing and desiccatjon.
l¡lhen environmental cond'itions are again favourable the gemmule
hatches and grows quickly.
l^lith respect to algaì symbionts, ,s. Lacusty,is has two forms: the
characterìstically'green' symbiot'ic form contaìning intracellular
zoochlorellae; and the 'white' aposymbiotic form. The two forms
show slight but significant differences in the gemmulation process.
The 'whjte' form gemmu'lates a few weeks before the 'green' (in late
autumn) and produces sign'ificantly smaller gemmu'les; for the 'white'
form the former point confers the disadvantage of a shorter growing
season which "could potent'ial1y decrease their abi'l'ity to reproduce
vegetative'ly and procure food for winter dormancy". Both forms hatch
at the same t'ime in the spring. It is cautiously suggested that the
larger'green' gemmules are "more viable in nature" - i.e. the
hatching rate is ìarger.
Light (photoperiod), both in comb'ination with intracellular
zoochlorellae and without, is also suggested as an important




^9. Laeusty,is gemmules wjll remain dormant indefinitely if kept
at temperatures below 4oC.
(The quotations above are from lllilliamson and Williamson , IgTg).
,s. Laanstrís are hermaphroditic but in a rather unusual way. It has
been shown that in any g'iven reproductive season an ind'ividual sponge
will be strictly eìther male or female. However, of five individuals,
tagged so that they could be reliabìy identifjed after the'ir period
of winter dormancy, three had changed sex by the fo'llowing
reproductive season, one male becoming a female and two females
becomÍng maì e; the sex of the other two was unchanged.
"While it is on'ly theorizing to guess at the significance of this
behaviour it is possible to see advantages for a sessiìe organism
which disperses by free larvae. An ìsolated larva can produce an
individual which will produce gemmu'les. Next spring when those
gemmu'les germinate some may change sex. This enables successful
fertilization and ensures the spread of the spec'ies". (Bergquist,
te78).
In thei r work on 'whi te' and 'green' forms of S. Lacustr"Ls,
Williamson and l'/illiamson (1979) observed male sexual elements in
twice as many 'white' sponges as 'in 'green'; one explanation
involves the possibi'lity of antibiosis in zoochlorellae.
All fresh-water sponges,'including S. Lasttstt"is, are characterized
by silica (silicon dioxide) skeleton needles or spicules. Spìcuìes
are formed by a ce'lì type cal led the scl eroblast which depos'its
s'ilica on an organic 'axial thread'. Such spicules consist of about
92% silicon dioxide, 7% water and traces of magnes'ium, potassium
and sodium. Because of the contribution of the skeleton to sponge
growth alì of these materials will be resources. To obtain silica
^9. Laausty,is can only utilize dissolved silicic acid and not solid
quartz.
Several authors suggest that the sharpness of the spicules and their







calcium and divalent cations can play a significant role in the
gemmuìation Drocess for s. Lacustz,is and other fresh-water sponges.
If kept in pune water gemmules will hatch, dennnstrating that all
essential factors, inc'luding any essential ions, are contained w.ithin
the gemmu'le. Results establish that calcium at concentrations of
5mlt'l and higher foster germination; however the presence of
suffic'ient amounts of strontium, barium, zinc, or manganese results
jn an inhib'itjon of germination. Nevertheless, in the latter case,
if a sufficient concentration of calcium is also present any inh.ibition
will be overcome (Ostrom and Simpson, 1979).
Pieces of fresh-water sponge have occasionalìy been found in the
stomachs of fish; whether the fish were directìy predatory is
doubtful but not known. The sharp, indigestibìe silica skeleton
and noxious chemicals have been given as reasons for the sponge's
relative freedom from larger predators.
Thus, we tentatively classify 'fish' as predators, modified by
'subject animal' (skeleton and poisons).
snails and other crawl'ing or browsing animals have beenreported as
occasionally damaging sponges as an accidental adjunct of their
normal activities. Presumably the same sort of damage can be done
by wading anima'ls. l,,le group these anima'rs together and cìassify
fhom ac m:'lantifiocrrrsr9ltvtþ¡çJ,
In note 9 a few of the many anìmals frequentìy associated with
fresh-water sponges, including s. Laeustv,is, were mentioned. In
the absence of better information it was suggested that mân!,:of
this group would function in the sponge's environment as, at least,
some modifier of food. st'ill without hard data some authors suggest
a parasite-host relationship. Thus we tentativeìy group the animals
mentioned below as 'parasites' on the envirogram:
(i) Larvae from eggs of water mites, including unionicuLa
enassi'pes, which frequentìy oviposit on fresh-water sponges.
(ii) Annelids (round worms) of the genera AeLosoma and Nais.
(iÍi) Certain predatory ciliates.
('iv) Fresh-water gammarids (sand fleas) of the famiìy Leucothoidae.
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ABSTRACT
The precìse envjronment of the Reef Coral (PocíLLopova dønicor.nis)
'is given, using as a basis for the class'ification the defìning equations
of Niven (Etkermtnis,1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an'envirogram', is used for displaying the obiects'in the
environment. Deta'ils of the environment not included in the env'irogram
are ljsted separately.
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various animals is ava'ilable as AES ï,lorking Paper 9/8L.
This paper conta'ins (a) tfre defining equations for the precise env'ironment;
(b) the ìnterpretation of the four primitjve (undefined) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a detaìled discussion of the method of usìng
the defining equations, wìth the chimpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indjcations of the way jn whìch the work is being used
'in the formalization and development of the mathemat'ical theory of animal
ecoì ogy.
This paper is part of a larger theoretjcal study, the methodology for
which js set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/8I; an 'improved and






ENVIROGRAM FOR CORAL COLONY










pociLLopoz.a da¡nicoz,nis 1s one of the most common of the branchìng
reef coral s . It 'i s wi despread i n tropi ca1 and ,subtropì cal waters and
has been studied 'in the waters off Panama, the ldest Indjes, Hawaii,
Guam and Australia.
In this hlorking Paper the primitjve term 'animal' is taken to mean
a coral co'ìony, not a s'ingìe poìyp. This 'is in accordance with the
literature quoted in section E; authors are jnterested'in the colony as
a whole and there is l'ittle information available about the'individual
pol yp .
The animal is often studied almost as a by-product of studjes of
the communities 1ìving wjth'ìn or near the coral branches. Authors such
as Castro (1978) observed in particular the crab Trapezia fet'tuginea'
the ponton'iid shrimps HdvpiLiapsis depnessa (St'impson) and A. spinígera
(grtmann) and the alpheìd shrìmp ALpheus Lottini (Guerin), and LassiS (1977)
reports on behav'ioural interactions among fish; crabs and shrimps
associated with p. d.øníeoz,n.ís. These "coral symbìontS" are often hOst-
specific; Abele (1976), studying the relation between environmental
constancy and species ¡ichness, found that the porcellan'id crab
pistd.ia magd.a,Lenensis was the most abundant specìes on P. dønicornis in
the Pearl Islands (Pac'ific coast of Panama) whereas not a single
.individual was found on P. damieozn'ñs at Uva Island (aìso on the Pacific
coast of panama). It is not always c'lear exactly what is the relat'ion
between commensal and coral. (However! see notes 9 and 10), Patton (197a)
studied commun'ity structure among anìma'ls jn p. datnicormis at Heron
Island (Australia) and gives an interesting diagrammatìc cross-section
of the coral show'ing the more common associates. A list taken from
Patton's article'is'included ìn section D.
Excellent photographs of the coral are to be found on Sisson (i973)'
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NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Castro (1978) quotes Glynn et aL (1972) as observ'ing a tetradontid
fish lrthy,on meLeagris breakìng the tip of, coral branches, perhaps
in order to expose crabs to predatìon.
p. d.ønieonnis "... Flourish and breed best within the range
25 - Tg"Cu (hlells, 1957, quoted b-v Glynn, 1977).
Jokiel and Coles (1977) found, 'in laboratory experiments, that
temperatures of about 32'C produce death withìn days. Prolonged
exposure to temperatures of approximate'ly 30oC eventually causes
I oss of photosynthet j c p'igment , 'increased mortal i ty and reduced
calcjfication. The corals live only one to two weeks at 18oC.
They show greatelin'it jal res jstance at the lower lethal I imjt'
but ultimately low temperature is more deleterious than high
temperatures.
Glynn (1977 ) reports that mean annual growth of p. dønícornís at
Saboga Island (Gulf of Panama) is 3.lcm/yr as aga'inst 3.9cm/yr at
Secas (Gulf of ch'iriqul). The maior hydrographic d'ifference
between the two study s'ites'is seasonal upwell'ing which occurs in
the Gulf of Panama but not jn the Gulf.of Chiriquf; jt is a local,
wind-induced up wel'l'ing which results'in a fall of 3 to 4oC below
a wet Season mean of about 29"C, with extreme loW temperatures of
16 to 20"C. Gìynn reports that coral growth and water temperature
are significantly correlated at Saboga Island but not on the Secas
reef, and suggests that the poor relat'ionship at Secas is due to the
nearly constant temperature conditions.
Accordi ng to Joki el and Gui nther (i978 ) tfre abi I i t,v of P. dønteor'nis
to reproduce is curtailed under suboptimal condit'ions far more
severely than ìs growth rate. Successful reproduct'ion was found to
diminish by an order of magnitude w'ith a 1oC temperature change
from the 26 lo 27'C opt'imum. The growth rate of adult colon'ies of
the animal is relatively high throughout a range of 24 to 29oC and






A'ìthough the coral can produce planulae throughout the year ìn
Hawajì sìgnìficant recruitment of new colonies probably is
restri cted to the summer months, when the water temperature
exceeds 26oC.
Clausen and Roth (1975) stud'ied the effect of temperature on
the calcjfication rate of p. damieoz,nis. They found that the
effect varies depend'ing on the "temperature history" of the
coral, i.e. that the animal adapts to the temperature regìme.
Both 27"C and 31oC are optìmal depend'ing on the temperature to
which the coral is adapted. (they suggest a biochemical
mechanìsm to account for thl's result). They also suggest that
corals may be able to adapt suffic'iently to be able to survive
short-term high temperatures "
Coles and Jok'iel (1977) found signifìcant regression between
photosynthetic rates and temperature, and respiratjon and
temperature. The ratio photosynthesis/respirat'ion is signìficantly
and negative'ly related w'ith temperature between 18'C and 31oC for
all Hawaiiancorals; at Enewetak this ratio has a curvilinear
rejationshì p wìth temperature.
Glynn (1977) reports that when coral growth and cloud cover are
compared under relativeìy constant temperature conditions a
significant inverse correlat'ion is found. Calcifìcation proceeds
more intens'ively'in the shade than jn the'light acco"t"ding to
i¡--r-- --r J-: /l^t^\tvtasndnsKtl eT a.L \rYtY).
The effect may, however, be due to the increased concentration of
zooxanthellae in shaded corals.
(See also notes 11 and 13).
Lava flows in the Hawaiian Islands have been recorded since 1801.
Grigg and Maragos (I974) have compared coral communities on
successively older flows, in order to reconstruct patterns of
community succession. They report that P. meandvina 1s a




5 P. damicozvtis, I i ke other reef coral s, reproduces by rel eas'ing
pìanula larvae which are dispersed by currents to new reg'ions.
Under favourable conditions the larvae settle and grow into new
colonies. (Jokiel and Guinther, 1978).
It does not seem to be known whether this particular species is
dioecious or hermaphrodit'ic. Nevertheless Grzimek (1974) states
that (for scleract'injan corals in general) the ova are fertilized
in the enteron of the female or the hermaphroditic enteron and the
pl anul a I arvae devel op there.
Harrigan (L972) found that pìanulae may sett'le at an age of less
than 4 hours or up to 2L2 days post-hatching. New'ìy-hatched
planu'lae are positìvely phototactic; older p'lanulae become
photonegati ve o1i nd j f ferent to ì i ght . The preferred substrate
for settlement is a dark surface covered wjth a thin liv'ing film
of green filamentous algae, dìatoms and bacterja.
Stjmson (1978) found that P. dønieor7is planulated in capt'ivity
a'll the year round
The tentacles and c'ilia of the animal bring small planktonic
organisms towards the mouth. Corals are purely carn'ivorous and
d'igest their food extr^emely rap'id1y. indigest'ible remajns are
extruded through the mouth. The enterons of coral polyps have
been found to contain plankton, bottom-ììvìng crustaceans and
worms. The polyps usualìy emerge to feed as darkness falls and
retract into thejr calcareous calyxes at sunrjse (Grzimek, I974)
soroki n (1980 ) remarks that d'issol ved :organi c matter and
bacterioplankton are important aS a source of nutrients; energy





7. Muscatine and D'Elia (1978) report that P. dønieoz,nis, like
other reef corals with zooxanthellae, take up and retain NHO+.
Uptake and retentìon are enhanced by light; this may occur
because of the effect of light on the zooxanthellae raùher
than directly on the coral.
Jokiel (1978) reports that p. dnmicovmis is most abundant on
semi-protected reefs. The influence of water motion on the
growth, mortal'ity and reproductive rate varjes among d'ifferent
specìes of coral. Jokiel suggests that the water motion
influences corals by controlling the rate of exchange of material
across the'interface between the sea water and the coral tissue.
lleudecker (1977 ) reports that f ish predation on 'lìving corals
can be an important bioerosìve agent, ê.g. Arothron meLeagris
(Lacepede), a tetradont'id fjsh, can consume 10 gr of p. dønicowLís
per day 'in aquaria (Glynn, Stewart and McCosker, 1972, quoted
by l,leudecker) and Chaetodons w'il'l graze corals ìn aquaria to death.
Neudecker a'lso reports that grazìng of r. dømieornis can be
proh'ibited by certaìn fish species e.g. the presence of
territorial pomacentrids. Fish in the famil'ies Bal ìstidae,
Canthigasteridae, Chaetodontjdae, l4onacanthidae and Tetradontidae
are known to feed on corals.. .P. døniclornùs can'be excl,uded from




Table 2. Fi sh species actua'l 
'ly observed: Feedi ng on the_
transplanted p. dønicov'nis*a'lways at the transp'lant
siteo or known to occur in the area f
Spec'ies observed feed'ing always at transplant









*Bal i st'ipus undul atus
f Bal i stoì des vi ri descens
(Block & Schneider)
o Rhi necanthus acul eatus (1. )
Canthi gasteri dae















*Mggaprotodon trifasc'ial ì s
(Quoy and Gaimard)
oChaetodon auriga Forskal
oC. citrinelIus Cuvier and
Val enciennes
I unul a (Lacepede)
reticulatus Cuvier
*C. tifasciatus Mun go Park







Neudecker (1979) used controlled coral transplant experjments to
determine the effect of pisc'ine corall'ivores on growth, zonatìon
and dìstributjon of p. dami,cornis in Guam. All transplanted
colon'ies were heavjly fed upon and branch t'ips removed primarìly
by chaetodont'id and balistid fjshes, but none of the colonies
was killed. Polyp and mucus browsing by spec'ies whìch do not
physica'lly damage the coral skeleton was also substant'ial . In
one experiment fish were found to djscrjmìnate between P. da¡nicovmi.s
and other corals. The coral can survìve and grow welì ìn deeper
habjtats than normal when enclosed jn a fish-exclusion cage.
10. Abele and Patton (1976) report that the 55 decapod spec'ies
associated with P. d.amieovmis (see 5D) at least two, Trapezia
feru,uginea and ALpheus Lottini feed on the coral mucus and are
involved in protecting the cora'l against predat'ion by the
Crown-of-Thorns starfi sh Acanthaster.
11. Vandermeulen et aL (!97?) report that the selective photosynthesìs
inhib'itors Monuron (CMU) and Divron (DCMU) inhibit photosynthesìs
by zooxanthellae both in intact branches of the coral and in
. suspens'ions of jsolated zooxanthellae. Methyl viologen was
'ineffective in'inhibìting photosynthesjs in intact P. datnicornis
at l'ow concentìîations and lethal to'the tissues at high . ..
concentrat'ions. DCMU (in concentrations high enough to i'nhibit
photosynthes'is) probabìy acts onìy on the zooxanthellae and not on
f ha :nìm:llc mafrhnli¡ :nnrr:frrc ñl'Mll ¡lcn inhihifc 'l'inhf -onhan¡odJ rrrLvsvv¡ rv syPsr
45". iñ^^-ñ^h.*a¡l lrrr ¡ .1---'-^^^^^-'^ in *hn 't inh* l.:l ¡if i¡¡linn\,Ct lllç\Jl yt,jl CrLgU lJJ .tr . ULl,tllULtUl'rLUÞ ltt Ul¡g I lyl¡u. VulVl I lvuçlvll
levels'in the light when DCMU is present is similar to those
obta'ined jn the dark w'ith sea water only.
12 " Zooxanthel I ae assoc'iated w'ith P. dønicornis contri bute carbon to
the coral animal respiration. According to Muscatiytê et aL (1981)
the algae in the shallow-water Hawaiian (USA) reef corals, including
P. damícormi.s, can supply up to 69% of the da'ily resp'iratory carbon
demands of thejr hosts. Sorokjn (1980) reports that the daìly
photosynthesis production of corals with zooxanthellae reaches
approximate'ly 0.3m9 C/g and compensates all metabolic expenditures
of the corals. Abundance of zooxanthellae per polyp is about 2000;
their biomass is approxìmately 2% of the polyps.
o
13. Mashanskii et aL (L979) report that concentrat'ions of zooxanthellae
increase in shaded corals. (See also n.3, n.11).
14 . 1llel 'l i ngton ( 1980 ) found that P. da¡nicov'ni,9 !',aS domi nant over
certa'in other spec'ies of coral , i.e. it had apparent'ly caused
t'issue damage to the other spec'ies. The suggested mechanism
is the induced development of sv',eeper tentacles by the relatively
fast-growi ng P. døni'cov'nis.
D DETAIL
The following table 'is from Abele and Patton (1976).
Tabl e 1. The species of decapod crustacea associated with PociLLopora danicornt s
in the Pearl Islands, Panama
I'lumber of
Indi vidual s
Sì ze range of
coral s heads on



















PaLaemoneLLa cf . asyntnetríca
He.teractaea Lunata
Petz'oListhe s agas sizii
Mithra.æ pAgmaeus
SynaLpheus dígueti
Pagumts cf " Lepidus
TeLeophry s eristuLipe s
Cy eLoæantVn rs pittatus
SynaLpheus sp. 1
Thor ønboinensis







H ap aL o c az, c inu s mar sup íaL i s
ALpheus sp. 6
?hoy, cf . maLdiuensis
Petz"oListhe s eduaz,ds ii
ALpheus panamensis
SynaLpheus charon
Gnathophy LLum p anønens e
Pilutrmus reticuLatus






I'aehy cheLe s bí oe eLLakts
SynaLpheus sp. 2
?etroLi.sthes poLymitus































































































































































































































































The folìowing list of species found in p. dønieon¿ùs is from
Tab'le 1 of Patton (1974).
Agìle shrimp
PerieLimenes qmAmone
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ABSTRACT
The prec'ise envjronment of the Sea Gooseberry (PLeuz'obraehi'a pi.Leus)
ìs given, using as a basis for the classificatioñ the defining equat'ions
of Niven (Erkenntnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an'envirogram', is used for displaying the obiects in the
environment. Details of the environment not included in the
en'i vrogram are I i sted separately.
* * * * *
A generaf introduct'ion to the whole serjes of reports on the precìse
environment of the varjous an'imals is avajlable as AES Workjng Paper 9/81,
This paper conta'ins (a) the definìng equations for the prec'ise envjronment;
(b) the ìnterpretation of the four primit'ive (undefìned) terms which are
used in the definjtions; (c) a detai'led discussjon of the method of
using the defining equatjons, with the ch'impanzee and the three-spined
stic'kleback as examples; (d) indicatjons of the way in which the work
is being used 'in the formal izatjon and development of the mathemat'ical
theory of an'imal ecology.
This papelis part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
which is set out in AES l,Jorking Paper No. 9/81; an ìmproved and














The Sea Gooseberr!, PLeutobraehia piLeus'is about the size and shape
of a large gooseberry; adults are from 15mm to 3bmm in length. The
an'imal is a Ctenophore, or 'comb-bearer'; it has rows of 'comb-plates'
and a pa'ir of tentacles wh'ich stretch out to about ten t'imes the
length of the body. Ctenophora form part of the p'ìankton and are
among the most voracjous of the planktonic organìsms (see n. 1).
P, pùLeus has a mouth at the lower pole and an organ of balance at the
upper po'ìe. Down the meridians' at equal distances apart' are eight
rows of beating comb-plates, each look'ing 'l ike a comb' made up of a
lìne of cilia fusecl together at their bases but free at their outer
ends. The comb-plates beat rhythmjcally one after the other and so
propel the animal forwards. The tentacles have an jmmense number
of smaller branches hangìng at right ang'les from them; these have
'large number of very sticky lasso-cells - as the tentacles sweep out
through the water they collect food for the anjmal '
An excellent photograph 'is to be found in Harder (1968)'
'- p. piLeus is often found jn shallow t'idal waters and may
sometìmes be seen in abundance in calm weather floating buoyant'ly at
the surface, with its tentacles trailing below. (Knight-Jones and Morgan,
1966). it is cosmopoljtan. There are reports of jt beìng stranded
off the South-l,Jest Lancashire Coast (Longwood , 1976), off British
columbja (Arai, 1976), jn the North Pacific (Irecia,1976), near
Valparaiso, Chile (Palma et aL, !977), in Loch Fyne, Scotland (Fraser
and Adams, 1970), jn l^Je'llington Harbour, New Zealand (Boyle, 1966)'
in the R.ibble Estuary, England (Popham,1966) and the North sea
(Fraser, 1967). Haertel and Qsterberg (1967) report PLewobraehia
present 'in sal ine water jn the Columbia River Estuary (U.S.A. ) all
the year round. Grzjmek (1974) reports that the animal ìs present in
enormous numbers in the North Sea and can penetrate the Baltic'
Atlantic and Arctic. Boyle (1966) writes of p. piLeus in l4lellìngton
l-larvour, New Zealand " ... during autumn the numbers of th js
animal are such that the net clogs to such an extent that most other
specìes are excluded from the catch".
2
PLeurobnachia appears to be somewhat insensitive to ljght, but
'it reacis very readily to touch, turbu'lence and pressure changes




C. NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
P. piLeus spends long periods of ìnactivity fishing rvith
extended tentacl es. (fnight-¿ones and Morgan, 1966) .
The sti ck.v 'l asso-cel I s on the i nnumerabl e smal I branches of the
two main tentacles sweep out through the water and contjnual'ly
col'lect small crustacea, young fìsh (jncluding herring) and
other members of the plankton. The tentacle contracts so that
the food is de'l'ivered to the animal's mouth. The Sea Gooseberry
"has been observed to 'play' a young pìpe-fish, much as an
ang'ler pìays his catch". A young goby more than twice the
ctenophore's I ength has been observed to be caught and
partia'lly digested, although jt was too large to be put
entire'ly into the Sea Gooseberry's mouth (Hardy, 1958) .
Arai (1976) fed p. piLeus in the laboratory on young stages of
Antemia saLina and Ikeda (1976) fed it on freshly collected
cOpepods, mainl¡t çoTorus paeífíeus; Ikeda neports that tney
"fed very wel'l on the copepods ".
Grzìmek (L974) reports that a variety of p'lanktonic organ'isms
are eaten, such as copepods, crustacean larvae! arrow worms,
planktonjc snai'ls, fish ova and fish larvae. It is believed
that the herrjng catch may depend on the number of herring
ova and larvae which are eaten by exceptionally large swarms
of P. piLeus.
The animal is hermaphroditic. A minute individual, 0.5 to
1.Smm ìong, develops directly fnom the fertjììzed egg. it
can reproduce immediately after hatching. The gonads then
regress and the animal becomes reproduct'ive1y mature again
only when fully grown. The ova formed the second time are,
however, twice as large as the first ones (Grzimek, 1974).
2
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Reeve, Walter and Ikeda (1978) report that ctenophore ìngest'ion
rates are'l'inearly re'lated to food densìty up to concentrations
much hìgher than is usual in the natural habìtat.
At high food concentrations, daiìy rations of newly-hatched
ctenophores can exceed well over 10 times the'ir body c.
and even adults can consume these extremely 
'large rations
(Reeve, 1980) .
Arai (1976) collected p. pùLeus from Departure Bay and Ladysm'ith
Harbour (gritish Columbja, Canada) 'in water at 17 to 18oC.
Arai (1973, 1976) has recorded that djscontìnuitìes in temperature
attract p. piLeus, so that they tend to aggregate ì n these
regìons. The effect is enhanced by assoc'iated discontinuìties
jn salt content (see n. 5). The aggregation of the anjmals
'is an active response rather than passjve flotation in a density
barr ì er .
Þalma et aL (1977) observed that P. pí,Leus were more numerous
at the beg.innìng of sprìng and in the middle of summer. The
greater dens'iti es 'were present i n the ne¡iti c stati ons , i n
contrast w'ith scarc'ity ì n the off shore stat'ion. Body si ze
was greater at hìgher temperatures.
4
o
5 Arai (1976) noted surface sal'injties of 23.5 to 27 loo ìn the
waters of Departure Bay and Ladysmith Harbour (Brjtish columbia,
canada) from which p. píLeus was collected. A serjes of
experiments were run in which an'imals accljmated to 25 /""
10"c water were p'laced in columns in which the lower half
contained 25 /oo water and the upper half various d'ilutìons
with dist'illed water.o No avoidance reactions were found.
At dilutions above !5 /oo the animals aggregated around the
d'iscontinuity. As the salt concentration decreased further
(to appr"oxìmate'ly I0 / oo and I ess ) the anima]s became concentrated
just bel ow the di scontì nu'ity I evel .
In a homogeneous cojumn P. piLeus tend to aggregate at the top
and bottom (Arai , L973).
6
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When temperature was combi ned wi th a sal i ni ty di scont'inu'ìty smal I
enough to cause onìy partiaì aggregatìon at the interface by itself,
the two factors supp'lemented one another, so that all anjmals were
aggregated around the discontinuity level (Araì , 1976).
Harder (i968) a'lso noted that p. piLeus reacts to salinity
discontinuities and suggested that temperature gradìents have
the same effect.
Ikeda (1976) showed that the respiration of p. piLeus ìncreased
1.3 to 1.5 times after feeding.
Gyl ì enberg and Greve (1979 ) report that (as i s genera'l 'ly true )
oxygen consumptìon bears an exponential re'lation to body weìght
ì"e. consumption per unit weight is proportional'ly higher for
young indivjdua'ìs than for adults. They report also a reduced
rate of oxygen consumption during starvat'ion and forind jvidual s
wi thout comb pl ates . Oxygen consumpti on ì ncreases 'ì 'i nearì y
over a temperature range of 2 to 24"C.
tatiff (1969) records that the oil counteracting.agent Esso
corex'il 7664 is less i,ox'ic to p. piLeus than 0i1-Ex, Anti-0i1,
TS 5, Sillarit, Vecom 824, Struktal J502, PS 777, Gamlen, Elimax,
Sl i x , Perokl ean and Mol tokl ar.
The additjon of crude oil reinforced the toxicity of Corexjt.
The lethal I imìts for p. piLeue w'ithout Iraq crude oil was
0.667 Ml/l sea water; after the addition of crude oil the
lethal ljmit was reduced to 0.222 nl/1 sea water.
Boyle (1966) has recorded larvae of three trematodes,
Ienges-,ia agnostomi Manter 1954, Leeith oeLadiwn eæeísum
(Rud. 1819) end ?Pseudoereadiwn Layman 1930, also larvae of
the nematode Contracaeeum Raillet and Henry, I9I2.
Boyle remarks thai r"ecords of parasjtes of p. piLeus are few;
th'is may be a reflection of the small number of parasites in
ctenophores or sìmp'ly that they are of such small size that




9 Horridge (i966) reports that P. piLeus responds to strong vibrat'ions
jn the water (strong enough to shake the anìmaì) by contractìng
ìts tentacles, changing the rate of its comb-p'lates on one sìde
relative to the other and turning over to swim downwards.
Accordìng to Grz'imek (1974) stormy seas can be a great danger.
After a storm undamaged animals are narely found for a ìong
time.
Knìght-Jones and l''lorgan (i966) report that P. pi,Leus responds to
increased pressure by swimming upwards and to decreased pressure
by swìmmìng downwards. Some jndiv'iduals are sensitive to changes
of only 50 millibars. The animal usualìy rises buoyantìy when
i nact'ive and spends i ts acti ve periods swimm'ing downwards .
Sjngarajah (1979) remarks that perhaps buoyancy mechanìsms rely
almost exclusively upon the exclusion of heavy sulfate ions,
the animal be'ing at only 32% of the'ir concentrat'ion in sea water.
The ctenophore Bez'oe gz'aei.Lis Kunne feeds on P. piLeus '
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ABSTRACT
The precise environment of the Rat Tapeworm HymenoLepis diminuta
is given, using as a basis for the class'ification the defining equations
of Ni ven (ør,keentnís" 1982). A diagram developed by H.G' Andreh'artha'
cal led an 'envi rogram' , i s used for display'ing the obiects in the
envjronment. Details of the environment not included in the envirogram
are I'isted seParatelY.
t( * * * *
A general introduct'ion to the whole se¡ies of reports on the precìse
env.ir@nment of the various animals is available as AES ldorking Paper 9/8t'
This paper contains (a) tfre defining equations for the precise environment;
(b) the.interpretation of the four primit'ive (undefined).terms which are
used'in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defining equatjon, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work'is beìng used in
the formalizatjon and development of the mathematical theory of an'imal
ecoì ogy.
This paper ìs part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
which is set out in AES Workìng Paper No. 9/81; an'improved and extended
version will be available in 1983.
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HgmenoLepís diminuta, the Rat Tapeworm, is widely dispersed over the
whole worìd.
The definitive hosts are many and varied. Burt (1980) ljsts 99 species
which act as definitive hosts, rang'ing through Canidae, Insectivora' Primates
and.in particular the Rodentia. In the latter he includes 5 species of
Míctotus, 6 Species of Apodermts, 10 species of Infits and 9 species of
Rattus, R. nornsegians and .R. nattus Seem tO be the moSt common
definit.ive hosts.. Infections of Homo sapiens are considered to be
accidental and no serious health hazard.
Intermediate hosts of ¡¡. dímínuta are Coleoptera, Lepidoptera,
Qrthoptera, Siphonaptera and other arthropods. Burt (1980) lists 66
species of which 29 are beetìes.
Fu'lly developed cysticercoid larva of a. dínínuta enters a definit'ive
host when the intermediate host is eaten.
The top end, or'head', of the adult tapeworm is called the'scoìex'.
It is followed by a long chain of proglottids (segments), produced by
segmentation from the 'neck' region of the animal. Thus as each proglottid
ages.it is found further down the length of the tapeworm; it becomes engorged
with fertilized eggs which develop into oncgspheres, may rupture and fina'l1y
break off and is excreted by the host. The adult worm thus maintains a
more-or-less constant length of about 70cm. However the size varies with
the spec'ies of definitive host and the number of worms present'
The larva (oncosphere) is passed in the faeces of the definitive host
and may be found in the gravid progìottids or free'in the faecal materìal.
An oncosphere has six hooks and is surrounded by a hardened outer enveìope
called a ,capsule'. Already at this early stage the larva has some of the
featunes of the adutt tapeworm, ê.9., a scolex. When the capsule'is pierced
upon ingestion by the intermediate host (see n. 7) the oncosphere migrates
to a new s.ite; it then undergoes a metamorphosis and enters the cysticercoid
(metacestode) stage, which matures steadily to adulthood; it is during the
cysticercoid stage that the intermediate host is eaten by the definit'ive
ho st.
2
Roberts (1980) writes that the growth rate after infection of the
rat (i.e. at the cystìcercoid stage) 'is "explosjve" - it must "rival or
surpass that of any other metazoan tissue, including embryonic and
neoplastic. l^lithin 15 days after infection of the rat,r a normal
H. diminutawill have produced up to 2200 proglottids and will have
increased its length by up to 3400 times and its weight by up to
1.8 million times".
The adult tapeworm usual]y occupies a site in the small intest'ine
of the rat host. There is evidence that it occupies different regions of
the intestine at different times. These migrations appear to be a response
to the host's feeding habits (Kennedy, 1916).
under natural conditions the life-span of adult a. diminuta is
probably as long as the host that harbours it. By artificial passage to
successive hôsts an adult tapeworm has been kept alive for Ï4 years - and may
well live longer (Burt, 1980). The oncospheres can remaÌn viable for about
six months after having been excreted in the faeces of the definitive host.
The way of life of this remarkable animal is described in the article
by Lumsden and Specian (tggO), quoting Dr H t¡l Stunkard, as foìlows:
" . As archaic as the Palaeozoic, they (tapeworms) are
as modern as tomorrow. They have attained the ideal welfare
state with all its beneficience; absolute security with an
abuhdanie of predigested food, and with a minimum of effort
or exertion. digestive, respiratory and circuìatory
organs have been discarded as superfluous, (s'ince) every
essential is provided in abundance with no concern for
cost or other responsibility. hlith no need to expend energy
for food or shelter, the cestode can get down seriously to the
business of reproduction . . . "
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1
C¡ N0 TES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Folìowing ingestìon by the definitive host, the animal 'is protected
from stomach acids by the outer'layers of the cysticercoid during
.its passage through the host's stomach. If worms in the oncosphere
stage are introduced into the stomach of the definitive host they
will be destroyed, but they can establish themselves if introduced
di rect'ly into the smal I intestine.
According to Mettrick (1980) pH is known to affect the migrations of
H. diminuta and the region of the intest'ine wjth the ìowest pH
usually has the highest bionnss of the tapeworm. The cestode is'
however, capable of jnhabit'ing any part of the intestine.
The principal determinants of the pH of the contents of the host's
gut are the type of food and the time of ingestion'
Activation and excystment of the larva'in the definitive host requires
the presence of bile salts. Experiments in which a host rat was made
biletess showed that ¡J. d.inirtuta either failed to establ ish itself
in the gut or was severeìY stunted.
Egg production and carbohydrate absorption by the adult tapeworm from
bileless hosts are also greatly reduced. Thus 'bile salts'will be a
resource for the larva and both a modifier of mates and a modifier
of carbohydrate ('g'lucose etc.') food resources for the adult'
Neverthe'less, it'is possìble that the effect of the absence of bile
salts may be indirect - i.e. uía an effect on the digestion of the
host.
3. H, ùLminutu is hermaphrod'itic¡ each proglott'id contains both female
and male reproductive organs. Like other tapeworms seìf-reproduction
Seems to be the norm, however cross-fertilization is not ruled out'
Lumsden and Spec'ian (1980) report that during copulation a male
protusìle organ is inserted into a genital chamber of an "appropniate"
(it is not clear to us what is meant by "appropriate") proglottid of
the same or another tapeworm. Self-jnsemination withìn the same






all inferior to glucose 'in promoting worm growth". (Mettrick, 1980).
Kennedy (1976) reports that the tapeworm is 'imperv'ious to fructose.
Younger Worms can take up glucose against steeper concentration
gradientsthan older worms.
The rate of development and maturation wjthin the definitive host depends
particularly on the carbohydrate (and especia'lly glucose) contents of
the host's diet. The presence of other ø. diminuta, and other parasit'ic
larvae, is also known to affect these rates. It is certa'in that these
co-parasites will compete with the subiect animal for ava'ilable
carbohydrate (i.e. they will be first-order modifiers). In addition
there may be an 'overcrowding effect', which, irrespective of mechanism,
allows them to be classified as malentities.
Roberts (1980) reports that the presence of the acanthocephalan
Monolífoyrnis dubius has an 'overcrowd'ing' effect similar to the effect
observed when additional tapeworms are present (see also n. 19).
Roberts reports also that while the 'overcrowding' effect is not well
understood competìtion for host dietary carbohydrates probab'ly plays
some role and that foods other than carbohydrates are probabìy also
i nvol ved .
The oncosphere (early larval stage) has a stiff outer shell which
protects it from damage when it is excreted'in the faeces of the
defin'itive host. Anyth'ing crush'ingthe oncosphere will be a malentity;
we have tentative'ly classified 'ìarge animals' as malentities since we
think this kind of accident must be not uncommon' even though not
reported.
Unless damaged an oncosphere can rema'in viable for about 6 months after
havi ng been excreted.
The intermed'iate host, an arthropod, mechan'ical ly ruptures (w'ith ìts
mouthparts) the outer capsuìe of the oncosphere, thus acting as a
resource for the early larval stage of the tapeworm. The oncosphericaì
hooks, ìn conjunction with the penetration glands' enable the larva
to pass through the gut waì1 of the arthropod and establish'itself.
For some intermediate hosts the metacestodes develop more rap'idìy ìn
females. The reason for this 'is unknown. The age of the 'intermed'iate




intermediate hosts are less frequently infected than young or middle-
aged femaìes, whììe among males those of middle age were infected
most often.
Thc developmcnt of the larva is dependent on temperature; wjthin lìmits
the higher the temperature the quicker the development. Ubelaker (1980)
reports that 30"C is the most favourable temperature for the development
of the metacestode, mature metacestodes being produced in B days.
At 20"C the t'ime is increased to 23 days. I/Jhjle temperatures above
30'C result in more rap'id development, Ubelaker reports that they aìso
result 1n a h'igher incidence of abnormal'ities; thus the range of heat
energies correspondìng to temperatures above 30'C constitute malentities
Abnormalities due to heat stress can be reduced by changing the dìet
of the intermediate host (in thìs case a beetle) to pure sugar instead
of whole wheat flour. Thus 'food of intermediate host' is a modifier
of the malentity 'heat energy'.
The popul at'ion of I arval ,Y. ùLminuta i n beetl es i s increased at h'igher
temperatures, the suggestjon being that:
(i ) The act'ivi ty of certa"in enzymes j n the oncospheres i s
increased, enabling them to increase their penetratìon
and success, thus 'heat energy' acts here as a resource.
(jj) The beetles eat more at higher temperatures and therefore
ingest more oncospheres. Here 'heat energy' is a mod'ifier
of'host'which in turn is a modifier of the class of
resounces 'Ihost's food]' (partial'ìy cligested, see n,. 4).
Ubelaker (tggO) reports that mebendazde at a concentrat'ion of 0.1 gm/i0
flour (the medium in whjch the beetles are kept) retards the development
of the metacestodes withirn their hosts, while "one gram or h"igher
concentrat'ions wene lethal to some, but not alì, cystìcereoids""
Trìethylene-thiophoramide kills some metacestodes i.t the beetle




10. I^lhile the sk'in of most organisms insulates them from the environment
that of ã. d.iminuta promotes near'ly alì forms of chemìcal ìnterchange
between the environment and the internal tissues. In add'ition to
protein and carbohydrate absorption the tapeworm has a sodìum transport
system and calcium'is requìred for the act'ivation of muscle t'issue
(Lumsden and Specian, 1980). Presumab'ly other elements are also
requ i red.
11. The per.istaltic contractìons of the definit'ive host's 'intestine are
a constant threat to the tapeworm, which resists expulsion by
maintaìn'ing contìnuous moderate contract'ion (tonus) of its muscl es'
The animal attaches itself to the host by using the two pairs
of suckers on its scolex.
t2 It is necessary for the tapeworm to protect itself against the
dìge$tive action of the enzymes of ìts host; the mechanism for
doing this is unknown (although frequently discussed in the
literature); we have entered 'host enzymes' as malentities modified
by 'subject animal' , ofi the env'irogram s'ince the potent'ial danger
to the taPeworm is so aPParent'
13. H. diminuta absorbs fatty acids, modifies and stores them' At least
some is used in egg product'ion. Rat intestines 'infected wjth
H, d.íminuta have been shown to contaìn approximately 30% less
lipjds than uninfested intestines. (However the lip'id gradient
down the intestine is general'ly the same)
14. Although ,ï. dôminuta 'in a rat host can survive until the host
itself dies,the tapeworm is rejected within 9 to 14 days by
a mouse host. The mechanism for this difference is not





The mouse can be class'ified as a predator;
From a biochem'ical perspect'ive, we can cl ass'ify 'host
immunogìobulins' as malentities'
In both Cases we are talk'ing about an'immune response of the mouse'
10.
(j) l,Je can classify the mouse as a predator, since there is some
evidence that the ejection of the tapeworm causes an increase
in H(mouse) (and certa'inly there 'is a decrease in H(tapeworm)).
The increase'in H(mouse) w'iìl occur, for examp'le, because the
mouse w'ill no longer lose the protein secreted during
digestion (see n. 4) ; note that the loss of inqested prote i n
js insufficient grounds for classify'ing the mouse as a predator
because in this case the tapeworm is acting as a first-order
modifier of the mouse's food i.e. it is causing only indirect
harm and therefore the excreting of the tapeworm does not
directly cause an increase in H(mouse). 0f course the mouse
will be a predator only if ìt becomes a host of n. diminuta -
i.e. after eating an infected intermediate host. The latter
is thus a first-order mod'if ier.
(i'i) Mouse immunoglobulins have been observed bound to the outer
tegument of the tapeworm; it is possible that the tegumental
surface is danuged when this occurs and facilitates ejection.
From this point of v'iew we can classify 'mouse ìmmunoglobulins'
as malentities. The mouse will be a first-order modifier.
Though formally incorrect, we have included both cases on
the envirogram.
15. Both the definit'ive and intermediate host provide protectìon to the
tapeworm aga'inst a 'large class of malentitìes. However the sword
is double-edged as the tapeworm wilì almost certainly die if its
host i s ki I 'led (see note 20 ) .
16. Because the tapeworm is unable to reproduce unless it is'livìng in a
definitive host, the defin'itive host is a resource (because that
part of H(tapeworm) dealing with the probability of reproducing
is directìy increased).
17. Establishment and growth of /i. diminuta is severeìy inhibited when the
host rat is fed a diet deficient in all B vitamins, providing the
host is prevented by the experimenter from eating its own faeces.
If the rat is allowed to do th'is (as it is its nornral behav'iour)
the lack of B vitamins in the d'iet has no effect on the cestocle
(Roberts 1980). The mechanism here is not clear to us.
11.
tlhen the host rat is fed a diet lacking riboflavine the tapeworm
grows larger, whether or not the host is allowed to eat ìts faeces.
Roberts (tggO) suggests that this may be because more g'lucose 'is
available to the cestode, since'the host's glucose absorption 'is
reducecl wlren i l, i:; fecl on a riboflavinc.-def icient dict. tìiboflav'ittc
is thus a modifier of the host rat, which js in turn a modifl,'ier
of glucose as a resource'in the tapeworm's environment.
18. The presence of the nematode WippostrongyLus brasiLiensis
adversely affects ä. díminuta. We have classified the nematode
as a malentity since "it would appear that the effects are" e'ither
"'inhospitable conditions induced by the pathogenìc effects of the
nematode", of "stimulation by the nematode of the 'immune response
of the host, or both" (Roberts 1980). If the first of these
alternatives is correct then the nematode can be tentatively c'lassjfied
as a malentìty because while H(tapeworm) ìs decreased there is no clear
evidence that H(nematode) is increased. (If there were cldar evidence
for the latter the nematode would be classified as a predator). The
situdtion ,with the second alternative is more complicated (similar
to the mouse-mouse immunoglobu'lìn case of n. 14). Because of the
st'imu'lated immune response we can classify the nematode as a first-
order modifier e'ither of the host as predator or of host immunoglobulins
as malentities.
t^le have put a1l of the above alternat'ives on the env'irogram; all are
bracketed to indicate tentativeness.
19. gther tapeworms may sometimes act as malentities 'in the environment
of the subject anjmal; the mechanism caus'ing the so-cal'led "crowdìng
effect" (Roberts, 1980) is unknown; Roberts writes "The 'important
developmental implication of the crowding effect is that worms
ìn the host's intestine are, by whatever means, influencing growth'
cell d'ivision, DNA synthesis and numerous other physiologicaì
parameters of other worms".
20. Under natural conditions the life-span of adult a. dùminuta is
probably as long as the host that harbours it. Thus'any object'
animate and inanimate, which leads to the demjse of the host will
atso kjll the subiect unless, of course, it is possible for the
tapeworm to survive the'ingestion of one definitive host by another.
Burt (1980) reports that by art'ificial'passage to successive hosts'
12.
an adult tapeworm has been kept aljve for 14 years - and may well
I 'i ve I onger.
It is aìso possible that an object lethal to an intermediate host
may ki1'l the cysticercoid.
Nevertheless there would seem to be a rear possib'ility of the
cysticercoid surviving and the dead intermediate host being eaten by a
definitive host.
21'. H. diminuta's energy metabolism is usually anaerobic; this involves
the breakdown of glucose and the fjxation of COr. Nevertheless aerob'ic
energy metabolism is not precluded (Fioravanti and Saz, 1980). Carbon
dioxide is the gas most abundant in the intestinal lumen, reaching
partial pressures as h'igh as 680mm Hg. Reports on the oxygen content
of the rat gut differ but according to Mettrick (1980) it is probably
about 40 to 50mm Hg in places. The partÍaì pressures of both gases are
, higher in parasitized than in unparasitjzed guts.
13.
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The precise environment of the earthworrn \Lwíbr"Lcus tertestrLs)
is given, using as a basis for the classification the defining equations
of Ni ven (Enkenntnis, L982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an ,envirogram', is used for display'ing the objects ìn the environment'
Details of the envjronment not included in the enVirogram are listed
separatel y.
* * * * * ,f
l'"
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various animars is availabre as AES'rrorking Paper 9/8r.
This paper contains (a) the defining equations for the precìse environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defining equations, wjth the chìmpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indicatl'ons of the way in which the work is being used in
the forrnalization and development of the mathematical theory of animal
ecol ogy.
Th.is paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology
for wh.ich is set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/Bl; an 'improved and extended



















Lwíby"icus l;ey,r,estrLs iS an hermaphroditiC Segmented WOrm. It
produces cocoons rough'ly 6rrm'long by 4.5 to 6nrn'in diameter which hatch
into jmmature worms similar to adults except for the lack of genital organs.
The an'imal is usually pignrented red, brown or a combination or
occasional'ly even greenish. It has epidermal sense cells sensitive to
touch and primitive 'eyes'which are sensitive to 1ight. It is photopositive
to very weak sources of light (i.e. it moves towards such a source) but
photonegative to stronger sources. The worm has high-speed nerve impulse
transmissjon (600m/sec). Most respiration is through the body surface which
is kept rnoist by mucous glands in the epidermis. Oxygen is taken up by
haemoglobin in the blood.
The worm has fewer segments as it ages, even though it continues to
increase in size. In culture the animal increased in weight for about 3 years.
The increase occurred almost entìrely during the autumn and spring; sometimes
a little weight was lost in winter or surnner.
The breeding period for this species is unknown, however for another
lumbricid the breed'ing period lasted about half the adult life span' The number
of fertil.ized ova per cocoon ranges from 1 to 20 for lurnbricids but often onìy 1or2
survive to hatch. In the field L.terz,estv"is may take a year to reach maturity;
it is thought that this period will vary greatly according to temperature -
the higher the temperature (withjn limits) the faster the development. The
field life span of mature lumbricids is estimated to be no more than a few
nronths because of hazardous conditions; the potent'ia1 longevity has been
calculated to be 4-8 years. In protected cultures L.terrestnzls has been
kept for up to 6 years.
L.tez,y,estris creales permanent deep burrows. It can easily move to
deeper soil in order to escape adverse conditjons (see n.I2).
The anima'l is probably dispersed by the cocoons being carrìed in soil
on agricultural equipment, hooves of an'imals and streams. Earthworms are most
abundant near populated areas¡with dense popu'lations in some places; as many
as 640 earthworms per square metre have been collected (in New South Wales).
The natural djstrjbution of l,.tetrestrLs is Siberia, Europe, Iceland and
North America, but it has been transported throughout the world. It is





3 Temperature affects activity, metabolism, growth, respiration and
reproduction of earthworms.
In general the most suitable condìtions for activity of earthworms
on the surface are nights when the soil temperature does not exceed
10.5'C., the air temperature 'is above 2'C and there has been some rain
in the previous 4 days.
L.terrestris has been shown to prefer a temperature of about 10 "C
(a'lthough it develops faster at higher temperatures). The adult
worms are most active during spring and autumn.
It has been suggested that earthworms, particularly in arable soils,
may be destroyed by frost; in pasture and woodland it is unlikely
that the soil would freeze deep enough to kil'l the animals.
The upper Iethal temperature for L.tery,estz"Ls is 28"C. They may
however survive in high temperatures because they can maintain their
bodies at a temperature lower than the ambient by evaporating water
from the surface of their bodies. Earthworms in genera'l can survive
higher temperatures better in moist aìr.
The fecund'ity of some lumbricìd spp. is quadrupled as the temperature
rises from 6 "C to 16'C.
In tests on 2 species of Lwnbricus it was found that below 3'Cno
cocoons are produced. Thus in the wild the majority of eggs tend
to be produced during the summer months. The higher temperatures
are also necessary for hatching; there is a tendency for an
accumulation of cocoons over the colder months and thus relative'ly
higher numbers hatch during late winter and early spring. This
aids the survirral of the species s'ince the young worms cannot
withstand cold. The cocoons survive extremes of temperature better
than adultrvormsand hatch when condit'ions become more favourable.
L.ternestz'is scavenges for food on the soil surface. Usual'ly it
keeps its tail in its burrow and if touched withdraws whol'ly
therei n .
Earthworms consume ìarge amounts of food. It has been calculated that




Comparison of the availabìe mineral elements in the casts of earthworms and
in the upper ìayers of a ploughed soif in Connecticut, U.S.A.
Depth of soiì layer
Earthworm
Excreta (0-15 cm) (20-40 cm)
Loss by ignition (%)



















































(From Lunt and acobson, 1944)
TABLE 16
Mineral elements in soil and worm casts





























( From Graff, L972)
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6 When matjng, the two worms lie in close contact head-to-tail, and do
not readiìy respond to external stimuli such as touch and lìght.
Presumably th'is makes the animals easy prey for its macroscopic
predators. We have classifjed the animal 'itself as a mod'ifer of all
predators for th'is reason.
Another way in whjch r. tez,restv,is, by its own beahviour, modifies a
potentia'l predator is by resisting the pull if it is grasped when partly
out of its burrow; the worms expands its posterìor segments so as to
grip the walls of the bunrow and completely fill its exit - making it
very difficult to pull it right out, part'icularly if it'is a large
individual - in fact, 'it may break in two rather than relinquish the
grip.After such an attack the animal usual'ly retreats deep into the
burrow and may remain there for a 'long period.
Many kinds of stimuli can cause earthworms to come to the surface of






vibrations from a fork inserted in the soil;
stamping;
electrical st'imulus i.e. , electric current applìed to the soil;
chemical stimul'i, from ê.g., formaldehyde or dilute potassium
permanganate;
rain.
"Qften large numbers of worms appear on the surface of the soil after
rain and many of these die, probably due to exposure to ultra-violet
or radiation. No adequate explanatìon of this behaviour has yet been
offered. " (Edwards and Lofty, 1972).
Aì1 earthworms can regenerate ejther the anterior or posterior port'ions
of the'ir bodies if necessary, providing not too many segments are lost
and the nervious system of the remainìng sect'ion is ìntact.
Sufficient (but not too much) o4ygen ìs necessary, and temperature
is also a factor.
It has been claimed thiit no Lwnbnieus spp. enter d'iapause, nevertheless
L, terz,estris may stìll become quiescent ìn deeper soìl during adverse
periods, becoming actìve again when conditions 'improve. Earthworms
can tolerate cold wet conditions better than hot dry ones and this
may explaìn why more worms are quiescent in summer than jn winter.
Quiescence may amount to living off reserves when little food is
available or when conditions do not favour food gathering.
7
10.
8 L.tev'rest 'is feeds on leaf and other plant materiar and fung'i
obtained on the soil surface. It eats al'l parts of a leaf, inc]uding
veins and ribs. The wornr does not actually eat the material at the
surface to any great extent but first pulls it into the mouth of
the burrow to a depth of about 2.5 to 7.5cm so forming a plug which
may protrude from the burrow.
"There have been several suggestions as to why they do this.
it may be in order to carnouflaqe the entrance to the burrow,
a'lthough the pìug often makes the burrow more obvious (plate
6a and b). Alternatively, it may be to prevent the entry of
water into the burrow during heavy rain or to keep out cold
aÍr. l,lhatever the reason, these earthworms never leave the
mouths of their burrows exposed, and will replug them very
quickly Íf the orig'inal plug is removed. If the mouth of
the burrow is in an area where there is insufficient organic
material to form a pìug, they w'i11 use inorganic materìar,
commonly sma'll piìes of stones terrned'worm cairns'which may
be seen in gravel paths, blocking the mouths of burrows.
Individuals of L.terr"Lstv"Ls normalìy feed on food material
onìy within their burrows, and as far more material is stored
than can be used between normal foragings, there is adequate
food when inclement conditions on the soil surface prevent
them from foraging, or when the local food suppìy is temporari'ly
exhausted.
L.terrestris carefu'lìy se]ects its food material and puì ì s
most kinds of leaves into the bumows by the t-ip of the
laminae, leaving the non-palatable petioles projecting from
the burrow. Dan¡rin (1818) reported that when earthworms were
offered paper triangles they were always grasped by the
sharpest corner, usua'lly without any attempt to seize any other
corner, and this was confirmed by Hanel (1904) although she
also found conflicting evidence that if leaves of lime trees
were cut so as to round of the pointed apex, worms still grasped
them at this point. The generaì tendencey seems to be for
the worms to grip the pointed tips of leaves, for instance,
Darwin (1881) reported that of 227 leaves of various types,
181 had been drawn in by the tips of the leaves and only 26
had been pulled in by the base of the petioles. In some
unexplained way, worms can discern the best way to cirag.leaves
11.
into their burrows with minìmum effort. Darw'in also
described other behavioural patterns shown by indìviduals
of thís species during their foraging activities. Baldwin
(1971) demonstrated experimental'ly that ¿. ternestz"is is
much more active when food is available than when it is
not." (¡dwards and Lofty, 7972)
Thus the an'imal, by its behaviour, acts as a modifier for all food
(see also n.4 and n.11). L.tey,y,estz'zls shows preference for particular
species and conditions of leaves. The palatibility of leaves to
earthworrns depends largely on their polyphenol content. Alkaloid
concentration above a certain level makes leaves unpalatible to
earthworms. Acids such as phosphoric, tartaric, citric, oxalic and
malic acid are acceptable in tow concentrations but not in high.
The order of preference for earthworms in general for a range of leaves
has been found to be: lettuce, Kale, beet, elm, maize, lime, birch,
oak, beech. Litter becornes more palatable after a few weeks of
weathering which leaches out u,npalatable poìyphenols. For ¿. terrestv"Ls
there is an inverse correlation with the arnount of soluble carb-
ohydrates.
9 Many experiments have
of the animal. These
unpleasant stimuli to
experirnents can be of
'research workers' as
Introduction, revised
been done to measure the learning behaviour
mostly involve appìying electric shocks or other
the worm. It is difficult to see how such
benefit to Homo sapiens so !{e have classified
malentities in this case - however see General
version 1983, for a discussion of this point.
10 Respiration rates for f'.terz,estrLs range from 38.7 - 45.Znm-30,
per hour per gram body weight at 101,C to 31 - 71mm-30, at 16 - 17eC.
Higher rates have been recorded by other workers. The animal can
respire when completely submerged and so survive for long periods'
dependent on the part'ial pressure of the dissolved oxygen. It has
survived from 31 to 50 weeks in soils totally submerged beneath
aerated water - even then the factor limiting survival was probably
lack of food rather than lack of oxygen.
There is some experimental evidence of a diurnal rhythm in oxygen
consumption and act'ivity, with maximal rates at about 6a.m. and 7p.m.

13.
74 The fol'lowing earthworms may be found living near ¿.terresty,is and thus
(potentially) competing for food: ALLolopophoz,a caliginosa, A.noeturma,
A. ehLorotí;ca, A.Longa, A. nosea, L. eastaneÆ, L.tubeLLus, )etoLasíwn
Laeteutn, 0. cyaneum.
In one study these other earthworms become quiescent in both summer
and mid-winter when ¿. tez,nestris did not. Thus seasonal changes
(temperature, moisture) act as nrodifiers of the competitors of ¿.
tev'z'estrLs. Also othey L.terz,estv,is'individuals are more act'ive
in moist conditions and become ìncreasingty competitors of the subject
animal .
15. Mol es are parti cul arly corllron predators. They are reported to 'store,
catches until required, ensuring that the worms do not escape by biting
3 to 5 segments from their anterior ends.
16. In South Africa the night adder Causus thontbeatus is reported to attack
and devour giant micro chaetid worms. It seems likely, aìthough there
are no reports, that snakes will also attack ¿. terrestris.
77. Many carab'id and staphylinid beetles and their larvae eat earthworms.
13.
soil seem to be the main factors in causing movement to depth.
The burrow serves to protect the animaì against predators and
malentities. The animal itself secretes a mucus which lines the
walls and forms a protective coating against noxious materials.
Pesticides are often markedly reduced in concentration by the time
they reach the animal.
pH can be detected by L.terrestz"Ls. The animal will not burrow
into soil with a pH below 4.1 according to some workers, however
others consider that r. terv.estr"is is not very sensitive to pH and
have reported it as existing within a wide range down to a pH of
about 3.3.
Sorne workers have reported that earthworm casts are usually more nuetral
than the soils in which they live.
Three specÍes of carnivorous slug are known to eat earthworms at a




The following are reported as onìy s'l'ightly toxic:
chlorfenrinphos, disul foton, malathion, dyfonate,'Dursban', fenitro-
thion, zinophos. Phorate is reported as extremely toxic and may
eliminate earthworm popuìations even at normal rates of application.
0f the three carbamate insecticides tested on earthworms carbaryì
is toxic at lo!,J concentrations but aldicarb and carbofuran have only
a slight affect.
Earthworms are on the whole not very susceptible to pesticides,
they may possib'ly concentrate sone of these substances e.g. DDT
their tissues, thus harming their predators. (These earthworms
then act as malentities in the environment of worm-eating birds





24 At teast 50 bactería isolated from L.teruestr.zls have also been found
in the surrounding soi1. It seems 'likely that the majority of
bacteria found in the casts are not harmful to the animal but simply
multip'ly in its gut and continue to increase in the casts. Some
of the bacteria are nìtrogen-fixers. The following tab'le is from
Edwards and Lofty \1,972) :
TABLE 17
Numbers of micro-organisms in different parts of the intestìne
of r. tev,r,estr"Ls
(x 104)









( From Parl e, 1959)
Earthworms have been incriminated in transmitting many parasites and
diseases of animals and plants, the spores of many pathogenic fungi,
in particular dwarf bunt (reLLetia controuersa), Fl,Lsar|um and Pythiun,
also cysts of the potato root of eelworm i.e. the nematode Heterodera
rostochiensis, al.l of which are more infective, productive and viable
following passage throuqh an earthworm. The animal has also been
suspected to be a vector of animal viruses e.g. that which causes




most conmon and is bred for this purpose in the U.S.A.
In various parts of the world earthworms have been used as
human food.
They can also be used for testing pregnancy and are used in a variety




Bacteria reported from earthworms incl ude Spirochaeta and BaeLLLus
botuLinus. Little is known of the effect on the worm.
The most numerous and probabìy the most inportant protozoan parasites
of earthworms are the Gregarina, which are to be found in most parts of the
worm's body. The following genera have been reported:
DLstieopus, Rhyneocg stis, Eehnicoystis, fu,ayalLia, Cratez,ocg stis,
Monoeystis, Nematoeystis, Ai.kínetoeystís, NeLLoeystis and PLeutt ocystis
A number of ciliate protozoa also infest the bodies of earthworms
although few cause any serious harm. The genera include:
AnopLophrya, MautpaseLLa, Panabursaz"La, HopLitophrya, plagíotoma
and MetanadLophrya.
Other protozoa incl ude Myæoeystis, Sphaenaetinomyzon and flheLohcnia.
Among platyhelmínths the larvae of PoLycercus is found in ¿. tey.restri
also the cysticercoid stage of Iaenia ameata is found in some other
earthwroms.
Many nematodes occur in earthworms, few causing serious damage.
In most cases the earthworm is an intermediate host. Genera include:
Rhabctitis, Hetenal<es, SyngØnus " DLeeLis, Stephanunus, Metastrongylus,
Spíz,optez,a, Synoecnema and DLporochaeta.
The larvae of muscoid flies parasitize earthworms e.g. the cluster
fly Pollenia ru&Ls. Other fl i es 'i ncl ude : Onesia subaLpina, 0. sepuLchz,aLis,
Sareophaga haemorrhoidaLis, S, cazmar"La.
19.
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ABSTRACT
The precise environment of the Marine Copepod'(CaLanus finmarchicus) is
given, usìng as a basis for the classification the defining equations of
Niven (Erkenntnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an'envirogram', is used for dispìaying the objects in the
qnv'irogram. Detail s of the environment not included in the env'irogram
are listed separateìy.
* * * * * * *
A general introduction to.the whole series of reports oh the precise
environment of the various animals is available as AES hlorking Paper 9/8I.
This paper contains (a) the defining equations for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four pirmitive (undefined) terms whjch are
used jn the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method using
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work is being used in
the formalization and development of the mathematical theory of animal
ecol ogy.
Th'is paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
which is set out 'in AES Working Paper No. 9/8t; an improved and extended
version will be available in 1983.
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"CaLanus finmanchicus'is one of the most important members.of the
zoopìankton because of its enormous numbers and the part it plays in the
conversion of the phytoplankton into protein and fat suitable as food for
shoal'ing fishes, whales and many other animals" (Marshall and 0rr, t972),
In temperate northern waters CaLanus is the domìnant organism (by I
biomass). In arctic waters it is the numericalìy dominant zoopìankton but
.is probably itse'lf dominated in biomass by Meganyetiphanes and fhysanoessa.
The northern¡nost record for C, finnarehieus is 79'N, but the anjmal is
w'idespread, excluding the Balt'ic. (Also it is rare'ly found in the Kattegut. )
North of the Engfish Channel it occurs in immense swarms (though in
recognìsab'ly smaller groupings) and is found at al1 depths down to 4000 m,
although most frequentìy 'in the top 200-300m.
There is confusion in the taxonomy; for this reason we have considered
only the work carried out in the North Atlantic; and because of the greater
body of information available, we have taken our subiect animal to be a
resident of the ClYde sea area.
The recognised stages of development are: eggs; 6 stages of naupìius
(early larval form); 5 stages of copepodite (more advanced lar'val form);
female and male adults. The nauplius stages are short-lived and our
references to ,Stage x', x = I, II, ..., v, refer to copepod'ite stages unless
quaìified. In all larval stages the sexes are indistìnguishable. Between
each of the stages mentioned a moult must occur'
The time taken for the whole cycle depends, at least partly, on
temperature; the lìfe-span w'il1 determine the number of populations which
will occur in any sea area. In the English Channel and Clyde sea area, the
mjnimum cycle length (in summer) may be as short as two months: one month
for egg-to-adult development and one month for maturing of eggs' In these
areas up to four generations per annum may occur w'ith the overwintering
generation l.iving up to six months. However, in the far North (East
Gre.enland) a generation will characteristically'live a year but on occasions
some c. fiwnaychic¿¿s which have reached only copepod'ite stage III at the
onset of winter wjll spend a second winter as late stage copepodites.
2
0. finmanah'Lc:us fen'øles have an average ìength of 3.lmm., males 3.Omm.
Males are shorter-lived than females; even in the highest latitudes
the maximum life-span for a male probably never exceeds 7 months. However
in the far north females live for a little over a year. In temperate waters
the greatest life-span is found in the over-wintering popu'lations. Females
will probably live 7-8 months, males less. For between-winter populations
in temperate waters the total female life-span may be as little as 60-70 days.
0ver short periods, say about 2 minutes; CaLanus can swim upward at
66 n/hr or downwards at 107 n/hr. Over longer periods (1 hour) tne




C. NOTES ON THE TNVIR OGRAM
c. firunarchiczzs does not reproduce to any extent during the winter
rnonths. It'is not clear whether this is due to the ìow temperatures
or the lack of light so we have entered both heat and light energy
on the envirogram as first-order modifiers of mates.
The overwintering popuìation is made up ìargeìy of stage v and they
moult 'into adults, beginning in December or January. Thìs date for
the recommencement of development does not vary with latitude; inall areas from the Clyde to East Greenland adults are observed in
January and February. Males appear first, predominate for a time
and then the fernales appear and copulation takes p1ace. There
follows a period during whjch the femare matures the eggs, then
spawning takes place, the new generatìon grows up and the cycle is
complete. The shortest period from egg to adult observed in a
laboratory was 31 days.
The majority of eggs are not laid until March. However, the tÍme
of copulation is not .important; females whose ovaries are quite
undeveloped can carry spermatophores for several months. Females
rise to the surface to ray their e99s, genera'ily at night.
The spring egg-ìaying corresponds roughìy in time with the spring
increase in the phytoplankton, especially diatoms, which forms the
bulk of the copepods'food. (see notes 5 and 9). There is some
evidence to suggest that females are able to hold on to their eggs
until conditions in the sea are favourable.
The adults which mature in the sea during April and May spend most
of their time, day and night, at the surface, and lay their eggs
at any time during a Z4-hour period. This .impìies that surface, not
night, is the opera'tive factor (see n. 6). The next generation, which
again retreats to deep water, also rises to the surface for laying
eggs. The egg of c. firunar,chieus is denser than sea-water and will
begin to sink as soon as it has been laid. At 13'c it will sink about
2.5 cn/nin. At this temperature the egg wil'r take about 24 hours to
develop and if laid at the surface it will hatch at about 36m depth
(see aìso no. 6). The rate of sinkìng decreases markedìy as the
tempenature drops; it is also affected by the presence of diatoms.
5
2
Males attach spermatophores to the fenlales' gen'ital segments;
occasjonally the spermatophores are mispìaced. Copu'lation has not
been observed in L'oLanus, but it js known that salt wateris requìred
to ge1 the "core substance" of the spermatophqre, to form a chqnneì
through which sperm are pushed 'into the sperrnathecal sacs
of the female. Usual'ly a fennle has only one spermatophore
attached, however occas'ionally more than one has been seen; one
case was reported'in which a female was carrying 1.5 spermatophores.
A female may'lay up to 150 eggs in 24 hours. Total egg production ìs
very vapiab'le (many factors are important; see note 9 for food);
one female in a laboratory produced 586 eggs over a 74-day period
however towards the end the eggs were less healthy.
None of the virgìn femaìes kept in a laboratory were able to ìay
parthenogenetìc eggs.
t,linter populations are usually found ìn deep water; an 'implication
from Marshall and 0rr (tglZ) ìs that the animal is not found near
pack ice. The lower lethal temperature limìt for Calanus 'is very
near freezing poìnt.
Kinetic energy'incorporated jnto ocean currents may mod'ify (second-
order) t¡re mates of the subiect animal in a number of ways:
3
l It seems 'l'ikely that around Greenland reproduction starts only
when currents from the south ra'ise the temperatune.
4
't 'l The an'ima1 may be carried by the current to either a warmer
or colder region.
(ìii) L'ight may also be a determinant of mating (see n. 1) and
currents can also carry the animal in'to regions w'ith
di fferent PhotoPeni ods.
Qther copepods also eat phytoplankton and almost certainìy compete
With C. firanæchieus, e.9., PseudoeaLanus, MicrocaLanus, Centz'opages,
Temora, Acantia, Oithona. They wou'ld be expected to compete at all
stages, i.€. the naupìii would compete with CaLanzs nauplii of the
same size, copepodites with caLanus copepodites and so on.
6
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Large numbers òf zoopìankton larvae, including c. finmarchicus,
appearìng in the ocean lead to a decrease in the numbers of diatoms.
There is evidence that all specìes of copepod depend greatìy on the
spring d'iatom increase. From this time until the autumn approximateìy
60% of captured calanus contain recognisabre remains (hard parts or
skeletons) of, for example, diatom frustu'les, radiolarian spines,
peridinian cases or parts of crustacean exoskeletons. Another
30 - 40% contain unrecognisable greenish or brgwnish debris.
In particular the diatom Rh'Lzosolenia fnagilLima is conünonìy eaten
by C. firanarehicas.
calanus has also been seen eating flagellates e. g., plneocystis,
Gynmodiniwn spp. and polyt<z,ikoe.
0bservations made near M'iììport (scotìand) in 1923 showed that
overwhelmingly the most common food consisted of diatoms. 0ther
organisms eaten u/ere crustaceans, radiolarians, dinoflageìlates,
silicoflagellates and coccolithophores. A small number of animals
were found to have eaten alga] threads, tintinnids and naked
flage'llates.
The following table is from Marshall and 0rr (I9lZ):
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The 'p-f'lageìlates' (nanop'lankton f lage'llates on'ly a few microns in
diameter) were not stud'ied in the work summarised in the tabre above.It Ís suggested that calanus is capable of filtering off particles
as small as 1u. (There must arso be an upper rimit, but this .is
not given by the authors). The abundance of such smalì organ'sms
in the ocean is unknown. workers have noticed that ìarger diatoms,
radiolarians and crustacea cannot be taken in whore and are broken
up, presumably by the labral teeth and mandibles.
In rich food concentrations caløtus may produce a faecal peììet every
20 minutes. At 'room' temperatures (probabìy about 16"c in Engìand)
the time for a new food organisrn to appear for the first time in
pel'lets ranges from 15 to 37 minutes.
In the laboratory a concentration of 200,000 Nitzsehia cells is
sufficient for successfu'r growth and mouìting (and good for
egg-production - see n.9). However, this figure is well above
concentrations recorded in the ocean.
It js clear that CaLanus does not, or cannot, utilise the whole of
the phytoplankton; wh'ile the utilization of diatoms and some
flagellates is very high, for chLoz,elLa, ceratom and some other
species it is very 1ow.
Eggs, nauplii and young copepodites are found mainly in the top
30m of the ocean. At all times of the year females lay near the
surface and this may be an adaptation to arow the eggs to hatch
as near the surface as possible, either because deeper water acts
as a malentity to the egg or because more food wir be availabre
to the naupì i us.
If all the eggs in a crutch are kept at the one temperature their
development ís remarkabìy synchronized.
At 18'C, development wilì take pìace about Z% tines faster than
7
at 8'C.




TIME OF DEVELOPMENT IN HOURS
05101520
2ce¡s ZL" 1ì- 1 +
Segmentat'ion cavi ty 10-25 10- 18 2-3 2-3
Gastrula mouth visible 25-50 16,20-27 12 8-11
No structure vis'ible 50-70 25'40 14-20 Lz
Cl ear naupl 'ius form 90 27 ,48 16-20 14- 18
Hatching 116-120 40*,59-65 25-30 20-26 lg-22
* One set of eggs hatched after 40 hours, eleven sets took 59-65 hours.
l,,lhen a CaLanus larva moults the exoskelton splits and the animal
slips out. Usually this process occurs very rapidly. CaLanus
whìch take a long time over it or are found swimming wìth the exoskelton
attached are almost certain to die. In this case'it is not clear whether
the dìscarded exoskelton is a malentity or mod'ifies food or some other
object resulting in the animal's death.
gccasiona'lly animals have been found in which the tip of the antennule
has obviously been damaged during a moult (when the previous exoskeleton
has been shed) and has regenerated. In this case the exoskeleton'is
clearly a malentity.
Factors causal'ly connected with moulting seem to be food, warmth and
light. Experìments give some indication that each of these factors
may have some positive effect in speed'ing the transitions but no
very defìnite results have been obtained.
The nelvly-moulted female often has a small ovary, however a late stage
copepodìte can moult into a female wh'ich may be in any state between
immaturity and ripeness. The state of development depends very
largely on the amount of food present.
Experimental evidence shows the well-fed C. firunarchicus fay consìderably
more eggs than animal s which are starved, or starved for a time then
fed. Also experìments have shown that feeding CaLanus w'ith increasing





of eggs la'id, up to an asymptotically-approached limit. In experiments
in which chlamgdomonas was compared with Laud.e'ia, Gynmodinium and
DityLun the three latter organisms were superior food for egg-production
The following diatoms have been found good for egg production:
coseinodiscus centraLís, Lauderia borealis, skeLetonema costatum,
RhizosoLenia deLíeatuLa, DityLum bnightueLLi, CVnetocenos pseud.oez,initus
Nitzschiã closterium var. minutissima (now 'identjfied as p\neodactyLum
tz'icotmutwn).
The following organisms were arso good z synacospha,era catte,ae"
Pez"Ld'Lniun tz'ochoideum, Gymnodini,wn sp., chLamydomonas sp., and a
Chrysomonad flagellate 811 (Raymont and Gross, Ig4Z).
Experiments in feeding 'ripe' females with radio-actively marked
cells ind'icated that metabolism was so rapid that food intake was
used almost immediate'ly for egg production. Half the radioactjve
material retained was concentrated in the ovary and oviducts and
strongly radio-active eggs were laid after g hours of such feeding.
It seems likeìy that by mov'ing various limbs in various ways the animal
sets up water currents which help to bring particles into its filter
chambers. we have tentative'ly classified the animal itself as a
fìrst-order modifier in Íts own environment of a large class (possibly
all ) food.
These currents also serve, perhaps prÍmari1y, to aid respiration
(see n. 14).
some workers are of the opinion that caLanus ts not an automatjc
fjlter feeder, rather that it is mainìy a selective feeder. However
it is certain that at least some of the time calaruls is an automatic
filter feeder. In fact:
(j) food in the gut durìng the year is a fairly accurate
representative sampìe of the mjcroplankton in the surround.ing
ocean and
(ii) filtering rates for this animal are largely 'independent of
the concentration of food in the medium.
72.
11.
Fronr (ì) and (ij) it may be inferred that automatìc filter feedìng
does take p1ace. However :
(iii) crustacean remains are often an important part of the gut
content indicating that the animal can capture actìve
organisms (possibly by using'its'leap' react'ion, although
this has not been observed in feeding - see n. 15). Also,
experiments with diatoms, particuìa11y Cev'atium, which the
copepod rareìy eats, may 'ind'icate that the animal exerts
sone se'lection.
llot al1 CaLanus captured in townets contain food; the number varies
with season, sex and tine of day. Males eat much less than females;
even in h'igh food concentrations many males will go days without
eating. Males are, however, more efficient at digesting their
intake in that unattacked cells never occur in the'ir faecal pellets.
Using oxygen consumptìon as a guide to food requirements, it 'is
estimated Calanus needs between 1.3% and 3.6% of its dry body
weight ìn food per day'in winter and between 1.7% and 4.5% in
s ummer.
See also n. 5.
Exposure to strong diffuse'natural' light'is lethal to CaLanusi
artificial ììght has no effect. It has been shown that the lethal
effect i s caused ma'inly by the ultra-v'io1et componnet, wh'ich probably
exp'lains why artif ìcial I ight has no effect.
When it ìs exposed to light the animal's respiration increases
dramatically. In bright diffuse 'light or sunshine respiraLion
may be double what it ìs in the dark. Even low light intensitjes
have a marked effect as compared to darkness. CaLanus which have
been exposed to ìight then returned to darkness have higher
respirratìon rates than control groups, suggesting that CaLanus
ìs permanentìy iniured by the exposure.
In the C'lyde sea area in winter CaLanus has been found to feed almost
excl usi ve'ly durìng the hours of darkness ' even bright moon'l ìght
havìng a deterrent effect. However, during summer there 'is little
13
12.
difference in the animal's feeding habits between night and day.
It seems l'ike1y that the diurnal vert.ical migrat.ions have I ight as
an immedia-te stimulus, perhaps modified in extreme cases by
temperature. However the whole question of seasonal and diurnal
migrations is not yet well understood.
(see aìso n. 20).
There is a possibility ürat the animal in the first two naupìius
stages does not eat at all. However, in the last three copepodite
stages the animal eats the same food as the adults. The fol.lowing
is from Marshall and 0rr (L972)z
TABLE X
AVERAGE LENGTH OF FAECAL PELLETS















*This may be an under-estimate for some of the large pe1'lets were broken*
In the faecal pellets of the earlier stages the organisms actuáììy
identified were as follows:
Nauplius III to Y, skeLetonema costatum (cells 5p diameter) syracosphaena
sp. (Mil lport stra in 62, 20u ìong).
Nauplius vI (and v) . pz,oroeent,um tz,iestirrum (20 x 14u); períd.ini.wn
tz,ochoideun (25 x 19u).
copepodite I. In addition of the above, tuo,oeenttwm micans (43 x 27v),
syracosphaez'a ca'ter.e, Nitzschia eLoste,ium, Naviculid sp. z6v long.
copepodite II. In add'ition to the above , cosinodiscus centz,alis




Late stage naupliì possibly confine themselves to the phytop'lankton
less than 25u'in djameter but thìs would stìll leave them with a
ìarge number of available food species. Early stage naupliì will be
able to eat organ'isms up to perhaps 10u in diameter; this will
include the smaller diatoms and many fìagellates.
( see al so notes 5, 11 ).
Oxygen intake in copepods is by d'iffusion through the cutjcle wherever
the blood sinuses lie close to the surface, i.e., in the antennules
and the lateral sinuses.
The activity of the subject an'imal great'ly affects its oxygen
consumpt'ion. An increase in activity like the diurnal migratìon
(see n. 1) or escape movements (see n. 15) has a marked effect.
Lower food concentrat'ions also probably cause the animal to increase
its movements.
In experiments at 15"C hìgh concentr"at'ions of oxygen, up to 16 ml/l
had no effect on oxygen consumption. At the other end of the scale
there was a rapid fall in respiration from concentrations of about
3ml/l down. A number of animals died at 3.3m1/l and the death rate
i ncreased at I ower concentrati ons. Femal es were sì 'ight'ìy more
resistant to lower concentrations than males. Stage V copepodites
were able to surv'ive considerably lower concentrations.
It is known, however, that in the wild CaLanus can be abundant in
areas in which the oxygen concentration is as low as 2 n1/1.
The followìng quotation is from Marshall and 0rr (I972):
"Immediately after capture Calanus has a considerably higher
respiratjon than some hours later. This fall is most marked in
the first few hours and is not noticeable after about one day.
It is most marked with females, less than males and not noticeable
with Stage Y CaLanus".
L4
15. At al'l stages from naup'rius I up, the animar can 'reap'a number of
inches away from adverse stimuìi, in the laboratory for example
from the mouth of a pipette, and in the wird presumabry from
predators.
It seems likely that this behaviour also occurs when gathering food.
16' One effect of increasing temperature on c. fí.nnarchicus is to increase
the oxygen consumption. The increase is curvilinear and concave up
(second derivative positive), from approx.imately 0.2 n1/1000/hr to
approximately 0.9m1 /1000/hr at temperatures of 1.C and 20"C for
females. Measurements have also been made for males and some of the
larval stages (see Marshall and 0rr for detai'ls). The generaì
pattern of increase is similar for all classes. ZO"C is close to the
I ethaì temperature for C. fiwnanchia,ts.
Resistance to low oxygen concentration is greater at temperatures
below 15"C (see n. 14).
(see also n. 20).
17. Human collectors of plankton, includ.ing CaLanus are classified here
as 'malentities', however for a discussion of the difficult question
of how to classify humans (i.e., how to interpret H(human)) see
General Introduction to this series of working papers, 1983 version.
18. The range of temperatures at which c. fiwnanchicus can exist seems to
be from just above Ooc to something over 20"c. upper lethal limits
have been found to be between z6.s"c and zg.s"c by one group of wor.kers
and 25" C to Zl" C by another group.
The letha'l temperature is higher in sununer than in wÍnter. Stage v
is more resistant to high temperatures than adults.
Temperature also affects heart-rate, which increases from 200/ntn
at 5.5'C to 350/mjn at 16'C.
15.
19. Sudden salin'ity changes are lethal to the copepod but the animal
can adjust to a wide range of salinities if the changes are gradual-
l,Jhen, in the laboratory, the salinity of their med'ium ìs gradually
reduced nany CaLan?r.s can tolerate sal inities as low as 17"/"o, As the
salinity approaches this low level there is a reduction in oxygen
consumption.
CaLarLus is abundant only when the salinity of the sea is 35.3"{,
or less.
Low salinity makes the animal sìuggish, and so less able to escape
from predators (see n. 15).
20. Feedìng, i.e., metabolism, is known to affect oxygen consumptjon.
Experiments on lìght, salt and temperature effects were done jn
food-free water to negate this effect.
2L. In the laboratory CaLanus which are subiected to continuous or rapid
"Shaking" showed poor Survival. Presumably th'is effect could also
operate in turbulent waters in the sea.
?2. Marshall and 0rr (L972) remark that whjle parasitized specimens of
the animal are less healthy and live shorter lives a remarkable
amount of body and muscle can be consumed and C. fintna.r'ehicus
wìll still remain active.
Many parasites prevent normal sexual development probabìy because they
consume the resources needed for sex cell maturation.
The fungu s fehthyosponid"ium has been found in Calartus however there
.is some doubt as to whether the copepod is'in fact adverseìy affected
The fol low.ing Dinoflagel ìata (classification somet'imes uncertain)
are paras'itirC On CaLaynts: BLastodiniwn' Syndiníwn' Panadínium
(The most commonly observed parasite), and ELLobiopsis chattoni'
The latter is sometìmes included among the fungi. In the North Sea
'infection w'ith BLastodinium alone may be 66%'
16
The sporozoan Gz'egav'ines is found in the gut of calanus; it is not
known if they adverseìy affect the copepod.
The ui liate chattonella caloni is suspected to be commensa-l rather
than parasitic; although, invariabìy situated at the opening of the
maxil'lary gland it seems rikery that the ciriate is competing for
the copepod's food, í.ê., it acts as a first-order modifier. Another
ciliate (unclassified) has been found parasitízing caLanus near
Tromso (Norway).
The Nematode contv,acaecum sp. parasitizes the copepod,s gonad which
then rareìy develops, though an occasiirnal female matures sufficientìy
to ì ay eggs.
The Trematode neniuras sp. occurs rarely and singly i n calanus and
at least one other Trematode has been reported.
Two types of cestode larva have been reported, a cyc'lophy'llid and a
tetraphy'l 'l i d.
It is suspected that a rarval stage of epicarid isopods is harmful
to calanus, but the ev'idence is not clear. In some parasitized
Calqnus the ovary seems to be undevel oped.
In a sample of 363 female c. fiwnarchicus over z0% were parasitized
as fol lows:
42 with SyneLinium or panadinium
27 with tetraphyl I i ds,
3 with cycìophy11 ids,
6 with nematodes,
1 with ELLobiopsis.
?7, Diatom increases in the ocean often causes increased oxygen content.
Diatom and phytoplankton numbers 'in general are dependent on temperature,
illumination for photosynthesis, and a good supply of nutrient sarts.
24.
17.
Because of their dynamic interaction the probability of large zoop'lankton
and phytoplankton popuìations occurring together is very low. Such
populations occur mainly where upwelìing 'is going on, usually where
ma'instream ocean currents converge, or near icebergs or glacial
faces on the ocean, or the edge of the pack ìce.
In arctic waters is seems likely that some over-winter cannibalism
may occur.
Some female Calarw.s are badly damaged when lay'ing when large eggs
break loose in the body cav'ity.
27. A large number of p'lanktonìc animals prey on CanaLus,:
The arrow wonn sagitta,
Ctenophores which develop in number in late spring and early autumn
are particu'larly destructive; where they are abundant CaLanus is
scarce. In sorne years owing to abnormally high temperatures they
appear earìy and destroy so many CaLøtus thal the herring fishing may
fail for the year.
Medusae are also very destructìve.
Large copepods like nuchaeta and AnomaLocez,a and some euphausids
are also carnivorous and may capture caLanus.
25.
26
28 Many pelagic fish eat CaLanus. Every stage from egg upwards ìs
eaten. Herrings are important predators; other notable predators
among f ish are young saithe (Gadus u'Lv,ens) in the Clyde sea area
and the Sand Lances (Ammodytes spp.J.
Many stud'ies have been done on the herrings as predators. It has
been reported that a young herring will æt any CaLanr,¿s ìt can
successfully mouth (see n. 15 for escape reaction). Herring need
good 'light for feeding; moonlight is sufficient but starlight
is not. l,Jhen a 15-watt bulb was lowered from 7.5m above a tank
to lm above herring predat'ion of CaLanus 'increased S-fold.
1B
29 The sei whale (BaLaenoptera boz.eaLis) is particuìarìy adaptgd to rive
off calanus, though other whales and plankton feeders e.g., the
Basking shark (cetonhi,nus ma,æirrrus (Gunner)) also eat the copepod.
19.
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ABSTRACT
The prec'ise environment of the waterflea (Oaphnia magna) is g'iven,
using as a basis for the classificat'ion the defining equatjons of
Niven (Erkenntínis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha'
called an 'env'irogram', is used for d'isplaying the obiects in the
envjronment. Details of the environment not jncluded jn the envirogram
are listed separatelY.
* ¿ * * * *
A general introduction to the whole serjes of reports on the precjse
env'ironment of the various anìmals is available as AES Workjng Paper 9/81.
Thìs paper contajns (a) the defjning equatìons for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four prìmitìve (undefìnecl) terms which are
used in the def initions; (c) a detaj led d'iscussion of the method of us'ing
the defjning equat'ions, with the chimpanzee and the three-sp'ined stìckleback
as exampìes; (d) ind'icatjons of the way'in which the work is being usgd in

















Harper (I976) reportìng on Døphnio. magna in Scotland writes:
"l,Jater-fleas (Fig. 1A) are very common inhabitants of stand'ing or
slow moving vraters and swim by means of the'ir branched antennae. The five
paìrs of limbs, encased jn the carapace, have many setae and, beatìng in
unison, filter t'iny particles of algae, bacterja or detritus from the water.
D. magna, the ìargest British specìes of Daphni,a (9 ? 3-4 but occasionally
6 mm ìong; dd about half their size) can be distìnguished from other
species by the distinct flanges on the head behind the antennae (Fig. 18 f.)
and by the divjsìon of the denticles beneath the claw of the tail ìnto two
distinct groups (Fig 1 C d. )
D. magnn is widely dìstributed in the northern hernisphere beìng
recorded fr om al I Euras'ia east to Ch jna and Japan and south to t'lorth Africa
(Scourfìeld & Harding 1960). In North America it is recorded from the north
and west of the continent but is curiously absent from the south-east
(Brooks 1957). Its d'istrjbution jn Brjtain al so shows an jnteresting pattern.
It is widely found in the south and east of Engìand but absent from the west
and Wale,s. It becomes less common'in the Midlands and further norùh is
restr jcted to the east of the Penn'ines, \r'ith no records from the Lake District.
Scotland has onìy five records of the specìes. The Inst'itute of Terrestrial
Ecoìogy's Wetland Research group has recorded it in the pond ìn Edinburgh
zoo and at three p'laces jn Fife: Locir Geì'ly, Kiì conquhar I och and Mot"ton
lochs near Tentsmuir National Reserve. These records together with the
newest one of Forfar are a natural extensjon northwards of the specìes east
coast distribution.
D. mG.EnG. ì s cons'idered to be a pond dwel I ìng species, thrív'ing in smal1,
shal low bod'ies of water vrhich aì"e nich jn organic substances and are often of
a temporary nature. Laboratory studies have shown that jt is able to survive
at higher temperatures than other specjes and can filter food more effic'iently
at these temperatures (Burns 1969). Thìs gives the specìes a considerable
competit'ive advantage 'in shallow water where the temperature fluctuations in
summer are often consjderable. It is much easier to grow ìn culture than









Figurc l. Daphnia nragrr. straus (1810). ..A. Adult female. B. EnlargerJ view of
head showing flanges f). C. Enlargcd view of tail showing denticles (/).
Kami ríski (Ig7g) reports on 'its presence ì n ponds j n pol and . pot.ts
and Fryer (1979) wrir-e that ¡. ma.gna is usually found in calcium-rich
alkaline waters that have a high level of inorganìc salts; it may also be
found in slìght'ly brackjsh water (see n.1). They aìso observed jt in northern
England in ìow-1ying areas to the east, often on good agrìcultural ground, in
contrast to another freshwater cladoceran AcanthoLebe::is ctu,u.Lrost-z,is whÍch
occurs on peaty moorlands and jn mountainous areas; the two specìes, as far
as'is known, do not co-ex'ist. l..Julf (1980) found that jn a freshwater rock
pool on a small 'island jn the Baltjc Sea t. mqgnq. was so abundant as to
contrjbute more than 50% of the total bjomass, except ìn late July (when
chjronomjd larvae were more abundant).
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to the waterflea than conspicuousness against a djfferently-coloured
background.
G'ibson (1980) found that when o'flfered a choice between a larger and
smaller waterflea the stjcklebacks take the larger (regardless of
absolute size).
The 'tifteen-spìned stickleback (spinachía spinachia) js also a natural
predator of n. magna.
tdulf (i980) reports that the water bug Deronectes griseostz''Latus
(de Geer) ìs a cornmon predatolin a fresh-water rock pool otl a smalI
'island in the Baltic Sea.
The predator-prey interact'ions cf l. magna. with the water bug Notonecta
glauca [-. were studies in the laboratory by llcArdìe and Lawton (19i9)
(see also McArdle, 1977). All 5 nympha'l jnstars of the water bug as
wel'ì as the adults attack the waterflea; small predator instars w'ill
usual'ly compete w'ith ìarge insatrs for the prey. The authors set up
a ser jes of functional respotlse exper jments for each 'instar of the IVo,tcnecta gLau"ca
attack'ing four s'ize classes of n. ma.gnír. The resultìng attack rate and
hancll ing tjme surfaces are complex, wíth maximum attack rates for small
predators attacking small prey and large predators attack'ing large prey.
Adult iy. glauca have lower att¿tck rates than ìnstars 4 and 5.
Goss (1978) studiecl the effects on the anjmal of temperatures ranging
from 5oC to 30oC. Deve'lopmentaì times decreased wr'th ìncreas'ing tem
perature. Adult egg-bearing females were nrore sensitive to high tem-
peratures than'immature forms. Resp'iratìon rates jncreased w'ith
'increas i ng temperatures .
Growth efficiency of n. mq.gna ìs maxímal at 10"C, and above 22oC
growth r:fficiency is negatìve, accord'ing to Kersting (1978), which nreans
that the popul ati on cannot surv'ive (under c'ircumstances I .ike those of
Kerstìng's experjment) at ternperatures above 22"C. Nevertheless
Kersting points ou1. that this does not mean thal Daphní(r cannot Iive
at higher ternperatures. "lt does mean, however, that under certain




that probably the survjval chances of a naphnia magna population
decrease under other circumstances also at these temperatures".
Gerritsen (LgBz) reports that the waterflea tends to sw-im upwards
when the temperature rises and tends to sink when it falls.
Gos;s and Bunt'ing (1980) measured resp'iratìon rates for adult female
egg-carrying a. ma.gnq, at 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25'c. They found that the
rates jncreased w'ith increasing temperature (and that rates were
less than those for n. pule$.
The follow'ing quotat'ion js from Russell-Hunter (i979):
"Sexual reproduction 'in cl adocerans exhibits certain bizarre featrrres.
In general jn freshwater populations, reìatively few males are found,
and parthenogenes'is is common. In rì1ân¡l c.rs€s the annual reprodilctive
cycì e appears 'uo i nvol ve an al ternat'ion of parthenogenes j s with
ordìnary sexual reproduc'bion. The ecolog'ical aspect of thjs is that
parthenogenesjs can fi'll the pond wìth jndivìdua'ls under favorab'le
conditions, wh.r le fert j I ìzed eggs are desiccatìoryresistant and can
persist through winter or through drought conditjons. Such resistant
eggs are also of enormous irnportance as a factor in the passìve
djstributjon of these fornis. In a few specìes, al I fertil ized eggs
seem to hatch as fema'les, and jt can be shown that selective abort'ion
durìng sperm maturat'ion js responsible. The chro¡nosome number remains
constant, of course, throughout parthenogenesis, but when the un-
favorable season approaches, anong the parthenogenetically produced
y0ung are a few males. How thjs js ach'ieved'is stjll really unknown,
but its adapt'ive sìgnìfÌcance'is obvious. Sjmultaneously, eggs which
need to be fertjljzed are produced by a reduction djvjsjon. It has
been suggested that substances are ingested fron algaì cells (wh'ich
are already slowing their reproduction rate) and can'induce the
product'ion of males and of meiotic eggs. "
In studjes of D. magna in the laboratory over a period of two years
Young (19i8) observeci fìve separate episodes of sexua'l reproduction,
one of which tryas accompanìed by "obv'ious swarmìng". young remarks
that swarmìng occurs only when males are very scarce relatìve to
sexual adult females. 0n many other occasjons sexual reproductìon
7
takes place without any change jn the gìîoss appearane of the pop-
ulat'ion. The following table is from Young's paper:
TABLE 1. Reproductjon 'in swarm'ing and non-swarming Daphnia in the autumn of
Igl3. percentages of adult fenlales of each reproductive type are given. Ephip. =
ephìpp jal(sexual ) fema'les, Imm. = imminently sexual (see text), Parth. =
parthenogenetìc; remajnder of fernales carried no eggs. Each sarnple contained
1S0 - 250 adult fenales. The numl:er of males js gìven in the table. 'S'ize'
is the approximaie djameter of the swarm (in cm)'
Non- sv'larm 9warm
Date
Eph'ip. Imm. Parth. 'd Size Ephip' Imm' Parth' ¿/ç
?2 jct
29 ]ct




32.6 0 45.4 0 No swarnls Present




















5 0 18 0
't22230
f,Irz.s o.b 16 o
Pond frozen, poPulatjon d'ied
5
26 Nov
* A th.ìrd of these had no eggs and no ovarjan developnent
t A sparselY PoPulated site
i A dense but un'iform region
6 The toxjcìty of chlorine, bronl'ine chlorjde and ozone 'in secondary
effluent, a]so the toxicìty of chlorinated effluent that has been
dechlorjnated w'ith sulfur djox'ide has been studjed by VJard and
DeGraeve (1979) . TheY wrì te:
"D. mqgna. Was more sensitive to residual chloritre toxicity than any
test organism eval uated (Tabl e 2). Tota'l residua'l chlor.ine concen-
tratìons of 0.220 ng/1 and 0 .070 ngll werr: I ethal to three-day-old
D. magna'in 5.5 and 10.5 hours, respectiveìy. In a 48 hour acute
test wj th n. ma.glxct less than one day old, an LC50 of 0.017 ng/l total
resjdual chlorjne was observed. Thus, extremely ìow leve'l s of chlorjnated
B
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effìuent may adverseiy affect the survival of some jnventebrates
which are potent'ial food supplies for many specjes of f.ish."
and
"D. magna was the only specjes tested which exhjbjted mortarity in
i00 percent dechlorinated effluent at normal sulfjte res'idual levels.
S'ince two other acu'be tests wjth this same species resu'lted in 50
anci 100 percent mcrtaljty ìrr undiluted nondjsjn-Fected effluent, the
mortality in 100 percent dechlorjnated effluent was attributed to the
j nherent I ethal quaì ì ti tes of the effl uent'l .
In tests with chlorobrominated efi"luent they observed 90% mortality
at 0.072 mgl1 (37% effìuen1;). wjth ozonated effluent there was
30% nrortal ity at 0.03 mg/l res'idual ozone (ro0% eff 'luent) . They
report ozone as exhìbìt'ing the least potentìa'l 'ior resjdual toxìcity
of any of the djsjnfectants tested and suggest thai th'is js because
resjdua'l ozone dìssipates so rapìdly.
stroganov and Kczyar (1979) found that ¿. magna. fed on the pollen of
a number of pìant species can l'ive and reproduce for a comparativeìy
long tÍme. Hov¡ever pollen is not a completely adec¡uate food for
Daphnia; changes were recorded in the proport ions of the parts of the
body, the tjme of maturatjon and the fecundity. The plants used were
scots pìne (einus siluestris), common bjrch (aetuLa Derrucosa),
European alder (l.Lnus gLutinosa), great redmace (rhypha Latifolia)
and Tjmothy gras s (ehleun pz,atense) . In the controì experiments
the waterflea rvas fed on chlorel\a and yeast. Details are given ìn
the folìowìng tables. The 'variants of experinents' jn tables 2 and
3 are:
1. Control : feedi ng on ChLoreLLa: alone.
?. Equaì proportions ChLoreLLa and swollen pìne pollen.
3 . ChLoy,eLLc and dry p'i ne po I I en .
4. Dry pine and reedmace poìlen.
5. Swollen pÍne pollen.
6. Dry pine pollen.
9
Table 1
Surv'ival and Reproduction of Daphnìa Fed on the Pollen
of Various Plants
Tab'l e 2
Fecund'ity of Daphnia Fed on D'ifferent Types of Food
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D. magna is a fj'lter-feeder. The animal filters food from the water
and collects jt jn its food groove, water beìng pumped by rh¡'thmìc
movements of the thoracìc appendages (Nauman, L92I: quoted by Kersting,
1978a). Geller and tn{ueller (i981) classify the waterflea as a
'fine-mesh fjlter feeder'; the djstances between the setulae (which
act as filters) are about 0.2 W. The nlesh-sjze of the filter does
not jncrease signìf icantly r^rìth growth (unl i ke sonle other fj lter
feeders). The uptake of food ìs proport'ional to the food concentration
up to a crit'ical level, above wllich the food jntake 'is constant.
(Kerstìng 1978a). Gophen (1977 ) concluded from feedjng experiments with
bacteria and algae that rate of ìngest'ion js jnfluenced by size of
partìcìe. Feedìng rates have been measured by a number of workers.
The fol'low'ing tabìe is fronr Watts and Young (1980):
Tabl e 2


























Horton et a1 (1979) have studjed the response to low food concen-
trations. They report that when the suspended food concentrat'ion js
too low to support reproduction or hìgh rates of jngestìon the an'imal
tends to spend some of its tinle foragìng at the bottom of the culture
vessel. Nevertheless SOne proportion of the animal's titre ìs spent
swìmmìng (and therefore suspensìon feeding) at all food concentrations.
Respiration ìs dependent on food concentrat'ion; above a certaìn
critical level there js a negative correlation between resp'iratjon
rate and fcod concentrat'ion; below the crit'ical level the effect js
negì igibìe (Kerstìng and van der Leeuw-Leegwater, 1976. See also





ìs a response to mechanical, not chemical stimulj. It causes a
decrease in the feedjng rate due to a lowerjng of the upper sìze
ljnrit of partjcles collected. The ability to narrow the carapace
gape may be a behavjoral strategy tO survive summer a'lga1 blooms'"
Haclas et al (1982) report a hìgher consumpt'ion of bacterja in
the presence of algae. In the presence of bacteria a'lga1 consumption
decreased by 40 to 70%. They used the bacterium Escheríchía coLi
and a mixture of the two al lae chLoreLLa uuLgaris and Scenedesrmts
quadricauda.
See al so n. B.
Sayre and Clark (1978) report the presence of the protozoan parasite
Helicospoz.idiun sp. jrr laboratory cultures of n. mdg?'Ld which were
being reared as food for fish.
I,ljnner et al (Ig77 ) exposed l. magna, to copper concentrat'ions of
0, 20,40,60,80, i00,120 and 140 ug/]. They found that animals
fed on a v1tam1n-enijched culture of chLanydontonq.s reinhardii are less
sensjtive to a chronic copper stress than anr'mals fed a trout-granule
diet. Thjs conclusjon is based on responses as measured by survival,
mean broocl s'ize ancl r, the'instantaneous rate of populatjon groh/th.
The two foods d'ifferential'ly affect'chronjc toxicìty' (as measured
by survival and reproduction) but no'L 'acute toxìcìty' (tcxìc effects,
usualì¡, death, dìscernjble wjthin 96h). A decrease uJas founc! b5'
'riìnner and Farrell (7976) ìn the jnstantaneous rate of poOulation
growth a-u concentrat jons of copper less than (;0 p,g/1 , al so there
waS a reduct'ion jn survjval tìnte, but none in brood sizes. The




The toxicity of 2, 4-D triethano.lamine salt to p. magnd was eval-
uated over 24h,4Bh and 3 weeks by Claus (1976). Also the herb-
i ci de vras fed to the waterf I ea i n aì gal food. The fol 'l owì ng
table from Cl aus' article shows direct tox'ic effects:
Tabl e I Letal concentrat'ion values in ppm for 50% of the test
orgarrì snrs , af ter an exnosure t'ìtre of 24 and 48 hours.
LCso
?, 4-D















Claus reporLs that this herb'ic'ide js re'latìvely harmless for the
crustacean since the'ìowest LCb. is very hìgh cornpared to the
concentrat'ions used (in the t',lether'lands) for aquatic weed control '
Nevertheless "l-his conclus'ion is, however, onìy valid on a short time
basìs, sì¡ce the tox'ic effect of the herbic'ide uras still jncreasìng after
an exposure time of 48 hours. Fronl the long-term experitnenLs 'it 'is clear
that concentratjons of 2,4-D which do not harm the test organ'isms only
exposed to then for a few days def inìtely 'infl uence the b'io1ogìcal
proceSSeS under chronjc eXpOSure." In a conrparison of aerated and
non-aerated culture systems the effect of the herb'icide on reproductìon
v¡as reduced. The fol I owì ng tabl e shows a reducti on ì n reproduct'ion 'in
systems without aeratjon arrd:;omewhat ambìguous results'in systems with
aeration (by air-bubb'lìng for 30 secs every half-hour)'
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The effect on the anjmal of a'ir-supersaturated water has been
invest'igated b.y Nebeker (1976). The mean 96-hour LC50 value
for ¡. magna vtas I22.5% total a'ir saturation; the 7-day LC 50
was 120% and the 10-day LC-50 was 117.5%. Bubbles (emboli) were
observed in body flu.ids and tissues and general bcdy dìstention
occurred before death. Lethal threshhold concentrations were
about ILI%, when about 20% of n. magna died. The effect of air-
supersaturation on aquatic organisms is that they develop the so-
called 'gas-bubble disease (eAO)'. Massive air bubbles may occur
in the gut, in the brood pouch and under the carapace.
Nebeker nored that air-supersaturated water occurs in dalrs on
the Columbja Rjver (tlSA) and can occur in aquaria and hatcheries.
Presumably the phenomenon can occur wjdely (outsjde l.l. America)
in such places.
Canton and van tsch (1976) studìed the tox'icjty to n. magna of
13 I ivestock feed addjtjves (excreted in livestock faeces or urine).
The most toxic (LC (EC) 50 < 1 mg/l) were robenidine and stenoral.
Moclerately toxìc (1 I LC(EC) 50 < i0 mg/l) was pyrimethamine.
Amproi jum, ethopabate, furazol idone and zoalene were s1 ightly
tox'ic (LC(EC) 50 > 10 mg/l ) . Buqu'inolate, carbadox, clopidoì ,
decoquina'te, grofas and sulfaquinoxaline were found to be not toxjc
under thei r experi mental cond i tj ons .
Canton (I976) 'investigated the toxicìty of benonryl , thiophanate-
nethyl and BCM to D.mctgn7. in the two-day stud'ies, thiopha::ate
methyl rr,as the lerasb toxic and BCl,l the most toxic. Results were












The'influence of !-lCM on the reproductive capacìty of the an'imal
was also studied by Canton. At 50 ug BCM/I vrater there was no







Nymphs of the damselfly rsltnur.a, eleg,zns (van de.r^ Lind) were usecl
as predators of the waterfìea by Thompson (Lg7s) in the construction
of a predator-prey model. Thompson studied five .instars of
r. elegans feedjng on five arbitrary s'ize-classes of n. magna
and calculated paramei,ers of a mather¡atical nodcl, foìlowìng this
w'ith a discuss'ion of the nodel ,
t)ptìmal crjentatjon to light{ark bounciarjes ol. the waterì.lea is called
'ccrn¿¡urt orientation' by Rìngeìberg et al (1gi5). It had been
shown previously by o¡e of the authors that D. magna cannot maintajn
a normal body posi t jon 'in the absence of contrasts 'in the environment;
the animal'makes rapìd somersaults or r ies on the bottom. The lack
of orientat jon disappears when the I ight jntens.ity frorn above js
jnc;reased sufficìent1y, that'is when contrasts are jntroduced.
Ringlood et a'l distingLrish several modes of orientation, propc)se an
'orieniation area' con:iisting of 3 rnedian paii^s of or¡ratidea and 2
lateral paìrs situated dorsally from bhe eye axis, and preseni. a
general model of contrdst orientatjon in D. mo-gna.
Lìght energy also affects respiration of claclocerans, accorciing
to a number of authors quoted by Goss and -Bunting (1980). Oxygen
consumptìon tends to be lower for aninrals i;esteci .in the dark; this
has not been shown speci f .ical 1y f or n. mqglxa
I'latts and Young (1980 ) s uggest that food i ntake by the waterf 'lea
is based on a vjsual estìmate of the surrounding food concentratjon
us ì ng the j ncrease of s'ideways sca Llered I -ight wÍ th i ncreas ì ng
concentration as an index.
Pena (1981), writing on cultivation technìques of fish, reports
that p. ma.gnq. are used in partjcular for feeding carp.
Zeiss (1963, QUOted by Goss and Bunting, igB0) conducterl studies
on D- mag,xa to determine the effect of crowdìng on oxygen con-
sumption. Densitìes used were 0.083- , 4-, and B-organìsms per
ml . Oxygen corrsurnption at the two higher densit jtes was 2 to z.S





The fj sh Byachydnnio rerio was used as the predator of n. magrta
in a stuciy of concomitant predation and jnfectjon processes by
Anderson et al (1978).
Herbert and Loaring (1980) found A" magna in freshwater ponds ìn
the Churchh j I I , tvfanìtoba (Canada) area in the case that the
preclacìous copep od Heterocope septentrionnLis was 'lacking, but
not when the copepod was present. They found ìn experìments that
D. rn(rgna.'is much more vulnerable to predation by the copepod than
D. míddenclorffianø (nor"ph A) which coexjsts with the copepod
'in nature. Laboratory studies showed tha'u at 2CoC a sìng'le copepod
can kijl as many as 40 D. magna per day.
Shcherban (1979) studied the effects of copper, zinc, cadmjull, njckel
and magnanese oi'ì young anìmals (3 to 5 days o1d) and on sexuaì1y
mature females 'in 'acute' experìments (24,48 and 72 hours) at 10,
15,25 and 30oC. The toxicity of Cu2*, Lnz*, CdZ+, Nj2+ and lvlnz+
jncreases wìth temperature. In t.he tetnperature'interval from 25
to 30oC tox'icìty.of cadmjum jncreases by three to four orders of
magnitude, that of copper and zìnc by two orders. Njckel and
manganese are of low toxicity; nlanganese was the least toxic.
The fol I owi ng tabl e gi ves detaj I ed resul ts :
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ABSTRACT
The precise environment of the Yellow-fever mosquìto (Aëdes aegypti.)
.is g.iven, using as a basis for the classification the defining equat'ions
of Niven (Erkenntnís, 1932). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an'env'irogram', is used for displaying the objects in the
environment. Details of the environment not included in the env'irogram
are ljsted separatelY.
* * ***
A general introduction to the whole serìes of reports on the precise
environment of the various animals is available as AES Working Paper glBL.
This paper contains (a) the defin'ing equations for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four prim'it'ive (undefined) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed d'iscussion of the method of usìng
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stìckleback
as exampìes; (d) indications of the way'in wh'ich the work is being used'in
the formalization and development of the mathematical theory of animal
ecoì ogy.
Thìs paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
whìch is set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/8I; an'improved and extended
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B(i) ENVIROGRAM FOR ADULT FEMALE
B(ii) ENViR0GRAM FOR PUPA
B(Jii) ENVIROGRAM FOR LARVA
B(ìv) ENVIR0GRAM FOR EGG











Aëdes aegypti probabìy originated in Africa in or near Eth'iop'ia.
Some variet'ies of A, aegypti have been described but Christophers
(1960) considers them all to be the same specìes. In particular, some
behavioural differences have been recorded among animaìs inhabiting
different areas e.g. Maìayan a. aegApt¿ will not readjly bite monkeys
whereas African ones do so. Particularìy when deal'ing wìth temperature
effects various authors with discrepant results may in fact be reporting
on different varieties.
This mosquito is ubjquitous in equatorial and tropical regions, its
distribut'ion beìng bounded approx'imateìy by the 100C jsotherm. In
addition to be'ing absent from desert areas (n. 3) and high ground (n. 6)
the animal does not occur in areas of extensìve forest; we have not been
able to classify'forest' in the environment since the mechanism is not
clear to us. The map (see frontispiece) is from Christophers (1960). It
shows the northern and southern l'imits of A. aegypti; the region between
these limÍts is coloured black but this does not ìmpìy that the mosqu'ito
is found ever¡n,lhere w'ithin the I imits.
A. aegypti was spread by humans in shjps, dhows, iunks etc. that
almost'invariably had warm moist areas and water below decks, enablíng
the animal to breed while being transported. Christophers (1960)
suggests also that eggs may be transported when "cemented" on the s'ides
of pots or other receptacles (notes 9, 13, ?3,32).
A bl ood meal i s obl'igatory before the f emal e can ov'iposi t (n. 7)
Individuals pass through the following stages: egg; first-; second-;
third- and fourth-'instar larva; pupa; and finally adult. The adult
stage may be either female or male. If we allow 3 days from emergence to
the first blood meal, 3 days for egg maturation,3 days for oviposjtion
and hatch'ing and combine these estimates with the figures in n. 4 we fjnd
that roughìy speak'ing the egg-to-egg cycle takes about 16 to 30 da-vs.
However, on the Black Sea coast, where the average temperature in May
through October is about 210C the cycle length is about 40 to 45 days.
2
0nly the larvar stages of A. aegypti grow. Neither the egg nor the
pupa take in food and the imago uses the food taken in on'ly for reproduction
and to fuel activity. The pupa differs from that of most insects .in that
it is active - it swims.











Length in mm. Weight in mg.
7.97 0.0875
3 .24 0. 3i3
5.I7 1.71
6.80,7.33 3.29,4.92
figures given under instar IV relate tothemale
respectively. At the beginning of the instar both
weight are approximately identical with the length
of the previous instar at the end of its period.
The female is nearly twice the size of the male and much more robust.
Males emerge from the pupal state earlier than females and are invariably
in the majority, usualìy forming about 60% of the population. (Est.imates
of 53% to 77% have been recorded).
Copulation usually occurs in flight. Males are attracted to females
by the 'humming' noise emìtted (n. 1, n. 4g).
An unfed female has a flying speed of about half to one m/sec; the
males are more rapid.
The length of life of the imago in nature is not well-known but
probably varies from about 15 days to about 40 days. For some details
of I aboratory resul ts on 'longevi ty see n . 1 .
christophers (1960) gives a detailed account of the',enemies"
i.e. predators and malentities, of many different species of mosquito.
In this l^Jorking Paper we have restricted these two classes to those








C. NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAMS
In laboratory experiments .4. aeggpti females have been successfully
mated (ì.e. to g'ive ferti'le offspring) with A. aLbopictus ma'les,
however not all workers have obtained satisfactory results. There
is some suggestion that in the case of a successful cross the
offsprìng aìmost invariab'ly resembled the female parent.
Unfertilized females occasional'ly lay eggs but it is not known
whether these eggs are viable.
Forms of A. aegyptí having mixed sex characteristìcs (i.e'
gynandromorphs) are reported as being not uncommon. We are not
clear whether these gynandromorphic forms are fertile and have
normal offspring or are sterile.
Males are attracted by the'humming'noise emitted by the females.
A. aegypti has the ability to determine the d'irection frprn which
sound ìs emanating. The appropriate organ is partìcularly
well-developed in the male.
Copulation usualìy bEins very soon after emergence. Males chase
the females, sieze them belly to bel1y and copulate for about a
m'inute, usual'ly whi le flV'ing, though occasional ly the femal e wi I I
settle on a substrate p'inning the male under her. Males have
never been seen to alight on resting fsnaìes (i.e. those on a
substrate).
Qnce mated, the female is capable of 1ay'ing fertile eggs for many
days. A part'icujar female/maìe pair has been observed to copulate
several times soon after emergence, howeve¡it is n6t known whether
a female will mate with more than one male either before or after
ovjpositing. There is heavy mortality after oviposition; one
observer reported 70% of females died following the oviposit'ion
of the first batch.
Most oviposìtion occurs in the afternoon; it is not clear whether
this is induced by the h'igher temperatures or by some other
factor(s).
I
A female has been observed to ìay at the rate of 3 eggs/minute,
resting after every sixth or eighth egg before continuing. up to
15 eggs are laid at a time. There appears to be no relation
between the size of the female and the number of eggs laid. The
following quotation and tabres are from christophers (1960):
"since more than one batch of eggs is normary raid ìn
the lifetime of the femaìe, provided there are further
blood meals, the total number of eggs laid by one female
may be considerable. Macfie (rgts) records instances
of fifteen and ten ov'ipositions, the first at intervals
of 3 days by a female that lived 50 days, the second
at ìonger intervals by a female that lived 60 days.
Fielding records a female which laid Tsz eggs in 72 days.
In the first 31 days it fed eight times and laid 437
eggs (S5 eggs per feed), in the next 31 days it fed
six times and laid 260 eggs (43 eggs per feed) and.in
the next 10 days'it fed twice and laid 55 eggs. Owing,
however, to heavy mortality at oviposition the number
of females with such numerous ovipositions is small
and even after the f.irst oviposition there is a
considerable reduction in numbers. Howard, Dyar
and Knab note that the French commission (Marchoux
et a'1.) found that out of 100 females only thirty
la,id eggs a second time and twenty-one from three to
seven tjmes. The largest number of ovìpositions
observed in a singìe female was seven. H.A. Johnson
(i937) records females producing viable eggs to an
age of 6 weeks. "
Number of eqqs Laid
very varied estimates of the number of eggs laid at an
oviposition by a. aegypti are given in the literature.
Among earlier records are the folìowÍng.
9
Marchoux et aL. (1903)
0tto and Neumann (1905)













F'irst batch up to 100.




First batch 70-95; max. 144;




100 to as few as 7




TABLE 38: Frequency distrìbution of number of eggs la'id
Number of eggs Per batch













2 The followìng table gives approx'imate temperatures for the limits

































Laboratory measurements indicate that temperatures of 100C are
lethal to many adults (and larvae, see n.4). One author suggests
that the mosquitoes' distrjbution will fall 'into three temperature
zones: fi'.r$t, One in which continuous breeding occurs, secondìy
a borderline zone in which the spec'ies oven¡rinters as an egg and
10.
thirdly a temporary summer zone in which the mosquito breeds and
spreads during the summer weather but becomes local'ly extinct
during the colder weather.
The animal has been observed around Lake Chad where the temperature
reguìarly exceeds 40oc.and it still survives in India in areas
where in the hot dry season the temperature may exceed 46"c for
many høurs in a day. (see n. 9 for humans as modifiers of heat
energy).
The I ower I imi tÍ ng temperature for adul t acti v'i ty .i s about 1so c .
At 15'c humans are freely attacked and mat.ing occurs. when the mean
dai'ly temperature is 11 to l2oC the species disappears.









Equaì ìy fine specimens
Unders i zed
Generally' within the temperature range, ìower temperatures produce
larger adults (as for calanus firunaz,chicusi see Nc. xvIII of this
series of Working Papers).
The fol'lowing table shows the effect of temperature on adult
behaviour:




Di es qu ickìy.
Survives t hour then dies.
Almost immobile. Crawls sluggishly on
horizontal surfaces. About half the
females survived 30 days in experiment.
Some lived up to 82 days.
Approximately the threshold for crawling.
Sìow'ly becoming more active. Biting starts.





Effect on .4. UU
ov'ipos'it at 16'C., and take blood meals at
17'C .
Seems to be the lower I imìt for a population
to maintain itself.
Fertilization seldom occurs below this
temperature.
Females slow to b'ite.
Females very active and quick to bite.
Ideal temperature.
About 17 %, or I ess , act'i vely bì t'i ng .
Insects'uncomfontable' .
Insects remain motionlesà ìn apparent
death but will recover.
No feed'ing.
Actual or apparent death. May survive
short exposure.













(For interact'ion of heat wi th humìd'ity see n' 3) '
Distance from the sea and desert cond'itions are factors lìm'it'ing
the djstrìbution of the mosquito (but see also n. 6), presumabìy
because of the shortage of water for breedìng and drink'ing' The
animal is more likely to be found in warm places with high humidìty'
along coasts and in towns, particu'larly sea-ports' Showers of rain
wi I I often provi de smal'l temporary ponds for breed'ing purposes '
For adult ¿. aegypti "the degree of activ'ity and durat'ion of life
is largeìy dependent on a suitable hum'idity" --- "and, to judge
from experience in the labOratorYr UPorì access to water to drink'
for the species soon dies in captivity, even ìn a relat'ively
moìst atmosphere, if it'is unable to drink." (Cfrristophers,
1960). A cage containìng about 600 mosquitoes was acc'idental'ly
left at 25"C and 70% R.H. but w'ithout drinking water' All these
mosquitoes died in 4 days - whereas there was negligìbìe mortality
in two similar cages w'ith wdter. Although high humidities are
favourable to the life of the species 'in genera'l , it is known to
feed at fairly low hum'idities. However, high temperatures
12.
(34'C and higher) and very high humidities (9b71 and above) have a
detement effect on act'ivity.
In the laboratory a female at full maturation of the ovaries will
deposjt eggs freely on any water or wet surface that may be
available. In the absence of a wet surface she will hold her
eggs, which will perish after a short period. In nature it
seems ìikeìy that the fernale will choose to deposit a lÍne of
eggs on the wet surface just above the water's edge rather than
on the surface of the water. The eggs are retained in positìon
by their sticky chorionic pads until, when dry, they are firm'ly
cemented into place by the same substance.
A body of water as such can damage the adult mosquito. During
emergence the pupaì skin opens out into a rigid floating base,
like a small boat, on which the insect contìnues its emergence;
here the subject animal acts as a first-order modifier in its
own environment.
The interact'ion between water and heat is shown in the
f ol I owing tab'le:
Table 45: Number sf Aädes aegypti females feedìng at
different temperatures and hum'idìties (Lewis, 1933)*

























* The figures in brackets are the numbers of mosquitoes used,
those not 'in brackets the numbers that fed.
4
13.
Laboratory measurements indicate that temperatures of L0"C are
lethal to the larva (as well as the adult - see n. 2). However
at least one author has described ,4. aegypti as overw'intering
during the larval stage, the implication being that larvae are
more resistant to low temperatures than adults. The evidence
for this result is weak.
The following tables give approximate temperature effects on
the duration of the early stages, from hatching to adulthood
( i .e. I arval + pupal stages) :










9-10 days (mode=lO days)
12-15 days
18-20 days
The larval stage lasts about 9 days at 23"C, about 7 days at
27"C and about 6 days at 28"C. The followjng table gives some
detailed results at 28"C.
TABLE 11
































II III IV P T'im'ing of stage
All first instar up to 20 hours
hours
50 percent ecdysis I-II 25-26 hours
Al I second i nstar 30-42




































50 per cent ecdysis II-III 46 hours















































50 per cent ecdysis III-IV 7l-lT hours
First male pupa 102 hours
Bul k of mal es pupated L22 hours
Bulk of females pupated 144 hours
A pìus sign indicates that a few of this stage were present in the
sampl e taken but too few to show as a percentage.
The cultures were from eggs hatched wÍthin 15 minutes.
Young instars prefer temperatures from z3o ta 3zoc.,older instars
from 28o to 32oC.
The larvae will survive short exposures of Ooc. and have been known
to recover after being encrusted in ice, however in an experiment
those frozen fon more than 11 hours did not recover. Two to three
hours exposure to 4.40c. caused larvae to become dormant at the
bottom of the vessel; they resuned activity at z7oc. Low temperatures
progressively cause sluggish movement, inactivity and death.
15.
Detailed experiments have been carried out showìng that fjrst
instar larvae are rnore resistant to low temperatures than
later instars. At 100C (ìndefinìtely) growth takes place
but pupation does not occur.
gne hour exposure at 39oC is lethal to larvae, nevertheless
larvae exposed for a few minutes to temperatures up to 470C. may
recover. The fol lowing tabl e shows the temperature l'im'its of
effective develoPment.
TABLE 13
Lethal effect of high temperature on larvae of
Aädes aegypti
Periods of ExPosure




























































Number apparently dead at end of experiment
Number dead overnight
There is general agreement that the effective deìvelopment range is
160 to 34oC. However adul ts hatched in constant temperatures above
30.gog have been found to be small and feeble. It may be assumed
that within the effective range development wiì'l occur more quickìy
at hjgher temPeratures.
The tables .in th'is note are all from Christopers (1960).

17.
Once hatching has started the process 'is very quick
usual'ly only seconds or minutes.
The maturation of eggs is also temperature-dependent, as
shown by the fol'lowing table :





48 hours, almost always by th'ird day, sometimes
fourth
Fourth to fifth daY
Fourth day, sometimes seventh to ninth
May be retarded 26-7 daYs
6
Notice, however, that eggs ìn one batch nny take a few days to
lay (at a rate of about 20 at a time).
The tables in this note are from Chrìstophers (1960)'
Altitude is a factor in the distributìon of the nosquito,
perhaps because of the temperature effect (but possib'ly
because of changed atrnospheric pressure). The greatest
altitude recorded for Á. aøgtlpLL'is 7,800 ft., at the top
of Mt. Bizen in Eritrea. The mosquito has been seen at
6,000 ft. in Kenya and south of the Hinnlayas;
these latter mountains seem to have blocked its spread to
suitable regions further north.
without a blood meal the female is unable to form eggs.
Homo taytLønt, other primates such as forest monkeys, and
some other vertebrates e.g. bats, birds and cattle supply
the blood. Because of the habits of A. aøgtlytLL (see n. 9)
this particular species of mosquito is most lìkely to obtain
blood from humans. In the laboratory the an'imal will feed
adequately on guinea pigs only íf they are shaved. For oviposition
to occur often severalmeals are required from a rabbit, whereas only one
is necessary from a human. The situation with cold-blooded
verterbrates ìs confused.
7
Various authors have successfully used frogs and turtles but
have failed wìth lizardsand geckos. Meals from such animals
are usually smaì.|. If disturbed from a human-blood feed a
mosquito is much more likely to feed from a cold-blooded animal
than if undisturbed. There is no clear evidence that any one
particular class of hurnn (young, hairy, etc.) is favoured by
A,.aøgqytÍ,L.
The males do not feed on blood.
The fol'lowing table shows that to obtain, on average, about 85
eggs (rather npre than is the norm) a full meal of 3 to 3.5 mg
of blood is required and that for any eggs at all at least 0.6 mg
blood is necessary. For the continuous production of eggs the
female must have a continuous supply of b'lood.
TABLE 36
Number of eggs laid following upon different amounts









































































From emergence a minimum of 18 hours must elapse before an imago'is
ready for its first blood meal. The usual time is about 48 to 72 hours.
Once fully gorged on human blood a female will not take another blood
meal until after depositing the current batch of eggs. However, she
will feed immediately after ov'iposition. The cycìe from blood meal to
oviposition takes about 3 days; another cycle can begin immediately
(within the life-time of the animal and given that conditions are
suitab'le). Delays may occur here similar to those described by
K'itchins1gll) for the sheep blowfly (see Working Paper XnT in this
series). Altogether up to 15 cycles may occur.
19.
Females will feed on blood both before and after mating;
there seems to be no relation between time of mating and time
of feedìng.
For a comparison of blood as a food with sugar substances See
n. 47.
8 Water ìs necessary for larval life. "For the larva there must exist
breeding places where the larva can obtain food under conditions for
which it is adapted, that is, neither very fouì water, in which the
species is rarely found, nor open natural water, for which some
mosquitos are adapted, but not A.aøgqytÍi" (Christophers,1960) '
The larva, however, can survive for considerable perìods in "almost
clean" water, by drawing on its own food reserves'
Larvae are found in brackish water, but usual'ly sea'water in
any concentration over 50% (i.e. 1.6% salt) 'is lethal. The
following data, quoted by christophers (1960), have been
col I ected about the effect of sal t on the I arvae:
Ivlacfie (1914) 0.5 per cent sa1t. Little effect
2.0 per cent sal t. 149¡y .¿ea¿ at 6 hours;
al I dead at 12 hours.
2 .3 per cent sal t . Larvae rapi d'ly k'il I ed '
Macfi e (tgZZ) Pure sea water. Larvae k'illed in 2'4 hours
50 per cent sea water (116) salt). Larvae killed
in 24 hours
Idigslesworth ,å:3t;à, 
cenr salt or less. Larvae not effected
1.0 per cent salt. Larvae die in about a week
1.3 per cent salt. Larvae die in about 72 hours
1.4 per cent salt. Larvae die in about 48 hours
Pantazì s ( 1935)
ô. S-f .0 sal e per mil I e . 0ptimum sal i ni ty
S.O salt per mille. No development over this concentrat'ion'
In slowly increasing salinity larvae will adapt and can survive at
1.75% salt. At the other end of the scale a larva has the ability to
obtain its necessary salt from extremely dilute solutions'
9
20
It is generaì1y agreed that pH has rittle effect; in the wild
larvae occupy media with pH from 5.9 to 9.5. l¡lhen the pH ìs
reduced to about 3.6 to 4.2 emergence ìs reduced and the development
period is increased. Development at pH 9.2 to 9.5 is slightly
extended.
A. aøgqytÍ'L is very often associated with human dwelling-places,
particu'larly within towns. christophers (1960) lists the domestic
water pot, the cistern, the anti-formica, the flower vase and shaded
rooms with cupboards and hanging equipment aìì as used by the
mosquito. Humans aìso supply the obligatory blood meal (n.7) for the
adult female. In particular "the dock side and water front of
teeming harbours in moist and rainy tropical climates, with
miscellaneous collections of water in machinery, country boats and
even in the oìd days in ships, whereby it is spread to other ports
and harbours, the species obtains conditions optimal for its
prolìferation. It does not find conditions so suitable where
comnunities are well housed with permanent water supp'ly and good
drainage system and tidier house habits."
Human dwelling-places are likery to be particularly important
in the very hot areas where the mosquito is found (n.2). In
col d areas al so buil d'ings may supply protection.
A. aegqytLt is known to be most active by day although it is recorded
as biting at night. The extent of its night activitÍes is unknown
(and controversial ) .
An unfed femaìe flies at about 50 to 100 cm/sec. (Males f1y faster,
with probable nnx'imum velocity about 150 cmlsec.) The insect can
make headway against winds blowing at 40 cm/sec. or less; at this
speed and in stronger winds the mosquito makes its way to a suitable
position and landsi in winds of 150 cm/sec. it cannot take off agaìn
The flight direction is largery controlled by visual response to
background (n.a8).
single flights are usually t'imited to within 2gm of the breeding
pìace. Dispersal can be 400 to 1000m and one author noted that the
species can f'ly over 1 Km of water.





The locat'ion of a victim for a blood meal is'large'ly through the
visual stimulus of a dar"k, mov'ing object (but see also n.12).
In the laboratory depriving the mosquitos of water combined with
exposing them to Iight increased the biting response.
The warmth of a potentia'l victim (for a blood meal) assists the
aninnl to find that victim (but see also n.11). However, feeding
on a human corpse has been observed several times (and is important
in spreading yellow fever).
Smell rny play a minor role in the location of a v'ictim.
A series of experiments and observations have shown that
convection currents set up by warm aninnls I to lOoC. above the
ambient temperature are very important in attracting mosquitoes to
feed. The presence of water vapour assists greatly to set up
convection currents; dry air soon achieves temperature equil ibrium.
Exhaled breath from warm animals is also highly attractive to A.eøgupti.
The following quotation is from Christophers (fg6O),
THE FORM IN I^IHICH WARMTH ACTS AS AN ATTRACTANT
In the last section'it has been noted that for temperature to be
effective as a stimulus to feed there must be a difference in the
temperature of the attractive object and that of the genera'l
environment. Further than this Petersen and Brown (1951), studying
the effectiveness of warm bodies to A. aøgqytLL, found that such
attractiveness was eliminated by the interposition of an air-t'ight
window that allowed almost all the radiant heat to pass through but
prevented heat convection. These authors thus concluded that radiant
heat in itself was not the attractive factor and that heat was
effective through the formation of warm convectìon currents,
curiously enough what Howlett had shown in his simple experiment with
a warln test tube. There can indeed be no doubt that the effective
factor (disregardìng for the moment certain vjsual reactions at a
distance discussed later) causing A. aøgqytùL to attack to feed are
warm convection currents set up by the host.
13.
22
Experience with the species over a number of years indeed has shown
that this sens'Ìtiveness to convection currents is very highly
developed in the species and amounts almost to a specia'l sense.
What sensìlla are responsible is not at present known, but the
abundance of such sensory organs about the coxae and associated
structures (see ch. XIX(S) suggests that these might be
concerned.
It is easy to give demonstrations of the sensitiveness to such currents.
Thus, if a hand be held against the glass side of a cage of hungry
A. aøgqpLL, females will soon begin to collect in flight, not
opposite the hand, but a little way above thiswherethe warm glass
has evident'ly set up ascending convection currents of warm air.
If in a cage the arm be exposed enclosed in a box with gauze top
and sides, it will be noted that the females congregate above
rather than at the sides, even'if the arm be placed much nearer
the sìdes than the top. Again the females settle rapidly on a
white cloth stretched a little distance over the arm since this
gets warmed or allows warm air to pass through. The nosquitoes,
however, take very ìittle interest in such a cloth without the arm, even
if it has been well rubbed over the arm, so that it can scarceìy be
smell that has affected them. The possibility of COz be'ing the
attractive factoris not ruled out, but from what is said later
this is unlikeìy to be the nnin reason for the behaviour descri¡ed."
The rmsquito breeds near nËn; its breeding places are almost
totally confined to small artificial collections of fresh water -
in vases, cups, and jugs, also water-pots and similar outdoor
receptacl es and wel I s - al so bí'lge water in sh'ips, pockets in
cranes etc. It also uses small puddìes of water in appropriate
I eaf axil s e.g. CoX-oc-a,sLa,, banana and pineappl e l eaves or in
tree stumps or tree holes. It is rarely found in puddìes of water
on the ground, or drains, where the edges are earth or mud, but
has been seen in rock pooìs; the difference here may be due to
predators.
A.aegqpLL, in all its'life stages, tends to be protected from
predators (relative to other species of mosquito) because of its





In the laboratory the chjef predator of stored eggs of A. aegqytLL
are psocids and cockroaches.
Rickettsial forms have been found in A.aøgqpLi adults infected
with the vìrus of dengue.
Yeasts have been recorded aS present in the coelemic cavity of the
adult mosquito.
Larvae have been found in the laboratory covered with fungal hyphae
(Nocnnd,ín and an unidentifìed fungus), also infected in nature with
a brown fungal mass (FuauLunl in the thorax.
A mould has been found ìn the digest'ive tube and coelom of the larvae.
A large spirochaete has been found in the gut of the larva and
the Malpighian tubules of the adult.
The flagel'lates Løptonona,s algenLøntå has been found in the
larva 'in Algeria - but not in the adult. Henpe.tomona'y (another
flage'llate) has been found in the adult ìn Madras and Martinìque.
A parasìtic cilate, probable a form of Glaucoma pqnífoyTnis has
been found in the body cavìty of the larva in Zambia, hov'Iever,
A. aøgqytLL is not a suitable host for the c'iliate, which is found
in other mosquito larvae.
Immature nematode parasites, Aganom¿nmi's, have been found in the
body cavity of the larva. They occur in the body cavity'in pairs,
a ìarge aÍrd a small forln, and escape through the perìanal membrane
when the larva is about to pupate. These parasites have been
successfully cultured in the laboratory and then used to infect
A. aøgqpLL. The I arval stages of the nematodes Fo.Løqe,t'La hnna¿
and F. donichoyttena infestìng certa'in frogs in North Amerìca have
been found in the head, abdomen ãnd thoracic muscles of adults fed
on i nfected frogs.
Black spores formed by deposition of chitin on dead structures
in the body of the adult mosquito occur when the anìmal is




A planarian was reconded by Lischetti (1919) as destroying
larvae of A. aegqpLi in a glass tank. (Christophers, 1960).
Shannon (L929, quoted by Christophers, 1960) observed the
larvae of the tipuì id, SigmafnmQ)Í.c1, preying on A. a"øgqytti
larvae in tree-holes in Brazil.
carter (1919, arso quoted by christophers, 1960) records rarvae
of the mosquito being preyed on in t^rest Africa by a species of
Fonciytomqia ( Ceratopogoninae) .
cannibal larvae of other species of mosquito are judged by
christophers to be "the most effective and important of all
insect enenies,,. Attacks are made, for example, when
A. aegqpt'L is breeding in bamboo stumps (a conrmon breeding_p.race)
or breedÍng-places of a similar type which are also used by various
species of Megarhinus the rarvae of which are extremery
voracious. A síngle megarhine larva has been observed to devour
2L A. aøgqytÍ.t larvae in a night. In another instance z rarvae
of M. inonna,t.t in 5 days destroyed rzl fr- and TV_ instar larvae
of other li.au spp. (but only 7 pupae). The larvae of
Toxonhqnelví.tøt inmis¿nLco,6 (MegafuuLnu,s ryil.endøru) commonly prey
on the larvae of A. aegqpLL in earthenware water storage pots in
Calcutta. Attempts have been made, not always with success, to
use Megan-luLnu^ spp. to control A,edu spp.
One larva of the African species Lufzin" LLgh,LpQÁ was reported as
eating 8Slarvae of A. aegqpLt, preferring this to other species.
In India Lu.túa larvae are also found with the larvae of A. aegqpLL
in some types of breeding-places. L. bLgotLL larvae have been
observed destroying ìarvae of A. aøgqpLL in 'artificial, containers
in Rio de Janeiro.
The spi der Woboruu (ewLcu,La.tu,s, the arachn ids MonomonLun ytltanagni,s L.
and Sox'enoyu'í's gemLnata F., also a scorpion, T,sone.ttuu macu.Lafu,s have beer
seen attacking A. aegqpÍ,L.
In cuba' a wasp Monedul-a has been observed capturing aduì r A. aøgqytti,
one specimen capturing on the wing 20 in 5 minutes.




A. a"øgqpti is the chief vector of the yel'low fever virus.
Qther mosquitoes are also vectors. Some species of forest
nrcnkey may also be infected w'ith yellow fever (see also n. 7)-
A. a"egqytti acts as a vector for other viral diseases of
both humans and their domestic animals (e.g. dengue fever).
The fact that A. aegqpLL is such an important vector of a major
d'isease has resulted in humans taking strong control measures.
Spraying with D.D.T. has been found particularìy effective against
the mosquito in some areas. However, by 1954 resistance of
A. aegqytLL to D.D.T. was being noticed in the West Indies.
0ther sprays and aerosols are used in househoìds. Traps are sometìmes
used. Residual spraying of surfaces 'is also used, but the effect
is reduced by rain.
Humans also act as modìfiers in the environment of the adult and
larva when they replace open water-tanks by piped water and carry
our other Pub'lic Health measures such as the removal of water-
holding receptacles (vases etc. see n.13).
The larva needs to spend considerable time near the surface
siphoning oxygen. The animal's siphon that sits on the surface
is so designed aS to keep the animal at the surface by surface
tension alone, al'lowing compìete freedom of mover¡ent horizontal'ly
and rotationa'|1y.
Measurements are very varìable, however it appears that larvae can surv'ive
several hours of submersion if necessary; younger larvae for longer
periods than older. Submers'ion is possible for'longer periods'in
aerated water.
0n a household scale Creasol and Kerosene as used to cover
potentiaì breeding water, also Various oils, benzene hexachloride
and cement tablets, chlorine, carbon b'isulphide, toluene, and
carbon tetrachloride. Soap in suitable concentration can be lethal.
A1 I these substance affect the surface tension of the water so that
access to oxygen is denied to the larvae.
Since these measures prevent the mosquito from breeding we have






Larvivorous fish of various specìes have been used ìn attempts
to control mosquitoes in general . l,{e are not clear as to how
successful these attempts have been in controlling A. aegqpti,
however the animal's habit of breeding extensively in small
containers in and around dwelling-pìaces (n. 9) suggests that
fish are not an important predator of this specÌes of mosquito.
screening of houses and the wearing of protective crothing
prevent the female A. aøgqpüL from acquiring the obligatory
blood meal fon breeding (n. 7).
The higher the relative humidity the higher, in general, is the
viability of the eggs. However eggs are strongly resistant to
desÍ'ccation. Providing moist conditions prevailed when they
were first laÍd eggs stored on filter paper for 15 months in
temperatures ranging from 6.6 to 17.goc. remained viable.
The longer eggs are stored the greater is the mortaìity, as seen





















The following table gives the results of drying eggs at different times
after ovÍpos'ition.
Maximum time I eft on water(hours) t5 ZO ZS 37 43 48 60 65 tO
Percentage collapsed after
drying 12 hours 100 100 100 62 ZB Z O 0 0
Eggs must be submerged in order to hatch, however submergence before
the eggs are ready for hatching may be fatal. It has been found that
for eggs kept moist and exposed to air (.i.e.'conditioned') at 24oc for
60 to 81 hours the fîrst'rarvae hatched in g mins when submerged;
those conditioned for 40 to 60 hours took 18 hours to hatch and those
'conditioned'for g7 to l1r hours ail hatched in r0 mÍnutes.
27.
The following table gives some detail of the time to hatchìng:
TABLE 7
Number of larvae hatching at intervals
of 20 m.inutes from eggs kept various times in the dry state
and then submerged
Number of daYs eggs kePt
in the dry state






































Bacot (tgtO) after storing eggs 50 hours under moist conditions, found
hatching took place in the maiority of cases within 30 minutes and that
eggs dried L-7 days hatched out to the extent of 58-84 per cent in from
1 to 4 days. Shannon and Putnam state that well-conditioned eggs on
submergence hatch in frrcm 10 seconds to 10 m'inutes. conditioned eggs
dried 1-4 weeks began to hatch in 30 m'inutes, but jn water in which
food had lain for 12 hours they hatched'in 7 minutes. tljth floating
eggs eclosion was irregular, requi¡ing 1-5 days or more. Eggs laid
round the water's edge were more favourably situated'
3 Many38 3






If the egg is protected from desiccation the embryo develops
to the larval stage (while stiil inside the egg membrane). At
thls early stage the larva is ab're to lie dormant until the
egg is submerged or until it is destoryed by a slow desiccation
or untìl the food reserves for the larva are exhausted. Thus
diapause for this animal occurs somewhat later than for most
i nsects .
A. aegqpLL eggs do not survive in a water solution containjng
one-third sea water (about 1% salt) but do survive at lower
concentrations. (see n.8 for the effect of salt on hatched larvae).
various mineral oils are lethal to eggs. MortalÍty depends on
viscosity; it is sìight with viscosity under 40, rises to a peak
at 108 and fal'ls at higher viscosities. No oil is absorbed and
oxygen deprivation is believed to be the reason.
Eggs usually die within 24 hours if deprived of gaseous oxygen.
However, the time to death is dependent on other components of
the atmosphere; it is short when nitrogen and carbohydrate are
present in quantities but ìonger when hydrogen is present.
Anaerobic conditions do not completely militate against hatching
(but the larvae will die unless they are given some oxygen).
After the end of the embryonic development when the impervious
endochorion is formed the eggs are resistant for short exposures
to many chemicals.
Particles suspended in the nædium may clog the larva's hairy
epipharynx and the base of the mandibular hairs and make later
feeding difficul t.
undisturbed eggs, even if submerged, may remajn unhatched for
5 months and, in general, it seems that some agitation of the
medium is an important stimulus to hatching, as indicated by






"Th. lol lowìng count made of the hatching of float'!ng eggs when
subjected to agitation will senve to illustrate such an effect"
The hatching in the shaken eggs occurred withÍn less than half
an hour from the shaking.
1. Still fìoating in original vessel 20 per cent
2. Submerged by sinking with a needle 44 per cent
3. Transferred to test tube and shaken 93 per cent rr
The 'nibbling'of the eggs by'larvae and theìr presencein active
movement may act as a source of agitation in nature. "This may
be the explanation of the observation made by Thomas (1943) that
when hatching eggs under sterile conditions, the degree of
hatching was increased as the number of eggs was greater. Thus
with one egg per tube 6 per cent hatched, with two eggs per tube
21 per cent and with fifty-three to sixty eggs per tube 80-84
per cent hatched. "
In the ìaboratory eggs hatch less readily in clean tapwater or
distilled water than in media rich ìn organic matter such as
infusions or fluids containing food material. The most effective
additive is a "grass infusìon".
Neverthless a large proportion of eggs wiìl hatch 'in distilled
water.
See al so n.31 .
M'icro-organisms (together w'ith organìc matter, n.30) provide a
powerful stimulus to hatchìng. Steril'ized eggs hatch quickly
when exposed to pure cultures of yeast or bacteria.
Nevertheless the absence of mjcro-organisms wiìl not prevent
hatchi ng.
The'ir effect 'is difficul t to distinguish from that of organic
ma tter.
Floating eggs are reported to hatch 'irregularly, requiring
1 to 5 days or more. Eggs laid round the water's edge are
nnre favourabl y si tuated . We have entered 'v'rater' s edge I
tentatively as a resource on the envirogram, since the mechanism here





The cuticle of the rarva is soft except for the head capsuìe,
respiratory siphon and hair pìaques. when mouìting occurs
there ls sometimes difficurty with the thìn cuticre tearing near
the head. l,'le have tentativeìy crassified ,ord cuticre,as a
malentity here (c.f. the r,Jorking paper on the Marine copepod,
ca'Lanu't (inmanch'Leu,s, No. rvTTT in this series, n. g:).
The following quotation with reference to the larva, is from
Christophers (1960):
'rFeeding may be carried out in three entirery different ways,
namely (1) by pharyngeaì firtration of minute particres from
currents produced by the brushes in the body of the medium,(2) bv the gnawing and swarowing of .sor.ìd particres of food usingthe mandibles and (3) by browsing.
The first method which is characteristic of al.l mosquito larvae,
except those of pureìy carnivorous habits, is naturarìy much in
evidence with larvae of A. aøgqytLL. Nevertheless, it is very'largely 
suppìemented in this case by the other methods, the
relativeìy smail head of the A. aøgq¡ttí rarva probab.ry being an
indication that the specíes is not one that speciarises on feeding
on very fine matter in suspension as are some open_water feeders such
as cu'L¿x vishnwL, where the head is very rarge, presumabrri,to
accommodate a correspondingìy large pharynx (see p.ZBg). It is truethat the larvae of A. aegqpLi are commonìy found in crean dr.inking
water, for example in native water pots, cisterns, etc. But in
such situation there is usuarìy a copious deposit of fragments of
food and other organic debris. Further, it is doubtfur how far the
species could thrive in such a medium as clean water in the absenceof fairìy heavy organic contamination, as will be apparent when
dealing with starvation effects."
(See al so notes Zg,3g)
31.
35. NegatiVe phototropism iS espec,ially a characteristic of
A, a.egqytLL larvae, rilhich wlll swim as far away from light
as quickly as possible. Any sudden change in light intens'ity'
ìncrease or decrease, causes the lanva to dive, thus modifying
oxygen resources.
36 The larva is reported as "extremely sensitive to vibrations"
The reaction is to dive; in one experiment larvae were induced
to descend 8ft by repeated tappìngs on the containing vessel.
'Kinetic energy (vibrations)' thus modify oxygen resources.
37. Bacteria and yeasts are both almost essentjal food for larvae
nevertheless Some workers have reared larVae on pure yeast
cultures. Both must be living. The yeast contains the heat
and alkalì-stable Vitamjn B, which is essential for larval
growth. Unlike other mosquìto larvae, the A. aøgqpLL lanva
does not requ'ire the heat-labile vitam'in B, for its growth.
Guineapig faeces have been found particularly suitable for
rearing the larvae; it is not clear to us whether this is
only because of the bacteria present, or whether other particles
are consumed.
A sterile broth of the prþtozoan, Eg.Lønia, is also a satisfactory
food.
Folic acid has been found to be a necessary constituent of food
for strong indivjduals which are able to rise from the water
when newly energed.
gptìmum feeding conditions include food material ìn fine suspension
and coarser particles as sediments with yeasts and bacteria growìng
freely.
38. Cann'ibal ism among A,.aøgqytLL larvae has been recorded, but is
rare.
Generally, with starvation the period of development increases
and the size of the indìvidual decreases. The adults tend to be
less effective in reproductive activities and less fecund. Normally
fed larvae reach a length of about 7 rnm in 8 days, however,
'starved'larvae (it is not clear to us if the animals are kept
totally w'ithout food) are reported as reaching a maximum ìength of







When the nurnber o¡ A, aegypti I ArVae approaches 1000/2.
an rovercrov,Jdìng'effect, which may be at least parily due to
competition for food, appears, in that the size of the larvae
(and hence pupae and adults) is reduced.
The pupa requir€s oxygen not only for breathing but also to
maintain ìts correct orientation; this is achieved by an
enclosed air sac, outside the pupa but inside the puparium.
The entire pupa-puparium is lighter than water, and thus tends
to float. chemicals have a lethal effect on the pupa, iust as
on the larva, by lowering the surface tension of the water.
(See also n. 42).
When distunbed a pupa will swim dowrward (and due to its
buoyancy wilì have to make active movements to do so). Thus
the subject pupa acts as a modifier of predators in its
environment. However the pupa, unlike the larva (n. Z0)
is unable to submerge and use dissolved oxygen. A submerged
pupa wi'll use up the oxygen in its enclosed sac and
its tissues, thereby 'losing its buoyancy, and is I ike'ly to
die after on'ly about 2 hours (See aìso n. 41).
0n occasions pupae may become trapped under water by vegetation
or surface irregu'larities, be unable to rise and thus drown.
Aì though it is a necessary resource for the pupa the animal
wíll survive for several hours if removed from the water.
Pupae have been known to live and eventually emerge when
kept on nroist bìotting paper. Also individuars dried for









Pupae nnve feebly, if at all. No emergence
Pupae active. Emergence pro'longed or does not
occur
Pupa'l period 116 to 120 hours- Emergence usual
Prolonged exposure may greatly shorten ìife
For short exposures no obvious deleterjous
effects
Not completely lethal for exposures of t hour
All pupae dead in 30 m'inutes or less
All pupae dead ìn 15 minutes or less








The folìowing table (from Christophers, lg60) gives the duration of the
pupal period:
TABLE 24
Time from pupation to emergence
at d'ifferent temPeratures












































































The pupa is enclosed in an almost impervious cuticle and is
remarkably resistant to chemicals other than gases (which it
breathes in). Pupae may remain alive for many hours in
alcohol and other ìiquids used in laboratories. In water
containing 2% salt (i.e. two-thirds sea water) pupae continue
to hatch normally after which they wiìl die. Development seems
to be speeded up or enhanced when the salt concentration is low.
Nevertheless, as for the larvae, wetting agents act as first-order
modìfiers of oxygen (n. 20),
Both females and males readiìy take fluids
,Femal es have been kept from 31 to 102 days
0then fluids taken are nectar from flowers
and bananas. However, the passage of such
differs markedly from the passage of blood
obl igatory blood meal ).
which contain sugar.
on honey al one.
and fluids from raisins
food through the femal e
(see n. 7 about the
The folìowing table from christophers (1960) compares the
effectiveness of various foods:
Not fed
Fed on sugar























Christophers also gives an account of the comparison with blood meaìs,
as follows:
"Most accounts of very pro'longed lìfe relate to females that have
been allowed to feed on some form of sugary substance or fruit, with
or without occasional blood feeds. Such records probably a'lnnst always
relate to some few individual mosquitoes that have survived and
become conditioned to the environment. Marchoux, Salimbeni and Simond
give for females up to 106 days, males 50 days; survival of one
mosquito for 154 days is recorded by Guiteras, as quoted by
Howard (tgzs); MacGregor (1gts) gives females up to 4-6 weeks,
males 10-21 days; Ivlacfie (191b) found no female I iving beyond the
sixty-second day, maximum for males 2g days; Bacot gives a maximum
of 74 days if water is not available for oviposition. Beeuwkes, Kerr
Wetherbee and Tayìor (tggS) give the maximum for females at 131-225 days
with average of 70-116 days, and for males maximum of BZ-135 days
35.
with average of 40-61 days. The most detailed data of a
stat'istical kind are given by Putnam and Shannon (tgg+)- These
authors give two series, nan¡ely (A) one of 118 females offered
frequent and reguìar blood meals, and (B) one of 190 females given
on'ly honey and water. The longest I ived female' v'Jas amongst those
not fed on blood. The weekly nortality was as follows :









8 8t2 1013 7 5 3 1
r 37 41.20 32 12 31 10 0 1
48.
From these figures'it would appear that there lvas very little mortality
among the honey-fed mosquitos until the ninth week when heavy mortaìity
began. In the blood-fed series mortality was more uniformly distributed.
S'ince there v,rere more than half as many again mosquitoes in the second
series, the final result in longevity was not very different."
The shady background from which A.aøgqpLL makes its attack
modifies a human's ability to swat it. The difficult questìon of
the classification of Homo ,saytLøra in the envìronment of the
nnsquito will be dealt with in the General Introduction to this
series of Working Papers (No. IÏVIT, 1983). In the present
Working Paper we have classified 'humans' as malentities in the
environment of the nnsquito, since, from the mosquito's point of
view, being swatted by a human might we'll seem to be accidental
also the human does not eat the mosquito and thus cannot be
classified as a predator jn the normal sense. The foìlowing graphic
descrjption of the mosquito's attacl< is from Christoper's (1900):
" Feu, bit'ing insects are more apparentìy intel'ligent, cunnìng and
cautious than Aë.døt aegqytLL in its behaviour when attacking.
It rarely attacks blindly as some mosquitoes do or makes a frontal
attack. Usually it approaches from the shady side and from behind'
and it is difficult to get the attacking insect plainly visible
against a suitable background. Commonly after failure to achieve
ìts object at a first trial is makes a renewed attack from a quarter
different to that which 'is engaging the vìctim's attention. Its
approach i s sil ent. "
49.
36.
According to Howard, Dyar and Knab (rgrz) a good descriptìon of the
stealthy attack has been gîven by parker, Beyer and pothier (tgos).
The ma'le, though it does not bite, behaves very ¡ruch as the
female, hoverÍng and darting about the seeming]y intended victim
apparently without any object, since it rarely settles. 0n.ly
under one condition does the female nnsquito appear to disregard a]ì
caution, nameìy when it has been interrupted in the act of feeding.
It may then literaily precipitate itserf upon the victim regardress
of consequences.
The male nnsquito will setile on a host, without however taking
a blood meal . The 'dance' of the mare before setiling is far'longer than that of the female (ls minutes as against z minutes)
and the pitch of h'is 'humming' noise differs from the fema.le.
The female does not usuaily 'hum' when approaching a host. The
female's 'hum' attracts the male (see n. 1).
Having completed a blood meal the female mosquito becomes
lethargic, after renaining on the host,s body for up to
15 minutes if not disturbed, and will then find a nearby retreat
to rest. Because of her swollen abdomen her f'right is sluggish.
During this period she is thus more vulnerable to both predators
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ABSTRACT
The precise envìronment of the Common Honeybee (apis nelLifera) is
given, using as a basjs for the classification the definìng equations
of Niven (Erkennl;nis, 1982). A d'iagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an 'env'irogram', js used for dìsp1ayìng the objects jn the
environment. Details of the environment not included in the envìrogram
are listed separately.
*********
A general jntroduct'ion to the whole series of reports on the precìse
env'ironment of the various anjmals is available as AES Work'ing Paper 9/gt.
This paper contains (a) the defjning equations for the precise envjronment;
(b) the r'nterpretatjon of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used jn the definitjons; (c) a detailed d'iscussion of the method of usìng
the defining equat'ions, with the chìmpanzee and the three-spìned stickleback
as examples; (d) 'indicat'ions of the way in which the work is being used in
the formalization and development of the mathematical theory of animal
ecol ogy.
)
This paper ìs part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
which ìs set out'in AES Working Paper No. 9/8I; an ìmproved and extended
version will be available in 1983.
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The genus Apis, the honeybees, contajns four specìes. Three of
these occur abundantly 'in south-eastern Asia. The fourth, lpis meLLifena,
the subject an'imal of this l^Jorking Paper, occurs natural ly ìn Europe and
northern Africa. It has been distributed very w'ide]y throughout the world
by humans
The following quotatìon is from Butler (I974):
"It 'is in colon'ies of A. mellifera and ¿. in&Lea that we f ind the hìghest
degree of social development amongst the bees. The compos'ition of these
colonies and the caste d'ifferentiation involved will be d'iscussed later on
(Chapter 4, p.34), but we may say here that a very dìstinct worker caste
is present consisting of sterile females and that each colony normally
only possesses a s'ingle queen who is the mother of all the bees forming her
colony. Queens of all four of the species of honeybess (lpis sp.) have no
trace of pollen-collecting apparatus; wax-secreting and specia'l scent-
producìng gìands and their hypopharyngeal gìands are also vestjgiaì .
These queens have become immensely fertile and capable of producing many
thousands of eggs in the course of their lives, whìch may last for several
years.
The colonies of all true honeybees are perennial and the development of new
colonies takes place by swarm'ing. At the height of its strength jn the
summer a good coìony of the Western honeybee may consist of a sìngle queen,
a few hundred drone or mal e bees, and as many as 50,000 or more worker bees,
together w'ith thejr combs containìng brood and food."
In general , the maximum size of a hive seems to b ftom 20,000 to 0,000 uorkers,
several hundred drones and one fertjlized queen, together with a number of
combs containìng brood in alì stages of development and stores of honey and
po11en. According to Morse (1978) there must be a minimum of about 200
worker bees and a fertil ized queen for a normal colony to ex'i'st; such a
small number cannot surv'ive except under the most favourable condjtions. The
'incubation of all egg-types is about 3 to 4 days. 'Female' larvae (resuìting
'in workers or queens ) remain 'in thi s stage for about 5 days, 'mal e' I arvae
(drones) about 6 days. A queen becomes an adult about 15 days after the egg
was lajd and often emerge from the h'ive on the 16th day. lnjorkers emergy
about day 2I and drones about 24.
2
The various dutìes carried out by workers of various ages (see n.5,
n'24-..) are flexible; if conditions demand then a u¡orker of any age can do
any iob. In genera'l a young 'household'bee patrols the combs in her h.ive
seekjng work. If she js unable to find work to be done she wjll gìve up
household tasks and jo'in the foraging force.
It is bel ieved by some workers that a forag'ing honeybee measures
'time spent in flying'between the h'ive and a source of food and can convey
this information to fellow workers by means of a 'dance'. Most bees do
not forage unt'i1 they have learned via dance language the locat'ion of food.
However, occasional ly some bees wil I go scouting for new sources. l,Jorkers
can fly at about 12 to 15 mph (about 1g to 23 kn/h) and queens a l itile
faster.
Different colonies have different odours. Bees returning from
foraging expose scent glands on their abdomens and fan with their wìngs
to djstribute jt as a guide to other workers. Hive djfferences are small
and bee scent seems to attract other bees, sometìmes to a food source,
irrespectjve of the h'ive of origÍn.
In this Working Paper certain fungì have been tentativeìy c'lassifìed
as 'predators'of larvae (n.38). strictly speakirg, â predator must be an
anjmal (see Genera'l Introductjon) and the sub-classes of the Centrum have
not yet been extended to such organ'isms as fungì. As for other Working
Papers bacteria etc have been included in this sub-class.
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C NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAMS
All bees have a vegetarjan diet, w'ith carbohydrates (from nectar,
honey, honeydew) a maior component.
When about fifteen days old a worker bee will start the duty of
relieving incoming foraging workers of the greater part of their loads
of nectar, which they then convert to honey and store.
Nectar is a solution in water of sugars, together with traces of
proteìnS, salts, acids, enzymes and aromatic substances. In most
nectars three SugarS preponderate: glucose, fructose and Sucrose;
often as much as 40 to 50% of the total sugalis sucrose. hlhen
coverting nectar into honey much of the sucrose is broken down into
glucose and fructose and the water content is reduced from about
60% to about 20%.
Bees seldom collect nectar wjth a sugar concentrat'ion of less than
20%.
It has been shown in laboratory experiments that the honeybee has a
preference for solutionscontaining equal proportions of sucrose'
glucose and fructose.
The queen heìps herself to honey from the stores
2 Bees acquire a taste for pollen when dustjng off their bodjes durìng
the search for nectar. The po1ìen is inadvertent'ly collected when
the nectar is be'ing collected. It'is sometimes discarded in the
field.
Nearìy aìì the protein content of the bee's diet is contajned in
pollen. Newly-emerged workers that do not have access to pol'len
store are not able to provìde brood-food (see n.5) since the hypo-
pharyngea'l g'land does not develop norma'lly. Such workers tend to
d'ie young. The proteìn content of pollen varies from about 7 to
about 30%.
I
In addition to protein, pollen contains z0% water, about 5% fats,
oils and waxes and small quantìties of potassium, phosphorus,
calcium, magnesìum,'iron and some vitam.ins.
Pollen grains which are caught on the ha'irs of the body are gathered
and mixed into a thick paste with nectar or regurg.itated honey and
packed into the 'pol len baskets' for transportation. col I ected
pollen is packed into cells within the hive, covered wjth a ìayer
of honey and sealed with wax until required. workers aged about
fjfteen days or more are responsible for pollen storage.
The average coìony probably requjres from s0 to 100 lbs of pollen
annual1y, i.e. fron 2 to 4 million bee loads annualìy.
Although bees collect pollen from many kinds of plant (over 100
types in one study), legumìnous plants, chìefìy red and white
clover, predomìnate. Roughly s4% of poììen is from ìeguminous
plants, 75% from rosãceous trees and shrubs and rr% fron trees such
as birch, e]m, beech and oak. The highìy concentrated nectar of the
common lime tree, Tilia uuLgaris, is a favourite source.
When their colonjes are very short of poìlen workers wjll somet.imes
collect almost any dry, fine powder,'irrespectjve of nutr.itional
value, such as flour, cement, coal dust etc.
A queen bee probabìy does not eat polìen.
.)
Queens may be rendered steriìe by a yeast jnfect'ion called 'melanosìs'.
4 Both ¿.meLLifera ând A.in&Lca have been domesticated by humans to
the extent that they can be 'induced to buìrd the'ir nests in
convenjently placed accessìb]e p'laces, modern beehìves for exampìe.
A great many ,4.melLifez.a are now kept in such hjves. The practìce
has been observed for at least several hundred years.
The worker bees are responsible for comb-repairing and buíìding
wh'ich they do when their wax-producìng glands have developed about
a week after emergence from the pupal stage. (see also notes 5,6 and 60)
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0n occasions a coìony of honeybees may not be able to find a
suitable nest site (such as a hollow tree) and begin constructing
a nest'in the open e.g. low down ìn grass. Exposed nests of this
kind are rare and seldom survive for long.
Workers beìong'ing to the hive provide food for the queen-1arva and
the adult queen. A mature queen occasionally sof icits food
(successfully) from the workers. A mated queen gets more attention;
she is fed 'brood-food' a protejnaceous and highly nutritious
substance secreted by a worker's hypopharyngeal g1and. Brood-
food stimulates the queen's ovarian growth and product'ion so that
w'ithin 4 days of mating she starts laying eggs. It l's usually
the young worker bees, up to 3 weeks old, that rema'in'in the hjve
to attend the queen;olderworkers go out to forage. Workers start
producing brood-food about day 5 after emergence from the pupa'l
stage.
Food,both honey and po'l1en, is stored'in wax 'combs' (honeycomb)
wh'ich are constructed by the workers.
7. Humans pi'lfer and destroy the wax combs in order to steal honey.
Wax moths may also destroy a nest by attacking the wax of the
honeycombs. The I arvae of the Greater l,Jax Moth (caLlez'ia meLLoneLLa)
may qu'ickly reduce the combs to a mass of debris. The moth is
usualìy found when the colony has been weakened by lack of food,
disease (e.g. Amerìcal foulbrood, see n.36), fa'i1ìng queens,
queenlessness or marked reduct'ion of worker populatjon as a result
of pestìcìde poison'ing. The female moth lays eggs'in tiny cracks
which afford protection against removal by worker bees and
predation by other insects. Upon hatchìng the larvae feed on honey,
nectar or poìlen and burrow to the middle of a comb. l,Jax moth
depredatìons are one of the most common causes of the co'ìony
absconding to a new site.
The moth VituLa edmondsae and the Lesser Wax Moth (lchnoia griselLa)
act similarly to the Greater t^Jax Moth but are not as successful in




The bumble-bee wax moth (aphomøa socielLa) will occasionalìy
attack honeybee combs.
The wasp ApanteLes galLeriae attacks both the Greater and Lesser
wax Moths and psocìds (book-rice) may predate the wax moth eggs.
The older, foraging, workers occasional.ry bring back to the hive
a resinous exudate of certain pìants known as 'propoìis, which
is used to fill cracks and crannies in the hive.
colour and perfume seem to be the two attributes of flowers which
are most important jn attracting bees.
According to Builer (r914) partìcular colours and odours are
instrumental in attracting particurar bees to the frowers. strong
floral scents e.g. from masses of hawthorne or white crover will
attract bees from a distance. In the laboratory it has been
shown tha olfactory stimuri are more powerfur than s-ight. If
a bee is offered the choice of a perfume to which it has been
trained, in close assocait'ion with an unknown colour, and a colour
to whjch it has been trained, in close association with an unknown
perfume then the bee wir arways serect the former.
The worker has the abiìity to learn to seek food in a certain pìace
and to associate particular floral colours, patterns and perfumes
with food. The honeybee can probably recognise four distinct
colours: yeì'low, bìue-green, bìue and ultra-violet. A bee does
not seem to be able to djstinquish red.
Flowers in the reasonably near vjcinity provide the essential nectar
in the diet. A temporary lack of nectar-producìng fìowers may
occasionalìy render a rocarity so unfavourabre that the corony
deserts its site for a neuu one, however this is rare. The honey_
bees' habit of storing food enables them to withstand protracted
perìods of a such adverse conditions. As food abundance decrines
the number of 'scout'ing'worker bees increases. Bees w.ill not ,dance,(i'e' recruit other foragers) if the food source is more than 3 mjles
from the hive- r^/hen foraging most bees wi,ll usually visìt onry one







Bees can recognise and use landscape features for djrection
fjnding and the sun and the plane of polarjzatìon of ìight
reflected from the sky. The ang'le from the sun is ìnd'icated
in a returned foragerrs dance.
Bees are read'ily subdued by smoke. This not onìy occurs
naturally but'is also widely used by humans in search of honey'
The paras'itic mile Acarapis uoodi reduced the Brjtish populatìon
of honeybees by 90% according to Butler (1974) during the
years 1909 to 1918. (However starvatìon may also have been a
factor).
Butler (1974) reports, somewhat tentaively, that A.mellifera
in Cyprus and possibly northern Afnica and the Middle East have
a defensive strategy like that of other species of honeybee called
the 'shimmering behav'iour'which produces a hissìng sound. l¡'lhen
a hornet, ant, wax-moth or other intruder approaches the hive the
worker bees shake their bodjes violently from side to sjde in
concert; thjs usually results in thehasty retreat of the intruder.
Some workers act as 'guard bees', particularly from late summer
on, to protect forejgn robber bees and Wasps from plundering
stores (see also n.26). The guard bees exam'ine alì incoming
bees; the mechanjsm for spottìng intruders is unkown, but poss'ibly
to do with odour (although the flìght pattern of a robber bee is
characteristically erratic and may aìert the guard bee).
The queen honeybee alone ìs responsible for the productìon of
eggs from which all the members of the colony a¡ise - workers'
drones and, infrequently, other queens. Iorker honeybees, although
female, do not as a rule 1ay eggs although they may do in exceptional
circumstances. In a thrivjng coìony, in ear'ly summer' a queen may
produce as many as 1500 eggs/day, i.e. more than her own bodyweìght
every 24 hours. In a year, a queen in a prosperous colony may
produce uP to 200,000 eggs.
12.
As soon as a new queen is established (after eliminatìng rivals,
see n.16) she begins mak'ing short fl ights. Mating ìs always away
fromthe hive and on the wing. A queen may be pursued by up to 100
drones buL will usual'ly mate with about 5, often in quÍck succession
on the same day. The nuptial flight can last as 'long as half_an_
hour. The queen may be anything from 4 to 16 days old. It ìs
believed by some workers that an older queen may mate aga-in.
After mating the queen returns to the hive and, unless she ìs
disturbed, will probably spend almost her whole life.in the brood
area. She lays two kjnds of eggs:
(i)
(ii)
Unfertil'ized eggs which develop .into drones.
Fertilized eggs which develop into females which can become
ejther queens or workers.
(Nevertheless very rareìy workers and queens have been produced
parthenogenetically ì.e. from unfertil.ized eggs). An old queen
tends to I ay on'ly unfert.il ized (drone) eggs.
During the summer months eggs and larvae are found in two kinds of
cells, the 'worker brood-cells' and the 'drone brood-cells,. The
drone cells are slìghily ìarger. At certajn times a third k.ind of
cell, a 'queen cell', is built, totarìy different ìn appearance
from the others. In each ceil only one larva is reared at a time;
worker and drone cells are used repeatedly but each queen cell ís
used onìy once and then destroyed by the workers. The queen nor_
ma'l1y lays unfertil ized eggs'in drone cel ls and fertil ized eggs ìn
worker and queen cells. up to 3 days after hatchìng a larva in a
worker cell can be successfully transferred and raised as a queen
and uiee .De?sa.
it is believed that the food given by workers to larvae destined
to become queens differs markedly from that gìven to worker larvae,
resulting in the different adult forms. However, the exact
mechanism is not yet c'lear; a queen has not yet been reared in the
laboratory although workers have.
If the queen'is lost then the workers normally rear a new queen





reported that the so-called 'Cape Bee' of South Afrìca (A.meLLífera
capensis) has been known to majntain queenless colon'ies for months.
The brood area contracts during cooler weather and expands in
warmer weather. It may be rest¡icted followìng a heavy honey-
flow because all avajlable area is needed for storage; 'in th'is
case the queen simply drops her eggs ìn the hive until her
productjon rate decljnes to the level provìded for and workers
greedily sieze her eggs and devour them.
All food for the larva'is provìded by the worker bees. Apparently
djfferent food is offered to larvae in 'worker-cells' and 'queen-
cells', resulting ìn the two k'inds of mature indiv'iduals. The
mechanism is not clear.
See also n.5.
The queen secretes a 'queen-substance' which ìs apparently
responsjbl e for prov'idìng the cohesive force which keeps the
hive functioning as a soc'ial unit. When a queen begins to faìl
to produce enough queen-substance the workers set about raìsìng
a new queen, who will often co-exjst for a while w'ith her mother
Usually several queen-cells are made but normalìy one queen wìlì
emerge before the others. If two emerge s'imultaneously a bitter
fìght takes place until one ìs kjlled through havìng her body
pierced by the other's stìng. They may find each other by makìng
a seri es of shr j I I p'ip'ing sounds . Worker bees throw the I oser ' s
carcass from the hive. If only one queen emerges she will seek
out and k'il I any potent jal rival s, often with the a'id of workers.
.The whole process of ensuring that there 'is only one queen is
compìeted wjthin a daY or two.
Queen cells are nearly always present in a hive but l'f the colony
is not preparìng to rep'lace the queen then any eggs that hatch
will be killed and eaten.
The an'imal seldom contjnues forag'ing jf the wind speed js more







Temperature'is regulated in the brood area of the hjve where the
queen lays her eggs; the temperature js majntained around 90"F
(32'c). In winter this area is smail and generaììy only workers
are produced. The temperature-regulating mechanjsm involves clust-
ering (which nraintains the tenrperature of the brood-area during
cold weather) and dispersal and active ventjlat.ion - jn extreme
cases even 'invol ving the evaporatìon of water wìth.in the hive _
(wh ì ch reduces the ternperature j n th i s area dur-ing hot weather ) .
The mechanism functìons so well that brood-area temperatures are
kept remarkably constant 'in hives in al ì parts of the world, resu'lt.ing
i n almost constant development times. cl ustering usual 1y starts
in earnest when the ambient temperature falls to about 56.F (13.3.c).
Most fl ìghts of the queen are made between noon and 4 pm when the
drones are most active, presumabìy because of the hìgher temperature
(aìthough possibly because there is more light).
See al so n.22.
The queen in flight secretes 9-oxodecenoìc ac.id from here mandj-
bular glands which attracts drones who are fìying to leeward of
her and not more than 50 yards away.
workers feed each other as well as the queen. This food is almost
certaìn]y maìnly nectar and honey from the ,honey stomach'and not
'brood-food' (see n.5).
Drones never vis'it flowers. They obtain all their food from
workers or from honey stored jn the hive. provided they have a
laying queen a colony of bees will not tolerate drones in the
hive at those times of the year when they cannot collect much
nectar in the field. At such times drones are refused food and
soon die.
During summer a drone l'ives about 4 to 5 weeks and becomes sexualiy
mature after 10 to 14 days. They aìways congregate together in the
warmest part of the hive, i.e. the brood area (n.18) and thus
probab'ly fortuitousìy aìd in ma'inta'inìng warmth. In summer a
co]ony wiìl contain a few hundred drones but most will never mate.







If a bee's body temperature falls below 46oF (7.8"C) 'it becomes
almost 'incapable of movement. Vìgorous muscular actìvÍty causes
her temperature to rise, so on sunny days ìn winter, when the air
temperature ìs only slightly above freez'ing poìnt, bees leavìng
the hive are all rìght only ìf they cont'inue to fìy. (They leave
the hive 'in order to excrete).
See al so n.18.
Workers aged 15 days or more are responsible among other dutjes,
for removing dead bodies and other debris from the hive.
It has been shown experìmental ly that bees prefer water containing
some d'issolved sa'lts e.g. sodìum chloride and ammon'ium chloride.
However, they are far more attnacted to sewage effluent, cow-pot
water etc.; odour is the majn attractant.
See al so n.30
The venom contained in a bee stìng can be used to drjve off many
other animals which might be predators or m¡rlerntities (but see
notes 43,55). The sting of a bee is quìck1y fatal to other bees.
If the sting js broken off during use (usually the case when a human
is stung) tfren the bee will dje w'ithìn a day or two.
Because of the worker's abiì ìty to distribute food wide'ly (see n.60)
food contaminated with pesticjdes spreads through a hive very
quìck1y and has been known to cause substant'ial mortality.
If a virgìn queen after havìng kìlled her rivals (the old queen havìng
died or departed) is prevented by bad weather from mating for three
or four weeks then she may not mate at all. In thjs case she w'ill
produce drones only and the colony is doomed.
It is bel'ieved by some that swarmìng w'ith a new vìrgin queen in order
to set up a new coìony happens when there is overcrowding of an
occup'ied h'ive. Overcrowding may possìbìy be due to a rap'id increase
of stored food as a result of good foraging conditions, or to the
confinement of bees to the hìve by bad weather. Raìn markedìy reduces









blater is collected by workers from many different sources:
dew, raindrops on grass and other herbage, ponds, ditches, puddìes
on cowpats and so on.
See al so n .25.
Hot dry weather tends to concentrate nectar, thus making it more
acceptable. conversery rain can dirute nectar ìn open or
unprotected flowers , mak.ing ìt ìess aceptable.
The rate of photosynthesis, by means of which a plant builds up
the necessary carbohydrates to produce nectar, depends on such
factors as 'l ight i ntens'ity, temperature, quanti ties of water and
carbon dioxide. The quantity of nectar wir r rise (to a l.imit)
with the avaílability of carbon dioxide.
soi I type aì so 'inf I uences nectar product.ion; Butì er (rgl4) reports
that little work has been done on thís point.
Different pìants have different optìmum temperatures for nectar
secretion; for clovers it is about B0 to B50F (26.7 to 2g.4.C).
Larvae affected by sacbrood disease die due to a disruption of
the moultìng process. Infected adurts seem to age more rapidry.
lrJorkers stop fonaging at an early age. (There js no informatjon
about the specific effects on queen or drone). The virus may
be passed on through the hive vìa mutuar feeding and the feeding
of larvae. (Gochnauer, I}TB).
Paralysis disease affects adul t bees only. pararys.is of one or
more legs is common. Temperature affects different strains of
the disease: 'chronic' bee paraìysis is associated w.ith highest
mortality at 35'c; 'acute'bee pararysis is more ìikery at 30.c.
Bees tend to lose their haìr (this is called ,the black bee syndrome,).
severely infected bees die before they become ha.irless and the
attacking behaviour of healthy bees towards sick bees is reduced at




Gochnauer (1978) reports that Rickettsia spp. whjch infect
fat body tissue have been recorded in bees (and othe¡insects)'
The followìng bacteria are reported as affectìng honeybees by
Shimanuki (1978):
(i) American foulbrood djsease. This disease ìs hl'ghly con-
tagious. It can w'ipe out an ent'ire coìony. It may occur
all the year round but ìs especia'lly preva'lent in the active
brooding season. Spores of the bacillus can remain active
at least up to 35 years. The dìsease ìs spread to other
colonìes by robbing or drifting bees. The causative agent
is BaciLLus Lay2ae, al so known as B. by,andenbuz'giensis or
B.buyti. The susceptib'ility of bee larvae to the disease
decreases w-ith 'increasing age. (shimanuki found that a
larva could not be infected 53 hours after hatch'ing).
(i i ) European foul brood bacteri um. The d'isease 'is not as serious
as the American foulbrood disease. The causal agent is
streptococcus pLul;on, also known as BaciLlus pLuton. Trans-
mission .is by nurse bees jnadvertentìy affected. The
bacteria may overwinter on the sjdes of a cell or in
faeces and wax debris on the bottom of the hive. "The
onset of the disease usually co'incides wjth the fjrst nectar
filow". A good steady nectar flow will sometimes result jn
the elim'ination of the d'isease.
(iii) Bacteria causing septicemja. The causal agent is BqciLLus
apisepticus, recently reclassifìed dS Pseudomonas apiseptica
The spread of the disease ìs probabìy aìded by the presence
of mo'isture. Infectìon, once established, k'ills the bees
qu ì cklY.
(iv) Bacteria causing powdery scale disease. The causatjve agent
is AaciLLus puluífaciens. This disease affects onìy larvae'
It is rare and the aetioìogy is unknown'
According to Fergu'la and Mussen (1978) pt"otozoan'infect'ions differ
from those of bacteria and viruses in that protozoans grow more
slowly and 'infected bees Ijve longer. "A slow debiljtatjon of
the bee occurs, v'itality is sapped, fecundìty reduced, life span





impaired". They rist three ìmportant protozoan infections:
(i) Nosema disease, caused by Nosema apis. This .is a dìsease of
adults. Ail adurts in a corony may be affected. Infection
ìs spread when the spores are ingested. The infection causes
physiologicaì damage, reducing the production of royar jelry and
poss'ib1y causing workers to age more quickry. An infected
queen will be superceded.
(i i ) Rmoeba dl'sease, caused by MaLpt ghi.amoeba mellificae. There is
no evidence that drones or queens become infected in nature.
Infectjon is probably by ìngestjon of cysts.
(i i i ¡Rareìy (usuar ìy on'ry in the trop-ics or subtropics ) honeybees
may be infected by Gregarinida; jt is not clear as to whether
they are pathogenic. Thus these protozoa may act only as f.irst-
order modifiers by utìììzìng some of the food resources of the
honeybee, rather than direcily as predators.
Gilliam (i9z8) names two dìseases of honeybees caused by fungì
(see A and revised vers'ion of General Introduction for fungi as
predators ) :
(i ) chalkbrood. This is a fungal d'isease caused by Ascosphaez,a
apis which affects onry brood. Diseased rarvae become mum_
mified.
(i'i) stonebrood. Both rarvae and adurts are attacked and kilred by
several specìes of the genus AspengiLl,s, incruding a. f.-Lauus,
A. funigatus, A,niger and ¿. orAza.e. The disease is rare and
usual ìy the colony wí11 not be ser.iously affected.
Pollen mould is caused by the fungusaettsia aLuei. It renders
poì'len useless for the bee,s purposes but does not attack either
larval or adult honeybees. ceils which are f.iiled with poììen,
finished with honey and sealed with wax will not be attacked but
unsealed cells without honey may be.
The nematodes v4ermis nigrescens and M. acbicans have been found jn







In additìon to attacking the structure of the nest (n'7) wax moths
can cause a condition called 'bald brood'. The moth larvae per-
forate the wax cap over a late-stage honeybee larvars cell causing
abnormal'it'ies to the honeYbee.
According to tl'ill jams (1978) tfre following moths will occas'iona'l1y
attack bee Po1 I en stores:
(i) Indian meal moth (plod¿a interpucteLla)
( i i ) Mediterranean flourmoth (Anagasta kuehnieLLa)
( ì i i ) Death's Head moth (Achez,ontia spp. , jncl udjng ,4. atropos) .
Death's Head moths w'ill occas'ionally a'lso take nectar and honey'
Knutson (1978) gìves the following 'information on dìptera as
predators of the honeYbee:
Many species of the Robber Fl'ies (Asilìdae) capture and feed on
honeybees. The stìng of the honeybee does not provide immunity from
attack by asiljds. (The mimicry of asiljds to honeybees afford the
asjlids some protectìon from theìr own predators')
The folìowing fl'ies cause apìmyiasis: Zodíon notatum' Thecophora
apiuora, T. Longirostris.
The Flesh Fl! Senotainia tt'icuspis atlacks bees as they leave the
h.ive and deposits one or two larvae per bee. The bees die with'in
two to four daYs.
Knutson (1978) reports that the bee-lice Bv'auLa coeca coec,.'
B.c.anguLata, B.schmitzi, and r. orientalís apparentìy eat nectar
and po]len at the bee's mouth(and feed also off the bee's bodìly
secretions). Eggs are laid on the caps of the honey store cells
Caron (1978) believes that psocìds (book lice) may feed on poì1en,
thus competìng wjth bees. caron aìso reports that unjdentified










According to Caron (1978) large dragonfìies e.g. AeschrLa grandis
feed on bees after capturing them on the vi'ing. They are, however,
rarely found far from ponds, rivers and lakes.
Caron (1978) reports that several species of prayÍng mantis attack
and eat honeybees, in partìcular Mantis z'eLigiosa.
Cockroaches, in particular Pez,iplaneta amev,icana,, may eat some honey
and some of the comb. They are not an ìmportant pest of honeybees
and are easily controlled by thriving colonies (Caron, 1978).
Earwigs, ê.g. FotficuLa auricuLania may eat honey and the iniured,
dead and dy'ing honeybees. They may also eat wax and (ìn doing so)
bee larvae. Earwigs also eat flowers, thus act'ing as competitors
of the honeybee.
A parasite of the earwig is the tachnid fly Digonochaeta spinipennis,
which does not harm the honeybees.
Earw'igs are carrjers of the European Foulbrood bacterium (n.36).
Termites have been known to attack the wooden hives suppl ìed by
humans. They do not seem to be a pest of honeybees in nature.
The assassin bug Pgrrchoris apterus may frequent hives and predate
bees, however strong colonies have little trouble from the Hem'iptera
A few specìes recorded as feeding on honeybees usually feed on or
around flowers where foraging bees 'inadvertentìy become thejr meal.
Caron (1978) reports the followìng beetles as being predators of
the adult honeybee:
Canabus, CaLosoma, Tv,ichodesfoccasional'ly, see n.56 ) , MeLoe
uariegatus, M. proscarobaeuls r M. cauensil, M. hatrtgarus, M. uiolaceus,
M.faueolatus, M.tuccius. The MeLoe spp. larva perforates the ìntegument
of the honeybee to seek nourishment from the bee's blood. MeLoe sp.
larvae have even been reported attacking a queen. The fjrst stage
larva of t,leloets very agì1e and cl imbs upon flowers where it awa'its
foragìng bees; as many as 230 have been counted on one foraging bee.
55.
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According to caron (19i8) the fol lowing beeiles may invade the
hjve and feed off stored polìen:
(j) Cetonia cupt,Lca, C.carduL
(ii) The larder beetl e Dermestes Laz,d.az,r¿s infests the honeycomb
but onìy in weak colonies. Adults and larvae of this
species feed on pollen, brood remains and debris (see also
n.57).
(jii) T,agoderma glabz,un destroys combs and eats the remains of
combs and some honey.
(ìv) some MeLo¿ spp. eat poììen and nectar and do not feed on the
bees (see n.54).
(v) The spìder beetl êS ptínus fun and p.z,apton will attack
comb'in weak colonjes and also eat stored pollen.
(vi) several species of the scarabs ptotaetía and AnomaLa feed
extensively on stored po1'len.
(vii) A dung beetlê coz,pis Luna,is is reported as stealing honey;
'its hard exoskel eton prevents the bees from stinging .it.
Accord'ing to caron (1978) beetles of the genus Tz,i.chodes usually
feed on dead or dying adult bees; it may eat occasional adults
or larvae in a weak colony. Meloe cicatv,ùcos¿¿s feeds on bee
I arvae (and eggs ) .
It seems likeìy that many d'isease organisms are carrjed to the bees
by invading foreign insects e.g. the larder beeil e Dewnestes Lay,daz,us
(n.55) has been reported as carryinÇ Nosena apis (n.37) and earwigs
(n.51) carry European foulbrood bacterium (n.36).
certain birds in As'ia and Africa known as ,honey-guides,, family
Indicatorídae, are reputed to 'guide' humans, rateìs (honey-badgers)
and perhaps baboons and other mammals to a h.ive. Once the mammal
has opened the nest for the honey the bird picks up the scattered
remains. Members of the genera rndicatoz, and lteLichneutes eat







The birds may possibìy aìso pìay thìs role with introduced
A.meLLifera tn Asia and Africa. There does not seem to be a
bird w'ith s'im'ilar behav'iour in Europe.
The ratel or honey-badger (uelL¿uoya capensis Schreber, I776)
will climb trees jn its nat'ive Africa to open wjld bee nests.
It eats the larvae as well as the honey. It allows itself to
be led to hives by the wax-eating honey-guide tndicatov' indicator
(Haltenorth and Diller, 1977).
G'il I (1950) reports that in Africa the Drongos (Dícruz'us
ad.simiLís and p. Luduigíi) are 'very'fond of bees'; presumably
these are the native bees. No informatìon'is to hand as to
whether Drongos eat the 'imported A.meLLifera.
The bee-eater (fam'ily Meropidae) have a preference for wasps, bees,
bumble bees and hornets, wh'ich they capture on the wìng. The genus
Meyops, includìng the Common or European Bee-eater (a.apiastet')
has the most species (9) and is to be found from southern Europe
to Australia (Grzimek, I974).
0lder worker bees, usually more than three weeks o'ld, bring back
f rom their foragìng expedit'ions water, nectar and po'l1en. It has
been demonstrated w'ith the aid of rad'iocatìve tracers that a tìny
quant'itìy of food - one tablespoon of sugar syrup - collected by
onìy 6 workers, had w'ith'in a few hours become wjdely distributed
among the adult members of the coìony and amongst the older
I arvae.
See also notes l, 2, 5, 14, 10 and 21.
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ABSTRACT
The prec'ise envìronment of the sheep blowfìy (LuciLia cuprirn) is
given, using as a basìs for the classificat'ion the defining equations of
Nj ven (Ez,kenntnis, 1982 ) . A di agram devel oped by H . G. Andrewartha ,
called an 'envirogram', is used for display'ing the obiects in the
environment. Details of the environment not included in the envirogram
are I isted separateìy.
* * * * * *
A generaì introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various animals is available as AES l.,lorking Paper 9/8I.
This paper contains (1) the definìng equations for the prec'ise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used'in the definit'ions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of us'ing
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the.three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work'is being used'in
the formalizatioh and development of the mathematical theory of an'imal
ecol ogy.
This paper ìs part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for






































































distrilrution of Lucilía cuprina ¡)r('¡1ì¿rl'e(l l'y \Vatel'house
and paramonov (19b0).
o





(i) ENvIRoGRAM FoR ADULT
(ii) ENVIROGRAM FOR PUPA
(iii) ENVIROGRAM FOR LARVA
(iv) ENVIROGRAM FOR EGG

















































In Australia tucilia cuprina (l.liedemann) is commonìy known as the sheep
blowfly, the prìmary green blowfly and the oriental greenbottle. Most recent
opinion is that the specìes was accidental'ly introduced jnto this country
wjth stock from Africa (possibly vìa India) in the late n'ineteenth century.
It seems to have been recognized as a pest in the Riverina district of New
South Wales by 1897 and had become widespread throughout Austraìia by the
early years of this centurY.
Since delineation from ,t. sey,i,cata (Meigen), the taxonomy of the spec'ies
has been fairly settled though some Hungarian and South African authors still
treat tr. euprína as a form of L. seeicata. The two species are difficult to
distinguish, at least on external characters, however, in Australia tr. sev'icata
is predom'inantly a coastal spec'ies while for the most part .t. cupt'ina's
distributjon 'is inland. It is generally recognized that I. cuprina exists
in two d'istinct forms, distinguished on the nature of their overall body
colouration: the'dull' form - ¿. c. cupz'ina (= f'. paLLescens (Shannon));
and the'bright' form - ¿. e. doz,saLis (Robineau - Desvoìdy). Though agreement
on sub-specific status is not unanimous, the two forms are allopatric over
world range. It is safe to assume that the entire Austral'ian population is
L. c. doz.saLís - only two specìmens of ¿. c. cuprina have been found in
Australia, high on Cape York earìy this century and frequent searches since
have failed to unearth any further specimens (Kitching' pers. comm.).
0f the two forms on1y.t. c. dorsalís (hereafter ¿. cuprina) is a serious
pest because of its increasìng ut'ilization of live, often farm, animals for
larval development while ¿. c. cupz,lna is almost exclusively saprophagous.
in Australia, the princ'ipal lìve host is the sheep and while not soìely
responsible ¿. cuprína most often initìates myiasis or 'strike' in sheep.
The suppurat'ing wounds attract other blowfly species and the developing
conditìon can cause debilitation and death ìn sheep
Because of the resultant cost to the grazing industry, fairly intensive
study of n. ctpyina has been done 'in Australia, particularly within the
CSIRo. Most of the work has been done in New South Wales, part'icuìarly
around Canberra and the envìrograms that vve present should be considered
as being for individuals in that area.
2
The Australian distribution of r. cupz,iruz is more or less co-extensive
with the sheep grazing areas though it extends into North Queens'land and the
northern coastal regions (but not into the tropical belt running from the
Kimberleys in the west to the Gulf country in Queensland). The map (see
frontispìece)is Èaken from shanahan (1965) (after waterhouse and paramonov
( 1e5o) ) .















we divide the r. cupz,ina ìife cycre into four stages - adurt, êgg,
larva and pupa - and an envirogram is given for each stage. In fact if
the adult envirogram were pìaced last the four could be taken as being for
one ind'ividual at sucêessive stages of its life. It is important to note
that the formal definitions which generate an envirogram are written in terms
of an instant of time 't' so that the envirograms we present are something
ljke the integration of many envirograms for an individual during the durat.ion
of a particular stage of its life.
The envirogram for the ¿. cupz"irn adult is anrong the most complex we
have drawn in the course of this study, and it is useful to make a number
of general points. For a number of years ìt has been thought desirable
to apply the techniques of exact science, where possible, to the life
sciences in general and in the present context, eco.logy. Although this
process has begun and is continuing there has remained the pervasive
assumption that animals and the inùeract'ion between animals and other
animals and their environments, are too complex to be more than superficially
represented by mathematical models. Now the adult envirogram is not yet a
mathematical model but it does show that sùaggering complexity can be
captured by the application of a simpìe set of definitions - and even on
this envÍrogram we have onìy scratched the surface. 0n just one front, the
rem'inded that each time an animal appears somewhere on an envirogram the whole
envirogram of that animal is generated and extends into the web of the subject
3
animal. The central insight is that one can go ìnto a locality where an
animal lives, focus attention on some object or individual or measurable
quant'ity of energy and either that obiect will sat'isfy one (or more)
definition(s) (or any definition a multitude of t'imes) and that definit'ion
will ind'icate where the object f its functiona'lly 'in the anìmal's env'ironment
or no defjnition will be satisfied, in which case the obiect is ecolog'icalìy
i rrel evant for the an'imal concerned. But that i s not the f i n'ish : ôrìj
object that can be placed on an envirogram can be quantifìed by a field
or experimental ecoìogist and it is up to the ecologist concerned to generate
just the level of complexity requìred.
Ì,Je are indebted to Dr R L Kitching of this School at Griffith Univers'ity,
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the size of the insect - this result was also shown to be independent of
the colour of the insect's cuticle. Kitching (1977 ) investigated the
effects of this appropriately sunmated heat energy on the activìty
levels of adult I. cuprína. He found that the lower threshold of
actjv'ity was 15.5.C. Above this temperature levels of activity rose
steadily to a maximum at 26,7"C. This maxìmum was maintained untjl
approx'imately 38"C and at hìgher temperatures act'ivity decl'ines until
the flies suffered'ill-effects (see also note 6, on heat energy).
The radiation mentioned above wìll jn turn be modified by any obiects
giv'ing shade ("shade objects". 4th-order modifier). Tillyard and
Seddon (1933) report that in the warmer months of the year adu'lt
L. cupti,na tend to congregate in the dappìed shade of trees in the
sparse Australian sheep country while in w'inter they seek all possible
sunshine. They add that both temperature ("heat energy", 5th order)
and humidity ("mbisture (in air)",Sth order) pìay an ìmportant part
ìn these preferences: the former, fairly clearly, because of the
difference between shaded and unshaded temperatures and the need, in
w'inter for the radiation suppìement; of the latter hle can fìnd no
specific informat'ion though the same authors comment that g'iven
sufficient warmth more blowflies will be act'ive on a humid day than
on a dry one - thus "moisture (in air)" aS a second-order modifier
also, and "heat energy" again as third order. AlsO clearly "rain"
will be both a third-and sixth-order modifier of moisture (in air).
However, several authors remark that blowflies are not act'ive during
ra'in, but will be veiy active after it - in both cases "rain" wìll be
a second-order modifier (see also note 12).
Several authors report that wind ("kinetic energy (wind)", 2nd order
modifier), partìcu]ar1y when strong, will tend to depress blowfly
activity. In the absence of more specific information on ¿. cupr"Lna,
Norris (1965) offers the following: it has been shown that activity in
the American screw-worm, CochLiomyí,a hominiuoran, is depressed jn winds
exceeding 5 m.p.h. (= 8 k.p.h.) and js totally inhibited in winds over
15 m.p.h. (= 24 k.p.h.) - he adds that it is likely that other flies
are similarly affected (see also note 12). For wind strengths below
those which terminate act'iv'ity, Tillyard and Seddon (1933) comment that
experiments by Gurney and Woodhjll (1926) show that blowflies normally
travel either with the w'ind or slightly across it - the utilìty to the
f1y would seem to be that it can forage over greater areas in th'is

11.
In the generaì statements at the beginning of this note we referred
to the linrits of an an'imals potentìal l'ifet'ime movetnent. (0f course'
measures could be taken over any useful t'ime period). The work we
have seen is summarized on the folìowing table:
DI STANCE TIME PERIOD D I RECT I ONAL ITY SOURCE
0.6 - 3.5 km
1.2 km (mean)
1.6 km (mean)















K.itching (1981), in summary, comments that the above figures show
that I. cupnina is a relative'ly sedentary spec'ies and that there is
no evidence for long range movements. As further circumstantial
evidence he adds that there are distinctly dìfferent levels of resìstance
to organophosphorous ìnsecticides (see note 11) along a north/south
transect l'ine'in eastern Australia and that this would not be maintained
unless .0. cuprirm were sedentary. However, Foster et aL (1975) conrnent
that unpublished data from 'poor' blowfly areas indicates that migration
involvìng much greater distances than those above may be 
'important ìn
finding 'good' areas.
I,Jith the except'ion of the last paragraph we have been d'iscussìng
L. cuprLna,S activity over short tìme-scales (i.e. appropriate to the
env.irogram) but it is known .1. cuprina has a yearly cycle in that it 
'is
not found on the wìng during winter - over-wintering as eìther
hibernating prepupae or as puparìa. Fuller (1934) reports that the
appearance and disappearance of the adults was correlated directly
with soil temperature. She gave the fol'lowing information for several
species of b'lowflY:
oÇ (6" in SOiI ) SPECIES BE GINS Et\lERGING
CaLLiphora stYgia








She adds tlrat as the cold weather approaches the flies cease to
emerge in the same order at about the same temperatures. If we relax
rigour and count an indiv'idual just on the point of emerging as an
adult and if we regard this "heat energy (in soil)', as acting on that
adult then we can represent -õ. cuprLna's yearly cycle on the env.irogram
by making this heat energy (in soil) a modifier (3rd-order) of the heat
energy actual]y experienced by the animal - if the former was not
present then the latter would not be applicable.
0n the adult envirogram we have made "subject anìmal (activity)" and
the attendant modìfiers a modifier of resources in general - the
onìy particular case where th'is may be difficult to follow ìs "heat
energy" (note 6) but we have seen that ¿. cuprina at tjmes shows
preferences for shade or sunlight, activity mediating the choice.
In fact as was argued generally in the first paragraph of this note
activity will rnodify the whole centrum but to save space on an already
crowded envirogram we will not show the modjfiers attached to the other
three classes. The on'ly differences would probably be some specific
predator-avoiding behaviours or strategies but we have found no details
in the literature.
Finally, we wilì see in note 2 a spec'iaì relation between activ.ity and
carbohydrate; the appearance there of "subject animal (actìvity)"
as a fìrst'order modifier is for reasons additional to those discussed
in this note. The connection in note 14 between activity and oxygen
is similar.
Also see note 12 for some activ'ity related malentities.
Tillyard and seddon (tggg) state that the bel'ief that adult blowflies
groul after emergence is false; nutrition being used to fuel activity
and for (cyclìcaì) sexual maturation (see note 7). The f;¡st of these
uses is catered to by carbohydrate and the second by protein. l,later
uptake is the only other necessity.
wATtR. Roberts and Kitching (ßlq) showed, in experiments,
that flies subs'isting only on larvar reserves and water can
surv'ive for 4-5 days. water uptake increased each day, the
highest means be'ing 0.87 ul /fiy/hour for males and z.z3 vl/
fìylhour for females. tven when denied water (and aìl other
food ) from the time of eclosion ¿. cup'ina may rive three days
(i)
13.
in a reasonab'ly active state. These two results indicate that
L, cttprirru is often able to escape from adverse conditions to
more nutritionaìly favourable environments. Although Roberts
and Kitching showed that I. cupr"Lna was capable of ingesting
dry foodstuffs, such would be rare in the wild and most of the
fly's water requ'irement would be taken up in the characteristically
ìiquid sources of "carbohydrate" and "protein". Apart from these
latter tr. eupr"Lna can util ize the water in "dew", "ra'indrops"
and the "mud" around standing water, when (occasional1y) needed.
All will be first-order modifiers of water and "standing water"
will be a second.order modifier.
(ii ) CARB0HYDRATE. Blowfl ies can and do util ize virtualìy any
sugar-rich source to obtajn carbohydrate: the honeydew from
aphids, coccids and psyllids (e.9. the cabbage aphid Breuicotyne
bz,assicae) and other sweet secretions from 'insects; insect
blood; nectar from the blossoms of many plants - particularly
from the tea-trees (Leptospermun spp. and MeLaLeuca spp. ),
Angophoz,a spp. and EueaLyptus spp.; plant sap; and, rott'ing
fruit. Even dung and carrion, usually utìlized for protein
content wil l provide some sugar. All of these will be first-
order modifiers of "carbohydrate". High'ly concentrated sources
of carbohydrate are more attractive to the f'ly though experìments
by Roberts and Kitching using sucrose solutions of different
concentrations (and dry sucrose) showed no significant differences
in the actual amount taken up. Not suprisingìy x. cuprina's
carbohydrate uptake is pr:oportional to its level of activìty
(axiomatically, more activity implies more food). Consequently,
any activity by the f1y wi'11 be a first-order modifier of thjs
resource and given the assumption, implicìt in the literature, that
all ¡. cupz,ina's activity is teleo'logical we can list a number of
objects as second-order modifiers, theoretically, all the
fo'l'lowing: oviposition sites, mates, protejn (see below),
carbohydrate, water, predators (evasion of) and perhaps sleeping
sites. In practice carbohydrate and water (particularly) are
seldom in short supply, sleeping sites are probably ubiquitous
and the expense of evading predators is ìikely to be inconsequential;
so only ovipositjon sites, mates and protein are 'l'ikely, at times,




The sexual development of males is not cyclical but somewhat
simjlarly to the females they show a lower more extended peak
in protein consumption which gradually dwindles with age. However,
unljke the females there is apparently no phys'ioìogical reason for
protein utpake and it is suggested that the protein motivation
of males is to utilize protein sources as mating concourses or
contact sites (again see note 7). This is consistent with
males beìng primariìy carbohydrate motivated throughout their
lìves - i.e. to fuel their movements from mating s'ite to mating
site, and repeated matings.
Finally, despite the general tendency in the literature to
partit'ion blowfly nutritÍon ìnto the sections treated above, severa'l
authors make it clear that a balance between protein and carbohydrate
consumption is important to both males and females: both live
longer and females produce more eggs more quick'ly if the
appropriate balance is achieved.
It is a formal characteristic of the equations we use to define and
classify animal environments that objects which positively modify
mating success will also appear on the envirogram as resources (for
fuller discussion see the General Introduct'ion to this series of papers).
In the present case "suitable ovipos'ition site" is a positive first
order modifier of any mate for our subject female because unless such
a site is found neither will have any viable offspring as a result of
their mating.








Because of the s'ignificant differences between the above three cases,
jn treatjng oviposition sites as a resources we have resolved ìt into
the three classes mentioned; all the various modifiers would appear
as second-order (and higher) modifìers of mates in the particular




and lizards; wild pigs consume and dismember carcasses; and
Smjt (1931), in South Africa, reported that the hunting by
graz'iers of carnivorous birds and mammals because of the danger
to the'ir f I ocks al so removed the scaveng'ing actì vi ty which had
greatly reduced the carrion available to the blowflies.
Consequently this tactic of flock husbandry had the adverse effect
of increasing the blowfly probìem. He mentions that this has
occurred,to at least some extent, in Australia thus ''man" is
a secoñd-order modifier. The same two modifiers "carnivorous
scavengers" (2nd-order) and "man" (3rd-order) w'ill also appear
as modifiers of "carrion" as a protein source (food) for
L. cuprina larvae - they provide another type of competjtion
(see note 20). In an attempt to control the blowfìy probìem
"man" also disposes of (or treats in sone way) carcasses
directly (see note 17). Unseasonal and sudden cold snaps,
particularly following shearing wi'll kilI sheep - thus "heat
energy" is a second-order modifier and "shearers" are third.
order modifiers. L, cuprina and other blowflies aìso supply
sheep carrion: in all 'strikes' there is bacterial actìvity
which produces products toxic to the sheep and in bad cases this
may lead to death. Usually, the sheep wil'l recover either
naturally or by good management in which case it becomes
eligible for re-strike - some sheep have been struck up to
20 times in a year. The 'myiasis carcass' ensuring from death
following strike has unique propertìes - 'i.e. different from
other carrion - see note 18.
In South Africa the utilization of carrion by I. euprina
remajns important (on a par with l'iving sheep) (Smit 1931)
but Waterhouse (1947 ) and Fuller (1934) provide experimental
results which suggest that in Australia ¿. anprina is less
successful in carrion than on live sheep (see the larval
envirogram and notes 16, 18 and 20). In summary, Kitch'ing
1981 comments that in Austral ia I. cuprina appears to have
evolved farther down the l"oad towards obligate paras'itism.
live sheep - all sheep are potential ovipos'itìon sites for
gravid femal e L.cupr"ina. Whether or not a particular sheep is
actually 'struck' depends on a combinatìon of the qualities
and conformation of the individual sheep and outside or environ-
mental factors. Many of the former, as characteristics of the
(iii)
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object "living sheep" cannot appear independanily on the
envìrogram but the latter wjll all be modifjers). To make
clear the signìficance of many of the 'sheep conformation,
factors we wil l first have to ouiline some more generaì
consideration.
First we consider the factors of "odour" (first.order
modifier of oviposit'ion s'ite), sight, touch and taste used
by r. euprLna to find and posìtion itself around a resource -
see note 1. shanahan (1965) reports that recent tarsar
contact with moisture is essential to promote oviposit-ion,
which 'is still low unless the oviposition (with its highly
developed tactile sense) is in a nearìy saturated atmosphere
at the time of egg-rayìng. Both "moisture (on substrate)"
and "mo'isture (in air)" are thus first-order modif.iers of
"oviposition sites,,.
Together w'ith the acceptable temperature range - i.e. "heat
energy", - the three first-order modifiers of the previous
paragraph give us the crjtical requirements for oviposìtion.
Thus, to return to the cl ass of ovi pos.ition si tes "l i v.ing sheep,, :
Appropriate "odour" can be induced in sheep by a great complexity
of factors. Nor.is (1959) argues that ',wool,' (znd-order mod. )
has a sìight attractiveness to blowflies, in any case, .in that
it 'is dead - though not yet decomposing. Tilryard and seddon
(1933) also comment that ammonia-producing,'bacteria,,
(Znd-order mod.) have been isolated from urine-free wool. The
suggestion is that ammoniacal odour serves to attract tr. cupz,ina.
The conditions where thjs, and other, bacteria will flourish,
will quickly transform any slìght attract.ion .into definite
susceptì bi'li ty to 'stri ke' . Mo.isture retai ned i n the wool f rom
whatever source is essential and provìdes a good medìum for
bacterial growth. "Moisture" is a third-order modifier jn
this context and higher order modifiers of it will be the same
as those that modify "mo'isture (on substrate) as a f.irst-order
modifier of ovìposition sites (ment.ioned above, see below).
19.
"Soi l " , "organi c matter" and faecal matter ( "faeces" and "uri ne" )
retained jn the wool prov'ide nutnients for bacterial growth
- all are third-order modifiers. "Green and improved pasture",
because of high water content favour faecalstainìng and are
fourth-order modifiers. Morley et aL (I976) comment that
drought feeding with "wheat" or moving a flock to a pasture
which had been grazed by cattle may induce dìgestìve disturbances
leading to d'iarrhoea - thus we have "wheat" and "pasture" as
fourth.order modifiers and "rain" and "cattle" as fifth-order
modifers. Increased "water" intake (4th'onder) in hot condjtions
("heat energy", 5th-order) can have similar effects, and infection
with "helminths" (4th-order, see note 4) also favours faecal
staining. "Sweat also aids bacterial growth; hot conditions
('heat energy", 4th.order) tend to cause sweatìng and high
humidity ("mo'isture (in air)" 4th-order) wiII tend to prevent
it evaporat'ing. In additjon, Holdaway (1932) suggests that
progressive changes in Australian pastures have affected the
skin secretions of sheep rendering them a more suìtable medium
for bacterial growth - thus "pasture" ìn a fourth-order modifier.
Bacteria are transferred from sheep to sheep ("other sheep"
3rd-order) particularly when.they are yarded together ("yards"
4th-order); transferance is also aided when sheep congregate
in the shade ("trees" 4th-order) on hot days ("heat energy"
5th-order). Cold weather ("heat decomposìtion of yolk (wool
grease), faecal material, sweat, wool and sk'in detritus tends to
cause an 'inflamatoray reaction in the sk'in and skin exhudat'ions
as the conditions favouring strike develop.
The "moisture (on substrate)" requ'ired by tr: cuprina for
ovì pos i tìon 'i s al so 'i nduced by a great compl ex'i ty of f actors .
The first necessary requirement is an adequate amount of "wool"
(2nd-order) to trap the moisture. Sheep with markedly wrinkled
and folded skins consequently have denser wool in those areas
resulting in greater water retention both in the corrugatìons and
jn the wool. Wool yoìk is hydroscop'ic so fleece w'ith a hìgh




predispositjon that his sheep have for strike - see note 5.
Norris (1959) reports that one lay'ing female ,. cuprina serves
as an attractant to others so that many females may mass eggs
j n orre si tuatjon. Thus, "other 1ayì nc fernal cs" ì s a l''irst -
order modifier of all ovipos'itìon s'ites; this behaviour will
also have effects on the egg and larval envirograms - see notes.
0n the envirogram we can indic'iate .0. euprina's preference
jn oviposìtion sites by show'ing "carrion" as a first-order
mod'ifier of "garbage" because the latter is less likely to
be selected by a gravid female in the presence of the former.
Similarly, we show "su'itable Iiving sheep" as a modifier of
"carrion".
Finally, we have been discussing suitable ovìposit'ion sites for
L. cttprina but many cases are recorded jn whìch a female has
laìd eggs where they cannot survive - thjs may be in healthy
wool or in rott'ing vegetable matter orin some of the more
curious sites given under garbage (above). For the same
reason that a positive modifier of mates is a resource, a
negative modifier of mates will be a malentìty - thus
"unsu'i table ovipos'i tìon site".
Morley et aL (19i6) conducted several experiments to gauge the effect
of helminth parasites on sheep and the relationshìp between ìnfestation
and stri ke.
The most ìmportant and numerous nematode parasites present were
Haemonchus contor.tus, TriehostrangyLus sp., )sterlagt a sp. and
Nemato&Lrus sp.. The presence of these parasites tended to favour
breach soil'ing with soft, wet faeces. There was a s'ignificant
d'ifference between sheep drenched at weaning wìth an antj-helminth
drench - 20% had soiled breaches - and those not drenched - 55%.
0f the sheep weaned onto'clean' pasture only 30% were infected
wjth helminths, whjle 44% of those weaned onto pasture occupìed
prevíously by other affected sheep became 'infected.
"Helminths" appear on the envirogram as a fourth-order modifier
of the ov'iposition s'ite "living sheep"; "drench" and pasture"
wilI appear as fifth-order modifiers and "other an'imals" prevìously
5
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i nfected and respons'ibl e for i nfecti ng the pasture w'i I I appear as
si xth-order modi fi ers.
By the suppression of helminths the incidence of strike'in the
rad'ical'ly mulesed weaner sheep was reduced from S0% to S%.
Man is a first.order modifier of L cuprina,s oviposition site,
"living sheep" by empìoy'ing a number of protective measures for his
flocks. The experìence and judgement of a grazier is important
in timing the use of, and ìmpìementing, these measures. Many of these
measures will also appear as malentities or modifjers of malentities
on the envìrogram.
It has been shown that the factors of conformat'ion whjch predispose
sheep to fìy-strike tend to be passed on to their offspring.
consequent'ly, breeding programs aga'inst these factors have been
undertaken by the C.S.1.R.0. and many private breeders.
In addition, several tact'ics can be empìoyed ìn husbandry. shearing
incidenta'l'ly falls into thìs categorV, but particularly the Mule,s
operat'i on (wi th some modern refi nements ) , tai I -docki ng , crutchì ng.
pizzle-rìnging, and horn-chipping. Al I were deveroped to counter
specific problem areas.
"Jets", "swabs" and "dips" (1st-order mods) are used to appry various
chemicals (maìentìtes - see note 11) both to prevent and treat st¡ikes.
"Dressìngs" are also used (again with chemicals) to treat strjkes and
if they act as a protective covering of the wound they wì1] tend to
prevent re-strike. In their preventive capacity all these applìcation
methods will be modifiers of chemicals (maìentities) on the adult
envirogram while as treatments they wilì function similar'ly on the
larval (and probab'ly the egg) envirogram(s).
Both the chemicals and the app'liances should appear as modifjers
of the ov'iposit'ion site "living sheep" but to save space we have
used "man" (1st-order) as their proxy and represent them in full as
malentities (where "man" will be a second-order modìfier. )
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S'imilarìy on the larval env'irogram we show "man" as a second-order
modjfier of prote'in (food) as obtained from fivìng sheep - agaìn
the full chains appear under malentities.
Both rates of development (loosely - 'ageing') and ecological actìvity
for f,. cupz,ina are temperature dependant. The assumption of a linear
rel ati onshi p for the former permi ts 'identi f i cat'ion of a devel opmental
zero and thermal summation by ìntegrat'ion of the area under the curve
of environmental temperatures and above the developmentaì zero line
to estimate age/state of development'in day degrees (or other unìt-time
degrees) (fitching 1977). Vogt et al (I974) 'identified a developmental
zero of 8.2oC and defjned 6 stages in the first overian cycle and
five 'in subsequent cycles. tJoodburn et al (1978) give the following
estimates for the first five stages of the first overian cycìe:
Table III: Mean femaLe age in dny-degrees at cornpLetion of each stage
of egg deueLopment dur"Lng the first ouarian cgcLe
Stage Mean t s. d.
0 31.3r 7.7
I 41.0t 7.9
ll 53.5 t 11.5
lll 68.7 1 10.4
lV 74.8t 8.4
Act'iv'ity - temperature relatjonships are gìven in note 1
There will aìways be a range of heat energies around an optìmum (range)
which are positively beneficial for an animal. In L. cuprinats case
the optìmum will be about ?6.7oC because it is the lowest temperature,
and hence the sl owest ' agei ng' rate, sti I I al I owi ng maxìmum acj ti vi ty.
The upper lìmit of the posìtìvely beneficial range w'i1ì be about 3BoC
because at higher temperatures the animal becomes rapidly less actjve
while it is age'ing ever more qujckly; the lower ljm'it is more
d'ifficult to determine because whiIe activ'ity quickly decreases below
26.7oC the an'imal wì l1 be ageì ng more s'lowly. Th j s benef ici al range
of heat energ'ieS const'itutes a set of resources on the envjrogram.
gutside of thìs range the animal wjll become increasingly disadvantaged
until the upper and lower death po'ints are reached. We have found no
information concern'ing these poìnts but for our purposes jt is sufficjent
to note that if a particular heat energy obiect is not a resource
then it is a maìentìty. That 'is, notwithstanding the following
7
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possible curious result. It depends on the positìon of the lower
death poìnt: if that poìnt is B.zoc (calculated deveìopmenta'l zero)
or above the conclusion that all non-resource heat energìes are
nralentities wjll clearly fo'llow. But if the death point'is below
B.zoC then for the range between death point and B.zoC the animal will
show no activity but also will not age. Clearly, there is no
advantage to the animal but unless the situation'stresses' the anjmal
in some way (and that is djfficult to see if the animal is not ageìng)
then there will also be no disadvantage. The range of heat energ'ies
concerned would satìsfy neither the resource nor the malentity
defjnition - formalìy, at least, it would not be in the animal's
envi ronment.
The modifiers for "heat energy" as both resource and malentity wilì
be the same as those discussed in note 1 and represented on the
environment as mod'ifiers of "heat enerqy" as a second-order modifier
of resources (first-order modifier be'ing "subject animal (activity)").
Only adult blowflies qua'lify as potential mates under the mates
definition because at any partìcular time "t" onìy adults, just
then, have a probabììity above zero of producìng v'iable offsprìng
(t¡ris is a simp]ifjcation; for the definition ând fuller discussion
see the General Introductìon). consequentìy, in the three non-adult
envirograms the null set, {/}, appears in the mates sectjon. In
addi ti on , gì ven the .probabì i sti c component of the def i ni t'ion of a
mate we are concerned not only w'ith all the factors that contribute
to mating success but also with lifetime fecundity - the latter
measured by the number of v'iable fertil'ized eggs 1a'id by our subject
femal e .
All the avajlable adult male ¿. cuprLna are potential mates for our
female. They fall ìnto two classes: natural members of the
popuìation and the mutants released by the C.S.I.R.0. (see note 8).
with the latter exieption all modifiers will be the same for both
classes and together they wì1ì determine the mating success of the
relevant male - female paìr'ing. several authors comment that the
ratio of the sexes is 1:1.
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Fol low'ing the approx'imately 31.4 day- degree teneral pe¡iod our
female must do 3 things to produce v'iable eggs:
( i ) f i nd protei n to begi n maturi ng eggs ;
(ii) mate with one of the available males; and
(iii ) f ind an ov'iPosit'ion site
(j) Protein: Note 2 gives details of sources, normal utility
to the fly and factors effecting ava'i1abi1ìty. However'
the shortage or absence of protein can have rather drastic
effects on mat'ing success. It has been shown that virg'in
females must f.ind protein with'in 3-4 days of emerg'ing
before they wì I 'l read'i 'ly accept mal es ; ol der vi rg'i n femal es
remained reluctant to mate even after they were suppl'ied
wì th protei n. T'i 1 'lyard and seddon ( 1933) comment that the
females ovaries will not mature at all unless proteìn is
obtained w'ithjn the first 10 days of adult Iife. Kitch'ing
(1981) nótes that females wìth access to an inadequate
amount of proteìn w'ill mature less than a full clutch of
eggs. He says that thì s occurs i n a smal ì percentage of cases
in the wild. In add'ition, delays 'in finding prote'in, though
not long enough to give the above drastic results, are
important (see below). Nevertheless "prote'in (food)" is a
first order mod'ifier of mates
0nce suffjcient prote'in has been obtained ovarian development
is temperature dependant w'ith a developmental zero of 8.?oC
.identjfied by vogt et al (1974) and Woodburn et al (19i8).
(ìi ) Mati ng: Qnce mated, femal es w'il I not read'ily mate a second
time. Thus, characteristically, all of the progeny of a
female (i.e. produced over several cycles - see below) wì11 be
sired by one male. NevertheleSSr any male ("other males") that
manages to mate w'ith a prev'iousìy mated female will repìace
the origìnal male as sire of subsequent progeny - as such,
he is a first-order mod'ifier of the mating success of the
ori gi nal pa'i rì ng.
(iii)
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Several authors comment that mating occurs on or around
feeding sìtes wh'ich act as 'centres of attraction, for both
sexes and hence as "mating concourses" (lst.order mod). usually
protein sites are mentioned though 'it would seem that meetings
could occur at carbohydrate sites as well. perhaps the
greater abundance of carbohydrate sites means that a male
is more likely to meet more females at protein sites - and
so this strategy has evolved. Kitching (1991) notes that there
is good ev'idence for mat'ing de]ays - obtained by comparing
morpholog'ical age criteria with reproductive state and an
ideal (i.e. heat driven) development. Further good, though
ci rcumstanti al , ev'idence ì s prov.ided by trappi ng resul ts ,
wherein sign'ificant proportions (avenaged at 5% over a year)
of unmated though fu]ly gravid femaìes were caught. Foster
et al (1975) confirms this. A shortage of mating concourses .is
considered to be the reason and as with the'protein delays,
(above) mati ng deì ays are important (see be'low) .
Oviposition: (Most deta'ils are given ìn note 3) The
ovipos'ition of a clutch of eggs ends a cycle of ovarian
development. Norrjs (1965) comments that eggs, not oviposìted
within the first five days after maturation, may degenerate
and become non-viable. This is not the only reason that
deì ays i n ovi pos'i ti on are important ( see bel ow) .
Each time a female oviposits she can begin a new cycle of
ovarian development - she may even feed on the protein site
just utilized for oviposit'ion to begin maturing the next
clutch of eggs. As mentioned above mating need not occur
in these later cycìes. Ovipos.ition wil ì follow; and so on,
through succeed'ing cycles. Thus, we could determine the
l'ifetime fecundity of a female tr. euprirm, by knowìng:
(a) the clutch s'ize she lays
(b) the number of clutches laid during her lìfe
Clutch size: Foster et aL (1975) reports that clutch
s'ize is a linear correlate of the size of the adult
female fly as indicated by its head width. They gìve
the equati on:
Y (clutch s'ize) = 172.64æ - 298.67




Presumably, this is fo¡ideal conditions. Several factors
are known to influence adult s'ize (and hence clutch size):
the larval medium, the density and species composition of the
larvae on the med'ium during the feeding phase, and the length
of time that a larva is permitted to feed (for all, see notes
1g, 19 and 20). A]though it is not formally true, for reasons
sim'ilar to those alluded to in note 16 when discussing a similar
case, We ShoW "larval medium (of subiect female)" and "larval
competition" as first-order modifiers of notes. From the above
equat.ion Kitch'ing (1977 ) g'ives a clutch size of 220 based on
an average head width of 3.00 n¡m. Shanahan (1965) gives a range
of clutch sj ze 70-260 while Kitch'ing (rgzq) g'¡ves 120-280.
Number of clutches: th'is will be a further function of the
length of each ovarìan cycle and longevity. Kitch'ing's .(1977 '
1981) results indicate a median ìongevity of approximately
400 day degrees for females under laboratory conditions wìth
each of the ovarian cycles lasting approximately 42.2 day degrees'
D'iscounting the teneral period this would allow ¿. cuprina,
potentially, about 9 ovarian cycles (see case 1, table beìow).
Kitching comments that he has observed up to 7 or even more in
the jdeal laboratory situation. Cases 2, 3 and 4 on the table
consider successive rates of mortality 'in the field overlaid on
case 1 and he argues that field longevity wì1l have a median of
approx.imately 170 day degrees - corresponding to just over 3
oviposition cycles (case 4). Thus, all those factors which
shorten the life and lower the fecund'ity of our female to below
the potentia'l maximum wilì be fìrst-order modifiers of any mated
pair - in short, these modifiers will be all the "predators and
malentitjes" appearing on the env'irogram. Given that these
factors reduce field longev'ity to the median given above any
factor which serves to increase the length of ovarian cycles
(ie. over the ideal temperature dependant tìme) wi'11 reduce actual
fecundity. These factors fall 'into two classes. Fjrstly, covered
above, shortages of protein, maìes and mating concourses, and
ovipositìon sites w'ill all tned to ìengthen ovarian cycles'
The second class relates to the fl'ies abjlity to search for
and find the above requirements. As Kitch'ing (tgll) remarks
"the crucial point is that when environmental conditions are
such as to'impajr activity the ìnsect will be less able to
( b)
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search for and exploit resources in the field. t^lhen these
resources are essential to the developmental progress of the
animal this will cause delays and consequent reductions in
fecundity over the lifetime of the individual concerned',.
The range of modifiers captured by the above generalization
has wider application on the envirogram and details are given
in note 1. Thus "subject animar (activity)', will be a modifier
(2nd-order) of "protein (food)',, "mating concourses" and
"oviposition site" and the higher order modifiers (given in
note 1 and on the envirogram) wilì determine, in conjunction
with the availabiìity of sites, whether delays occur. Kitching
summarizes what he calls the time/resources/fecundity mechanism






















The upper arrow shows the undelayed progress of ovarian
development when onìy heat'input'is lim'iting; the lower
arrow indicates the course of deveìopment wìth the delays
discussed above. The symbols are those used by Kitching (t977)
and refer to equations used in that paper.
The last three cases on the table g'ive field measurements. Presumabìy
the difference between them and case 4 indicates the extent of the
delays encountered in each of the years. LPF means lifetime potent'ial
fecundity and LAF, lifet'ime actual fecundity - both are calculated from
the numbers of ovipositions usìng 220 as clutch sjze.
TABLE 2: Estimates of the mean numbers of oviposìtions for LuciLia
cuprina (see Fig. 4 and text) (K'itching, 1981).
Case Si tuati on Number of
ovi pos i ti ons
LPF or LAF









Labor.atory-type surv i val
Natural survival case 1
Natural surv'ival case II






















Foster et aL (1975) comment that the occurrence of more than three
ovarian cycles in the wjld is unusual (unpublished data). Many authors
give norma'l time (days etc. ) estimates of longev'ity, cycle length etc.,
but the present authors bel ieve that in this context the day-degrees
measurements prov'ide more s'ignificant generalizations. In the laboratory
males live significantly shorter lives than females. Finally, several
authors quote 1000 eggs as an estimate of lìfetime fecundity but the
figure seems to be unpublished and is probably a laboratory result.
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For fuller discussion and the difficulty of interpretation of 'H(human)'
genera'|1y, see the General Introduction to this series (1983 version).
Few predators of adult ¿. eupnina are mentioned in the literature.
Several authors comment that some blowfl ies must be eaten by
insectivorous birds: onìy one observation is recorded, nhípidura
Leucopltyrs, the w'illie-wagtail. Similar'ly, several authors comment
that generalist insectivores ìike predacious wasps such as Sericophorus
spp., asilids and dragonflies must also take some.
10.
Foster et aL (1975) comment that during the teneral period (i.e. before
flight muscles are fu1ly operational) adults are at much greater risk
of p'redation by non-flying insectivores, though they name none.
Norris (tgSg) names ants but it is not clear if he means as predators
of adul ts.
Til'lyard and Seddon (1933) report that adult blowflies suffer from fungal
diseases, the best known of which is Etnpusa nasca.e. They also note that
adults are attacked by bacterial diseases but no further details are
given. Norris (1950) reports that certain weat,her condjtions increase
the inc'idence of both the above but again gives no details.
11. Tiìlyard and Seddon (1933) discuss many oils, pastes, powders and
emulsions applied to sheep in various ways in attempts to control
blowflies. Most of the chemicals have fallen into disuse, though the
methods of application are still used - some are listed in note 5.
The discussion below is confined to the effect of these chemicals
on adult flies but it is clear that r. cuprirn inrnature stages will
also encounter these malentities. Note 17 gives some details.
For a time DDT and BHC were widely used. Shanahan (tg6S) reported
that jetting with these chemicals could provide 6 weeks protection
against body strike and 10-14 weeks protect'ion aga'inst poìl strike
in rams. Dieldrin and Aldrin were also used brief'ly and the same
author reported that ietting with them provided 14 weeks protection
against body strike and 6 weeks against breach strike. But by'late
1957 field populat'ions of r. cupz'ina had developed aìmost total
resistance to Dieldrin and Aldrin. Apparently there had been a
resistant gene a'lready present at high frequency in the population
when the use of these chemicals commenced. Subsequently, various




Also in note 1 there were comments concerning the effect of humidity
("mo jsture (in air)" ) on ,1. eupnina. Aga'in it seems almost certain
that there will be a beneficial range of humid'ities (resources) and
a progressively debilitating range (malentities). In both cases,
the modifiers will be those g'iven in note 1.
F'inally, the suggestions above have been that the obiects concerned
are d'irect malentities, but the objects also qual'ify as malentities
for the following reason: all, at certain values (where applicable)
are negative modifiers of "subject animal (activity)" in that they
can prevent L. cupr|na from foraging or mating etc. As the cause
of such delays in the animal's 'working schedule' a'll, at the
relevant values, satisfy the definition of a malentity.
A trap constitutes a malentity in the env'ironment of an indiv'idual
f1y because it is an'inanimate obiect which reduces the fly's life
expectancy and poss'ibility of producing offspring. The use of traps
has decl'ined in modern times, though at times in some areas traps have
been widely used'in an attempt to control blowflies - i.e., in general,
not just I. eupz'Lrn. There has been considerable debate over the
effectiveness of traps aS an agent of control, though Mackerras (1936)
demonstrated that a high intensity of traps (one per 100 acres) could
reduce 'strike' by uP to 50%.
Tillyard and Seddon (1933) give details of traps and records of
phenomonally high catches (w'ithout specifying the species involved).
Va¡ious baits are reported by various authors - the on'ly po'int of
real interest is that baits in the earìy stages of decomposition
w'ill attract primary flies (see note 20) like ¿. cttprírø., wh'ile
increasing percentages of secondary flies will be attracted as
decomposition advances. Consequently, traps that are not cleaned
and re-baited frequently mayfavour primary f'lies (r. cupz'ùna) by
reducing the deimag'ing effects of secondary larval med'iums (see note
20). The appearance of "traps" on the larva envirograms refers to
this possìbi I ity.
"Bait", generaììy, is a first-order modifier of traps and the chemical
'Bromoform' which increases the attractjveness of (any) bait to
LuciLia spp. will be a second.order modifier. Though man modifies
all components of this chain we place him on'ly at the end' as a
third.order modifier.
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"Other blowflies" accumulated in or around a trap and the activity
of "larvae" resulting from ov'iposition on the bait wilI both tend
to attract further flies and are thus first-order modifiers (Norris
1e65 ) .
Blowflies were attracted to dark coloured traps and repelìed by
light coloured ones under hot conditions, while the reverse was
true under cool conditions (Norrìs 1965). Thus, "co'lour" as a first-
order modifier and "heat energy" as a second-order modifier. These
experimental results.were foreshadowed b¡r T'i11yard and Seddon's earlier
advice on the placement of traps: they argued that the shade given
by "trees and shelter" (lst,.order modifier) would be sought by flies
in hot weather (Znd-order modifier) while open, sunlit spaces would
be favoured when cooler (see note 1) - and that traps should be
placed accordingly. In the latter (cooler case), the appropriate
"heat energy" as a second-order modifier would remove "trees and
shelter" from the envirogram.
In experiments in Canberra, it was found that of a line of traps the
one most to wjndward would always catch more flies (Ti1ìyard and
Seddon 1983). Blowflies tend to move with the w'ind (see note 1)
so presumab'ly they tend to be attracted by the first trap they come
across. Thus, "kinetic energy (wind)" as a first order modifier.
Tillyard and Seddon also note that all adult blowflies are attracted
to light sources and they comment that this is important in the
construction of traps. Although they do not give further details
we have included "1ight energy" as a fírst order modifier.
F'inal'ly, Kitching (tg8t) shows that adult female I. cuprina at
different stages of development show different propensities for being
trapped. Given that most baits are made of protein of some sort,
the catches in traps tend to be made up predominantely of prote'in
motivated flies - i.e., young, post-teneral flies requìring protein
to begin egg maturation and fulìy gravid flies seeking purulent
flesh for oviposit'ion. No cornments are made regard'ing ma'les but
given that their protein consumption rises to an early peak and
then dwindles it would seem ìikely that they would be trapped




Kìtching (pers. comm.) reports that adult r. cuprina take up "oxygen"
(resource) through their tracheae. He suggests that as with other
insects, consumption will be modified by activity ("subiect animal
(activity)" - lst-order modifier) - i.e., not like other adult
resources in that a search is needed but that activity'itself
requires oxygen. In turn the principa'l modifier of activity is
"heat energy" (2nd order; see note 1).
L. cupz"Lna larvae take up oxygen through pairs of spiracles, both
anterior and posterior; the same modifiers apply. Ti'llyard and
Seddon (1933) report that at times larvae drown (see note L9).
It seems clear that lack of oxygen is the cause - thus "v',ater"
as a first-order mod'ifjer of oxgyen.
As a coro'l'lary to our comments in note L concerning the role of an
independent moving organism's act'iv jty, a Z. euprí,na egg, not capable
ofindependent movement, has its entire envirogram modified either by
inanimate forces of nature or those in combination with the movement
of the sheep upon which it was laid. In short, the entire envirogram
'is modified by the "oviposition site" chosen by'its female parent.
The egg's first requirement or resource is a "substrate" to which'it is
anchored by a sticky secretion (lst-order modifier) exuded by the "female
parent" (2nd-order modìfier) at oviposìtion. The only other resources
are sufficient heat energy and sufficient humid'ity to reach hatch'ing.
We have found l'ittle information on egg temperature tolerances:
Waterhouse (tl+l ) found, in the laboratory, that eggskept and hatched
at 104'F gave stunted larvae and that at 100"F the larvae grew quickìy
upon hatching but none pupated. However, in a batch and fed for
3 days at 104"F and then removed to 75'F all pupated.and produced
adults. Clearly an egg's upper heat tolerance limit is higher than
a larva's and given l,Jaterhouse's first result we presume that it will
be below 104"F. We have no information on the lower limit although
as usual there will be a range of "heat energy" resoqrces and a range
of malentities. Waterhouse also gives the folìowìng ìnformatìon about
the temperature conditions on sheep:
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lrl'inter, approx. 80 oF
SKIN TEMPERATURE: Variable but generally above 90'F
All the "heat energy" modifiers from the adult env.irogram (and note 1)
will be operative here also. Both sheep (figures above) and carrion
(see note 18) have characteristíc latent heat energy ("heat energy
(substrate)") which will be a first-order modifier. In addition,
we can see from l,rjaterhouse's figures the importance of ,,moisture
(on substrate)" which will also be a first-order mod.ifier. clearly
an egg would be in difficulties in sumrner on a dry fleece on a sheep
standing in bright sunl ight. Final ly, both "heat energy (substrate) "
and "moisture (on substrate)" will be modified (2nd-order modifier)
by oviposition site, and "moisture (on substrate)', will also be
modified by the same modifiers as on the adult envirogram and in
note 3.
Given the above it is not surprìsìng that several authors note the
importance of humidity ("moisture (in a'ir)") for egg survivaì.
Foster et aL (1975) comment that for temperatures between 25-30'c
any reìative humidity above 70% produces no ill effects; however,
outside this temperature range, humidities below 90% cause marked
reductions in both development rates and hatching success. Thus
"heat energy" is a first order modifier. Norris and other con¡ment
that such mass oviposition may benefit the species if humiditjes are
unsuitable for egg survivaì as eggs near the centre of the mass may
be protected from desiccation. AgaÌn, there will be a range of
moisture (in air) resources, and malentities. "Other eggs,' as modified
by "fema'le parent and other L.euprLna females" will be a first.order
modifier - particu'larly of the malentjt'ies (as with the aclul.L
envÍrogram) the principal modifier of "moisture (in air)', w.il1 be
"moisture (on substrate" which in turn wirr be modified by




Tillyard and Seddon (1933) record the hatch'ing t'ime as 1-2 days
except ìn very cold weather but Foster et aL (1975) quote B-12 hours.
In simulated strikes w'ith constant moistening the latter recorded
a hatching level of 70.6% ! 7.4%.
Thene is considerably more information concerning the predators and
parasites of ¿. cuprína's immature stages than for adults, though
various authors disagree on minor points.
Any known predator of any particular stage (i.e. EGG, LARVA, PUPA)
will appear on the relevant envirogram though many factors will
determine the likelihood of a particular ind'ividual being attacked.
Most importdnt of these is the oviposition site chosen by the female
parent; many authors comment that virtually all blowfly predators
use carrion as a'cue'resulting in a steady build-up in the number
of predators at a "carrion" site and their virtual absence from "living
sheep" sites.
Clear'lyn oviposition site will be a first-order modifier for any
predator - indeed ov'iposition site modifies every aspect of obiect
on every immature stage envirogram (see also note 14). ldhile all of
L. cuprina's immature stage predators are more successful on carrion
we wil l show "carrion" as a modifier only for those predators not
present on live sheep (Thus, if "carrion" does not appear the
predator will attack immature stages on or from l'ive sheep - albeit
infrequently in most cases).
I,Jith the exception of the predacious secondary bìowf'ly larvae and the
very occasional Hymenopterous parasite all of the organìsms mentioned
below apply only when carrion is the site (Tillyard and Seddon, 1933):
Ants: 0n1y rridomArmeæ detectus, the meat ant, is mentioned specifically
but Tiì1yard and Seddon (1933) comment that the species is relatively
rare in sheep areas. They add thatthespecies prefers carcasses in
bright sunl ight, thus "'light" 'is a f irst order modif ier. Kitching (1981)
refers to the ubiquitous, omnivorous ants and several authors conrnent
that ants will attack both eggs and larvae. Waterhouse (1947) notes
that ants make their main attacks (most attacks?) on larvae that are
leaving or have left the carcass. Ants arrìve at a carcass very earìy,
often before -[. cttpr"ina - LueiLia spp. tend to be the first of the
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Tillyard and Seddon regard on'ly the primary and secondary beetles as
relevant for tr. cupz'ina but Fuller (1934) feels that the tertiary stage
families Si'lph'idae and Cleridae may occasionalìy be present in time to
affect r. cuprLna. Kitching (1981) aìso mentions the Silph.idae. Except
where disagreement is noted the order of arrival at the carcass is
assumed to be down the table). Staphylinidae: includes rove beeiles
and devil's coach-horses. The large red devil's coach-horse,
c. ez,ythroeephalus predates both larvae and puparia of blowflies
as do the larvae of the species. However, both adults and larvae
will only attack chrysomyia spp. when no primary, maggots or puparia,
are present. waterhouse (1947 ) comments that an adult of this genus
(i.e. c,eophiLus) will consume 3 fully grown blowfly ,l:arvae per day.
c. erythtocephnLus is also recorded from offal heaps and piggery
wastei if L. cupnina does not occur at such sites, which seems likely
for piggery waste, then the availability of such sites would tend to
reduce the predation of r. eupz.ina - thus "(piggery v,Jaste,' is a first.
order mcidifier. CreophiLus spp. arrive at a carcass at about the same
time as the primary blowfly calLiphora augu.ra - i.e., ô litile after
L, cup'r'ina, (rnis may mean that for a time onìy l. cupz,irn larvae
are available; as such this genus - perhaps fami]y - wiì1 modify
(2nd-order modifier) inter-specific compeition or a carcass; they
wlll also modify primary intra-specific competition (see note 20)
but not secondary intra-specific because of their d.istaste for
chrysomyia spp. cz,eophiLus spp. are numerous in spring, abundant in
summer' declining ìn number during autumn and absent by mid-winter;
thus, the genus wi1ì always be active when ¿. cttprLrn is. Just as
creophilus spp. are becoming ìess active the smaller staphylinids
Philonthrus poLitus, Aleochara haemorz,hoLd.alís (not on above table) ,
and Homalota sorùida are becoming more abundant. The first two named
arrive at the carcass at about the same time as creophiLus spp. and
predate eggs and young larvae. The last named appears very early at
the carcass, about the same time as LusLLia spp. - no furth:r details
are given. Gjven that the smaller staphylin'ids are not present during




None of the other Hymenopterous parasites native to Australia exercise
any appreciable control of blowflies. The following is a compìete
ìist, arranged in the order of super-families and families:-
Super-fam'i ìy CHALCIDOI DEA:
Family CHALCIDIDAE:
1. Brachgmez"La eaLLiphorae (Erogg. )
' (= ChaLcis eaLLiphorae Frogg.).
2. Diz,zhínus sareophagae Frogg.
Fami'ly ENCYRTI DAE:
3. Taehinaephqgus zeaLandLci,¿s Ashmead
(=_ Stenoterys fuLuouentraLis Dodd,
Aust?a1,encyz,ttts gír,auLti J. & T.).
Fami'ly PTEROMALI DAE:
4. MorrnonielLa uitz,LpenrvLs Wal k.
(= Nasorria bz,et¿icorryLs G. & S. ) .
5. SpaLangía obenaþooi Girault
(= S. mtæaidnrun J. & B. nee Rich.).
6. Pachya,epoLdeus dthiæ G. & S.
Super-fami 1y PR0CTOTRYPOI DEA :
Family DIAPRIIDAE
7. HemLl,eæomyia abnpta Dodd.
B. TrLchopz"Ld sp. indet (possibly f. quadtata Dodd).
9. SpilonrLez,as sp. indet




11. PayasieroLa sp. indet.
(Note - The introduced parasite Alysía mandtLeatoz,Panz., belonging
to the famiìy BRACONIDAE, is not included in the above list, as it
is uncertain whether it has become established in Australia.)
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Bl owf ly I arvae: Thi s secti on s houl d be read 'i n co njunction with note
20. All of the blowfly larvae that predate the larvae of ¿. cuprina
will also be competitors in one way or another, however the predac'ious
I arvae wi I I al so mod'i fy competi ti on by reduc'i ng the numbers i nvol ved.
Whenever the following appear on the envirogram as either predators
or modifiers of competitjon they wiìl in turn be modified by the same
modifiers set out in note 20.
Easily the most important of the predacious blowfìy larvae are the
large and voracious larvae of Chrg¡somyia rufifacies. It is stronger
than other maggots and has sharp, strong mouth-hooks which it uses in
predat'ing other maggots. 0n both carrion and livìng sheep it takes
no notice of other maggots until it accidentally touches one when it
quickly curls and bites - the prey struggìes vioìentìy and occasionally
escapes. However, if the escapee is punctured, other maggots (see below)
will gather around and devour it. c. rwfifaaLes larvae prefer a mixed
diet of meat and other larvae but will develop satisfactorily on ejther
alone. For the reasons given in note 20 L. caprLna larvae will fare
better against C. zufifaaLes on live sheep. It is not recorded whether
C. rwfifaates is cannibalistic but on the above information the species
will be a modifier of both intra-specific and primary inter-specific
competition. C. nrLcropogon larvae are also recorded as predators of
L. cupy,Lna larvae and will modify competition in a simiìar way. Fuller
(1934) reports that Froggat (1981) recorded the larvae of the secondary
bìowf'ly MierocalLiphora uaripes as predacious but that she was unable
to verify this. She also reports that she was able to confirm Froggat's
record that the larvae of the tertiary bìowfly peronia rostrata are
occasionalìy pnedacious. The latter would only rareìy be encountered
by r,. cuprLna larvae.
All the above are included there because they do, or may, initiate
predatory attacks on other larvae but in fact larvae of all bìowfìy
species will engage in predatory bouts on injured larvae - usually
following uncompleted attacks by "C. rufifaeLes" (first-order modìfier)
However, healty larvae will attack any dead, injured or debilitated
individuals - Norris (1959) reports that I. cuprLna larvae hatching
on sheep, in adverse conditions will feed on eggs and less hardy
individuals until they attain second instar and are vigorous enough
77.
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to attack the lìving tissue" Thus, any "malentity(s),,which is
sufficiently injurious or any "predator(s)', which damages but fails
to kìll a larvae will be a first-ordcr nrodifier of all blowfly larvae
as predators. In addition, hot (,'heat energy") dry ("moisture (in a.ir),,
condjtions will modify larvae as predatons of eggs. In tr. cupz,inats
case' predation of eggs by larvae wilr usually be by siblings or others
of the species as modified by the tendency of ,'other female ¿. cupz,Lnn,,
to oviposit together (see note 15), though occasionalìy other pr.imary
larvae may be involved.
The removal of carcasses by "man" makes man a first-order modif.ier of
the oviposition site "carrion". Generalìy more important though is
the effect that man's activities have on the larval environment.
carcasses in sheep-grazing areas are invariably flyblown when found;
and, given that tr. cupr|rn is the earliest blowfìy visitor to larval
media the timing of any treatment will be paramount in determining any
effect on our subject species:
The burn'ing of a carcass whire it is occupied by z. cuprLna eggs and
larvae will kill those individuals (,'fire', as a malentity on both
envirograms). However, it is more likely that by the time a carcass
is discovered most of the primary larvae (inc. r. euprurn) will have
developed and departed. In this event the burning of the carcass will
favour tr. anpr|rn by kiìling the secondary larvae still present and
resultìng in decreased secondary inter-specific competition for later
generations (see note 20).
Another tact'ic, carcass burial, is more directìy favourable to
L. cuprirn. Any larvae present wiìì continue to develop and are able
to pupate deep in compact so'il and emerge without suffering iìl-effects
(see note 22). Even better, later blowfly visitors will not be able
to oviposit on the carcass so agaìn secondary inter-specific competition
will be decreased, though this time for the present generation. In
addi tion, 'larval predators wi ì'l not be able to 'cue' onto the carcass
(see note 16)" T'iì1yard and Seddon (193a) report:
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Experiment 3. In February, two cats were killed and exposed for
two days. One of these was thoroughly poisoned by us'ing the solution
of arsenic recornmended by l,J.W. Freggatt (see below); the other was
left unpoisoned. Both carcasses were buried in the ìnsectary cubicles
at the end of the second day, and lhe flies which emerged from them
caught and classified, with the folìowing results:
Total number of flies
Poisoned Cat
Nil
However, unlike fire, burial wìll at least nemove a protein site -
thus affecting adults in a nuntber of ways.
The most effective, though still not ideal, tactic is to poison the
carcass. This will kill ¿. cuprina eggs and larvae (like fire) and
has the added advantage of killing feeding adults - i.e., "chemical"
as malentities for egg, larva and adult - see also note 11. But again
primary flies are likeìy to be less affected than secondary ones and
the result rwil l, I ike fire, modify secondary inter-specific competition
for later generations.
"Carrion" wilI be a first-order modifier for all the malentities
mentioned. "So'il" as modified by "man" (i.e., carcass burial) will
modify secondary inter-specific compeit'ion on the larva envirogram,
while the effect of fir:e and chemicals on future competition would be
shown on envirograms drawn for the secondary competitors.
L. cupyina larvae lìke the adults of the species are capable of
independent movement (the paral'le'l comments at the beginning of
note 1 appìy here aìso). However, because of their limited mobility
their envirogram like that of the egg of the species, will i¡e modified
jn most respects by the oviposition site chosen by their female
parent. Thus, "subject anìmal (activity)" w'ill mod'ify (1st-order)
most resources and in turn will be modìfied, or constra'ined, by
"oviposition site" (Znd-order) and all the attendant modifiers from
note 3 and the adul t env'irogram.
Unpoisoned Cat




The following are the results of some experiments carried out on
the burial of carcasses at canberra by Miss M. Furer (1932b):-
Experiment 1. In October, the carcass of a sheep v,ras divided into
halves, each weighing 15]b. One half was ìeft exposed to ordinary
blowf]y attack for two days, then p'laced in a clean oil-drum in the
insectary, and buried únder 2 feet of fairly'loose soil. The other
half was left exposed for five days, and then p'raced in a similar
drum in the insectary but not buried. The flies which emerged from
each half were counted and classified, with the following result:-











This experiment demonstrates the effect of competition and burial on
the primary maggots.
Experiment 2. Two cats were killed and left exposed for two days.
The carcass of one cat was then buried, while the other was simply
brought into the insectary, and left unburied. The flies which
emerged from each were collected and classified, with the following
resul ts:
From this experiment we conclude that burial greatìy intenferes with
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Growth rates and activity are primarily dependant on temperature
("heat energy" - 2nd-order). Other second-order modifiers will
jnclude "moÍsture (in air)" (see note 21) and "light energy". Ti'llyard
dnd Seddon (1933) report that all blowfly 'larvae are strongly
repelìed by fight - it seems highly'likely that this response ìs
connected with eitehr or both heat energy and humidity but lack'ing
deta'ils we include it provisionally as a second-order modifier. It
is also noted that most larvae, when preparing to pupate, will leave
the medium at night.
Most of Waterhouse (tg+Z) concerns temperature conditions during
larval development. A$a'in, we will see the characteristic divirsion
of heat energies into resources and malentities and the same modifiers
will apply to the two just mentioned and "heat energy" as a modifier
of activity. All the modifiers from notes 1 and 6, and the adult
envirogram wil'l again appìy with the addition, as for the egg, of
"heat energy (substrate)" as a modifier of the next highest order.
Th'is 'in turn, because of the different thermal characteristics of
(i) carrion and (i'i) live sheep, wìll be modified by "ovipos'it'ion
site".
(i) ca mi on: Waterhouse g i ves the fol ì owi ng graph as typi cal carcass
temperature curve. The body temperature of the animal will fall
to near ambient soon after death. Ì^lithin 2 days, the development
of larvae begins s'lowly, caus'ing the temperature to rise - the
process is self-accelerating; as the temperature rises larval
development becomes more rapid and activ'ity far greater - this
results in furthen heat production and equilibrium is soon
reached between air and carcass temperature. Later the same
author adds that while the mechanism has not been investigated
there'is good evidence that larvae produce the high temperatures -
although bacteria probab'ly play a part - thus we in'lude
"larvae" and "bacteria" as modifiers of "heat energy (substrate)".
In surmer, the maximum carcass temperature recorded was 121.5'F
and a da'ily average of 115'F was recorded more than once. At
temperatures like this many larvae both fulìy gpown and'immature
would leave the carcass - some would find their way back onto
cooler portions but the maiority perished. It was noticed that
primary larvae were the first to leave the carcass under such
circumstances and it has been shown in England that the order
of resistance of prepupae and pupae (of English blowflies) to
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high temperature 'is correrated negativeìy with the order of
seasonal succession. If the same holds true in Australia then
L. cuprLna will be the fly most affected by high temperature.
0n a carcass, a'll larvae but the first few to develop wi]l be
exposed to these high temperatures - but the favoured few
would most often be I. c.uprLna.
(Íi) ìive sheep: Some details concerning the temperature condjtions
on live, healthy (i.e. unstruck) sheep have been given in note
15. During the course of a strike as the area of skin becomes
progressiveìy inflamed and exudation begins the skin temperature
of the sheep wilì rise to about 5-10'F above normal after 24
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after 48 hours, skin temperature about 7-13'F above normaì,
i.ê., 97-103'F; rectal temperature about
102- 106'F
after 72 hou'rs, sk'in about 102-105"F
rectal about 106-108'F
Once skin temperature has risen above 100'F primary larvae beg'in
to show a tendency to'leave the skin - however, unlike a
carcass they can usually find a cooler place in the fleece where
they can feed among the exudate matted fibres - thus "wool" as
a modifier of "heat energy (substrate)". It is suggested that
the 5-10'F cooler conditions encountered in a typical strike
and available retreats in the wool are important factors which
contribute to ¿. cuprina's greater success on live sheep
I arval mediums.
There are several theories about how elevated temperatures
affect blowfly larvae. Waterhouse (1947) gives details.
Finally, several authors comment on Engìish work which showed
that an animal that dies because of strjke and thus provides a
'myiasis carcass' seems to favour the spec'ies causing the
myiasis. It is suggested that the temperature trend of such
a carcass will follow a different (and more favourable) course
from that of an animal dying from other causes. Thus, such
carcasses may prOduce more ¿. euprina than is usual from carrion.
C'lear'ly, the princ'ipal food f,or ¿. eupyina I arvae i s "prote'in (in
animal tissue)" whether from the copious, protein rich, serous
exudate from ulcerated skin in struck sheep or the liquids in dead and
decaying flesh. However, Til'lyard and Seddon (1933) report cases
where larvae on live sheep can live in the wool away from the skin or
on substances on the surface of the skin (i.e., strike need not occur);
there are also the more unusual oviposition s'ites mentioned in note 3 -
but we have found no details regarding larval nutrition except on animal
tissue in the condit'ions mentioned above. Irrespective of the larval
medium the ovipos'it'ion site chosen by the female parent will be a first-
order modifier; because of important differences that will become
clear we resolve oviposition site into the twin first'order modjfiers
"carrion" and "living sheep". As on the adult envirogram (cf. note
3) we can show.D. eupyina's preference for f iving sheep by mak'ing
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"ìiving sheep" (2nd-order modifier) a modifier of "carrìon,,- if the
fornler is present the latter drops off the envirogranr. Unless otherwise
stated modifiers mentioned below will modify both ,,carrion" and ',1iving
sheep".
Digestive fluids in the larva's gut break down the inlbibed liquìd and
finely t'iturated particles of fat, protein and fibrous tissue; Tiìlyard
and Seddon (1933) suggest that the same fluids, voided in the excreta,
may he]p to Iiquify tissue for later consumption - thus, "digestive
fIuids (in excreta)" as a second-order modifier. ',Bacteria,' (2nd-
order) also probably pìay a part in liquifying food; the same
authors suggest that "bacteria" (1st-order) when ingested, may be
important Ìn supplying',vitamins".
The second last paragraph of note 16 records the conditions under which
blowf'ly larvae, not normal'ly predacious, wil I attack other blowfly
larvae. under the same circumstances (i.e., the same modifiers)
"other blowfìy larvae" will appear on the envirogram as a food resource.
shanahan (1965) comments that, after hatching, larvae will normalìy
feed for about 4 or 5 days before deserting the medium to pupate.
Given that growth rates are heat dependent (see note 1g), a unit-time-
degrees measurement would be more satisfactory. The amount of time a
L. euprina I a rva wi I I spend feed i ng w.i 'l 1 depend on the temperature
conditions on the medium (see note 1g), whether the medium remains
nutritionalìy suitable (below) and whether or not competitÍon vrith
other bìowfìy larvae drives our subject larva from the medium (see
note 20).
The condi tions affecting the nutritional suitabil.ity of ,,carrion,'
are, principally, ambient temperature (',ambient heat energy") and
humidity ("ambient moisture (in air)") - both second-order modifiers.
The following quotation comes from Fuller (1934):
"It has been observed that extremely high humidity,
a'long with h'igh temperatures in summer, ffiâY render a
carcass unavailable to some blowflies. A dead cat was
noticed to liquefy and putrefy overnight and it did not
harbour maggots of the blowflies present at that time.
0n the other hand, when the temperature is high, and
the humidity very low, the carcass loses moisture too
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rapidly, and much of the food becomes unava'ilable to
larvae, thus Ereat'ly intensìfying competìtion and causing
a higher larval mortality. I.M. Mackerras has observed
a much more extreme conditìon, in the far western
d'istricts of Queensland, the intense dryness of summer
producing an effect somewhat comparable with mid-winter
condirtions in Canberra. The carcass becomes so desiccated
that it is practjcal'ly unavailable as food for maggots.
The result is that flies are scanty and are not prolific
owing to the lack of protein foods, so that the larval
food which is available is not overcrowded and there is
no competition".
It should be noted that any effect of high temperature which shortens
the duration of the suitability of a carcass will be offset to an
extent by the jncreased activity and growth rates of the larvae. In
addition, Til'lyard and Seddon (fgg¡) note that in cold weather (still
"ambient heat energy") larvae may cease to feed and/or that the
carcass may fai.1 to reach the secondary, liquify'ing stage of
decompos'ition (i.e. mummìfication). A carcass that becomes too
dry, whether by high or low temperatures, can be restored to a
su'itable state by "water (rain)" (3rd-order). However, Waterhouse
(1947) reports that rain (lst-order) can reduce the food suppìy by
leach'ing iuices from the carcass. He adds that heavy rain will
wash larvae out of a carcass and that large numbers w'ill drown -
thus "water (ra'in ) " as a mal ent'ity modif i ed (1st-order) by
"kinetic energy (ra'in)"; carcasses sheltered by "trees etc."
(2nd-order) would tend to be protected from this. Fina11y, both
ambient temperature and humidity will be modified by the factors
discussed in notes 1 and 3 (and on the adult envirogram). All of
the above will also modify the nutritional suitability of "live
sheep" though to a much lesser extent: it is true that the larvae
have, in addition, to contend with the self-heating powers of the
sheep (whatever they may be) but this is more than offset by the
more controlled and continuously availabìe protein and mo'isture
from the myiasis wound.
There is a direct relationship running from the amount of food a larva
can ingest through puparial weight and adult female size to fecund'ity





























- Fig' 3. Relation between puparial rveight of Lucitiø cuþlina. and the amount offood provided per larva (aftei Wrsnnn (lÞSS)). t
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From the literature we have seen we have compiled the following 1ìst
of Australian blowfìy fauna:
P RI MARY FL I ES : l,u"<:'í.1. i,t c:u.¡.'t,Lrru (Wiedenrann )
L. sez,icata (Meigen)
CalLdpVnna stygia ( Fabricius)
C. austraLis (Boisduvaì )





( = C. erythnocephala (lleigen))
C. tibiaLis (Macquart)
SECONDARY FLI ES : Chtysonryia rufífacies (Macquart)
Ch, mícz,opogoz (Bigot)
MicrocaLLiphona uaz,ipes (Macqua rt)
SatcopLnga fnoggati (Tayl or)
^9. hardyi (J & T)
S. misera (l,.Jal ker)
TERTIARY FLIES : Peyonia z,ostnata (Robineau-Desvoidy)
Musca hiLL¿ (Johnston and Bancroft)
( = Biontyia hiLLi)
M. dornestica (Linneaeus )
Fannia austz,alis (Mal I och)
Muscina stabuLans (Fal lén )
ûphyra nigra (Macquart )
Pi.ophiLa ease'i
Onesia aeeepta
(Tillyard and Seddon (1933); Norris (1959) and Fuller (1934)).
Most of the above are recorded from both sheep myiasis and carrion.
The three groupings are based on the stage of putrefaction or
decomposition (changing odours) that will attract females of the
various species to oviposit on carrion or sheep. A primary fìy is
one that can initiate strike on an unaffected sheep and/or that will
oviposit on a carcass before bacterial action has begun liquìfying
softer tissues. Secondary flies require the conditions set up by
primary ilarvae before they will oviposit on sheep wh'ile they will
utilize carrion at about the time the softer tissues are l'iquifying,
whether or not primary flies have preceded them. It is st'ill possible
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for primary flies to oviposit at these later stages. Tertiary flies
will come still later. Because of these different oviposition times
there tends to be a succession of species occupying both a deveroping
myiasis and a decomposing carcass. several authors comment that
succession is similar on both sheep and carrion - the major difference
being that on sheep, owing to healing action, the process nny be
deìayed in a particular stage or reversed to earlier stages so that,
for exampìe, it would be possible (occasionalìy) for primary fl.ies
to follow secondary flies (i.e. after initiating myiasis for them in
the first place). At any particular stage the larvae present on the
medium will be in competition for the available food resources - formall
only their presence and dietry overìap is required even if the resources
are super abundant but in fact we have found no recorded case of a
carcass not being overcrowded and while competition is less intense
on live sheep again no non-competition case is recorded.
For ¿. ctpr"Lna, larvae v,Je can divide this competition into three major
(i) - (iii ) and one minor section (iv).
(i) Intra-specific competition - i.e. with the larvae of other
primary fl ies.
(ii) Primary inter-specific competition - i.e. with the larvae of
other primary flies.
(iii) Secondary inter-specific - i.e. with secondary larvae.
(iv) Tertiary inter-specific - i.e. with tertiary 'larvae.
(this will occur only rarely given the length of a larval
period and the time taken from a medium to become.suitable
for tertiary oviposition). No further notes are g.iven.
(i) Intra-specific. This forms of competition will always occur
even if only between siblings but the tendency for l. cupnina
females to oviposit together (see note 3) will intensify the
competition - thus "other ¿. cuprina larvae,' as a second-order
modifier and "other laying z. cuprina females', as a third-
order. The general effect is to reduce the size of resulting
pupae (and hence adult size and 1îecundity - see note 7),
however, as numbers per unit of medium increase the resultant
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number of pupae and adults will fall - i.e., not iust a
percentage increase in mortality w'ith approximateìy equal
numbers surviving. This type of competition occurs equaì'ly
on sheep and carrion but its effects will tend to be masked
by the other types of competition.
(ii) Primary Inter-specific. Th'is competition with "other p¡imary
larvae" is effectively an intensification of intra-spec'ific
competition - the same comments (above) regardìng size and
numbers apply, but generaììy relatively high numbers of
. undersized flies will be produced. Fuller (1934) conducted
experiments where she placed equal numbers (i.e. 500) of
larvae from several primary species on carrion and took
percentage emergence of adults as a measure of compet'itive
sucÇess. She gives the following table:
Clear'ly, .1. euprína was :least successful, behind C. .augw dnd
L. sericatq. As usual whenever an animal appears on an
envirogram tlre whole of that animal's envirogram wiìl also
appear, beginning with the centrum as modifiers of the next
highest order. In the present case the whole of a primary
fly's envirogram w'ill determine the extent to which it comes
'into competition with ¡. euprùna. However, with C. augun and
L. sez,ieata we can h'ighlight several points which we know to
be of .di rect consequence. First.ly, we know that different
species tend to oviposit on larval mediums at different times
and we know that I. eupnína tends to be the earl'iest. As
a'lready noted several authors regard this as a function of the
spegific odours of decomposition that a species fÍnds most
attractive - thus "odour" as a third-order modifier, modified.
in:turn by the factors on the adult envirogram and discussed

























in notes 1 and 7 (though apprying to different species). For
c. qugur, its rater oviposition time wir be offset by the
fact that it larviposits (i.e. no deray for hatching). The
generaì effect here is that at least some of the ¿. cupr,ína
larvae will be older, stronger and better able to withstand
competition (Fuiler apparentìy used rarvae of equar age).
secondly, it is like'ry that the various primary fries wiil
have differing geographica] and seasonal distributions and
any environmental factors which modify one species, distribution
but not anothers will modify competition. l¡le know that
L. senieata and ¿. cupnina have different geogr:aphical
distributions (see introductory note, p. 1) but we have not
been able to find out why. t'lorris (1959) comments that
c, augu, is concentrated in the south-East quadrant of
Australia and does not occur in the west so it appears that
this species also has a narrower distribution than ¿. eupnina
though again we do not know why. However, we can mask our
ignorance by making "distribution factors', a third.order
modifier of the competition under discussion. As for seasonal
distribution Fuller's (1934) results (see note 1) have Lucilia
spp. and c. auguv, with the same pupal dormancy temperature -
i.e. 15"C. However, remarks by Ti'lìyard and Seddon (1933)
(see note 22) indicate that there will be an upper temperature
above which pupae will also remain dormant. Thus, in general,
"heat energy (in soil)" will modify primary inter-specific
competition. Thirdìy, we know of c. qugurl that it is the only
primary blowfly to utilize non-animal based oviposition sÍtes
and also a greater variety of animal sites: Fuller (1934)
records dead oncopera. sp. (Hepialidae) larvae, sour milk and
fermenting grain while Norris (1959) records earthworms, snails,
(both dead), other dead invertebrates and the head and nostril
cavities of a living brown hawk (FaLeo be,igona (vigors and
Horsfield). Thus we can show "other oviposition sites', as a
modifier (3rd-order) of c. awur because with the availabil ity
of such sites the species is less likely to come into
competf;t'i.on with L. cupnirw. Clear'ly, there will be a multitude
of other factors from the envirograms of each primary species
which will affect competition.
57.
Primary inter-specific competition is much less disadvantageous
to L. cupz,ina on sheep than on carrion: firstly, because the
genera'l condi tions are more favourabl e to the spec'ies (see,
for example, note 18); and, secondly, because ¿. cuprina
utilizes living sheep as an oviposi,tion site earlier and to a
much greater extent than other species - NorrÍs (1959) reports
that C. stygia participates in less than 10% of strikes though
a slightly higher percentage of those initiated by ¿. cupz,ina
and of 26 strikes examined by Waterhouse (tg+Z), 16 produced
only ¿. ctrpz"Lrn adults and the results of the other 10 are
g'iven on the fol lowing table:
* These sheep died
One of the 10 involve secondary larval and 4 involve tertiary
but clearly the competition (if any) was intra-specific and
primary inter-specific and the success of r, cupnina is obvious.
It is worth noting that the all of the ¿. anprina only strikes
occurred either in November and earlier or in March and later.
This probably reflects the spring bu'ild up and autumn decline
in the generaì blowfly popuìation when because of numbers there
will be less demand for oviposition sites - all of the mixed
strikes occurred during the period when the general blowfìy
populat'ion is at i:ts highest and is further evidence for



































commenting on secondary 'inter-specif ic competit'ion on I ive
sheep Waterhouse (1947) notes that secondary larvae onìy attack
a proportion of struck sheep (Norris (1959) gives 8% for
C. nufifacies) and that this is usuaììy only after the first
generat'ion of primary larvae have departed - it seems that the
natúral resistance of the sheep delays the reach'ing of the
appropriate stage of decomposition and odòur.
Fuller (1934) notes that the size of a carcass wìll have no effect
on the extent of overcrowding and suggests that a carcass's
odour will be proportional to its size and that the number of fljes
attracted to 'it will be proportional to its odour. Consistent wìth
th'is she adds that a small carcass in the vicinity of a larger
one will be massiveìy overcrowded - thus "larger nearby carcass"
as a modifier of all comPetition.
Finally, the above in coniunction with notes 16 and 18 iustifies
Waterhouse's (1947 ) comment that carrion as a larval medium will
produce very few adult ¿. cuprinn, and held to key to why,r. euprina
in Australia has evolved further down the road towards obl'igate
parasitism on the sheeP.
Blowf'ly larvae are parti.cularly susceptible to desiccation so that aga'in
we will have a range of humidities ("moisture (in air)") that constitute
resources and a range that constitute malent'ities. Shanahan (1965)
suggests that the characteristic gregarious colonies of larvae ("other
larvae" - lst order) modify humidity - at least in the microclimate.
Al I other modif iers wil I be as for adult oviposition s'ites - env'irogram
and note 7.
Fuller (1934) reports that dryness will cause larvae to stop feed'ing
and enter a diapause, or, if excessive to shrivel and die - thus
"moisture (in air)" is also a first order modifier of food. She adds
that the effect of excessive hum'idity is to cause 'patching' and other
"bacterial d'iseases" - "moisture (in air)" as first-order modifier of
a predator.
The pupal sub-system begins when a prepupa ('late third instar larva)
leaves the larval medium to enter the soil. Metamorphosis into a
puparium'in which the pupa develops, wil'l follow and in due course
an adul t wi I 'l emerge.
22.
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The first essential resource is a suitable "pupation site". Many
factors,all f irst-order mod'ifiers, wil'ì determine the suitab'ility of
a s'ite: Temperatures ("heat energy (in soil)") below 10"C inhibit
pupatjon as the prepupa wì1ì go ìnto hibernatjon until conditjons
becorne more fabourable and it has been suggested that high temperatures
by destroying an essential hormone, nlay prevent pupation altogether.
Foster et aL (tgZS) also suggest that high humidity ("moisture (in
soil)") will inhibit pupation and T'iìlyard and Seddon (tg¡g) make the
same suggestion for low humidities. Clear'ly, "water (rain)" wil I be a
second-order modifier; Norris (1965) reports that prepupa of several
British species may surface if soil becomes waterlogged and seek dry
pupation sites. The "substrate" will also be a second-order modifier
of both "heat energy (in soil" and "moisture (in soiì)" - soiì qua'lity
and permiability, in part'icular, will be operative factors. In
addition, the "substrate" will be a first-order modifier of "pupation
site" - for example, if the substrate is rock the distance to travel
before pupation can occur will be increased.
L. cuprirn normally pupates some distance from the larval medium
(see aìso note 16) So, invariably, a searchofsome duration is involved.
The prepupa's activ'ity, and the associated modi fiers wil I be analogclus
to those for feeding larvae - see note 18; and "subject animal (activity
wilI modify "pupat'ion site". The actual "heat energy" experienced by
the an'imal, as modified by "heat energy (in so'il)" will be the primary
determinants of activity - in addition to the factors discussed above
which favour hibernation (see also note 1 for emergence temperatures).
Tillyard and Seddon (tggg) comment that larvae that have lived in a very
putrid medium are apparently affected by the "gases of putrefaction"
in such a way that pupation is prevented for a considerable time; the
gases wil I thus mod'ify acti v'ity. The actual di stance that I. eupz,ina
moves before pupating'is not estimated but a figure of 10 feet is
frequently cited as be'ing common for blowfl'ies while Norris (1965)
reports that I. sez,icata will move up to 21 feet away from a carcass
before pupating. Smit (1931), in South Africa, reports that the same
species wìll pupate up to 6 feet (depth) in the earth and that flies
could emerge from as much as 3% feet down without damage. Foster
et aL (tgZS) report a mean pupation depth of 1.5 centimetres.
In addition to the above roles and as with earl'ier stages both "heat
energy" and "moisture (in a'ir)" wil'l yieìd ranges of resources and
comp'lementary ranges of malentities - both high and low temperatures
61.
and dryness can cause pupae to die. The waterìogging of soil which may
also kill pupae lies at the other end of the "moisture (in soi'l)', range.
Pupal development rates increase 'linearìy with temperature: at 15,'c
development wi]1 take 25 days and at 30,'c only 6 days - the survival
rate across this range.was 94.6 ! r.3%. (Foster et aL (1975)).
consistent with these figures Kitching (L974) reports that in summer,
when conditions cuasing hibernation are unlike'ly to occur, pupae will
last as little as 1-2 weeks. waterhouse (1947) found that in ideal
uncrowded conditions at 75 F, r00% of n. cuprina larvae managed to
pupate while between 95 - 100% survived to emerge successfully.
However, the averages from all the field experimeûts conducted were
79% pupation and 45% emergence. The conclusion that there is excessive
mortality in the pupa'l sub-system (at least for larvae from carrion)
'is supported from other quarters but we have found no adequate
delineation of the causes.
62.
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ABSTRACT
The precise environment of the Monarch Butterfly (Darnus pLerippus)
is given, using as a basis for the class'ification the defining equatìons
of Niven (Enkenntnis, 1982). A d'iagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
caìled an'envirogram', is used for disp'laying the obiects in the
environment. Details of the environment not included in the envirogram
are I 'isted separately.
* * * * * *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
enviornment of the various aninnls is available as AES l^lorking Paper 9/81.
This papen oontains (a) tne defining equations for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defining equat'ions, with the chimpanzee and the three-sp'ined stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work is being used ìn
the formalization and development of the mathematical theory of an'imal
ecol ogy.
This pappr is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
wh'ich is set out in AES hlorking Paper No. 9/8L; an improved and extended
version wilì be available in 1983.
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C NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAI'I
E REFERENCES
1
A. INTRODUCT ORY NOTE
Danaus pLeæippus is known by the common names of Monarch, trJanderer
and more rareìy, 'the black-veined brown butterfly'. Danaus pLeæippus
arrived in Australia from North Americawhereit orig'inated. It was first
sighted in Cardwell (Queensland) in 1870. By 1871 30 specimens had been
captured in Brisbane. The butterfly is now found on the eastern coastal
strip of Australia from Cape York to northern New South hJales. There are
also smalì populations around Sydney and in paits of Victoria and South
Australia. The envirograms are drawn for individuals in the south-east
Queensìand study area used by Dr Myron Zaluck'i (Zalucki, 1981a).
0n emergence from the egg the average larval size is 1.9mm (range 1.7
to 2.Qmm). The larva passes through five instars before pupating.
0n average, adult D. pLeæippus live 330 day-degrees, with some
individuals surviving to 580 day-degrees and above. This is a ìife-span
of about 4 weeks jn normal summer temperatures in south-east Queensland and
about 3 months in normal winter temperatures in the same area.
The butterfly has been reported as flying at speeds up to 40 km per
hour. Mean flying speeds are 1.43m/sec for females, 2.38 m/sec for males.
The species is known for its ability to fìy long distances.
tde have pleasure in thanking Dr Myron Zalucki who lent us an earìy copy
of his thesis from which we obtained much of the material contained'in this
report. Dr Zalucki also assisted us with many helpfu'l comments.



























C. NOTES THE ENVIROGRAM
The Monarch lays its eggs exclusiveìy on plants belonging to the family
Ascìepiadaceae, represented in south-east Queensland by three species,
all commonìy called milkweeds. Thus milkweeds will be both a first-
order modifier of mates and, in consequence, a resource for adults (see
General Introductìon) and a food resource for larvae. An informal
version of the defÍning equation which classifies milkweeds as a first-
order modifier of mates is:
Mjlkweed Noa, remal. = Df (l male) t{8, milkweed female'
male Mat, femaleÌ & {-E¡ milkweed female ) - ma]e Mat, female}l
The three south-east Queensland Asclepiadaceae are, .in order of
preference to the Monarch (assuming plants of equal ages) : AseLepias
eunassantica L,, A. fzaticosa 1., and A. physocanpa (E. May) schlect.
A. fzutieoea L. predominates in the region; it occurs in patches of
various sizes ranging from sing'le isolated plants to entÍre paddocks.
Mjlkweeds grow 1 to 2m in height and are often taller than background
grasses. Two other Asc'lepiadaceae were offered as host p'lants in an
experiment by Za'lucki (tggta): the rubber vine cryptostegia gz,and.ifLoya
R.Br and the moth p]ant Araujia hoytorum Fournier. About 1% of eggs
were laid on the latter and none at all on the former. The host
species caLotnopí,s g.iganteø also occurs in Australia (but not in
south-east Queensìand). In the camden area (in N.s.t^l.) the milkweed
Gomphoeaz'pus fruticosus is the main food plant. Orrell (1970), in
South Austral'ia, reports D. pleæippus rarvae feeding on the crown
p'lant caLotyopis procer.a and the button orchid AseLepias dischidia.
urquhart (1960) gives an extensive list of host plants for various
regions of the United States.
Milkweed is officially declared a 'noxious weed' in south-east
Queensland, since in a drought cattle wiil feed on it and may get
sick, so under some circumstances the plants are controlled by man,
who is thus a first-order modifier of the subject animal. Fire, the
activities of cattle and activities of humans not primariìy directed
against milkweed will have similar effects.
7
A map of milkweed patches drawn up by Zalucki (1981a) shows that there
is a strong associatìon between the plant and roads and urban areas;
jt is a weed of cleared areas and is thus found near settlements, roads,
farms with cleared paddocks etc. In this sense man is a modifier of
'cleared areas' and thus also a second-order modifier of the subject
animal. The distribution of the plant is characteristica'lly one of a
large circular patch surrounded at irreguìar distances by patches
whi ch tend to be successi vely smal I er. Othen¡r'ise mi I kweed patches
follow creek beds. These patches present a greater circumference-to-size
ratio than circular patches (see n. 2 re patch edge). In addition the
pìant shows strong 'clumping' - areas of high patch density
alternating with areas almost devoid of patches'
The plant succession is not yet we'll-known. It is known, however, that
blady grass can choke out milkweed.
The pìant requires a fair amount of moisture and cool weather
though it dies back at about 0'C.
Milkweeds are po]linated by insects and the seeds are wind-dispersed.
Notes 13 and 17 deal with the Monarch's egg-ìaying behaviour.
2, The ratio of females to males is about 1 at birth'
In south-east Queensland, the Monarchs fly and breed alì year, though
there is a distinct increase in breed'ing during February to Apriì'
pliske (1974) conunents that males seeking mates p'lace themselves in
good vantage positions, usual'ly in the sun, and often on the terminal
branches of trees or the apices of tall shrubs. From such a pos'ition
the males will punsue females rthat happen by. It seems clear from
Zalucki (1981a) that males seek females by patro'l1ing milkweed patches.
His analysis of the animal's movements shows that there is a strong
tendency for both females and males to patrol patch edges and that this
is where matings are most likeìy to begin. ''Female Monarchs can mate
many times. Up to 4 spermatophores have been found on older females'
There is at least the possibilìty of a male which has mated a vìrgin
female being superceded by a subsequent male (as a mate). Pliske
8
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found that maximum mating actjvity occurs between 10 am and 4 pm and
that a single mating can least 2 to L4 hours. (For further mating
behavjour see notes 19, 20, 21, 22). Other notes concerning the
modifiers of mates are 6, 17 , 18.
The Monarch is a strong flier capab'le of long-distance movement. It
has been reported as capable of flying at 40 km/hr. Zalucki (199la)
reported mean flying speeds of 1.43 m/sec for females and 2.3g m/sec
for males. Both sexes characterist'ically fly at about the height of
the top of milkweed pìants i.e. L-Z n.
weather conditions affect adult flying activity, 'in particular
overcast and rainy weather depress activity (Smithers , lgTz). For
the forrner h,e are unsure whether light energy or heat energy is
the affective object. The animal does not fly at night, which suggests
that light is the operative factor, but see n. 18 ,'rast paragraph.
Anything which affects the functioning of the butterfly's wings wi'll
limit its ability to find resources, avoid predators etc. Damage
to the wings is not infrequent during late pupal development and the
period immedìately following emergence (see notes 18, 26, 27,28 and
29). In additjon, fema'les'wings occasional'ly become tattered when
searching through vegetation for ov'iposition sites (urquhart, 1960).
Adult Monarch activity is fuelled by carbohydrate. The princ'ipa1
source is nectar from flowering plants, though extra-floral pìant
sources are also used. The butterf'ly has catholic tastes (but see
n. 5); the following are reported: eucalypts, f'lowering mirkweeds,
Scotch thistles, Xanthoryhoea Spp., Lantana spp. and Agenatum
hortoz,tm.
Another source of carbohydrate is honeydew from aphids which the
Monarch is most 1ike1y to take in dry weather (Zalucki, pers. comm.).
All nectars contain amino acids. The Monarch will select those
nectars with higher concentrations. The amino acids are used in





6 The number of eggs laid by a female Monarch was found by Zalucki
(1981a) to be well rePresented bY:
B -Cx
e t wherel = Atx
Ei is the number of eggs laid on day i,
t is the number of day-degrees on day i,
x is the age of the female, in days'
and A, B and C are constants
hlhile this equation does not justìfy causal inferences it seems
that the heôt energy actua'l1y experienced by the animal (as approximated
by the ambient temperature) and the age of the female modify the number
of eggs laid. Zalucki summarizes the effect of the female's age as
follows: egg production rises rapidly from no eggs 45 day-degrees
after emergence to a ,peak of about 60 eggs per day at about 175 day-degrees
and then declines slowìy to 5 eggs per day after 580 day-degrees. In
addition, ìarger females produce rnore eggs. As for temperature
effects generalìy speaking there is increased egg production w'ith
increased temperature; from an average of about 50 eggs/female/day
at 20'C to about 70 eggs/female/day at 25'C.
Zalucki also reports that egg-laying tends to decrease progress'iveìy
with solar radiation bel:ow 5001; oviposition is decreased on cloudy
days and very rare on rainy days. llJe are unsure if this correlation
js because of the contribution that rad'iation makes to the heat energy
actually experienced by the animal (For this andother details regarding
heat energy See Paper No. XIII on LueiLía cuprina) or because of a
behav'i oural adaPtat'i on.
The butterfly takes anything from 3 to 15 seconds to lay an egg (average
tìme 6 to 7 seconds) from the moment of alight'ing to take-off. During
peak production a female is capable of maturing about 70 eggs per day.
The average egg weight for the Monarch is .54 mg (Qrrell, quoted by
Urquhart, 1960).
Accordjng to Urquhart (1960), in the U.S.A., it is quite ljkely that






Ladybugs and cockroaches have been observed eating Monarch eggs, and
ants have been seen carryìng eggs away. Orrell (1970) reports seeing
the bush cockroach CaLoLanpra inronata devouring eggs and the common
brown louse ant PheídoLe megaeepTwla carry off eggs.
Typìcally, from two-thirds to three-quarters of eggs do not hatch,
and the number of live adults resulting from 1000 eggs is less than 50.
(Zalucki, 1981a). We do not, however, know how much of this loss is
due to predation.
The Monarch larvae are occasional'ly cannibalistic. Small larvae will
somert'ires drop on threads to avoid 'large larvae, thus actìng as
first-order modifiers in their own environment. Omell (1970) reports
seeing late instar larvae giving each other savage bites when pass'ing
on a leaf. However such encounters are by chance in that larvae do
not activeìy seek other larvae as food.
D. ehzgsippus al so use mi I kweed as host p'lants. Al though species
competition with D. pLeæippr,¿s larvae in south-east Queensland is
negligible, because of the abundance of milkweed, the larvae may
compete locally on some plants, with V-instar Monarch larvae, in
which case the p'lants may be defoliated. The two species may also
consume each others early stage larvae.
The greatest danger of defoliation js from other Monarch larvae as
D, ehrgsippus''layíng habits differ from the Monarch (see n. 16).
Zalucki (pers. comm., unpublished data) reports that approximately
6 V-instar ìarvae are required to defoliate an average milkweed -
i.e. defoliation is a rare event. If the plant on which it is feed'ing
is defoliated a larva will usually die unless it can locate another
milkweed. The chance for the larva doing this increases with patch
size. Note that this patch effect tends to counteract the effect
reported in n. 7.
10. Urquhart (1960) once observed 12 larvae d'islodged from a p'lant when
h.is dog brushed against it. The fallen larvae were scattered; during
the fol'lowing two hours 2 of them regained a position on the same
9
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plant and another one located a smal'l pìant 5 feet away. It seemed
ìikely that the other 9 Perished.
In the above case gravitational energy as modified by kinetic energy
(animal) has removed the larva from the pìant. Kinetic energy (wind)
may fulfil the latter function; or the larva may simply fal1. We
have classified gravitat'ional energy as both a malentity, because
of the damage the larva may suffer in the fall and as a first-order
modifier of milkweed as a food resource.
Larger larvae are better able to relocate themselves and for reasons
given in n. 9 survival chances increase with patch size.
There is, however, some evidence of later larval instars m'igrating
from their originaì plants onto others i.e. not follow'ing accidental
dislodgement but apparently del ìberately.
11. Larvae may be drowned jn, or poisoned by, the sap of the mìlkweed.
Orrell (1970) reported that for the first 6 or 7 days the larvae
nibble tiny circles in the surface of their leaf, wìthout penetrating
its membranes. During the first 2 days severa'l larvae were found
'bogged down' in the milky latex secreted by the food-plant,
particuìar'ly in young leaves. Orrell also found after a heavy dew
the shallow 'circle-dishes' chewed by the larvae filled with water
and several larvae drowned.
Larvae will be poisoned only rarely when they happen to bite leaf
veins on mìlkweed plants which contain substant'ia1ly more poisonous
sap than is the norm. Generally only early instar larvae are affected
jn this way.
L2. The Monarch has partiaf inmunity to bird predation due to its bt'ìght
'warning' colourat'ion associated with the toxic cardiac glycos'ides
which they conta'in. The situat'ion in Australia is not well understood
however in North America it seems that birds which are usua'lly
insectivores learn to avoid the Monarch. However some birds are
partìy resistant to the toxin and eat some parts of the butterfly"
The situation is complicated by variation in the toxicity of
Mona rchs .
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Qrrell (1970) reports that laboratory tests w'ith Monarchs showed
that butterf I ì es reared from "non-po'iSonous" m'il kweeds were eaten
wìth gusto by birds; while those raised on milkweeds wìth high
cardìac-glycoside content were mouthed and rejected - the same
birds when offered another 'non-poisonous' Monarch reiected it.
Thus our subject animal (whether or not it contains cardiac-
gìycosides) wi'11 have any bird that has had a prev'ious encounter
with a "toxic" Monarch removed frøm ìts env'ironment. It is also
suggested that any other butterflies with bright colouration
and containing cardiac-glycosides will contribute to the avoidance
of the Monarch by birds - thus p. c\agsippus' among others, is a first-
order mod'ifier. There are a few cases reported of birds predating
Monarchs (see n. 33) and Zalucki (pers. comm.) reports that Monarchs
with beak-shaped segments missing from their wings are not uncommon.
13. Female Monarchs tend to disperse their eggs over a locality - ì.e'
among many plants and many patches of pìants. Because of the
distribution of milkweeds (see n. 1) a female leaving a small patch
will most ìikely encounter another sim'ilarly-sized patch within a
short time. 0n the other hand, if she leaves a large'patch she
is most likely to encounter next a smal'l patch. Patch size had
a significant effect on the number of eggs'laid per plant; no.eggs/
plant tended to decrease as patch size increased (about 3-10 eggs/
plant for s'ingle plants down to about 2 eggs/p1ant for patches of
20m diameter) . (Zalucki, 198la).
Zaluck'i also found that eggs were not evenly djstributed withjn a
patch - more eggs were laid on plants at the edge of patches than on
p]ants within the patch. The'larger the patch the more marked is
this "edge effect".
In a f.ield experiment a patch of low densìty was preferred by the
Monarch to one of high density (Zalucki, 1981a). Urquhart (1960)
reported that eggs are seldom laid'in the vicinity of trees and that
they prefer open areas away from shade. This may be connected with
the effect of solar radjation on oviposition (see n. 6).
Increasing patch size has been shown to correspond with 
'increasing
egg and larval mortality (see n. 7).
14.
L4. The presence of Monarch eggs on a milkweed has no apparent effect
on subsequent egg-ìaying - neither attracting nor discouraging.
However, the presence of Monarch larvae may act as a mild deterrent.
15. As in many plants maturatjon in milkweeds seems to be accelerated
by a reduction in water supply. Thus drought conditions can reduce
the population of Monarchs in two ways:
(i) causing a reductjon'in oviposìtion by making the m'ilkweeds
less attractive (see n. I7), and
(iÍ) making milkweeds less suitable as food for young larvae.
(Smithers , L972).
16. Dannus chnysippus also uses m'ilkweeds as primary host plants and its
larvae are thus first-order modifiers of this resource. D. cLu,ysippus
is much more'likely to penetrate forest and wooded areas than the
Monarch. It seldom utilizes single milkweed p'lants much preferring
patches of some size'in which to 1ay'its eggs, whìch again differs
somewhat from Monarch behaviour (see n. 13). In additi on D. ehrysippus
is absent from the Monarch's S.E. Queensìand range during winter. For
all these reasons the amount of interaction between the species is
moderate. Apparently the predators for the two species also coincjde
so that D. chrn¿sippus acts as a modifier of predators on all
envi rograms.
Notes 9 and 12 also mention some aspect of n. chtysippust interaction
with the Monarch.
17. Differences of species (see N. 1), age, s'ize and general plant
health have been shown to influence the Monarch's laying behaviour
on m'ilkweeds. In add'ition "particular leaf" and its posit'ion on the
plant have been shown to be important (For patch effects see n. 13).
In general younger plants are preferred and provided that they are not
too old tall plants receive significantly more eggs than shorter
plants. Milkweeds with new leaf growth are preferred to those






























Onìy rare'ly will nrore than one egg be la'id on any one leaf.
are laid under the leaf than on the upper surface and stent.



















l¡Jhere Eggs are Laid










Zalucki also found that 75% of eggs were laid on the upper half of
the host p1ant, with a marked mode at between 80% and 90% of the
height. 87% of eggs were laid on middle-aged leaves (50 - 140mm).
All of the factors mentjoned in the first paragraph of this note
have been shown to influence the prospect of an individual surviv'ing
from egg to adulthood. In generaì an egg w'i'|1 be laid in a position
wh'ich is positively beneficial to its chance of survival. Such
positions (milkweeds, leaves etc.) w'ill be resources. However, a
combination of age, size, plant health etc. may substantially decrease
the chance of the individual surviving and for this reason we have
entered 'unsuitable oviposition s'ite' as a malentity on both larva
and female adult envirograms. Such milkweeds are sub-optimal
ovjposjtion sites. Notes 11 and 31 cover the extneme cases of
milkweed toxicity and non-m'ilkweed ovipositiron Si.tes.
See n. 14 for effect of presence of immature stages.

L7.
of milkweed patches that are shaded from mid-morning to mid-afternoon,
preferring the sunny exposed sect'ions.
There is a range of heat energies that can be considered beneficial,
or at least not harmful, to the Monarch - this range wilì constitute
a set of resources. Quts'ide the beneficial range, both above and
below, the animal will be increasingly disadvantaged to a point at
which ìt will die - this range will constitute a set of malentities.
Where this latter range affects the butterfìy's abifity to move or
f1y heat energy will modify both the anìmal's ability to forage and
to escape predators.
Heat energy also modifies 'mates' in various ways - see n. 6.
19. pliske (1974), 'in Florida, U.S.A., found that the female can break off
a courtship, thus remov'ing that partìcular male from her environment
(males can also terminate a courtship) by:
(j ) Aerial evasion, by out-d'istancing the male.
(ii) Fof iage evasion, by flying through the dense foììage, or directly
into shrubbery, l anding quickly and fol idng her wjngs over
her back, and remainìng thus 'hidden'until the male has passed
out of sight. Foliage thus acts as a modifier of the subiect
an'imal , which i s in turn modifying the potential mate.
(iii) Strugg'ling and escap'ing'in aerial takedown or on the ground.
(iv) Abdominal evasion, i.e. strong flexing movements of the abdomen
to prevent coPulation.
0lder adult males tend to be more aggressive and pers'istent in
courtship and hence more successful.




t^lalker (1886) states that of the numerous Monarch butterfly larvae
which he had reared, he had not bred an "ichneumon fly or any other
parasite". He points out, however, that Riìey records a d'ipterous
fly, Masieez,a (Tachina) archippiuora, R'iley, as a parasite of the
larvae of the Monarch butterflY.
Scudder (1889) records Riley as stating that an ichneumon f]y was
reared frorn the Monarch butterfly "but nothing more is known of it".
Eggs sent to Scudder from West Virgin'ia produced several specimens
of Triehog!Øwna. intermediun.
In the course of our rearing experiments a few parasites were obtained
and a few others sent to us from our co-operators. The following species
of djpterous parasites were examined and identified: Ac\taetoneura
sehizts,ae (Town. ) ; Achaetoneuv'a otchippouona. (l^li I I ) ; Eæorísta sp '
(In a letter, C.W. Sabrosky states: "some mìght caì1 this E' Lav'uarum
(1.) as it is often identified in thìs country, but there are some
differences that make me hes'itate to place a species name on 'it")'
No hymenopterous paras'ites were obtained from the rea¡ing of over two
thousand speciments, nor were any sent to us by our co-operators. In
August, 1957, however, a number (approximately fifty) of ichneumon flies
were found fly'ing about a large rearing cage that contained two hundred
larvae. These paras'ites were quite definìtely attempting to ga'in
access to the cage. Spec'imens were collected and sent to G'S' Walley'
who ident.if .ied them as TemeLuchn vtectus (Prov. ). Not a single spec'imen
was found inside the cage, and hence'it cannot be concluded that this
spec'ies'is a paras'ite of the larva of the Monarch butterfly'
concerning the genus TemeLueha. Mr t¡lalley reports as follows: "There
are not host records 'in the literature of TemeLucLn z'ectus, but the
genus TemelucVm,, aS far as is known, confines its paras'itism ot
m'icrolepidoptera, and therefore I suspect the Monarch butterfly
would not be a suitable host. All the specimens you sent are males'
and these would probably be interested either jn searching for females
or possiblY food material".
From the above information we may conclude that only three specìes of
dìpterous paras'ites are definite'ly known to attack the larva of the
Monarch butterfly. There may be at least one egg parasite and perhaps













25. Monarchs usually seem to avoid 'large stretches of water. 0n occasions
numbers of dead and partia'lly drowned Monarchs have been seen washed
up on the shores of the Great Lakes. (urquharto 1960, in the u.s.A.)
Thus we classify ,water (lake)' as a malentity.
26 when the stage v larva is fully developed it leaves the host p.lant in
search of a pupation site. Immediately prior to departure enormous
quantities of food are eaten. pupation has aì ready begun when the
larva departs and a suitable suspension site for the pupa must be found
before pupatÍon has advanced so far that the animal can no longer move.
Pupae can be found in a great variety of pìaces: on the underside
of 'logs (those raised at one end); limbs of trees; under .leaves,
horizontal timbers and fences; eaves and windowsills of buildings -
in fact anywhere where the animal is protected.
Some pupae ('less than 10%) are found under milkweed leaves but it has
been established (urquhart, 1960) that they have moved from the.ir
originaì host pìant and have accidental'ly encountered another milkweed.
Pupae using milkweed as a site may be subject to disp'lacement by.later
feeding larvae, which are thus a modifier of this kind of resource.
An individual is more like'ly to pupate on a milkweed p'lant within a
pa tch .
Anything which disìodges a pupa such that it is unable to re-attain a
suitable suspension positjon and thus forms a deformed pupa (and later
, a deformed butterfly) wìll act as both a modifÍer of the resource
'suitable suspension site' and a malentity, in a manner exacily
analogous to that described for larvae in n. 10. (cf. pupa envirogram:
chains involving kinetic energy (wind), gravitationaì energy etc.).
A special case l's covered in n. zg. The piercing of the pupal skin
can cause death;, the animal is particularly vurnerable during the
early semi-exarate stage (i.e. the 1z to L9 hours between larva and
fu]ìy-hardened pupa). The pupal stage lasts betwen 9 and 15 days,
dependent on temperature.
several 'gold spots'on the pupa may function as light receptors to
prevent emergence in adverse overcast conditìons; this suggestion
by urquhart is not based on conclusive ev'idence, however we have
tentative'ly cìassified light energy (as modified by subject animal)





fact that emergence is invariabìy during daylight, with a unìmodal
distribution, the mode correspondìng to max'imum radiation and ambjent
air temperature - i.e. about noon.
Lìght energy has been shown on the pupa env'irogram as both resource
and malentity for reasons anaìogous to those given for heat energy
in n. 18.
Emergence frorn the pupal stage rareìy occurs during rain; probably
for reasons given in n. 26. If emergence does occur the high humidìty
will deìay the hardening of the wings resulting in increased probabjlity
of being predated (see also notes 18, 33).
Few predators of adults have been recorded, probably because of the
Monarch's cardiac glycosides (see n. 12). Several authors have
mentioned birds; Urquhart (1960) names the mouse and shrew, given
very particular cjrcumstances: Newly-emerged butterflies which stjll
have soft wings may be attacked if their pupation posìtion is
sufficient'ly close to the substrate. In a case Urquhart recorded
on'ly the wings of the butterfly were reachable, and shredded.
Finally Urquhart reports that adult Monarchs have been found caught
in the strong web of a yellow garden spider, Argiope awantia. Sjnce
it is not clear whether the sp'ider actual'ly ate the Monarch we have
classifjed 'spider web' as a malentity; it seems ljkely that such
accidents will occur elsewhere and with other spider webs.
In the U.S.A. during the late autumn and after frosts many Monarchs
are found with malformed w'ings. This occurs because the leaves to
which the pupae are attached often fall during this period and
emergence takes pìace on the ground where it is diffìcult for the
wings to harden properiy (also the pupa itself may be deformed).
Thus 'gravitational energy' (as mod'if ied by 'frost') will modify
the suspension site resource 'leaves'.
Several authors comment on the physiology 'involved in a female
choosing a particular leaf as a sujtable oviposition sìte. Sensory
organs in both the tarsi and the ovjpositor have been mentioned,
however, in neither case is the evidence conclus'ive. For this reason





'm'ilkweeds' as an oviposition site.
0ccasionaììy a female may deposit an egg accidentaìly on the leaf of
an adjacent p]ant that is not a milkweed. When the larva hatches it is
unable to feed and dies of starvation.
urquhart (1960), in the u.s.A., reports that occasionally strong
winds lasting severaì days r,lilì blow isolated Monarchs well outside
their normal range and usually away from the host species mirkweeds.
'Kinetic energy (wind)' also modifies 'milkweed, as an oviposition
site in another way: when ovipositing, females usual]y fly from
side to side, most often against the wind - this slows their forward
speed and allows a more exact survey.
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The precjse environment of the Wandering snail (Lynvtaea peregz'a)
.is given, using as a basìs for the classificatjon the defin'ing equations of
Niven (Erkenntnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha called an
,env.irogram' is used for d'isplaying the objects in the env'ironment. Details
of the environment not'included in the env'irogram are listed separately.
* * * * *
A general .introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various an'imals is ava'ilable as AES l^Jorkìng Paper 9/81'
This paper contains (a) defining equations for the precìse environment;
(b) the.interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used in the definit.ions; (c) a detailed discussjon of the method of us'ing
the defining equations, with the chìmpanzee and the three-spined st'ickleback
as examples; (d) ind'ications of the way'in wh'ich the work is bejng used in
the formalìzat'ion and development of the mathematical theory of animal
eco 1 ogy.
Th.is paper is part of a largermathematìcal study, the methodology



















Lynmnea peregr¿a tends to 'inhab'it shallow, fresh or brackish waters'
usually within 4m (for except'ions see n. 9) of the surface. Like other
pulmonates, it is normally found on 'hard' surfaces, being most densely
concentrated on vascular macrophytes (emergent or submerged) though aìso
found on rocks, wood and detritus.
Russell-Hunter (fgZS) d'istinguishes five different known ìife-cycles
for 1,. peyegr,a (one biennual twice breeding, two univoltìne patterns and two
yearly cycìes w'ith two generat'ions jnvolved), but does not g'ive environmental
factors determini ng theìr'incidence.
Dussart (lg7g) observed that 'in hard and med'ium water the populat'ions
survive a second winter, so that ìn May three generatìons are present.
However, in soft waters L petegra has a sìmp1e one-year life cycìe w'ith
minimal generation overlap. Young snails produced in early sp¡ing and
summer grow rapidly to approx'imately Snln before winter when grovrth slows,
only to be resumed the follow'ing spring.
The animal is often called the 'l,Jandering Snail ' (El I is, 1926). It
.is found all over Europe. Synonyms for tLynmaea peTegl¿at are 'Linmaea
penegz,at, ,Linrnaea peyege?" Lynmaea. per,egeyt and 'RadLæ peregra" the
latter name being used by Griz'imek 11974) for the 'Wandering Snai'l ' .

?
I NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
The shell of the sna'il js made from crystalline calcium carbonate
in an organic matrix (Machin, 1975). The thickness and mass of shell
varies ìn proportion to the available calcium (water-hardness); thus
.it seems that the animal spends the same amount of energy'in assembling
th'is resource j rrespecti ve of env'ironment. I,Jhi I e ¿. peTegpa
flourishes in waters with high calcium concentrations, it is st'ill
capable of livìng'in extremely soft waters (3mg l-1 Cu) (Russelt-
Hunter, 1975). Dussart (1979) observed that numbers of an'imals were
attracted to 'hard' water where by 'hard' is meant a measure of mjneral
content 'including calcium ( Ca2+) but also chloride (Cl-), potassium
(K+), magnesiu* (MgZ*), phosphate (p0+3 ) and sodium (tla*). Machin
(1975) reports the snail liv'ing ìn the Baltjc in 11% Na Cl .
Young (i975) reared snails on lettuce (with no tracer) ìn Ca poor
and Ca rich waters each containing 45 Ca tracer. In soft water
the snails gained 70% of the calcium from food and 30% from the
water. In hard water the percentages were, respective'ly, 46 and 54
L. penegTais capable of producing fert'i1e eggs when bred in isolation
and cultures have been maìntained in the laboratory for many generations
using only se'lf-fert'il ization. However cross-fertil ization after
copuìation is customary. The sna'il usually lays a cluster of eggs
packed'in jelìy ìnside a common egg-capsu'le. Copulation, when'in
breed.ing cond'i ti on , occurs w'ith the f i rst 'i ndi v'i dual encountered , and
reciprocal copuìation, where the sna'ils alternate roles, has been
observed. Breed'ing cha'ins of three animals have been observed in
the laboratory, but not in a natural habjtat. Coupling may last
from a few m'inutes to twelve hours, but usually ìasts from thirty
to njnety minutes. After copulation the fìrst egg-capsuìes are
i nvari ably cross-fert'il i zed whì I e I ater eggs may be sel f -fert'il i zed,
perhaps when foreìgn sperm are entirely utjlized. Forejgn sperm
are known to have remained viable in ¡. stagnaLis for up to 116 days
but no comparable report is available for L. peregra.. Foreign sperm
are generally more effective in fertilizatjon than indigenous sperm;
the reason why, probably biochem'ical, is not known (Duncan, I975)'
The mean gross annual egg output for Lymnaea spp is 2,200 per aduìt






Dussart (1979) comments that in'soft'waters (see n.i) ¿. perlegr,q
often lays ìts eggs on the shells of its contemporaries, possìbly
to prcvide an immediate source of nutrients to the offspring after
the post-egglayìng deaths of the parent population. The offspring
are produced in ear'ly sprìng and earìy summer.
In other Lymnaea spp. factors sign'ificantly affecting oviposition
are temperature, oxygen content of water and tjme s'ince copulatjon.
Temperature and oxygen content are important also for egg development.
(Duncan , 1975) . Comparabl e resul ts spec'if i cal ly for r. peï¿egl.a
ane not available.
Jones (1975) comments that in aquatìc habitats the snail moves
by ciliary locomotion. Because the locomotìve force js weak
L. peregva is excluded from localjties with strong water currents.
In addition, because the animal moves so slowly - about 17.5 cm/min.
even mild currents may affect its foraging abiìity.
The 'hard' surfaces favoured by z. per¿egra (see Introductory Note)
are invarjably coate.d with Aufuuchs on which the snaiì grazes.
Bussell-Hunter (1975) defines Aufuuehs as scum flora of diatoms,
bìue-green and other single-celled a1gae, bacteria, fungi, protozoans
and other associated microscopìc plants and invertebrates in well-lit
waters, usually less than 4m deep (for except'ions see n. 9).
Runham (tgZS) reports that 'in Canada ¿. per¿egra 'is found almost
invariably on canad'ian Pond weed, ELodea canadensís, yet exam'ination
of jts crop revealed a complete absence of fragments of the Pond Weed"
Instead the crop invariably contained filamentaceous algae and
d'iatoms that were normally epiphytic on the surface of the Pond weed.
Thus the surface provided by the plant mod'ifies the availabjlity of
the snail's food resources. Laboratory experiments show that
filamentaceous aìgae are preferred to diatoms and are better
assimilated. Runham also reports that Aegopodi.wn podograni.a,
the corrnonest plant species in the snail's normal hab'itat, was often




Skoog (tgZe) in Iceland rep ts that the snail's diet'is dominated
'in spring by djatoms. These are eaten throughout the year but by
autumn there are increaSing numberS of RíuuLav'ia caLothr'íæ and
other blue-green algae in the djet. Fìlamentaceous brown and green
a'lgae were also eaten throughout the year. PiLayeLLa filaments
were èaten in May.
L. peregy,a can survive in the trophically poorest waters - which also
'implìes low oxygen content hence the snail favours waters with hìgh
plant turnover (Russell-Hunter, 1975).
It'is known that other Lyrnnaea spp. eat dead animal material when
avai I abl e; thei r growth, surv'i val and egg product'ion was enhanced
by this food. However, this has not been reported for l. pegegna.
A study of crop contents by Calow (1971) jnd'icated that the snail
ingests epiphytic a'lgae rather than macrophytic tissue. Laboratory
expe¡iments corroborated this and also indicated that green filamentous
algae were assinilated better than the diatomaceous species.
Reynoldson and Piearce (1979a, 1979b) report that the foìlowing
Triclads eat .t. peï.egTq.: Dugesia poLychroa, D. Lugubrde and
PLmtæía toy'ua, Dugesia spp. are opportuni s j tc feeders , a'lthough
the'ir predat'ion of the snail declines duri'ng the warmer months'
(Presumably some first-order modifier is operating here) . PLarta?i'a
toz,ua has a strong preference for the snai 1 PotønopArgus jenkínsi
and takes three times as many of these as ¿. pe?egvd.. Large
prebreedi ng ì nd'ivi dual s of .[. pe7'egv'a are ] eSS suscepti bì e to
attack by triclads.
D. poLychroa'is the most predacious of the Triclads whìch attack
gastropods, while ¡. Lugubz'is and p. torua also eat mainly snaìis'






PoLyeeLis tenuLs predates snails 2 to 10 times more often in waters
lacking D. poLyehz,oa; thìs probabìy a'lso applies to P. nigna.
Polyee'Lis spp. a'lso predate AseLLus spp,
As with other anìmals in th'is study, there ìs a range of heat energ'ies
whìch constitute resources for the snail. Outs'ide the most benefic'ial
range the anjmal 'is increas'ing1y disadvantaged. The latter range
constitute malentities and will include heat energìes correspond'ing
to the temperature wh'ich is the LDro. The following graph is from
Skoog (1976), working on the north Baltic coast of Sweden.
o 3ócc¡ 38 oC











Fig. 3. The survival time in hours of 50".4 of L),mnea pcregra
cxposed to 36 and 38"C at different seasons (centre). Stages
of development and shell lengths are given above. Below a
record of thc hubitut lcmpeiature al eüch experiment. The





Metabol'ic rate and hence oxygen consumptìon (see n.9) is related
to temperature (as with other poik'ilotherms).
hjalter (1977 ) notes that wjth'in a year ¿. peregrq, in Lake Zurich
ìs exposed to temperatures ranging froom 5"C to 20'C. El l'is (1926)
reports that in Iceland ¿. peyegya has been seen l'ivìng in sprìngs
with a temperature of up to 40"C.
Reynoìdson and Pjearce (1979a) report that in a pond a drought
kìlled most of the young snail spawn when they dehydrated on the
rocks after the water level fell. Dehydratìon is a generaì hazard
when ponds dry up (see n. 16).
Knecht and l,ialter (1977) comment that jn Lake Zurich the two
snails have almost total dietary overlap, although food is
apparently so abundant that competìtion is not signìficant.
Scorgìe (1980) investigated the effects of the aquatic herbicide
Cyanatryn on ,. pe7egr.a and 'its habitat, in this case a drainage
ditch. The herb'icjde killed alì vågetation, both emergent and
submerged. The popuiation of L. peregr'a was drastìcaìly reduced but
the mechanism'is not clear - whether by destruction of food, by
destruction of structura'l aspects of the hab'itat, or other. In
the laboratory the animal survived but did not flourish when fed
onìy on debrjs from the bottom of the dìtch. Also the relevant
concentration of the herbic'ide was not fatal lo L. pefegra' but the
sna'ils did produce fewer eggs. For this reason the herbjcide is
both a malentity and a fjrst-order modifier of mates (see General
Introduction).
L. peyegr.a obtains oxygen 'in three v,,ays: (a) by risìng to the surface
and s'iphon'ing a'ir into ìts puìmonary sac; or' when submerged' (b) by
cutaneous uptake and (c) by usjng ìts pu'lmonary sac aS a 'physical'
g.ill, with or without an air bubble (Russell-Hunter, 1975 and
Gh jretti and Gh'iretti-Magaldi , 1975). The an'imal can I ive indefiniteìy
submerged 'in well-oxygenated water, with its;pu'lmonary sac full of
air and its pneumostone closed. However where oxygen concentrat'ion
falls below a certain level th'is is no longer possible and the snail





12. Ewers (i964) records 71 species from 13 families of trematode
parasitizing the Lymnaeìdae family of molluscs'
Brown (1975) records that a common life cylce for Dìgeneans is as
fol I ows :
(i) A sexu al mul t'i p'l 'i catì on 'i n f j rst i ntermedi ate
mol luscan host.
(ii) Encystment in a second'intermediate host'
('iii) Development to maturity in a definitive vertebrate host'
sometimes there are three intermediate hosts,the first two being
molluscs. Pulmonates are infected by miracjdia of trematodes from
numerous local vertebrates and 'in turn em'it clouds of cercarìae
which will .infect the next intermediate host. Brown notes that there
is very strong ev'idence of suggest that m'irac'idia and metacercaria
(wh'ich encyst) find their host via chemical emanations (see n' 14) '
Quite substantial distances, up to 9m, may be involved (data from
other specìes of snail). Nevertheless, miracidia may attack incompatib'le
(resistant) sna'ils, causing ìrreparable damage to themselves' Several
reports also suggest that the production of cercarjae is reduced or
even wholly prevented by the starvat'ion of host snails.
In Russia, Natsvlishvili (1973) reprots the trematode ceTcaría uitrinn'
i nf esti ng ¿. peregra..
Pennycuick (1971) reports the presence of the trematode DipLostorm'tm
gasterostei in the snaj I .
Blajr (1973) reports a low incidence of trematode infestation from
hot spr.ings in Iceland (see n. 6) and suggests that the heat may be
excessive for trematode development. He records the folìow'ing
trenntodes : CotyLwus cormutus, Eehinoparyphiwn yecutoatum'
Apatemon gt'aciLis, DipLostorm'm sp' ' HApoderaewn eonoideum'
Notocoty Lzæ attenuatus .
FaseioLa hepatica and ¡. gigøttíca are known to jnfest L' peTegz'a





Reynoì dsen and Piearce (L979a) report that the sna'il popuì at'ion
(includìng L. peregra) of a þJelsh pond was virtually wiped out
by a pair of Mallard Ducks (trøs pLatyrgnchus L.). The Tricìad,
PoLyceLis nígta (see n. 5) was unaffected by the disappearance of
snails frorn the'ir d'iet, but the populat'ion of the leech
GLossipVnnia compLønta L. decl ined marked'ly.
Benatson (1971) reports the following species of duck as predators
of Lymnaea spp. in Lake Myvatn (Iceland): Tufted (nythya fuLiguLa),
Barrow's Golden-eye (Bucephala isLandica), }ld Squaw (ClørtguLa
hyemaLis) and Black Scoter \MeLonitta nigz'a). Sna'ils formed a
greater percentage of the diet for the first two ducks ment'ioned'
Storey l!g72) notes that ìmmediate'ly following the drying up of the
V\rater ¿. pe!.egra becomes coated in mud. This helps to conceal the
animal from would-be Predators.
Since ¿. peyegr.a 'is not uncommonly out of the water, occasionaì ly
because a stream (pond etc.) has dried up, the an'imal is at risk
of dehydration. Several cases have been recorded of annual draìnage
of irrigat'ion systems leavjng the snajl temporarily without water.
The important factors in dehydration are temperature, relative
humidjty and a'ir movements (Machìn, !975). The sna'ils also lose
water from locomotion on ìand, since they leave a tra'il of rnucus
behind them. Storey \1972) observed that aduit snails died shortly
after the disappearance of the water (by evaporation) although
whether by dehydratjon or accelerated ag'ing ìs not known. Young and
small-sized snails were observed by Storey to survive, although
as the dry perìod was proìonged - in excess of three months, wjth
only occasional Showers and dews - the smallest snails succumbed
f ì rst. Storey consi ders that the an'imaì s capaci ty to survi ve 'i s
enhanced by its ability to adopt water-conservjng body and shell-
postures while aest'ivating; metabolic rate is inferred to be greatly






ìtem of food ceases to be in the centrum of the snail because
the snail has migrated to another area wjth sufficient oxygen.
Heat energy.is a modifier of oxygen and thus a second-order
modifìelin the envjronment of L. pel'egra.
Russell-Hunter (fgZS) comments that the distribution of freshwater
pulmonates tends to follow bjrd mjgration routes and that some
snajls have been found (al'ive) on birds in trans'it'
presumably the snail s cl imb onto waterbi rds. l,Je have cl ass'ifi ed
'unknown birds' as first-order mod'ifiers of food on'ly although
the classjficat'ion holds good for ali other members of the
centrum (see General Introduction).
Bla'ir (1976) reports that anatomically 'identical spec'imens of
the trema1code þatemon gr'a,ci.Lis are found ìn lceland and Scotland'
L. per.egya sheds cercariae which 'infest appropriate fish hosts'
ìncluding the three-spined stickleback Gastev'osteus aeuLeatus
(see AES l,Jonkìng Paper 12/81) and other fish from the famìlìes
Sa'lmonidae, Eleotridae, Cob'it'idae, Cott'idae and Gobiidae' The
metacerca¡iae encyst in the fish and do not grow to maturity
until the fish is eaten by an approprìate bird host' To comp'lete
the life cycle sna'ils w'ill be rejnfested by m'iric'idia proceeding.
from the b'i rds ( c.f . n. 17) .
2t. Nansen et aL (1976) not'iced in experiments to test the host
specific'ity of EascioLa hepatica that some Prosobranchs (non-
hosts ) took up m'iraci di a 'in an unusual manner. The three 'f j I ter-
feed.ing' Prosobranchs Bithynia Leaehíi, B. tentacuLata and
potønopyTgus ienki¿sz sucked mi rac'id'ia i nto thei r gi 1 I s because
of the current set up by the'ir cilìa. Prosobranchs which feed
in thìs manner are first-order modifiers of the trematode parasites
of z. pevegra.,
L. pereg!.a. dOeS not often eat macrophytes (c.f. Runham, 1975, n. 4)
however Russel'l-Hunter (1975) reports 'a small set of experiments'
which suggested that a diet of d'icotyledon leaves can be utilized'




simultaneousìy ingested for trituration w'ithin the snajl's gut.
Sibrey (1970) 'investigated the importance of mineral part'icles ìn the
ci'iet. without sand the rate of growth of the an'imal was adversely
affected; the suggestion is made that the presence of sand may allow
the ut'ilization of a w'ider variety of foods than would otherw'ise be
poss ì bì e. Mi neral part'icl es are reta'ined 'in quanti ty i n the gut
when not available jn the env'ironment. Storey comrnents further
that a lack of-sand in the diet is deleterious and eventually fatal.
Sand is classified as a first-order mod'ifier of the food since without
'its presence the (potential) food cannot be utilized and thus
disappears from the centrum.
23. Crossland (1971) reports the use of the molluscjcide Frescon for
the control of ¡,. peregyq, in trout reservoirs in Eng'land. The
snai I hosts parasì tes wh'i ch damage the trout, 'incl udi ng




The Followìng tables are from Skoog (1976):
TABLE 1: Surv'ival and mean growth per snail of juvenile Lyrmea peTegr¿a
(init.ial mean size 2.19, standard error 0.02 rnm) after 144 on d'ifferent
d'i ets, h = 24 in each dì et, JulY 1967 .








Survi val (%) 100 95 .8 95 .8 95 .8
Mean grwoth per snai I













pattern of s.ignif.icant at the 5% level accord'ing to Student-äewman-Kuel's
test (Appendìx 1A). The dìets are ranked with the best diet to the left'
Encircled diets are not s'ign'ificant'ly different'
CLadophora
wi th di atomsDi atoms
Mixed bl ue-





Mallard duck, Anøs pLatyTynchus 1., and other ducks (see n. 15)'
Leeches ; GLossiphonia cornpLannta (L.), UeLobdeLLa stagnaLis.
Acanthocephal a: the spìny-headed roundworm Echinoz'hynehus cLauuLa'
Triclads: Dugesia poLychroa, D. LugubrLs, PLartæia torua, PoLyceLis nLgTa
(¡luller) , e. renuis (tiima)'
Trematodes: cey,earia uitrirn, cotyLurus cot"nutus, Echinopatyphiun Tecur2atwn,
Apatemon graeiLis, DipLostorrun spathaceum, D. gastet'ostei, Hypoderaewn
conoid"eum, NotoeatyLus atteriatus' OpisthíogLyphe megastorm'ts Baer 1943'
In laboratory studies only: FaseioLa hepati.ca and ¡. gigantica'
cestode: schistocephaLus soLidus and other cestodes from the fam'ily
Hymenoì ePi di dae ( see n. 17 ) '
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The precise environment of the Giant African Snail (Achatirn fuLi.cù is
g.iven, us1ng as a basis for the classification the defining equations of
N'iven (Erkenntnis, 198U. A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha, called
an ,envirogram','is used for displaying the objects jn the environment.
Detajls of the environment not included in the envìrogram are listed separately.
* * * ** *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precìse
environrnent of the various animals is avai'lable as AES Working Paper 9/81.
Thìs paper contains (a) the defining equations for the prec'ise environment;
(b) the interpretat'ion of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are used
in the definitjons; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using the
def i ni ng equatìons, w'ith the ch'impanzee and the three-sp'ined sti c'k:l.e¡ac-k
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work is being used'in
the forrnal izat'ion and development of the mathematìcal theory of an'imal
ecol ogy.
Thìs paper is part of a larger theoret'ical study, the methodolog¡'for








ENVIROGRAM FOR ADULT SNAIL










We have taken almost all the material for thjs work'ing paper from the
excellent book by A R Mead, The Giætt Afr,íean SnaiL: a probLem in ecornmie
maLaeoLogy (University of Chicago Press, 1961).
A. fuLiea is among the largest of the snails. A photograph ìs given in
the book by Mead of an animal with a shell 'length of 7 7/8ins, and an
overal'l 'ìength of nearly a foot. Average shell sizes range from 5-6 jns.
down to 3.5-4.5ins. in Micrones'ia. There is striking variatjon'in shel'ì
nnrpho'logy and colour and evidence that colour in particular is affected
by diet.
The snail is thought to live at least 2.5 years in East Africa, its
orì g'i nal habi tat. One specimen I i ved 9 years i n capt'ivi ty but spent much
of th'is period in estivation. Mead is of the op'in'ion that an average I ife
span of 5 to 6 years vrould be a conservative estimate.
The an1mal has spread through Asia and many Pacific Islands. It has been
intercepted alive at American and Australian oorts. An introduction to
Japan has dìed out.
A.fuLí.ca estivates; ìt is not known whether ìt can undergo hibernation
(like, for exampìe, HeLiæ pomatia). When estivat'ing, most of the animals
are found under only superfic'ial protection, but some work their way into
remarkably inaccessible p'laces-under large rocks, in hollow trees, high
up'in the branches of trees, well under plant debris or man-made litter
or even 5 ins underground.
The snail has a very keen olfactory sense. It is abje to guage (and pres-
umably smelì) the wind and move according to that stjmulus and locate
attractants and food.
* * * * * **
The table in n.10 and the list of food in 5D are from the book by Mead.
2
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C. NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAI"I.
1. The snail has been recommended for rnedicinal uses 'in England, about
1900, and until more recently in Japan - certainly up to 1950. The curat'ive
substance v,las sa'id to be orthocalc'ium phosphate, which was claimed to cure
kidney d'isease and a variety of other a'ilments.
Man has also used the animal for food, e.g. in Japan and East Africa.
?.0n the Bonìn Islands a tidal wave on April Znd 1946 washed over extensive
lowland, presumab'ly k'i11ing many Á. fuLiea, which h,ere very scarce in these
areas for the following two Years.
3. The herm'it crab Cenobita perLatus is a sign'ificant predator of .4. fuLiea
on the Bonin Islands and other areas of Micronesia. It consumes the
sna'il and occupies many of its shells. In some limited areas the crab
seems to have comp'letely eliminated the snaì1. The crab is found on land
up to 600ft above sea level and 1.5miles inland, although the numbers
decrease with increasing height and distance from the sea.
The coconut crab or robber crab Bír'gus Latro alsoleats .4 fuLiea, particular'ly
on the Auluptagel Is'lands'in the Palau group. In these Islands the coconut
trees became virtual'ly extinct fol'low'ing the introduction of various species
of coconut beetl es; i n consequence the crab turned lo A fuLíea as an al t-
ernative source of food. I,,le have classified coconut trees as a first-order
modjfier of these crabs since when the trees are present the crabs are
no 'longer predators of the snai'ì .
Another f i rst-order modi f i er of thi s predato¡is man ; Mi cronesi ans
consider the coconut crab a de'licacy.
In Kenya a crab tentatively identified as belongìng to the genus )cypode
has been observed consuming l'ive A fuLiea,
The 'paddy crab' in Ceylon has also been reported as eating the live snajls.
4. Although no quantified results are gìven it is cons'idered that cold
weather contributed to the dying out of one introduction of A fuLica to
Formosa. Similar'ly in Ind'ia an introduct'ion to the foot of the H'imaìayas
(approx,6)600 feet) died out after a severe winter. I^lìnter in Japan'is
4
thought to have contributed to an 'introductÍon dying out.
At the other end of the scale, A fuliea dies quickìy when exposed to direct
sun'l i ght.
Humid, tropica'l climates offer optimum conditìons, with luxuriant growth
to provìde protect'ion:during the day. Nevertheless beach populations in
the Bonin and lvîariana is]and have been able to survive in an environment
wìth frequent barren stretches of sand and vegetatìon covered in fine salt
crysta'ls. The snailsl nocturnal habits are a great aid in cop'ing with these
areas.
In addition the snails have a strong 'homing'ability, enabling them to
find known retreats at the onset of adverse conditions; in experiments up
to 70% of the animals were shown to posses thjs abi'lity.
Experiments have shown that the lethal m'inimum exposure to 7oC at a R.H.
of 40-50% was 4 days for active snails on soil, 4 days for active snails
'in soil (3in. al'l round) and 7 days for estivating snails. Of 20 snails
exposed to 4.50C for 24 hours, with R.H. 35-45%, nineteen rema'ined alive
after 5 days. 0f 10 active snai'ls exposed to -loc, R.H. ss-6s%, for g hours
al I surv'ived 5 days. 0n1y 1 indiv'idual of 10 dormant snail s exposed to
-70c for 8 hours, R.H. 52-56%, survìved 5 days. No atternpt vras made to
s'imulate the natural microenvironment in these experiments, or to
accl 'imati ze the animal s .
It is suggested that the greater range of temperature above 51000ft has
limited the animal to the'lower altitudes, where the slow acclìmatization
offered by the onset of winter has a sign'ificant effect. Height 1 imìts
in various countries are: Africa (the orig'ina1 home territory) 1,500ft.
Mauritius 2)000, Java 3,300ft, Ceylon 4,000ft.
5. The snail has been'introduced by man Ínto many countries for a variety
of reasons. A young lady brought them to Hawaii to put in her garden, for
aesthetic reasons. Chinese duck farrners bred and transported ¿. fuLica in
several p'laces, ê.g. Hong Kong, Malaysìa, Sarawak, in order to feed their
ducks and poss'ibly other pou'ltry. Ducks favour young snaíls and they have
been introduced into Ceyion in order to control ¿. fuLica. llhile rnost
introductions have been wi'lful , un'intentjona] introductions have usua]1y
L
been connected with the transportation of some sort of plant produce.
(However the marked abìfity of 4. fuLica to secrete itself in recesses
and crannies make almost any cargo a potent'ia'ì method of transport.)
6. AcVwtína panthe.z'a was jntroduced in Maurjtjus and appears to have driven
A. fuLiea out of the lowlands, forc'ing the latter to maintain its population
between Ç00 and 2p00ft.
7.0n palau Island in November 1938 a flood washed some snails down into
the low'lands , presumably many died, but some surv'ived and establ Íshed
a popuìation there
B, t. fuLica has a pronounced appetite for decay'ing and rott'ing
material, particularly after the age of 4 months, and they frequentìy
congregate around man's garbage tips. Fallen rott'ing fru'it also attract
them. As noted ìn 9A the animal has a very keen olfactory sense. It'is
able to g ge (and presumably smell) the w'ind and move accord'ing to that
stimulus and locate attractants and food. Abandoned crops provide a similar
situation, th'iS occurred during the war, but may also occur because of
climatic conditions or even because of earlier depredations of the snails.
(Mead, 1961, who cites instances of this).
The animal eats a tremendous range of food. However jt can survive without
any food for months . Local popul ati ons vary 'in thei r eati ng habi ts ; 'in
some areas a certain food plant vri'ì'l not be eâten at al1 by the snail
whereas in other areas that same pìant w'ilì be the major food. It is
reported as being ìnordinately fond of watermelon.
Some preferred food ìtems (not in order) are:
(i) Garden flowers and ornamentals (al1 parts and stages).
(li¡ l'4ost vegetables - espec'iaìly Cruciferae, Cucurbitaceae, Leguminosae
(iìì) Cutt'ings and seedlings, even when the mature plant is not eaten
e.g. breadfruit, cassava, teakwood etc. The snails feed almost exclusively
on young shoots and succulent leaves.
(iv) Cover crops, especia'lly those that are legumìnous.
A. fuLíea in Guam ate poisoned rat baits (V'larfarin) with i mpunìt¡r (thus
acting as a first-order mod'ifier in the environment of the rat). The
prob'l em u/as so'l ved by pre-bai ti ng wi th mol I usci ci de .
Mead descrìbes .4. fuLíea as a scavenger pay eæceLLenee; the anima'l has

7
An abundant supply of ca'lcium carbonate reduces the time the snail
takes to reach maturity.
Cacao requìres less acid soil (pH 6.0-7.0) than rubber and ìn Cey'lon p'lanters
who change crops from rubber to cacao commonly add dolomjte l'ime to the sojl.
Such plantatjons support the 'largest 4. fuLica popuìat'ions in Ceylon. (see also
n. 20).
The animal wjll eat whitewash off houses and fences (see also n. 20, xiv).
It also frequently consumes moist soil, presumably'in order to obtain calcium.
The fol'lowjng table is from Mead (1961) :
TABLE 4
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SHELLS AI'¡D EPIPHRAGMS
0F AcVtøtha. fuLica (Ex Ms t^l.Hes)
Large Shells Small SheIIs Epiphragins
































ll. ¿. fuLica'is reported as containing up to 84,7% water, by weight, ex-
cl udj ng the shel 'l . The snai l eats moi st materi al s (n8,n10) i n addi ti on
to absorbing water directly through its skin.
The percentage of estivat'ing A.fuLica in a local popuìation correlates
directly with reduced moisture in the envjronment; even so, the tendency
of individua'ls 'is to alternate phrases of activ'ity with estivation so that
at any time some indivîduals will be'in either phase. A protracted dry
spell can produce mass estivation and damage to crops ìs often reduced '
I
during dry periods for this reason. Instead of estivating, some snails
may concentrate in the perenn'ialìy green gardens during these dry spelìs
Rain after a dry spell can cause the animal to come out of estivation.
It ìs the well-hidden, estivating ìndividuals that will restock an ìnfested
area after the effects of normal, natura'l or man-made adverse conditions
have passed.
12. During miìd]y adverse conditìons, quiescence that does not amount to
estivation is often assumed, ê.g. in a short dr-v soell durinq the rainy
season in Ceylon many of the snails were found unmov'ing on trees 3-9ft from
the ground. During this time ground-dwe'lling predators remained active
so this may be the reason why the snails stayed on the trees. In favourable
condit'ions many .4. fuLiea forqe nocturnal'ly on the ground but return to
the trees during the day.
We have ientatively c'lassified the subject animal as a modifier of predators
since it is not certain that its quiescent behaviour is a modification in
order to escape predation.
13. There is a direct correlation between the incidence of damaged shells
and the ruggedness of the terrain. (However a. fuLica has great fac.ility
for repaìr'ing even very severely damaged shel'ls) . Especial ly in the
Pacific Is'ìands, the habitat is often barren, hard and rocky and the
snail often falls, damaging its shell. Groundcover, humus and thick
undergrovrth in some localities can break a fall thus reducing damage.
L4. A. fuLíea seems to be d'isplacing the snail pattuLa gibba in pìaces where
the latter is endemic and ¿. fuLiea has been .introduced.
15. A. fuLica is normalìy nocturnal . It is active in daylight on'ly when
the sky is overcast, or other shade is provided.
16. The slug-1ike snails MaviaeLLa dusswnieri and Pay,rnaz'Lon z,etieuLatus
endemic to Micronesia and the land snail Bradgbaena simiLanis a'lso attack
rubber pìants and may be, in this sense, first-order modifiers.
I
17. Chinese market gardeners in Sarawak are requ'ired, in order to minimize
damage by Á. fuLiea, to keep the'ir pìots so clean all the year round that
excess'ive sojl erosion results, thus further reducing poss'ible feed for
the snaìl s.
Rotat'ion of crops by farmers'in infected areas, guìcr clearing (perhaps
by burning - see n,24), followed by plantìng a crop and then nroving to
another area al I hel p to prevent the bu'i I d-up of sna'i 1 popu'l ati ons .
18. Man;,r ,4. fuLica are run over by cars. S'ince dead members of thejr own
spec'ies are favourite food items more snails are run over while feeding
on the roads.
Numbers of Sarcophasìds, Sciomyzids, Phoroids and other D'iptera have been
reported as coming from dead ,4. fuLíca. The blue-bottle flies PAehnosoma
or LuciLia dtræ, in India, and MegaseLia æanthia(i.e. Aph'iochaeta), 'in Malaya
also the house fly l,tusea domestiea, in the Bonin Islands, and other fljes
all eat dead ¿. fuLiea, as do cockroaches and magqots. All are thus competitors
of live 4. fuLtea for this f,ood.
19. The snails climb high into the trees to eat papaya (See gD). Since
this fruit (and others) is also eaten by birds, f1y'ing foxes and rats we
have classified them as first-order modifiers.
20. Because of A. fuLica's drastic effect on crops many chem'ical substances
have been used b¡r man'in attempts to control the snail. (As such man will
always be a hjgher order modifier wherever these substances appear on the
envirogram.) The substances utilized fall into four categories:
1) Repellents - used to present access of the snail to crops(sec n'2I)'
Z) Molluscides - substances toxic to the snail which can be sub-classified as:




Ethy'leme Dibromide (particularly recommended
by Mead).






While these prevent rain from nullifying poìsons with solid baits mo'isture
will promote the growth of mould wh'ich has the same effect.
Many substances will be mult'iply-c'lassìfied on the above scheme. Many
methods of appìication have also been trjed
Some of the mol I usc'i ci des wi I I have addi ti onal 'i ndi rect effects - for
examp'le sodium arsen'ite'is also a herbicide and nnay serve to reduce the
number of sna'il s by destroyì ng thei r food suppl i es. Sod j um Arsen'ite 'is
one of those chemicals reduced in effectiveness by Yaìn.
Since A. fuLíea has the habit of eat'ing its ourn dead (see n.18) , toxic
concentrations of a mollusc'ic'ide in one dead snai'l may ki11 several in
a "cha'in" reaction.
The follow.ing is a treatment ingreater depth of one molluscicide - Metaldehyde
(CH3CH0)O: The compound is both a contact and a stomach poison though
probably usual'ly the former. It causes water loss in affected sna'ils even
under 100% humjdity, ffiây cause ìnmobi'lity and also inhib'its the feed'ing
response of the snail. Because of the first two effects this chemical
accentuates all factors causing vrater loss and produces a higher % of
kills in unshaded areas (comb'ined with the action of the sun on "stunned"
'ind.ividuals). As a corol'lory a substantial percentage of snails will
recover under cìoudy, ccol and wet condjtions. The chemical has onìy a
short effectjve I jfe - even without diffus'ing water. Various duratives
can increase.its durab.iìity but sheltering baits from rain has the undesired
effect of providing the sna'iis with the shady conditions that w'ill favour
their survival.
21. Ashes, or substitutes like sawdust, charcoa'|, cinders etc are
somet jmes used as a repe'l I ent barri er, wh'i ch the snai I wi I I not cross .
sometimes copper su]phate is added. Another repellent vrhich has neen
very successful is coal tar, whjch is p]aced jn a ring around plants.
Because of rapid growth of weeds the coal tar should be rep'laced every
second week. It is mixed with engine oil and placed on barriers to give
longer life.
Crude oìl has been found to be complete'ly effective as a repellent'in Guam




ìn the sense of th'is note should be classified as a predator.
27. The Indonesìan frog Rana ti,grina is reported to eat the eggs of
A. fuLiea. Bufo marinus, the Cane Toad, will eat young snails, but
not to a s'ignificant extent. The indirect effects of B. marinus are
more Iikely to be of importance in control of the snail. (see Bai'ley,
1976 and Tyler, 1976). In the Mjcronesian Islands, the monitor lizard, wh'ich was
introduced to control rats, became a pest by consuming eggs and young
chickens. Young chjckens attack and eat A. fuLiea. Introducing B. maï'Lnus
relieved this situation because the lizards attacked, and rvere fatally
posoned by, the toads. The lizards also eat the coconut crab (nirgus Latz'o)
whjch feeds on the g'iant snaì1. (see also Work'ing Paper on Bufo mat'inus)
28. Phe¿dþLogeton affínis and p. diuev'sus are known to eat eggs of other
snails and have been seen swarTn'ing over.a. fuLiea eggs. The ant SoLenopsís gemLrnta
Fabr. feeds on the young Snails. A number of unknown Species of ant
have frequently been recorded as swarmìng over dead and dyìng a. fuLíea
i.e. those affected by the sun. They wouìd be 'like'ly to attract the
cane toad (n.marinus) by their movement. (see t¡lorking Paper on'
Bufo marLnus.)
?g. Larvae of the Ind'ian g'low-worm Lanprophot'us tenebnoslu's (l,lalker)
(Lampyridae) wj'l'l , during their development' consume A. fuLica. However
fu]ìy grown gìow-worms will not attack snails greater than 40mm in size.
When the snail ìs'large or the g'low-worm we1'l fed the beetle may remove
on'ly a small amount of flesh from the withdrawn foot; the snail can
consequently regenerate such m'inor losses. Other beetles of the same
family which predate a. fuLica in Ceylon are a Diaphanes sp. and three
other unidentìf ied species.
In East Africa larvae of the family Drilidae attack ¿. fulíea. Also
large black vorac'ious beetles of genus TeffLus (Carab'idae) 'in both larva'l
and adult stages consume the snail.
30. An unidentifjed Rhabditoid nematode is probab'ly, according to Mead
"on1y an incidental symbiont of low incidence and Ijttle consequence".
Nematode parasites of A. fuLica have not been stud'ied to an.v extent.
31. The Jung'le Crow 'in Ceyl on (Centz'opus chLonot'hynehus) attacks and
eats the giant snail.
14.
in north-west Madagascar a large native bird called 'famakankorar,
the snail-breaker (Anastorm,Ls madngaseaz,iensis) feeds on ,4. fuLíea.
32. Some mamals have a manifest appetite for snails (in general.) The
rat is definitely known to eat A. fuliea on many Pacific Islands. The
wild p1g is believed to be a predator. There is strong cjrcumstantial
evidence in Cey'ìon that the follow'ing animals eat the snail: the mongoose,
(Herpestes rm,tngo) the giant squìrrel (seíurus maertu,us Pennant) , the
bandicoot (aandieota maLabarica) and the jackal. In East Africa the
civet cats BdeogaLe tenuis and B. cz,assicaudata eat A. fuLica and the
baboon is reported to do so.
Also in East Africa an endemic wild cat, the odompo, is believed to feed
on the g'iant sna'ilS: âh important item of food for the local inhab'itants,
who therefore hunt and kill the odompo. A snake, Cez.astesrattacks the
odompo, and is believed by 1oca1 people to be the protector of snails.
33. 0n Agiguan Island (Aguijan, near Guam) a great many feral goats are
respons'ible for kjlling and injuring ¿. fuLica by trampling.
34-. In the Belgian Congo the Nile monitor, Varanus niLotieus (tinne)
feeds principaìly on ¿. fulica. Reports of predation by the two-bearded
mon'itor t¡. saLuator,ìn the Pacific area, also V. monitor, are inconclusìve.
The pond turtlè Nieoria trijuga they,rnaLís is knolvn to attack ¿. fuLica
'in eeylon; because the turtle is aquat'ic this predation will be minor.
In captivity the small Javanese snake Pareas c. cqyirla.tus swallows young
A. fuLica whole and pu'lls the larger snails from thejr shells in order
to eat them.
35. In Africa the following predac'ious sna'ils attack and eat A.fuLica:
Gonanis kibueziensis, EdentuLina affinus, G. tsuLeani, G. quadriLauteraus,
GuLeLLa uahLbergi (Krauss) and other GuLeLLa species.
The large and vorac'ious molluscan predator EugLandina rcsea has
been imported from Florida to the Philìpp'ines and many ìslands in the
Pac'ific. It took hold inrmediately and spread rapidly. Another less
successful ìmportation is OLeaeína oLeacea stz,ami.nea (Deshayes) from Cuba.
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D. DETAIL
The follow.ing l'ist of food resources is from Mead (1961).
.Aiy pLant FxyophgLLvrn pinnatwn): The common' dense stands 
of this
p'lant in the uncult'ivated areas of the Halvaiian Islands are pro-
vì ding an almost unl im'ited source of prefemed food.*
ALbizzia: Where unprotected frorn sna'ils, only 30 per cent survival
of ALbizzia faLcata in E. Java(AV): barr of ¿. faLeata attacked in
Sumatra (He): ¿. Lebbex a preferred food plant in Saipan(I).
Amavanthus spp.: A preferred food jn Saipan(L); young plants com-
pletety destroyed, older ones seriously attacked(W).
AmaryLLidaeea.e: Criruin favored in Malaya(Ja); serious damage to
many spec'ies(l^l) .
Anr¡taLaya (Momondica ehnrantia): Seriously attact<ed ìn Philipp'ines(pg).
Atz.ouroot (Canna eduLis) z Seriously attacked in Ph'il ippines(pg).
Bananas and pLantain (Musa paraå"i.siaea.): The sna jls are frequentìy found
on the leaves and trunks; small specimens may work their way deep'into
the bunches of fruit. Ocas'iona'lly young bananas are rasped; when they
mature the skin appears very bad'ly scarred and is therefore commercial'ly
less valuable, though the fruit'itself is unaltered. If the bananas
spìit open on the tree, they wil'l almost invariabìy be consumed by the
achatinas frequenting the treetops. Several native reports indicated that
young plantings may be killed by the attacks of the snails. Total damage
is small.* Inhabitants of Tinian report no damage(C); young leaves eaten
in Saipan(f and T) ; leaves and stems of "pisang" attacked on'ly slìght'ly
in Sumatra(He); unverÍfiab'le reports in Ceylon that leaves and apparentìy
blossoms of pìanta'in eaten, therefore fru'itless(G) ; preferred by 'larger
snails in Palau Islands(H and K);
1(A) AnonAmous, 1974a; (AV) uan ALphen de Veer, 1-954; (Be) beeLey, L935;
(Bel 1938; (Bel 1.938; (BJ) Benthem Jutting, 1934, L952; (Br') Bertrand,
1928; (Brl L94L; (C) ChønberLin, 1952a; (C and G) CharTnoA and Gebert, L922:
(CÐ A. CøtpbeLL in Litt. NoD, 19, L95L; (Co) Corbett, 7933; (Col 1937;
(co) L94L; (Ct) Cotton, L940; (D) G S Dunn in litt. Aug. 12, L949 to Dec.
77, 1953; (na) DaïtneTman, 7929; (ø and f) Esaki anå Takahashi, 1942; (F)
Faim,seather, 1-937; (Fe) Feii, L940; (Ð Gz'een, L9L0e; (Gl) 1910b; (Gz)
1,911-b; (H) Gutson, 1920; (H and K) Hatai and t(ato, 1943; (Ha) lom Harv'Lsson
in Litt. Aug. 25, 1952; (He) HeubeL, 1-937, 1-938; (Ho) HoLnes. 1954; (Hs)
Hes, 1949, L950; (Ja) Jarrett, L923; (Jk) Jaski, 1,953; (Kr) Kond'o, 1-950e;
(Kl L950a; (Kl 1952; (L) Lange, L950; (Le) Leefmans, 1933a,b; (L ar¡å. V)
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Leefmans and uan d.er Veeht, L933a, b; (M uan der Meer Mohr,, 1949; (M)
L924; (Md MaernilLøn, L943; (AL) UiLsun, 1950; (N) R C L NotLey in Li-tt.
Dee.7, 1950; (0) )tanes, 1948; (Pb) PhiLbz"Lek, L949; (Pe) Penbenton,
L938; (Pg) Pangga, L949; (Ph) E PhiLLis in Litt. Jqn. 31, 1950; (Pu)
Parauieini, 1922; (Ð Rappard, L949; (Ri) RíeL, 1933; (RA) H C Ray ín
Litt. JuLy 22, L952; (S) Sout|t 1.926b; (Sl 1923b; (T) Ioones, 1946; (1,/)
uan WeeL, 1948; (We) Ileber, 1,954.
a chief food plant 'in Koror, r'ipening fruit I iable to damage (K2) ; frujt,
leaves, and new shoots are damaged 'in Saìpan (L); young 'leaves eaten
(Le); attacked in Phj'lippines, peelings eaten (Pg); attacked in Java (ni¡,
could not verify damage (tl).
Beach mor.níng-gLon¿ (rpomo'ea pes-caprae.): This very common v'ine
serves not only as one of the main shelter p'lants for achat'ina but as
a good source of food;* a preferred food pìant in Saipan (L).
Bearæ: Fed upon 'in Saipan (L); eaten voraciously in Phi'lipp'ine Islands
(pg); PhaseoLus ra&Lakts seedlings totally destroyed, foliage of
older p'lants skeletonized, but the yan bean (eaehyz,hì,zus tuberosus)
suffered no damage(l^l) .
BeteL pepper (eïper betLe): Untouched(G); no damage(l,'l).
Bird's-nest-fezm ({spLeniwn nidus ): A preferred food p'lant in Saipan(L).
BLínbíng ({uennhoa biLinbi ) z Fruit compl ete'ly stripped in Ceylon(G) .
BougainuíLLea: Both large and small snails attacked in Riouw Archipelago
(L and V).
Breadfruit (Artoeaz?us spp,): The fruit of this tree, whethe.it be
green, overripe, rotting, or dried, is a real favorjte of the g'iant snai'ls.
A'lthough the snails have been seen up to about twelve feet in these
trees, the fruit which had not fal'len was never observed being attacked
or showing any signs of attack. Since the native peop'le of many Pacific
islands have abandoned the breadfruit for the more easì1y prepared imported
staples, the breadfruit crop in some areas is being al'lowed to pontribute
100 per cent to the ma'intenance of a larger and still larger snail population
which otherwise could not exist. Robert E Burton of the Agricultural
Development Statjon on Ponape reported that all of a number of sprouted
breadfruit cljppings brought from the Truk Islands in 1948 were kiiled
by having their bark rerpved by achatinas.* Inhabitants of Tinian report
no damage (C); a chief food plant in Koror(Kr); a preferred food p'lant in
Sa'ipan(L).
Cabbage(Bnassiea Spp.): This and other Cruciferae are the most oreferred
food plants in the Phil ippines(pg); severe damage in Saipan(l-).
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Caeao(Theobroma.o"ao): In Ceylon the giant snails were frequent'ly Seen
congregating ìn great numbers in the areas where the cacao pods were
be.ing harvested; they were observed feeding on the flowers, broken pods,
seeds, and seedl'ing plants in nurserìes; damage varied from s'light to
severe;tfed on young shoots and florvers'in Indonesia(BJ); young seedlings
up to two months of age readily attacked and killed in Nevl Britain (D);
no damage (H); airect damage by consuming freshly planted seeds,'indirect
damage by destruction of cuttings of dadap cover crop in cey'lon (N); killed
young pìants and iniured blossoms of bearing trees, impossible to plant
new cl earings in Ceylon (S) ; seriously attacked and damaged(l'l) '
Caetus: Opmtia sp. eaten (gJ); 7puntia and Cereus suffered damage ìn
Java (L and V); damage¿ (pg); attacked in Java(Ri)'
caLophyLLun ínophyLLwn: A def inite preference for the 'leaves of this p'lant.*
Cørma sp.: Eaten voraciously in the PhiIippines(pg) '
Caya¡tboLa (Auenrhoa caramboLa); Fruit reported damaged in Ponape'*
Carz,ots (Dauc,us carota): Severe damage to both the tops and the tuberous
roots was reported by the 'inhab'itants of Ch'ich'i Jima;* fed upon 'in Saipan(L).
Cassaua (Manihot eseuLenta)z Damage 'is 
'largely restricted to the young
pìants, reported to be a serious problem in Romalum, Truk Islands;*
T1nian inhabitants report no damage (C); badly damaged' young stems
heavily pee'led off and killed in Java(Fe) ; 'leaves and bark damaged in
Sumatra(He) ; a chief food p'lant ìn Koror(K2) ; attacked 'in Phi'lipp'ines(pg);
no damage(W).
ch¿L¿ peppers(capsicwn spp.): untouched(G); the fruit, ìeaves, and bark
of C. crnruun are attacked 'in Sumatra(He); stem and 'leaves of C' gÏ'ossum
eaten in Rota but damage not serìous(K3); fed upon in Sa'ipan(L); no damage(!'l)'
Cittus sp.z Near-ripe fallen fruit and foliage of sweet orange(C' sinensís)
were observed to be eaten on Agìguan;* seedlings seriously attacked in
Philippines(Ps).
Coeorrut (Cocos nueifera): No damage observed;*tswarm'ing on fronds but no
evidence of injury(G); no damage(H,S).
Coffee (coffea spp.): Slight damage to berries in Malaya (Co); in Sumatra,
young leaves attacked only when other food is not present(He); observed
to attack in Phif ippines(Pg).
Corm (zeamays): 0n1y s'lightest damage to leaves and kernels in Chichi
Jima, decay.ing leaves eaten readily;* inhabitants of Tinian report near
distruction of fje'ld of very young seedlings, but no apprec'iabìe damage
to larger p'lants(C); only sfight damage to leaves jn Sumatra(He); young
seedlings readi'ly eaten in Guam (ft); fed upon in Saipan(L); seedlings
sometìmes attacked but no severe damage(W).
Cosmos sp , : Damaged i n Phi'l i ppi nes (pg)
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in Ceylon causing ind'irect damage to Cacao; the rnore hardy Desmo&Lwn trL-
fLoz,un was only s'lightly attacked; bark of GLiz'Lcí&La maeuLata and dadap
(nr-gthr,ina Lithosper,na) subject to extensiVe attack, even in trees in
excess of three inches in diameter; flowers of the dadap are a favorite;
large areas in puerayia cover crop in New Britain barren and not reseeding
(D); Centrosema pztbeseens damaged in Java (fe¡; young dadap trees killed
by bark removal ìn Cey'lon (H); in Surnatra, the young leaves and bark of
DegueLiasp. are damaged, and a'lthough under experimental condit'ions Cassía
muLtíjuga was not touched, the following were readily eatenz Cassia
minosoides, CyotaLaria anagyt'oid.es, C. strLata, In&Lgofera sufft'utieosa,
Mimosa inuisa, Parkia sp., ?ephz'osia eqrtdida and ?. tsogeLii (He) ; indirect
damage to tobacco as young pl ants to tobacco as young p'l ants of cover and
green manure crop (mLmosa ínuisa) were stripped of their bark 'in Sumatra
(M); particularly destructive to dadap cuttings in cover crop of cacao(N)l
could not grow leguminous ground cover crops in Cey'lon when achat'ina was
at its height(Ph); young dadaps girdled and k'illed(S)'
Lettuce(Lactuca satiua): Native peop'le of Tinian indicate no damage(C);
severe damage jn Saipan(L); plants of a'¡1 ages completely defoliated,
but only seedl'ings ofI. ín&Lea destroyed(W); food of greatest choice
in the laboratory(We).
Leu.caena gLauea: This exceeding'ly conmon introduced species in its
characteristic dense stands is clear'ly a prefemed food plant from the
Hawaiian Islands (where it'is known as "Hao'le koa") to Chi chi Jima; all
parts are avidly consumed, includ'ing the water-soaked seeds and the exposed
roots; the slender stems are frequently seen bent far over under the weight
of snails feeding on the leaflets and tender bark;* occas'ionally fed upon
in Tinian (C); not touched jn Sumatra(He); defoljation of young "lamtoro"
trees p'laced 'in a teakwood stand in Java(R) .
LíLiaceae: Nearly all lilies seem suscept'ib1e to attack;* Crinum and other
I jl ies preferred ( oa) ; favored p'l ants(¿a) ; caLa&Lun not attacked(Ma) .
MaLwtgay Qrtori.nga oLeifera): Observed being attacked in Phil ipp'ines(PG) .
MeLons (Cuewnís meLo; CitvaLLus uuLgani$: The fruit and vines of a'll
types are on the preferred list; on Rota, they cause such destruction of
watermelon vines that the native people waìk severa'l miles to p'lant their
seeds in an achatina-free area; attacks on the young fruit will badly
disfjgure it, interfere with proper development, and make it worthless
for consumption;* inhabitants of Tinian report serious damage often to
entire pìant(C); severe damage jn Saipan(L); rinds consumed(Pg).
Montanoa hibisei,foLía:|he bark and pithy stems deeply and extensive'ly
grooved in Hawa'ii .*
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p;neappLe (Anønas comosus.); No damage observed or reported in the East
Caroline Islands, Hawajian Islands, or Cey'lon;* no record of feeding on
Pì neappl e( Pe) .
pí.pturus aLbidus: The fallen leaves of the conrnon "mamak'i" of the Bonin
Islands were observed to be a definite favorite.*
punpkin (Cucurbíta pepo); In Chichi Jima, the pumpkins had to be ra'ised
in protected boxes and then transplanted to prevent them from being chewed
off as fast as they came up:* inhabitants of Tin'ian reported serious
damage often to entire plant (C): speci'es introduced by Japanese in New
Br.itain entirely elimjnated by the snajls in some areas (O), leaves skel-
etonized and stems barked'in ceylon (G); fed upon in saipan (L).
Rønie (BoeVrner'ía niuea)z Attacked jn Phj'lippìnes (pg).
Riee (Oryza satinsa): No damage (G,H,He,hJ); no harm except breaking down
plants w'ith their we'ight (S).
Roses (nosa spp.): Do not seem to attack 'in Ceylon; attacked 'in Phiììppines
(Pg).
Rubber, (Heuea brasiLiensie)z Occasional specimen seen feeding on latex
at tapping site; disfjguring or kil'lìng damage to young plants in nurseries
considerable 'in some areas; feed on young seed'lìngs and buddings, continued
destruction of bucls produces distinctive type of fasci'ation(Be); drink
latex and eat sweet cambium layer of bark exposed by tapping thus causing
wounds (Be2) ; seri ous economi c importance 'in Ma'l aya (Be1) ; feed on young
shoots and flovrers (g¡); damage to young rubber rather serious in Ceyìon
(BrrCt); G. A. C. Herklots indìcates no very considerable losses in rubber
industry Ca); young trees severe'ly damaged in Sumatra; bark removed, stems
¡inged, leaves consumed, growing tips and repìacement growth damaged to
such an extent that death resulted in some cases; older trees not seriousìy
affected although the snails' consumption of latex (proved by crushing
snails and observìng the latex in the gut) contaminated the latex, side-
tracked its flow, and caused the collecting cups to fa]l to the ground(Fe);
no damage(H); young 'ìeaves and bark damaged only when more acceptabìe food
is not present (He); bark stripped off, killing young plants; achatinas
seen by the hundreds in Ceylon sucki'ng sap in latex cups(l,l); "learned
to drink rubber latex" (Pb); strip succulent bark from young pìants,
dri nk I atex (Pn) ; dri nk a consi derable amount of I atex (Pv) ; impossib'l e
to plant new clearings in Cey'lon jn 1916(S); se¡iously attacked(!rJ).
SeaeuoLa fruteseens: Both leaves and f'lOwers are preferred items*.
Soursop (arrnorn m,trícata): No apparent damage jn Dublon, Truk Islands;*
a preferred food plant in Saipan(L).
Squash (Cutcuz'bito spp. ) t Attacked in Philippìnes(pg).
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støpLe erops (General): Left unharmed 'in Maìaya (Be2); no appreciable
damage jn Malaya (Sr); damage only a fraction if at al'ì (hl) .
sugar eane (saectntan offí.cinarwn): 0ften found congregating in great
numbers on the leaves but damage was practically nil;* damage to leaves
on Saipan (E and r); damage in Java, especially to the leaf axils where
there is much less concentration of silica cells, but of no rea'l economic
importance (Hs); a chjef food pìant in Koror(K2); no record of damage(pe).
Sueet pata.to (rpomoea batatas): The v'ines provide cover often for phenomenal
numbers of snajls but damage to leaves and exposed tubers was invarìably
inappreciable;* not eaten in Tin'ian accord'ing to inhabitants(C); many snails
but no damage was notjceable in ceylon (G); a chief food plant in Koror
(ft); attacked in Phi'lippines(Pg); fo'l'iage sometimes attacked but no serjous
damage(W); fol'iage a food of choice in the laboratory(We).
Tano (CoLoeasí.a escuLenta): Fof iage is not ìnfrequentìy attacked, though
seldon skeleton'ized; rarely, damage is caused to exposed roots; total
damage ìs surprisingly almost inconsequential even in areas overrun with
snails;* a lot of damage 'in Kabunga, New Guinea (A) ; feed on'ly on fa'llen
leaves, buc according to the inhabitants of rin'ian, the rarely exposed
tubers are eaten(C); on'ly slight'ly affected in New Britain as it is part-
'icuìar]y hardy andfast growing(D) ; folîage eaten very sparingly in cey'lon
(G); fallen leaves eaten jn Palaus (H and K); not affected in Guam (K1);
a chÌef food plant in Koror(Kr); only occasionally fed upon in Saipan(L).
rea (CøneLLía sinensis): Every report in Ceylon was negative; young shoots
and flowers are eaten(BJ); no damage in ceyìon(H); young'leaves attacked
only when there is little else to eat(He)/
?eakuood (Teetorn gnandis,)1 Year-o]d plants damaged in s. sumatra(Av) ;
up to 90 per cent lethal damage to young plants in Java(R).
Thespesia popuLræa: A prefemed food plant in Saipan(L) .
Iobaeeo (Nieotiana sp. ): Bark removed from base of plant, stal k weakened
so that it blows over eas'iìy; leaves of young plants eaten; total damage
negligìb1e; wjll never become a serious pest(M).
Tomato (Lyeopersieon esct¿Lentwn): Foliage seriousiy damaged in Guam
immediate'ly following the fjrst bi'g rain of the season;* not attacked
in Ceyìon(Ma); decaying fruit consumed(Pg); indifferent to plants(W).
Iree nettLe (Laportea erenuLata): Stems and branches compìeteìy denuded,
killing the trees; practica]ly exterminated in some localities(G).
23.
VegetabLes (generaì ): Most varieties were found to be attacked at 'least
to some extent; in some cases serious damage was caused, especiaìly in
small plots adjacent to abandoned or uncultivated areas;* suffering extens'ively
'in New Britain if they are not carefuliy protected(D); certain plants
defol'iated and others denuded in small vegetabìe patches(G2); damage to
fresh vegetab'les caused maiinly by the smaller specimensr(H and K);
a pest(H); farmerin Sinajana-Ordot area of Guam reported that it was not
possible to raise vegetables as they were to vulnerable to attack by
snails(K1); serious pest'in Seychelles(Ml); decjded preference for succu-
lent vegetables in Philipp'ines(pg); . ,.rious pest in Cey'lon(Pv);
"great depredations" in Calcutta(Ry); in some localfties in Ma'laya the
growing of certain vegetables has become almost impractîcable(S); particularly
destructive(f ) ; seri ous'ly attacked(I^l) .
VegetabLe sponge ( ¡'uffa spp.): "Patola" seriously attacked in Phi ì ippines
(Pg).
lleeds and uneultLuated pLants: Many species are attacked; Some are
definite'ly preferred and others are on'ly occasîonal'ìy eaten;* Lange(1950)
has prepared an impressive list for Sai'pan and as far as known, it is the
onìy such list extant.
Xanthosoma brazi.Liense: LeaveS and stems Of "Tah'itìan spinach" eaten
in Hawaii(K1).
yøn (pí.oscorea. aLata): The leaves are an obvious favorite; eaten ex-
tensively in Ceylon; no appreciable damage in Tinian(C); young pìants
eaten down to the ground in Ceylon(G); impossible to p'lant yams in Rota
when snails were abundant(Kr); severe damage in Saipan(L) "ubi" seriously
attacked jn Phi I ipp'ines(Pg).
zinnòa Lineatis: Attacked in Phif ipp'ines(pg).
24.
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ABSTRACT
The precise env'ironment of the Pacific Coast Squid (LoLígo opaLescens)
is g.iven, using as a basis for the class'ification the defjn'ing equations of
Njven (Enkenntnia, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha' called
an ,envirogram', is used for displaying the objects in the envinonment.
Details of the environment not included in the envirogram are listed
sepa ratel Y.
* * * * *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various animals is avaìlable as AES Working Paper 9/8I'
Th.is paper contains (a) tfre defining equations for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four pnim'itive (undefined) terms which are
used in the defin'itions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defin.ing equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examp'les; (d) 'indications of the way in which the work is being used'in
the formalization and development of the mathematical theory of anìmaì
ecol ogy.
This paper ìs part of a larger theoretical study, the methodoìogy
for wh'ich is set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/Bl; an ìmproved and
















Observations of the Pacific Coast Squid, LoLigo opaLescens have
been made main'ly off the west coast of North America, or in aquaria.
Squids are the most numerous of the cepha'lopods. They all have I
arms and 2 tentacles. The tentacles can be'shot out'to sieze prey.
Like other squids ¿. opaLescens possesses poison glands but in this
species they are relativeìy small.
L. opaLeseøns forms schools which are similar in many ways to those
of obligate schooling fishes. The schools are marked by paralìel orientation
of individua'ls and great cohesiveness. Schools are ìnvariably made up of
uniformly-sized individuals. Parallel orientation is weaker in schools of
smaller individuals (7cms approx. dorsaì-mantle ìength) than in 'longer
( 12cm) .
In an experiment with rearing hatchlings from eggs Hanlon et aL
(1979) observed variable growth rates in the young ¿. opaLescens, with a
range of from 1.1 to 5.6mms in mantle length per month. The maximum mantle
'length observed in the 79 days of the experiment was 17.3mm. Hurley
GglA) reported that newly-hatched individuals had an average mantle
'length of 2.7nn. He also found highly variable growth rates ranging
from 0.Smm to 4.5mm (approx. ) mantle length p.t to'\th.

3
C NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Laboratory experiments indicate that the main sense modality operating
jn this anjmal is vision. Squid eyes can each see almost 1.80', but
they cannot see dead astern, the characterist'ic swimm'ing dìrection.
0f all the cephalopods the squid can move fastest. The nervous system
of Loligo enables it to react almost instantly - for either attack or
escape. The speed ofconduction of a nerve impulse depends large'ly
on the diameter of the nerve fibre. In the mantle of the squid the
longer the fibre, the greater the diameter. The result is that'impulses
arrive simultaneousìy at all points of the mantle enabl'ing ìt to contract
as a whole. This accounts for the squ'id's quick reaction t'ime and
great speed. Qne worker, iudging by squids being chased by sea lions,
estimated their speed at 5-8 m.p.h. (This seems to be rather low'
s.ince 0. uuLganis is estimated to be able to travel at 8 m.p.h.
and we would expect.[. opaLescens to be able to travel faster).
The defensive behaviour is as follows: the an'imal first turns dark
and simultaneously eiects a dark ink towards the predator. Often the
ink blob will retain a rough'ly squ'id-l'ike shape while the animal
itself changes to a lighter colour and escapes. The l'ighter colour
is made possib'le by the iridophores and leucophores in the epidermis,
which enable the animal to assume the colour of its surround'ings by
reflection of ambient light.
Sometimes hunting is done in the characteri stic para'lle'l school
formation (see 9A), the squids darting and weaving as one unit through
a school of fi sh.
Qccasionaìly the animal has been seen to use the tactic of dropp'ing
to the sea floor, matching its colour to that of the surround'ing sand,
and then propelìing"itself towards an unsuspecting passing fish.
All squids can regenerate arms which might be broken off or damaged
by a predator or malentìtY.
All Antarctic pengu'ins will eat squid, also most of the toothed
whales, in particular the 50-ton Sperm whale (PVr'yseter eatodon)





6 In an experiment on the rearing of squid hatchlìngs from eggs by
Hanlon et aL (1979) the young squid were fed on ljve copepods.
Initialìy there was high mortal ity anlong the young squ'ids because
of their inabilìty to catch the copepods, unti'l they learnt to
approach a copepod from the rear, thus avoiding their antennae.
Hurley (tgZ6) te¿ young ¿. opaLescøns on the copepod Artemia sp.
L. opalescens normally breeds from early spring to late summer,
though some eggs can be found all the year round. Spermatophores
are produced throughout the breed'ing season; 20-40 may be heìd
at one time.
There is often a migrat'ion inshore for the breed'ing season. There
are huge shoals and communal spawning. At these times the animals
are oblivious to all else. They do not become alarmed or spray ìnk
and are easy PreY.
Normally f,. opaLescens will swim fin forward, but when mating the
male reverses and grasps the female round the middle. Often a second
male will cut in and sometimes skirmìshes break out when the two
males grab the same female simultaneously. The successful male will
then reture to deeper water with the female. In the absence of a
rival, mating is completed qu'ietìy on the surface.
During mating, the male flushes brilliant red-brown, first intermittently
and conti nuous'ly. An intruding ma'le can prevent these fl ushes and
de'lay or terminate the mating. The colour-change is made possjble
by chromatophores under'lying the irìdophores and leucophores in the
epidermis (see n. 1).
Excited males in a frenzy occas'ionally depos'it spermatophores ìnto
the mantle cavitY of other males.
Generally squ'id eggs are laid well below the surface. The females
attach the eggs to the substrate. Somet'imes males wìll spray Semen
over already deposited eggs. Some eggs left ìn a tidal pool Were
observed; these failed to hatch, possibly because ultravìo1et 'l'ight
killed the embryos. At La Jolla, Caìifornìa, in December 1955' an
estimated 220 acres of sea floor was covered wiiuh L. opaLescens eggs.





a slope past the 114 ft. depth.
some workers report that r. opaLescens dies after breed'ing. Lane
(1960) reports the sea bottom littered with dead and dy.ing squid
after mating.
During a mating frenzy a very vigorous and ardent male may actua'ily
kill the female. In this case the male squid is actìng lìke a
malentity in the environment of the female, since H (ma'le) is not
increased as a result of the encounter (see also n. g)
Both females and males cease feeding during the inshore migrat'ion
preceding the mating season (see n.7). The females have empty guts
during the mating season while the males' guts contain onry a few
shreds of epidermis apparently ripped from the female when mating
(see aìso n.8). Thus a male mate is agaìn a malent'ity and 'mates'
are fÍrst-order modìfiers of food.
10. Squid eggs are distasteful to most marine species. A string of squid
eggs fed to an anemone was observed by Lane (i960) to be regurgjtated
within a few hours, after which they cont'inuedto develop normaììy.
However, the starfish Patiz,a miníata digested a string of squid
eggs - but took 72 hours to do so.
11. According to Lane (1960) the eggs are not cared for by the squid.
However Hurley (1977 ) observed jn an aquarium male tr. opalescens
exhibitìng dominance behavjour after matìng and ovìposition were
completed and "standing guard" over egg masses. These males used
posturaì and colour displays (see n. 7) directed towards "challeng'ing"
males in order to drive them off. Females, however, lvere allowed
to approach the egg mass.
T2, Hurley (WlA) found that resp iration 'is Lemperature dependent;
the higher the temperature the higher the oxyqen consumption.
Martin (1975) ana'lyzed 43 l'ivers fron r. opaLescens for thejr sì1ver,
cadmium, copper, zinc and jron contents, Copper concentrations of up
to 15,000 pg/g dry weight vlere'Found in conjuction wìth s'ignficiant




affect copper metabolism in terrestrial organisms; whether the
correlations occuring ìn marine organisms represent casual or cause
and ef f ect rel at'i ons h i ps i s un known .
tJobber (1973) found that the sea star Pyen'opodia helianthoídes
feeds on dead and dying I. opaLescens' presumably maìnly foìlowing
the mating season (n. 7). The pens (shells) are later extruded
from the sea star.
The food of squids ranges from plankton to fast powerful fish;
the shrimp Crangon c?angon Linnaeus 1758 is eaten as well as other
crustaceans.
When hunt'ing fìsh close inshore' squid have been observed to beach
themselves and die. The strandings appear to be accidental, but in
attempt.ing to f ree themsel ves they invariably f i I I the'ir funnel and
point it seaward, thus driving themselves hìgher onto the land'
It has been reported that a squ'id, once stranded, if thrown back
into deep water will merely strand itself again'
Qther species of squid have sometimes been observed to eat seaweed
ê.g., the Common American Squ'id bites pìeces of eel grass (Zostera
narirn) - however the grass is not digested'
Lane (1960) comments that there are many paras'ites, but g'ives no
details. Nor have we been able to find in the literature an account
of the organisms parasit'ic on I. opaLescens'
The nervous system of the squ'id has become important'in scientific
research, (c.f. note 1) and the work done on these animals has given
rise to the discipl'ine of neurophysiology'
We have classif ied 'neurophysio'log'ists' here as nralentit 
jes' but see
the General Introduction to this series of Working Papers (19s3 version)
for a discussjon of the djffìcult questìon of incorporating Homo sapiens
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The precìse environment of the Common octopus (Oetopus uuLgæis) is gìven,
using as a basis for the classifjcation the defining equations of N'iven
(Erkø,ntnis, 1982). A d'iagram deve'loped by H.G. Andrewartha, called an
'envirogram', is used for displaying the objects in the environment.
Details of the env'ironment not included in the envirogran are listed
separately.
* * * * * * * *
A genera'l introduct'ion to the whole serjes of reports on the prec'ise
environment of the varìous animals is available as AES l,lork'ing Paper 9/81.
This paper contains (a) the defining equatìons for the prect'se environment;
(b) the interpretat'ion of the four pìrm'itive (undefi ned) terms wh'ich are
used'in the defìnitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of us'ing
the def.ining equations, wìth the chimpanzee and the three-sp'ined stickleback
as examples; (d) 'indications of the way in which the work is being used in
the formalizatjon and development of the mathematoca'l theory of anìmal
ecol ogy.
Thjs paper ìs part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
which is set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/81; an improved and extended



















0, uuLgotis lives mainly in tropìcaì and sub-tropica'l waters. It
is especialìy abundant and well-knwon in the Mediterranean; there are
remarks on jts occurrence'ìn the works of Aristotle and potter-v fror'l the
iìi noan and Il-vcenean ci vi I j zations i s of ten decorated wj th styl i zed and
naturaljstic representations of octopodes. The anjnral 'is rarely found
north of the Engf ish Channel.
All cephalopods are marine dnd die qujckly ìn fresh water. They
have 2 gì1ls, 2 kidneys and 3 hearts - 2 to pump de-oxygenated blood through
the gìlls and the th'ird to pump oxygenated blood through the body. The blood
ìs blue; the colou¡is from the copper-contaìnìng compound which holds the
0xygen.
Eggs are between 1 and 3 mm 1ong. imrnediately upon hatchìng (after
4-5 weeks) t¡e young octopus, now 2-3 mm in length, enters the p'lanktonìc
stage. This stage lasts a maximum of 3 months, after which the animal w'ill
set¡e out of the pìanktonic stage at a length of about a centimetre. The
growth of newly-settled animals is rap'id; on average in 40 days at 25"C in
the laboratorythey wì11 increase the'ir s'ize by a factor of 10. After 2 years
the anìmal will weigh about 5 kg and apparently usua'l'ly dies at this we'ight
(see n. 7). However, occasionalìy individuals weighing 25 kg have been found
(14ells, 1g7B). The largest specimens span 10 feet with bodies 9 ins. across.
They are generalìy found ìn deeper water than the smaller indivjduals. The
maximum (reliable) depth record for 0. uuLgaz.Ls ìs about a quarter of a mile.
The maximum ljfe span for o. uuLgaris is unknown.
0. uuLgæ"Ls i s col our-bl i nd.
Among octopodes, the Common Octopus has a particularly virulent
poìson. The animal captures ìts prey by se'iz'ing ìt with suckered arms or
enveloping the PreY in ìts web.
There is an annual mìgrat'ion'inshore in the spring in which the
males precede the females.
2
Octopodes sometimes deliberately leave the water but not for 'long,
nor do they traveì great distances. However they have been seen seizing
a crab on rocks out of the water. If kept cool they can l'ive up to 48 hours
out of water.
The adult 0. uuLgarís swims back',vards, but a young an'imal , up to
a week after hatching, will swim backwards or forwards with equaì facilìty.
An octopus can also swim by contracting the web-ljke basal membranes. They
characteristica'l'ly 'gì ìde-crawf in their usual habitat. An indiv.idual wjth
a Z-foot span has been reported as movìng at 8 m.p.h. During m.igration
0. uuLgaz'Ls travels quite sìgnìfìcant distances at 4 m.p.h. Each
expeìled jet drives the octopus 6 - I ft.
0ctopodes have been observed eating themselves, usually a¡ms;
such autophagy ìs a frequent preliminary to death. Deta'iled reliable
observations of this and other forms of cannibalism are not available
for 0. uuLgaris, so u/e have not shown cannibalism on the envirogram.
Parasitism is strongìy suspected, but we have not been able to
find reports of parasìtes specifical]y for o. uuLgar.Ls (but see n. 26).
0ctopodes can squeezethrough extremely small holes and spaces. They
tend to lurk in crannies (see n. 23).
Several cases have been reported from Japan and the Mediterranean
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NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Ì,Jells (1978) reports the octopus feeding on fish killed by an
explosion at sea. Live fish are probably 'ignored (see n. 3).
The an'ima'l nearly always attacks I i ve prey and mot'ionl ess
potent'iaì food is usual'ly ìgnored unless touched (t^lells, I978).
Visua'lìy detected movement in prey may be an important factor
in triggering a response in the an'imal. Nevertheless, blind
octopuses feeding and behaving normalìy have been reported in
aquari a.
In the laboratory an octopus will eat crabs (see also notes 16,2I),
lobsters, bìvalves, gastropods and fish if it can corner them. It
wjll also eat other octopodes if not well-matched'in size or pre,
occupìed w'ith mating. Shells and exoskeletons scattered around
known la'irs indicates that the octopus diet in the wild is similar.
However 0. uuLgarLs has been observed to ignore live fish in the
sea, presumabìy because they cannot be cornered, Crabs appear to
be the favouri te food, espec'ial ly 'in the Channel Isl ands.
The adult 0. uuLgar"Ls 'is probably an opportun'istìc feeder but is
most likely to forage away from its lair between dusk and dawn.
It seems ìikely that at least some of the prey captured in these
often quìte lengthy excursions may be eaten away from the lair.
In captìvity the normal food-gathering method is a visuaìly-directed
jet-propelled pounce. 0bservat'ions of the octopus feeding in the
wild are rare and almost always involve an unknown interference
effect by the observer. Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that
gathering behaviour is similar in the wild.
The octopus will hold the prêJ, live, ìn'its web, retreat to ìts
lair, then poìson the prey by secretations (see I D) from 'i.ts
salivary g'lands. There is circumstantial evjdence that the animal
uses some form of extenna'l digestion prior to internal dìgestìon.
If there ìs any disturbance in the vjcinìty the octopus will ra'ise
its head from the lair; sometimes the animal alternately raises and
lowers its head suggesting that it may determine d'istance by para'l1ax.
5
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0n seeing prey, the octopus characteristicalìy changes colour to
reddish brown. Where several prey are avajlable the anjmal wjll go
on colìect'ing, for example crabs - even if this results in earlier
captures escapìng from its web. Finally the octopus w'ill poison all
of the crabs before settl'ing down to eat them s'ingly.
In preying upon gastropodsthe octopus is reported by VJodinsky (1978)
and others to bore a hole in the shell, ìnject toxin, then pull out
and consume the affected snail. O. uuLgaz"Ls has a typicaì molluscan
radula and a parrot-like beak of tanned proteìn. It is w'ide'ly reported
as us.ing the radula to bore"holes 'in shell-fish after whjch substances
from the saììvary gìand are ut'ilized to kill the shellfish and loosen
muscle attachments. However, l,iodjnsky reports that a brooding female
will not bore a hole'in a gastropod shell but instead "expend a great
amount of energy pullìng the ììving snail out by force - she then
scarcely eats the snail". The feeding behaviour of brood'ing reproducing
females undergoes other substantial changes; intake decreases by:
(i) 70% of normal intake Per mea1,
(ii) 65% of nonnal number of meals,
amounting to a total decrease of nearly 90%.
Accordìng to Hamada (1974) the octopus never bores holes in a
molluscan shell. It shows greater appetìte for bivalves than snails.
"Some gastropods, that have a calcareous operculum or that wìthdraw
too deepìy ìnto their shells to be reached by the octopus'mouth,
were not eaten, although they were seized by the octopus and carried
into the nest." The scars left on the shells clearly indjcate that
the octopus knew the position most easily accessible for bjt'ing.
Any prey which is too large to be bitten by the octopus' beak is
never eaten. No nudibranches or echinoderms were eaten.
Kayes (1974) reports that around Malta the perch Sev'v'anus scniba
often follows the octopus on 'its foraging expeditions. The fish ìs
conspìcuous where the octopus is not, thus giving away the latter's





The predatory gastropod )cenatra sp. eats the mussel s MytiLus spp.,
also food for 0. uuLganis. Both the gastropod and the octopus drill
through the shells of the mussels with their raduli (S.impson
et aL 1957).
In Naples harbour, a natural habitat, the water temperature varies
from 25.C in summer (July, August) to 15"C or less in mìd-w'inter.
All 0. ztuLgotis eat less in winter and some even lose weight.
Starvation causes emacìation but not debiljtat'ion; the animal will
remain alert after'losìng 40% of 'ìts body weight.
I{ells (1978) suggests that time for digestion seems to depend only
on temperature. Data are far from conclusive, but the suggest.ion
js consistent wjth'infonnat'ion from other poik'ilotherms. The size
of the meal 'is not 'important but Wells (1978) remarks that the
anìmal ìs evìdentìy sensitive to the presence of food in the crop.
After feeding there is an increase in the tendency to attack
objects seen, which rjses to a maximum after about half an hour and
then declines progressively. The rise and fall correlates nicely
with the weight of the crop over the same perìod.
Aìthough not reflected'in the catch it is believed that the sex
ratio for 0. uuLgaris is 1:1 (l,'lells, 1978).
Sperm are packed into spermatophores and are ejected after copulation
into the mantle cavìty of the female.
There seems to be no spec'ifical'ly sexual d'ispìay, but it is likely
that either subtle visual or chemo-tactile cues are used in
recognising the oppos'ite sex.
Females'lay eggs'in strings and attach them to the roofs of the'ir
lairs; if there is no roof as in an aquarium they attach them to
the sides. They ìay up to 150,000 eggs jn strings of many
hundreds; this may take a week or more. Average egg sìze is
1 to 3 mm. The female then broods the eggs for 4 to 6 weeks
(at 22" - 23"C). Durìng thìs time she continua'lly directs jets
of water over the eggs. She rarely leaves them, seldom feeds and
becomes emacìated (see n. 3). Respiration 'increases durìng th'is
peri od and i ntrud i ng rubb'i sh and an'irna I s




Shortly after the eggs hatch the female dies. This seems to be
universal for octopodes; maleS grow at the same rate as females
and'it appears that most males also dìe by the end of their second
year (see except'ions in gA).
Hatanaka (Lg7g) reports that off the north-west coast of Africa
males larger than 50 cm in total length carry spermatophores jn
all seasons. The maiority of fenlales 'larger than 70 cm jn total
length are mature in the spawning seasons, while those less than
50 cm are usuallY immature. .
In tl.e laboratory, when a new octopus is jntroduced a resjdent
male wjl'l immediately flush 'dark' and act aggressively. If the
ìntrude¡is a male a fìght wi'|1 ensue and the smaller will
generally be kjlled and eaten. If the jntruder is a female
she will generally subm'it and copuìation (see n. 7) will follow
(|lJells, 1978). I^le do not know what occurs when two females are
thus thrust together.
The devel opment of the eggs takes about 28 days at ?2"c. The
plankton'ic stage may last up to three months'in the cold waters
of the English Channel (i.e. at the northern limjt of the range
of O. uuLgæis) but i s usual'ly much shorter. I'lel I s (1978) reports
Japanese work in wh'ich the eggs were raised at 25'c in the
laboratory and settled between 33 and 40 days after hatching'
During the "planktonic stage" - after hatching but prìor to
settljng on the substrate as adults - the young octopodes feed
on plankton. In the laboratory 
'larvae have been raised on l'ive
shr.imp larvae , PaLaernon sernifet,, fragments of crab meat and
finally, as the larvae settle to the bottom, whole sn¡all crabs'
Large ee]s, including the common Morray, GytrmotTnran mordan,
the Giant Moray, EneheLyna,ssa Spp. and conger Eels, conge? sPP.'
are the most important predators of octopodes'
I^lhile both the sight of a Common Moray and its 'smell' will alert
an octopus alarm can on'ly be engendered by a combination of both
stimuli. The eject'ion of ìnk, genera'l1y black'in octopodes, is






ejectìons can be made - up to six have been observed. lloray eeìs
have poor eyesight and a trace of octopus ink ìn the water is
sufficient to send them into a hunting frenzy. However, high
concentrati ons of ink w'il ì paraìyse the o'lfactory sense of
the eels; this has been observed in aquaria; whether it occurs
even partial ly, in a natural hab'itat js unknown. Hìgh
concentrat'ions of ink in enclosed waters have been fatal to
some species of octopus.
Eels will swallow small octopodes whole. Larger octopodes wì'll
often fasten the'ir legs around the eel's head but by gyrnnastìc
contortions the eel usually succeeds in eatìng the octopus. Very
'large octopodes are often eaten arm by arm - the eel graspìng
and twisting them off successively. Durìng the short pauses wh'ile
each arm is consumed the octopus may escape (see n. 21).
The lair of the octopus enhances its chance of surviving'in two
ways. F'irst, the possìb'il ìty of detect'ion is reduced. Secondly,
the la'ir affords a certain arnount of protection and some possib'il ity,
therefore, of escape from an attacking ee'l. Lajrs are usually well
separated, possibly in order to avojd cannibal'ism (see SA). The
octopus sometimes moves medium-sized rocks into an 'extension' of
the lailif the natural terrain does not provide enough protection.
However, Bìerens De Haan (19?9) shows that octopodes wiìl as readily
collect transparent as opaque objects to fashion a la'ir. The octopus
also shows no preference between the "hide" given by two para'llel
sheets of g'lass and two s'imil arìy placed pìeces of slat. He
concludes that in buìlding a lair the octopus is not seeking to
hide itself.
In addjtion to its anaesthetizing uses (see n. 11) octopus ink
has other defensive effects. F'irst, the'ink can provide a screen
behind which the octopus will change colour and dart swiftly away.
Second'ly, the ink can produce the effect of a decoy; particularly
w'ith small octopodes the ink may remain in a concentrated blob,







In northern Australia an octopus has been observed with one arm
caught in a Giant clam, probabìy Tz.idaena sp.. The octopus was
later seen swjfnning away with onìy seven arrns (see n. 2I)
(Lane, 1960).
Lane (1960) records, from northern Austra'l'ia, a reported encounter
in a colìecting bucket between a cone shell, Conus teætiLe, and
O, uuLgat,is. The gastropod, wh'ich is poisonous, ìniects jts venom
through a radula tooth wh'ich is modified to form a hypoderm'ic needle.
The octopus put an arm into'the shell but wjthdrew'it after 20
seconds, became vjolently agitated and shed the arm, which was
broken off near the body. The octopus died the following night'
It was suggested that similar encounters would be frequent'in the
natural habìtat. |lle classify Coruts teætiLe as a predator, not a
malentity, because it characteristicalìy hunts 'its prey this way
and we See no reason why'it should not consume octopus flesh'
Many echinoderms have dietary overlap w'ith the octopus' partìcularly
the starfish (Asteroidea) which consume many shellfìsh.
Lane (1960) reports two unusual cases in wh'ich octopodes were
paralysed by starfish. In the case in which the brittle star
hphiocorna eehinata was involved the octopus died. The effect
seemed to be well-known to local fishermen'
þJe have tentatjvely classified starfish as a predator since the
octopus would probably be consumed if jt were paralysed after an
attack in the wjld. However, in its natural habjtat it seems
I'ike1y that an octopus would be able to avoìd debilitat'ing contacts'
Grzimek (1974) describes the relatjonship between the pagurid
Eupagwws prid.eauni and the anemone Adønsi.a. paLLiata in wh jch
the anemone provides protection for the crab from predat'ion,
'in particular by f ish and octopodes. Ross and von Bo]etzky
(1979) report an assoc'iation between the pagurid DaTdnnus
aryose? and the anemone caLLíaetis parasitíeai they corrnent
that after a long confìnement'in an aquarium not contain'ing
an octopus the crab "loses its actjvity towards its symbiotic
act.inium c. parasitica", However in the presence of o. uuLgat'ís






v'isual cues are ìnsuffic'ient, effluent from a tank conta'inìng
an octopus wil I rev'ive the activity.
We have used parentheses on the envirogram because in the fìrst
case above we are not sure that o. uuLgaris is one of the predators
and in the second case we are unsure of the nature of the
'activity' reported and the pnecise effects of the anemone.
The octopus is able to change its colour to match its surroundings,
thus assjstìng 'it to escape"the attention of predators.
Kayes (L974) made hourly inspections, day and n'ight, for eleven
days and found that 0. uuLgaris hunts vìrtually throughout the
nìght with onìy brief excursìons away frorn'its lair during the
day,
According to Lapan (1975) tne dìcyemids are very common parasites,
known since 1839, in the nephridja of cepha'lopod mollusks.
Crabs are able to shed their claws and sometimes escape this way,
thus act'ing as f ìrst-order mod'if iers of themsel ves regarded as a
resounce for the octopus.
Lobsters (Honazus spp. Weber 1795) and fiddler crabs (Portunjdae)
both resist (fight back) attempted octopus predatìon. This is
atypica'l , most crabs being strange'ly quieseent.
Crabs which are eaten include Carciras spp. The octopus also eats
abalone (naLiotis spp.), cl an (chion¿ spp.), scaì'ìop (pecten
cív,cuLaris requisuLeatus) and the little neck clam (tuotothnca
jedoensis). (see also n. 3).
Duning the wìnter of 1899 a plague of 0, uulgaris occurred in.the
Eng'lish Channel and along the French coast. Many fishermen were
forced to find other work as oysters, abalone and many varieties
of fish became very scarce, undoubtedly due to predat'ion by the
octopus. Estimates were that there was an 18% fall 'in the number
of lobsters and a 32% fall in the number of crabs compared to
those taken the previous year. L922 and 1950/5i were also plague
years but not to the same extent.






O. atLgaris can apparently shed a I imb at w'ill and can suffer
severe'inju¡ies and mutilatjon and yet survive. Regenerat'ion
of many parts is possible. In one instance, one-third of an
arm was broken off and was observed to be fulìy regenerated and
functional, although th'inner, after 6 weeks.
Lane (1960)reports having seen a fÍlm of an'ind'ividual O. uuLgarís
holding a stone as a sh'ield agaìnst the attacks of a Moray ee1.
The habit of the octopus of lurk'ing in crannies often leads to
capture by fishermen us'ing Éegs, pots etc., OF death from exposure
to the air, s'ince the animal tends not to abandon the pot even when
'it is being raised. The animal itself js a modifier of the fish'ing
pot, since the pot disappears from the animal's environment jf the
animal changes its behaviour.
As in the case of the pearl diver (see n. 24) a su'itable
interpretation of 'H(fisherman)' 'is required here before classifying
'fisherman' as a malentitY.
Qctopuses are often killed by pearl d'ivers because they open
pearl oysters.
l,Je have classified pearl divers as appearing two ways'in the
environment of the octoPus:
(a) The dìver is a first-order modifier of the resource
'pear'l oyster' . The def init'ion may be written sem j-
formal ìy as:
d'iver Modl octopus = ot (l oysterllf-e, diver ovster =
oyster Mod! octopusÌ&{8, diver oyster = - oyStêr Mod! octonus} 
|
Tentativeìy, the pearl d'iver ìs either a malent'ity or a
predator of the octopus. It may be argued that many pearl
divers do in fact eat the animal after k'i'lling it in the
course of their duties. In this case it would seem natural
to classify the human as a predator, since 'H(pearl diver)'




usual ìnterpretation for the 'H' of sonæ (non-human) anìmal.
However, if the octopus 'is ki1ìed only because it is
interfering with the diver's livelihood, and it is not
eaten, the situation is more difficult. The matter is
di scussed in the second (updated) vension of t,he Genera'l
Introduct ion.
Experiments on oxygen uptake at 15'C showed that the ventilation
rate is ìncreased by both lack of oxygen or by excess carbon dioxide.
It is 5L times per min. at 2.5 kg 02 pressure and l2lmin. at
I kg 0, pressure.
Oxygen consumption increases with temperature.
I
13.
D DETA I L
o, uuLgaz,is poison contains many pharmacologìcalìy active
substances including:
Dopamìne, tyramine, octopamìne, 5-HT, hjstamine, acetylcholine
and taurine.
'Cephalotox'in' appears to be a glycoprotein.
14.
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ABSTRACT
The prec'ise environment of the brachiopod (LirryuLa anatina)
is given, using as a basìs for the classification the defining equations
of Niven (trkenntnís, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an'envirogram', is used for d'ispìaying the objects in the
environment. Details of the env'ironment not included in the envirogram
are listed separately.
* * * * *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precìse
environment of the vanious animals is available as AES Working paper g/Bl.
Th'is paper contains (a) tf¡e defining equations for the prec'ise environment;
(b) the 'interpretation of the four primit'ive (undefìned) terms which are
used in the definit'ions; (c) a detailed dìscuss'ion of the method of using
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way'in which the work is being used in















LinguLa is the most wide'ly known of the brach'iopods. This sess'ile
marine organìsm is "a textbook example of evolutìonary stab'i1ity.
The first known brach'iopods are found in some of the earliest Lower
Cambrian strata, and Some are alive today. ThiS represents a time-span
of near'ly six hundred mjll'ion years". (nudwick, 1970) . Romer (1968)
remarks (of brachi opods) : "shel l s so s'imi l arin pattern to those of the
lv'iing forms as often to be includedin the same genus have been
identified'in the later Palaeozoic - - -. LinguLa is, Iike the nautilus,
very much of a l'iving fossiI." Nevertheless, Hyman (1959) remarks
cautiously that "no ex'istjng species of LinguLa dates back to Ordovician,
(although the genus dates back that far)."
The animal ìs a 'lophophore-bearing filter feeder. A lophophore
is a horse-shoe shaped sheet of t'issue' cons'iderably foided. The
.individual js enclosed within a two-valved shell. It 'is supported by a
flex.ible stalk called a pedicìe or peduncle, which js attached to a rock
beneath o|is firmly anc hored in the mud (see n. 9). The shell valves
are connected by ligaments, and strong muscles can cìamp the two valves
f irmly together. The contract'i on of the varìous muscl es wi thi n the
pedicìe serves to raise, lower or rotate the rest of the brachìopod'
The lophophore bears rows of small paraì1el tentacles,.each vested with
actively beating c'if ia. LinguLa, unlìke some other brachjopods, has an
anus. The ped.icle can be shed and regenerated (see n, 7).
Like most brachiopods LinguLa'is d'ioec'ious.
The I arva 'is f ree-swimmi ng. Swimmi ng 'is accomp'l 'i shed by the
cilia, iim.ited to the tentacles of the lophophore. As the larva grows
the ped'icle elongates but remaìns coiled up in the posterior part of
the mantle cavity until bottom 'life beg'ins'
The larva develops directly into adult Li'nguLa without any
very def in'i te process of metamorphosi s .
The shell of the adult may reach a length of 5mm in one year
after the larval stage. Max'imum shell length may be over 50 mm' A
larva has been found measu¡ing 1.6 nrn in'length; most are smaller'
2
Typically, LingttLa is found in intertidal zones. It ìs widely
di stributed:
(j) Inci'ian and Pac jf i c Oceans: coasts of Karachi , Korea,
Java, Viti, Moluccas, Samoan Islands, Hawaii,
North and North-East Australia, China, Japan,
Ecuador, Cal ifornia.
(rl) Atlantic Ocean: Florida, North Carolina, Gulf of
Gu'inea, North and South Af rjca.
These localities cover a belt of latitude ranging between
approximately 40"N and 30's. Larvae have been collected 'in the Red
Sea and 200 miles distant from the coast of Sri Lanka. The adult animal
is.gregarious and characterìstjcal'ìy lives 'in shoals on banks or mud,flats
exposed at low t'ide. It has however been found'in deeper water e.g.
Cra'ig (1952) mentions a report by Hatai (1939) of find'ing z. ar,atina
at an estimated depth of 50 fathoms near Seto'in Japan.
-Chuang (1961) reports that longevlty 'is still uncertaìn, but
may be as much aS 12 years. The free-swimming existence of the jarva
probabìy iasts about a month (Craig, 195?).
LinguLa unguis is synonymous wìth ¿. anatina. In this l,Jorkìng
Paper, following the work of Hammond and Kench'ington (1978) it is assumed
that I. bancz,ofti, L. eæhusta, L. hians and ¿. rnøphiana are al I the same
species as ¿. anatina.
0n the envirogram objects jn the environment of the larva are





NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
There seem to be
LinguLa ætatina,
authors that the
di nof I age'l'lates,
mollusks and sea
no detailed lists of the food normal'ly eaten by
There ìs general agreement among a number of
f ol I ow'i ng organ'isms are consumed : d j atoms ,
foraminiferans, radiolarjans and the larvae of
urchins.
chuang (1956) reports on deta'iled laboratory study of the ciliary
f eed'ing mechan i sm of the anjma] , us i ng col oured parti cl es whi ch
were observed under a microscope. Smalì quant.ities of fine
partjcles are accepted; 'ìarger quantities of fine]y d'ivided matter
and coarse particles are rejeeted. The animal may simultaneousìy,
by us'ing dìfferent groups of cilli, accept su'itable and reject
.unsui table particl es.
Rudw'ick (1970) states that there ìs some evìdence that the rate of
filtration js geaned to the concentration of food particles in the
-water. There are no. spec'ia1 sorting mechan'isms; al I part'icles
whjch are small enough to be in suspens'ion, whether food or not,
are accepted.
Westbroek et aL (1980) renlark that the mantle cil'ia of the main
inhalant chambers always transport particìes away from the
inhalant opening towards the food-gathering surface of the
lophophore. They infer, therefore, that the mantle ass'ists the
'lophophore in the transport and gathering of food. There is
general agreement that the mantle surface is act'ive in the removal
of (pseudo-) faeces. Particle sorting appears to be main'ly
confined to the lophophore. 0nly particles below a critjcal size
appear to be allowed into the lophophora'l food grooves.
The fol ìow'ing graphic descr jpt'ion is from Grzimek (I97a):
A mucous string, constantl,v moving towards the mouth, co'llects
food part'icles "like a conveyer belt". "The food-laden mucous
strand is conducted 'into the mouth". "The mucous flow is amazing'ly
rap'id: in LinguLa a partìcle travelled 1.4 cm, from the t'ip of
the arm to the mouth, in on'ly 75 seconds".
See also n. 10.
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2 A water current js set up by the subject animal whìch provides
it with oxygen (as well as food). Thus the animal acts as a
first-order modifier of the resource 'oxygen', as well as the
cl ass ' Ifood] ' .
Manwell (1960) showed that the hemerythrìn pìgments 'in the
blood of LinguLa may bind oxygen at normal oxygen tensìons for
subsequent use during perìods of low oxygen avai'lability. The
animal is thus acting as a fìrst-order modifier of 'oxygen'
jn two quite different ways.
According to Hyman (1959) tfre sexes cannot be d j st'ingu'ished
externally unìess the colour of the ripe gonads shows through
the shell; the ovaries are often orange or red; the testes
are pa'le.
Fertil ization takes p'lace in the seawater outs'ide the shel I s.
Some workers have thought that the expulsion of gametes'is more
likely to occur when the subiect anjmal 'is close to another
adult of opposjte sex, however th'is is not borne out by the
laboratory observations of Chuang (1959).
Grzimek (I974) writes as follows: "According to many reports,
eggs are d'ischarged during the summer months. Several species
reproduce tw'ice a year. A t'iny brachiopod with a diameter of
0.35mm will hatch from a LinguLa egg after s'ix days. Th'is tìny
creature possesses wax-paperlike valves which protect the
transparent and del'icate body. S'ix tentacles protrude from
the val ve gap I i ke a funnel . "
Kenchington and Hammond (1968) report that the breeding season
off the North Queensland coast extends from November to Apri'1.
Chuang (1959) observed plankton'ic larvae of LínguLa in
almost every month of the year, suggesting continuous breeding
off Singapore Island. Chuang also watched the spawn'ing of female
L, øzatina in the 'laboratoryl the smallest spec'imen that spawned
had a ventral-valve length of 22.6mm and the largest 46.Qmm.
The presence of ripe ova in many specimens exceed'ing 50mm ìn




old age. A]l the ova of an 'individual are not exuded at once.
Spawning occurs in a series of bursts separated by rest
'intervals. The first burst is the most intensive and continues
over I to 23 days. Other bursts of lower intensity follow at
ìrreguìar"intervals over a period of 2 to 3 months. Tìme of
spawnìng'in the laboratory'is not related to phases of the moon
or rhythm of the tides. It occurs both day and night. Ova
are squirted out of the central exhalent setal tube. In 24
hours a female may produce anyth'ing from 6 to about 3000 ova.
A newìy-formed ovum is spherìca1 w'ith a diameter of about
1.5u. Females in the laboratory continue to spawn even in
complete isolation fronl males.
4 Both larvae and adults close their valves at the slightest
disturbance.
A pair of statocysts permits the larva to perceive v'ibrat'ions
as well as changes 'in its normalìy vertical body posìtion.
The I arva sinks to greater depths during even moderately
-rough seas.
Ramamoortht et. aL (1973) report thousands of L. qnatina
washed ashore for a mile in str"etch in the intertidal area
after storms on November 23 and December 6 , L972. Most of
the an'imals were fresh and hea'lthy. Bottom samples collected
from different depths contained onìy dead Lingula. They
suggest low sal ìn'ity and cycionic storms as reasons for
t,he mass mortal'ity.
The walls of the burrow are soaked and fastened with mucous
secreted by the animal, presumably in order to stop inward
collapse of the narrow tube (see also n. 9).
Sand and mud can cause injury +-a LinguLa, In part'icular, jn
severe cyclonic storms the animal may be covered by sand
or mud and die (see n. 4).
The basal part of the animal's pedicle is enlarged and is
very st'icky, so that sand particles adhere to it. The





thus preventìng it from being swept away by currents. Sand
partìcles thus mod'ify the actjon of the water currents wh'ich
act as malentities; the sand partic'les in turn appear in
the envi ronment ( in th'is sense) -and they are modìf ied'
by the subiect an'imaj'itself.
The pedi cl e i s abl e to contract, stretch or coi 'l spi raì ly.
If Lirryula is exposed (by a storm or the reced'ing tide) the
wormlike motions of the pedìcle quickly move the animal back
to a safe pìace.
Hanrnen and Lum (1977 ) report that when unable to burrow
after dislocati on LinguLa frequent'ly discards the ent'ire
pedic'le, and after 6 days begins to regenerate a new one;
the maximum rate of new growth is 0.Srm/day.
The an'imal is able to extrude about half of ìts shell-ìength
above the surface of the substrate, hJhen alarmed 'it retreats
into 'its burrow, somet'imes aS much as 15cm below the surface.
fmig (1981) reports that in extreme'ly diluted salinitìes, less
than15%,LinguLaemerg'ingfromsedimentdiesafterseveral
days. In high sa'ljnìties, more than 40%, the animal dies 'in
its burrow.
Hammen and Lum (1977) have observed LinguLa reetsii transferred
abruptly from seawater of 35% salinity to yvater of ?6.5' 17.8
and 5.1% sal inity. Those in the two higher sai init'ies surv'ived
10 days; those subjected to 5.L% died after 3'5 hours'
Irje.ight .incneased no more than 4% in any of the three conditions
while the animals were alive. comparable results for
L, mntina are unknown.
See also n. 4.
Adult I. ætatírn burrows tubes up to 35cm into the sand and
mud of the 'intert'idal zone. Burrows are usual'ly but not a'lways




Kenchington and Hammond (1978) found that I. arntína jn North
Queensland occupies a wìde range of substrate types; jt .is found
in sands containing from 35% fine particles (ìess than 0.lOmm)
io 65% coarse particles (greater than 2.00mm). Nevertheless,
they report for one local populat'ion a sìgnificant inverse
rel ationsh'ip between median particle diameter and the dens'ity
of the population. In this particular local popu'lation the
animal appeared to prefer sedjments with mean particle d'iameter
below about 0.2mm (i.e.fine sand).
In their interest'ing survey of the burrowing emthods of marine
anìmals Trueman and Ansell (1969) write as follows:
"The best known genus of those inhabitìng soft substrata,
'i s the j narti cu I ate LinguLa, L'ingul i ds are more acti ve
than other brachiopods and ljve in vert'ical burrows in
sandy or muddy shores (Francois, 1981; Morse, 1902).
Chuang (1956) regards the mucus-lined burrow as made up
of two reg'ions of approximate'ly equal length, an upper
wide part for the shell and a lower narrower region
for the pedìcle. hJhen djsturbed the shell is
withdrawn into the burrow by the conÈraction of
the pedicle: he reported that a pedicle of 16cm
can contract to 6cm or expand to 30cm pushing the
shell above the surface of the sand when the anima]
is feeding. In LingaLa the ìong and flexibie pedicìe
emerges from between the beaks of the valves but is
attached only to the ventral valve (Hyman, 1959). It
encloses a coelomic lumen cont'inuous with the main
body coeìom and associated linìng peritoneum. The
wall is leathery in appearance, but gìandular and
apparently somewhat adhesive dista"lìy, and with a
th"ick cuticle of concentric 'layers together with a thick
longitudinal muscle layer. The burrow'ing process of
the lìngul'td Glott¿dia has been described by Morse
(1902) who removed the animal from its burrow and
observed the pedicle being thrown into a succession
of worm-l ike convolutions. It burrows by shove'lf ing
w'ith the dorsal valve us'ing up and down movements
or by the verm'iform movements of the pedÍe 1e. The
9
burrow was widened by ]ateral movements of the valves
The adhes.ive propert'ies of the distal part of the pedicle
indicate that this may act as a terminal anchor for
movement 'into the burrow and the presence of a coelomic
cavity continuous from the body to the pedicle
suggests that flu'id pressures may operate in extension
of the ped.icle or the attainment of terminal anchorage
in a manner similar to the haemocoele in the foot of a
bivalve. The presence in the ped'icie of a fluid-
filled cavity,'longitudìnal muscle, and a thick
cut'icle indicates an organ functioning somewhat
similar'ìy to Ascavis (Harris and Crofton , !957 ), for
both I ack c.i rcul ar muscl e f i bres and the 
'long'itudi nal
muscles may be antagonized by the elasticìty of the
cuticle. However, a personal communication from
Professor Purchon, who has observed livìng LinguLa'
suggests that there may be only weak longitudìna'l
muscles, and that in the strictest sense Língula
cannot burrow. Dr S H Chuang (pers. comm') also
considers that adult LinguLa can not actively burrow,
but states that the pedicle of small post larvae 'is
very active, pulsating with the 'inrush of body fluid'
and that at th'is stage burrowing into sand is
possibl e. Further exper.i,rnental observat'ions are
clearly requ.ired into the behaviour and functional
anatomy of this very interest'ing genus"
Substrate varies from fetid mud to clean sand, according to cra'i9
(1952) who also remarks that fossil LinguLa occurs in many
d'ifferent fossi I communi ti es.
Newall (1970) in a study of fossil LinguLa infers that it is poss'ible
that larvae of the Silurian form happened by chance upon - and used -
prevìously bored burrows in the hard substrates. Newall w¡ites:
"Somet'imes these borings vlere ìn Iive coral , where LinguLa l'ived
symbiotically w'ith the coral. It is suggested that the presence
of ninguLa irrjtated the coral and caused some distort'ion of its
structure; thus the upper part of some borings were formed by





workers with modern Lingula, although obvìous1y not altogether
satisfied that the burrowìng mechanisnr is understood, have not
made this suggest'ion.
westbroek et aL (1980) quote Rudwick (196a) as report'ing that the
mantle margins of the animal are sensitive to a variety of stimuli
and may cause the shell to snap shut in response to the approach
of heavy partìculate suspens'ions. Rudw.ick (i970) writes "... jf
the water becomes highly turbid, a rejection mechan.ism comes
'into operation, and prevents the lophophore from becoming clogged
up. The l'ip closes off the food groove and prevents any more
particles from reaching the mouth, and the lateral c'iì'ia stop
beatì ng" .
The an'imal is not able to cope welj with a habitat in whieh mud
or silt is being actìve'iy depos'ited. It has to keep its valves
free from sediment by frequen+" snapping of the shell; but there
are lim'its to the efficacy of this mechan'ism, espec'ially for small
and young'ind'ividuals.
According to Hyman (i959) zinguLa is (or was) so common in certain
Japanese local'ities as to be gatherable b-v the basketful and used
as food, either whole, or just the pedicle. Hyman quotes Barfield
(1918) to the effect that the ped'ic'les are also eaten off Queensland.
Rudwick (1970) reports that jn LingaLa 42% of the shell material
is organic, being composed of true chitin and prote'in in roughly
equa'l amounts. The ìnorganic material is nrostly calcium phosphate,
w j th smal I amounts of otherinorganì c sal ts.
Accordjng to Hyman (1959) in 4 specjes of phosphatic inarticulates
the organic content of the valves ranges from 25 to 40% and of the
inorgan'ic consti tuents 75 to g2% consists of cal c'ium phosphate,
highest in Língula,
In LinguLø shells the organic material forms alternating 'layers
w'ith 'inorganic material , largely calcium phosphate. Such shel ls
are never penetrated except by the finest cytoplasm'ic threads
(Rudw'ick, 1970) . Thus the subiect an'imal renders itsel f almost




as a first-order mod'if ier in its own environment.
The animal's abì'lity to clamp its two valves firm'ly together also
serves as a protectjon aga'inst predators.
There seem to be no ljsts of predators specjfìcally of LinqtLa,
however, of brachìopods 'in general Rudwìck (1970) records as
predators starfish, crustacea, gastropods (particularly those that
bore through shel'ls) and fish wh'ich devour the smaller brach'iopods.
Ciljates and polychaete worms are predators of new'ly-settled larvae.
According to Rudwick few parasites have been recorded in lìvjng
brachiopods; only a trematode and a Sporozoan have been found in
present-day'i nart'i cul ates.
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acuLeatus leiurus is given, using as a basis for the classification 
the
defining equatlons of Niven (gv'ke?1nbnis, 1982) ' A diagram developed by
H.G. Andrewartha, called an 'envirogram', is used for d'isplay'ing 
the obiects
intheenvironment.Detailsoftheenvìronmentnot.inc]udedìntheenvirogram
are I ìsted seParatelY.
* * *. * *
A genera'l introduction to the whote series of reports on the 
precise
envìronment of the various animals is avairabìe as AES rdorking 
paper 9/81.
Th.is paper contains [a) the defining equations for the precise 
environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which 
are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method 
of using
the definìng equat.ions, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined 
stickleback
as examples; (d) 'indications of the way in which the work 
is being used in
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(From l,looton,Ig76, and the British Ordnance Survey)







and other fish (see B(iii




































Adult male (nest owner)8
(as for B(iii))





























Heat energy and salt28
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C NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAT1S
The adult male guards the nest. Any eggs which l'ie outside or fall
out of the nest are picked up by the male (in his mouth) and replaced.
After the female has laid her eggs the male usually chases her out of
his territory (this takes onìy a'few seconds). He then fertilizes
the eggs and flattens the mound, thus expediting aeration and creat'ing
space for future clutches. Prior to his next courtship he spends the
bulk of his time fannÍng; this "drives a current of water over the
eEgs and through the nest, removing de-oxygenated water and introducing
oxygen." In the absence of adequate ventilation the eggs become mouldy
and die (tnis happens to some eggs in every clutch). They are then
picked out by the male and eaten. An increase in carbon dioxide or
a decrease in oxygen w'ill prompt an increase 'in fanning; this reaction
becomes less marked for older eggs (they hatch after about eight days).
The male parent also chases off predators, ê.g. rajding ma1es. Eggs
are eaten if they are not fertilized within thirty minutes, although
fertilization'is still poss'ible for three hours. Al'l eggs, fertilized
or not, may be eaten by an adult stickleback'including the male
guard'ing the nest (not necessarily the parent, see notes 4,8).
In a theoretica.l stuCy Rohwer (1978) has suggested a solution to the
apparent dìscrepancy between the number of stickleback eggs in the
stomachs of aduìt male sticklebacks and the number we would expect
given the r"elat-ively few opportunities for predation (see note 4).
Very briefly, his suggestion is that the male, constrained by his
parenta'l and territorial behav'iour, supplements his meagre diet by
nroderate "filial cannìbalism" of the early c'lutches, thus ensuring
an improved overajl survival rate.
An egg has no chance of survival outside a nest. But the nest a'lso
attracts raiding males. So the nest acts as a modifier in both senses.










Temperature (.c) Hatchì n t'ime
40
18-20
g (the most common hatching time)
6
Abnormal embryos (most common'ly triploìd, with 63 chromosomes) were
produced when eggs were subjects to either very hìgh (33'C) or very
low (0"c) temperatures for between an hour and a half and three hours'
Thus stickìeback eggs (like their parents) can survive in a broad
range of temperature; the corresponding quantities o't heat energy
const'itute a resource, while those outside this range constitute a
ma'lenti ty.
Salt interacts w'ith heat in several aspects of the stickleback's
environment, see notes 7, 15, and 28'
Heat also ìnteracts with oxygen consumpt'ion in that a stickleback
w.ill consume more oxygen at a higher water temperature.
The following diagram shows the possible fates which may overtake a '
stickleback egg. An r*t is used for the death of the egg' 'A'
stands for the male who guards the original nest and 'R' for a ra'id'ing
male. A heavy lìne indicates a more probable path. The maiority of
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5 Sticklebacks will nest almost anywhere if the following preferred










water discoloured by organic materÍal;
subdued I ight;
shal I ow water.
Although the temporal pattern of fann'ing behavìour remains the same the
presence of other nearby males acts to reduce the total time spent in
fanning. Shorter bouts of fannìng coinc'ide with territorial defence.
The reduction in bout length retards the rate of egg development, and
thus lengthens the parental phase for the adult male.
Le'iurus eggs survive better in fresh water or at low salinity. Their
optìmum salin'ity and temperature corresponcls to that of the mother.
unfertilised eggs may be fertil'ized by a raiding male. If th'is occurs
then the eggs may be reared either by the nest-owner or the rajd'ing
maìe (see note 4). In either event the nest-owner has acted as a
resource, not as a mate.
During the breed'ing season (April, May for the Birket River) an adu'|1;
female will produce a minimum of two clutches. In absolutely ideal
conditions she may produce a maximum of twenty clutches. Focd supply
is the most important derLerminer of both the number of clutches and
clutch size. Given adequate food suppìy a 'larger fernale will produce
more eggs/spav¡ning than a smaller female.











After a spawning the female will return to the school (contrast with
male territorial behaviour) and feed vorac'iousìy, up to 33% of wet body
weight - contrasted with the normal 4-5%/ day, while another clutch
matures; she is unlikely to return to the same male when this occurs,
if only because he ìs'likely to be well into his parental phase by






0ther th'ings being equal, a female will be attracted by a more brightly-
coloured male, a male wìth approprìate courtship behav'iour, or nest
pos.ition (see note 7 on temperature and salinity). After a spawnìng
the male wjll flatten and arrange the eggs (see note 1) and then spend
approximately twenty minutes lengthening and repaìring his nest' Thus
after an hour he w'ill again be ready to court' Qver the next few days
he w.ill accept a maximum of seven clutches and then assume his parental
role (fann'ing etc., see notes 1 and 6). He contìnues in this role until
a few days after hatching (see note 3 for temperature/hatchìng t'ime) and
i,hen will be ready to build another nest - up to five in captivity'
S. soLidus ìs an endoparasite; an immature stage, the plerocercoid'
lives in the stickleback body cav.ity. The stickleback is an'intermediate
host; the definitive host is a fish-eatìng bird' A result of infection
is that the male stickleback is unable to complete his nest' possibly
because he lacks kidney glue. (see a'lso notes ?0,24, 25 for other
effects of parasit'ism by s. soLídus) '
Because stickli:backs can lock their dorsal and ventral spines in the I
erect positìon theìr predators frequent'ly have difficulty in svrallowing '
them. Studìes in North America have shown that in stickleback communit'i{"
which have a large number of potential fish predators the stickl'ebacks
have longer spjnes. Experimental evidence shows that predatory fish
prefer, in descending orcler: non-spined fish (lìke the minnow, roach'
rudd etc. ); the low-spined nine-sp'ined stickleback (nm,¡itlus pungitius);
the three-sPined stickleback'
collectors for zoos are classified here as malentit'ies because of the
initial shock to the an'imal . cases of capt'ive sticklebacks 
'living a
relatively long time have been recorded; thus it could be argued that
some collectors act as fjrst-order modifiers of resources and predators'
Under ideal laboratory conditions at 20"C and pìentiful food the animal
can reach sexual maturjty in four months, with a length of 45nm' This
takes about a year in the natural state in the Birket R'iver'
l.his note refers to larvae. The time spent by the male'in guard'ing fr,v
var.ies greatly, from four to fourteen days. For example he wj'll return
straying fry to the nest (as with the eggs). orphaned young wil] be
wary of predators. By contiast if the parental male is 'over-protective'









gutside the breeding season sticktebacks are normaìly found in schools.
The longer the animals have been without food the greater is the
d'ispersa'l of the school . Feeding behaviour by one 'i ndi vì dual wi I l
soon attract a large group (school). "Comfort" behaviour - rubbing
the body, part'icu'larly the opercuìar region, against hard surfaces,
may uncover food; i t may a'l so di sì odge ectoparas'ites '
A male w.ithout a nest 'is unl ikely to attract a female. For preferreci
nest'ing conditìons see note'5.
Under ìdeal laboratory conditions: at 20'C and wìth p'ìentiful food
the animal can reach sexual maturity in four months, i.e. a length of
45 mm. This takes about a year in the natural state in the Birket
Ri ver.
As the stjckleback grows ìt has a wjder range of potent'ial prey; in
the Birket River the young fish eat Cladoceran, Copepod and Chironomìd
larvae; older fish eat the hjgher crustaceans, caddjs fly larvae and
chironomid pupae as we'l1 (see sectìon D). Food also interacts wjth
oxygen consumpt'ion'in that an'increased rate of food intake results
in higher oxygen intake.
Infested fjsh have h'igher oxygen consumpt'ion because of the energy
demands of the parasites; similarly for food (see also notes 11,
24,25 and 26).
sticklebacks feed only during the day or in artificial lisht. vìsion
is the dominant sense of the an'imal; its colour vision and form/shape
distinction are both very good. The fact that it feeds only during
the day retards its rate of growth' compared to growth undelideal
cond.it.ions (note 19). There is a sl ight decrease in the total food
consumptìon during the winter, probably due to the shorter days and
hence less feedìng time, possib'ly also due to a slower passage of food
through the digestive canal due to the lower temperatures.
PwtgitLuspungitius the nine-spined stickleback competes for the same
food; it has the same diet in the same proportions. Durjng the
breeding season however P. pungitius prefers to be amongst weed, poss'ib'ly
for protection from predators, whereas the three-spined stickleback
prefers open areas. This reduces the competition for food.
22.
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A low food supply inhib'its ovarian maturation, also the eggs wil'l
fewer and smaller; there will be less clutches. Crowdjng has the
same effect, possibly via reduction of food.
Severe infectìon will distend the body, purely because of the bulk
of the parasites. An affected female is like'ly to be unresponsive
to courtshjp; even'if she is, she will break up the nest in attempt'ing
to spawn. The demands of the parasite also affect egg maturation
(see also note 23). (See also notes, 11, 20, and 26)'
Many dead stick'lebacks 'in Priddy Pool (near Cambr jdge) contained
very h'igh intensities of ,S. soLiC"us (see notes 11, 20,24 and 26).
H'igh infestat'ions of S. soLidus (and p. gastez'ostei, see note 34 and
other parasites) severe'ly I imit the growth of the stickl eback (we'ight
more than length) because of the energy demands on food resources'
It is suggested that this g'ives advantage to the parasite because the
f.ish becomes easjer prey for the definìtive host, near'ly alwa.ys a bird.
Severrely infestecl sticklebacks (see noter 24 and graph'ic) also tend
to swim higher in the water, j.e. closer to the surface.
G. aLeæøtd.erzl l'ives on the stickleback's skin and breeds prof if ical ly
and may k'i]1 jt. The fish can shed a mucoid layer "cuticle" which
may carry away some of the parasites, thus helping to prevent lethal
bu'ildups. Parasites shed in this manner can live for two days and
may re-infest other sticklebacks.
The following table is from Wooton 11976).28













Acclimatìzed salinity had no effect in contrast to accl'imatized
temperature. A stickleback's tojerance of sal inity 'is post'ively
correlated w'ith the number of lateral p'lates, Leiurus cannot survive
in salt water below 4'C. All sub-species have a iower salin'ity
tolerance during the breeding season. Thus du¡ing the breeding
season 3.5% salinity (sea water) wi]l be lethal but at other times
a le'iurus will surv'ive in 4.5% salinìty. Sticklebacks are most
32
14.
to'lerant of high temperatures when in a salinity of 1.2% (approximately
isotonic with stickleback blood).
29. Str"'ictiy, kinetic energy.
30. In the Birket River area, at least the following are predators:
two terns, a heron and the black-headed gull. In addition these
birds are definitive hosts of many stickleback parasìtes and would
thus appear as modifiers in a complete envirogram.
31. Large predatory aquatic insects eat stickleback larvae when the.y
rise to the surface to fill their air-bladders.
Stìcklebacks pack together when threatened by predators. Some
evidence suggests that this will reduce the intensity of predat'ion.
In addit'lon, of a given number of sticklebacks, a predatolis more
1i kely to choose a more brightly-col oured f i sh. For unknov',n reasons
the number cf latera.l plates determines the probability that a
partìcular stickleback wi"ll be attacked by a predatory fish.
33. Sticklebacks prefer single Daphnia magirra as targets ìn preference
to dense swarrns. This is true in all cases though hungry fish will
choose the swarm more often.
?4 Metacercariae of D. gasterostei live in the p'ignrented la¡rer of the
retina. The fish are infested bry cercariae which penetrate the
skin. These are released from 'infested water snails (e. g,Lynmaea
peregra). A low incidence of snails will maintain a significant
infestation in a stickleback population. The definitive host for
th'is parasite 'is a f ish-eating bìrd. It ìs suggested that the
parasite gains advantage by mak'ing the stickleback easjer prey as







Cl adocerans (naphnia, BosnrLna, --- )
Moscul 'i um (f resh water I anunel i branch )
Palaemonetes (decapod crustacean)
Chironomids (l arvae and pupae)











Cori xi d (Vev'mícoz'iæa nignoLùneata)
CycLops
Stickl eback eggs
Aìgae and higher plants
The fol'lowjng table is from Viooton (1976).
TABLE IV
Seasonal variations in the diet of the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus
acuLeatss) from the Birket River jn England. Figures g'ive the percentage
composition of the food.
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Bl ack-headed gu'l 1 (Latus ridibundus )
Terns (Sterma paradì.sia and ,5. hirundo)
European otter (Lutra Lutz.a). An occasional predator only.
Dragon-fly nymphs (predate larvae)
Dyti.scus (predate 1 arvae)
Pike (Esoæ Lucius)
Trout (SaLmo trutta)
Rainbow trout (5. gaLrdneri)
Perch (Perca fLuuiatiLis)
We have jncluded only three paras'ites in the envirogram; more specific
infornntion regarCing other hosts etc. ìs ava'ilable for many of those
mentioned belon from Wooton (1976) from whìch we have extracted the following
tabi es.
TABLE V
Parasites recorded from Gasterosteus aeuleatus for lJ.K.
Protozoa
1. SPOROZOA
Sphaez,ospona eLegans Thelohan, L892. Endoparasite in the kidney tubules
and urinary b'ladder.
GLugea anomaLa (Moniez, 1887). Endoparasite in connective tissue.
Dermoeystídiun gasterostei Elkan, 1962, Endoparasite in skin.
Hennegutya sp.
2. CI LIATA
T. domerguei (Wallengren, 1897). Ectoparasite on gi'l'ls and skin.
T. z,eticuLata HirSchmann and PartSCh, 1955 (= t" megamicronucLeata).
Ectoparasite on skin.
T. tenuidens Faure-Fremiet, 1943. Ecotparasite.
t7
Iehthyophthiyius rmtLtifiTüs Fouquet, 1876. Endoparasite of skìn. Cornmonly
known as "whjte-sPot" or "ieh".
Pì atyhelmi nthes
1. IIONOGENEA (All ectoparasites)
Gyz,odnctyLus arcuatizs Bykhovskii, 1933. Gills and fins'
G. rqvtuLs l^legener, 1909. 0n fìns.
G. eLegorts Nordmann.- 1832. 0n gills and fins.
G. pwtgi.tii. (Malmberg, 1956).
2. DIGENEA
DipLostomwn spathaceun (Rudolphi, 1819). Endoparasjte in lens capsu'le of,the
eye. St1ckleback is intermed'iate host, definitive host is a bird.
D. gaste?osteí tJiljiams. 1966. Endoparasite in pigmented layer of eye.
Stickleback is an intermediate host, definjt'ive host is a bìrd'
Bwød.eya Luciopeteae (Muller, 1776). Endoparas'ite in ìntestine.
Crepidostomwn sP,
phyLLodistomum foLíwn (0lfers, 1816). Endoparasite in the urinary bladder.
fuLodeLphys cLauata (Nordmann, 1832) (= DipLostormtm cLauatum). Endo-parasite
in the humour of the eye. Stickleback is an intermediate host.
3. CESTODA
B. eLauiceps (Goeze, 1782). Endoparas'ite in 'intestine.
ÐiphyLLobothy,iwn den^d^y.itiewn (Nitzsch, 1824). Endoparasite in body cavity
and vìscera as a plerocercoid. Stickleback is an intermed'iate host'
defin'itive host 'is a guìl or tern.
Ð. nor,uegiewn Vik, 1957. EndoFrarasite, encysted p.lerocercoid in stomach,
intestine and liver. Stickleback is an intermediate host which must be
eaten by a second intermedjate host, a trout or char. Definitive hosts
include birds, men and cats.
sehistocephø,Lus soLídus (Muller, 1776). Endoparasite, p'lerocercoids in body
cavity. Stickleback is an ìntermediate host, defin'itìve host is a b'ird.
p. fiLicoLLis (Rudolph'i, 1802). Endoparasite in intestine.
Eubothtíton c1assum (Bloch, 1779). Endoparasite 'in intestine'
Aschelmi nthes
1. NEMATODA
Røphidaseaz,is eristata (Linstow, IS72). Endoparas'ite. Stjckleback'is an'intermed'iate host;
2. ACANTHOCEPHALA
Neoechínoz,hynehus rutiLi (Muller, 1780). Endoparas'ite in the intestine'
18.
Pseu.doecl'rinorhynchus eLauuLa = (?) AcanthocephaLus cLquuLa = EchinoyhyneVrus
cLauuLa (Dujardin, 1845). Endoparasite in intestine.
Ponrphonvtynchtæ Laeuis (Mtl1'ler, I776). Endoparasite ìn the intestine.
Arthropoda
1. CRUSTACEA
( i ) Copepoda
Thev,sitírn gasterostei (Pagenstechner, 1861). Ectoparasite, on the internal
surface of the opercu'lum.
L. cyprinacea L. 1758. Ectoparas'ite on sk'in .
(ii) Branchiura
ArguLus foLíaceus (1. i758). Ecto.parasite on skin and gi11s.
Mol usca
UnLonidne gen. sp. Ectoparasite of g'i1ìs, larvae (g1och'id'iae of fresh water
musseì s ) .
TABLE VI
Incidence and intens'ity of parasit'ic'infestat'ion of Gasterosteus acuLeatus
in a Yorkshire poo'l (Chappe'I1 , 1969a).
Parasite Sept Nov Jan l4ar June Aug
(i) Percentage of fish infested (tnc'idence of infestation)
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The precise envjronment of the leopard frog (Rana pipiens) is gìven'
usìng as a basis for the classification the defin'ing equations of
N'iven (Eykenntnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an'envjrogram', is used for displaying the obiects in the
environment,. Details of the environment not included in the envirogram
are listed separatelY.
******
A genera'l introduct'ion to the whole serjeS of reports on the prec'ise
environment of the various animals is available as AES l^lorking Paper
g/8t. This paper contains (a) the defining equations for the precise
env.ironment; (b) the'interpretation of the four primitjve (undefined)
terms wh'ich are used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of
the method of using the defining equations, vrith the ch'impanzee and
the three-spined stjckleback as examples; (d) indications of the way
in wh1ch the work is be'ing used'in the formalizat'ion and development
of the mathematical theory of animal eco'logy.
This paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for




















The habitats in which R.pipdens may be found are described in
detail by hlhitaker (i961); they range from dense vegetat'ion in which
the frog cannot be seen from above, wh'ich Wh'itaker describes as 'good',
to habitats with lìttle or no vegetation, described as 'poor'. The
following tabìes are from Whìtaker (1961):
TABLE 2 - Habitats of Rana pipiens and R. clønitans (1959)
Hab'itat
Swamp




































TABLE 3 - Relationship of.R.pipíens and R. eLønLtans to cover (1959)
Rarta pipiens Rana cLønitans
No./100 No./100
Cover Trap-nights No. trap nights No. trap-nights
4350 60 1 .38 16 0. 37
10500 53 0.50 12 0.11
9150 14 0.15 9 0.10
24000 L27 37
Under natural conditions eggs hatch in 13-20 days and
transfiormation from tadpole to adult occurs after 60-80 days of larval
ljfe. The size at metamorphosis can be from 18 to 31rmn in length. Adult
males are from 52-8?¡rm long, adult females from 54 to 93rnm. In the
Ithaca (New York State) area a few ind'ividuals reach adult s'ize by the
end of the season (0ctober) ìn which they metamorphose; metamorphosis
usual'ly occurs from iune through August. Hibernation usually starts 'in
October. lrlax'imum size is probably reached 2 full seasons after
metamorphosìs. Qne individual lived a record 5 years 11 months in
2
captivity; the natural life span is not known (Ryan, 1953).
Smith-Gi'll and Gjll (1978) report that the average size of eggs is
1.7mm jn djameter. This will supp'ly the larvae wjth a cons'iderab'le
amount of food thus reduc'ing the amount they need to ingest before
metamorphosing. Size or age of parent determjnes in considerable part
the egg size (Adoìph, 1931).
Brown (1973) consjders mounting evidence that there are several
d'istinct species in a tRana pipiens comp'ìex' in this Working Paper
we have concentrated on work done'in the N-E United States, in the hope
that the frogs referred to all belong to the same spec'ies. Brown notes
that the div'ision of specìes distribution occurs somewhere in the
Arizona/Iexas reg'ion. Platz (1976) distinguishes 4 named spec'ies, with
I ittle hybri d'ization among them.
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NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Eggs of the Gumea worm (Ðraa,meuLus i,nsignis) 'are shed from its
verterbrate hosts racoon (Proeyon Lotor (L. ) ), mi nk (UusteLa
uison), garter snake (fhørmophis siytaLis) and lvater snake
(natyLæ sípidon) and hatch jn the copepod CyeLops uirLd'ts'. The
copepod ìs.ingested by both tadpoles and frogs, and also by
racoons. The worms develop'in the frog; they remain dormant in
the tadpole until metamorphosis; in the racoon they infect the lower
limbs, encyst, calcify and continue their life cycle. The maior
source of infection for the racoon is via ìngest'ion of frogs. Thus
R.pipiens serves as a second ìntermedìate host.
R.pipiens readily eats many ìnsects. In the laboratory Cawthorn
and Anderson (1976) observed the frog eat'ing the cofffnon field
crìcket Acheta pennsyLuøtians ãnd Farrer and Frye (1979) fed the
frog with Á. domestieus. In many laboratory studies the animal
will eat mealworms and other larvae of the Tenebrìonidae beetles.
In other laboratory stud'ies the frog has been force-fed wjth
aquatìc oligochaetes (see n. 4). It has also been g'iven f'ìies
(pz,otophorunia terz,cenouae), sawbugs (Arna,CiLLidiun sp) and wax
moth 'larvae (Cai,Leyta meLLoneLLa). Frogs rarely disp'lay ìack of
'interest in eating f'lies or sawbugs but are often not too keen on
cri ckets and wax moth I arvae.
Linzey (1967), in reportìng a fìeld study, writes "''' the
coìeoptera seem to act as a cushion, being always available and
form'ing a substantial part of the diet, but giv'ing way at intervals
to other forrns which become unusually abundant for short periods'




J Hami I ton (1936) observes that skunks eat,R. pipiens but al 1 repti I es
and anphibians combined constitute on'ìy 1.I4% of the skunk's diet.
Sealander (i943) reports from an examjnation of the contents of
stomachs and intestines that R.pipiens was eaten, to an extent of
8% of the m'ink's diet by volume and 7l% by weight. Schoonover and
Marshal'l (1951) found R.pípiens rema'ins jn racoon (Proeyon Loior
hirbus) scats, to a s'light extent (.2i1 by volume and 21, by
occurrence).
R.pip.Lens .is the defin'itive host of the 'lung fluke iiaematoLoechus
eoLotadqtsis, Secondary intermed'iate hosts of the fluke are the
nymphs of dragonflies and damselfl'ies (Anoz, LibeTLuia, lrønea and
ErwLLagma; Order odOnata) . The sporocysts and xi phid'iacercari ae
of the fluke develop ìn the snail eh:ysa uLrgata. ln the laboratory
infected sna.ils shed cercariae35 days after infection. cercariae
penetrate and encyst in the odonate nymphs which are then eaten by
the frog. In the frog the metacercariae encyst and m'igrate'into the
lungs where they mature (Dronen i975).
The smal'l leech BatraehobdeLLa picia was seen by De Benedictis
(I974) eating E.pípiens tadpoles and was probably the most





6 De Benedictis (L974) presents strong circumstantial evidence for
the mud mjnnow t)mbya Líni being a fa'irly important predator of
tadpoles. It accounted for many of the tadpoìe losses in h'is
experiment.
The effect of food was to alter the variance of s'ize at metamorphosìs
rather than the average size, but the influence was complex (cf n i0).
Under Some c'i rcumstances , add i t'iona'ì f ood al I ows more anima'l s to
achieve the same length before metamorphosis, reducing the variance
in size; jn other cases it seemed to allow smaller animals to
metamorphose, ìncreasing the variance. The presence of 'P' syLtsatiea
tadpo'les reduces the variance in s'ize at metamorphosis even more.
The density of tadpo'les affected variance 'in size as follows: where
h'igh variance could be expected it lowered it. l^Je have classified
,food, as a first-order modifier here since the mud minnow, like the
leech (n.5) 'is able to predate small tadpoles only'
By measuring b'iomass De Benedictis determined that 8. syLuatiea grows
at the expense of R.pipiens at high densitjes of tadpo'les, but at a
]ow dens.ity (similar to the usual in the w'ild) the reverse is the
case.
E,pipíens metamorphosed sooner as the density decreased' Also the
addit.ion of food resulted in the larval period be'ing shortened by 6
days. R.pípíens had a longer larval perìod when R. syLuaticus
tadpo'leS were present. De Benedictus adduces some evidence that
'late metamorphosis and Small size increases mortalìty'in the frogs'
De Benedjctus' claim that the main result of mixìng R.pipiens and
R.syLuatisu.s is increased survjvorship of .R. pipiens is supported
by Smì th-G.il I and Gi l'l (1978) , who al so found that l andscape
(whether hilly or not) affects the competjtion'
I,le have cl ass'if i ed 'other tadpoì es ' as mal ent'iti es
and Gill (1978) and others (Gromko, 1973; Adolph'
that crowd.ing of tadpoles inhibits growth and that
not because of lack of food or substances produced
faeces foul the water)..





7 Dickow (1978) notes that when clasped by maìes unrecept'ive female
frogs em'it a release ca'll; th'is call is ìnhibited in recept'ive
femal es. i,Jater pressure due to hormonal action i s the mechani sm.
Sal the and Mecham ( tgZ+ ) suspect an 'i nteresti ng rel at'i onshi p
between water and amphi bian reproducti on. They wrì te "watelis
obligatory for reproduction, and moìsture is often the most
important trigger of rep rductive behaviour. . . . "
Adolph (1931) found that the optìmal temperature for the growth
of tadpoìes'was 190C (in laboratory studies). He collected data
about growth of tadpo'les jn the wild whjch suggested that
temperature was the primary influence on the growth rate. At lower
temperatures initial growth was slowed.
Moore (1942) reported that R.pípiens breeds and spawns ìn ear'ly
April when water temperatures reach I2oC. Eggs can tolerate
temperatures ranging between 60C and 280C. 6oc is the lowest
temperature at which 50iL of eggs develop 'into nsrmal tadpoles.
Norma'l development wíl'l rarely take p'lace bel ow 2.50C. Thus 60oN
is approximately the northern limit of R.pioiens.
Adolph (tggt) conducted experiments in which he found that water
agìtatìon'Ínhibited growth ìn tadpoles. We have class'ifìed this
as a malentìty, aithough it is not-altogether clear that the
expectatìon of life (and hence 'H') ìs reduced. Crowdìng and water
ag'itation decrease food ìngestion of tadpoles and that is how
growth is retarded; it'is not that food is less available jn
crowded cond'itions, rather that those conditions modify the tadpo'les'
behaviour so that they become idle instead of feed'ing. Crowding





10. Tadpoles subjected to complete jnan'ition are either retarded or
accel erated in metamorphosis depend'ing on the developmenta'ì stage
at which food is withdrawn. The turn'ing-point occurs during the
early deve'lopment of the hind limbs. Animals fed an adequate diet
upto the critical stage of development and then starved metamorphose
at a greater rate than anima'ls fed a normal diet. Tadpo'les wh'ich
are starved before the critical stage remain 'in metamorphic stasis
for many days (jt can be as ìong as 80 days) after comparable
normally-fed anìmals metamorphose. The animals do not feed after
metamorphos'is reaches the stage in which the forelimbs are developed
(d'Ange1 o, 1939) .
11. Rjttschof (1978) reports that Ã. pipiens fed on crickets (lehaeta
domesiíco) had 
'ìarger ovarjes and oviducts than those fed on
other dìets. The effect on mates'is not clear to us' but we
have tentatively cjassified 'crickets' as first-order
mod,if i ers .
I?. i^Jhitaker (1961) reports that fi. pípiens is more active on 
ra'iny
nìghts than on dry ones. we have recorded water 
(rain) as a






14. Robertson (1978) notes that the ratio 'No. hours light/No. hours
darkness, affects the frog's activity. when there are more than
12 hours of darkness, there is no pattern of activity but at
grz - lZ hours darkness there are maxima of activìty for two hours
around sun¡ise and during the three hours before midnìght'
l,le i¡ave shown '1ight energy' in parentheses on the env'irogram
since the same patterns of activ'ity are known to occur for the
'insect prey of the frog and it is not c'lear whether the frog's
pat.rerns are jnduced by the variation in light or the variation
'in the amount of available food.
15. Qdours alone can attract F.pipiens to prey and can trigger a
st¡i ke (wi th i ts tongue) . 0'lfactory cues ane usual 'ly, however,
only a supp'lement to visual cues [n. 16, Shinn and 0a1e,1978).
|rje refer to 'odour' as an obiect since wê assume that definite
physicaì particles affect the olfactory sense of the frog.
16. Shinn and Dole (1978) note that movement of prey causes the strike
response in the frog and that visua'l cues are more important than
olfactory ones in eliciting response to prey'
The frog js not a'lways an effic'ient predator: F'ife (1973) reports
that ft. pipiens does not aìways orient 'itse'lf with respect to its
prey and frequently strikes at prey located 450 or more fron the





In experiments on the mixìng of a.pipiens tadpoles with fi. syLuatica
Gromko et al (1973) report "...'it seems possìble that feces comprise
a normal food source for tadpo'ì es and are eaten as part of the normal
d'iet.... ". Cellulose taken ìn by tadpoles is available on'ly after ìt
has been through the ent'ire di gest'ive tract and passed out as faeces.
Some of the cellu'ìose taken into the digestìve tract for the second
time w'ill be agaìn passed out as faeces, stjll vrith some nutrjtional
content.
R. pipiens hibernates 'in 'ice-covered ponds during the winter.
Emery, Berst and Kod'iara (1972) observed that the frogs excavate
a pit in the mud at the botoom of the pond, which'is s]ightly
'larger than themselves. From tiem to t'ime they move sl ightìy and
the action flushes the pit, renewing the oxygen supply and
removing silt from the sjdes of the body to allow easier epjdermal
breathirng. Whi'le thi s behaviour al lows the frogs to avoid the
threat of anox'ia it also exposes them to the threat of predatìon
as the pond fish forage by preying on obiects which make small
movements. The predatory fish are the ra'inbow trout, saLmc
gai,rdnení, the brook trout SaltseLinus fontinøZis and the
I a ke c har 5. nønayaush,
Thus pr eci sely the same obiect at time t - the subiect anima]
- mod'ifies two objects jn different classes of the centrum, a
resource and a predator.
13
19. From observations of their behavìour, the frogs are strong'ly
heliothermìc, basking on ì'i'ìy ponds or the edge of ponds and
lakes. It is also apparent that the frogs use evaporative coo'ling
to prevent overheat'ing (Thorson 1955, Brattstrom 1960).
0n cool n'ights the an'imal 'is often found at the bottom of small
depressjons about ponds, where the ajr flow is reduced, thus
reduc'ing the loss of body heat. 0n n'ights when the ponds are
warmer than the air the frogs are usually found in the !'/ater rather
than on 'land.
Brattstrom (1963) reports that body temperatures of a sample of
25 Leopard Frogs in the S-E Unjted States (note this may be a
different species of R6na, see 54 'in August-September 1954, ranged
fron 22oC to ?7oC, with a mean of 24.10C. For a sampìe of 19 frogs
from Cass County inAugust 1955, the figures were 180C to 290C,
mean 24.60C. For a sample of 7 from Ramsey County, M'innesota,
they were 17.BoC fi 27.70C, mean 24.1. The1ow figure occurred when
the ambient temperature was 2.50C. Two indiv'iduals sìtting 'in the
sun at the edge of a lake near Rapid C'ity, South Dakota, on August 8'
1955, had temperatures of 33.50C and 32.00C. Two frogs in the sun
near a pond ìn veracruz, Mexico, August 18 1958 had temperatures of
34oC and 34.70C. At this time the frogs concerned were all
classified as fi. pipiens; the observed range of body temperature is
from 17.80c to 34.70c.
Dumas (1964) reports that R,pi.piens dies afteT lt'. hours in an RH of
65% at 250C. A sample of 183 active adults had cloacal temperatures
rang.ing from 150C to 320C. R.píp'Lens tadpoles were found 'in ponds
with water temperatures from 140C to 300C. The tadpoles develop
normalìy in the laboratory at 100C. Under field conditions at high
a'ltitudes where waters are cooler the time necessary for
metamorphosis at 1O0C'is so long that freez'ing weather often ki'lls
aìl young frogs before they are ready for h'ibernatìon' Thìs wou'ld




Brattstrom (1963) found two R.pipiens (complex) on August 25 1954
at 11 .45 ì n a near-l ethal s'ituati on 'in Eastl and County, Texas . The
temperature in the dry soil was 450C; the aìr outs'ide the first
hole where a frog was f,ound was 38.50C. Wet soil and the air
ins'ide the hole had temperatures of 280C and 290C and the frog's
body temperature was 270C. The anjmal had retreated to the shady
part of the hoìe, avoi d'ing the sun's range.
Smith-Gill and Berven (1979) report that ('in Vermont) be'low 130C
most F. pipiens involved in an experiment fa'iled to .complete
metamorphos i s .
Aud'ilet and Gray (i973) noticed that fall n.pipíezzs embryos and
tadpo'les grow faster at 100C and 20oC than do sprìng embryos and
tadpol es .
The hjbernating terrnperature is about 30C.
A chemical pollutant dispersed during Air Force operatìons, an
am'ine N-phenyl'o-napthylamine, was found 'in Vermont to be toxic
to F.pipi,ens larvae and embryo, as we'l'l as adults. Low
concentrations of the pol'lutant arrested growth and resu'lted in
abnorma'lites and sometimes death. Concentrations of more than
5mg/litre resulted in death in al'ì frogs whjch were poisoned.
(Greenhouse, 1976).
I5.
21. Grzimek 0,974) writes "The greatest enemy of anurans today is
man" . R.pípiens 'iS ed'ibl e, however we have cl assì fi ed 'man'
ìn the environment of the frog also as a malentity (see General
Introduct'ion for d'iscussion of 'man' in the centrum of an an'imal's
envìronment). Ltke Bufo marLnus in Australia, a.pípiens 'is w'idely
used ('in the United tates) for laboratory and teach'ing work.
22. When the d'issolved oxygen content of the water drops below a
critical level in the vìcinity of 3 parts per rnì'llion of
dissolved 02, R,pipiezzs tadpoles come to the surface to gulp
air. The number of times that they do this has a negative
linear relationship with oxygen content when it 'is below 3ppm.
An oxygen content greater than 3ppm seems to be adequate for
premetamorphos'ing ts.pipiens. However, metamorphos'ing tadpoles
gasp'ing for air come to the surface at a rate bea¡ing a negatjve
'linear relationsh'ip w'ith 02 content when the water contains less
than Sppm 02 (Wassersug and Se'ibert' 1975).
Sowbugs (Onisarc) , green bott'le flies (phoeneeLa serí.eata) and
southern field crickets (leheta d"omestíea), which are eaten by
R.pipiens'aresourcesofanumberofspecieSofbactereria.
Low temperatures - about 30C which'is similar to the frogs'
hibernat.ing temperature - were found to reduce the amount of
bacterial infection in both frogs and prey' (van der I^Jaaìi ' 1974)'
The bacteïtum Aeromonas hyfuophiLa causes septicem'ia in the frog'
themostcor[noncauseofdeath.inthelaboratory.
A list of bacteria is given in gl)
16.
24. Both D.D.T. and D.D.A. at high concentrations have'large effects
upon the frogs nervous system (Hi'11e, 1968). The concentrations
used in Hille's experiments are much in excess of those the
animal is likely to encounter in its native habìtat, Both
D.D.T. and D.D.A. were found by Punzo et al (tglg) in lowa in
R.cipiens in both eggs and tadpo'les.
?5. In a study of .R. pipiens and E.pretíosa Dumas (f g0+) notes that
whìle generaì vegetatìon type appears to have no effect on the
dìstribution of either species of Rana both specìes appear to
shun, as breeding s'ites, ponds which lack vegetation. Aquatic
p',lants furn'ish not on]y feed for develop'ing tadpo'les, but a'lso
cover and refuge from predators, part'icularly snakes of the genus
Thønrtoph:Ls,
?6. DeBenedìctus (1974) presents strong circumstantia'l evidence that
the dragonfly nymph Anas jtmi.us is a predator of R.pipiens
'tadpoles. He also observed ¿. iwtius preyìng upon tadpoìes in the
1 aboratory.
27 The garter snake and the water snake both eat the frog in the
ìaboratory but ìt is not certain that they eat it'in the wild
although there ìs strong c'ircumstantial evìdence that they do.
The situation with respect to the red-sided garter snake is
s'imilar (lichtenfels and Lavres, 1976). DeBenedictus (tSl+¡
also observed garter and water snakes in the locality of the pond
that he stud'ies and thought it I ike'ly that they were both
predators of the tadpo'les.
t7
28 R.pípiens can be used for a human Pregnancy test. We class'ify
'man'aS a predator here, with the understanding that some suitable
'interpretation of'H'must be made (c.f.A.E.S. Working Paper on
the Cane Toad, Bufo narLnus and see General Introduction).
29. John and Ferster (1975) reported some work by Dourbagher in 1969
to the effect that crowding among tadpo'les reduced the physìoìogica'l




The following is quoted from Knowlton (19aa):
"Since 1931, 92 specimens of Rana pípi¿zs Schreber
have been collected in various localities in Utah,
and 6 additiona'l specimens from Fish Haven, Preston
and Rìl.er.öa-l e in southern Idaho. An examination of
the stomach contents of the 97 spec'imens revealed
that they had recent'ìy eaten: 91 Orthopter,s ('in 58
of the stomachs), 4 nymphal and 82 adult short-
horned grasshoppers, 3 'long-horned grasshoppers, and
2 field crickets; 1 may-fìy naiad; 8 Odonata, 5
naiads and 3 mature damsel fl ies; L stone-f'ly adult;
43 Hemipters 'included the injurious Lygus eLisus,
L, Hesperus, the false chinch bugs, 6 pentatom'id bugs,
besides 16 water striders, 1 backswimmer and 5 shore
bugs (saLåLdae); 13 Homoptera included 7 adult and 1
nymphal 'leafhopper; 1 of 5 aphids present was a pea
aphid and another an Engl'ish grain aphid. The
Coleoptera (fta) included such injurious forms as 13
adult click-beetles, l leaf beetle and 2 scarabaeids;
one of 4 weevils was an alfalfa weevil; while
beneficial or non-'injurious forms jncluded 37
ground beetles, i0 ìadybìrd beetles one a Hippodønia
conuevgerß and two 13-spotted ladyb'irds), 3 s'ilph'ids,
1 dermestid, 2 hydrophiljds and 12 adult and 15
larval dytìscìds. Three adult Trichoptera were found;
42 Lepldoptera, 2 of which were adults; the rest
being larvae, of which 6 were sugar-beet webworms,
at least 10 cutworms and 1 zebra caterp'illar;
53 Diptera included t housefly, 2 blowflies, 14 adult
mosquìtoes, approximateìy 500 mosquito eggs in one
stomach, 3 midges, 2 Do1ìchopod'idae and 1 deer f1y
Chrgsops dLseaLís; 28 Hymenoptera included 7 ants,
1 vespid, 4 sphecidand 1 chrysid'id wasp, t honey
bee, t halictìd bee and l ichneumonìd-f1y. Seventy-
four spiders were recognised'in 41 of the stomachs;
19.
there were3 sow-bugs; and 30 snails in 16 stomachs.
Five stomachs contained plant material, probab'ly
ingested whilecapturing animaì prey. In addition,
6 stomachs held recently shed frog sk'in. One full-
grown frog coìlected jnthe field west of Logan, Utah,
September 11, 1934, had a small frog of the same
species in its stomach.
The follow'ing tables are from L'inzey (1967):
TABLE 1 . COMPARISON OF FEEDING HABITS OF MATURE AND IMMATURE
Rana p. pípiens (April-October, L962)
Mature (50-80mm. ) Immature (20-35mm. )
Food % Freq % Yo1. % Freq. % Yo1
Insect I arvae
Vegetabl e matter
Unidentif ied animal matter
Arachni da










Concul i oni dae
Carabi dae
Col ydi i dae
Byrrhi dæ
El ateri dae










































































Mature (50-80mm. ) Immature (20-35mm. )




Mycetophi I i dae








Cal I 'i phori dae
P i puncu ì 'i dae
Lonchopteri dae
Phori dae














































































































The folìowing table is from Whìtaker (1961):












Araneae ( spi ders )
Limacidae (slugs)
Ch i 1 opoda
COLEOPTERA























Mycetophi I i dae















Tenthred i ni dae
Ichneumoni dae



















































































































The following are occasìonal predators:
Racoon (Pz,ocyon Lotor, ø) ), mi nk (MusteLa atson), skunk (Mephitis
mephrLtis),
Snakes of the genus Thømnophis are ìmportant predators in some
habi tats ( Dumas 1964) .
Predators of tadpoles are: Great Blue Heron (Az,dea hez,odias),
largemouth bass (t'liez,optezas salmoides), Green sunf ish (r,epomLs egøteLLus)
Bl ack bul I head (tetaLwus meLas) .
The following parasites have been found in a.pipùens:
Gram-negat'ive aerobic bacteria: EseherLehia eoLi, KLebsíeLLa
pneum atia, Entez'obaetey LiqtñfaeLens, Pz,oteus morganii, Pseudomonas
aez,z,tginosa, Spironety,a mansonoides "A" and "8", and S. mansonti, caus'ing
a small loss of weight. Lernaea cyprLnacea, causing tissue damage.
Two spec'ies of Lankestey,eTLa infacting the blood.
The Pl atyhe'l mi nlhe CephtaLogonirmts breuicLr,rruls.
The Digenean HaLipegus oceídualis,








mierofilariae of FoLeyeLLa sp.
The lung flukes Haema toLoeehus breuipleæus and H. coLoz,adensis 'in









The trematode GLyptheLmins faeLoi.
N ematoto e,toides Tdrn e
F.ive specjes of cestode were recovered from .4. pipiens by Ulmer and
James (1976)
The larval nematode EustrongyLídes sp.
26.
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The precise environment of the Cane Toad (Bufo marirrus) is given, us'ing
as a bas.is for the classificat'ion the defining equat'ions of Niven (Erkenntnis,
19gZ). A dìagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha, called an 'env'irogram', is
used for displaying the obiects in the environment. Deta'ils of the environment
not 'included in the envìrogram are listed separately'
* * * * *
A genera'l 'introduction to the whole series of reports on the prec'ise
environment of the various animals is avaìlable as an AES Working Paper.
This paper contains (a) the defining equations for the precise environnent;
(b) the interpretation of the four prìm'itive (undefined) terms wh'ich are
used in the definit.ions; (c) a detajled discussjon of the method of using
the defining equations, wìth the chimpanzee and the three-sp'ined stìckleback
as examples; (d) 'indications of the way in which the work is be'ing used in
the formalizatìon and development of the mathematical theory of an'imal
ecol ogy.
This paper ìs part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology
for which'is set out in AES l^Jork'ing Paper No 9/81. A revised vers'ion of















B(i) ENVIRoGRAM FOR ADULT ToAD
B(ii) ENVIROGRAM FOR TADP0LE AND EGG













There are many Synonyms fOr Bufo marinus, most conmonly B. agua,
B. honn|.dus, Rana may.irus, Cochran and Goin (1970) for exampìe, list 2
subspec'ies of B. mæirnts and 11 other species names.
The toad's natural range is in South and Central America (see map),
however it has been'introduced to many countrjes, usually in an attempt
to control pests of the sugar cane jndustry. The dates of introduction
to various countries are g'iven in Easteal (1981). However, th'is attempt
at bio'logical control has not a'lways been successful and the animal jtself
has sometimes become a pest. The toad shows a marked ability to thrive
in a wide variety of habitats. Covacev'ich and Archer (tgZS) c'ite the
following range in Queensland alone: frontal dunes of ocean beaches,
jnland border of coasta'l mangroves, highly acidic areas of coastal wallum,
MeLaLeuca swamps, open grassland, open sclerophyll forest, highland closed
forest, dry sparse open pla'ins, wet and dry creek beds and coastal towns
and cities. The toad is usually a lowland aninral, found below 1,000 m
accord1ng to Zug and Zug (1979), the maximum height for population survival
probably being determined by therma'l tolerance limìts. Lug and Zug also
remark that they suspect that forests are marginaì areas (see Sect'ion C
h.3, n. 12). van Beurden and Griff (1SAO¡ report a spread of B, mar'írws
along the coast of New South Wales and inland at rates whìch are sometimes
as high as 3 km per year. However capture-mark-release-recapture data from
van Beurden (1978) in Queensland indicate that the res'ident adult toad
moves ljttle from day to day or month to month.
Fully adult toads may reach a snout-vent length of 120 mm (females)
and 110 mm (males) (Zug and Zug, 1979). Pemberton (1949) reports a captive
toad living 15 years, during which time jt ate an estimated 72,000 cockroaches.
The work on the cane toad in the School of Austral'ian Env'ironmental
Studies, Griff jth Univers'ity, was dir"ected with skil I and enthusiasm by the
late Dr M.D. Sabath, whose trag'ic death at an early age dea'lt a heavy
blow to the research activ'ities of the School. hJe are indebted to his
students, S. Easteal and R. Floyd for al low'ing us to use their b'ibl iography'
for lending us very many reprints and for freely prov'idìng us with'large
quantities of useful information about the animal.
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C. NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAMS
Man and nnny other vertebrates have been known to mouth oringest
B, mar..Jnus and either d je or become ill. Lìcht (1967 ) reports the
death of some members of a Peruvian famjly after eating soup
containìng eggs of the toad. At least the follow'ing cases of death
among animals have been recorded: domestic cats and dogs; pigs;
rat (Rattus zattus); western native cat (Dasyunus geofftoíi,);
Land Mul let (Egez,nía bungana); goannas (Vararws spp.) ; Slaty
Grey Snake (Stegonatus eueuLLatuLs); Brown Tree Snake (Boíga
irreguLanis ) ; Red-Bel I'ied Black Snake (Psetd.eehis porphyriaeus) ;
Death Adder (Aeøtthophis ontayctieus); Brown Snake (Psøudonaia
teætiLis); T jger Snake (Nor-echis seutatus); crows (Cowus spp..l ;
Kookaburra (DaceLo gigas); Tasmanian Dev'i1 (SarcophiLus Løz'nissi) ;
turtl e (Kinosteynon sp.).
In all cases the an'imals listed above suffered from the effects of
the poisonous milky secretion from the toad's parotìd gìand. KnowleS
(1964) gìves Marìno bufagin, bufotoxin and bufotenine as the active
constituents; the mjxture has a digitalis-like action (see D).
Blaìr (1947) reports that on occasions the toad is capable of
squirting ìts po'ison up to 15 ìnches. Chen and Chen (1933) report
that the regeneration by the toad of its poisonous secretjon after
expression'is apparent'ly qu'ite slow. One toad weìgh'ing 254 gms
gave 0.71 gms of fresh secretion at the first expression and onìy
0.48 gms at the second expression 76 days later.
Abel and lrlacht (1912) report that B. ntarinus is resistant, but
not totally so, to its own poison. Under its influence the toad
becomes sluggish.
Cl early any an'imal specìes which 'is poisoned through contact with
B. marinus is in cons'iderable danger unless'it learns to avoid
toads. In all areas into which the toad has been introduced there
have been reports of natìve spec'ies being affected e.9., Covacevich
and Archer (i975) suggest thal Dasyuras spp. (tne marsupial 'cats'
of Austraìia) are retreating to areas not popu'lated by the toad.
Alcala (1957) reports, however, that domestic cats 'in the Philippines
have learned to avo'id the toads.
c
2
In our opin'ion there are only two ways in which this can happen:
(a) the 'cat-malent'ity', having had a prevìous encounter with a
toad, almost dying and now knowjng the necessity of avoid'ing further
toads; (b) because (a) seems 'insufficjent to explain the whole cat
cornmunity's adaptation some method of communication js demanded.
This may'involve either the cat in (a) or the observatjon by cats
of other cats dy'ing from the effect of eating other toads.
Zug and Zug (1979) observe that young toads are djstasteful but not
toxic and thus the likelihood of death by predation is greater
du¡ing th'is stage than it is for the adults, both because of smaller
body size and lack of toxicity. Pearse (i980) has shown that, at
least with respect to some fish uí2. the Purple-spotted gudgeon
(Mogurmdn mogurndn) and the Fire-ta'i'l gudgeon (HypseLeotris gaLLi)
the tadpole is quite toxìc. The mosquito fish (Gønbusia affínis),
a native of Mexico l'ike ¡. mayinus, did not relish the tadpo'les,
but recovered from minor effects.
In order to class'ify 'man' as a predator, we require a suìtable
extension of the primitive term 'H' (see General Introduct'ion).
ioadsk'in has uses in c jassical Ch'inese med'icine (sti1'ì practised)
and was also used in seventeenth and eighteenth century England
and Germany for the treatment of dropsy. Some Amazon nat'ives
use toadsk'ins to make poison for their arrows (Abel and Macht,
1911). In all cases some property of the digita]is-like poìson
is utilized (see n. 1 and 5D).
The role of shelter in the environment is difficult to cìassify -
with other an'imals we have usual'ly c'lass'ified it as a modjfier of
malentjties and/or predators. In accordance with the suggestions
below we have kept to this scheme, though here we also class'ify
'it as a modifier of a resource. However there'is a case for
shelter to be considered as a resource; the definjtive experiment





bottom is clear or covered wìth rocks, sand or vegetation has no
effect on choice of breeding s'ite.
I,Jater, wh'ich is essential for breedìng, may be removed from the
toad's habitat jn several ways, e.g., on Barbados many hundreds
of estate ponds and low-ìying areas where water may accumulate have
been fjlled or drained for either aesthetic reasons or for mosquito
control (Mungomery, 1936a and Tucker, 1940). Also water may s'imply
evaporate (requiring heat energY), or seep away through the soil.
In the Barbados Tucker (1940) reports that the animal is having
dìfficulty ìn maintainìng its populations in part because of lack
of suitable breed'ing water and oiling of wäter for mosquito control,
thus farmers are being encouraged to build artificial breedìng ponds.
B. marínus may breed twice a year, laying between 10,000 and 21'000
eggs each time accord'ing to Tyìer (1976) - but Straughan (1966) observed
8,000 to 35,000 eggs being laid. Buzacott (ig¡$) has recorded one
female'lay'ing a clutch of 16,000 eggs and on another occasion njne
females 'laying 125,000. When temperatures are sufficiently high
and rajnfall adequate the toad will reproduce al1 the year round, but
ìn margina'l hab'itats the breeding season usualìy co'incides w'ith the
warmest and wettest t'ime of the year (01'iver, 1949). l¡Jil hoft (1965)
mentions that there are always some unfertilized eggs and Tucker (1940)
counted the number of toadlets surviving from an initjal egg lay as
rang'ing from 75 to 300, probably an underest'imate, he reports, due
to the difficulties of observation.
Zug and Zug (1979) report that eggs wi'I1 hatch in 36 hours to 4 days.
Floyd (pers. com. 1981) finds that the development time of the eggs
falls from 155 hours at 180C to about 1 day at 350C.
Breeding Success is aided by the anjmal's short development
perìod - a larval (tadpole) life of between 25 days and 2 months,
depending on water temperature (Tyler, !976, see also n. 25).
The follow'ing table 'is from Zug and Zug (1979).
I
TABLE 4: Development of a. mavinus tadpoles from hatchìng
to metamorphosì s
Despìte some counter-examples of year-round breeding, Zug and
\ug (tglg) believe that bimodal reproduction is typìca'l for
npst native popu'lat'ions. The follow'ing chart is from the'ir














FIGURE 8: Breed'ing activi ty of A. marinus w'ithin i ts natural range.
Data, top to bottom, are from Hardy and McDiarmid (1969), Duellman
(1963), M. Dix (pers. comm.). Breder (1946) and our samples. Breder
(1946) and C.W. Myers (pers. corffn.),' Kenny (1969).















29-32 days (experimentaì )











Ty'ler (tgZS) remarks that some members of both sexes are found
to be in breeding condìtion throughout the year, wairting for
the right c'limatic conditìons for breed'ing. Lug (1975), ìn Papua
New Guinea, report that there in every r:onth at least some of
the females possess eggs ready for deposition. They suggest that
the number of such females'is part'ly dependent on the rainfall since
ìt appeared that heavy t"aìn precedìng the samp'ling date reduced
the number of gravid females because they had bred during that
rainy period. The year round availabi'lity of eggs indicates
that B. maz"Lnus is an opportunistic breeder. W'ilhoft (1965)
also found an inverse relation between the observed number of
gravid females and the amount of rain. Straughan (1966)' 'in
Queens'land, writes that the breed'ing season starts with the
first summer storms'in September. 0vipos'ition may occur throughout
the day as.well as nìght although it was never observed to commence
during the day.
In Australia, toads often ata'in adult length in their second summer
(van Beurden, 1978). Zug and Zug (i979) record that in New Guinea
females reach sexual maturity at a snout-vent length of 70-80mr;
in the Canal Zone, Panama, the length'is 90-100mm and males
mature at 85-95mm. \ug et aL (1975), in Papua New Gu'inea report
no size difference between the (adu1t) sexes.
Many w¡iters have noted the close assocìation of ¡. man'irws






L'ights (whjch attract insects);





Brattstrom (tgOZ¡) in study'ing homing observed that of 15
transported toads, 11 returned, all to the same l'ight; he
strongly suggests that the 'insects around the I ight were




Zug, Lindgren and Pippet (1975) find that forest-dwe1ììng toads are
better fed and bigger, with more animals'in the diet. The greater
abundance of pìants found 'in the stomachs of savannah-dwelling toads
shows deliberate rather than accjdental ingest'ion by these toads,
presumably to suppìement meagre insect resources.
Qnce the mouth ìs formed, tadpoles eat the foam they were laid jn'
When this'is fjnished they eat organic matter in the water. B. marinus
tadpoles show no preference in feeding from surface, m'id-water or
substrate, in contrast to other specìes of toads. However, th'iS may
be because the h'igh c'lutch numbers force this wide range ìn feed'ing
behav'iour (Ty'ler, 1971). Zug and Zug (7979) remark that the ideal
t'ime for metamorphosis would seem to be at the beg'inning of the wet
season (about May in the toad's native envjronment) when'insects are
abundant.
Many writers agree that the toads are carniVorous and feed on'ly
on moving organìsms, however see notes 5(ii) and 8. Also, Kjng
(1969) comments that B. marinus can detect prey by smell alone'
Cìearly movement is often a factor jn arous'ing feed'ing responses
ê.g., a toad has been recorded as pursuìng and attempting to eat
a p.ing-pong ball and Grant (i948) reports a toad consum'ing a
f ighted cigarette butt. Movement ìs suggested as the operatìve
factor i n toads eati ng strychn'ine f I owers (note 8) . F.A ' B'ianchi '
in a personal communjcat'ion to S. Easteal, mentions that when
B, may,Lnus was first introduced into Hawa'ii it would eat nothing
but flyìng or moving jnsects, although the descendents will eat
solid and I'iquid food. Ingle and McKjnley (1978) fjnd that two
movìng objects close together elicited more strikes than a sing'le
mov'ing object. Fjte (1973) comments that B. mavinus never mjsses
when it strìkes, though frogs have error rates of 2% - 7%,
Most prey for large toads is'in the 5.1mm to 10mm range (in length)'
The toads'ignore anyth'ing ìess than 2mm long (Zug and Zug, 1979)
(see Table jn 5D).
In the Foster Gardens j n Hawa'ii a seasona'l1y fatal epi demì c occurs
when blossoms fall from the strychnìne trees. Toads, attracted
by the movement, eat the blossoms and die of strychnjne poisonìng'





several authors, notably Boice and Boice (i970) have suggested that
there js an hìerarchical feeding order among toads, wh'ich correlates
positìve]y wìth size. Sometimes 'ind'ividuals wr'.l1 push others away
from food in an extremely aggressìve manner. Fellows (1969a) observed
a number of toads sitting in a perfect circle around a straw-sìzed
hole from whjch female termites were emerging. The toads struck
at the emerg'ing ìnsects'in a defin'ite order and no two toads ever
struck at the same time.
B, marinus males can be used for a sìmple human pregnancy test.
I,Je classify 'man' as a predator here w'ith the understanding that
some suitable ìnterpretation of'H'must be made (c.f.n. 20,
see General Introduction).
Cannibalism has been observed by H'inck'ìey (ig6Z), Baìley (i976)
and Tyìer (1976). The latter records that a new'ly-metamorphosed
toad is approximately 8mm in length and at constant risk of be'ing
eaten by larger toads. Th'is rjsk diminishes wjth size.
There is a range of heat energy that can be considered beneficial
or at 1east not harmful - this range wi'lì be a set of resources.
Outside the benefjcìal range, both above and below, the animal will
be increasingly djsadvantaged to a point at wh'ich 'it wil I die -
th'i s range wi I I be a set of mal enti ti es .
Brattstrom (1963) reports that jn South Amerjca the average body
temperature of the animal in the w'i'ld, calculated from al I sources
untjl 1963, was 25.20C. Johnson (1972) ìn Australia gives 21.30C
t2.40 C as the body temperature. van Beurden ( ) al so 'in
Austraìia, reports that when B. mar-Lnus is exposed to temperatures
of 30C, it takes from 1 to 2 hours for the animal's deep body
temperature to fall from 200C to 30C. The raisìng of the deep
body temperature occurs more quickly, He also found that toads
from southerly (i.e. coìder) areas recovered more quickly from
exposure to very low temperatures of 00 - ?0C. Surv'ival times
of juveniles and tadpoles exposed to very 1ow temperatures were





50% of new'ly metamorphosed toadlets die wìthin 4 hours when exposed
to temperatures of either 4.50C or 400C. "0n dry sunny days the
activ'ity of these toadlets is restrjcted to 10m from the water
edge - reguiar excursions are made every15-20 mìnutes to the
Water for water uptake. Deprìved of theìr "drink" and rema'ining
exposed to the sun they d'ied within 40 minutes. Simi'lar1y
deprived but not exposed to the sun they died ìn 50 mjnutes."
(van Beurden, 1978). A Lz-hour exposure of adults to 300C and 400C
was not lethal, but exposure for 28 and 48 hours was. All adults
survived at least 96 hours at temperatures above 40C. In an outdoor
experiment with 52 adults in an enclosure 9 toads d'ied during the
first frost of the season. (The temperature fell to -10C for
just over an hour). 0n the followjng day 10 toads died. (The
temperature fell below 10C for over 8 hours). The position of the
animals in the enclosure was thought to be'important jn thìs
experiment, s'ince the temperature beneath Iitter waS approximately
20C higher (van Beurden, 1979). Warburg (1965) noted that
B. mar,'Lnus at a temperature o1 37.50C and very]ow humidity of
O-S% had a mean surv'ival time of 4-6 hours (max'imum 8 hours).
Krakauer (tgOe) argues that Mìami (Florìda), which experiences
sub-zero temperatures about once Very five yearS, is a marg'ina1
hab'itat for B. may'Lnus. He comments that any nearby water will
moderate the microclimate and that the most favourable habitat for
B. maTLnus 'is the East Coast Rock Ridge where the cl jmate is
mitigated by the Atlantic Ocean. He also indicates that nocturnal
temperature 'inversions wjll cause ground frosts more frequentìy
'in open areas than in urban areas and hence that toads are
attracted towards urban areas , \ug and Zug (]SZS¡ note that
the lìmit of the range of B. marirtus in Texas corresponds to
the 150C 'isopleth. stuart (1951) found Guatemaìan toads only
below 1,500 m wh'ich'is the isopleth for the 150C mean minimum
temperature.
It seems almost certain that all anurans use evaporation from.the
skjn as a cool'ing device, both jn stress situatjons and for normal
thermo-regulatjon. Qther factors affectjng body temperature will
be the temperature of the surroundìng air in the m'icroenvironment
and the temperature of the substrate; both of these 'involve







Duellman (tg6S) hypothesìzes that the low density of B. marinus
jn well-shaded forests might be because the thermal requirements
of embryos are unsuited by shaded poo'ls. He notes that the
animals are abundant in nearby clear areas.
0vìposìtion can be interrupted by a faì'l ìn üemperature.
Deìays at up to 3 days urere observed by Straughan (tgOO) when
the water temperature dropped bel ow 720F. 0vìposition continued
once the temperature returned to 780F.
This frog of the fam'iìy Microhylidae shares the same breeding
ponds as B. marLnus in parts of the Ph'il'ippìnes . B. maz,inus
lays a much larger clutch of eggs so that we m'ight expect it
to consume most availab'le organic matter, partìcu'ìarly in adverse
cond'itions. However, food 'is so abundant that the competition has
I jttl e not'iceable effect (Alcala, 1957). Rabor (tgSZ), al so ìn the
Phjl'ippines, observed KaLouLa conjuneta (Peters) as a possible
competi to r .
Alcala (1957) reports that some fish eat B. morinus larvae but
does not specìfy wh'ich ones (see n. 1).
Buzacott (1939) showed that domestjc fowls could eat young toads
(¡/Ain - 7 /I6in long) with impun'ity. He also records that the
toad feeds on the cockroach which 'is an intermed'iate host for
the fowl-parasite, the eye-worm.
In Puerto Rico the ground lizard Ameiua eæsuL (Wolcott, 1950)
was useful in controlling the cane pests PLtyLLoplnga pontoriceneis
(the June Beetle) and Cnemav,aehis uandinei. The lizard was
pract'ica'l'ìy extermjnated by the 'introduced mongoose and ¡. marinus
was then introduced to control the cane pests. Any surviving
l'izards are compet1tors of B. marinus and their effect'iveness is
governed by the size of the mongoose popu'lat'ion (Mettrick and
Dunkley, 1968 ).
Smyth (tgtZ) also records the lìzard as feeding on the beetles.
He lists the following PhyLLoplnga sp. on Puerto Rico:
P. uøt&Lne, P. portoricensis, P. guandcana and p. citz'i, also





grubs are eaten by the Puerto Rican blackbird HoLoquiscaLus
brachyptez,us, the bare-legged owl, 'mucaro' Gynmasío nudipes
nudípes, the little blue heron 'garza axul' , FLoz'ida eaeruLea
caez,uLeseens and the mangrove cuckoo Coceyzus m'Lnov' nesíotes.
0n St. Kitts PhyLlophaga pattweL is a resource of B. marLrrus
and on St. Vincent, P. patens. Wasps of the famìly Scoli'idae
and the click beetle family, Elateridae, also attack the grubs
while flies, fami'ly Tachinjdae, attack the adult beetles. The
grubs are also suscept'ible to the fungus Metavvhizíun and the
bacterium Mierococcus nigrofací¿ns Nov. At the t'ime of writ'ing,
man was also a signìficant modjfier of th'is resource; during a
seven-month perìod jn 19i4, 2,255,000 beetles were co'llected by
pa'id workers on the sugar cane p'lantat'ions. Qther modifjers of
the PhyLLophaga spp. are m'ites, the humìdity and texture of the
soil, heat energy, and various fruits and p'lants (see n.43).
Many authors have suggested that insects are seasonally abundant
in B. marinus'envjronment; many spec'ies of ìnsect emerge on'ly
when favourable cond'itions such as Seasonal rains, approprìate
temperatu,res etc. occur. In some areas (Zug and Zug' !979, see n.
34) this seasonal abundance results in great'ly increasing activity
among the toads.
The Common Keelback (a snake Arnphiesma maiz'ii) tnrives in
captjvity on a dìet of B. man"Lnus and is the on'ly Austral'ian
species of animal known tq utilize the toad regu'lar1y for food.
Both Tyler (t976) and Brattstrom (tg0ZU) note that flash floods
in drainage djtches and other confined waterways are dangerous
to tadpoìes, although Breder (tg+0) remarks that tadpoles can
stem a considerable current.
At metamorphosìs young toads are at h'igh risk of death by
drowning if they are unable to climb from the water (Ty'ler 1976).
Tyì er (tgZO) notes that the principa] benef i t of B. maz"'Lnus'
presence jn Australja has been as an experimental animal for use
in secondary schools, Unìversjties and in a variety of med'ical
research institutjons to the extent of i00,000 animaìs per year.
I¡Je class these students and researchers as malentìt'ies with the





made. (c'f. n. 10. See General Introductìon). The Innisfail Apex
club (in North Queensland) made enough money from the sale of cane
toads to build an 0ld People's Home (knov¡n locally as ,Toad Hall').
0n the envìrogram 'Apex club' is classified as a second-order
modifier - strictiy speak'ing this is not an object - we could,
however, repìace it with say the president or Secretary of the
cl ub.
Small tadpoìes are 'eaten' (see General Introductìon) by the
aquatic 'insectivorous bl adderwort pl ant tJtz,icuLaz,ia spp,
The tadpoles are in danger particularly when water levels are
ìow (Tyìer, 1976).
Mead (1961)(aìso see l^Jorking paper on Aehøt¿na fulíca in thjs
series) gives the folìowìng compìex r'nteraction on Guam and
Ponape Island between B. maninus and several other introduced
and native specìes. The Gìant African Snail (Achatina fulica)
was accidentìy'introduced on boats with produce etc. and ¡. man.inus,
which was introduced effectiveìy, to control the black garden
slug veronieeLLa Leydigi, also predated the young of the snajr.
In addit'ion the toad predated the nat'ive sna j 1s Opeas spp.
Furthermore, examination of the toad's stomach contents revealed
flesh and shel I fragments f rom much I arger sna'i'ls, usual ly in the
presence of dead f]y maggots. Apparent'ly the toads were attracted
by the movement of fly maggots to dead snails wh.ich had been
crushed by cars. cockroaches had thrjved because of the large
numbers of dead snails - and B. marirws thrives on cockroaches.
Eanly traders had accidentalìy introduced rats; to control them
the Monitor Lizard (varanus spp.) was brought in. unfortunateìy
the Iizard is d'iurnal and the rats nocturnal , so the lizard
became a pest by predating eggs and chickens. The Monjtor Lizard
also ate B. mar,'Lnus which poìsoned it (see note 1). Cats and dogs
were the best ratters on the islands, however they ate B. mayinus
and d'ied. A beneficial consequence of the introduction of the
Moniùor Lizard was the predat'ion of coconut pests: the coconut
crab (Bitgus Latro) and grubs of the rhìnoceros beetìe; and the
general agricultural pest, the Gjant African snajl. The coconut
crab also feeds on this sna'il.
77.
Thus the 'introduction of B. marinus:
Reduced the bl ac k sl ug popul atiron ;
Reduced the Monjtor Lìzard populatjon;
Reduced the cat and dog population;
Aggravated the rat probìem (by killing lizards, cats
and dogs );
Reduced the natural control of coconut pests;
Had some eff ect on the G'iant Afr i can Sna i I popu'lat'ion ;
Ameliorated the fly and cockroach problem (caused by










Ba'i 'ley (tgl0) and Tyl er (tgl A) Uotfr comrent on the extremel y
poor cond'it'ion of many toads in New Brita'in (New Guinea).
At that time, the toads had apparent'ly eaten out almost the
ent'ire popu'lation of ground-dwel I ing insects. In consequence
they began eating the introduced Giant African Snail (AeVtatina
fuLiea). This snail has a 'large and probably indigestible shell
which has been known to puncture car tyres (c.f.note 24). I^le
classify ìnsects as fjrst-order mod'ifìers because in thejr
presence the sna'il is less 'l'ike]y (unl i kely) to be eaten but
in their absence the probab'i'lity of the sna'il being eaten
increases marked'ly. (see General Introduction on d'isappearing
or non-existent obiects). (see al so note 42).
When faced with an enemy B. ma?iyws has a behaviour pattern wh'ich
is apparently an attempt to convjnce the would-be predator that the
toad js too large to eat. The toad drops the side of its body
nearest the enemy and ra'ises the other side, thus d'isplay'ing the
greatest possible surface area (Tyìer, 1976).
The Frenchi beetl e, Lepidiota frenchí feeds by preference on
Moreton Bay Ash, Bloodwood and guava. Both the el'imination of
these tnees and so jl f umigation us'ing carbon b'isul phide and
paradìchlorobenzene were empìoyed by farmers to help controì
this cane pest (ìn Queensland).
By 194f it was apparent that B. marinus was p]ayìng only a m'inor
role in control'ling the Greyback and Frenchi beetles in
Queensland (van Beurden, 1978).
25.
18.
Fellows (1969b) reports that B. marLnus will not eat large
hard-cased adult cane beetles although they wjll readi'ìy eat
softer, younger cane beetles. Presunnbly the beetle 'in question
is either the Grey-Backed beetle DerntoLepida aLbohirtun or the
Frenchi beetle Lepidiota fnenchi (see note 44), (c.f. snail note 22).
The tadpoles are very dark'in colour; this aìds them ìn absorbing
and ma'inta'inìng hìgh body temperature. It is to B. marLnus'
advantage to max'im'ize growth and development rates to increase
the probabiljty of eggs surviving through the tadpole stage to
metamorphosis before the pond dries up or flash floods sweep them
away (Heatwole et aL, 1968). (see also n. 12 and n. 18).
Tadpoles aggregate. Brattstrom (1962b) has done experiments which
show that aggregated tadpoles absorb heat mone readily than when
dispersed, and convey heat to the surrounding water thus ra'is'ing
the temperature of the'ir immediate surroundings.
Both Fìoyd (personal connnun'ication) and Mares (1972) remark that
the tadpo'les, often aggregated, vary their location ìn the pond
in order to rernain within their preferred temperature range.







Amount and type of food;
Amount of light;
Number of tadpoles present.
Floyd (pers. com. 1981, thesis in prep.) reports that egg surv'ival
rises from an average of 60% at 180C to over 90% at 270C then falls
to approximateìy 62% at 340C.* He believes that eggs are less
tolerant than tadpoles of temp.erature extremes. At 140C eggs
hatch after" 155 hours; the hatch'ing time decreases approxìmately
exponentìally to about 25 hours at 340C.




?6. Hinckley (1962), working 'in Fiii, reports that the anjmal eats
dung beetles of the genera Copr,Ls and Aphodùus, I,Je have included
cattle as second-order modifjers; almost any an'imai excreting
faeces could be included here.
Hinckìey (1962), 'in F'iii, reports that adult toads occas'ional'ly
choked to death when try'ing to swallow young mynahs and chickens.
Hutchinson and Kohl (1971) measured metabolic rate in terms of
oxygen consumption and found that changes in metabol ic rate were
governed by the photoperìod (i.e. no internal rhythmn was observed).
Under various regimes of photoperiod a pronounced decrease in
metabolic rate occurred in the two to three hours after onset
of the photophase and a peak ìn metabolic rate jn the corresponding
two to three hours after darkness.
29. Iìlingworth (194i) reports that these ants, PheidoLe megacephaLa,
are eaten onìy on rainy nights, apparently g'iving away the'ir
positìon by throwing up mounds of soì1.
30. Jakowska (1972), in the Dom'injcan Republjc, reports the tick
AnLyonrna díssimile as produc'ing lesions on B. mav"Lnus. Female
tjcks will feed for five or sìx days on the toad, breed,üten
fall off. The young ticks may infest other toads so that
infested toads, or the other known host, the 'iguana CycLuu'a
cornuta, ar-e first-order modifiers. The same tick was reported
in Trinidad by Lever (1938).
31. Johnson (I976) gìves the fol'lowing TL50 (50% tolerance limit)
concentrations in ppm. for tadpoles:
TABLE 2: TLUO values for herb'icides wjth anurans jn bioassays
conducted at 2lo to 220C,
Toxi cant 24h 48h 96h
Fenoprop
Sodium arsenate


















Chemical composit'ions of these toxicants may be found in
Johnson' s art'icl e.
These herbicides may enter the locality'in at least two ways:
by d'irect spray'ing and through runoff from sprayìng of the
I 'i ttora I a rea .
B, marírrus tadpoles were,more resistant than other anurans tested.
Kloss (ßlq) reports the following four nematodes (Rhabdjtoìdae)
infest'ing B. marLnus : Rhtabdias spttaenocepVnLa Goodey 1924;
R. fueLT,eborni Travassos 1927; R. elegans Gut'ierrez i945;
R. hermaphrodita Kloss 1971. All species have a complex
two-generation 'l'ife cyc'le: a free-l iving generation ìn the
excrement of the host whjch wìll penetrate the skin of almost
any an'imal; and an hermaphrod'itic generation within the host,
usual'ly ìn the lungs.
Except for a few instances of d'iurnal feed'ing (e.9. see note
5, Alexander 1964) the usual adult cycle is one of nocturnal
act'ivity and djurnal dìsappearance. \ug and Zug (1979) found
that not all individuals are actjve in feeding even durìng periods
of optìmum condjtjons and abundance, which suggests that toads
feed maximally when act'ive anci then retire for several days to
assimilate their food. in the wet season ìn Papua at least 31%
of the popu'lation vrere act'ive on any one night with a max'imum
of 50% on one particular nìght. Most toads reached a peak of
activ'ity about two hours after dusk.
It i s not known whether .a. mayLnus drinks; I i ke al I amph'ib'ians water
is absorbed through the skin. Krakauer (1970) reports that
B. maz"Lnus survived 140 days ('i .e. to terminat'ion of experiment)
immersed ìn distilled water. Heatwole and Newby (tglZ) detenm'ined
that actìvìty greatly jnfluences evaporat'ive water loss. In plott'ing
actìvity against hydrated weight they found that B. mqfinus
r,¡as most active between 50% and 59% of ìts fully hydrated we'ight
and that it sti'll remained actjve when its hydrated wejght was as
low as 30% - 39%. They concluded that the animal was welì adapted
to relatìveìy dry conditions.
2t.
Krakauer (1970) tested the toad's dehydrat'ion tolerance. The
following figures are from Table I of h'is article: (tne tigures













'Body water' is the difference between wet weight (empty bladder)
and oven-dried we'ight, as a percentage of body weight. 'Tolerance'
is the lethal limit of dessication i.e. the difference between
wet we'ight and we'ight at death as a percentage of (wet weìght -
dry we'ight). 'Essential water' is the djfference between weìght
at death and dry we'ight as a percentage of weight at death.
Machin (ig0g), in laboratory experiments, showed that low hum'idìty
and h'igh aìr flow over the toad are important factors in evaporat'ive
wader loss. He comments that toad skin acts as a diffusion barrier
and that jt becomes less permeab'le as the hum'idity drops. For tadpo'les,
heat energy can be a malentity ìn another way; Gomoll (1968) in
Guam, and others, comment that occasjonally B. mav'ínus lays eggs
in smal'l puddles that are 'in danger of dry'ing up.
Zug and Zug (tglg) suggest that the ideal time for metamorphosis
would be the beg'inning of the wet season when high humidìty permits,
rapid and distant dispersal. Takana and Iiiìma (1939) find that
toadlets dje quickly if the relative hum'idity is below 70 - 80%.
0f severa'l species of tadpole tested Valerio (tgZt) reports
B. mar"Lvus as being the second least res'istant to being removed
from water. (He used tadpoles wh'ich had reached a late stage).
0f 10 B. maz,ínus tadpo'les all survived up to 7 hours and all
were dead by i0 hours.
In Papua Zug and \ug (1979) not'iced greatly reduced activ'ity among
the toads in the dry season. As the number of consecutive dry days
increases the activ'ity of the population decreases. They suggest
two causes of this decrease: (j) durìng the dry season there are
less prey available and (ii ) there 'is a h'igh water loss from the





lessen the skin area through wh'ich water can evaporate (see also
n. 3). They report also that hydratìon occurs faster in water
than in saturated soil. The rate of water loss is size dependent.
Large toads lose more water at a faster rate but because they have
much more water to lose they survive better.
We have assumed above that we are djscussing healthy animals.
However in the case reported in note 22 near-starving toads that
ranged too far from cover in search of food during the night died
of dehydration in the mornjng sun, beìng too weak to return
(Ba'iley, 1976 and Tyì er , 1976).
Krakauer (1970) reports that toads placed 'in sea-water (tSZ ruaCl)
' thrashed around" immedìate'ly and al I died wi thin hours , At L0%
NaCl there was 100% survival after 96 hours.
Curiously, Wingate (tS0S¡, ìn Bermuda, writes "adults occasjonally
swim across salt waters to the smaller jslets and I once intercepted
a large adult specimen swimming ashore on Nonsuch Island from the
mainland 1,500 ft d'istant".
Mares (tglZ) comments that ìn experiments with tadpoles crowding
jnhibits growth. This has not been observed in the wild. t,le have
tentat'ive'ly cìass'ifìed'other tadpo'les' as malentities because
'inhibited gr owth may simpìy reduce 'H'.
Mares (tglZ) reports a tadpole captured by a dragonfly larva
(Odonata) but released after a struggìe.
There 'is an unknown (at time of writ'ing, 1981) but s'ign'ificant
predator of B. marínus 'in northern Australia. This predator
disembowels the toad and consumes the viscera. Cassels (i970)
reports a Koel (Eudgnnrnys scolopaeea) k'illing and eating two
toads in this way. Several ecoìog'ists support the theory that
the predatolis the white-ta'iled water rat (Hydromys ehrysogastez').
Frauca (1974) often observed the Austral ian crow (conÐus oz'vu)








B. mar¿nus in Hawaii eats the adults of the oriental beetle,
And.oretus sinicus Burm., which feed at n'ight on many p'ìants
including rose, grape, cycad, okra, bean, soya bean, pigeon
pêâ, sweet potato, asparagus, taro, banana, cotton, canna,
acalypha, Mexican creeper. Many larvae and pupae of the beetle
are killed by the green muscadine fungus Metarrhízíun anisopliae,
Larvae are also parasjtized by the Scolia Wasp, Cantpsomerís margineLLa
modesta Smith and the Roll'ing Wasp Típhía segregata Crawf. L'ights
dìscourage the beetle (contrast with note 5). Arsenate of lead
ì s ef f ectì ve]y used by gardeners ( Fu'l 1 away and Krauss , 1945 ) .
In Queensland, Mungomery (1936a) reports that the scarabaeid
beetle popu'lation emerges in full force only durìng the wetter
period of the year.
B. maz.Lnus eats the adults of this beetle (Pantomorus sp.) which
feeds on at least the following: geranium, hibiscus, bean, alfalfa,
citrus, boa (lcacíø 1øo), ti (CordyLine terminaLis), sugar cane.
Larvae are eaten by the cjick beetle (Monocz,epidus eæsuL) and adults
a re al so eaten by mynah b'irds and mongooses . Thi s beetl e, I 'i ke
the scarab, is also controlled by arsenate of 'lead.
B. mæinus js known to eat domestic bees. Goodacre (tgql ) reports
finding 300 bees'in the stomach contents of one toad. Apìarìsts have
adopted the pnactice of rais'ing their hives on stakes two feet in
height to prevent this predation. The toads seem to suffer no'ill
effects from being stung.
Zug and Zug (1979) observed an instance of n. marinus following the
calls of male frogs of the species PhysaLaeïus pustuLosus to thejr
poo'ì and later eating two of them. Qther observations suggest that
B, mav,irws recognises the various sounds made by prey. (However,
vis'ion appears to be the toad's primary sense).
The PlryLopltaga spp, listed jn n. 16, often called the 'May' or
'June" beetles are attracted by at least the following fruit trees:
banana (I'tusa sp. )
casuar i na ( Casuarirw, equisetifoLía)
f'lamboyan t ( DeLoniæ z'egia)






breadfru i t ( Az,toearpus conrmtnis )
trumpet (Cecropia peLtata)
(Dexter , 1932).
Smyth (tgtZ) Iists many other pìants "great'ly rel'ished" by
PhyLLopVnga, includ'ing: salcil la (Sehtankia portonieens.Ls),
quenepa (aeLía azedaz,ach), tamarind (Ta¡natinú,ts indieus),
iobo (Sponáias Luteø), cecrop'ia (Ceez,opia paLmata), pìgweed,
or bledo (Amav,anth?,¿s spp.J, mallow (MaLaehra y,ottmdi,foLid,
and Peti.uez.ia aLLiaeea. He also mentions that adult PhylLopTøga
uandtnei are strongly attracted to 'light.
Diaspore dispersa'l can be categorized by the operatìve energy
source(s). The major djv'ision is between parent plant energy
and external energy sources. The latter wìlj include various
agencies such as humans, animals, w'ind, water etc. (M.J.Liddle
and A. Bulow-0lsen, personal communication), all of which appear
in the env'ironment of the toad as second-order mod'if iers. Some
of these mod'ifiers may work ìn comb'ination, modifying each other,
and thus entering the env'ironment as third-order modjfìers in the
formal sense.
Zug and Zug (lglg) suggest, from a study of fat body weÍght,
that in some areas the females requìre a period of intense
feed'ing to repìenish thejr lipid stores before vitellogenes'is
can begin.
Mungomery (tgS0U)oOserves that male toads can change their sex,
although the conditions (if any) which 'induce such a change are
not known. The mechan'ism is as follows: a rudimentary ovary, the
Bidders organ, i s present jn al'ì young toads. Subsequent'ly, it
degenerates ìn females, but pers'ists jn males. Internal secretions
may bring about a slow change from male to female wìth the Bidders
organ function'ing as an ovary. Eggs are normal but markedly fewer.
Males to which this may happen are not classified as mates (for a
ma'le) because the prim'itive term'E'requires that some response









Zug and Lug (1979) report that in fie1d data on B. marLnus
there is a marked tendency towards one sex on'ly .being observed -
eithêr male or female - and that there is no known explanation
of thjs. However, Floyd (pers. com. 1981) suggests that collection
t'ime, site and method of collection all have a big influence on
wh'ich sex is actually co'llected. van Beurden (1978) in Queensland
reports a 1:1 sex ratio.
Lucas (1969) reports that at Stuttgart zoo a toad hydrid,
B. b:1;,ombez,gi X a. marirtus) was raised.
Takano and Iiiima (tg¡Z) find that the presence of CaCì, is
essential for tadpole development.
Takana and Iijjma (tg¡g) note that 'in crowded conditions large
tadpol es eat smal I er ones . n
The g'iant water beetles (Dytiscidae) HydrophiLus ater and
Megadytes giganteus are reported by Tucker (1940) as attack'ing
B, mæinus tadpoles in Barbados.
Qnìy o'ldertadpoles have lungs; when a tadpoìe reaches this stage
jt js obliged to rise to the surface to breathe (Tyler' 1975).
Ty]er (tgzs) reports that (in Australia) the Fork-tajled K'ite
and Ibis and (in Bermuda) Herons eat both juvenile and adult
toads.
van Beurden (tgZg) showed that there !,ras hìgh dìetary overìap
of Lymnodynastes tertaereginae and other frogs wjth B. marirms
at Lake Ajnsworth in Queensland. He rernarks that the observed declining
populations of the toad may be due to this competition.
Takano and Iijima (1937) observe that tadpoles wjll develop in
pH range 4-9. If they mean by this that the tadpole wìll not
develop outside th'is range then pH, like heat energy (see n. 12,
page 1), wjll have a range that constitutes resources and another
that constitutes malentit'ies.






The table is from Knowles (1964).
COMPOSITION OF BUFO SPECIES TOXIN
Mayino bufagin
1. A bufagin, a steroid type compound
2, It has a digitalis-l'ike action: causing
emes'is and ventricular fibríl lation.
3. Toxicity (mS per kg) 0.555 .028
Mæino bufotoæín
1. A bufo toxin a congegation product.
2. Digitalis-like action: systoìic standstiil of heart
Maz.irp bufotenine
1. 0xytoeie there is I ittle or no pressor act'ion.
2. Produces cardiac arrest at dilution of l.:5000.
D 0thers













The following table 'is from Mares (tglZ):
Time
* Although no measurements were made at this time, ìt
was assumed that water temperatures of the two depths
had equaf ized during a n'ight's coo'ling.
The following table was provided by F'loyd (Pers. com. 1981):
The measurements which follow are from Brattstrom (1968):
Locat'ion: Panama, 9oN.
Al ti tude: 1,000 ft
Crit'ical thermal data: Max'imum s
accl ìmated for several weeks at 27
CTM from 39.2 to 41.0'C. If accl
thev showed a droP in the CTM' A
suriive the cold. The mean bodY
19 toads was 25.2"C (rang'ing from



























































The fol'lowing tables are from Pippet (tgZS):
Table 1: Stomach contents of nufo mar,ínus taken at Laloki between January


















































I^la ter beetl e I arva
Mound bu'il di ng ants
Common house ant
Ants























Mi 1 i 'ipede
Earthwo rms
Smal I Snai I
30
12 spiders 4 LAGRIIDAE
ACARINA 2 ANTHICIDAE
1 mite 16 CERAMBYCIDAE Longhorn beetles
INSECTA 54 CHRYS0MELIDAE inc'luding
BLATTODEA 3 Cassidinae Tortoise beetles
BLATTIDAE 1 BRENTHIDAE
4 cockroaches 6 APIONIDAE CyLas forrnicarius
IS0PTERA 18 CURCULIONIDAE Weevils including
26 term'ites 2 2r,í,bi.us
ORTH0PTERA 2 Leptopius squaLidus
GRYLLI DAE DIPTERA
64 crickets Acheta conrnoda 2 (1 larva, l adult)
ACRIDIDAE LEPIDOPTERA
64 short-horn grasshoppers 1.2 moths
TETTIGONI I DAE 290 Larvae , i nc] udì ng
4 long-horn grasshoppers 82 SPHINGIDAE incìuding
HEMIPTERA 59 Herse conDoLuuLus
2 FLATIDAE 198 NOCTUIDAE 'inc'luding
5 CICADIDAE Cicadas 152 Spodoptera
16 MIRIDAE 60 PLusia
5 REDUVIIDAE Assassin bugs 17 GEOMETRIDAE Ectropis
1 ENIC0CEPHALIDAE 2ncyLocotis HYMENOPTEP.A
26 COREIDAE 395 includìng
1 PLATASPIDAE 2 VESPIDAE
45 CYDNIDAE 4 SPHECIDAE
50 PENTATOMIDAE Sh'ield bugs 1 ICHNEUMONIDAE






Tabl e 2 : Stomach contents of Aufo man'Lnus taken at Serovi Pl ant,ati on,
Popondetta, Northern District, from March to November, 1973. Number of






























20 earwi g s , 'i nc 1 ud'i ng
9 Forf i cu I 'i dae
I Lab'i i dae
ORTHOPTERA
GRYLLI DAE





27 STAPHYLINIDAE Rove beetles
3 LUCANIDAE Stag beetles
2 PASSALIDAE







1 BYíìRHIDAE Pill beetle
1 HETEROCERIDAE
1 RHiPICERIDAE



























31 CICADIDAE emergìng nymphs
1 MEMBRACIDAE
7O MIR]DAE












3 TIPULIDAE Crane f]ies
32.
14 CHRYSOMELIDAE Leaf beetles
2 ANTHRIBIDAE
10 APIONIDAE CyLas formiearius (Sweet
Potato Weevil )
146 CURCULI0NIDAE I,Jeevils, including

























In a persona'l comment to Pjppet, F. Rather reported a marked reduction
of the Papuan Bl ack-Snake Pseudeehis papuanus in the Port Moresby area
which was possibly due to B. mar,ínus. P'ippet also reportS Dasyurus spp.
dyìng after attacking the toad.
33.
The fol'lowing table and pi'e charts are lnrom Zug and Zug (f gZg):
Gamboa: urban sample, collected in November.
Cocole and Summit Hill: savannah country, co]lected in May. There are
Zooì og i caì Gardens at Summi t H'i I I where the
'l ì ghts attract i nsects .
BCI (Barro Colorado Island Research Stat'ion), col lected 'in May.
Cocole and Summìt H'il I results indicate the toad's diet prior to
becom'ing a commensal of man.
The first figure in brackets is the number of toads with empty stomachs,
the second the number of toads wjth stomachs whìch were not empty.
rthropoda
Dì pì opoda (mi I I 'ipedes )
Arachnida
Pha'l angi da (daddy-l ong'l egs )
Arane i da (sp'i ders ) 1
I nsecta
Odonata ( dra gonf 'l 'i es )
0rthoptera
Acridjdae (grasshoPPers )
Letti gon'i 'idae ( katYd i ds )





oblong bugs (e.g., reduviids)





Ca rab'idae (ground beetl es ) 6
Curculionidae (weevils) 1
Scarabaeidae (scarabs )
oblong beetles (e.g. elaterids) 5









































Cocole Gamboa Summit Los
H'il I Santos





Prey Coco'le Gamboa Summit Los


















FIGURE 15: Prey pr:eference of marine toads from four localitìes (Proportions
calculated from prey biomasses and onìy those prey representing more than
2.7% - 10 or more degreæof circle - are plotted separately).
cocoLE GAMBOA
KA


















Zug and Zug (1979) also give the following tabìe of prey sizes:
TABLE 12: Frequency of different sized prey in different sized marine
toads from Gamboa (prey sìze classes selected to portray relative live
we'ight: us'ing equat'ion l.l = 0.000113, length classes approximately
equivalent to <0.0001, 0.0001-0.001, 0.001-0.01, 0.01-0.1, 0.1-1.0 and


















































The follow'ing list of food for young toads is from van Beurden (1978):
DIETAP,Y ITEMS OF JUVENILE TOADS
Show'ing the number of each taxa found in stomachs of 30 iuveniles
































CH I RONOMI DAE
CEC I DOMI DAE
LARVAE
UNKN0I^lN

































































The following table is from Dexter [1932). 6 out of 20'insect orders are
rep resen ted.
TABLE XI






Anchonus sui I I us Fabr
Dì ptera I arvae
Catapsomeri s dorsata Fabr
Unìdentified insect larvae
Li gyrus tumul osus Burmej ster




Scapteri scus vi eì nus Scudder
Ataeni us sp
Lachnopus curviPes Fabr
Lepi doptera I arvae
Exophthalr,rodes rosei Pes Chevr
Snails
tuscepes sp.

































































































































Othn'i 'idae - 1
Cerrambycidae - 7 unident'ifjable longhorns
Chrysomel idae - 41. leaf beetles 'includ'ing 1 species of Cassidae
Heterocidae - 4
Hydrophil'idae - 11 water beetles
Scarabaeidae - 21 including L MeloLont\n sp. and 16 Hybosoz'inas spp.
Staphylìnidae - 4 rove beetles and L larva
Erotyl idae - 1 fungus beetle
Coccindelljdae - 10 ladybug beetles
Dìptera - LZ f1ìes including 5 Musc'idae
Lepìdoptera - 75 unjdentifjed moths and 94 larvae jncluding those listed below
Geometridae - 35' ì ooper caterp'il I ars
Nymphal'idae - I HypoLimnøs sp. caterpi 1'lar
Hymenoptera
Vespoìdae - 2 wasPs
Sphecidae-ISpheæsP.
Formicidae - 680 ants including 269 PoLyrVtaehis sp., 197 Pheidole sp,,
81 )ecophyLLa ønanagdina and 68 )dontomachus sp.
Note: Prey derived from all the toads (476) collected during the b'iweekly
samp'ling of October 1971 through September 1972.
APPENDIX 3
IDENTIFY AND NUMBER 0F PREY 0F THE Bufo marinz¿s FROM THE RAIN FOREST SAMPLING
S ITE
ANN EL I DA
01 i gochaeta
Terricolae - 3 earthworms
ARTHROPODA
D'ipl oda - 28 mi l i 'ipedes
Arachni da
Arancae - 2 spiders
Scorpi ons
Scorpìonidae - 1 scorPion
I ns ecta
Bl attodea
Blattidae - 1 cockroach
Dermaptera - 1 eanruìg
Hemi ptera





IDENTITY AND NUMBER 0F PREY 0F THE Bufo matinus FROM THE SAMPLES COLLECTED
AT DARU, TALASFA, AND WARIARATA
MOLLUSCA
Gastropoda - 34 sma I I f orest sna'il s
ARTHROPODA
Ch'il opoda - 3 centi pedes
Di p'loda - 24 nt'l I 'ipedes
Arachn i da
Araneae - 2 spiders
Scorp i ones
Scorpi on'idae - 1 scorpi on
I n secta
Isoptera - 10 termites
Mantodea
Mant'idae - 1 pray'ing mantìs
Orthoptera ,
Gryll'idae -lI Acheta eornnoda and 2 Brachytrypes aeLøtinus
Gryll otalp'idae - 2 Gz'gLLotaLpa afrieana
Hemi ptera
Cicadidae - 9 emerging cicada nymphs
Pentatom'idae - 3 sh'ie1d bugs
Cydnidae-9AdrísasP.
Gelastocoridae - 2 NertVpa sP.
Co'l eoptera
Haliphìdae - 3 small water beetles
Curcul ioni dae - 11 weevi l s i ncl ud'ing 4 MenoLeptzts squaL'iÅus, 2 RhinoseapLn
sp,, 2 ELyttochieLus granigez, and 2 Cryptorhinus sp.
Elateridae- 6LaconsP,
Tenebrionidae - 169 includ'ing 166 TriboLiun sp. from Daru
Lagri'idae - 1
Helodìdae - 187 from Talasea
Cerambycidae - 13 unidentifiable'longhorns
Chrysome'l 'idae - 1 I eaf beetl e
Byrrhidae - 2 Pill beetles
Che'lonariìdae - 2
Scarabaeidae - 20 incjuding 6 Lepidùota sp., 2 AromaLa sp. and
9 Hybosorinae
44
Copridae - 2 dung beetles
Lucanidae - 1. stag beetle and 4 unidentifiable beetles
D'iptera - 5 unidentified pupa
Statiomyidae - I horsefìy larva
Trichoptera - 2 caddis fl'ies
Lepìdoptera - 9 unidentified larvae
Geometridae - 1 geometrid larva
Hymenoptera
Vespidae - 2 wasps
Fromicidae - 190 ants includ'ing 133 )eeophyLLa smæagdina, 26 PheidoLe
megacepltaLa, and 31 PoLyraehi,s
CHORDATA
Amphibia
Bufonidae - 2 Bufo mariraß iuven'iles
Note: Samp'les collected at Daru and ï,Jariarata during April 1972i samples
collected at Talasea during May 1972. Samp'le sìzes are: Daru, 90;
Talasea, 31; and l,lariarata, 17 .
45.
All four tables which follow are from Hinckley (1962);

























mi I I 'ipedes
beetl es
Number per 10 Toads



































































17 Hel ici form sna i I s















57 Yel 'low-spotted b'lack
mi I I ipedes, )rthomorpha
eoaretata
46 Small white mi1ìiPedes
38 La rge red mi 'l 'l i Pedes
Tndg oniuLu s Lwnbr' ùc iuu s
ARACHNIDA
ARANIIDA
5 Spiders (1 wolf)
ACARI NA
39 Mites, most Fuscunopoda sp.
SCORP ION I DEA




3 Crickets (! ¿.cheta oceønica)
6 Cockroaches
2 Coconut Stick Insect
Graeffea erouqni, êggS
(1 hatched, f inviable)
Derma ptera
3 earw'igs, most CheLisoches mor"Lo
Hem'iptera

















2 Red-eyed black flies
Lepi doptera










10 Curcul'ionids, i ncl udìng Young toads - S'inmonds (1957 )
4 CosmopoLites sordídus AVES
3 Elutroteirnts subtruncatus Young chickens and mynahs -
(Lever (1938b)) S'immonds (i957)
L AcaLLes sp. - Lever 2 M'ice, possi bly regurg'itated
(tgsga ) bY cats)
I Gz,oehiesis sp. - Lever
(1e38b)
4 Rutel ids, Adoz'etus uersuhts





i Dyt'isid, flyphydnts Lyratus
1 Nitidul id, CarpophiLus sP.
25 Aphodiids, ?Aphndius sP.
13 Scarabaeids , Copris
ir¿ce:"tus proeíduus
l Carab'id
4 Cocc i ne'l 1 i ds , i nc'l ud'i ng :
3 Coeeíne'LLa tnansuersaLis









1 Ichneumonid, NotaLia sP,
1 Braconid
300 Bees, Apis meLLífena Lever (i944)
49.
TABLE IV - Economic importance in Relation to Locatìon
No. consumed




























































The following tables and quotation are from Krakouer (1955):
TABLE 1: The stomach contents of 85 Bufo mayinus and 33 Bufo ternestz.is
* One an'imal could not be sexed.




























































TABLE 2: Percent of non'empty stomachs containing certajn food items

































',Since the results of stomach content surveys are b'iased towards heavy-
bodied prey, because chjtin'is digested s'ìowly, and s'ince the survey
does not closely reflect the nutritive value of each food item, no
volumetric ana'lysis of the stomach contents was run. The ana'lys'is
of stomach contents of indescriminate feeders is a "standing crop
analysis" and reflects only the recent feeding history of each an'ima'l
and the avai labi I ity of spec'if ic food jtems at that t'ime".
Rabor (tgSZ) 'in an examination of contents of stomachs, in the Phil'ippines
reported 1.7 contain'ing remnants of the small burrowing snake TyphLops
and 5,000 contaìn'ing remnants of the common field rat Rattus nattus
mindnnensís.
Weber (tg3e) I i sts the fol low'ing foods, in Trinidad and Brit'ish Gu jana:
The leaf caterpillar Mocis repøtda.
The ants Ectatormna zui&,m Roger , OdontomacVaæ høemotoda, PheídoLe faLLan
j eLskíi Mayr, Cyphomyyrneæ ritnosus Spìnola, Wasmartnia au.ropt'metata
Roger.
52.
The army ants Ec'Lton buycheLLi var. urichi Forel, E, ierense l^leber,
E, postangustatwn Borgmeier.
The arboreal ants Pseudomyrma elegøns F. Smjth , Procryptocezws goeLdii
gui,anensís, Cz'yptocezus uatiøts F, Smith, CepVnLotes atnatus quadridens
de Geer.
The fungus-growìng ants (Att'in-r) CyphomAïvnex, rachynyrrneæ uz,iehi Fore'l ,
Aez.omyrneæ aetospinosus Reich, Atta seædens (L.).
The ants Gnønptogenys suLcaatnl F. Smith, HoLeoponera stri,atula l{ayr,
PacîtyeondyLa hæpan Fabr, Anachetus inermis Ern. Andre'; CYørnatogasten
bz'asiLiensis Mayr , Monomoz,iwn sp. , IbanopeLta gilua Mayr, Solenopsis
aLtinodis Forel, 5. gerninata Fabr, Braehymyz.nes eordsrnoyi, Emery, 
.
Pan'atz'enchína Longùcoz.nis Latr. , Nglanderia sp., companotus abdomtnaLis
Fabr, C. tufipes Fabr, C. crassus Mayr.
The mo I e cri cket ?rthoptera- gryLLotaLpidae- scapterisqus uietnus.
0, -tettigoniidøe.
BLattariae-epiLatnpria abdomenigran (De G. )
The so'i I rna nti d \lantodea,
Termj les, Isoptez,a.
Hemiptera : Pentatomidae.
Co'leoptera: )patrinus sp. and Sphenophornts sp.
Weber (1945) reports the ant Atta cephaLotes L. as being predated by
B. mayirtus and the large si'lky ant-eater IønantTua Log.Lcau&z Wagner;
the latter an'imal is thus a first-order mod'ifier in the toad's environment.
I,Jalcott (1937), 'in Puerto Rico, reports the toad eating the follow'ing:
May-beet'le
Scarab beetl e Paz,aehnLepus baz.batus F.
Cububanos Pyro,pnoz,us Lum¡,nosus 11l ìger
Cockroach PerLpLaneta øneyíeana L.
Weevìls Diapreps abbreuiatus L.
Scarab beetl e Líggzws tu¡m.tLose,¿s Burmeister
Pentatomid bug Nezara uiz,ids,tLa L,
Rotten cane-stalk weevils Metønas'Lus hemiptezus L,
Cic'indel'id beetl e Tetraehasobnùna infuseata Mann.
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Various authors report B. mariru.s eating the fo'l'ìowìng:
Tenebrionid beetles, ELeodes spp.
Carab'id beetl es ' Pasimachus spp.
Two coleopterous pests of cane; Diaprepes abbreuiakts and LaeVmosterTta
(also called PhytoLus and sometines PhyLophaga) smithi.
Probably the cane weevtl Metønasi,us sericeus
The grey-backed cane beetle Lepidoderma aLbohiy,tun Waterh.
The scarab beetl e Dyscinetus Sp. 'in British Columbia
'Whjte grub' cane pest in Barbados PhytaLus smi,thi Arrow
GonocephaLwn sp. i n Hawa j'i
The sugarcane borer Rhabdocnanis obsctæa Bo'is. 'in Hawaii
Army worms
Christmas beetl e AnopLogrntlws borsduuaLi
The black Pentodon beetle (a cane pest) Metunastes uuLuíuagus
The beetl e Lepidiota cat¿data
Cydnid bugs
Black widow spider
The leaf caterpillar,Mocis repanÅ'a' (Anon. 1902)
Leaf-cutting ants, Atia sPP.
Marsupìaì mouse, Plarù.gaLe macuLata
Grasshopp er, Oæya chinensis
The carpenter bee XyLoeopa uarípuneta
Centipede ScoloPendra
Sweet Potato Moth, Hippotion ceLev'io
Cockroach, PeripLaneta qn¿7"f,6tav¡a
Burrowing roach , PyehnoceLus sttt'ínønens'Ls (Linn. )
Chinese rose-beetle Adoz'etus siníc+ts (Burm. )
Pheidol e ants PheidoLe megaeephaLa
Ants, PoLyz'aehís sP.
Rhinoceros beetl e Stvategus barbíge!¿us
cane pest s, Ph.yLLophaga portorùceneis, Cnemalaehis uandinei
Suri nam roach PyenoseeLus sttrinønensis (L . )
Black garden slug, VeronicelLa Leydigi
Scorpi ons
Snail , ûpeas sPP,
Black grass bugs Geotonus pAgmaeus
Black wõ,Sp odynerus
Fuller' s rose-beetle Pantomorus godnani (Crotch)
Honey bee
54
A 'large caterpì11ar Hevse cirquLata (Fab. )
Scarabaeid adul ts
'Frenchì' beetle, a sugar cane pest.
A large centipede ScoLopendna subspínípes (Leach)
The sweet potato hawk moth Hoppotion ceLerio (Szent-Ivany, 1972)
Ants, OdontomaeVu.ts si.niLLirrus and )eeophyLLa srnæagdina
Snails, subulina oetina and small speclmens of AeLntinn fuLiea
Cacao weev'i'l borer Pantorhytes pLutus
Millipedes
Weevil 2z.ochLesis sp.
Weevi 1 ELytnoteinus subbruncahts Frum.
Hornet PoLi,stes hebz,aens
Laydbird CoccinelLa tnansuersaLís F.
Sna'i I SubuLírn oetona Breug.
Hermi t crab
!,Jeev'i1 AcaLLes sp.
Banana-borer Cosmopolítes sordi,dus Chevr.
Cl ick beetl es, Elaterids





Cat-eyed snake, Leptodeira arm'uLata (ate a 20mm toadlet)
Domestic fowls and ducks.
Mongoose introduced into Hawaii
Ee1, ArquiLa sp. (ate a Young toad)
Dytìscjd beetl e, Megadytes gigarúe¡zs Castelnau (predates immature stage of toad)
Candoia, a repti'le.
Mosqu'i to Mínonrga eLegazs (Taylor); other mosqu'itoes suspected.
Turtle, Kínosteynon reported by Blair (1947) as dragging a toad under water.
Rann paLnì.pes ladpoles eat eggs of B. marLnus
56.




Cytoønoeba baetipez'a, the blood shizopod
)chotereneLLa cf . dígicauda (Mar-Kinel I e 1970)
Tritrichomonas batrachorum, the gut flage'l ì ate
Creptotrema Lynehi
CycLinfuotaeni.a. ønericana Jewel I 1916
GlyptheLmins robustus
Gorgodenína diastez' Lutz 1926
Ophiotaenùa borariensis Szidat and Soria 1954











An unknown virus or bacterium causing atrophìed
Bacteria s'imj lar to Sphaerophoras necrophonus
Z eLLe r,ù eLL a op is tho e ayA a.
Z. ant¿LLensis
Z. antagasi
MesocoeLittn soe'LaLe, in the small intest'ine
Catadiscus cohní





Go ng o derina eryptorehís
G. megaLoz.ehùs
G. paruicaua
Haematolo ee\us fueLLeb oz'ni
Lang ez.onia macxoeirv'a
MesoeoeLiwn sp. Ucros' Guzman 1959.
M. incognikrn




M. sociaLe, 'in the smal I i ntesti ne
PLagioz,ehis hepatùeus
Pneumono ec es fueLLeborni
Schùstosoma mansoni
Trypanosomes
Cy tøno eba bactet'if era Labbi
Trematode, MesoeoeLiwn danforthi Hoffman 1935
Protozoans : myxospori di um Cystodiscus ir¡mersus
9ut balantidi um Nosemq, baLantídii
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AßSTRACT
The precise environment of the Atlantic Fulmar (FuLmatus gLaeialis
glaeialis) is given, using as a basis for the classification the definìng
equations of Niven (Erkenntnis, 19Bz). A diagram developed by H.G.
Andrewartha, called an 'envirogram', is used for displaying the objects
in the environment. Deta'ils of the environment not included in the
envirogram are listed separately.
* * * * *
A genera'l introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various animals is available as AES Working Paper g/8I.
This paper conta'ins (a) the defining equations for the precise environment;
(b) the ìnterpretation of the four prinritive (undefined) terms wh'ich are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stickleback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work'is being used in
the formal izatjon and deve'lop.ment of the mathematical theory of an'imal
ecol ogy.
This paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology
for which is set out in AES Working Paper No. 9/8L; an improved and extended
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The Atlantic Fulmar, FuLmaras gLaciaLis gLaciaLís (Linnaeus) 'is widely
distributed over the North Altantic. The name 'Fulmar' is derived from
Icelandic and means 'foul-gu1l', referring to the birds' habits of vomìting
when startled. Fulmars have been sighted as far north as 860 35'N. The
southernmost sighting was at a point just north of Madeira and due west of
Casablanca, approximately 340N, 170Ìd.
The Atlantic Fulmar has two colour forms, with breasts either white or
9Fêy, head white (or near-white) or grey and wings mouse-grey or dark grey.
The wing-tips are always chaetura-drab. A few albinos have been recorded;
they are white with pink eyes and legs and dull-crimson beaks. The ''l'ight'
and 'dark' forms sometimes occupy the same areas, as shown in the table
below. However the'dark' form is aìways more norther'ly in the Atlantic
both at sea and in colonies. In England virtually 100% of Fulmars are the
'1ight' form. The table summarizes the lengthy discussion gìven by F'isher
(1952) of the Fulmar's distribution.

3
The follow'ing d'iagram 'is from Fisher (1952).
Frc. 46
Chart of the relative numbers of
inland occurrences of the fulmar
in Britain in the different months
Chick wejght at hatching is about 75-80 gm. They grow extremely
rapidìy, sometimes approaching the adult weight of about 650 gms after only
2 weeks. From the third week most chicks will outweigh their parents. The
tjme from hatching to depanture from the nest is about 7 to 9 weeks, about
the same as the hatching period (see n.3).
Fisher (1952) Uelieves thatthe potentìa1 length of life of a Fulmar
may be as much as 50 Years.
2
4
It seems certaìn that each year there ìs a very large population of
adult birds which do not breed, thus the area of the Great Banks off
Newfoundland, 1,700 miles from the nearest breeding colony and therefore
too far for parent birds to vist, js heavily utilized as a feedìng ground
'in al I seasons.
The followjng quotation is from Fisher (1952)
"This picture js undoubted'ly one if a dispersive rather than a
m'igratory animal. Elsewhere I make the tentat'ive suggestion that
the Newfoundland Banks, and perhaps also the Varnager Fiord, ffâY
act as "nurseries" for young fulmars. Apart from the migrations
that the young fulmars, and perhaps also some adults, may make
to these special p'laces, the species is certainly dispersive.
It goes where'its food goes. It seeks leads in the poìar ice,
hundreds of miles from base, when there is summer l'ight to hunt
the abundant food to be found in such p'laces during the period
of ì'ight. It avoids the ice when it is dark and unprofitable.
It hunts the plankton areas of the open Atìantìc; and the
plankton content of this ocean steepìy declines, as does the
fulmar, south of about 500N. It goes now, also very much where
the trawlers take it. Its distribution at sea can be compared
with submarine isotherms, surface isotherms, air isotherms, isobars,
isohyets,'indeed, all kjnds pf isopleths - and has been compared
with many of them, by the pnesent writer amongst others. All such
companisons have proved fruitless, for the fulmar's distributjon
i s control 'l ed by the abundance of food, by i ts avai I abi I 'i ty ' by
jts accessibility, by the t'ime the fulmar has to find it and
gather it. The amount of food available to a bird with a food-
list, and preferences, such as are described in Chapter 18
(p. 409) is contro'lled by no sìngle factor in the environment."























C NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
The Fulmalis one of the most accompl ished fl iers anìong birds and 'is well
able to range far from its nesting site in search of food. Durìng
rough weather it is able to reach the middle of the ocean. Given
a wind of force 4 or 5 on the Beaufort Scale a Fulmar can fly as far
as needful without much apparent effort. "They can fly to wìndward
in the highest storms and rest on the water, with great composure,
in the most tremendous seas." (Fisher, L952). One writer al'leged
a Fulmar to have g'lided half a mile in 12 seconds (i.e., at a speed
of 150 m.p.h.) though he says nothing of wind-speed, other conditions
or pìace. In calm conditions a Fulmar is reliably reported to have
"with exertion" kept pace with a steamer travelììng at 17 knots.
The animal has also been sighted far inland. A Fulmar was found
dead, tangled in fish'ing lines, on the shores of Lake Huron,Ontario,
near'ly 600 miles from the open sea. Another was found near Graz,
Austria, over 500 miles from the Atlantic.
The Fulmar is gìuttonous; they have been seen to feed cont'inuously
for 24 hours. l^lhen presented with abundant food they may feed so
immoderateìy that they have difficuìty in rising from calm water
or flat gro'und. Sick adulùs or the very heavy young of late sumrner
also have this difficulty. A Fulmar in this state is in greater
danger from macroscopic predators. They may vomit (see n. 19) to
reduce their weight.
Because of their excessive weight Fulnars (in circumstances like the
above) which follow fishermen and steal their fish are often easy
for the fishermen to hook.
There is little external dirfference between the sexes; males are on
average slightly larger and heavier and have a sl'ightly bigger bill.
It is particular]y noticeable that Fulmars, who begin to occupy their
breed'ing sites from December or sometimes November, only do so in
calmer weather, at least up to mid-April when theparental demands
of breed'ing begin. When the wind blows they go on their tiavels




Both females and males possess an 'incubation-patch', ì.e. a bare
patch low towards the legs that fits quite tightly around the egg.
They take turns in incubatìng the egg, usuaìly for about 4 days at
a tinle, for an average perìod of about 50 days.
Eggs are laid in May or early June (1 egg per pair). If an egg .is
lost very few females wilI 1ay a rep'lacement except in Iceland where
colonies are recorded in which up to L0% of nests have 2 eggs,
probably (but not certainly) laid by one hen. In such cases on'ly
1 egg can fit into an incubation patch. The young hatch in late
June and through Ju'ly. They are tended continuously by the parents
for about 2 weeks then left alone for gradually'increasjng periods,
after which they moult and go to sea. The young leave the nest from
ìate August through late September.
The Atlantic Fulmar breeds in the'North Atlantic and Arctic from
500 to 800N at Jan Mayen, Bear Island, Novaya Zemìya, Franz Joseph
Land, Sptizbergen, E'llesmere Island (southern end), Greenland
(north, east and west), Disko Island, Devon Island. Some reports
have been made of nests on other islands of the Canadian Archipelago
i.e., within the Arctic Circle, also on many islands off Britain
and Nonvay.
In the Arctic Fulmars invariably nest on rock though in more southerly
parts it occasionally nests on soil or vegetation. Everywhere else
it shows an almost complete preference for cliffs, usually high ones
(e.g. a cliff at Spitzbergen which is 600 - 800 feet hìgh). 0n Jan
Mayen it nests on laminated cliffs, made of eroded lava layers, .in
great numbers, while onìy occasional colonies nest on terraced cliffs.
It seems ìikeìy that the Fulmar's pneference for high, sheer nesting
sites is to escape predation by foxes (see n. s). 0n Bear Island and
the 0rkneys Fulmars are recroded as nesting on fìat grouno but there
are no foxes on these islands.
Fulmars prospect for, and choose, a nesting site when still non-
breeding juveniles. They may occupy their site for several years,
on average over 4 years, before laying any eggs there.
Nearìy all Icelandic Fulmar colonies are coastal but in places they
do nest up to 11 miles inland. 0n Spitzbergen the Fulmar usualìy
9
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nests at the head of a fiord or else on mountains up to 18 miles
from the sea. However in Faeroe and in Britain the exposed ocean'ic
'islands and headlands were the first to be colonized.
0n some ledges Fulmars wìll nest within one foot of each other while
in others looking equally suitable the nests might be over 20 feet
apart. 0n a clìff on Jan Mayen 100 yards long and 300 feet high
500 pairs of Fulmars were estimated to be nesting.
There is some evidence that Fulmars, once they begin breeding, return
annualìy to precisely the same nest-site. A Fulmar will breed every
yearif its health and external circumstances permit and if it finds
a mate.
The arctic fox (Alopeæ Lagopus) is a predator of Fulmars throughout
the arctic. In Britain the red fox (VuLpes uuLpes) is also a predator.
Foxes eat young Fulmars that have fallen from nests. FoX 'earths'
have been found above cliffs only a few yards from the inaccessible
nests; the foxes' presence Seems to have stopped the spread of the
Fulmar onto the s'loping ground just above such cliffs.
Foxes will take other b'irds €.9., the puffin, thus such other
sea-birds are modifiers of the fox in the environment of the Fulmar.
We have found no 'information on the foxes' preferences.
0n Bear Island, eggs have been laid where ice was still cove¡ing
the rock of the cliff. In one instance a bird sitting on its
nest had the egg frozen into the ice.
0n Bear Island Fulmars have been seen nesting side by s'ide with
common guiì'lemots , I)ni.a aaLge (Pontoppidon), Brunnich's guillemots'
U. Lønuia (L'innaeus) and glaucous gu1'ls , Larus hypenboreus (Gunnerus).
The Fulmar is usually capable of displac'ing ìts nesting-site competitorsl
part of the reason may be its vom'itìng-defence reaction (see n. 19).
The results of competiton for nesting-sites have been most obvious
during the Fulmars'spread in the Faeroes and in Britain. There are
recorded interactions between Fulmars and the fol'lowing:
jackdaws , Coz'ùus moneduLa (Linnaeus),






herring gulìs, l. argentat;us (Pontoppidan)
kj ttiwakes, Rissa tnidactyla (Linnaeus)
razorbills, ALea torda (Linnaeus)
guiìlemots, a. Lønuia (Linnaeus)
puffi ns, FratercuLa aretiea ( Linnaeus)
There is no evidence that the Fulmar has driven cormorants, shags
or gannets away and occupied their nesting-sites.
0n the Fair Is'le and the Orkneys and in Norfolk and yorkshire,
Fulmars have taken the entrances to burrows of the European rabbit
)nyctoLagus euníct¿Lus (L'innaeus) as nesting-sites. It is not clear
whether the rabbits are driven out. Rabbits have been seen passing
Filmars on cliffs without elic'iting the vomit-defence response
(see n. 19), thus they could not have been regarded as intruders or
any danger or even a surprìse.
10. The following table is from Fisher (1952).
RIPRODUCTIVE OUTPUT OF COLONIES OF DIFFERENT SIZES, PER HUNDRED OCCUPIED
SITES AT SPRING OR SUMMER PEAK
No. of sites Eggs Laid Eggs Hatch young Fledge
Order 1 (under 10 eggs)














The percentage of eggs hatched in the larger colonies has been as hìgh
as 93%, result'ing in a percentage of fledged young we'|1 above 50%.
Part of the reason for the very large increase in efficiency of
reproduction in the larger colonies is that the smaller colonies have
younger and hence less experienced parent birds.
0n occasions a startled bird has flown from its'ledge with Íts egg
embedded in'its feathers so that ìt falls and smashes on the rocks.
Usually the observer has been responsible for startling the bird.
During the last 10 to 14 days of the fledgl'ing period the young
birds have been known on rare occasions to fall from the cliffs,




inland up grassy banks and fall into ditches and other traps from which
they cannot escaPe.
The chick is fed by both parents by regurgitation, to begin with
once a day and after a few weeks once every two days.
The birds may be prevented from ìayìng eggs by hard winters in the
Arctic, with huge areas being iced up by seasona'lly abnormal
temperatures, so that birds beìonging to some colonies are outside
the operational distance from feeding waters.
Five species of feather-lice or bird-lice are known to infest the
Fulmar, also 3 spec'ies of bird-flea and 2 species of tick (see
9D for a l'ist of names).
The 2 spec'ies of tick, both Iæod¿s spp.' are also found on other
birds - ravens, crows, penguins, shags and others. It seems clear
that such external paras'ites are transferred through a populat'ion
by contact between infected birds and/or infected nest sites.
Clusters of barnacles of the species Lepas h¿LLii Leack have been
found attached to the outer barbs of the be1 ly feathers of the
Pacific Ful fidt, Fu.Lmazus gLaciaLis rodgersii Cassin. There is no
suggest'ion of true parasitism'in this case and we do not knowìf the
barnacle would interfere with the Fulmar's flying ability.
Nematodes (round-worms) belong'ing to the genera Anisakis and
Stegophozws have been found'in Fulmars on Jan Mayen and other
a reas .
.9. stelLae-poLaris was found by one worker to infest both
Fulmars and storm-Petrels.
The cestode (tapeworm) Tetuabothr,íus cyLindnaceus (Rudolphi) has
been found in the Manx shearwater and the herring-gu1l as well as
in Fulmars. T. montieeLLíi Fuhrmann was found 'in the Fulmar in
Greenland and 7. neterocLitun Diesing in the Antarct'ic Fulmar.
Members of the genus are thought to have crustaceans as their










t)nrrLl,hr.¡tí.,rr vi rus causes psì ttacosi s i n Fulnlars and hunnns. Many
Fulmars suffer from the disease. sick birds are observed floatjng
on the water. It is doubtful that many are kiìled by it.
Following outbreaks of the disease among humans Fulmar fowìing
was made illegal in Iceland in 1939.
In 1929 ps'ittacotic parrots were imported into Europe from the
Argentine, some to Denmark, the Hebrides and Faeroe. The first
outbreak among Fulmars was observed in Faeroe.
The name'Fulmar' is derived from the Iceland'ic word for'foul-gull'
and refers to the defensive-vom'iting habit of the bird.
The stomach-oil is a secretion of the preventriculus (the anterior
part of the stomach). The oil has many uses:
(i) for ceremonial display purposes;
(i'i) mixed with food it facilitates feeding young;
('i i i ) for preening and oi 1 ing feathers ;
(iv) for defence.
The oil is rich in vitamins A and D.
The colour depends On the food eaten by the Fulmar. The most
comnon colour is red, probab'ly derived from p'lanktonic crustaceans,
or squids that have been eat'ing pliinktonic crustaceans. The red
colour is due to a substance called'astacin'found in crustaceans
and is a vitamin A source. Thus vomìting enables the Fulmar to
excrete vitamin A (which can be poisonous if in excess).
When threatened a Fulmar will vomit or sp'it oil without consciousìy
directing it at the intruder, but simply in the direction in which it
js looking at the time. Recentìy consumed food will also be vomited.
The range is from over 2 to 4 feet. A baby Fulmar not yet out of its
shell has been observed to vomjt through a small chink at an observer.
Fulmars also vomit in energency situations if they have overfed and




Very young Fulmars even vomit at their parents
Vomitjng plays a role'in the bird taking over birds'nests.
This behaviour is particu'larly effective against potentia'l avian
predators such as Great Blackbacks, glaucous gulls, herring guì'ls
and other large members of the genus Larus.
A miscel'lany of objects has been found in Fulmar stomachs - signs of
leaves, snail s, seeds, v'Jorms, sguid and stones.
Fulmars often eat the leaves of nearby plants e.g., sorrel leaves
(Rumeæ acetosa). They wil'l also eat grass or spoonwort (CochLeay,ia
officinaLí.s) and a sedge (Careæ sp..), brown aìgae (AscophyLlun
nodosum), smartweed or viviparous po'lygonun (eoLygonum uiuiparum),
cinquefoil (PotentiLLa sp.), and conünon seaweed (Entez,omonpLn cornpz,essa).
Man eats, or kills without eating, far more Fulmars than any other
predator. The b'irds are killed by North Pacific Islanders, Eskimos,
northern whalers, fishermen and arctic travel'lers generally. In at
least one case this predation has led to the decline of a Fulmar
colony. Nowadays it is predominantly the eggs that are taken,
especialìy in Iceland. The regular taking of eggs over years can
cause birds to desert a colorìV, whereas taking fledglings has no
known effect.
Fulmars are commonly shot. They are also easìly caught on fish'ing
lines with appropriate bait.
In Greenland Eskimos are more able to catch Fulmars if there has been
a sudden snowfall, particuìarly in the spring when the snow melts
quickìy, s'ince the birds' sodden feathers prevent them fro,n taking
off.
Occasionally Fulmars may become waterlogged at sea, especially after
snowfalls in üre spring when the snow melts quickly. Their feathers









The whjte-taììed eagìe (ttaliaeëtus aLbieilla) is present although not
conìmon in Iceland. It takes sea-birds genera'lly but seems to prefer
the Fulmars.
The gyrfaìcon (Falco zwstíeolusl also takes Fulmars. 0n two occasions,
female pefegrines (p. peregninus) were seen to attack Fulmars, once
successful ly.
0n one occasion a group of rooks (Coz,uus fzugiLegusl was seen to mob and
kill a lone Fulmar; thjs occurred some way inland and is probably rare.
In Britain there is one record of a stoat (lnjusteLa errninea,) running
amok in a Fulmar coìony.
In the Shetland Islands the European otter (Lutz,a Lutz.d has been seen
catching and eating a Fulmar.
Also in Britain 2 Fulmars in captivity were killed by a rat
(Rattus sp.) and partly eaten.
Gulls of the genus Latus, particularly the Great Blackback ¿. marinus
and the glaucous guì1 r. hgpez,borer,¿s will readily eat Fu]mar eggs
and fledglings if they get the chance, usually when the parents are
auray from the nest, possibly after being frightened off by men either
shooting or climbing.
The Great Skua (Stez,conarius skua), the arctic skua 1,9. skua) and
the long-tailed skua (s. Longicaudus) probably occasionally predate
Fulmars at sea, but seem to prefer kittiwakes and other sea-b.irds.
Surface p'lankton is the main food of the Fulmars. They can consume
pìankton in any part of the ocean - deep water or inshore. The
plankton consists mainìy of Krill, Euphausia superba, and other
crustaceans.
The bird has also been known to eat 'remnants of crayfish' (probably
a Decapod), also ûniscus puLeæ which collects on the beach at low
tide, the rare 'large Amphipod Euz.yporei,a grylLus, the Amphipod
Halinages and the ìarge crustaceans Hypez,ia sp. and C,anrmaï,1,4"s sp.





ljves in deep water but comes to the surface to breed.
Fulmars also feed off the planktonic creatures in the detritus-
laden run-off streams at the edges of g'laciers. The most common of
these are the two Copepods CaLarrus finmarehicus and c. hypenboreas,
eaten by the 'larger crustacean, the Euphaus'id Schizopod Thtysanoessa
iney.nrLs (replaced in some gìacia'l streams by Euthemisto LíbeLLuLa).
Particularly in the summer plankton Seems to come to the surface at
glacier faces and in the neighbourhood of large icebergs. Since the
mechanism is not cl,ear we have tentative'ly classified 'heat energy'
as a first-order modifier of p'lankton. This phenomenon also occurs in
almost any sort of turbulent water due to tides and currents or a
mìxing of warm and cold waters such as occurs on the Great Banks off
Newfoundland, near the coast of Norway in the Barents Sea, or near
the edges of pack 'ice.
Fulmars attend whale flensing in astonishing numbers. They d'isregard
the men and gorge blubber and oil. Dead or stranded whales also
attract them.
They also follow fishing boats that carry out gutting at sea.
Fulmars on dead whales have been reported as searching out and eating
the whale-lice Cyrarnus spp. and barnacles.
In turn, whalers have claimed that congregations of Fulmars have
led them to schools of live whales. Thus the Fulmars act as modifiers
of whalers which in turn prov'ide the carrion on which the subiect
animal may feed.
Fulmars seek caryion other than whales (n. 28, n. 29). They have
been reported as feeding on the carcasses of bears' Rhinocerous
auklet, puffin, snow-bunting, eider, redwing, kittiwakes, guillemot
and herring-gu1l, fightìng off Great Skuas and Great Blackbacks to
eat the latter three (which had orig'ina1'ly been killed by the Great
Skuas but then stolen bY Fuìmars).
i6.
In one study 28% of the stomach contents consisted of carrion.
The bird also readiìy eats dead fjsh; a Fulmer has been observed
eating a dead float'ing halibut, probably iìeinVnrdtius hippogLossoides,
Fulmars obtain most of their fish by fo]'lowing fishermen and
steal 'ing thei r f i sh, even off l i nes.
31. Fulmars have been known to prey on small live birds.
Fulmars eat a small amount of fish but it is not a major part of their
di et. They wi'l 'l al so eat mussel s , crabs (Eupaguz,us sp. / and f i sh roe,
all unidentified. stomach remains have included a clupeoid, cLupea
harengus and a sand-eel , Arwnodgt¿s sp. One rather unusual stomach
analysis showed as much as 2Z/" físh, including Gappids - the
polìack Gadus poLLachius and a doubtful identification of Itrophyeis sp.
33. Smell is important for Fulmars in detecting food. Procellariiforms,
unlike most other birds, have a good olfactory sense. The o'lfactory
lobe takes up about 4.5% of the total brain.
32
34 Many sea-birds, including Fulmars, are attracted to gìacier run-off
streams'in order to feed on the planktonic creatures. (see n. 27).
Occasionally some are killed by ice falls.
35. In the glacier run-off streams the Fulmar has been observed eating:
the Chaetognath worms
nereids (rag worms), SagíttaeLegqns
nematodes,
Amphipods : PseudaeLibrotus Littoz.aLi.s" Euthemisto LibeLLuLa,
Hyperoche krogez,i, parathewLsto obLiuia,
molluscs: clione Limaeinø, other cLione spp., Mangarites heLigini,
Limaeina Límacirn, Sepia spp., possìb1y Loligo sp., the
tectibranch (pteropod) molfusc Limancina az,ctica, and
pelagic snail s
the Schizopod ttgsis oeuLata
and the jellyfish cyanea eappilata, AuteLia aunita, chrysaora sp.,
and Medusø sp.
L7.
The Amphipod uyperoche kroyez,í is parasìtic on the jellyfish
Cganea capillata.
The Little Auk (ALLe aLLe) competes with the Fulmar for jel'lyfish.
36 Whales, bearded seals and many sea-birds, especially kittiwakes and
Great Skuas, compete with the Fulmar for much of its food, particularly
the pl ankton.
37. Fisher (tgSZ) reports many Fulmars were found dead after a hurrjcane
in the North Atlantic.
We have recorded 'ì ight energy' and 'ice' as mod'if,iers of a large
class of food since both factors operate in affecting the distribut'ion
of the Fulmar - see table in 54.
39. Topography and vegetation assist in hiding the nesting Fulmars from
predators. In particular in the Westmann Islands the garden angelìca
ArehangeLica officirnLis not only conceals the b'ird directly but also
produces an odour, from its crushed leaves and flowers, which can drown
the musk of the Fulmars and thus make them harder to locate. The
Icelanders cook and eat this plant, thus acting as second-order modjfiers
by removing it from the environment of the Fulmar; they a'lso trampìe
it, thus releasing the odour; in this latter sense they act as third-
order modifiers. The bird itself acts as a third-order mod'ifier






Plankton: krill (EupVtausia supenba), Oníscus puLeæ, Euryporeia grgLlus,
Hypez"La sp., Gaflrnarus sp,, shrimp Hymenodora glaeiaLis, the
Copepods CaLarws firunarchí,eus and C. hyperboreas, also isopods,
amphipods, schizopods and crustaceans.
Carrion: bea r (ThaLæctos maritirnts), rhi noceros aukl et ( Cey,oz,hinca
monocerata), puffi n ( Fz,atez.cuLa aretíea), snow-bunting
(Pleetrophenan niuaLis), e'ider ( Somoteria moLLissimd,
redwing (Tuzdus musicus), kittiwake (Rissa tridactyLa),
gui1ìemot (Uria spp.,), herring-gu11 Larus angentatus).
Chaetognath worms: Sagittae Legans
Amphipods: Euthenisto LibeLLuLa, Hypez,oche kroger"t, Parathemisto obLiuia,
P s eudn cLibt'otus LíttoraLi s
Molluscs: CLione Limacina and other CLione SPP., Limacirm. Limacina,
L. arctica, Mangarites heLigina, Sepiq SPP., possibly LoLigo
sp. and pelagìc snaìls
Jel lyf ish: Cyanea capiLLata, AureLia antz'íta, Chwysaora sp., Medusa sp.
Schizopod : Mysis oeuLata
Nerejds (ragworms)
Nematodes
Sorrel leaves (Rwneæ acetosa)
Spoonwort '( CochLearia officinaLis )
Sedge ( Caz'eæ sP. )
Brown algae (AscophyLLum nodoswn)
Smartweed or viviparous polygonum (PoLygonum uiuiparun)
Cinquefoil (PotentilLa sP, )
Common seaweed ( Enteromonpha conrpz'essa)
PREDATORS
Homo sapiens
Foxes: the arctic fox (ALopeæ Lagopus) and the red fox (VuLpes uuLpes)
Stoat, Mustela ev'minea
B j rds: l,Jhite-ta j I ed eagl e (HaLiaeëtus albiciLLa), gyrfaì con (FaLeo vusticoLus)
peregrine (F. peregz'inusJ, Great Blackback (Larus marinus),
glaucous gu'll (r. hyperboreas), rook (Coruus fzwgiLegus).
19.
Crustacean, Lepas hi.LL¿i. Leack
Ticks: fæodes caLedonieus, I. putus
Bird fleas: hen-fÏ eã (Cez,atophyLLus gallinae), moorhen-flea (DasypsylLus
gaLLirutLae), vagabond f'lea (C. uagabund.a)
Mal lophaga (feather-l ice or bird-l ice) : Austz,omenopon breuifimbriatun,
A. runnez'ostni, Aneistrona uageLLia, Saermtnd.ssonía oeeid.entaLis,
Perineus nignoLímbatus
Nematodes: Anísakis spp. , Stegophorus steLLae-poLatis, other âtegophotws spp.
Cestodes: retrabotltpius eyLíndraceus (Rudolphi), I. monticeLLíi Fuhrmann
Vi rus : }rnit\toszis virus
20.
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ABSTRACT
The precise enyironment of the King penguin (Qterndytes patagoniea)
ìs given, using as a basis for the classification the defining equat'ions of
Niven (Enkenntnís, 1982). A d:iiigram developed by H.G. Andrewartha, called an
'envirogran', is used for disp'laying the objects in the environment.. Details
of the environment not included in the envirogram are listed separate'ly.
* * * * *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the prec'ise
environment of the various animals is available as AES l,Jorking Paper 9/81.
This paper contains (a) tfre defining equat'ions for the precìse environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defining equations, w'ith the chimpanzee and the three-spined sticklêback
as examp'les; (d) indications of the way in whìch the work is being used




















The map and diagram be'low are from B. Stonehouse (1967).
Equotor co'










































































As indicated in sections B, C and D we have sometimes used information
on other penguins. In particular the K'ing and Emperor Penguins are very
s'imilar.
The map and djagram are both from Stonehouse (1967).
The ¡iiethc¡dology used in the construction of the env'irogram ìs
expl a'ined i n deta'il in the general introduction to the series (AES hlorki ng
Paper" 9/81). The defining equations for the environment of an animal are a'lso
g'iven in the genera'l introduction, together w'ith some'indications as to the
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C NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Kooyman (1975) has observed that the Emperor penguin can dive
265m and can change depth at a rate of L?Omlmin. Comparable
measurements for the King penguin are not avai'lable, however,
seems likely that this animal also is able to feed relativeìy
unlike other penguins which probabìy confine their feeding to











There is probably an abundance of Krill avai'lab'le for penguins folìowing
the excessive hunting of whales (by man).
King penguins have no nest. The parent b'ird carried a single egg
on its feet during the surmer and raises the chick during the fol'lowing
winter. The egg has further protection from the cold when the pengu'ins
huddle in large co'lonies, a common habit of both King and Emperor
penguins. Thus, an adult parent will appear in the envirogram as a
first-order modìfier for the egg's heat resources; consequently
any modifiers of the adu'lts heat resources appear as modifiers of one
order higher. Yeats (1975) remarks that penguins never huddle on the
lee side of a mountain, where the winds are gusty and variab'le, thus
creating snow drifts. Also they tend to use the northern slopes
which "have a considerable radiation advantage over horizontal
surfaces".
There is vocal dimorphism between sexes and efficient recognition of
the partner's call. King penguins moult into adult plumage at the
end of .their second year but probably do not atta'in full sexua'l
maturity for at least two more years.
Gentoo and Macaroni penguins breed as neighbours in many areas and
may compete with the King penguin for food.
An enormous quantity of food is consumed daily by the large penguin
colonies and replaced by the inftuence of the ocean currents; this
applies particularly to sma'11 organisms e"g. Krill.
Sea lions eat squids, fish and crustacea which are also eaten by
pengui ns .
Sheathbills and skuas are able to steal regurgitated food when the




Giant petrels attack and kill the penguin chicks. They do not eat
the flesh of their catch, but the contents of the stomach only.
The habit of the King penguins of huddìing (see note 3) heìps to
protect the chicks from these predators.
10. Probably the main predator at sea (eu¿¿, 1975 and Spe'llerberg, 1975).
11. Sheathbjlls have been observed eating parasitic worms which are
numerous in the droppings of penguins.
L2. King penguins were attacked for their oil. Accord'ing to Conroy
(!SZS¡ the numbers are now 'increasing following the cessation of
attacks by man.
i3 After hatching chicks are brooded by parents until they can maintaìn
body temperature:
Hatching temperature : 34.3"C
After 20 daYs : 39.2'C
Durìng this period the average air temperature was 16'C. (Barre' 1978).
Giant petrels attack on'ly isolated overfed chicks. Young breed'ing
birds frequently abondon eggs and this accounts for a h'igh percentage
of egg morta'lity. These same young birds wiìl fight over abandoned
chicks - frequently kjìling-tlem - they wi'11 a'lso take chicks from
the feet of their parents on'ly to abandon them a few hours later.
Th'is behaviour is facil itated by 'lack of defended breeding terrìtories
(necess.itated by huddìing, see note 3) and general'ly accounts for about




Ambulatory incubation and brooding leads to egg losses in cracks,
crevasses etc. which thwart recovery attempts (about 5%, Jouventin,
1e75).
Arctic winds are the greatest potential h'indrance to the maintenance
of survival temperatures by penguins (see also note 3).
Vegetatioñ absorbs and emits radiation and maintains temperatures
considerably above the ambient temperature. It a'lso permits air
circu'lation while reduc'ing wind velocity (see notes 3'16).
17.
6
18. Skuas are rnore likely to predate well-fed isolated chicks.
The white tick ræodes uviae is an ed,o,parasite of the King penguin,





The range of food for many species of penguins includes almost the
entire span of prey taken by the family as a whole. l^le have listed only
those directly confirmed for the King penguin.
Fish
Notothenidae (sma11 transparent fish), in particular Notothenia rossi.
PLeu.ragr ønna arttapctícm.
Cephal opods
According to Stonehouse (1967) to staple food.
Unidentified species, possibly onychoteuthi.s spp.
Moroteuthis spp.
Crustacea
EupVtøusia sutperba, the opossum shrimp, " Kri'l 1 " .
E. cz,ystaLLor.ophi.as
Other unidentified Euphaus'iacea.
Unidenti fied Amphi pods.
Possibly Az,ctonrysis mæina, the swarming mysid.
Predators
Macronectes giganteus, the giant petrel.
Cathayaeta skua, Chionis minor and c. spp.; (sheathbills) both occasionally
take ypung chicks and eggs.
Hyfuwga Leptonyæ, the leopard sea'|.
Stercorartus sktø Lonntbez.gi, (the southern skua).
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The prec'ise envfronment of the Rottnest quokka (Setoni's brachyurus)
'is given, using as a bas'is for the classìficatìon the defìning equations
of Niven (Erkenntnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an 'env'irogram', 'is used for dispìaying the obiects in the
env'ironment. Detail s of the env'ironment not included in the env'irogram
are listed separatelY.
* * * * * *
A general introduction to the whole serjes of reports on the prec'ise
envircnment of the various anìmals'is ava'ilable as AES Vlorking Paper 9/81,
This paper contajns (a) the defjnìng equatjons for the prec'ise env'ironment;
(b) the jnterpretation of the four primitìve (undefìned) terms which are
used in the definit'ions; (c) a detailed d'isucssion of the method of
us'ing the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined
stickleback as examples; (d) ind'ications of the way'in which the work
is being used 'in the fonnal izatjon and development of the mathemat'ical
theory of animal ecologY.
This paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
wh'ich is set out'in A.E.S. l,iorking Paper No. 9/81; an'ìmproved and extended
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The quokka is a rabbit-sjzed waìlaby confined to Western Austral'ia.
Most of the ecologìcal work has been done on Rottnest Island, about 15 km
off Fremantìe particularly on l^lest End (see map). There seems to be l'ittle
movement of the an'imals on Rottnest across Narrow Neck. The quokka, lìke
other marsupials, is nocturnal jn jts hab'its.
Females in the study compounds become sexually mature at about 18 months
by which tjme they weigh approxìmately 2kg; the length from nose to base of
tail ìs about 45 cm; the tail ìength is about 25 cn (short for a macropod
marsupial). Females have an oestrous cyc'ìe of about 28 days which is
'interrupted jn the wild for about 3-5 months between late August and late
January. The anoestrous period 'is reduced in domesticated quokkas and after
one year or more disappears. Shannan (1955a) suggests that the anoestrous
period is affected by such factors as diet, availabjlity of water and length
of day. The duratÍon of oestrous is rarely longer than 12 hours.
After i ts bìrth the foetus cl imbs ¡'nrnediately 'into the pouch. The
passage of the foetus to the pouch after birth is reported as hazardous,
but we cannot enter these hazards on the envìrogram since no details are
gÍven in the I iterature. At birth the an jmal we'ighs approximately .07%
of the adult weìght, w'ith a 'ìength of about 3 cm. The forel jmbs are well
developecl, but the hind limbs only rud'imentary. After 25 weeks it leaves
the pouch and'is capabìe of swift movement, but returns to the pouch if
alarmed; ìt is heaviìy furred, weighs about 600 g and is about 35 cm long.
An 'interestìng mechan'ism for emergency replacement of young is reported
by Sharman (tgSS¡). Shortly after parturìtjon ovulation occurs; if the
egg is fertilized as a result of a post-partem copulation the result'ing
blastocyst may remain quìescent for up to 5 months, proceeding wìth
development on'ly if the pouched young 'is I ost.
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C, NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
l{oir et aL (tgS+) record the presence of an unidentified microbìal
popu'lation in the stomach of the quokka whìch causes extensive
eros'ion of eellulose material, thus mak'ing .it available for
dìgestìon. Moir, somers and waring (19s6) report that 15 types of
bacterium were found in the stomachs of quokkas. The bacterial
popuìatjon consisted mainly of Gram-negative rods and cocc'i, with
a few sp'iraì forms. There wene no ciliates. Bacteria were observed
to attack both cellulose and starch enabìing them of be used as food.
l^lhen the pH was below 5.5 Gram::posit'ive rods domjnated the bacterjal
populatjon. Above pH 5.5 these bacteria were present only in sma'l1
numbers.
The oestrus period for the female quokka is short - rareìy'longer
than 12 hours. During this time the female wil'l accept a series
of males or the same maìe repeatedìy. When several males are present
severe fighting may occur between them at each attempt to copuìate
with the female. On'ly on rare occasjons does the male attempt to
mate with a non-oestrous female and at such times is rejected.
Ovulation occurs 12-24 hours after the begìnn'ing of oestrous,
'independent'ly of the occurrence of copulation (Sharman 1gS5).
The average body temperature of the quokka is from 37.5.C to 38.C.
Even when subjected to temperatures of 44"c the animals maintain
theìr normal skjn temperature 7"c below the amb'ient temperature
and their deep body temperature 5"c below. Quokkas salivate heavily
and lick their front and hind feet, legs, taì1s, and sometimes bellìes
unt'il the fur is dripp'ing wet. The evaporatÍon of this saljva is
the ma'in thermoregulatory mechanism at high ambient temperatures.
When subjected to -10'C adult quokkas, even those crouching mot'ionless,
managed to maintain their deep body temperature l.C - 2"C above
normal body temperature; the thermoregu'latory mechanisms are
shiverìng and peripheral vasoconstriction. It is extremely rare
for such temperatures to occulin the quokka's native habitat. Thus
extremes of heat are an insignificant cause of morta'lìty (Bartholomew,
1e56).
During the day, the quokkas l'ie up in the shade of vegetation,
which is primarily an open heath formation of low shrubs with





winds may prevent the emergence of the an'imals durìng the even'ing
(Main, Shìeld and l^larìng, 1959).
Storr (i964) reports that in the region of Lake Bagdad (see map)
there are thickets of SoLanun simiLe which afford the quokkas good
daytìme shelter. To the west of the lake the quokkas spend the day
under tussocks of GaVmia.
K'itchener (tglZ) also stresses the importance of shelter from the
late summer heat on Rottnest Isjand. Around Barker's Swamp (ìn
the centre of the island) tfre animals used fallen MeLaLeuea trees
and Aeønthroearpus bushes for shelter. But when temperatures rjSe
to about 32"C they shìft to shelter provided by Av'thv'oenem,m ð'nd
GaVm.ía bushes. The shade of the latter is consistently 2"C - 4"C
cooler than the shade of the other bushes, however quokkas in
Gahmía shade retreat to Arthy'oenemum later in the day, presumabìy
because the humjdity is 7% less than the hum'idity in CaLmia shade.
The annual precip'itatìon on Rottnest Island is 29 inches, but in
sunmer (December-March) only 1.5 inches f al I s. The 'island 'is
composed of porous limestone and thjs allows rain to soak away
rapid]y. Qnly where there are recent or Pleistocene dunes over
imperv'ious marine beds is water ava'ilable to the animals in a serjes
of soaks wherever there are outcrops of marine beds, commonly around
the salt lakes in the centre of the island (see map). (Ma'in, Shield
and I^Jaring, 1959).
When surface water is not avajlable on West End (where there are no
soaks) quokkas obta'in water from succulent plants such as Carpobrotus
avajlable only on Cape Vlaming (see map). Quokkas on other parts of
Rottnest (apart frorn I'Jest End) also have access to these p'lants but
they tend, in dry months, to aggregate around soaks. When watelis
freely available they are w'idely d'ispersed (Ìvlain, Sh'ield and lllaring'
1eSe).
These remarks are born out by Storr (1964) who records Catpobr'otus
aequiLatenus as the only permanent water Source for the quokkas ìn
the west End and cape vlamjng areas. shrubs are not available for
food in the Cape Vlam'ing area. Such vegetation as occurs'is markedly
modified by the soil structure - damp or drajned, saline or not'
6
The folìow'ing table is from storr (1964). (Measurements from
faeces analyses).
TABLE 4
WATER AND NITROGEN CONTENT OF FOOD PLANTS ON ROTTNEST I.
Collectìons made at Cape Vlaming and West End indjcated by asterisk, all other
collections from the lakes. Values given as percentage wet we'ight for water
and percentage dry weìght for nitrogen.
Food Pl ants
Succul ents
Arthz, o cnerrun haL o enemo ide s
AtripLeæ e'Lnerea*
AtripLeæ paLudosa
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5 Sìnce the settlement of Rottnest Island ìn 1831 many a1ìen species
of p'lants have becorne establjshed. We have classifjed them as
mod'ifjers of all food, s'ince they tend to replace the native
plants whjch are eaten by the anjmals.
Main, Shield and tJaring (1959) report that quokkas are heavììy
infested wjth the jntestinal parasite Austv'ostz'ongyLus thyLogaLe,
a hookworm. Storr (tg0+) reports that this paras'ite, when present
'in high numbers, slows digestìon to a njnor extent, thus we have
entered it on envirogram as a.modifier of all food.
Gibb et aL (i966) report an un'identified parasite which produces
toxopìasmos'is. The source of this jnfectjon'in the quokkas'is
unknown; local mice were unjnfected; the 'infection ìs confined
to quokkas near the settlement. Qther parasites whjch they report
are a cestode tuogamotaenia sp. 'in the bile duct, the nematode
Austt,csty,ongyLus thyLogaLe and a f i l aroi d DipetaLonema annuLipapiLLata
(both the latter being frequently found in the peritoneal cav'ity and
the duodenum). Also a CLoacína sp. was found 'in the foregut.
Iveson and Bradshaw (1973) report SaLmoneLLa iauic+ta, other spec'ies
of SaLmoneLLa and Arizorta spp. in Rottnest quokkas. They found that
the effect of the hookworm AustrostrongyLus th'yLogaLe js jncreased,
poss'ibly enough to cause the death of the an'imal, by shortage of
protein and free water in summer. The effects of ^9. iauiana and
Arizorn spp. are alSo jncreased during summer. The mechanisms
by which these parasìtes have reached Rottnest are unknown;
Suggestions are vìa droppings of migratory birds or via animal
foodstuffs, organic fertilizers and domestic anjmals and birds
brought on to the Island by people during the past century.
Aeaeía is a preferred item of diet. Main, Shield and Waring (1959)
report that acac'ia is in decl ine on Rottnest Island. Semi-starvat'ion
wh'ich occurs to varying degrees each summeris closely tjed to quokka
grazìng pressure on the Acacia seedl'ings. This is thought to be the
main cause of death among quokkas. Thus the quokkaS themselves act
as f irst-order modifiers.






CAPE VLMING: ITEMS IN FOOD














I,JEST END: ITEMS IN FOOD




























































































MUD LAKE: ITEMS IN FOOD
Values given as percentage dry weight.






































































































* Includes SaLicornia austraLis (tfre epidermis of these
samph'ires'is frequently indist'inguishable)'
Storr remarks that only an'imals wjth no water probìems could eat
'large quantities of the "tough, dry sedge" (Gahn¿a) located to the
west of Lake Bagdad (see map). In this neighbourhood grasses and
herbs are fertil'ized by mutton-bjrd excreta and grow luxuriant'ly in
winter and sprìng but after flowering they die off quìckly on the
exposed plateau; they are thus only a m'inor component in the anìmals
summer and autumn diet.
In the seepage area on the west shore of Lake Bagdad only half as
much sanphire was eaten in summer as at Mud Lake (a small lake west
of L. Bagdad), but three times as much grass and sedge. These
differences can be explained partly by reference to the relative
availab.ility of the p]ants and partly to the water requ'irements
of the animals. Palatable grasses, espec'ia1ly SpoyoboLus' are




In sunrner succulents comprise almost half the animals'djet in the
Mud Lake area. The scarcity of Catpobrotus aequiLaterus 'in areas away
from Cape Vlaming means that Rhagodia baccata becomes the d'ietary
mainstay and water source in summer. Storr (1964) in a study at Mud
Lake, reports that at no time d'id the consumptìon of succulents fall
below 48% in this area - whereas at West End it falls as low as
I9%. The exp'lanatjon for thjs is the presence'in the Mud Lake area of
samphìres such aS Az,throcnetTrum TtaLoememoiÅ.es and SaLicornía austraLis-.
Storr claìms that this "ind'icates the superior palatabi'lity of the
samphires as compared to C. aeqtilatezus ", however it ìs not clear to
us exactly how the animal could make such a comparison, s'ince
g,aequiLatuyeus does not seem to occur in the Mud Lake area, nor do
the samphires seem to occur in the Cape Vlaming and West End areas
(as far as we can judge from the I ìterature).
In sheltered situatiofis Acaeía rosteLLifez.a grows into a small tree
with most of its fo'lìage inaccessible to the animals. Thus ìt p'lays
a mjnor role in the djet of the Mud Lake quokkas even though'it is
abundant in this area. In hlest End, on the other hand, ¿. rosteLLífera
occurs ma'inly as low w'ind-pruned th'ickets, and thus'it'is able to p'lay
a major role'in the diet of those quokkas. The ìnaccessibility of
A, tostelLifera fof iage also forces the Mud Lake quokkas to depend
more heaviìy on succulents for food than their l,rlest End counterparts
(Stor"r 1964 ) .
(see also n. 4).
A factor contrìbuting to the greater consumption of shrubs at l,Jest
End 'is the scarc'ity of al ternati ve foods. Storr (1964) f ound that the
peninsu'la had not been burnt for many years, hence much of the grass'land
was overgrown by tang'led masses of Aeanthvoearpus. In contrast, recent
burning of the country found the lakes had favoured the tussock grasses
over the slower-growìng Aeøtthttocarpus and provided more space for annual
herbs and grasses and for such short-lived shrubs as SoLanum simiLe
and çt¿iehenotia LedifoLia.
Holsworth (1967) remarks that Acqnthrocarpus preì.ssü ìs markedly
mod'ifjed by wind, varying from a dense tangle ? or 3 ft deep'in
sheltered areas to small discrete bushes in exposed areas. He
remarks that'in sheltered areas ìt provìdes "ideal" cover for the
quokkas, but it is not clear to us whether this is from rain or
sun or some other object. He suggests, however, that 'it provides
'escape' cover from people.
9
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Kakulas (1964) reports an atypica'l acid-fast bac jl lary infect'ion'
the end result of whjch'is death due to nutritional myopathy. In
a previous paper (1961) he reports that nutrjt'ional myopathy'in
capt'ive quokkas always leads to death and that the disease is
I inked w'ith deprivation of vitam'in E. Possible sources of v'itamin E
on Rottnest island are unknown.
Gibb et aL (1966) observed nutrjtional myopathy and bronchogen'ic
adenocarcinoma I jnked to vitamin E def ic'iency.
Quokkas have the ab'ility to recyc'le nitrogen. Holsworth (1967)
suggests that this abil ity 'is 'increased in an animal which is
deprived of water. Quokkas on Cape V'laming, where succulents are
readi'ly avajlable even ìn the hot dry sunÌmers' can maintaìn a high
water jntake during the sumrner when nitrogen js in short supply;
thjs is suggested as the cause of the low survival rate of the Cape
Vlaming quokkas; the an'imals die of (nitrogen) starvatjon because
they eat succulents to obtain water.
From 1973 the quokka is being used more and more as a laboratory
an'imal , particul arly by cl ìnical workers doing med'ical research'
l,Je have class'if jed 'researchers' as mal entìtìes here; the diff icu'lty
w'ith the ìnterpretation of 'H(researcher)' is djscussed in the
General Introduct'ion.
yadau et aL (7972) report the followjng m'icroflora commonly present
in the gut of the pouch young; Escheriehia eoL'|, Stneptoeoeeus
faecaLis, AeTobaete7 a.eTogene7. LeSS frequent'ly preSent are:
KLebsieLL4 Sp. , SaLmoneLLa na,rport, Pseudomonøs aerwginosa,
StaphyLocoecus aLbus, fuofeus SP., Streptoeoceus Laetua, CLostz'idium
sp. and yeasts. The mother prov'ides protect'ion from bacteria both
through antibodjcs in her milk and in ant'ibacterial secretions from
glands in the skin of her pouch. The mother introduces bacteria
.into the pouch when she licks it to remove faeces and urine. Thus,









D'iurnal sheltelis changed for only a short period jn the year -
from April to June. At this time the weather ìs mild, quokkas are
in the'ir poorest cond'ition and are unable to travel between shelter
and food. We have classifjed the subject animal jtself as a modifier
of shelter in the fol low'ing sense: cons'ider a part'icur ar bush,
potentially useful as shelter; jt will be removed from the animal's
environment ìf the animal itself is (at that particular t'ime) too weak
to reach it from the food sources. conversely, a bush further away
from food may enter the animal's envjronment jf the animal Ítself
is strong enough to reach 'it. ' Since 'it al so happens that the
nocturnal feedjng area is markedly reduced during the wet season
(Nicholls, 1971) we classify a'l'ì food ('i.e. tfoodl ) as a mod'ifier
of s hel ter.
Nìchol I s (I97I) reports that the Ì,Jest End quokkas appear to seek
shel ter from wind. They crouch, partìcu'larìy during the day, in
the Acacia scrub and the more.sheltered c'lumps of rhomasia and
Acanthtoear[rus. He remarks " a quokka has a nocturnal feed'ing
area with a nearby dìurnal shelter," He argues that there can be,
ìn any one area, only a limited number of convenient combinations
of food and shelter, which restricts the movement of the animals.
Quokkas are usualìy nocturnal but rain in the long dry periods
durìng the summer may cause the anìmals to emerge durìng day'lìght
and drink from roadside pooìs and other temporary waters (Maìn,
Shield and hlaring, 1959).
13.
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The precise environment of the bottlenose dolphin (Iwsiops tmtrrcatus)
is given, using as a basis for the classification the defining equat'ions
of N'iven (gykenntni,s, 1982). A d'iagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha,
called an 'env'irogram', is used for displayìng the obiects in the
environment. Details of the environment not included in the envirogram
are listed separately.
* * * * * *
A genera'l introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various aninnls is available as AES l^lorking Paper 9/8I.
This paper contains (a) the defjning equations for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms wh'ich are
used in the definitions; (c) a detailed discussion of the method of using
the defining equat jons, wjth the ch'impanzee and the three-sp'ined stick'leback
as examp'les; (d) ìndications of the way in which the work is being used in
the formalizat'ion and deve'lopment of the mathenntical theory of animal
ecol ogy.
Thìs paper is part of a larger theoretical study, the methodology for
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A. INTRODUCTOR Y NOTE
Various authors have reported migrations by popu'lat'ions of Tursiops
truncatus, however the majority of more recent authors have concluded
that for the particular popu'lation under study there'is no mìgrat'ion.
Extensive on-shore off-shore and coastal movements are recorded but
none of these fit a regular or seasonal pattern.
The taxonomy i s sti I I uncerta'in. There are many sharp'ly-def i ned
local populations. l,Je have followed the advice of Dr M.M. Bryden in
not differentiat'ing among reported subspec'ies of TUrsiops truneakts,
The follow'ing quotatìon, from Chapter I in the book by L. Harrison
Mathews (1978) is reìevant to some of the literature:
t'The American cetoLogist TauoLga, uho made the
careiul obsez,uations on the cøptiue doLphins
at Matine Sktdios, has giuen a. necessaru uarmùng
about the interpv'etation of cetacean' behauiouv'
(200).
One of the most decepti,ue, artd. thez'efone one of
the most dangerous, pitfaLLs a¡aitíng the obseruer
of doLphins is reLia:nce on anthwopomozphiwn, The
bottLenose doLphín in particuLæ, and many other
doLphins in gerænalrLnue buiLt-in smiLes, and eæhibit
types of beVøuiour uhich endear then to the obseruer.
Thus the obse?uez, is Led to desez,ibe the behøuíow of the
animaL 4,n hunan terrns, ard. ascnibe to the anisnaL motiues
that he carlnot be su?e are aetuaLLy there, as he is
incapabLe of seeing ínside the mind" of the animaL to
deteymine its puz,poses, Some descriptions of doLphin
be?øuiouT abourd' in statements of puTpose that can
pyopet'Ly be ascz'i'bed onLy to humæts' It is sincereLy
to be hoped. that such aecotutts, most of uhich av'e mis-
Lead.ing and. pz,obabLy innccwate, uíLL not gaín credence
ín the Litey,ature to the estent that they æe beLieued
irnpLieitLy by other uorkers in the fieLd"'
The map 'is from Marcuzz'i and Pilleri (1971). I,Je are indebted to























































(rocky shore and bay shore habitats)to----t{notvy seas)

































C. NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAMS
1 A dolphin d'isappeared from the vjcÍnity of the Isle of Man after
several months in which exp'losives were used for harbour works
(Lockyer, 1978). Constructìon and dredging are believed to
have driven T'ursiops trwncatus comp'letely away from San Djego Bay






There ìs circunstantial evidence that a wound observed on one dolph'in
was caused by gunshot, without any suggestion that the local peop'le
might want to shoot the an'imal for food (Lockyer, 1978).
The whole boat ìs not necessarily a malentity; a dolphin reported
by Lockyer (tgZA) apparent'ly enjoyed "playing" round the boat. This
diffjcult point, suggest'ing that a dolphin might pìay for p'leasure,
seems very s'im'ilar to the problem of deal ing preciseìy wìth objects of
aesthetic interest in a human's environment; this problem w'ilI not be
dealt with in these studies, which are restricted to non-human animals
(see also section A). Lockyer also reported a dolphin seen to p'lay
with a guillemot for half an hour; the bird was unharmed. The surfing
by dolph'ins in front of boats is also often reported as play'ing
behaviour. However the dolphins are able to ride such bow-waves by
setting theìr flukes at 280 to the upthrust water, thus mov'ing without
expending energy (Mathews, 1978); this may be an alternative explanation.
Doìph'ins are frequently caught in fish'ing nets and shark nets and
drowned. It ias been observed that part'icular dolph'ins (with distinctive
mark'ings) learn to avoid fishing nets after beìng caught once. A dolphin
can be safely submerged for at least five minutes.
Doìphins are known to inhabit waters wjth a wide temperature range -
at least 8oC to 300C. llle do not know of any stud'ies which have
determined the benefic'ial range, however c'learly there wil I be
temperatures in which the an'imal cannot survive. Normal dolphin body
temperature js approximately 380C.
l,Jidely collected data indicate a 1:1 ratjo between the sexes. Sergeant
et aL (fgZS) reported that mal.es attained an as¡,mptot'ic length of
27}cn, becoming sexua'lly mature at 245cm, at a little over twelve years
of age. Females attained an asymptot'ic length of 250cm and were




We are unsure of the meaning of 'asymptotìc length' here and we do
not know if these measurements are consistent with Gunter (1946) who
reported a maxjmum length of twelve feet. An exception to the ages
given above for sexual maturity was a capt'ive female who produced her
first infant at seven years; it was suggested that th'is was due to
'improved nutrition. This young dolphin was, however, a poor mother.
(See note 11)
Compared to most man¡nal s Tl,ttsiops tvancat¿s has low rates of reproduct'ion.
The gestat'ion period is usually 12-13 months. These is a marked summer
calv'ing season off Argentina (Wursìg, 1978). The reason is not known,
but the late summer peak for h'is study group corresponded with the
h'ighest water temperature. Wursig a'ìso observed high sexuaì activity
during thìs perìod. Many others report bìmodal calvirìg, êg. McBride and
Kritzler (tgSt) report peaks in autumn (September - December) and spring
(March - May) in an acquarium in Florida. Gunter (1946) reported a peak
in March off North Carolina.
It is considered likely that females will have one calf a year,
or possibly one every two years. However jt is often recorded that
infant dolphins are weaned between twelve and eìghteen nonths and that
mothers lose interest in their yearling 'infants once their pregnancìes
are well advanced. This would seem to suggest that a bjmodal calving
'is more 'l 'i kely, wi th f emal es cal vi ng every eì ghteen months . Where
only a sing'le peak ìs recorded (eg. ldurs'ig, 1978) an individual female
may caì ve on'ly bì ennuaì ìy.
In any particular wi'ld population the percentage of calves is usualìy
given as about ten, however Lear and Bryden (1980) reported that calves make
up only 1.2% of the popu'lation in Moreton Bay, (Queensland), a'lthough of
those herds that contained calves the average was about 10%.
Recurrent bor.¡ts of dolphin pox in capt'iv'ity have been induced by
sudden temperature drops and badly filtered water. Dolphin skin has
an extremely high turnover of epìdermaì cells, caus'ing rapid
dìsappearance of superficial scratches or marks - clean superficial
wounds often heal within seven days. This property may contrjbute to
the relatively non-contagious nature .of dolphin pox.
6
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8. The source of the infectìon ìs not known for certain. It has been
observed, however, that a close relation exists between Cryptococclts
neofornans ônd o'ld pìgeon nests and droppìngs and further that many
seaguìls roosted near the dolph'in's compound. (No tests were done.)
Mothers have been known to 'punish' 'infants slow to respond to theìr
calls, either by ho'lding them down in or out of the water (Lock'ley,
1979). S'ince it is not absoluteiy clear that this is for the good of the
infant (eg. safety from sharks) we have class'ified thjs behaviour as
that of a malentity.
10. Lear and Bryden (1980) suggest that these two habitat types are used
by do'lph'ins to shelter from heavy seas. Theìr study was conducted in
Morton Bay (Queensland) which contains three habitat types:
( j ) Rocky shore : reefs, 'is'lets and embayments - deep water
ciose to shore.
(ii) Ocean beach : often heavy surf.
(iii) Bay shore : sand banks and ridges with occasional deeper
channel s.
The density of doìphins was greatest in the Rocky shore habitats,
partìcu'larìy if the area provided protection from the prevaifing
weatber. However, these areas are 6mall and the maiority of dolphìns
were more wìde'ly se attered and 'in the ocean beach habitats, especial ly
the ocean bean habitats near rocky areas.
Bay shore hab'itats djd not harbour high dens'itjes and the dolph'ins
were observed most frequently 'in shallow water adjacent to deeper
channel s.
A second reason suggested for the preference for Rocky shore habitats
was their prox'imity to good feeding areas 'in deeper water.
11. Collectors for zoos are c'lassified here as malentitives because of the
ìnitìal shock to the animal. However McBride and Kritzler (1951) conrnent
that animals well-cared for in captìv'ity are almost always heavier than
their w'ild counterparts. Presumably because of better feedjng one
part'icular female was observed to mature and bear an infant at an earlier
age than is usual in the 'wild (see note 6).
7
The selective capture of iuveniles and prime breeding an'imals for
use in zoos has an adverse effect on wjld populations. This
observation ìs, however, at the popuìation level rather than the
i ndividual I evel .
lZ. Several authors have cla'imed that there are social structures analagous
to those of the chimpanzees. As in the case of the chimpanzee there
seem to be'independent dominance hejrarchies for ma'les and females but
the domjnant animal in any one group wì'lì be a male. A dominant male
or femaje will show aggression on occasion either over food or during
mating behav'iour. On these occasions capt'ive dolphins infl'ict toothmarks,
scratches and bru'ises us'ing e'ither the head to butt or the ta'il to s'lap,
also there are many skeletons of wild dolph'ins showing healed rib
fractures and broken jaws, the inference beìng these are the results
of similar behaviour in the wild. (Broken jaws could also result
from butt'ing sharks. ) Swjmm'ing formations tend to be layered 'in ascending
order with dominant animals at the top.
13 pollution js a serious prob'lem for small whales. All the following areas
show declìning numbers of dolphins : Baltìc, Bay of Fundy, European
coasts, Med'iterranean Sea, Azov Sea, Gulf of Mex'ico. Sewage, construction
and dredgìng are believed to have el'iminated Iursiops truneatus fron
San D'iego bay.




for anatomical and biological research etc;
ìn Spain and Japan the animal is eaten;
Gunter (tgSt) records that farmers on the Gulf
coast of the Un'ited States have been known to
use harnesses made of dolphin leather in farm
work. Because the leather is very oi'ly it
tends not to st'iffen during the hot rainy season'
15. Dolphìns can tolerate water wjth high vegetation and low oxygen contents
as .in Texas back bays. They can also to'lerate a broad range of sal'injt'ies'
from brack.ish water to the high salinity of the Red Sea. As with heat
energy (see note 5) there will be a range of salinities outside of which
dol ph'ins cannot survìve.
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20. Sharks and dolphins attack each other, however Vlood et a.L (7970)
suggest that sharks are usually the aggressors. Many dolphins bear the
approprìate crescent-shaped bjte scars. Most recorded instances have been
in shallow water; two reasons are suggested:
(i) shallows do not allow dolphins to use all of their
superior manoevreabii i tY
(ii) accidental clashes occur in the shallows when both
spec'ies are feedìng on the same schools of fish'
because of the murkiness of the water
2I. Dolph'ins have been known to kill sharks in the wild by repeated
butting w'ith the'ir hard beaks. The sharks are invariably not eaten so
it seems that this'is a protect'ion against predation. Wood et aL (1970)
record a case of a group of obviously tired DeLphinus deLphinus form'ing
a protectìve c'ircle (under a boat) w'ith the young in the centre. They
repeated'ly repulsed shark attacks although many were bad'ly wounded.
Similar well-substantiated cases have been recorded for Tursiops tm'tneatus
There are also, however, many recorded cases of mutual toleration, both
ìn acquaria and'in the wild. There are also cases'in which cetaceans of
dìfferent species, though usually of the same size, form mixed herds
(see note 27). Th'is may be associated w'ith some of the factors mentioned
above.
ZZ, There'is a considerable body of ev'idence showing that a dolphin will ajrd
and d'istressed dolph'in by pushing ìt to the surface and supporting it so
that it can breathe. The following quotation'is from Chapter 8 in the
book by L. Harrison Mathews (tgZA):
ttApaz,t fz,on the care giuen by femaLe cetaceans to the
ueLfaz,e of their Aoung' whieh uas foz' Long erpLoited
by uhaLers through kiLLing a caLf ín oz'dez' tVp more
eøsiLy to kiLL the mother uho Linget'ed near it, and
the soLieitous beTøuiottv seen atTong eaptiue doLphirts,
there is another type of cæe'behauiouz' shot'm by the
odontocetes. The fo?rner,, krnun as nurtunant be\tø.Ui,our,
i,s aLmost uniuev'saL among the mørmaLs, but the Latter,
10.
or succovønt behnpiow, in uhich heLp is git;en to an aûtLt
in distress, is estv,emeLy rare, The Amerieøt cetoLogists
M,C, and D,K. CaLdt¡eLL Ltaue cLassifíed thís kind of behapiottt
in the odontocetes into thz,ee tgpes (30). Tne fiz'st, uhieh
they caLL'stanÅ.ing by t - the oLd uVnLers caLLed ít theauing
tr.t| ctnd sirn'Llu:t, rut:uL'LettL vlanes - 'Ls s'lnwn by ø sehooL
remainüng neq! ov approachirry the neighbouu'hood of a distressed
ov, uounded cornpanion but uithout gittLng ør.y assistanee. Thís
occurs und.er cortrlitions that uouLd be eæpected to Lead to
aLatm anã. flight; it is sometimes seen aLso in LartÅ" mØrunals"
particuLarLy in gregatious species. The seeond, 'eæe'Ltementt,
consists of appnoaching a comrade in distress qrtd shouíng
euidence of unusual eæcítement anÅ. of distxess in the
succorant animaLs. The succorants mqA euen attetrpt a
Tescue oi the a.nimaL in trotbLe, ard. thís has been pætí'cuLarLy
noticed i,n Sperm u?nLes uhich haue been knot"T t to attack uhaLe
boats that haue hæpooned a conrpanion, oz' to push an i,njutred
animaL anay fnom the source of døtger',
The most remarkabLe is the third, t suppot'ting behauiot'tr' , 'Ln
uhich one ot more companions suppoz't the distressed alLLnaL
ab the sz,rz'face. This type of be-hnuiotff can onLy oceuø: Ønong
cetaceørs, uhich must eome to the sutfaee at cornparatiueLy
shov,t i.ntevnsaLs to breathe; ín eontrast LanÅ mønnaLs do rtot
drown houeuer badLy tLtey may be injwed. The suppot'ting of
a distv,essed odontocete by its contpanions rmtst st'u'eLy be an
eætension of the maternaL behquiouy, of a mothey touatds its
Aourlg at birth. The mothet' pushes the neuborn AoL4ng up to
the surface so that ùt can drau its fit'st byeatVæ' øú is often
assLsted by her eornpanions uho appeall to be soLieitous to heLp
in thís eaxLy eæe of the infant animaL. h is euidentLy a
stt'ong instinct, or' 'irtrtate behauiow pattetmt, as instinct
is nou caLLed for short, thnt causes a cetacean to heLp
arøther that øppeats to hnue di,ffieuLty in bv'eaking sunface
to breathe. It ís eætraozdinayg that thís kùnd of behauiour
is sometimes gíuen to creatures other than cetaeeans'
Møny ínstances haue been z.ecoyded i,n uhich a hwnrm suirnner
in distress Lns been heLped by doLphins to neaeh the sut'face




ave propenLy ot'tthenticated anÅ are not me?eLy the Legenã"s of
foLkLone. To a d.oLphin a' man struggLing in the sea rm'Lst
6ppeal' to be the most heLpless an'd inefficient st')ínrnet"
sothøttheinstineþtoheLpacompaníoninneedofsuecol'lt,is
easiLy ttansferxed to the distt'essed hruman beírg' Thís
phenomenon has been cì'ted as confivTniry the aLLeged
inteLLigenceofcetaeeans;butuenetheyinteLLùgentthey
uouLd. not aid. man, uLø for the gneater part has been a
ruthLessdestnoyet,ofdoLphinsfor,centuyies.ThegshouLd
rathev' puLL a Vwnart suintmez' in diffieuLties doum to death
by drotning insiead of heLping hím up to Lífe'
Ihere æe no gtoun'ds, houte'Ùet', for irnputing an'y use of
inteLLigence in such aets' nor euen foz' supposing thtøt the
qnimaLs þ:nou uhat they at,e doing, Ther,e ís rn pr,oof that ørt'y
intention to achieue a specific end is ínuoLued arú the
actionscanber,egæd"ed'asnomoretLnninstinctiuey,eactions
reLeased by the t'ight stirm'tLus of seeing an obiect not
behauingnorTnaLLyfot'ad'oLphin'Thispia¡i'ssupportedby
the behauiow of a captiue doLphin t?nt spent man'y houys pushing
a d.ea.d shaYk to the surfaee'tl
The Marine Manmtal Protection Act l'972 (USA) 
'is in part aimed at reduc'ing
the large numbers of dolphìns drowned during fishing operations 
in
Uni ted States waters.
A found'ling infant, introduced into a tank of captjve dolphins'
attemptedtofeedfromandWasacceptedbyapregnantfemale.She
showed the sl owed swifiÏl1i ng-stroke characteri st 
j c of nursi ng mothers '
but was unable to supply milk, so that the infant died' This rajses
the possibility that a foundl'ing 'in the wi'ld may be fortunate 
enough
to be accepted by an already nursjng mother. Infant do]phins 
achieve
hìgh growth-rates because of the hjgh proteìn content of dolphin
m'il k.
7?.
The table below is from Arvey (1973-74)
rable 12. Comparison of milk from Tursiops, steneLLa ard Eorno ün g/L)



























Young do'l phi ns are not f ul 'ìy weaned unti I 18 months .
Infant do'lphins a'lways follow their mothers in a protected position just
above and just behind the dorsal fin. If another mature female is in
the group she w'ill often swim beside the mother, with the infant between
them.. Mothers with or without protectìng females usual'ly swim in the
centre of any group (see aìso note 22).
26. Biocides and heavy metals are especìaì'ly dangerous jn enclosed
waters because of the'long turnover time (of t,he water) so that
concentrations tend to be maintained. The Mediterranean Sea, the
Black Sea and Morton Bay (Queensland) are examples of such areas.
27, Particularly at sea schools of one species of cetacea may contain one
or more'indiv'iduals of another specjes; the two species will usualìy be
of s'imÍlar size. Frazer (tgle) suggests that this behavjour is due to
both a need for compan'ionship and the fear of 'larger species. Mixed
herds often occur after the djfferent species have been feeding on the
same prey. Kraus and Gihr (L971 ) record a particular case in which
a dolphin was present in a school of Northern Pilot l^lhales(GLobicephaLa
meLaena); the dolphin had scars around its head clearly caused by
cephalopods (presumably when being eaten),a standard diet of the
Pilot Whaie, a'lthough the normal dìet of the dolphjn is almost
exclusively fish. The impf ication is ùhat the intruder, 'in th'is case
the dolph'in, wîll modify ìts diet because of the presence of the other
spec i es .
13.
28 Cetacean milk is hìghly calorigenic:
Calories/100gms of milk are:
for cows - 60
for humans - 65
for whales (BaLenoptera physaZrzs) 300-350
Th.is heat production is essentjal because cetacean infants are born
wìthout blubber and w'ithout extra heat they would die (Arvey, 1973'74).
Zg. Several authors are of the opinion that doìph'ins cooperate in feed'ing
eg. Saayman et aL (1972) record ìarge schools of dolphìns (up to 500)
apparently feeding cooperatively by herd'ing pelag'ic fish from the
open sea into shoals. Such activity had peaks in the early morn'ing
and late afternoon.
The study by Lear and Bryden (1980) indicated that the size of groups of
dolphins tends to get progress'ively iarger out to sea and'it is
suggested that cooperative feeding may be the reason'
L. Harrjson Mathews (igZg) records the fol'lowìng unusual case of
cooperat'ion :
t'One mLght think tha.t it uouLd be impossibLe ior a
eetacean to Leaoe the uater anÅ. catch its food on
the Land, yet such a happening has in'd'eed been
recotded.. In J.964 arLd L966 H.D. Hoese found BottLe'
nosed d"oLphins inhabiting a tida.L ereek dt'ai'ning a
saLt marsh near Boboy Sowd., Georgia, uhez'e thez'e
are pLenty of smaLl fish dttring the swnner months'
The doLphins entet'ed the creek at euerg Lou tide to
feed, pz'esunabLy fínding the fi'sh in the ïaddA water
bg echoLocation. In the autu¡rm and' spr'íng the físh
üez,e feüen, so the d.oLphins ?wnted in pai'r's øpparentLy
to v'om.d. up the smaLL sVDaLs an'd' drípe tLPm to the
ed.ge of the uaten, uhereupon they suãd'enLy rushed up
the bank together, usuaLLy both on the rùght side artd'
pushing a Lange bou uaue ahead that bz'oke on t?rc
bank inrned.iateLy befone them. At each tush the uaue
eæv,Led urLth it setseraL fishes 3-4 inches Lang, uhich
uere stranÁ.ed md eaten by the doLphins uhen the uque
14.
bz,oke. UsztnLLy the uhoLe bod)J of the doLphins cøne
out of the uater, sometimes with the taiL fLukes as ueLL,
and the animaLs quickLy picked the fish off the rmd and.
then sLid back doam the sLippern¿ bank. Hoese noted the
z,e¡nut'kctbLe rrøbiLity of the neek of the dnLphins uhen they
caught the fish ttyith seueraL sw,prisingLy agíLe bitíng
molements of the head' and. adÅ.ed 'í,t is difficuLt to
und.erstand. uhy sueh an appffiently agiLe animaL carmot
cøptu,re fish in the uater once the prey i,s congregated in
a sehoolt. Ihis manoeuure that the doLphins ha.d. inuented
uas possibLe only foz, a shoz't time each tide uhen enough
of the bøtks uas erposed to alLou the fish to be stTarÌd.ed
and the doLphins to sLide back. It uas no isoLated
instance, but a reguLan,habit often seen duytng tuo Aears,
and perhaps a LocaL 'ty,adítíont Leaz,ned by yowtger ones
imitating the older ones, tl
30. Hearing is the dolphìn's most important sense; this includes its ability
t,o hear ul trasonic sounds, 'incl udi ng sel f-generated sì gnal s whi I e
ecolocating. The mechanism for transmitting and receivìng is not yet
completely understood. It has been suggested that cetaceans may be able
to hear sounds made as far away as 330km.
Do'lphins characteristically exhibit behaviour described as'auditory
glancingr, j.e. producing short bursts of ultrason'ic sounds at
approxjmately 20-second intervals wìthout any immediate st'imulus.
A sp'lash, whether or not accompanìed by an object, will trigger
ecolocatìon among captive dol phins. They can detect an object on'ly
4 1/3nrn in diameter and experiments seem to'indicate that they can
accurately detect the sjze and shape of fish. Ecolocation js extremely
accurate for posjtion, prêy and potential hazards. It has so far
proved imposs'ible to block or jam the dolphin's ecolocation sounds, even
by playing back recordings made by the same do'lphin.
Ì,Jh'ile the causes of cetacean strandings are not always apparent at least
three cond'itions wh'ich may produce disorientation or ìncoord'ination
have been noticed; each has a significant effect on auditory response
and ecolocation:
15.
Lì) Sinuses of stranded cetaceans are frequently
infested with nematodes.
(ii) Cerebral and cerebellar abscesses are observed to
contain trematode ova. Also reported js one cerebral
abscess due to StaphyLococcus auTeus'
(iii) Trematodes are attracted to the round window of the ear,




The following table is from Lear and Bryden (1990); the study area was
Morton Bay in Queensland.
Tabl e 5
Spec'i es Frequencyin stomach Habi tat
Stomach contents of rlu'síops truneakLs accidental ly drowned in the Specìfìc
Study Area
(a) BONY FISH
Ta i I or (PørLatorm.r.s saLtatni.æ)
( Pomatomi dae )
Sand Mul l¿l (.Myæus elongatus)
Diamond-scaled Mullet
(Mugil uaigensis) (Mugil idae)














bottom-dweì 1 i ng
mi dwater
bottom-dwel 1 i ng
(b) CEPHALOPODS




The followìng table'is from Gunter [fS+01. The study area was off the
coast of Texas.
Table 2- The numbers and spec'ies of the fishes taken from the stomachs
of twenty-nine bottlenose do'lph'ins taken in Texas waters.
NUMBER SPEC I ES COMMON NAME
423 Mugi.L cepVta.Lus L i nnaeus
Donosoma cepedíanum Le Sueur
Sphoeroides nw.vmoratus ( Ranzan'i )
Archosargus probatoccphaLus (Wal baum )
StrongyLut a mav,ina ( !,lal baum)
Pogonias ev,om'Ls (Li nnaeus )
Cynoseíon nebuLosus (Cuvier & Valencjennes)
Cynoscion arenarLus Gi nsburg
PataLichthys Lethostigmus Jordan & Gilbert
Leio storm,ts æantVn Lrus LacáPède
Micz,opogon unáuLatus ( Li nnaeus )
C. arenanius



























The last thirty-six fish were all taken from one animal. There were 17.6 fish
to a stomach (range 3 to 52) and 83.1 percent of the number devoured were
mullet. Some of the mullet may have been MugiL eLæema Cuvier and Valencjennes,
but all those distinguished were :ù/. cephaLus.
* These 36? fish were all taken from the stomach of the one dolphìn in
the sample that was captured in deep water.
in add'ition, the dolphin has been recorded by various authors as eating:
Spani sh mackeral (scornbez'omorus maeuLatus)
King Fish (s. regaLis)
Tarpon (ratpon atLanti'cus)
Sai I f ish (tstiophov'us ønerLcøuts)
Harunerhead shark (Sphyynn zygaern), caught 9n a. hand'l ine and
decapitated by ,il,tnsTops t-mmeafus when being hauled in.
18.
Pike or RobalIo (Centroporrnts undecímaLis\
Spotted eagl e ray (Stoasodon narínarí)




Si I ver perch (aaírdieLLa ehzgsuua)













ErysipeLotVmiæ rhusiopathiae ) - cutaneous lesionsStt,eptoeoccus spp. )
Esehez,i.ehi.acoLi - lungs
StaphyLocoeeus from blowhole, also 5. aureus reported as causing a
cerebral abscess. (Lice of the genus SyregønLs have been found;
we are not certain as to r^rhether they should properìy be c]assified
as predators.) Fluke of the famiiy Nasitrematidae Yamaguti attached
to round w'indow of the ear.
Blubberhelminths (cutaneous parasites)
Digestive tube parasÍtes including PhoLeter which causes gastric
trematodiasis. Larvae of Phyllobothrìadae : Moronygmø 'inhabits
the mesentary and peritoneum, while PhyLLobothniun physetenis and
P. deLphini cysts are found all over the body.
19.
Cz.assicaudatø cr'øssicaÅ-a.tø in kidneys and penis
lxenobaLarws gLobicipitis steenst up has been observed on
Tursiops tn'mcatus; theòr' fi'mctíort 'Ls untøoun'\
The fol'lowìng tables.are from Murray and Brownell (1976)
Tttz,siops tvuncatus (Bottl enosed Dol phi n)
Trematoda
Bv,quni,nn eoz'diforTnis, (l^lo'ìf , 1903); Delyamure, 1955
Nasitv,ema sp. , NeiLand", et q.L. (1970)
Synthesium tt¡.rsdonis, (Marchi , 1873); Bayl is' 193?'
ZaLophott,ema hepat.Leum, (Stunkard and A'lvey, 1929); Brown,et a.L, 1960
Cestoda
DiphyLLobothz'iwn sp;' Del yamure' 1955
Monon¿gma deLphíni' (Gervais, i847) ; Bayl'is ' 1932
Monorygma gr"LmaLd'ii., (Monì ez ' 1889 ) ; Delyamure ' 1955




HaLocey,cus Lagenoz,tryncVas (Bayl'is and Daubney , 1925) ; Delyamure,L955
stenurus ouatus (L'instow, 1910) ; Bayl is ' 1932
Cv.assi,cauda erassieauda (Crepl'in, 1829) ; Bayl i s , 1932'
Acanthocephal a
Corn¿noz'oma cetaceum (Johnston and Best, 1942) - Delyamure' 1 955
ECTOPARASITES AND EPIZ OITES ON CITACEANS
A wide variety of organisms are found attached to cetaceans, ranging from
diatoms to lampreys and whalesuckers. No summarised host records are 
given'
but the followjng groups and genera are reported from cetaceans:
D'iatoms
coeconeís cetieoLa and species of Gyt'osígma, LicmophoTa, Nau'LeuLa
pLumosigna, ayd. stauyoneis (Hart, 1935; Nemoto, 1956 and 1958)
Delyamure, 1955 (some as Anisakis tut'sionís,
?0
Sessile Barnacles
CoronuLa, Crn¿ptoLepas, TubicineLLa, and XenobqLnrlus
(Thoraci ca: Bal anidae)
(0ollfus, 1968; Ross and Newman, L967)
Stal ked Barnac'ìes
Conchoder,¡na auzitwn and Conchoder,¡na uiz,gatum
(Thoracica : Lepadidae)
(Clarke, 1966; Perrin, i969)
Copepod
BaLaenophiLus, PernLLa, and Haz,pactíeus
(Cal'igo'ida : Lernaeoceridae)
(Humes, 1964; Rice, 1963)
I^lhalelice
Cyamus, f soeyønts, Neocyønts, PLatyeyanTtLs , and Syneyarn Ls
(Amphipoda: Cyamidae)
(Leung, 1965 and 1967)
Lampreys
Lønpetra an i PetronrA zon
(Hyperoartì i : Petromyzontidae)
(Nemoto, 1955; Pike, 1951; Utrecht, 1959)
hlhal esucker or Remora
Remora arctraLis
(D'iscocephalì : Echineididae)
(Follett and Dempster,1960j Rice and Cajdwell,196l;
Radford and Klawne, 1965)
CETACEA
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ABSTRACT
The precise environment of the mountain :gorilìa GoriLLa goriLLa berLngeí)
is g.iven, using as a basis for the classification the defining equations of
Niven Lørkermtnis, lgBZ). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha called an
'env'irogram', is used for displaying the objects in the environment. Details
of the envirorunent not included in the env'irogram are listed separate'ly.
** * **
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the prec'ise
envirorunent of the various animals is available as AES l^lorking Paper 9181.
Th.is paper contains fa) defi ning equations for the prec'ise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primìtive (undefined) terms which are
used .in the definitions; (c) adetaìleddiscussion of the method of using
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined stick'leback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work is be'ing used in























The envirogram for the gori'lla has been constructed for female or
male adults.
The maps are from Schaller (1963). InformatÍon has been obtained
very largeìy from studies carried out in the Albert National Park. The
diagram of the f'loral zones is from Spinage (1972). Gorijlas are not
found above 4,500 m.
Most studies on the goril'la recognise two species; GortLT.a goríLLa
goriLla" the Lowland Gorilla, and G. gori;LLa beríngei, the Mountain Gorilla.
However, debate on taxonomy continues.
The methodology used in the construction of the envirogram'is exp'lained
in detail in the general introduction to the series (RfS Work'ing Paper 9/81).
The defining equations for the env'ironment of an animal are also given in
the general introduction, together w'ith some indications as to the place
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NOTES ON THE ENVTROGRAM
There are two wet seasons: (i) March-April, (ii) October- November.
The wet season promotes new growth of bamboo. During these periods
the goril]as, which eat only the new shoots, are found almost
exclusively in the bamboo forest. At other times of the year they
are not found there.
Food sources are often trampìed (or eaten) by cattle, humans, other
gorillas and other large animals. The golden monkey (cez,eopithecus
nítis Kandti) competes significantly with the gorillas for bamboo
shoots.
Gorillas have never been seen to drink from rivers, lakes or poo'ls.
They do drink, using their hands or directìy, ìn captivity.
4. Dixson (i981) recognises three subspecies.
A fight between the chief gorillas of two troops resulted in the
death of one; he was strang'led. It has been suggested that
strang'ling is one of the goriì'la's fighting tactics. They also
bite; some adults have been observed with bites and an infant
died, in one incident.
Although troop ranges overlap the popu'lat'ion density is ]ow
(2/sq mi'le) and very few inter-group fights occur. Many peaceful
interactions have been observed.
An eight-month o1d gorilla was infectéd with chicken-pox
(Var"LeeLLa-zoestev,)by contact with a human.
No attacks by dogs have been recorded,'but goriilas have been
reported as strongìy fêarful of dogs.
The initial capture probably acts against the weìfare of the





























The folìowing tables are from [i) Fossey (1974): Tab]e III.
Records of Gori'lla Feeding on various Food ltems in Different
Months of the Year; ('ii) Kawai and Mizuhara (1959): Table I.
Foods of Mountain Gorillas at Bufunvira range (1959.5 - 1959"9);
(iii) Donisthorpe (1958): 1-Staple Foods: plants eaten
frequent'ly; (iv) Schaller (1963): Tables 27 , Zg, 29, 30,
31, 32,33, giving food plants eaten by the animal in various
areas.
TABLE IIL Records of Gorilla Feeding on Various Food Items in Different
Months of the year





























































































































40 101 106 34 79 64 36
Zones: nettles=*t saddle=tt berbaceous=t; ridge=5; vernonia=fl; sub-a'lpine=[l
The figures are expressed as percentages of the records for the month





















I)v,tica massaica (Urti caceae )
GaLun spt'wiun ( Rub'i aceae)
Hagenia aby ssinieø (Rosaceae )
PoLypod.ù,m sp. (PolYPodi aceae)
LobeLia gíberroa (Lobet i aceae)
Seneeio trichopterugil'ß ( Compos i ta e)
Leucas defLeæa ( Labiatae)
Careæ petitiana ( Cyperaceae)
CynogLo ssum geometríewn (Bora gi naceae )
CynogLosswn atrpLífoLiun (Boragi naceae)
Rumeæ z'w¡ertsoriertsis ( Po] ygonaceae )
SoLanwn nigrwn (So1 anaceae)
Cædaus afromon'tans (Compos i tea )
Peucedmwm Lirtå.erL (Umbel'l i ferae)
Hypericun reu oLutwn (Hyperi caceae )
DecayìngwoodprimarilyfromHypericumandHageniatrees.
Bracket fungus ( Gart'oderrna appLarntwn )
Rubus runssorensis (Rosaceae )
futþt ts apetaLus (Rosaceae)
PA g ewn afrieatwn (Rosaceae )
Vewt onia adoLphi- ft'ederici ( Compo s i tae )
HeLichry swn forT nosíssirm'm ( Compos i tae )
'- HeLicVwAswn guiLeLnü (Çompositae)
Peuced.qrunn kerstenií ( Umbel'l i ferae )
Seneeio euiei-rosenü (Composi tae )
Seneeio aLticoLa (ComPos i tae)
This .is nbt meant to be a complete food l'ist but only'lists those















































Ugund i ri zi
Ruþus pinrnkLs l',i I I d ( Brambl e )
Hupez,íewn Laneeolatom Lam.
BaseLLa aLba












TABLE I. Staple Foods: plants Eaten Frequent.ly
H0tl EATEN
Collected. 0uter fibrous portions
of stem discarded and soft'inner parts
eaten (F?gure 3).
Cpllected and eaten in two ways:-i. The whoìe of the young shóot is
eaten,.t!. papery sheath being
discarded.
ii. Larger stems about an inch in
dÍameter are broken across, then
split,and the white pith, whích
has the consistency of coconut,
is eaten.
Collected, bark peeled off and inner
portion of stems eaten. Mosily eaten
on saddle and just above, wherä thereis little choice.
As above.
DESCRI PTI ON
Abundant in lower forest, often occur_ring in large patches. Like a much
branched garden celery, average height
2-3 feet but sometimel O-g feãt.
I tried to discover a season for the
appearance of young shoots but could
not. There seems to be some netv
shoots all the time, even during the
dry season.
l^loody shrub found from 7,000 feet
upwards but dominant on the saddle"It was at first thought to be
ErLangea tomentosa, but the latter
has sma.ller inflorescences and has
never been recorded above 7,000 ft.
-Two_ 
species urere found , poséi bly
Y. Lasioptæ and T/. syringifoLia.-,having mauvish-white heads, the former
somewhat larger.
I'loody shrub with purpl ish spikes.
Leaves and growth sÍmilar tô above.













Native name - Ijiheriheri
Py chnos taehy s goetzenii
(Labiatne) Native name - Sindikwa
The root is eaten and the rest of the
olant discarded. It is scooped out of
lhe gtound leaving a characteristic
rounã hote which hetps to identify a
gorìlla trail. Discarded plants are
iound by each hole, indicating that the
the roots are eaten on the move
(Figure 4).
meal has taken Place.
HOl4l EATEN
ike a forgêt-me-not but verY much
arger and-broader leaves. Found
Herb about 2 feet tall with flowers
t
in lower forest.
Climber with Iight green, heart-
shaped leaves and small white












TABLE II - Supplementary Foods: P.lants eaten as tit-bits, or only during certain seasons
Grows mainly in the alpine and sub-
arptne zones, but also on the saddle
s!^,amp with a few isolated plants onthe lowen slopes. The narro" iãuu.,
form a rosette with the flowering
spike growing 6-9 ft tall from Cñe
centre.. The old, hollow spikes contain
Ilter"which gcrilìa are said to drink,though no evidenee of this was seen.
The bases of the leaves which have abitter, peppery flavour tike a .tili
are eaten.
HOI EATEN
The sheath-like leaf bases are eaten.
Tfey grg not pulied off separately but
the whole plant is pul'led up and lhe
"heart" bitten. Probably eaten on the
move.
Young l eaves , and very 'l i kely fruits
a ì so, are eaten 'l eavi ng the whol e
branch bate. A favourite tit-bit.
Stems eaten.
Leaves eaten.
Young stems are eaten, also the bark
of oìder stems.
The succulent, almost fibreless stems
DESCRIPTI ON
Plant 12-18 inches tall with feathery
leaves, likera cross between a fern
and garden parsley. The stalk
bearing the inflorescence is muchtaller (2-24 feet). The base of the
leaves form a sheath like that of
celery and the flavour is more like
celery than is peucedarunn. Found on
upper slopes and in sub-alpine zone.
Similar to Brìtish




Creeper with toothed, netile-like
leaves, but no sting.
Cl imber 'with roundish leaves. No
flowers were found.
Climber with large dark green roundish
leaves with palmate venatÍon and a
greenish-white spi ke.
The.same plant which is cultivated in
gardens grows wild on the mountains,
Ì_n clearings l'n banboo foreri, ðr
Hypeniewn woodìand.

















The soft white bases of the leaves are
eaten and the tough upper Parts are
iãiã in piles indicatìng a sit-down meal
(Fi gure 5).
Leaf bases on low Plants are eaten'
A rush which grou,s on the saddle
swamp and is much eaten bY buffalo'
Found in alpine an sub-alpine zones
only. Has a soft PuIPY stem with
cluiters of large floppy leaves and
yel l ow infl orescences whi:ch bl oom





tr6.TABLE III - Plants eaten onTy occas.ionaTly.
HOl,l EATEN
Tops eaten. Lower parts of stem and
root seen eaten once.
Stem and leaf base eaten.
Thick part of stem eaten.
Stem and leaf eaten.
0n two occasions the stem was seen
bitten but not broken off, as if the
anima'l had sucked the juice and fibres.
l^lhere these plants occur, numerous
resting places are usually found and
wide areas are beaten down, but nopiles of remains are to be seen.
Fruit bras once found partly eaten on agorilla track, but it cannot be
definitely established that it was eaten
by gorÍllas.
0ften found broken up on Eorilla traíls,
but no proof that it is actually eaten.
DESCRI PTION
Largg and virulent type of stinging
nettle found at all levels up tõ tñe
tree I ine.
Perennial with large ìeaves growing
4-5 feet tall, mainly in ìower
forest.
4 typ. of,"bushy dock with thin pointedleaves and fruits a small red siliqua.
Occurs as secondary growth in
negl ected cul ti.vations.
A-very taìì variety growing 7-g feet
high often in large þatches in t
clearings in lower forest.
Found in c.learings in lower forest.
Scrambler with narrow indented leaves
and yellow inflorescences found
7-8,000 feet.
Herb with ye1 ìow head found in
ìower forest.
Cìimber with deeply indented vine-like
leaves and a red cucumber-like fruit.
0range coloured fungus about the size


















Food P'lants Uti I ì zed by Gori I I as at KabaraTABLE 27..
xxx: heavily used
xx : moderatelY used








Root, base of leaf cluster
Stem
Inside of stem
Lower part of stem
Root, lower Part of stem
Root, lower Part of stem
Root










base of leaf cluster



















































Cln er o f o Li,wn s iLu e str e
Cyrn gLo s swn g eometrLeun













Rubt'ts rtnt's s or ens is
Pumostochys goetzenii


















Base of I eaves

















































































































Base of ìeaves, root
Ins'ide of stem
Lower part of stem
Lower part of stem
Root
Root
Stem and leaf base
Stem
Stem and leaf





Pith, base of leaves















Chaere f oLiwn silts e s tz' e
CynogLo s sum ge ometY'icum




Sene eL o tríehoptenY gLus
Laportea aLatiPes
Kniphofia grantii






V e vm.oni a ado L fí - fn e derL e i








































Py eno s tachty s goetzenii
MímuLop si s ayboyes cens
PAger,t¡n afrLeanwn
Ma car øtg a kiLinan d.s ehay i c a
Maesa LanceoLata
GaLiníera coffeoides


































































Food Plants utilized by Gorillas in the Mt. Kahuzi Region
lJest of Lake Kivu














Rahm (pers. conrn. )
This study
Chri sti aensen (Pers. conrm. )




Christiáensen (Pers. conrn. )
Christiaensen (Pers. conun. )






TABLE 32 Food Plants uti l ized by Gori]las in the Mwenga-Fizi Region
Part Eaten









BriLLantaísia ci catrico s a
Tz,iwnfetta qnnu.a.





Adenia eL s s ørrpeLoide s
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The precise enyironment of the chimpanzee (Pan tnogLodgtes) is given'
usìng as a basis for the c'lassification the defining equations of Niven
(Uykenttnis, 1982). A diagram developed by H.G. Andrewartha called an
'env:i,rogram,, is used for displaying the objects in the environment. Details
of the environment not inc]uded in the envirogram are'listed separately.
* *** *
A general introduction to the whole series of reports on the precise
environment of the various animals is avai'lable as AES Working Paper 9/81.
This paper contains (a) the defining equations for the precise environment;
(b) the interpretation of the four primitive (undefined) terms which are
used in the definitions; (c) a detaited discussion of the method of using
the defining equations, with the chimpanzee and the three-spined,'stick]eback
as examples; (d) indications of the way in which the work is being used in


















































(From J. van Lawick-Goodall: In the ShøÅou of Mmt')
A INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The envircgram for the chimpanzee has been constructed specificaìly
for a female adult in oestrus with an infant of about four years which
has been partially weaned and an adolescent of about seven years i.e"
near puberty.
Information has been obtained largely from studies in the Gombe
National Park in Tanzania. The map has been taken from Lawick-Goodall
(1e71 ) .
The envirogram should be looked at concumenily with the notes. Inpartícular the environment of the young or the adulÈ males is referred toin the notes; this device has been used in preference to drawing up a
number of separate envirograms,
The methodo'log¡r used in the construction of the envirogram is
explained in detal'l in the general introduction to the series inEs hlorking
Paper 9/81). The defining equations for the environment of an aninal are
also given in the general introduction, togêther with some indications as
to the pìace of the present study within the development of a mathematical
theory of ecology.
n
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c NOTES ON THE ENVIROGRAM
Termites are eaten from October to January. The soldier termites aie
readily availabte after rain, when they are near the surface. The
femaìe adult chimpanzee will choose a grass-stem or a twig of a
suitable shape, from one of a number of different species of tree
or bush. She strÍps the ìeaves from it, thus acting as a moCifier
of the tool which she then pokes into the hole to coTlect the termites,'which 
are then eaten. They may be given to her infant to eat. An
ìnfant cannot use the tool but an adolescent may make use of one,
although unable to manufaôture it. Thus the adolescent (offspring* of the female adurt) appears in the envirogram as a modifier, since
he or she may be given the tool by the mother. A tool is also used
for ants' pr,esumably at least parily because the ants nray bite.
Rain acts as a modifier for atT food resources, since chimpanzees
very rarely eat when it is raining. MaTes sometimes perform a
"ritual dance" in the rain.
Bark is eaten only if no fruit is present; thus fruít is a first_
order modifier of bark which is a resource. Formarìy, if w represents
a pÍece of fruit, y and ø both represent the animal, and x a piece
of bark we have:
wNodf 'o= Dr (lxl[(-€, wv= x Modlo) & (Et w]:-x r,rod! ùI.
In this particular case on'ly the second part of the definition is
used. The modifier of order zero is a resource.
Leaves are always seen to be eaten with the ê9gS, however it is not
known whether a chimpanzee wourd sometimes eat an egg without reaves.
Leaves are also sometimes eaten with meat. In both cases these need
not be the kind of leaves normally eaten for food (see Section D,
Food: edible plants, leaves marked,'(R),,).
The hunting of bushbuck and other animars tends to occur in cycres;
the chimpanzee, mainly the male, will hunt for two months, say,
and then not at all for the foltowÍng month. Hunts are usuaìly
more successful when the chimpanzees cooperate. Aìl chimpanzees,






successfuì hunters: There is one recorded case of a chimpanzee building
a tree-nest and eating his meat in it.
Nishida et aL (1979) remark that a'lthough in the Gombe National
park baboons are often attacked this does not occur in the Maha'li
Mountains forty miìes away; they suggest that the artificial feeding
at Gombe brings chimpanzees into contact with baboons more often.
In the Mahali area much less meat is eaten and hunting is invariably
opportunistic rather than co-operative.
There are two varieties of cannibalism:
(i ) Inter-group. l,lhen a mother with an infant is attacked
the mother often escapes but the infant is captured and
eaten, often with accompanying ritual. The suggest'ion
has been made that such infant killings are related to
tensions arising because of overlapping ranges. A female
who has lost her infant changes her status within the
group from ,,mother" to "female" and may be expected to go
into oestrus within two months. one female who lost her
infant v\,as groomed for a ìong period by three males
without, however, reciProcating.
[ii) Intra-group. A higher-ranking female will (very seldom)
steal and eat another female's infant.
Chimpanzees often steal meat from a baboon; in this case the
baboon "supplies" the resource and so is acting as a first-order
modif.ier. The chimpanzee, usually a ma]e, acts as a second-order
modifier,in his own environment by catching the baboon' See note 5'
The ftoor of thé fishing-huts are a mixture of soil and salt'
The chimpanzee eats the mixture.
There is no,evidence that the animals obtain their water directly
from nearby streams or lakes. However, they have been observed
drinking from water-filled tree-holes. The envirogram shows the
case in.which the tree-hole is out of lip-reach. The chimpanzee







to sop up water thus the animal acts as a fifth-order modifier,
anaìogous to its role in note l.
A female wilt copulate with alr mature males arthough copuìation
between sìblings is very rare, and mother_son true copulation has
never been observed. In any one per.iod of sexual activity the males
present will copulate in sequence according to their social rank.
Occasionally, a female wiil have a consort (a mate who accompaniesher; these associations are relatively brief, never more than six
months). The consort is not preferred for copulation but simply
because of his proximity he is tikely to coputate with her more
often than other males. Thus the g.male and the consort are most
likely to sire any offspring. In the course of the usual social
training she wiil atso "copurate,' (in a non-aduìt sense) withjuvenires and infants, incruding her own if sufficient.|y young.
There are no recorded kilts by a reopard, but Lawick-Goodaìr (1971)
makes it clear that-in her opinion leopards are pótential killers.
Fifteen chimpanzees were affected and six of them died at Gombe in
one epidemic which followed an outbreak of poliomyeìitis in
neighbouring vilìages. The suggestion has been made that many
diseases of humans also affect chimpanzees.
15. Every rainyseason at least some chimpanzees catch cold.
16" An unknown fungaì disease was reported as affecting one femaìe.
Chimpanzees occasionally fall or are pushed out of trees without
damage, however in one recorded instance the animal fe]l partialry
on to a rock, broke his neck and died. Day-nesb always buitt in
11. some African people consider that chimpanzee fresh Ís a dericacy"
12' It is not clear from the literature whether the cobra should be
classífied as a predator or a ma.lentity.
13' This refers to the case of infant cannibalism. A male in the same





trees, helps the animal to ayoid falìing. It is made by weaving
branches together; a feW branches are broken off in the process'
Several different species of tree are used. D-nests are often
built during rain, though almost never during dry periods.
No cases of a chimpanzee being dannged by fire have been recorded.
However fires do occur in their habitats.
This refers to the envirogram for an adult male chimpanzee' The
males come to btows to establish dominance. An attacking male
could be classified as either a predator or a malentity since its
H would be inftated in the case that its status was increêsed, via
the probability of reproduction. In the case that the attacking
male lost its H would either be reduced or, more probably, remain
unchanged; in this case the animal is acting as a malentity'
The initial capture probabty aðts against the welfare of the




An asterisk ìndicates a major food of its type.
EDIBLE PLANTS
Over 90 identified species supply fruit, f.lowers,.seeds, barks,
ìeaves, resin and/or dead wood fibre, fncluding over 50 types of fruit and
over 30 types of leaf"
crosses in the right hand columns indicate the part(s) eaten. In the
'bark'column'I'and '0' indicate inner and outer bark respectivery.
'(R)' indicates that the leaf is rarery eaten (c"f. note c4).







































































TYPE FRUIT LEAF FLOI,'IER BARK SEED PITH
Ham,ury øta maãag as cæ i ens'ù s
f,anànLphia spp,
Mayterrus senegaLønsis








Phy LLan tht æ mt æLL eríøtu.s

















































TOTALS 18 13 2 2L11
The information on bark is virtual'ly complete and bark is therefore
over-represented as against the more cormonly consumed fruit and 'leaves.
INSECT FOODS
4 genera of ant: Anorwna spp.
Crematog'asten spp.












1 species of caterpiììar: (of an unidentified moth)
Many species of grub: larvae of beeiles, b,asps, 9âllfties etc.
Bee larvae and Honey: eaten together on hive raids..
BIRDS, FLEDGLINGS AND BIRD EGGS
Always hunted or gathered opportunistically.
of several species, including:
Eggs and fledglings
MeLønoptez,yæ nigezvirrus - (weaver birds)
Eggs aìways eaten with a wad of leaves.
Two recorded cases of attempted bird hunting:
Erqneo Linus squønatu.s
Guinea Fow'l (successful ).





* CoLobous badius tephtoseeLes
Ct"ieetornys etninii

























For males - oestrus females of 3 sub-species
1. Pan trogLodgtes sclnteinfi'æthii
2. P. tnogLodgtes tnogLodytes
3. P. tongLodytes uerus
For oestrus fema'les - males of 1, 2 and 3.
For anoestrus females - nil.
Homo sqíens
Pqr¿thera pædus [leoPard)
Variety of snakes, includì.ng white-lipped cobra.
Pan tnogLodytes
Intestinal parasites including:
tu ob s trnay ria g oniberß í s





fuog Lody teLLa abras sæti
Virus causing common cold.
Virus causing goitre
Virus cauging poì iomYel itis.
Fungus causing nose-swell ing.
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